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CHAPTER L . 

CARTHAGE. 

THE SelI!i~c stock occupied a place amidst, and yet aloof The Ph..,.. 
from, the nations of the ancient classical world. The true nicians. 
centre of the former lay in the East, that of the· latter in 
the region of the Mediterranean ~ and, however wars and 
migrations may have altered the line of demarcation and 
thrown the races across each other's path, a deep sense of 
diversity has always severed, and still severs, the Indo-Ger-
manic peoples from the Syrian, Israelite, and Arabic nations. 
This divenlity was no less marked in the case of that Semitic 
pe9ple, which spread more than any other in the direction of 
the west-the Phrenicians or Punians. Their native seat was 
the narrow border of co~t bounded by Asia Minor, the 
highlands of S~ and Egypt, and was called Canaan, that 
is, the" plain. This was the only name which the nation 
itself made use of; even in Christian times the African farmer 
called himself a Canaanite. But Canaan received from the 
Hellenes the name of Phrenike, the "land of purple," or 
"land of the red men," and the Italians also were accus-
tomed, as we are accustomed still, to call the Canaanites 
Phrenicians. 

The land waS well adapted for agriculture; but its excel- Their com
lent harbours and the abundant supply of timber and of menlO. 
metals eminently favoured the growth of commerce, and 
it was there perhaps, where the opulent eastern continent 
abuts on the wide-spreading Mediterranean so rich in har-
bours and islands, that commerce first dawned in all its 
greatness upon man. The Phrenicians directed all the re-
sources of courage, acuteness, and enthusiasm to the full 
development of commerce and jts attendant arts of naviga-
tion, manufacturing, and colonization, and thus coIJ!lected 
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the East and the West. At an incredibly early period we 
find them in Cyprus and Egypt, in Greece and Sicily,in Africa. 
and Spain, and even on the Atlantic Oc!ean and the North 
Sea. The field of their commC:!rce reached from Sierra 
Leone and Cornwall in the west, eastward to the coast of 
"Malabar .. Through their hands passed the gold and pearls 
of the East, the purple of Tyre, slaves, ivory, lions' and 
panthers' skins from the interior of Africa, frankincense 
from Arabia., the linen of Egypt, the pottery and fine wines 
of Greece, the copper of Cyprus, the silver of Spain. tin 
from England, and iron from Elba. The Phmnician mariners 
.supplied every na.tion with whatever it needed or was likel:r 
to purchase, and they roamE'd everywhere, but al"ays 
cherished the hope of returning to thenarro,¥ hpme to which 
their affections clung. . 

The;" iDte!- The Phrenicians are entitled to be commemorated in his
lec1;uai ell- _ tory by the side of the Hellenic and Latin nations; but 
dowments .• their case affords a fresh proof, and perhaps the strongest 

proof of all, that. the development of national' energies in 
antiquity was of a one-sided character. Those noble and 
enduring crea.tions in the field of intellect, which owe 
their origin to the Aramrean race, did not emanate from 
the Phll;luicians. While faith and knowledge in a certain 
sense were the especial propert; of the Aramrean nations 
and reached the Indo-Germans only from the East, neither 
the Phmnician religion nor Phmnician science and art ever, 
so far as we can see, held an independent rank among 
those of the Aramrean family: The religious conceptions 
of the Phmnicians were rude and uncouth, and it tJeemed 
8J! if their worship. was meant to foster lust and cruelty 
rather than to subdue them. No trace is discernible, 
at least in times of clear historical light, of any special 
influence exercised by their religion over other nations. As 
little do Vl(e find any Phmnician architecture or plastic.art 
at all comparable even to those of Italy. to say nothing of 
the lands where art was native. The most ancient seat of 
scientific observation and of its application to practical 
purposes was Babylon. or at any rate the region of the 
Euphrates. It was there probably that men first followed 
the course of the stars; it was there that they first dis
tinguished and expressed in writing the sounds of langua.,o-e ; 
it was there that. they begav. to reflect on time and space 
and on the powers at work in nature: the earliest traces of 
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astronomy and chronology, of the alphabet, and of weights 
and measures, point to that region. The Phreniciansno 
doubt availed themselves of the artistic and highly developed 
manufactures of Babylon for their industry, of the observa
tion of the stars for their navigation, of the writing of 
sounds and the adjustment of measures for their commerce, 
and distributed many all important germ of civilization along 
with their wares; but it. cannot be demonstrated that the 
alphabet or any other ingenious product of the human 
mind belonged peculiarly to them, and such religious and 
scientific ideas as they were the Dleans of conveying to the 
Hellenes, were scattered by them more-after the fashion of 
a bird dropping grains than of the husbandman sowing his 
seed. The power which the Hellenes and even the Italians 
possessed, of civilizing and assimilating to themselves the 
nations susceptible of culture with whom they came into 
contact, was wholly wanting in the Phrenicians. In the 
field of Roman conquest the Iberian and the Celtic languages 
have disappeared before the Romanic tongue; the Berbers 
of Africa speak at the present day the same language I1S 

they spoke in the times of the Hannos and the Barcides. 
Above all, the Phrenicians, like the rest of the Aramrean Their poli

nations as compared with the Indo-Germans, lacked the t~ quali
instinct of political life,-the noble idea of self-governed ties. 
freedom. During the most Rourishing times of Sidon and. 
Tyre the land of the Phrenicians was a perpetual apple of 
contention between the powers that ruled on the Euphrates 
and on the Nile, anrl was subject sometimes to the Assy-
rians, sometimes to the Egyptians. With hlalf the power 
Hellenic cities had achieved their independence; but the 
prudent Sidonians calculated that the closing of the caravan-
routes to the East or of the ports of Egypt would affect 
them more than the heaviest tribute, and so they punctually 
paid their taxes, as it might happen, to Nineveh or to Mem. 
phis, and even gave their ships, when they could not avoid it, 
to help to fight the battles of the kings. And, as at home the 

, Phrenicians patiently submitted to the oppression of their 
masters, so also abroad they were by no means inclined to 
exchange the peaceful career of' commerce for a policy of 
conquest. Their colonies were factories. It was· of more 
moment in their view to traffic in buying and selling with the 
natives than to acquire extensive territories in distant lands, 
and to carry out there the slow and difficult work of coloni-
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zation. They' avoided war even with their rivals; they 
allowed themselves to be supplanted in Egypt, Greece, Italy, 
and the east of Sicily almost without resistance; and in the 
great naval battles, which were fought in early times for the 
supremacy of the western ~{editerranean, at .Alalia (217) 
and at Cumre (280), it was the Etruscans, and not the 
Phrenicians, that bore the brunt of the struggle with the 
G.teeks. If rivalry could not be avoided, they compromised 
the matter as best they could j no attempt was ever made 
by the Phrenicians to conquer Crere or Massilia. Still less, 
of course, were the Phrenicians disposed to enter on aggres
sive war. On the only occasion in earlier times when they 
took the field on the offensive, namely in the great Sicilian 
expedition of the African Phrenicians which terminated in 
their defeat at Himera by Gelo of Syracuse (274), it was 
simply as dutiful subjects of the Great King and in order 
to avoid taking part in the campaign against the Hellenes 
of the east, that they entered the lists against tbe Hellenes 
of the west; just as their Syrian kinsmen were in fact obliged 
in that same year to share the defeat of the Persians at 
Salamis (i. 330). 

This W(lS not the result of cowardice; navigation in nn
known waters and with armed vessels requires brave hearts, 
and that such were to be found among the PJirenicians, they 
often showed. Still less was it the result of any lack of 
tenacity and idiosyncracy of national feeling; on the con
trary the Aramreans defended their nationality with spiri
tual weapons as well as with their blood against all t.he 
allurements bf Grecian civilization and all the coercive 
roeas~s of Eastern and Western despots, and that with an 
obstinacy which no Indo-Germauic people has ever equalled, 
and which to us who belong to the West seems to be some
times more sometimes less than human. It was the result 
of that want of political instinct, which amidst all their lively 
sense of the ties of race, and amidst all their faithful attach
ment to the city of their fathers, formed so marked a feature 
in the character of the Phrenicians. Liberty had no charms 
for them, and they aspired not after dominion; "quietly they 
lived," ~ays the Book of Judges, "after the manne~ of the 
Sidonians, careless and secure, v.nd in possession of riches." 

Of all the Phrenician settlements none attained a more 
rapid and secure prosperity than those which were established 
by the Tyrians and' Sidonians on' the south coast of Spain 
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and the nOl'th coast of Airica,-regions that lay beyond th!! 
reach of the arm of the Great King ahd of the dangerous 
rivalry of the mariners of Gl'eece, and in Which the natives 
held the same relation to the strangers as the Indians in 
America held to .the Europeans. Among the numerous 
and flourishing Phmnician cities along these. shores, the 
most prominent by far was the " New Town," Karthada or, 
as the Occidentals called it, Karchedon or Carthago. Al
though not the earliest settlement of the Phmnicians in this 
region, and originally perhaps a mere dependency of the 
adjoining Utica the oldest qf the Phmnician towns in'Libya, 

• it soon outstripped its neighbours and even the mother
llind through the incomparable advantages of its situa
tion and the energetic activity of its inhabitants. . It was
situated not far from the (former) mouth of the Bagrad~ 
(l\lejerda), which flows through the richest COl'D district of 
northern Africa, and was placed on a fertile rising ground, 
still occupied with country houses and covered with groves 
of olive and ol'ange trees, falling off in a gentle slope towards 
the plain, and terminating towards the sea in a sea·girt pro
montory. Lying in t·he heart of the .great North-African 

. roadstead, the Gulf of Tunis, at the very spot where that 
beautiful basin affords the best anchorage for vessels of larger 
size, and where· drinkable spring water is got close by the 
shore, the place proved singularly favourable for agriculture 
and commerce and for the exchange of their respective 
commodities-so favourable, that ·not only was 'the Tyrian 
settlement in that quarter the first of' Phrenician mel'can
tile cities, but even in'the Roman period Carthage was no 
sooner restol'ed than it bt'cllme the third city in the Em
pire, and still, under' circumstances far from favourable 
and on a site far less judiciously chosen, there exists in that 
quarter a flourishing city of a hundred thousand inhabitants • 

.The prosperity, agricultural, mercantile, and industrial, of' a 
city so situated and so peopled, needs no explanation; but 
the question requires an answer-In what way did t,his 
Il\!ttlement come to attain such a development of political 
power, as no other Phmnician city possessed? 

That the Phmnician stock did not even in Carthage re- Carthage 
nounce its passive t>olicy, there is .no want of evidence to heads the 
prove. Carthage pald, even· down to the times of its pros- wpheste~~ 

. d t~ h 'db h' Cl!nlClans penty. a groun -ren lor t e space OCCUplEl y t e CIty to in opposition 
the native Berbers, the trib& of Maxitani or Maxyes; and to the Hel

len .... 
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although the sea and the desert sufficiently protected the 
Ility from any assault of the .eastern powers, Carthage ap
pears to have r!Jcognized (although but nominally)' the 
supremacy of the Great King, and to have paid tribute to 
him occasionally, in order to secure its 'commercial coinmu
nicatiOlls with 'fyre and the East. 

But, with all their disposition to be submissive and cringing, 
circumstances occurred which compelled these Phrenicians 
to adopt a more energetic policy. The st~eam of Hellenic 
migration was pouring ceaselessly towards the west: it had 
already dislodged tbe Phrenicians from Greece proper and 
Italy, and it was preparing to supplant them also in Sicily,. 
in Spain, and even in Libya itself. The Phrenicians had 
to make a stand against it somewhere, if they were not 
willing to be totally crushed. In this case, where they had to 
deal with Grecian traders and not with the Great King, sub
mission did not suffice to secure the continuance of their 
commerce and industry on its former footing, liable merely 
to tAli and tribute. Massilia and Cyrene were already' 
founded; the whole east of Sicily was already in the hands 
of the Greeks; it was full time for the Phrenicians to 
think of serious resistl!-nce. The Carthagiuians undertook 
the task; . after long and obstinate wars they set a limit to 
the advance of the Cyrenreans, and Hellenism was unable to 
establish itself to the west of the desert of Tripolis. With 
Carthaginian aid, moreover, the Phrenician settlers on ,the 
western pbint of Sicily defended themselves against the 
Greeks, and readily and gladly submitted to the protection of 
the powerful cognate city (i. 153).' These important suc
cesses, whICh occurred in the second century u. c., and 
which saved for the Phoonicians the south·western portion 
of the Mediterranean, served of themselves to give to the 
city which had achieved them the hegemony of the nation, 
and to alter at the same time its political.position. Car-a 
thage was no longer a mere mercantile city: its aim was to 
rule over Libya and over part of the Mediterranean, because 
there was a necessity for its doing so. It is probable that 
the custom of employing inercenaries contributed materially 
to these succes~es. That custom. came into vogue in Greece 
somewhere about the middle of the fourth century u. c., but 
among the Orientals ana the C"arians more especially it was 
far older, and it was perhaps the Phrenicians themselves that 
began it. By the system of foreign recruiting war was con-
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verkel into a grand pecuniary speculation, which was quite· 
in keeping with the character and habits of the Phrenicians •. 

It was probably the reflex influence of these successes The Cartha
abroad, that first led the Carthaginians to change the cha~ gi?-i:m d.o
racter of their occupation in Africa from a tenure of hire ~i:n.lOn III 
and sufferance to one of proprietorship and conquest. It flea. 
appear. to have been about 300 u. c. that the Carthaginian 450. 
merchants got rid of the rent for the soil, which they had 
hitherto been ob6jged ·to pay to the natives. This change 
enabled them to prosecute husbandry on a great scale. The 
Phreni~ians were at all times anxious to employ their capital 
as landlords as well as traders, and to practise agriculture 
on a large scale by means of slaves or hired labourers; a 
large portion of the Jews in this way I'erved the_merchant-
princes of Tyre for daily wages. The Carthaginians could 
now without restriction extract the produce of the rich 
Libyan soil by a system akin to tha~ of the modern planters; 
slaves in chains cultivated the land-we find that singl~ 
citizens possessed as many as twenty thousand. Nor was 
this aIL The agricultural villages of the surrounding region 
(agriculture appears to have been introduced among the 
Libyans at a very early period-probably anterior to the 
Phrenician settlement, and in aU likelihood from Egypt) 
were subdued by force of arms, and·the free Libyan farmers 
were transformed into fellahs, who paid to their lords a 
fourth part of the produce of the soil as tribute, and were 
subjected to a regular system of recruiting for the formation 
of a home Carthaginian army. Hostilities were constantly 
occurring with the roving pastoral tribes (I'''pallf!;) on the 
borders; but a chain of fortified posts secured the territory 
enclosed by them, and the Nomades were slowly driven 
back into the deserts or the mountains, or compelled to 
recognize Carthaginian supremacy, to pay tribute, and to 
furnish contingents. About the period of .the first Punic 
war their great town Theveste (Tebessa, at the sources of 
the Mejerda) was conquered by the Carthaginians. These 
form the "towns and tribes (i81'1}) of subjects'" which 
appear in the Carthaginian state-treaties; the former being 
the nou-free Libyan villages, the latter the subject Nomades. 

To this fell to be added the sovereiknty of Carthage over the Liby-phm
other Phrenicians in Africa, or the so-called Libv-phrenicians. nicians. 
These included, on the one hand, the smaller settlements sent 
forth from Carthage along the whole north and part of the 
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nortb-'ftSt ~'<t or .Afri('3-~hicb must haw bet-n not un
impo.uUnt.. f,lr (\n ~ _-ttl:mtic al<l~ tht'~ 1I'fft' settlt'd al 
O~ time &\000 sucb ('\lkluis~nd, on the other band, the 
old l'hl'PllK-W1 St'ttleDlenn; e;:~ially nUDlerous al<m!! ~ 
('\'6St .. >f the r~llt rro~ of (\lIlsbntiue and &·..-lik or 
Tuuis, such as Hippo a1tt>nranls a.Ut'd Eegius (B..ma): ll~J.. 
ruuX"tmn (Susa). Little ul'tis tto thl' S<luth .. >f Susa)-tbe 
~\ud city of the PhCl!lli<'l;ws in Mri<"a-Thspsus (in the 
~I\l(' quut\'r).and Grellt L.'l'tis (near Tri\k>li). In whst ~y 
all t~ cit~ ('Ull' to be sut-~'ct to lan~"e'-wht>tb..'r 
Toluntuily fer their rro~tK-n l't'l'b:'IJ'S fu.'II11 tIlt" 1ltt30.,ks of 
lm'Wl'IIlls and X umidillns. (\I' bT (,\'IllStr:Unt~lt be noW' 
a;"'t"rt3i~; but it is reltUn 'that tht'T Sl"t' dt ... ij!U3W as 
Imhjt'<'ts of tllt" CutIl3,..,..milllls .'W'U in ~'Itli<'::al d,~nl<'nts. 
tbat tbt'T bad to rull d..lW'U their ~s. and thst theT bad 
to J.'Ily t"butt". anJ furnish rotltln~llts to Cartha~. "rb..'y 
wert' not liliNl' bowen!!' to the ~itiu~. t'Tstt'm (\I' to 
land-tu. but ('\~ntributt'd & dt·tinite amount ~>f Dlt'n and 
mo~y. Link ul'tis for iust:\I1,'" paYltlg the t'DOml<lUS sum 
annually (If ~65 talents (~,Si3); DlOl\.'(\Tt'1' there was 
t>qnality of law bet" .... ll them and the C:1.' .. t~iuialls. and 
tb.-y .. ,,)\lId ('\lIltnrt nl:uri.~"\' 01\ t>qu:u terms.· '1.':' t.i,"a alooe 
~pt-J Ii. simil:1l' £ate sud had in; 'Inils and indt>pt,u.h'll<'6 
l'n»>t"1"n'<i to it, 1l'SS l""rNpS from its own PO'lTt'r thm from 
tb.> 1,i..lIls f<'t'ling.>f til.- ~rthiigiuis.us to~ls their :lll('lent 
protec'('tors; in ixt the rh.:t'lli('.l:ms clle.rish,..J Ii. l't'lllarkahle 

.. no. ~ ~':;".t this ~td..,..~iu u.. ta~""", 
.,..,ty \ I''':yb.. Tii.. ~\. ... looft ia ..,.,tnN to t~ n~ .... tho .- .... ,i,. an.I 
,. w lib:- "'~"''i$'' tht ..u...-, tboy ..,... ,'IllW _ ...... , ....... ~'l'M 
"' .. ...cs ..... ..-..- l,........ n .. ..m..-. tlw-y ........... """ N as atJ<lS 
al.w\~.'ks~_l-..a.u. h" ... tribu~ ,li ... U1i .. ,t>~:..I~ 
nil. " S. TiwOr "...., .... _ ... itt. tho~"""'" is ..... 1 .. -.1. t<y l~ 
n. ~; u.. ,,-.m. ...... is ''''rlW ill .<q~"'''''''. That u.. <>!.! n" ........ ... 
<cl.o: ........... u.d~ ~ tlw-tw~~ ...... is ~ by t1.. ,~-,w .. .. 
• i Hi,,-., ..... liby~io."'" city ~Li ... nT, .... ,. ; .... "'" ~ lw>.! .. t .. 1hf 
"""_'" &ca.-iw.i "'_ u.n~. it is ...;.t ill tk l'mrl"" ... · H-, 
.. the t~-iDiaas -.I ..... 1Nl ""'-~ ... sail ... y .... w ",l:"'" ~ 
N_w.-. aM ... ""'" eiti6s ... lw~-ia ..... - I .... ~ Ib. ......t 
.. J.K,~iciuIs - """,......t by u..l.'art~";tlioas _ as .. aari._ ~ti. .... 
kta ....... doo..~a~ia..-til .. booaal ........ This ........ ,I'.it«, __ is~"1 
.;th tho ...... thai cnm_ti<-all .. u.. __ doo.._ ~ ...... ..w ..m. 
Lil>nas \ U .. , ni. ~ _ ad.ti~ ... tho ... n ol Nybi ... ·; iI: ..... lity. at MN 
ia Ih. ms.itut;.. ...... ~.~.w...""" l..it.yu.,.,.... hq_l~ _~1<'d 
.;ta ~ ...... ~1li....t. >.iii. '1I, t'ie-.,..... ,,_ t:!l. Tlw ~~ itt ..."". 
... ~ttltt....al rdat ...... loot ....... ,~ Lau... .. : ~ aM tho l.:b~ 
ciaas .. ft~~ .. ~b~ 
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feeling of reverence for such relatione, forming a.tborough 
contrast to the indifference of the Greeks. Even in inter
COUl'lle ..nth foreigners .. Carthage and Utica" alwaYI stipu
late' and promise in conjunction; which, of COUl'lle, did not 
preclude the far more important" New To\VIl H from practi
cally asserting ita hege~ny over -':;:tica. Th~ the T~ 
factory W81 converted mto fhe capltal of a Dllghty l\orth
African empire, lI"hich extendp.d from the desert of Tripoli 
to the Atlantic Ocean, contenting itself in its western por
tion (:~Iorocco and Algiers) ..nth the 08Cupation, and that 
to BOrne ertent superficial, of a belt along the coast, but in 
the richer portion to the east (the present district8 of Con
stantine and Tunis) Itretching itl Iway over the interior 
also and constantly pwhing ita frontier further to the 
BOuth" The Carthagiuians were, as an ancient author"sig
nificantly expresses it, converted from TyriaDi into Lihyans. 
Phrenician civilization prevailed in Libya jwt 81 Greek 
ci,"ilization prevailed in Asia :Minor and Syria after \he 
campaigna of Alexander; although not ..nth the same in
tensity. Phrenician was spoken and written at the courts 
of the Nomad sheiks, and tha more civilized native" tribes 
adopted for their language the Phrenician alphabet;· to 
Phrenicize them completely suited neither the geniu! of 
thp nation nor the policy of Carthage. 

The e~h, at which this tr8D1formation of Carthage into 
the caPItal of Libya took place, admits the less of being 

. determined that the change doubtless took place gradually. 
The author jll8t mentioned names Hanna 81 the reformer of 
the nation. If the Hanno is meant who"lived"at the time of 
the first war with Rome, he can only be regarded 81 having 

. com pleted . the new system, the carrying out of which pro
bably OC'C1lpied the fourth and fifth cp.nturies of Rome. 

The flourishing of Carthage 11"81 accompanied by a parallel 

• The Lib,.... 0'1' Xumi<f .... alphabet, by which we mean that which was 
md ;" _pluved by the Berbon iD writing their D<II>&mitic Ianguage-<me of 
the iDDu ..... rahle alpbabm elm". fro .. the primitive A"""""", ooe--certaiDly 
IIJ'P"&t" to be more doorly ftlaled in .... era1 of ilB forms to the latter thaD the 
Pbcmician alphabet; bot it by DO ........ (,,\low. from this, that the Libyana 
e1m,..d their writio~ DOt from Ph"",;,:iaoo but from ear\ier immigTmlts, my 
.. ore \hao the pamally olJ..r forms of the ltaliao a1phabeta prohibit os from 
ckririog U- frum the G ..... k. We must rather ...... me that the Libyan 
a1pbabet h.u '-0 derived (rom the Ph<eniciaD at a period of the Jattn' 
ear!ier thaD the time at .. bid. the .-rda of the Ph<2oiciao language that 
have R*:hod WI .. ere wrium. 
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decline in\he great cities of the Phrenician mother-country, 
in Sidon' and especially in Tyre, the prosperity of which 
was destroyed partly by internal commotions, partly by the 
pressure of external calamities, particularly of its sieges by 
Salmanassar in the first, Nebuchodrossor in the second, and 
Alexander in the fifth 'century, u. c. The noble families 
and old firms of Tyre emigrated for the most part to the. 
secure and flourishing daughter-city, and carried thither their 
intelligence, their capital, and their traditions. At the time 
. when· the Carthaginians came intd contact with Rome, Car
thage was as decidedly the first of Canaanite cities as Rpme 
was the first of the communities of Latium. 

But the. empire of Libya was only half of the power of 
Carthage; its maritime and colonial dominion had acquired, 
during the same period, a no less powerful development. 

In Spain the chief station ·of the Phrenicians was the 
primitive Tyrian settlement at Gades (Cadiz). In addition, 
they posses~ed to the west and east of it a chain of factories, 
and 10 the interior the region of the silver mines, so that 
they had in their possession nearly the modern Andalusia 
and Granada, or at least the coasts of these provinces. 
They made no effort to acquire the interior from the warlike 
natlVe nations; they were content with the possession of the 
mines and of stations for traffic and for shell and other 
fisheries; and they had difficulty in maintaining their 
ground even 'in these against the adjoining trihes. It is 
probable that these possessions were not strictly Cartha-. 
giniall but Tyrian, and Gades was not reckoned among the 
cities tributary to Carthage; but practically. like all the 
western Phrenicians, it was under Carthaginian hegemony, 
as is shown by the aid sent by Carthage to the Gaditani 
against the natives, and by the institution of Carthaginian 
trading settlements to the westward of Gades. Ebusus 
and the Baleares, again, were occupied by the Carthaginians 
even at an early period, partly for the fisheries,. partly as 
advanced posts against the MassiliotS" with whom furious 
conflicts were waged from these st4tions. 

In like mauner the Carthaginians already at the end of 
the second century, u. c., established themselves iu Sardinia, 
which was turned to account by them precisely in the same 
way as Libya.. Wbile the natives withdrew into the 
mountainous interior of the island to escape from the 
bondage of agricultural serfs, just as the N unridians in Africa 
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withdrew to the borders of the desert, Phwnician colonieli. 
were conducted to Caralis (Cagliari) and other-important 
points, and the fertile districts along the coast were rendered 
productive by the introduction of L~byan cultivators. , 

In Sicily the stl-aits of Messana and the larger eastern Sicily. 
balf of the island bad fallen at ,an early period into. the 
hands of the Greeks; but the Phwnicians, with the help of 
the Carthaginians, retained on the one hand the IiImaller 
adjacent islands, ~e lEgates, Melita, Gaulos, Cossyra (the 
settlement in Malta in particular was rich and flourishing);' 
on the otber hand the west and north-west coast of Sicily, 
whence they maintained communication with Africa by means 
of Motya and afterwards of Lilybamm and with Sardinia by 
means of Panormus and Soluntum. The interior of tbe 
island remained in the possession of the native· Elymi, 
Sicani, and Siceli. After the further advance of tne Greeks 
was checked, a state of comparative peace had prevailed in 
the island, which even the campaign undertaken by the 
Cllrthaginians at the in8tigation of the Persians against their 
Greek neighbours in the island (274) did not permanently 480. 
interrupt, and which continued on the whole to subsist till 
the Attic expedition t6 Sicily (339-341). The two com- 415-413. 
peting nations made up their minds to tolerate each other, 
and confined themselves in the main each to its own field. 

AU these settlements and possessions were important Maritime 
enough in themseh"es; but they were of greater moment as supremacy. 
the pillars of the Carthaginian maritime supremacy" By 
their possession of the sOllth of Spain, of the Baleares, of 
Sardinia, of western Sicily and Melita, and by their prevention 
of Hellenic colonies on the east coast of Spain, in Corsica, and 
in the region of the Syrtes, the masters of the north coast of 
Africa rendered their Bea a closed one, and monopolized the 
western straits. In the Tyrrhene and Gallie Beas alone the 
Phrenicians' were obliged to admit the rivalry of other 
nations. This state of things might be endured so long as 

. the Etruscans and the Greeks served to counterbalance each 
other in these waters; with the former as the less dangerous 
rivals Carthage even entered into an alliance agailllilt the 
Greeks. But wben, on the fall of the Etruscan power (a. Rivalry 
fall which, as is nsually the case in such forced alliances, with Syra
Carthage had l;1ardly exerted all her power to avert), and euse. 
after the miscarriage of the great projects of Alcibiades, 
Syracuse stood forth as indisputably the first Greek naval 
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power, not only did the rulers of Syracuse naturally begin 
to aspire to dominion over Sicily and lower Italy and at ihe 
same time over the Tyrrhene and Adriatic seas, but the Car
thaginians also were compelled to adopt a more energetic 
policy. The immediate result of the long and obstillflte 
conflicts between them aud their equally powerful and 
infamous antagonist, Dionysius of Syracuse (348-389), was 
the annihilation or weakening of the intervening Sicilian 
states-a result which both parties had.n interest in ac
complishing-and the division of the island between the 
Syracusans and ClU"1;haginians. The most flourishing cities 
in the island, Selinus, Himera, Agrigentum, Gela, and 
Messana, were destroyed from the very foundation by the 
Carthaginians in the course of these unhappy conflicts: and 
Dionysius was "not displeased to see Hellenism destroyed 
or suppressed there, that, leaning for support on foreign 
mercenaries enlisted from Italy, Gaul, and Spain, he might 
rule in greater security over provinces which lay desolate or 
which were occupied by military colonies. The peace, which 
was concluded after the victory of tbe Carthaginian general 
Mago at Kronion (371), and which subjected tq_the Cartha
ginians the Greek cities of Thermre (the ancient Himera), 
Segesta, Heracleia Minoa, Selinus, and a part of the territory 
of Agrigentum as far as the Halycus. was regarded by the 
two powers contending for the possession of the island as 
only a temporary' accommodation; on both sides the rivals 
were ever renewing their attempts to dispossess each other. 
Four several times-in 360 in the time of Dionysius the 
elder; in 410 in that of Timoleon; in 445 in that of 
Agathocles; in 476 in that of Pyrrhus-the Carthaginians 
were masters of all Sicily as far as Syracuse. and were 
baflled by its solid walls; almost as often the Syracusans, 
under able leaders, such as were the elder Dionysius, 
Agathocles, and Pyrrhus, seemed equally on the eve of 
dislodging the Africans from the island. :But more and 
mOfe the balance inclined to the side of the Carthaginians, 
who were, as a rule, the aggressors, and who, although they 
did not follow out their aim with Roman steadfastness, yet 
conducted their attack with far greater method and energy 
than the Greek City, vexed and torn by factions, llonducted 
its defence. The Phrenicians might with reason expect 
that a pestilence or a foreign condcttiere would not always 
snatch 'the prey from their hands; and for the time being, 
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at least at sea, the struggle was already decided (i. 425) l 
Pyrrhus' attempt to restore, the Syracusan fleet was the 
last. ASter the failure of that attempt, the Carthaginian 
fleet commanded without a rival the whole western Medi
terranean; and its endeavours to occupy Syracuse, Rhegium,. 
and Tarentum, showed the 'extent of its power and the 
objects at which it aimed. Hand in hand' with these 
attempts went all 1lndeavour to monopolize still more 
thoroughly the maritime commerce of this region, at the 
expense alike of foreigners and of their, own subjects; and it 
was not the wont of the Carthaginians to recoil from any 
violence that might help forward their purpose. A con
temporary of the Punic wars, Eratosthenes, the father of 
geography (479-560), affirms that every foreign mariner 275-194. 
sailing towards Sardinia or towards the Straits of Gades, who 
fell into the hands of the Carthaginians, was thrown by 
them into the sea; and with this statement the fact com~ 
pletely accords, that Carthage by the treaty of 406 declared 348. 
the Spanish; Sardinian, and Libyan ports open to Roman 
trading vessels, whereas by that of 448 (i. 426), it totally -806. 
closed them, with the exception of the port of Carthage 
itself, against the same. , 

Aristotle, who died about fifty years before the commence- Constitution 
ment of the first Punic war, describes the constitution of of Carthage. 
Carthage as having changed from a monarchy into an aris- . 

. tocracy, or into a democracy inclining towards oligarchy, for 
he designates it by both names. The conduct of affairs was.Councii . 

• immediately vested in the Rands of the Council of Ancients, 
which, like the Spartan Gerusia, consisted of the two kings 
nominated annually by the citizens, anq of twenty-eight 
Gerusiasts, who were 'also, as it appears, chosen annually 
by the citizens. It was this council which mainly trans
acted the busine~s of the state, making, for instance, the 
preliminary· arran"eme~ts for war, organizing levies and' 
enlistments, nominating the general, and assigning to him a 
certain number of Gerusiasts from whom in ordinary cases 
the sub-commanders were taken; and to it despatches 
were addressed. It is doubtful whether along with this 
small council there existed a lld'ger one; in any case it was 
not of much importance. As little does any special influence Magistrate •• 
seem to have belonged to the kings; they acted chiefly as su-
preme judges,. and they were frequently so named (Shofetes, 
pratores). The powers of the general were ~eater. Iso~rates, 
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the elder contemporary. of Aristotle, says that the Cartha
ginians had an oligarchical government at home, but a monar_ 
chical government in the field; and thus the office of the 
Carthaginian general is probably correctly described by 
Roman writers as a dictatorship, although the Gerusiasts 
attached 'to him' must have, practically at least, restricted 
his po~er, and tllere likewise awaited him, after he had laid 
down his office, a regular official reckoning uuknown among 
the Romans. There existed no fixed term of office for the 
general, and for this very reason he was doubtless different 
from the annual king, from whom Aristotle also expressly 
distinguishes him. The combination however of several 
offices in one person was not unusual among the Cartha
ginians, and it is not therefore surprising taat often the 
same person appears as at once general and Shofete. 

But the Gerusia and the magistrates were subordinate to 
the corporation of the Hundred and Four (in round numbers 
the Hundred), or the Judges, the main bulwark of the. Car
thaginian oligarchy. It had no place in the original consti
tution of Carthage, but, like the Spartan Ephorate, it origi-; 
nated in. an aristocratic opposition to 1II1e monarchical 
elements of that constitution. From the venality of the 
magistracies and the small number of members forming the 
supreme board, a single Carthaginian familY', eminent above 
all others in wealth and military renown, the clan of Mago 
(i. 331), threatened to unite in its own hands the manage- . 

JIlent of the state in peace and war, and the administration 
of justice. This It'd, nearly about the time of the decemvirs, • 
to an alteration of the constitution and to the appointment 
of this new board. We know that the holding of the qUlIls
torship gave a title to admission into the body of judges. 
but that the candidate had nevertheless to be elected 
by certain self-electing Boards of Five (Pentarchies); and 
'that the judges, although probably by la'f chosen from year 
to year, practically remained in office for a longer. period 
or indeed for life, for which reason they are llBually called 
"senators" by the Greeks and Romans. Obscure as are the 
details. we recognize clearly the nature of the cours as an 
oligarchical board cODstitutt!d by aristocratic c~optation; 
an isolated but characteristic indication of which is found 
10 the fact tbat there were in Carthage special baths for the 
judges over and above the common baths for the citizens. 
They were primarily intended to act as political jurymen, 

'. 
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who summoned the generals in particular, but beyond doubt 
the Shofetes and Gerusiasts also when circumstances required, 
on resigning their office to give account of their steward
ship, and inflicted even capital punishment at pleasure, often 
with the most reckless cruelty. Of course in this as in 
every instance, where administrative functionaries are sub. 
jected to the control of another body, the reality of power 
was transferred from the controlled to the controlling 
authority; and it is easy to understand on the one hand 
how the latter came to interfere in all matters of administra
tion (the Gerusia for instance submitted illlportant de
spatches first to the ~udges, and then to the pe~ple), and on 
the other' how fear of the control at home, winch regularly 
meted out its award according to success, hampered the 
Carthaginian statesman and general in council and action. 

The -body of citizens \n Carthage, though not expressly Citizeoa. 
restricted, as in Sparta, to the attitl1de of passive by
standers in the business of the state, appears to have had but 
a very slight amount of practical inlluence on it. In the 
elections to the Gerusia a system of open corruption was 
the rule; in the nomination of a general the people were 
consulted, but only 'after the nomination had really been 
made on the proposal of the Gerusia; and other questions 
only went to the people when the Gerusia thought fit, or 
could not otherwise &gll)e. Comitia of the people, exer-
cising judicial fUllctions, were unknow,n in Carthage. The 
powerlessness of the citizens was probably in th~ main occa-
sioned by their political organization; the mess-associations, 
which are mentioned among the Carthaginian, institutions, 
and compared with the Spartan Pheiditia, were probably 
guilds under oligarchical management. Mention is made 
even of a distinction between" burgesses of the city" and 
., manual labourers," which leads us to infer that the latter 
held a very inferior position, perhaps approaching to servitude. 

On a comprehensive' view of its several elements, the Character 
Carthaginian constitution appears to have been a govern- of the g ... 
ment of CIIpitalists, Buch as would naturally arise in a civic vernmeot. 
community which had no opulent middle class but con-
siKted on the one hand of a city rabble without property 
and living from hand to' mouth, and on the other of great 
merchants, planters, aod noble governors. The system of 
enriching decayed nobles at the expense of its Bubjects, by 
despatching them as tax-assessors and governors to tho de. 

VOL II. C . 
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pendent communities-that infallible token of a rotten civic 
oligltrchy-was not wanting in Carthage; Aristotle describes 
it as the main cause of the tried durability of the Cartha
ginian constitution. Up to his time no revolution worth 
mentioning had taken place in Carthage either from above 
or from below. The multitude remained without leaders in 
consequence of the material advantages which the governU;g 
oligarchv was able to offer to all ambitious or necessitous 
nobles, and was s~tisfied with the cru:mbs, which in the form 
-of electoral corruption or otherwise, fell to it from the table 
of the rich. A democratic opposition indeed could not fail 
with such a government to emerge; but at the time of the 
first Punic war it was· still quite powerless. At a later 
period, partly under the influence of the defeats which were 
sustained, its political influence appears on the increase, 
and that far more rapidly than th~ influence of the similar 
party at the same period in Rome j the popular assemblies 
began to give the final decision in political questions, 
'and broke down the omnipotence of the Carthaginian oli
garchy. After the termination of the second Punic war it was 
enacted, on the proposal of Hannibal, that no member of the 
council of a Hundred could hold office for two consecutive 
years; and thereby a complete democracy was introduced, 
which certainly was under existing circulUstances the only 
means of saving Carthage, if ther~ still was time to do so. 
The opposition was swayed by a strong patriotic and reform
ing enthusiasm; but the fact cannot withal be overlooked, 
that it rested on a corrupt and rotten basis. The body 
of citizens in Carthage, which is compared by well-informed 
Greeks to the people of .Alexandria, wall so ungovernable 
that on that account it well deserved to be powerless; and it 

, might wen be asked, wh.at good could arise from revolutions, 
where, as in Carthage, the boys helped to make them. 

Capital and In a financial point of view, Carthage held in every respect 
its power in the first place among the states of antiquity. At the time 
(Arthage. of the Peloponnesian war this Phrenician city was, according 

to the testimony of the first of Greek historians, financially 
superior to all the Greek states, and its revenues were com
pared to those of the Great King; Polyblus calls it the 
wealthiest city in the world. The- intelligent character of 
the Carthaginian husbandry (which, as was the case subse
quently in Rome, generals and statesmen did not disdain 
scientifically to practise and to teach) is attested by the 
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agricultural treatise of the Carthaginian Mago, wblch was 
universally .. regarded by the later farmers of Greece and 
Rome as the fundamental code of rational husbandry, and 
was not only translated into Greek, but was edited also in 
Latin by command of the Roman senate and officially recom
mended to the Italian landholders. A characteristic feature 
was the clo$e connection between this 'Phrenician agriculture 
and the management of capital: it was qlioted as a leading 
maxim of Phrenician husbandry that one should never 
acquire more land than he could thoroughly manage. The 
rich resources of the country in horses, oxen, sheep, and 
goats, in which Libya by reason ~f its Nomad husban~ry 
perhaps excelled a,t that time, as Polybius testifies, all other 
lands of the earth, were of great advantage to the Cartha
ginians. As these were the instructors of the Romans in the 
art of profitably working the soil, they were so likewise in 
the art of turning to good account their subjects. By that 
art Carthage reaped indirectly the rents of the "best part· 
of Europe," and of the rich (and, in some portions, such 
as in Byzacitis and on the lesser Syrtis, . exceedingly pro
ductive) province of northern Africa. Commerce, which 
was always regarded in.Carthage as an honourable occupa
tion, and the shipping and manufactures which commellCe 
rendered flourishing, brought even in the natural course of 
things golden harvests annually to the settlers there; and we 
have already indicated how skilfully, by an extensive and ever
growing system of monopoly, not only all the foreign but 
also all the inland commerce of the western Mediterranean, 
and the whole carrying trade between the west and east, were 
more and mure concelltrated within that single harbour. 

Scieuce and art in Carthage as afterwards in Rome seem 
to have been mainly dependent On Hellenic influences, bilt 
they do not appear to llave been neglected. There was a 
respectable Phrenician literature; and on the conquest of the 
city there were found rich treasures of art (not created, it is 
true, in Carthage, but carried oft' from Sicilian temples) and 
considerable libraries. But there intellect also was in the 
service of capital; the prominent features of its literature. 
were chiefly agricultural and geographical treatises, such as 
the work of l\Iago already mentioned, and the ,account by 
Admiral Hanno of his voyage along the west coast of Africa, 
which was originally deposited publicly in one of the Car
thaginian temples, and )Vhich is still extant in a t,ranslation. 
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Even the general diffusion of certain ldnds of attainments, 
and particularly of the knowledge of foreign languages,- as 
to which the Carthage of this epoch probably stood almost 
on a level with Rome under the Empire, forms an evidence of 
the thoroughly practical turn given to Hellenic culture in 
Carthage. It is absolutely impossible to form an idea of 
the mass of capital accumulated in this London of antiquitv, 
but some notion at least may be gained of the public rev~
nues from the fact, that, in spite of the costly system on which 
Carthage, organized its wars and in spite of the careless and 
faithless administration of the state property, the contribu
tions of its subjects and the customs-revenues completely 
covered 'the expenditure, so that no direct taxes were levied 
from the citizens; and further, that even after the second 
Punic war, when the power of the state was already broken, 
the current eXj?enses and the payment to Rome of a yearly 
instalment of £48,900 could be met without levying any tax: 
merely by a somewhat stricter management of the finances, 
and fourteen years after the peace the state proffered im
mediate payment of the thirty-six remaining instalments . 
.But' it was not merely the sum total of i~s revenues that 
evinced the superiority of the financial administration at 
Cll.1'thage. The economical principles of a later and more 
advanced epoch are found by us in Carthage alone of 
all the more considerable states of antiquity. Mention is 
made of loans from foreign states, and in the monetary 
system we find along with gold and silver bars (and also 
gold and silver coins primarily intended for the Sicilian 
commerce) a token-money having no intrinsic value-a sort 

. of currency not used elsewhere in antiquity. In fact, if 
government had resolved itself into a mere matter of 
business, never would any state have solved the problem 
more brilliantly than Carthage. 

Comparison Lot us now compare the respective resources of Carthage 
betwc>en and Rome. Both were agricultural and mercantile cities, 
Carthage and nothing more; art and science had substantially the 
r:~I~?rme, same altogether subordinate and a~together practical cha
economy. 

,. The steward on a country estate, although a slave, ought, according to the 
p,.ecept of the Carthaginian agricultural writer Mago (ap. YalTO, R.R. i.17), to 
he able to rend, and ought to possess some culture. In the pl'olo;::ne of the 
"l'mnnlus" o.f Plautu., it is .aid of the hero of the title:-

Et is omncs linguas Bcit i sed dissimulat sciCl!. 
Se scire; Pamus plaM est; quid verbis opU6't t 
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racter in both, except that in these points Carthage had made 
greater progress than Rome. But iIi Carthage the moneyed 
interest preponderated over the landed, in Rome at this 
time the landed still preponderated over the moneyed; 
and, while the agriculturists, of Carthage were univer~all'y 
large landlords and slave-holders, in the ;Rome of this period 
the great mass of ,the burgesses stilt tilled their fields in 
person. The majority of the population in Rome held 
property, and was therefore conservative; the majority in 
Carthage held no rroperty, and was therefore accessible to 
the gold of the rIch as well as to the reform cry of the 
democrats. In Car~hage there already prev.ailed all that 
opulence which marks powerful ~ommercial cities, while 
the mann~rs and police of Rome still maintained. at least 
externally the severity and frugality of the "olden times •.. 
When the ambassadors of. Carthage returned from Rome, 
they told. their colleagues that the relations of .intimacy 
among the Roman senators surpassed all conception; that a 
single set of silver plate sufficed for the whole senate, and had 
reappeared in every house to which the env:oys had been in
vited. The scoff is a significant token of the differe.n.ce in 
their economic condition. 

In both the constitution was aristocratic; the Judges In ,their 
governed in Carthage, as did the senate in Rome, and both c?nstitu
on the same systelIl of police_control. The strict state of tion. 
dependence in which the governin~ board at Carthage held 
the individual magistrate, and the injunction to the citizens 
absolutely to refrain from learning the Greek language and 
to communicate with a Greek only through the,medium of a 
public interpreter, originated in the same spirit as the system 
of government at Rome; but in comparison with the cruel 
harshness and the categorical precision, bordering on silliness, 
of this Cartha.ginianstate-tutelage, the Roman system of 
fines and censures appears mild and reasoI)able. The Roman 
senate, which was open to eminent ability and represented 
in the best sense the nation, was able to trust that nation, 
and had no need to fear its officials, The Carthaginian 
senate, on the other hand, was formed on the basis of a jealous 
control exercised over the adininistration by government, 
and reJ;>resented exclusively the leading families; its system 
was mIstrust of all above and below it, and therefore it 
could neither be confident that the people would follow 
whither it led, nor free from the dread of usurpations on the. 
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pnrt of the magistrates. Hence the steady course of Romall 
puliry, which never receded a step in times of misfortune, and 
never threw away the favours of furtune by negligt>nce or 
inditferenl'e; whereas the Carthaginians desisted from the 
atruggle w hen a last effurt might perhaps have saved all, and 
weary or furgetful of their great duty as a nation allowed the 
half-completed building to fall to pieces. only to begin it in 
a few years anew. Hence the able magistrate in Rome was 
ordinarily on a good underst:mding with his government; in 
Cartha.,<Tt! he was freqnentlyat decided feud with his masters 
at home, and was furced to resist them by unconstitutional 
means and to make comlllon cause with the refurm party 
which constituted the opposition. 

In the Buth Carthage and Rome ruled over communities oflineage 
treatDlentof kindred with their own, and over numerous others of alien race. 
~ sub- But Rome had thrown open her citizenship to one district 
J<!C1s. after another, and had rendered it even legallv aceessible to 

the Latin communities; Carthage from the fii-st maintained 
her exclusiveness, and did not permit the dependent districts 
even to cherish a hope of being some, day J.>laced upon an 
equal footing. Rome granted to the communities of kindred 
liD.eage a share in the 'fruits of victory, t'specially in the 
acquired domains, and in the other subject states sought, 
by conferring material advanta,,(O('S on the rich and noble, to 
gain over at least a party to her own intt'rests. Carthage 
Dot only retained fur herself the produce of her victories, but 
even deprived the most privilegt>d cities of their freedum of 
trade. Rome did not wholly tak.t' away the independence 
of t'ven the lowest grade of her subject communities, and 
ilpposed a fixed tribute on none; Carthage despat~hed her 
overseers everywhere. and luaded even the old Pho>uician 
cities with a heavy tribute, while her subject tribes were 
practically treated as state-l!lavt's. In this way there was not 
In the Carthngino-African state-league a single community, 
with the exception of l:tica, that would Dot have been 
politically and materially benefited by the flill of Carthage; 
m the Romano-Italic there were none which had not Bluch 
more to lose than to gain in rebelling against a g:>\"ern
ment, which was eueful to a\"oid injuring matt'rial interests, 
and which nevt'r at least by t'xtreme measures challenged , 
political opposition to conflict. If Carthaginian slates
men belieyed that they had attached to the interests of 
Carthage her Phtl'Dician subjects by the greater terrors of 
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to their subjeete there C'Ompantiw fn!.ed.lm in f(lft<tgn trade" 
and allo.-N. them to roodud their internal ~in.."" with a 
metalM ~ afu>r the Greek fa.-.hioo, inst~ of the 
DOminal ~ olthe Cart~nian!I; far gpeater fretJom of 
JDOT'eJDt'Ilt ~y.-as allo..-ed to them than .-as J'E'lW1itW 
to the Ssrdinians and. Libnns. Had STI'B('U.."II!' &lleD int.o 
Cutha"..mian hands. thcir ~..-ould sOon baTe ehan~ 
That eWllt, ~, did Ilot harr-; and so. owing to the 
..-ell~ mildJHoss of the c.tha,..~ got-er'D_llt 
and the unhapry distrartions of the Sicilian ~s, tbere 
actually eri.""c:-d in Sicily a party really Wndly to the 
Pbcrnicians; b' eumple, e'W1l afterthe isiand had JlIb..~ to 
~ lWmans, Philmus of A.....n..."E'lltum ..-rote the hi~ of the 
~ '!IV in a ~..nIy-pkmcian spirit. xeTeithelesa 
on the ..-hole the SiciJ.l&DS m~ bota as subj«1a and. as 
Hen-, haTe been at least as a~ to their Phcenician 
ma..~ as the Samniies and Tarenrines ..-ere to the 
:&1ID2Di!. 

Ia. £naneial point of Tie..- the state rPwnues of Cartha.",coe Is ~ 
doubtless &r ~ ~ of Rome; but this adnnta,,<>e 
..-as partly ~tnfu.ed by the ~ that the ~ of the 
Cartha.,..mian ft'geDue-tnDute and. ~ up far 
~ (and tbat, jwt ..-heD tht-y W"ETe most 1lt'edOO) thaD 
tboee of Bo~ and. that the Cartha,.....mim mode of ronducting 
..-ar ..-as far IDOft: rostly than the Roman. 

The military I't'SOlIIft8 of die Romans and Cartha"...miaDs Is their 
.-ri"P '"t'J1' dint'ftllt, ~ in many ~ Il<lt unt>qually:=! 
~ The on- of Cet~<>e st"'JI at tht- t"ODClut'St • 
Of the oly amounW «) :-OO,(A)),. including "-OIl)f'Jl and 
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children,- and were probably at least as numerous ·at the 
close of the fifth century; in that century they were able in 
case of need to set on foot a burgess-army of 40,000 hoplites. 
At the· very beginning of the fifth century, Rome had in 
similar circumstances sent to the field a burgess-army equally 
strong (i. 437); after the great extension of the ager 
Rumanus in the coufse of that century the number of full 
burgesses capable of bearing arms must at least have 
doubled. But far mpre than in the number of men capable 
of bearing arms, Rome excelled in the effective condi
tion of the burgess-soldier. Anxious as the Carthaginian 
government was to induce its citizens to take part in 
military service, it could neither furnish' the artisan and 
the manllfacturer with the bodily vigour of the husbandman, 
nor overcome the native aversion of the Phrenicians to war
fare. In the fifth century there still fought in the Sicilian 
armies a "sacred band" of 2500 Carthaginians as a guard 
for the general;· in the sixth not a single Carthaginian, 
officers excepted, was to be met with in the Carthaginian. 
'armies, such as that of Spain. The Roman farmers, again, 
took their places not. only in the muster-roll, but· also in 
the field of battle. It was the same with the cognate 
dependencies of both communities j while the Latins rendered. 
to the Romans no less service than their own burgess-troops, 
the Liby-phrenicians were as little adapted Jor war as the 
Carthaginians, and, as may easily be supposed, still less 
desirous of it, and so they too disappeared from the armies; 
the towns bound· to furnish contingents probably redeemed 
their obligation by a .payment of money. In the Spanish 
army just mentioned, composed of some 15,000 men, only 
a single troop of cavalry of 450 men consisted, and that 
but partly, of Liby-phrenicians. The flower of the Cartha-

• Doubts ha\"e beeu expressed as to the accuracy of this number, and the 
highest po .. ible number of inhabitants, taking iuto account the available "P"ce, 
has been reckoned at 250,000, .A part froID the uncertainty of such calcula
lations, e.pecially as to a commercial city with houses of six stories, we most 
remember that the number is to be 'Inderstood in a political, not in an urbsn. 
sense, just like the numbers in the Roman census, aud that thus all Cartha
ginians would be included in it, whether dwelling in the city or its neighbou,," . 
hood, or resident in its subject territory or ill other lands. There would, of 
course, be " large number of such absentees in the case of Carthage; indeed 
it is ospressly stated, that in Gades for the same reason the burge .. -roll 
always showed a far higher number than that of the citizens who had their 
fixed residence there. 
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ginian armies was formed by the Libyans, whose recruits 
were capable·of being trained under able officers into good 
infantry, and whose light cavalry was uusurpassed in its 
kind. To these were added the forces of the more or less 
dependent tribes of Libya and Spain and the famous 
slingers of the Baleares,who seem to have held an inter
mediate position between federal contingents and mercenary 
troops; and finally, in case of need, the hired soldiery raised 
abroad. So far as numbers were concerned, such an army 
might without difficulty be raised almost to any desired 
strength; and in the ability of its officers also, in acquaintance 
with arms, and in courage it might be capab\-e of coping with 
that of Rome. Not only, however, did a dangerously long 
interval elapse, in the event of mercenaries being required, 
ere they could be got ready, while the Roman militia was 
able at any moment to take the field, but-whicb was the. 
main matter-there was nothing to keep together the armies 
of Carthage but military honour and selfish interest, while 
the Uomans were united by all the 'ties that bound them to 
their common fatherland. .The average Carthaginian officer 
estimated his mercenaries, and even the Libyan farmers, 
very much as men in modern warfare estimate cannon
balls j hence such disgraceful proceedings as the betrayal of 
the Libyan troops by their general Himilco in 358, which 396. 
was followed by a dangerous insurrection of the Libyans, 
and hence that proverbial cry of "Punic faith" which did 
the Carthaginians no small injury. Carthage experienced 
in full measure all the evils which armies of fellahs and 
mercenaries could bring upon a state, &lid more than once 
she found her paid serfs more dangerous than her foes. 

The 'Carthaginian government could not fail to perceive' 
the defects of their military system, and they undoubtedly 
'sought to remedy them by every available means. They in
sisted on maintaining full chests and full magazines, that they 
might at.any time be able to equip mercenaries. They be
stowed great care. on those elements which among the ancients 
represented the modern artillery-the construction of ma
chines, in which we find the CarthllginiaDs regularly superior 

. to the Siceliots, and the use of. elephants, after these had 
superseded in warfare the earlier war-cbariots: in the case
mates of Carthage there were stalls for 300 elephants. 
They could not venture to fortify the dependent cities, and 
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were obliged to submit to the occupation of the towns and 
villages as well as the open: country by any hostile army 
that landed in Africa-a thorough c(mtrast to the state 
of Italy, where most of the subject towns had retained their 
wails, and a chain of Roman fortresses commanded the 
whole peninsula. But on the fortification of the capital 
they expended all the resources of money and oC art, and tm 
several occasions nothing but the strength of its walls saved 
the state; whereas Rome held a political and military 
position so secure that. it n. ever underwent a; formal siege • 

. Lastly, the main bulwark of the state was their war·marine, 
on which they lavished the utmost care. In the building 
as weIT as in the management of vessels the Carthaginians 
excelled the Greeks; it was at Carthage that ships were 
first built of more than three banks of oars. and the Cartha
ginian war-vessels, at this period mostly quinqueremes, were 
ordinarily better sailers than' the Greek; the rowers, all of 
them public slaves, who never stirred from the galleys, 
were excellently trained, and the captains were expert and 
fearless. In this respect Carthage was decidedly superior 
to the Romans, who. with the few ships of their Greek allies 
and still fewer of their own, werll unable even to show them
selves in the open sea against the fleet which at that time 
without a rival ruled the western. Mediterranean. 

If, in conclusion, we sum. up the results of _ this com
parison of the resources of .the two great powers, the judg
ment expressed by a sagacious and impartial Greek is perhaps 
borne out, that Carthage and Rome were, when .the struggle 
between them began,. on the whole equall.y matched. But we 
cannot omit to add that, while Carthage had put forth all 
the efforts of .which intellect and wealth were capable to 
provide herself with artificial means of attack and defence, 
she was unable in any satisfactory way to supply the funda- . 
mental wants of a land army of her own, and of a. sym
machy resting on a self-supporting basis. That Rome could 
ouly be seriously attacked in Italy, and Carthage only in 
Libya, no one could fail to see; as little could anyone 
fail to perceive that Carthage could not in the long 'rim. 
escape from such an attack. Fleets were not yet in those 
times of the infancy of navigation a permanent heirloom 
of nations, .but could be fitted out wherever there were 
trees, iron, and water. It was .clear, :and had .been several, 

" " I .. 
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times tested in Africa itself, that even powerful inaritime 
. Btates were not able to prevent a weaker enemy from land. 
ing. When Agathocles had shown the way" thither, a 
Roman general could follow the same course; and while 
in Italy the entrance of an invading army simply began the 
war, the same event in Libya put an end to it by' ,changing 
it into a siege, in which, unless some special accident should 
intervene, even the most obstinate and heroic courage must 
finally succumb. , 



CHAPTER IL 

THE WAR BETWEEN ROME A!m CARTHAGE CONCERNL"G 

SICILY. 

State of FOR upwards .of a Century the feud between the Carth&-
Sicily. ginians and the rulel'll of Syracuse had devastated the beau

tiful island of Sicily. On both sides the contest was carried 
on with the weapons of political proselytism, for, while 
Carthage kept up communications with the aristocratico
republican opposition in Syracuse, the Syracusan dynasts 
mamtained relations with the national party in the Greek 
cities that had become tributary to Carthage. On both sides 
armies of mercenaries were employed to fight their battles 
~by Timoleon and Agathocles, as well as by the Phrenician 
generals. And as like means were employed on both sides, 
so the con1l.ict had been waged on both with a disregard of 
honour and a perfidy unexampled in the history of the west. 
The Syracusans were the weaker party. In .the peace of 

31~. 440, Cartha.,<>e ha4 still limited her claims to the third of 
the island to the west of Heraclea Minoa and Rimers. 
and had expressly· recogniZed the hegemony of the Syra
cussnA over all the cities to the eastward. The expulsion 

275. of Pyrrhus from Sicily and Italr (479) left by far the larger 
half of the island, and espe!=lally the important city of 
Agrigentum, in the hands of Cartha.,ae; the SyracUSaDS re
tained nothing but Tauromenium and the south~ast of the 

Campanian island. In the second great city on the east coast, lUeasana, 
mercenaries. a band of foreign soldiers had established themselves and 

held the city, independent alike of Syracussns and Carth. 
ginians. These new rulel'll of Messana were Campanian mer-
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cenaries. The dissolute habits that had become prevalent 
among the Sabellians settled in ana ar"und Capua (i. 364), 
had made Campania in the fourth and fifth centuries-what 
lEtolia, Crete, and Laconia were afterwards-the universal 
recruiting-field for princes and cities in search of merce-
naries. The partial civilization that had been called into 
nistence there by the Campanian Greeks, the barbaric 
luxury of life in Capua and the other Campanian cities, the 
political impotence to which the hegemony of Rome con~ 
demned them while yet its rule was not so stern as wholly 
to withdraw from them the right of self-disposal-all these 
things Qrove the youth of Campania in troops to the stan-
dards of the recruiting' officers. As a matter of course, 
so frivolous and unscrupulous a selling of themselves was 
in this as in aU cases attended by estrangement from their 
native land, habits of military violence and lawlessness, and 
indifference to the breach of their allegiance. These Cam-
panians could s~e no reason why a band of mercenaries 
should not seize on their own behalf any city intrusted to 
their guardianship, provided only they were in a position to 
hold it-the Samnites had established their dominion in 
Capua ibelf, and the Lucanianf! in a'succession of Greek 
cities, in a mode not much more honourable. Now here was 
the state of political relations more inviting for such enter-
pris"es than in Sicily. AIrea!!y the Campanian captains who 
came to Sicily during the Peloponnesian war had insinuated 
themselves in this way into EnteIla and lEtna. SomewhereMamertin ... 
about the year 470 a Campanian band, which had previously 284. 
served under Agathocles and after his death (465) took up 289. 
the trade of freebooters on their own account, 'established 
themselves in Messana, the second city of Grecian Sicily, 
and the cbief seat of the anti-Syracusan party in the portion 
oithe island that was still in the power of the Greeks. The 
citizens were slain or expelled, their wives and children and 
houses were distributed among the soldiers, and the new 
masters of the city, the Mamertines, or "men of Mars," 
as they called themselves, soon became the third power in 
the island, the north-eastern portion of which they reduced 
to subjection in the times of confusion that succeeded the ' 
death of Agathocles. The Carthaginians were no unwilling 
spectators of these events, which established in the imme-

.diate vicinity of the Syracusans a new and powerful adver
sary instead of a cognate and ordinarily allied or dependent 
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, city. With Carthaginian lIid the Mamertines 'maintained 
themselves against Pyrrhus, and the untimely retreat of the 
king restored to them all their power. 

It is not proper in the historian either to excuse the 
perfidious crime hy which the Mamertines seized their power, 
or to forget that the God of history does not necessarily 
punish: the sins of the fathers to the fourth generation. 
He who feels it his vocation to judge the sins of others 
may condemn the human agents; for Sicily it might have 
been a blessiug that a warlike power, and one belonging 
to the island,thus began to be formed in it-a power which 
was already able to bring eight thousand men into the 
field, and which was gradually putting itself in a position 
to take up at'the proper time and on.its own resources that 
8tr~ggle against the foreigners, to the maintenance of which 
the, Hellenes, becoming more and more unaccustomed to 
arms notwithstanding their perpetual wars, were no longer 
equaL 

In the first instance, however, things took an.other turn. A 
young Syracusan officer, who by his descent from ~he family 
of Gelo and his intimate relations of kindred with king 
Pyrrhus as well as by the distinction with which he had 
fought in Pyrrhus' campaigns, had attracted the notice of his 
fellow-citizens as well as of the Syracusan soldiery-Riero, 
Bon of Rierocles-was called by military election to com
mand the army, which was at variance with the citizens 
(479-480). By hiB prudent administration, the nobleness 
of his character, and the moderation of his views, he rapidly 
gained the hearts of the citizells of Syracuse (who had ,been 
accustomed to the most scandalous lawlessness in their 
despots) and of the Sicilian Greeks in general. He rid 
himself (in a perfidious manner, it is true) of the insubor
dinate army of mercenaries, revived the citizen-militia, and 
endeavoured, at first with the title of general, afterwards 
with that of king, to re-establish the deeply sunken Hellenic 
power' by means of his civic troops and of fresh and more 
manageable recruits. With the Carthaginians, who in con
cert with the Greeks had d,riven king Pyrrhus from the 
island, there was at that time peace; the immediate foes of 
the Syracusans were the Mamel'tines. They were the kins
men of those hated mercenaries whom the Syracusans had 
recently extirpated; they had murdered their own Greek. 
hosts; they had curtailed the Syracusan territory; they had 
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oppressed and plundered a number· of smaller Grecian· 
towns. In league with the Romans who just about this 
time were sending their legions against the Campanians in' 
Rhegium, the allies, kin~men, and confederates in crime of 
the Mamertines (i. 424), Riero turned his arms against 
Messana: By a great victory, after which Riero was pro
claimed king of the Siceliots (484), he ~ucceeded in shutting 270. 
up the Mamertines within their city, and after'the siege 
had lasted some years, they found themsel\!es reduced to 
extremity and unable to hold the city longer against Riero 
on their own resources. It was evident that a sur.render on 
favourable terms was impossible, and .that the axe of the 
executioner, which had fallen upon the Campanians of 
Rhegium at Rome, as certainly awai~ed those of Messana 
at ~yracuse. Their only means of safety lay in delivering 
up the citY' either to the Carthaginians 01.' to the Romans; 
both of, whom could not but be so strongly set upon ac
quiring that important place as to overlook all other 
scruples. Whether it would be more advantageous to sur
render it into the hands of the Phamicians or those of the 
masters of Italy, was doubtful; after long hesitation the 
majorit,Y of the Campanians at length resolved to offer the 
possessIOn of their sea-commanding fortress to the Romans. 

It was a moment of the dellpest significance in the history The Ma
of the world, when the envoys of· the Mamertines appeared m~rtin~ re
in the Roman senate. Noone indeed could tlien anticipate ch'v1tai?to 
all that was to depend on the crossing of that narrow arm of !o:tedel~::Y 
the sea; but that the decision, bowever it should go, would • 
involve consequences far other and more important than had 
attached to !lny decree hitherto passed by the senate, mUllt 
have been manifest to every one of the- fathers of the city 
assembled in council. Strictly upright men might indeed 
ask how it was possible to hesitate at all, and how anyone 
could even think of sugge~ting that the Romans ghould 
not only break their alliltnce with Riero, but should, just 
after the Cam panians of Rhegium had been punished b~ them 
with righteous severity, admit their no less guilty Sicilian 
accomplices to the alliance and friendllhip of the state, and 
thereby rescue them from the punishment which they de-
served. Such an outrage on propriety would not only affcrd 
their adversaries matter for declamation, but must seriously 
offend all men of moral feeling. But even the statesman, 
with whom political morality was 1:\0 mere phrase, might p.sk 
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in reply, how Roman burgesses, who had broken their mili
tary oath and treacherously murdered the allies of Rome, 
could be placed on a level with foreigners who had committed 
an outrage on foreigners, where no one had constituted the 
RoDians judges of the one or avengers of the other jl Had 
the question been only whether the- Syracusans or ~famer
tines should rule in Messana, Rome might certainly have 
acquiesced in the rule of either. Rome was striving tor the 
possession of Italy, Carthage for that of Sicily; the designs 
of'the two powllrs scarcely then went further. But that 
very circ\lmstance formed a reason why each desired to 
have and retain on its frontier an iutermediat/) power (the 
Carthaginians for instance supporting Tarentum, the Ro
mans Syracuse and Messana); and why, if that course was 
impossible, each preferred to have the. places on the borders 
given, over to itl!elf rather than to its great rival. As Car
thage had made ali attempii' in Italy, wh,!ln Rhegium and 
Tarentum were about, to be occupied by the Romans, to 
acquire these cillies for itself, and had only been prevented 
from doing so by accident, so in ~icily an opportunity now 
offered itself for Rome to bring the city of Messana into 
its symmachy; should the Romans reject it, it was not to be 
supposed that the city would remain independent or would 
become Syracusan; they,would'.themselves throw it into the 
arms of the Phrenicians. Were they justified in allowing an 
opportunity to escape, such as certainly would never recur, 
of making themselves masters of the natural t8le du pont 
between Italy and Sicily, and of securing it by means of a 
brave garrison on which they could, for good reasons, depend? 
Were they justified in abandoning Messana, and thereby 
surrendering the command of the last free passage between 
the eastern and western seas, and sacrificing the commer
cialliberty of Italy P It is true that other objections might 
be urged to the occupation of Messana than mere scruples 
of feeling and of honourable policy. That it could not but 
lead to a war with Carthage, was the least of these ; serious 
as was such a war, Rome might not fear it. But there was 
the more important objection that by crossing the sea the 
Romans would depart from the purely Italian. and purely 
continental policy they had hitherto pursued; they would 
abandon the system by which their ancestors had founded 
the greatness of Rome, to enter upon another system the 
results of which no one could foretell. It waBone of those 
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own and in their country's destiny alone gives the ,dfl~ "" 
to grasp the hand which beckons to them out of the ess04." 
of the future, and to follow it they know not whither. 
and seriously the senate deliberated on the proposal of the 
consuls to lead the legions to the help of the Mamertines ; 
it came to no decisive resolution. But the burgesses, to 
whom the matter was referred, were animated by a 'growing 
sense of the greatness of that powe~ which' their own energy 
had reared. The conquest of Italy encouraged the Romans, 
as that of Greece encouraged the Macedonians and that of 
Silesia the Prussians, to enter upon a new political career. 
A formal pretext for supporting the Mamertines was found 
in the protectorate which Rome claimed the right to exer-
cise over all Italians. The transmarine Italians were received 
into the Italian confederacy;* and on the proposal of the 
consuls the citizens resolved to send them aid (489). 265. 

Much depended on the way in which the two Sicilian Variance 
powers, immediately affected by this intervention of the Ro- between 
mans in the affairs of the island, and both hitherto nominally ~o~~ and 
in alliance with Rome, would regard her iuterference. Riero ar age. 
had sufficient reason to treat the sUJnmons, by which the 
Romans required him to desist from hostilities against their 
new confederates in Messana, precisely-in the same way as the 
Samnites and Lucanians in similar circumstances had treated 
the occupation of Cllpua and Thurii, and to answer the 
Romans by a declaration of war. If, however, he remained 
unsupported, such a war would be folly; and it might be 
expected from his prudent and moderate policy that he 
would acquiesce in wnat was inevitable, if Carthage should 
be . disposed for peace. This seemed not impossible. .A. 
Roman embassy was now (489) sent to Carthage, seven years 265. 
after 1;he attempt of the Phrenician fleet to gain possession 
of Tarentum, to demand explanations as to that transaction 
(i.423). Grievances not unfounded, but half forgotten, once 
more emerged; it seemed not superfluous amidst other 
warlike preparations to replenish the diplomatic armoury 
wit,h reasons for war, and to be able to claim in the coming 
manifesto, as was the custom of the Romans, the character 

• The Mamertines were admitted into 'preciselY' the same position towards 
Roll\e as the Italian communities, bound themselves to furnish ships (Cic. 
V"".. v. 19, 50), and, as the coins show did Dot possess the privilege of 
~OiniDg silver. 

VOL. n. D 
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of the party aggrieved. This much at least might with entire 
justice be affirmed:, that the respective enterprises at Taren
tum and Messana stood upon exactly the same footing in 
point of design and of pretext, and that it was simply. the 
accident of success that made the difference. Carthage 
avoided an open rupture. The ambassadors carried back to 
~me a.disavowal on the part of the 'Carthaginian admiral 
who had made the attempt on Tarentum, along with 'the re
quisite false oaths: the counter-complaints, which of course 
were not wanting on the part of Carthage, were studiously 
moderate, and abstained from characterizing the meditated in
vasion of Sicily as a ground for war. Such, however, it was ; 
for Carthage regarded the affairs of Sicily, as Rome regarded 
those of Italy, as internal matters in which an independent 
power could suffer none to interfere, and was determined to 
act accordingly. Only. Phamician policy followed a gentle!." 
course than th'at of threatening open war. W,hen the 
preparations of Rome for sending help to the Mamertines 
were at length so far advanced that the fleet formed of the 
war-vessels of Naples, Tarentum, Velia, and Locrl,'and the 
vanguard of the Roman land army under the military 
tribune Gaius Claudius, had appeared at Rhegium (in the 
spring of 490), unexpected news arrived from Messana that 
the Carthaginians, having come to an understanding with the 
anti-Roman party there, had as a neutral power arranged 
a peace between Hiero and the Mamertines; that the siege 
. had in consequence been raised; and that a Cartha.,ainian 
fleet lay in the harbour of Messana, and a Carthaginian 
garrison in the citadel, both under the command of admiral 
Hanno. The Mamertine citizens, now under Carthaginian 
influence, informed the Roman commanders, with due thanks 
for the federal help so speedily accorded to them, that they 
were glad that they no longer needed it. The adroit and 
daring officer who commanded the Roman vanguard never
theless set Bail with his troops. But the Carthaginians 
warned the Roman vessels to retire, and even made some of 
them prizes;c these, however, the Carthaginian admiral, 
remembering his strict orders to give no jretext for the 
outbreak of hostilities, sent back to his goo friends on the 
other side of the straits. It almost seemed as if the Romans 
had compromised themselves as uselessly before Messana, as 
the Carthaginians before Tarentum. But Claudius did not 
allow himself to be deterred, and on a second attempt he 
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succeeded in crossing. Scarcely had he landed when he 
called a meeting of the citizens; and, at his wish, the admiral 
also appeared at the meeting, still imagining that he should 
be able to avoid an open breach. But the Romans seized Messana 
hia peNon in the assembl, itself; and Hanno ,and, the seized by 
Phrenician garrison in the CItadel, weak and destitute of a the RoIDllDB. 
leader, were pusillanimous enough, the former to.give to his 
troops the command to retreat, the latter to comply with 
the ordeN of their captive general ,and to evacuate the city 
along with him. Thus the tete de pont of the island fell into War be-
the hands or the Romans. The Carthaginian authorities, tween the 
justly indignant at the folly and weakness of their general, Roman.and 
caused him to be executed, and declared war against the ~e, Carth~- • 
Romaus. It was of especial importance to recover the lost ~us:.. 
tr~~J A atrong Carthaginian Heet, led by Hanno, son of 

'bal, appeared 01£ Messana; while the Heet blockaded 
the straits, the Carthaginian army landing from it began the 
Biege on the north side. Riero, who had only waited for the 
Carthaginian attack to begin the war with Rome, again 
brought up his army, which he had hardly withdrawn, 
against Messana, and undertook the attack on the south 
Bide of the city. 

But meanwhile the Roman consul, Appius Claudius 
Caudex, had appeared at Rhegium with the main body of 
his army, and succeeded in crossing on a dark night in spito 
of the Carthaginian Heet. Audacity and fortune were on 
the aide of the Romans i the allies, not· prepared for an 
attack by the whole Roman army and consequently not 
united, were beaten in detail by the Roman legions issuing 
from the city; and thus the siege W88 raised. The Roman 
army kept the field during the suinmcr, and even made an 
attempt on Syracuse; but, when that had failed and the 
siege of Echetia (on the confines of the territories of Syra
cuse and Carthage) had to be abandoned with loss, the Roman 
army returned to Messana, and thence, leaving a strong 
garrison behind them, to Italy. The results obtained in 
tbis first campaign of the Romans out of Italy probably did 
not quite correspond to the expectations formed at home, 
for the consul had no triumph; nevertheless, ~he -energy 
which the Romans displayed in Sicily could not fail to 0 

make a great impression on the Sicilian Greeks. In the 
following year both consuls and an army twice 8S large 
entered the island unopposed; and one o~ them, Marcu& 
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Valerius Maximus, afterwaras called from this campaign the 
"hero of Messana" (Messalla), achieved a brilliant victory 
over the allied Carthaginians and Syracusans. After this 
battle the Phrenician army no longer ventured to keep the 
field against the Romans; Alresa, Cen~ripa, and the smaller 
Greek towns generally joined the victors, and Riero him
selfabandDned the Carthaginian side and made peace and . 
alliance with Rome (491). He pursued a judicious policy 
in joining the Romans as soon as it appeared that their 
interference in Sicily was in earnest, and while there was 
still time to purchase peace without cessions and li!acrifices. 
The intermediate states in Sicily, Syracuse and Messana, 
which were unable to follow out a policy of their own and 
had only the choice between Roman and Carthaginian hege
mony, necessarily preferred the former; because the Romans 
had not probably as yet formed the design of conquering the 
island for themselves but sought merely to prevent its 
being acquired by Carthage, and at all events Rome might be 
expected to substitute a juster treatment and due protection 
of commercial freedom for the tyrannizing and monopolizing 
system that Carthage pursued. Henceforth Hiero con
tinued to be the most important, the steadiest, and the most 
esteemed ally of the Romans in the island. 

The Romans had thus gained their immediate object. By 
their double alliance with Messana and Syracuse, and the 
firm hold which they had on the whole east coast, they 
secured the means of ladding on the island and of maintain
ing-which hitherto had been a very difficult matter-their 
armies there; and the war, which had previously been doubtful 
and hazardous, lost in a great measure its character of risk. 
Accordingly, no greater exertions were made for it than for 
the wars in Samnium and Etruria; the two legions which 
were despatched to the island for the next year (492) 
sufficed, in concert with the Sicilian Greeks, to drive the 
Carthaginians everywhere into their fortresses. The com
mander-in-chief of the Carthaginians, Hannibal son of 
Gisgo, threw himself with the flower of his troops into 
Agrigentum, to defend to the last that. most important of the 
Carthaginian inland cities. Unable to storm a city so 
strong, the Romans blockaded it with entrenched lines and 
a double camp j the besieged, who numbered 50,000, soon 
suffered from want of provisions. To raise the siege the 
Carthaginian admiral Hanno landed at Heraclea, and cut off 
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in tnrn the supplies from the Roman besieging force. On 
both sides the distress was great. At length a battle was 
resolved on, to pufan end to the state of embarrassment and 
uncertainty. In this battle the Numidian cavalry showed 
itself as superior to the Roman horse as the Roman infantry 
was superior to the Phcenician foot; the Roman infantry 
decided the victory, but the losses even 'of the Romans were 
very considerable. The result of the successful struggle 
was somewhat marred by the circumstance that, after the 
battle, during the confusion and fatigue of the conquerors, 
the beleaguered army succeeded in escaping from the city 
and in reaching the l1eet. The victory was nevertheless of 
importance; Agrigentum fell into the bands of the Romans, 
and thus the whole island was in their power, with the 
exception of the maritime fortresses, in which the Carthagi
nian general Hamilcar, Hauno's successor in command, en
trenched hiruself to the teeth, and was not to be driven 
out either by force or by famine. War ceased on the island; 
it was continued only by means of sallies from the Sicilian 
fortresses and descents on the Italian coasts, in a manner 
extremely injurious and annoying to the Romans. 

In fact, the, Romans now for the first time felt the real Beginning 
difficulties of the war. If,- as we are told, the Carthaginian" of ~he ma
diplomatists before the outbreak of hostilities warned the'ntime war. 
BOrnans not to push the matter to a breacli, because against 
their will no Roman could even wash his hands in the sea, 
the threat was well founded. The Oarthaginian l1eet ruled 
the sea without a rival, and not only kept the coast towns 
of Sicily in due obedience and provided them with all 
necessaries, but also threatened a descent' upon Italy, for 
which reason it was necessary in 492 to retain a consular 262. 
army there. No invasion on a large scale occurred; but 
smallElr Carthaginian detachments landed on the Italian 
coasts and levied contributions on the allies of Rome, and, 
what was worst of all, completely paralyzed the commerce of 
Rome and her allies. The continuance of such a system for 
even a short time would suffice entirely to ruin CII!re, Ostia, 
Neapolis, Tarentum, and Syracuse, while the Carthaginians 
easily consoled themselves for the losll of the tribute of 
Sicily with the contributions which they levied and the 
rich prizes of their privateering. The Romans now learned, 
what Dionysius, Agathocles, and Pyrrhus had learned 
before, that it was as difficult to conquer the Carthaginians 
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The Romans as it was easy to beat them in the field. They saw that 
build a everything depended on procuring a fleet, and resolved to 
fleet. form one pf twenty triremes and a hundred quinqueremes. 

, The execution, however, of this energetic resolution was not 
easy. The representation originating in the schools of the 
rhetoricians, which would have us believe that the Romans 
then for the first time dipped their oars in water, is no doubt 
a childish tale; the commercial marine of Italy must at 
this time have been very extensive, and there was no want 
even of Italian vessels of war. But these were war-barks 
and triremes, such as had been ,in use in earlier times; 
quinqueremes, which under the more modern system of 
naval warfare that had originated chiefly in Carthage were 
almost exclusively employed in the line, had not yet been 
built in Italy. The measure adopted by the Romans was 
therefore much as if a maritime state of the present day 
were to pass at once from the building of frigates and 
cutters to the building of ships of the line; and, just as in 
such a. case now a foreign ship of the line would, if possible, 
be adopted as a pattern, the Romans referred their master 
shipbuilders to a stranded Carthaginian penteres as a model. 
No doubt the Romans, had they wished,might have sooner 
attained their object with the aid of the Syracusans aud 
Massiliots; but their statesmen had too much sagacity to 
desire to defend Italy by means of a fleet not Italian. The 
Italian allies, however, were largely drawn upon both for the 
naval officers, who must have been, for the most part taken 
,from the Italian commercial marine, and for the sailors, 
whose name (socii navales) shows that for sOIpe time they were 
exclusively furmshed by the allies ; along with th~se, slaves 
provideq by the state and the wealthier families were after
wards employed, and ere long also the poorer cla.ss of 
citizens. 'Under such circumstances, and when we take into 
account; as is but fair, on the one hand the then com
paratively low state of shipbuild,ing and on the other hand' 
the energy of the Romans, there is nothing inl:redible in the 
statement that the Romans solved within a year the problem 
-which baflled Napoleon-of converting a continental into 
a maritime power, and actually launched their fleet of 120 

260. sail in the spring of 4114. It is true, that it was by no means 
a match for the Carthaginian fleet in numbers and efficiency 
at sea; and theile were points of the greater importance, as 
the naval tactics of the period consisted mainly in manreu-
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vring. In the maritime warfare of that period hoplites and ar
chers no doubt fought from the deck, and projectile machinelil 
were also plied from it; but the ordinary and really decisive 
method of action consisted in running foul of the enemy's 
vessels, for which purpose the prows were furnished with 
heavy iron beaks: the vessels engaged in battle were in the 
habit of sailing round each other till one or the other suc
ceeded in 'giving the thrust, which usually proved decisive. 
Accordingly the crew of an ,ordinary Greek trireme, con
sisting of about 200 men, contained only about 10 soldiers, 
but, on the other hand, 170 rowers, from 50 to 60 on each 
deck; that of a quinquereme numbered about 300 rowers, 
and soldiers in proportion., . 

The happy idea occurred to the Romans that they might 
make up for "What their vessels, with their unpractised of-" 
ficers alid crews, necessarily lacked in ability of manreuvring, 
by again assigning a more considerable part in naval war
fare t.o the soldiers. They stationed at the prow of each vessel 
a flying bridge, which conld be lowered in front or on either 
side; it was furnished on both sides with parapets, and had 
space for two men in front. 'Vhen the enemy's vessel was 
sailing up to strike the Roman one, or was lying alongside 
of it after the thrust had been evaded, the bridge on deck was 
suddenly lowered and fastened to its opponent by means 
of a grappling-iron: this not only prevented the running 
down, but enabled the Roman marines to pass along the 
bridge to the enemy's deck and to carry it by assanlt as in a 
conflict on land. N Q distinct body of marines was formed, 
but land troops were employed, when required, for this 
maritime service. In one instance as many as 120 legion~ 
~rie8 fought in each ship on occasion of a great naval battle; 
m that case however the Roman Heet had at the same time 
D !aDding-army on board. 

In this way the Romans created a fleet -which was a match 
for the Carthaginians. Those err, who represent this build
ing of a Roman Heet as a fairy tale, !pld besides they miss 
their aim; the feat must be understood in order to be 
admired. The construction of a Heet by the Romans was in 
very truth a noble national work-a work through which, by 
their clear perception of what was needful and of what was 
possible, by ingenuity in inv.ention, and by energy in re
solution and in execution, they rescued their CO~Dtry from a 
position of peril which was worse than at first it seemed. 
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The 'Outset, however, was not favourable to tho Romans. 
The Roman admiral, the consul Gnleus Cornelius Scipio, 
who had sailed for Messana with the first seventeen vessels 
ready for sea (494), fancied, when on the voyage, that he 
should be able to capture Lipara by a coup de main. But a 
division of the Carthaginian Heet stationed at Panormus 
blockaded the harbour of the island where ihe Roman 
vessels rode at anchor, and captured the whole squadron 
along with the consul without a struggle. This, however, 
did not deter the main Heet from likewise sailing, as soon as 
its preparations were completl'd, for Messana. On its voyage 
along the Italian coast it fell in with a Carthaginian recon
noitring squadron of less strength, on which it had the good 
fortune to inHict a loss more than counterbalancing the first 
loss of the Romans; and thus successful and victorious it 
entered the port of Messana, where the second consul 
Gaius Duilius took the command in room of his captured 
colleague. At the promontory of Mjlle, to. the north-west 
of Messana, the Carthaginian Heet, that advanced from 
Panormus under the command of Hannibal, encountered 
the Roman, which bere underwent its first trial on a great 
scale. The Carthaginians, seeing in the ill-sailing and awk
ward vessels of the Romans an easy prey, fell upon them 
in irregularordw.'; but tbe newly invented boarding-bridges 
proved tbeir tborough efficiency. Tbe Roman vessels booked 
and stormed those of tbe enemy as they came up one by 
one; they could not be approached either in front or on 
the sides without the dangerous bridge descending on the 
enemy's deck. 'Vben the battle was over, about fifty 
Carthaginian vessels, almost the half of the Heet, were sunk 
or captured by tbe RomaDs; among tbe latter was the 
sbip of tbe admiral Hannibal, formerly belonging to king 
Pyrrhus. The gain was great; still greater the moral effect 
of the victory. Rome had suddenly become a naval power, 
and held in her hand the means of energetically terminating 
a war which threatened to be endlessly prolonged and to 
involve the commerce of Italy in ruin. 

The war OD Two plans were open to tbe Romans. They might attack 
the ~te Carthage on the Italian islands and deprive her of the coast 
of t'Clly fortresses of Sicily and Sardinia one after another-a scheme 
~inia. which was perhaps practicable through well-combined opera-

tion by land and sea; and, in tbe event of its being accom
plished, peace might either be concluded with Carthage on the 
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basis of the cession of these islands, or, should such terms 
not be accepted or prove unsatisfactory, the second stage 
of the war might be transferred to Africa. Or they might 
neglect the islands and throw themselves at once with all 
their strength on Africa, not, in the adventurous style.of 
Agathocles, burning their vessels behind them and staking 
all on the victory of a desperate band, but COVtlMng with 
a strong fleet tlie communications between the African 
invading army and Italy; and in that case a peace on 
moderate terms might be expflcted from the consternation 
of the enemy after the first successes, or, if the Romans 
chose,. they might, by pushing matters to an extremity, 
compel the enemy to entire surrender. • 

They chose, in the first instance, the former plan of opera-
tions. In the year after the battle of MyllB (495) the 259. 
consul Lucius Scipio captured the port of Aleria in Corsica 
-we still ~ossess the tombstone of the general, which makes 
mention of this deed-and made Corsica a naval !tatioll 
against Sardinia. An attempt to establish a footing in 
Olbia on the northern:coast of that island failed, because 
the fleet wanted troops for landing. In the succeeding year 
(496) it was repeated with better success, and the open 258. 
villages along the C08llt were plundered; but no permanent 
establishment of the Romans took place. Nor was greater 
progress made in Sicily. Hamilcar conducted the war with 
energy and adroitness, not only by force of arms on Bea 
and land, but also by political proselytism. Of the nume-
rous small country towus some every year fell away from 
the Romans, and had to be laboriously reclaimed from 
the Phamician grasp; while in the coast fortresses the Car-

. thaginian8 maintained themsQlves without challenge, parti-
cularly in their head-quarters of PllDormus and in their new 
stronghold of Drepana, to which, on account of its easier de
fence by sea, Hamilcar had transferred the inhabitants of 
E!!.x. A second great naval engagement off the promontory 
of 'lyndaris (497), in which both parties claimed the victory, 251. 
made no change in the position of affairs. In this way 
no progress was made, whether in consequence of the 
divided command and the rapid changes in the commanders of 
the Roman troops, which rendered the concentrated manage-
ment of a series of operations on a small scale exceedingly 
difficult, or from the general strate:rcal relations of the 
case, which certainly, as the science 01 war then stood, were 
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unfavourable to the attacking party in general (i. 423), and 
particularly $0 to the Romans, who were still on the mere 
threshold of scientific warfare. Meanwhile, although the 
pillaging of the Italian coasts had ceased, the commerce of 
Italy suffered not much less than it had done. before the 
fleet was built. Weary of a course of operations without 
results, and impatient to put an end to the war, the senate 
resolved to change its system, and to assaiJ Carthage in 
Africa. In the spring of 498 a fleet of 330 ships of the line 
set sail for. the coast of Libya: at the mouth of the river 
Himera on the south coast of Sicily it embarked the army 
for landing, consisting of four legions, under the charge 
of the two consuls Marcus Atilius Regulus and Lucius 
Manlius Volso, both experienced generals, ,The Cartha
ginian admiral suffered the embarkation. of the enemy's 
troops to take place; but on continuing their voyage 
towards Africa the Romans found the Punic fleet drawn up 
in order of battle off Ecnomus to protect its native land 
trom invasion. Seldom have greater numbers fought at sea 
than were engaged in the battle that now ensued. The 
Roman fleet of 330 sail contained at least 100,000 men .in . 
its crews, besides the landing army of about 40,000; the 
Carthaginian of 350 vessels was manned by I#ot least an 
equal number; so that wellnigh three hundred thousand men 
were brought into action on this day to decide the contest 
between the two mighty peoples. The Phrenicians were 
placed in a single widely-extended line, wita their left wing 
resting on the Sicilian coast. The Romans arranged them
selves in a triangle, with the ships of the two consuls as· ad
mirals at the apex, the first and second squadrons drawn 
out in oblique line to the right and left, and a third squadron, 
having the vessels built for the transport of the cavalry in tow, 
forming the line which closed the triangle. They thus bore 
down in close order on the enemy. A fourth squadron placed 
in reserve followed more slowly. The wedge-shaped attack 
broke without difficulty the ClIrlhaginian line, for its centre, 
which was first assailed, intentionally gave way, and the battle 
resolved itself into three separate engagements. While the 
admirllls with the two squadrons drawn up on the wings 
pursued the Carthaginian centre and were .closely engaged 
with it, the left wing of the Carthaginians. drawn up along 
the 'coast wheeled round upon the third Roman squadron, 
which was prevented by the vessels which it had in tow 
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from following the two others, and by a vehement onset in 
superior force drove it against the shore; at the sallie time 
the Roman reserve was turned on the open sea, and 
assailed from behind, by the right wing of the Carthaginians. 
The first of these three engagements was soon at an end; 
the ships of the Carthaginian centre, manifestly much 
weaker than the two Roman squadrons with which they 
were engaged, took to flight. Meanwhile the two other 
divisions of the Romans had a severe encounter with the 
Buperior enemy; but ill close fighting the Jlread~d boarding
bridges stood them in good stead, and by this means they' 
suCceeded in maintaining their ground till the two admirals 
with their vessels could come up; By their arrival the 
Roman reserve was relieved, and the Carthaginian vessels ,of 
the right wing retired before the superior force. . And 

. now, when this conflict had been decided in favour of the 
Romans, all -the. Roman vessels that still could keep the 
sea fell on the rear of the Cartha,,01nian left wing, which 
was obstinately following up its advantage, so that it was 
Burrounded and almost all the vessels composing it were 
taken. The losses otherwise were nearly equal. Of the 
Roman fleet 24 sail were sunk; of the Carthaginian 24 were 
BUnk, and 64 were taken. Notwithstanding its considerable 
loss the Carthaginian fleet did not give up the protection of 
Africa, and with that \4ew returned to the gulf of Carthage, 
where it expected the descent to take place and purposed to 
give battle a second time. But the Romans landed, not on Landing of 
the western side of the peninsula which helps to form the Rfg;dUS in 
gulf, but on the eastern side, where the bay of Clupea A "ca. 
presented a spacious harbour affording protection from 
8.lmost all winds, and the town, situated close by the sea on 
a shield-shaped eminence rising out of the plain, supplied 
an excellent defence for the harbour. They disembarked the 
troops without hindrance from the enemy, and established 
themselves ~m the hill; in a short time an entrenched naval 
'camp was constructed, and the land army was at liberty to 
commence operations. . The Roman troops ranged over the 
land and levied contributions;' they were able to send as 
many as 20,000 slaves to Rome. Through'the rarest good 
fortune the bold scheme had succeeded at the first stroke, and 
with but slight sacrifices: the end seemed attained. The feel-
ing of confidence that in this respect.animated the Romans is 
evinced by the resolution of the senate to recall to Italy the 
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greater portion of the fleet and half' of the anny j ]\farcus 
Regulus alone' remained in Africa. with 40 ships,' 15,000 
infantry, and 500 cavalry. Their confidence, however, was 
seemingly not overstrained. The Carthaginian army, which 
was disheartened, did not venture forth into the plain, but 
waited to sustain discomfiture in the wooded defiles, in 
which it could make no use of its two best arms, the cavalry 
and the elephants. The towns surrendered en masse; the 
N umidians rose in insurrection, and overran' the open 
country far" and wide. Regulus might hope to begin the 
next campaign with the siege of the capital, and with that 
view he pitched his camp for the winter in its immediate 
vicinity at Tunes. 

Vain nego- ,The spirit of the Carthaginians was broken:' they sued 
tiations for for peace. But the conditions which the consul proposed 
peace. -'-not merely the cession of Sicjly and Sardinia, but the 

Prepara
tions of 
Carthage. 

conclusion of an alliance en unequal terms with Rome, 
which would have bound the Carthaginians to renounce 
their own war.marine and to furnish vessels for the Roman, 
wars-conditions which would have placed Carthage on a. 
level with Neapolis and Tarentum, could not be accepted, 
so long as, a Carthaginian army kept the field and a Car-
thaginian fleet kept the sea, and the capital stood unshaken. 
The mighty enthusiasm, which kindles into a noble flame 
among Oriental nations, even the 1host abased, on the ap
proach of ext-reme peril-the energy of dire necessity-im
pelled the Carthaginians to exertions, such as were by no 
means expected from a nation of shopkeepers. Hamilcar, 
who had carried on the guerilla war against the Romans in 
Sicily with so much success, appeared in Libya with the elite 
of the Sicilian troops, ~ho furnished an admirable nucleus 
for the newly levied force. The copnections and gold of the 
Carthaginians, moreover, brought to them troop after troop 
of excellent N umidian horse, and also numerous Greek mer
cenaries; amongst whom was the celebrated captain Xanthip
pus of Sparta, whose talent for organization and stra.tegical 
skill were of' great se~vice to his new masters.- While the 
Carthaginians were thus making their preparations in the 

.. The statement, that' the military' talent of Xanthippus was the primarr means 
of the salvation of Carthage, is probably coloured j the officers of Carthage can 
hardly have waited for foreigners tc teach them that the light African cavalry 
eould be more appropriately employed on the plain than among hi!/S and forests. 
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course of the winter, the Roman general remained inactive 
at Tunes. Whether it was that he did not anticipate the 
storm which was gathering over his head, or that a sense of 
military honour prohibited him from doing what his position 
demanded-instead of renouncing a siege which he was not 
in a condition even to attempt, and shutting himself up in 
the stronghold of Clupea, he remained with a handful of 
men before the walls of the hostile capital, neglecting even 
to secure his line of retreat to the naval camp, and neglect
ing to provide himself with-what above all he wanted· 
lind what might have ·been so easily obtained through 
negotiation with the revolted Numidian tribes-'-':'a good light 
cavalry. He thus wantonly brought himself and his army' 
into a situation similar to that which formerly J:tefel Aga-. 
thocles in his desperate adventure. When spring eame 
(499), the state of affairs had so changed, that now the 255. 
Carthaginians were the first to take the field aI!.d to offer ' 
battle to the Romans. It WS.8 very natural that they should Defeat, of 
do 80, for everything depend~d on their getting quit of the Regulus. ' 
army of Regulus, before reinforcelllents could arrive from 
Italy. The same reason should have led: the Romans to 
desire delay; but, relying on their invincibleness in the 
open field, they at once accepted battle'notwithstanding their 
inferiority of strength (for, although the numbers of the 
infantry on both sides were nearly' the same, their 4000 
cavalry and 100 elephants gave to the Carthaginialis a de-
cided superiority), and: notwithstanding the unfavourable 
nature of the ground, where the Carthaginians were drawn 
up-a broad plain probably not far from Tunes. Xan
thippus, who on this day commanded the Carthaginians, first 
threw his cavalry on that of the,enemy, which was stationed, 
as usual, on the two wings of the line of battle; the fe'Y 
squadrons of the Romans were scattered like dust in a mo-
ment before the masses of the enemy's horse, and the Roman 
infantry found itself outflanked by them and surrounded., 
The legions, unshaken hytheir apparent danger, advanced to 
attack the enemy's line; and, although the row of elephants 
placed as a protection in front of it checked the right wing 

From snch stories, the echo of the talk of Greek guard-rooms, even Polybius 
is not free. . 

The statement that Xaothippns was put to death by the Carthaginians after 
the victory, is a ,fiction; he departed voluntarily. perhaps to enter the 
Egyptian service. 
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and centre ofthe Romans, the left wing at nny rate, marching 
past the elephants. engaged the mercenary infantry on the 
right of the enemy, and overthrew them completely. But 
this very success broke up the Roman ranks. The main 
body indeed, assailed by the elephants in fro~t and by the 
cavalry 011 the flanks and in the rear, formed square, and 
defended itself with heroic courage, put the close masses 
were at length broken and swept away. The victorious left 
wing encountered the still fresh Carthaginian centre, where 
the Libyan infantry prepared a similar fate·for it. From 
the nature of the ground and the superior numbers of th" 
enemy's cav8.lry, all the combatants in these masses were 

• cut down or taken prisoners; only two thousand men, 
.chieHy, in all probability, the light troops and horsemen 
who were dispersed at the commencement, gained-while· 
the Roman legions stood to be slaughtered-a start sufficient 
to enable them with difficulty to reach Clupea. Among the 
few prisoners was the consul himself, who. afterwards died 
in Carthage; his family, under the idea that he had not 
been treated by the Carthaginians according to the usages 
of war, wreaked a most revolting vengeance on two noble Car
thaginian captives, till even the slaves were moved to pity, 
and on their information the tribunes put a stop to the 
shameful outrage. * 

Evacuation When the terrible news reached Rome, the first care of the 
of Africa. Romans was naturally directed to the saving of the force shut 

up in Clupea. A Roman fleet of 350 sail immediately started, 
and after a noble victory at the Hermman promontory ,in which 
the Carthaginians lost 114 ships, it reaphed Clupea just in 
time to deliver from their hard-pressed position the remains 
of the defeated army which were there entrenched. Had 
it been despatched erE) the catastrophe occurred, it might 
have converted the defeat into a victory that would probably 
have put an end to the Punic wars. But so completely had 

. the Romans now losttbeir judgment, that after a tiuccessful 
conflict before Clupea they embarked all their troops and 

• Nothing furth~r is known with certsinty as to the end of negnius; even his 
251. 1141. mission to Rome-which is sometimes placed iI. SOS, sometimes in SIS-is 

.,ery imperfectly attested. The later Romans, who sought in the fortunes and 
misfortunes of their forefathers mere materials for ..moo} themes, made Regu
lus the type of heroic misfortune as they made Fabricius the type of heroic 
poverty, and circu}.~ a number of anecdotee, invented by way of due ac
oompaniment, in his nam ...... incongroous embellishments, forming a sorry oon
trast to serious and sober history. 
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sailed home, voluntarily evacuat.ing tha.t important and 
easill defendcd position which secured to them facilities for 
landmg in Africa, and a.bandoning their numerous African 
allies without protection to the vengeance of the Cartha
ginians. The Carthaginians did not neglect the opportunity 
of filling their empty treasury, and of making their subjects 
clearly understand the consequences of rebellion. An ex
traordinary contribution of 1000 talent.s of silver (£244,000) 
and 20,000 oxen was levied, and the sheiks in all the commn
nities that had revolte.d were crucified-it is said that there 
were three thousand of them, and that this revolting atrocity 
on the part of the Carthaginian authorities "really laid the 
foundation' of the revolution which broke forth in Africa . 
Bome years later. Laa.tly, as if to fill up the measure of 
misfortune to the Romans even as their measure of success 
had been filled before, on the homeward voyage of the 
fleet three-fourths of the Roman vessels perished with their . 
crews in a violent storm; only eighty reached their port 
(July 499). The captains had foretold the impending mill- 255. 
chief, but the extemporized Roman admirals had neverthe-

, less giv.en orders to sail. , 
AfteD successes 80 immense the Carthaginians were able Recom-

to resume their offensive operations, which had long been in mencement 
abeyance. Hasdrubal son of Hanno landed at LilyblBum ?f ~e.iar 
with a' strong force, which was enabled, particularly by its m 1e1Y· 
enormous number of elephants (they amounted to 140), to 
keep the field 8.g8inSt the Romans: the last battle had 
shown that it was possible to make up for the want .of good 

, infantry to Borne extent by elephants and cavalry. The 
Romans also resumed the war in Sicily; the annihilation of ' 
their invading army had, as the voluntary evacuation of 
Clupea shows, at once restored ascendancy in the senate to 
the party which was opposed to the war in Africa and 
was content with the gradual subjugation of the islands. But 
for this purpose too there was need of a Beet;. and, since 
that which had conquered at MyllB, at Ecnomus, and at the 
HerIDIBan promontory. was destroyed, they built a new one. 
Keels were at once aid down for 220 new vessels of war-
they had never hitherto undertakeJt the building of so many 
simultaneously-and in the incredibly short space of three 
months they were all ready for sea. In the spring'of 500 254. 
the Roman fleet, numbering 300 vessels mostly new, ap
peared on the north coast of Sicily; Panormus, the most im. 
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portant town in Carthaginian Sicily,. was acquired through 
a successful attack from the seaboard, and the smaller places 
there, Soluntum, Cephalredium, and Tyndaris, likewise' fell 
into the hands of the Romans, so that along the whule 
north coast of the island Thermre alone was retained by the 
Carthaginians. Panormus became thenceforth one of the 

'chief stations of the Romans in Sicily. The war by land, 
nevertheless, made no progress: the two armies stood face 
to face before Lilybreum, but the Roman commanders, 
who knew not how to encounter the mass of elephants, made, 
no attempt to compel a I!itched battle. 

253. In the ensuing year (501) the consuls, instead of pur-
suing sure advantages in /Sicily, preferred to make an expe
dition' to Africa., for. the purpose not of landing but of 
plundering the coast tewns. l'he1' accomplished their 
object without opposition; but, after having first run 
aground in the troublesome, and to their pilots unknown, 

- waters of the Lesser Syrtis, whence they with difficulty got 
clear again, the Heet encountered a storm between Sicily 
and Italy, which cost more than 150 ships. On this occa
sion also the pilots, notwithstanding their representations 
and entreaties ,to be allowed to take the course along the 
coast, were obliged by co=and of the .consuls to steer 
straight from Panormus across the open sea to Ostia. 

Suspension Despondency now seized the fathers of the city; they 
o~ the mari- resolved to reduce their war-fleet to sixty ~ail, and to con~ 
tIme war. fine the war by sea to the defence of the coasts and to the 

convoy of transports. Fortunately, just at this time, the 
languishing war in Sicily took a more favow:able turn. In 

.252. the year 502, Thermre, the last point which the Cartha
ginians held on the north coast, and the important island of 
Lipara,had fallen into the hands of the Romans, and in the 

, 251. I' following year (summer of 503) the consul Gains Crecilius 
Roman vio-: Metellus achieved a brilliant victol"! over the army of 
tory at Pa- elephants under the walls ofPanormus. 'fhese animals, which 
Dormu.. had been imprudently brought forward, were wounded by 

the light troops of the Romans stationed in the moat of the
town; some of them fell into the moat, and others fell 
back on their own troops, who crowded in wild disorder 
along with tbe elephants towards the beach that they might 
be picked up by the Phrenician ships. One hundred and 
twenty elephants were captured, and the Carthaginian army, 
whose strength depended on these animals, was obliged 
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once more to' shut itself up in its fortresses. Eryx soon 
fell hlto the hands of the Romans (505), and the Cartha- 249. 
ginians retained nothing in the island but Drepana and 
Lilybreum. Carthttge a second time offered ,eace; but-
the victQry of Metellus and the exhaustion 0 the enemy 
gave to the more energetic party ascendancy in the senate. 

Peace was declined, and it was resolved to prosecute in Siege of 
earnest the siege of the'two Sicilian cities and for this pur- Lilybreum. 
pose to send to sea once m.ore' a fleet of 200 sail. The !\iege 
of LilybreulD, the first great and regular siege undertaken 
by Rome, and one of the most obstinate known in history, 
was opened by the Romans with an important success: they 
succeeded in introducing their fleet into the harbour of the 
city, and in blockading it on the side facing the sea. The 
besiegers, however, were vot able to close the sea ,com-
pletely. In spite of their sunken vessels and their pali-
sades, and in spite of the most careful vigilance, dexterous 
mariners, accurately acquainted with the shallows' and 
channels, maintained with swift-sailing vessels a regular 
communication between the besieged in the city and the 
Carthaginian fleet in the harbour of Dreparia. In fact, after 
a time, a Carthaginian squadron of 50 sail succeeded in 
running into the harbour, in' throwing a large quttntity of 
provisions and a reinforcement of 10,000 men into the city, 
and in returning unmolested. The besieging land army was' 
not much more fortunate. They began with a regular 
attack; machines were erected, and in a short time the bat-
teries had demolished six of the towers flanking the walls, 
so that the breach Boon appeared to be practicable. But 
the able Carthaginian commander' Himilco parried the 
assault by giving orders for the erection of a second wall 
behind the breach. An attempt of the Romans to enter 
into an understanding, with the garrison was likewise frus-
trated in proper time. Lastly, after the besiegers had 
repulsed a first sally, the Carthaginians succeeded during a 
stormy night in burning th~ Roman Bet of machines. Upon 
this the Romans abandoned their preparations for'an assault, 
and contented themse~ves with blockading the city by land 
and water. The prospect of success in this way was indeed 
very remote, so long as they were unable wholly to preclude 
the entrance of the enemy's vessels; and the army of the be-
siegers was in a condition not much better than that of the 
besieged in the city, because their supplies were frequently 

TOL. II. E 
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cut oft' by the numerous and bold light cavalry of the Car
thaginians, and their ranks began to be thinned by the dis
eases indigenous to that unwholesome region. The cap
ture of Lilybreum, however, was of sufficient importance to 
induce a patient perseverance in the laborious t~sk, which 
promised to be crowned in time with the desired success. 

Defeat of But the new consul Publius Claudius considered the task 
the Roman of maintaining the investment of Lilybreum too trifling: 
~eet before' he preferred to change once mora the plan of operations, 

repana. and with his numerous newly manned vessels sud~nly to 
surprise the Carthaginian fleet which was waiting in the 
neighbouring harbour of Drepana. With the whole blockad
ing squadron, which had taken on board volunteers from 
the legIOns, he started about midnigh1l, and sailing in good 
order, with his right wing by t4.e shore, and his left in the 
open sea, he sa:fely reached the 'haroour of'Drepana at SUll

rise. The Phmnician admiral Atarbas commanded there. 
Although surprised, he did not lose his presence of mind 
or allow himself to be shut up in the harbour, but as the 
Roman ships entered the harbour, which opens 1Jo the south 
in the form of a sickle, on the one side, he withdrew his ves
sels from it by the opposite entrance which was still free, and 
stationed them in line on the outside. No other course 
remained to the Roman admiral but to recall as speedily as 
possible the foremost vessels from the harbour, and to make 
his arrangements for battle in like manner in front of it ; 
but in consequence of this retrograde movement he lost the 
free choice of position, and was obliged to accept battle in a 
line, which on the one hand was outflanked by that of the 
enemy to the extent of five ships (for there was not time 
fully to deploy the vessels as they issued from the harbour), 
and on the other hand was crowded so close on the shore 
that his vessels could neither retreat, nor sail behind the 
line so as to come to each other's aid. Not only was the 
battle lost ere it began, but the Roman fleet was so com
pletely ensnared that it fell almost wholly into the hands 
of the enemy. The consul indeed escaped, as he was the 
first who fled j but 93 Roman vessels, more than three 
fourths of the blockading fleet, with the flower of the Roman 
legions ou board, fell into the hands of the Phmnicians. It 
was the first and only great naval victory which the Cartha
giuians gained over the Romans. Lilybreum was practically 
relieved on the side towards the sea. for though the remains 
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of the Roman Heet returned to their former position, they 
were much too weak seriously to blockade 8 harbour which 
had never been wholly closed, and they could only protect 
themselves from the attack of the Carthaginian ships with 
the assistance of the land army. That shagle imprudent act 
of an inexperienced and criminally thoughtless officer had 
thrown away all ·that had been; with so much difficulty, 
attained by the long and galling warfare around tile fortress; 
and such war-vessels of the Romans, as his presumption had 
not forfeited, were shortly afterwards destroyed by the 
folly of his colleague, The second consul, Lucius Junius Annihila
Pullus, who had received the charge of lading at Syracuse tion of the 

the supplies destined f~r the army at. Lilybreum, a~d of !::a~ 
convoying the transports along the south c!>ast ·of the Island Beet. P 
with a second Roman Heet of 120 war-vessels, instead of / 
keeping his ships together, committed the error of allowing 
the fir.st set of transports to depart unattended and of only 
following with the Stlcond. When the Carthaginian vice-
admiral, Carthalo, who with a hundred select ships blockaaed 
the Roman Heet in the port of Lilybreum, received the in
telligence, he proceeded to the south coast of the island, cut 
off the two Roman squadrons from each other by interposing 
between them, and compelled them to take shelter in two 
harbours of refuge on the inhospitable shores of Gela and 
Camarina. The attacks of the Carthaginians were indeed 
bravely repulsed by the Romans with the belp of the sho!-,e 
batteries, which had for some time been erected there as 
everywhere along the coast; but, as the Romans could not 
hope to effect a junction and continue their voyage, Car-
thalo could leave the elements to finish his work. The next 
great storm, accordingly, completely annihilated the two 
Roman fleets in their wretched roadsteads, while the Phm-
nician admiral easily weathered it on the open sea with his 
light and well-managed ships. The Roma,ns, however, suc-
ceeded in eaving the greater part of the crews and car-
goes (505). 24\1. 

The Roman senate was in perplexity. The war had now Perplexity 
reached its sixteenth year; and they seemed to be farther of the ROo 
from their object in the sixteenth than in the· first. In mans . 

. that war four large Heets had perished, three of them with 
Roman armies on board; a fourth select land army had been 
destroyed by the enemy in Libya; to say nothing of the 
numerous losses which had been occasioned by the minor 
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naval engagements, and by the battles, and still more by the 
guerilla warfar eand the diseases, in Sicily. What a multi
tude of human lives the war swept away may be seen from 
the fact, that the burgess-roll from 002 to 507 alone decreased 
by about 40,000, a sixth part of the whole; and this does 
not include the losses of the allies, who bore the whole 
brunt of the war by sea and, in addition, at least an equal 
proportion with the Romans of the war by land. Of the 
financial loss it is not possible to form any conception; but 
both the direct damage sustained in ships and ~teriel,'and 
the indirect injury through the paralyzing of trade, must 
have been immense. An evil still greater than this was 
the exhaustion of all the methods by which they had sought 
to terminate the war. They had tried a landing in Africa 
with their forces fresh and in the full career of victory, and 
had totally failed. They had undertaken to carry Sicily 
town by town; the lesser places had fallen, but the two 
mighty naval strongholds of Lilybmu.u;t and Drepana stood 
more invincible than ever. What were they to do P In fact, 
there was to some extent reason for despondency. The 
fathers of the city became faint-hearied; they left 'matters 
simply to take their course, knowing well that a war pro
tracted without object or end was more pernicious for 
Italy than the exhaustion of the last man and the last 
penny, but without that courage and confidence in the 
nation and in fortune, which could stimulate new sacrifices in 
addition to those that had already been lavished in vain. 
They did away with their fleet; at the most, they encouraged 
privateering, and with that view placed the 'war-vessels of 
the' state at the disposal of captains who were ready to 
undertake a piratic warfare on their own account. The war 
by land was continued nominally, bgcause they could not 
do otherwise; but they were ~ontent with observing the' 
Sicilian fortresses, and maintaining, when necessary, what 
they possessed,-measures which, in the absence of a fleet, 
required a very numerous army and extremely costly prepa
rations. 

Now, if ever, the time had come when Carthage was in a 
position to humble her mighty antagonist. She, too, of 
course must have felt some exhaustion (If resources; but, in 
the circumstances, 'the Punic finances could not possibly 
be so disorganized as to prevent the Carthaginians from 
continuing the war, which cost them little save money,ofl'en-
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sively and with energy: The Carthaginian government, 
however, waa not energetic, but on the contrary weak and 
indolent, unless impelled to acti'on by some easy and sure 
gain or by Rome extreme necessity. Glad to be rid of the 
Jloman fleet, they foolishly allowed their own also to fall 
into decay, and began after the example of the enemy to 
confine their operations by land and sea to the petty warf~re 
in and around Sicily. 

Thus 'there ensued six years of uneventful warfare (506- 248-243. 
511), the most inglorious in the history o~ this century for ~ett!.war 
Rome, and inglorious also for the Carthagiman people. One In SICIly. 
man, however, among the latter thought and acted dif· 
ferently from his nation. Hamilcar, named Barak or Barca Hamilcar 

. (i. e. lightning), a young officer of great promise, was in· Barca. 
trusted with the supreme command in Sicily in the year 
507. His army, like every Carthaginian one, was defective 247. 
in a trustworthy and experienced infantry; and the govern-
ment, although it waa perhaps in a position to create such 
an infantry and at any rate was bound to make the 
attempt, contented itself with passively looking on at its 
defeats, or at most with nailing the def~ated generals to the. 
cross. Hamilcar resolved to take the matter.4tto his own 
hands. He knew well that his mercenaries were as indif-
ferent to Carthage aa to Rome, and that he had to expect 
from his government not Phrenician or Libyan conscripts, 
but at the utmost permission to save his country with hi~ 
troops in his own .way, provided it cost nothing. But he 
knew himself also, and he knew men. His mercenaries 
cared nothing for Carthage; but a true general is able 
to substitute his own person for his country in the affec-
tions of his soldi'ers; and snch an one was, this young 
commander. After he had habituated his men to face the 
legionaries in the wari'are of outposts before Drepana and 
Lilybreum, he established himself with his force on Mou,nt 
Ercte .(Monte Pellegrino near Palermo), ·which commands 
like a fortress the neighbouring country; and making ~hem 
settle there with their wives and children, Illvied contribu-
tions from the plains, while Phrenician privateers plundered 
the Italian coaat aa far aa Cumre. He thus provided his 
people with copious supplies without asking money from the 
Carthaginians, and, keeping up the communication with 
Drepana. by sea, he threatened to surprise .the important 
town of Panormus in his immediate vicinity. Not only were 
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the Romans unable to expel him ·from his stronghold, but 
after the struggle had lasted awhile at Ercte, Hawilcar 
formed for him!\elf anotber similar position at Eryx. This 
mountain, which bore half way up a city of the same name 
and on its summit a temple or Aphrodite, had been hither
to in the hands of the Romans, who made it a basis for 
annoying Drepana. Hamilcar deprived them of the town 
and besieged the temple, while the Romans in turn bloekaded 
him from the plain. The Celtic deserters from the Cartha· 
ginian army who were stationed by the Romans at the 
forlorn post of the temple-a reckless robber band, who in 
the course of this siege plundered the temple and perpetrated 
every sort of outrage-defended the summit of the rock with 
desperate courage; but Hamilcar did not allow himself to be 
agalD dislodged from the town. and kept his communications 
constantly open by sea with the fleet and the garrison of 
Drepana.. 'The war in Sicily seemed to be assuming a tum 
still more unfavourable to the Romans. The Roman state 
was losing in that warfare its money and its men, and the 
Roman generals their honour j it was already clear that no 
Roman' general was a match for Hamil car, and the time 
might be calculated when even the Carthaginian mercenary 
would be able boldly to measure himsplfagainst the legionary. 
The privateers of Hamilcar appeared with ever-inrreasing 
audacity on the Italian coast: already a pl"llltor had been 
obliged to take the field against a band of Carthaginian rovers 
which had landed there. A few rears more, and Hamilcar 
might with his fleet have accomphshed from Sicily what his 
son subsequently undertook by the land route from Spain. 

A fleet built The Roman senate,' however, persevered in its inaction; 
bt the the desponding party for once had the niajority there. At 
hom"us. length a number of sagacious and high-spirited men de-

termined to save the state even without the interposition of 
the goverument,.and to put an pnd to the ruinous Sicilian 
war. Successful corsair expeditions, if they had not raised 
the coura!!6 of the nation, had aroused enprgy and hope in a 
portion of the people; these had already joined together to 
form a squadron, burnt down Hippo on the African coast, 
and sustained a successful naval conflict with the Carths
ginians off Panormus. By a private subscription (which 
bad been resorted to in Athens also, but not on so magnifi
cent a scale) the wealthy and patriotic Romans equipped a 
war fleet, the nucleus of which was sl1pplied by the ships 
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built for privateering and the practised crews which they 
contained, auti which altogether was far more carefully fitted 
out than had hitherto been the ,case in the shipbuilding of 
the state .. This fact-that a number of citi~ens in th" 
twenty-third year of a severe war voluntarily presented to 
the state two hundred ships of the line, manned hy 60,000 
sailors-probably stands unparalleled in the annals of history. 
The consul Gaius Lutatiug Catulus, to whom fell the 
honour of conducting this fleet to the Sicilian seas, met 
with almost no opposition: the two or three Carthaginian 
vessels, with which Hamilcar had made his corsair expedi
tions, disappeared before the superior force, and almost with
out resistance the Romans occupied the harbours of LilybalUm 
and Drepana, the siege of which was now undertaken with 
energy by water and by land. Carthage was completely. 
taken by surprise; even the two fortresses, ",eakly pro
visioned, were in great danger. A fleet was equipped at 
home; but "ith all the haste which they displayed, the year 
came to an end without any appearance of Carthaginian 
sails in the Sicilian waters; and when at length, in the 
spring of 513, the hurriedly prepared vessels appeared in the 241. 
offing of Drepana, they deserved the name of a fleet of 
trsnsports rather than that of a war fleet ready for action. 
The Phrenicians had hoped to land undisturbed, to disem- Vicrory of 
bark their stores, and to be able'to take on board the troops Cat~llls at 
requisite for a naval battle; but the Roman vessels inter- ~e Island 
cepteJ them, and forced them, when about to sail from the gusa.. 
island of Hiera (now Maritima) for l?repana, to accept battle 
near the little island of ..Egusa (Favignano) (10 March, 513). 241. 
The issue was not for a moment doubtful; the Roman fleet, 
well built and manned, and admirably handled by the able 
prretor Publius Valerius Falto (for a' wound received before 
Drepana still confined the consul Catulus to his bed), 
defeated at the 'first blow the heavily laden and poorly and 
inadequately manned vessels of the enemy; fifty were sunk, 
and with seventy prizes the victors sailed into the port of 
Lilybamm. 'rbe last great effort of the Roman P&triots 
had borne fruit; it brought to them victory, and with 
victory peace. . 

The Carthaginians first crucified the unfortunate admiral- Conclo.ion 
a step which did not mend the matter-and then despatched of pence, 
to tbe Sicilian general unlimited authority to conclude a 
peace. Hllrililcar, who saw his hcroic labours of seven years 
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> undone by the fault of others, had yet too much spirit to 
sacrifice either his military honoul', or his nation, or his own 
designs. Sicily indeed could not be retained, seeing that 
the Romans had now command of the sea j and it. was not to 
be expected that> the Carthaginian government, which ha<l 
vainly endeavoured to fill its empty treasury by a state-loan 
in Egypt, would make any further attempt to vanquish 
the> Roman fleet. He therefore surrendered Sicily. The 
independence and integrity of the Carthaginian state and 
territory, on the other hand, were expre~sly recognized in 
the usual form. Rnme bound herself not to enter into a 
separate alliance with the Carthaginian,and Carthage 
engaged not to enter into separate alliance with the Roman, 
symmachy-that is, with their respective subject or de
pendent communities; neither was to make war, or exer ... 
cise sovereign rights, or undertake recruiting within the 
other's dominions.- The secondary stipulations included, of 
course, the gratuitous return of the Roman prisoners of war 
and the payment of a war-contribution; but the demand 
of Catululil that Hamilcar should deliver up his arms and 
the Roman deserters, was re~olutely refused by Hamilcar, 
and with success. Catulus desisted from his second request, . 
and allowed the Phooniciane a free departure from Sicily for 
the moderate ransom of 18 denarii (118. 6d.) per man. 

If 'the continuance of the war appeared to the Cartha-
ginians undesirable, they had reason to be satisfied with 

. these terms. It may be that the natural wish to bring to 
ROIile 'Peace as well as triumph, the recollection of Regulus 
and of the many vicissitudes of the war, the consideration 
that such a patriotic effort as had at last decided the 
victory could neither be enjoined nor repeated, perhaps 
even the personal character of Hamilcar, concurred in in
fluencing the Roman generals to yield so far as they did. 
It is certain that there was dissatisfaction with the propo
sals of peace at Rome, and the assembly of the people, doubt
less under the influence of the patriots who had effected 
the equipment of the last fleet, at first refused to ratify 
it. We do not know with what view this was done, and 
therefore we are unable to decide whether the oppone.nts of 

* The statement (Zon. viii. 17) that the Cartllaginian. had to promise that 
they would Dot seDd ,·es.<els of "'61' ioto. the ten-itori ... of the Roman symmachy 
-and the .. fore not to Syracuse. perhaps even not to Massilia-sounds credible 
enough; but the text of the treaty says nothing of it (Polyb. iii. 27). 
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the proposed peace in reality rejected it merely for the pur
pose of exacting some further concessions from the enemy, or 
whether, remembering that Regulus hltd summoned Carthage 
to surrender her political independence, they were resolved 
to continue the war till they had gained that end-so that 
it was no longer a question of peace, but a question of con-

. quest. If the refusal took place with the former view, it 
was probably mistaken; compared with the gain of Sicily 
every other concession was of little moment, and looking to 
tha determination and the inventive genius of Hamilcar, it 
was very rash tu stake the securing of the principal gain on 
the attainment of secondary objects. If on the other hand 
the party opposed to the peace regarded the complete poli
tical annihilation of Carthage as the only end of the struggle 
that would satisfY the Roman community, it displayed politi
cal tact and anticipation of coming events; but whether the 
resourees of Rome would have sufficed to renew the expe
dition of Regulus and to pursue it as far as might be 
required not merely to break the courage but to breach the 
walls of the mighty Phreriician city, is another question, to 
which no one now cali venture.to give either an affirmative 
or a negative answer. 

A t last the settlement of the momentouB question was 
intrusted to a commission which was to decide it upon the 
spot in Sicily. It confirmed the project ~ substance; only, 
the sum to be paid by Carthage for the costs of the war 
was raised to 3200 talents (£790,000). a third of which was 
to be paid. down at once, and the remainder in ten annual 
instalments. ' The definitive treaty included, in addition to 
the surrender of Sicily, the cession also of the islands be
tween Sicily and Italy. but this can only be regarded as an 
alteration of detail made on revision; for it is self-evident 
that Carthage. when surrendering Sicily. could hardly desire 
to retain the island of Lipara which had long been occupied 
by the Roman fleet, and the suspicion, that;m ambiguous 
stipulation was intentionally introduced into the treaty, is 
unworthy and i!Dprobable. 

Thus at length they came to terms. The unconquered 
general of a vanquished nation descended from the moutl.
tains which he had defended so long, and delivered to the 
new masters of the island the fortresses which the Phreni
cians had held in their uninterrupted possession for at least 
four hundred years, and from whose walls all assaults of the 
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Hellenes had recoiled unsuccessful. The West had peace 
241. (513). 

Remarks on Let us pause for a moment over the conflict, which ex
the Roman tended the c;lominion of Rome beyond the circling sea that 
conduct of encloses the peninsula. It was one of the longest and most 
the war. severe which the Romans ever waged; many of the soldiers 

who' fought in the decisive battle were unborn when the 
contest began. Nevertheless, despite the incomparably 
noble incidents which it now and again presented, we can 
scarcely name any war which the Romans managed so 
wretchedly and with such vacillation, both in a military. and in 
a political point of view. It could hardly be otherwise. The 
contest occurred amidst a transition in their political system 
-the transition from an Italian policy, which no longer suf
ficed, to the policy of a great state, which was not yet ma
tuted. The Roman senate and the Boman military system 
were excellently organized for a purely Italian policy. The 
wars Which such a policy provoked were purely continental 
wars, and always rested on the capital, situated in the middle 
of the peninsula, as the primary basis of operations. and on 
the chain of Roman fortresses as a secondary basis. The 
problems to be solved were mainly tactical, not strategical; 
marches and operations occupied but a subordinate, battles 
held the first, place; siege warfare was in its infancy; the 
sea and naval war hardly for a moment Cl'-ossed men's 
thoughts. We can essily understand (especially if we bear 
in mind that in the battles of that period, where the naked 
weapon predominated, it was really the hand-to-hand en
counter that proved decisive) how a deliberative assembly 
might direct such operations, and how anyone who wss 
mayor of the city might command the troops. All this wss 
changed in a moment. The field of battle stretched away 
to an incalculable distance, to the unknown regions of 
another continent, and beyond broadly spreading seas; 
every wave might prove a pathway for the enemy, every har
bour might send forth an invading fleet. The siege of strong 
places, particnlarly maritime fortresses, in.which .the first 
tacticians of Greece had failed, had now for toe first time to 
be attempted by the Romans. A land army lind the system of 
a civic militia no longer sufficed. It was necessary to create 
a fleet, aud, what was more difficult, to employ it; it was 
necessary to find out the true points of attack and defence, 
to combine and to direct masses, to calculate and mutually 
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adjust expeditions extending over long periods and great 
distances; if these things were not attended to, even an 
enemy far weaker in the tactics of the field might easily 
vanquish a stronger opponent. Is there any wonder that 
the reins of government in such an exigency slipped from 
the .hauds of a deliberative assem»ly· and of commanding 
burg~masters P 

-It was plain, that at the beginning of the war the Romans 
did not know what they were undertakiug; it was only dur
ing the course of the struggle that the inadequacies of their 
.ystem, one after another, forced themselves on their notice ........ 
the want of a naval power, the lack of fixed military leader
ship, the incapacity of their generals, the total uselessness 
of their admirals. 1n part these evils were remedied by 
energy and good fortune j as in the case of the constructiou of 
a fleet. That mighty creation, however, was but a grand make
shift, and always remained so. A Roman fleet was formed, 
but it was rendered national only in name, and was always 
treated with the affection of a stepmother; the naval service 
continued to be little esteemed in comparison with the high 
honour of serving in the legions; the naval officers were for 
the most part Italian Greeks; the crews were composed of 
subjects or even of slaves and outcasts. The Italian farmer 
was, and remained, distrustful of the sea; among the three 
things in his life which eato regretted one was, that he had 
travelled by sea when he might have gone by land. This reo 
suIt arose partly out pf the nature of the case, for the vessels 
were oared galleys and the service of the oar can· scarcely be 
ennobled; but the Romans' might at least have formed sepa
rate legions of marines and taken steps towards the rearing 
of a class of Roman naval officers. They might ha.ve taken 
advantage of the impulse of the nation and gradually effected 
the establishment of a naval force important not only in 
numbers but in sailing powers and practice, and for such a 
purpose they.had an important nucleus in the privateering 
that was developed during the long war; but nothing of the 
~ort was done by the government. Nevertheless the Roman 
fleet with its unwieldy grandeur was the noblest creation 
of genius in this war, and, as at its .beginning, so at its close 
it was the fleet that turned the scale in favour of Rome. 

Far more difficult to be oveJ;come were those deficiencies, 
which could not be remedied without an alteration of the 
constitution. That the senate, according to the strength of 
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the contending parties within it, should leap from one sys
tem of conducting the war to another, and perpetrate errors 
so incredible as the evacuation of Clupea and the reduction 
on several occasions of their fleet; that the general of one 
year should lay siege to Sicilian towns, and his succes
~or, instead of urging their surrendtlr, should pillage the 
African coast or think proper to risk a naval battle; and 
that at any rate the supreme command should by law change 
hands every year-all·these anomalies could not be reformed 
without stirring constitutional questions the· solution of 
which was more difficult than the building of a fleet, but as 
little could their retention be reconciled with th~ require
ments of such a war. Above all, however, neither the Stlnate 
nor the generals could at once accommodate themselves to 
the new mode of conducting war. The campaign of Regulus 
js an instauce how singularly they adhered to the idea that 
superiority in tactics decides eyerything. There are few 
generals who have had such successes thrown as it were 

256. into their la~ by fortune: in the year 498 he stood pre
cisely where ~cipio stood fifty years later, with this differ
ence, that he had no Hannibal and no experienced army 
arrayed against him. But the senate withdrew half. the 
army, as soon as they had satisfied themselves of the tac
tical superiority of the Romans; in blind reliance on that 
superiority the general remained where he was, to be bellten 
in strategy, and accepted battle when it was offered to him, 
to be beaten. also in tacticil. This was the more remarkable, 
as Regulus was an able and experienced general of his kind. 
The rnstic metho<\ of warfare, by which Etruria and Sam
nium had been won, was the very cause of the defeat in the 
plain of -Tunes. The principle, quite right in its own 
pl'ovince, that every citizen is fit for a general, was no longer 
applicable; the new system of war demanded the employ
ment of generals who had a military training and a military 
eye, and every burgomaster had not those qualities. The 
arrangement was however still worse, by which the chief COlD

mand of the fleet was treated as an appanagtl to the chief 
command of the land army, and IIny one who chanced to be 
president of the city thought himself able to act the part 
not of' general only, but of admiral too, The worst disasters 
which Rome suffered in this war, were' attributable ".not to 
the storms and still less to the CarlhagininuM, but to the 
'presumptuoutl folly of its own citize~-admiral:;, 
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Rome was victorious at last. 'But her acquiescence- in a 
gain far less than had at first been demanded and indeed 
offered, as well as the energetic opposition which the peace 

. encountered in Rome, very clearly indicate the indecisive and 
superficial character of the victory 'and of the peace; and if 
Rome was the victor, she was indebted for her victory, in 
part no doubt to the favour of the gods and to the energy of 
her citizens, but still more to the errors of her enemies in 
the conduct of the war--errors far surpassing even- her, 
own. 
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CHAPT;ER III. 

THE EXTENSION OF ITALY TO ITS NATURAL BOUNDARIES. 

THE Italian confederacy as it emerged from the crises of the 
fifth century-or, in other words, the State of Italy-ilnited 
the various civic and cantonal communities from the Apen
nines to the Ionian Sea under the hegemony of Rome. But 
before the close of the fifth century these limits were already 
overpassed in both directions, Iilld Italian ·communities 
belonging to the confederacy had sprung up beyond the 
Apennines and beyond the sea. In the north the republic, 
in revenge for IIJlcient and recent wrongs, had already in 
471 annihilated the Celtic Senones ; in the south, through the 
great war from 490 to 513, it had dislodged the Phrenicians 
from the island of Sicily. In the north there belonged to the 
combination headed by Rome the Latin town of Ariminum 
(besides the burgess-settlement of Sena), in the south the 
community of the Mamertines in Messana, and as both 
were nationally of ltalian origin, so both shared in the 
common rights and obligations of the Itali4n confederacy. 
It was probably the pressure of events at the moment rather 
than any comprehensive political calculation, that gave rise 
to these extensions of the confederacy; but it was natural 
that"now at least, a~ter the great successes achieved against 
Carthage, new'and wider views of policy should dawn upon 
the Roman government-views which even otherwise were 
obviously enough suggested by the physical features of the 
peninsula. Alike in a politir.al and in a military point of 
view, Rome was justified in shifting its northern boundary 
from the low and easily crossed Apennines to the mighty 
mountain-wall that separates northern from southern Europe, 
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the AI~s, and in combining wjth the sovereignty of !tilly 
the sovereignty of the seas and islands on the west and east 
of the peninsula; and now, when by the expulsion of the 
Phrenicians from Sicily the most difficult portion of the 
task had been already achieved, various circumstances united 
to facilitate its completion by the Roman government. 

In the Western sea which engaged far more attention in Sicily a de
Italy than the Adriatic, tbe most important position, the pendency of 
large and fertile island of Sicily copiously furnished witb Italy. 
harbours, had been by the peace with Carthage transferred 
for the most part into the possession of the Romans. King 
Riero of Syracuse indeed, who during the last twenty-two 
years of the war had adhered with unsbaken steadfastness 
to tM Roman alliance, had a fair claim to an extension of 
territory; but if Roman policy had begun the war with the 
resol!ltion of tolerating only ,secondary: states in the isl&.nd, 
the vIews of the Romans at Its close deCIdedly turned towards 
the seizure of Sicily for themselves. Riero might be content 
that ·his territory-namely, in addition to tbe immediate 
district of Syracuse, the domains of Elorus, N eetum, Acrre, 
Lcontini, Megara, and Tauromenium-and his independence 
in relation to foreign powers, ~re (for want of any pretext 
to curtail them) left to him in their former compass;. he 
migbt well be content that the war between the two great 
powers had not ended in the complete overthrow of the one' 
or of the other, and that there consequently still remained. 
at lea!lt.a p~s~ibility of the con~i~uance of an intermediate 
power In SIcily. 1n the remammg and by far the larger 
portion of Sicily, at Panormus, Lilybreum, Agrigentum, 
Messana, the Romans permanently settled themselves, and 
only regretted that the possession of that beautiful island 
was not enough to convert the western waters into a Roman 
inland sea, so long as Sardinia still remained Carthaginian. 
Soon, however, after the conclusion of the peace, there Sardinia 
appeared an unexpected prospect of wresting from the Roman. 

Carthaginians the second island of the Mediterranean. In The Libvan 
Africa, immediately after peace had been concluded with insulTec: 
Rome, fne mercenaries and the subjects of the Phrenicians tion. 

joined III 6 common revolt. The blame' of the dangerous 
insurrection was mainly cbargeable on the Carthaginian 
government. In the last years of the war Ram:l'J.car had 
not been able to pay his Sicilian mercenaries as formerly 
from his own resources, and he had vainly requested that 
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money might be 8ent to him from home: he mirht, he was 
told, send his forees to Africa to be paid off. Ie obeyed: 
but a8 he knew the men, he prudently embarked them in 
small 8ubdi"isions, that the authoritif's might/ay them off 
by troops or might at least separate them, an he then laid 
down his command. But all hiB precautions were thwarted 
not so Uluch by the emptine88 of the exchequer, as bv the 
bureaucmtic mode of t1'lUlsacting businE'88 and the folly of 
the government. They waited till the whole army WBS once 
more united in Libya, and then endeavoured to curtail the' 
pay promised to the men. Of course a mutiny broke out 
among the troops, and the hesitating lind cowarJly de
meanour of the authorities ahowed the mutineers what they 
might dare. Most of them were native8 of the districts 
ruled 11, or dt'pendent on, Carthage: they knew the feel
ings which had been provoked. throughout these districts by 
the officialalaughter after the expedition of Regulus (P. 47) 
alid by the fearful pressure of taxation, and thl.'y knew 11180 

the character of their government, which never kept faith 
and never pardoned; they were wPiI aware of what await~d 
·them, should they disperseJo their homes with pay exacted 
by mutiny. The Carthaginians had for long been digging 
the mine, and they now themselves filled it with men who 
could not but explode it. Like wildfire the revolution 
8pread from garrison to garrison, from village to village; 
the Libyan women contributed their ornaments to pay the 
wages of the mercenaries; a number of Carthaginian citIzens, 
amongst whom were 80me of the most distin ... uished officers 
of the Sicilian army, became the victims ';;{ the infuriated 
multitude; Carthage was already besieged on two sides, and 
the Carthaginian army marching out of the city was totally 
routed in consequence of the blundering of ita unskilful 
leader. 

When the RoDlans thu8 saw their hated and still much
dreaded foe involyed in a grellter dauger than any ever 
occasioned by the IWDlan wars, they began more and 

241. more to regret the conclusion of the peace of Gl3 (which, if 
it was not in reality precipitate, now at least appeared 80 

to 1111), and to forget how exhauMted at that time tht'ir own 
state h.d be,en and how powerful had been their Cartha
ginian rival. ShaDle indeed forbade their entering into 
communication openly with the Carthaginian rebt'le; in 
fact, they ?-ave an exceptional permission to the Carthaginians 
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to levy recruits for thia war in Italr., and prohibited Italian 
mariners from dealing with the Llbvans. But it may be' 
doubted whether the government of Rome was very earnest 
in these acts of friendly alliance; for, in spite of them, the 
dealings between the African insurgents and the Roman 
mariners continued, and when Hamilcar, whom the ex
tremity of the peril had recalled t'o command the Cartha
ginian army, had seized and imprisoned a number of Italian 
captains concerned in these dealings, the senate interceded 
for thel11 witb the Carthaginian government and procured 
their rclellBe. The insurgents themsel veil app,eared to recog
nize in the RomaDS their natnral allies. 'I he garrisons in 
Sardinia, which like the rest of the army bad declared in 
favour of the insurgents. offered the posses!lion of the island 
to the Romans, when they ssw that they were unable to 
hold it ~ai~Bt the attacks of the Wlc~n'lllered mountaineers 
of the mterlor (about 515); and a simliar offer came even' 
from t.he community of Utica, which bad likewise taken 
pnrt in the revolt and wns now bard pressed by the arms of 
lIamilcar. The latter offer was declined by the Romans, chiefly 
doubtless because its acceptance would hnve carried them 
beyond the natural boundul-iea ot Italy and therefore further 
than the Roman government wns thtln disposed to go; on 
the other hand they entertained the proposals of the Sardinian 
mutineers, and received from them the portion of Snrdinia 
which had been in the hands of the Carthnginians (516). 
In thill instance, more than in the affair of the Mamertines, 
the Romani were justly liable to the reproach that a great 
and victorious nation had not disdained to fraternize and share 
the s,(loil with a venal rabble of mercenaries, and had not 
suffiCient self-denial to prefer the course enjoined by justice 
and by honour to the .gain of the moment. The Cartha
ginianll, whose troublea reached their height just about the 
period of the occupation of Sardinia, were Bilent for the 
time bl'ing as to the Wlwarrsntable violence; but, after their 
peril had been, contrary to the expectations and probably 
contrary to the hopeI ot the Romana, averted by the geniull 
of IIamilcar, and Carthage had been restored to her full 
Bovel"t'ignty in Africa (517), Carthaginian envoy I imme
diately appeared at Rome to require the reBtitl1,tion of 
Sardinia. But the Romans. not inclined to restore their 
booty, ~plied with frivolous or at any rate irrelevant com
plaintll as to all 10rtS of injuriel, which they alleged that the 
ro~~ ~ 

239. 
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Carthagillians had inflicted on the Roman traders, and 
hastened to declare war.;* the principle, that in politics 
power is the measure of right, appeared in its naked 
effrontery; Just resentment urged the Carthaginians to 
accept that offer of war; had Catulus insisted upon the 
cession of Sardinia five years before, the war would probably 
have pursued its course. But now, when both islands were 
lost, when Libya was·in a ferment, and when the state was 
weakenep. to· the utmost by its twenty-four years' struggle 
with Rome and the dreadful civil war that had raged for 
nearly five years more, they were obliged to submit. It 
was only after repeated entreaties, and after the Phrenicians 
had bound themselves to pay to Rome a ransom of 1200 
talents (£292,000) for the warlike preparations which had 
been wantonly begun, that the Romans reluctantly desisted 

COI'Sica. from war. Thus the Romans acquired Sardinia almost with-
. out a struggle; to which they added Corsica, the ancient pos

session of the Etruscans, where perhaps some detached 
Roman garrisons still remained over from the last war 
(P. 41). In Sardinia, however, and still more in the rugged 
Corsica, the Romans restricted the!Ilselves, just as the. Phre
nicians had done, to an occupation of the coasts. With 
the natives in the interior they were contimially engaged in 
war, or to speak more correctly in hunting them like wild 
beasts; they baited them' with dogs, and carried what they 
captured to the slave market; but they undertook no real 
conquest. They had occupied the island not on its own 
accOlmt, but for the security of Italy. Now that the con
federacy possessed the three large islands, it might call the 

, Tyrrhene Sea its own • 
. The acquisition of the islands in the western sea of Italy 

1t!et~o~ :f introduoed into the state administration of Rome a distinc
:io:'~~s th~- tion, which to all appearance originated in mere considera" 
tl"ansmarine tions of convenience and almost accidentally, but neverthe
possessions. less came to be of the deepest importance in the sequel-

the distinction between the continental and transmarine 
forms of administration, or to use the appellations afterwards 

* That the cession of the islands lying between Sicily and Italy, which the 
Jtl. peace Qf 513 prescribed to the Cartbaginians, did not include the cession of 

.< I Sardinia, i. an ascertained fact; but the statement, that the Romans made 
o that a pretext fur their occupation of the island three years after the peace, 

is ill attested. Had they done so, they would merely bave added diplomatic 
folly to political effrontery. 
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current, ihe distinction between Italy. and the Provinces. 
Hitherto the two' chief magistrates of the community, the 
consuls, had no legal limit to their field of action; on the 
contrary that field of action extended as far as the 
Roman government itself. Of course, however, in, practice 
they made a division of functions between ,them, and, of 
course also" they were bound in every particular depart
ment of their allotted field by the existing enactments in 
regard to it j the' jurisdiction, for instance, over Roman 
citizens had in every case to be left, to the prretor. and in 
the Latin or other autonomOUB communities the existing 
treaties bad to be respected. The four qurestors who had 
beert since 487 distributed tbroughout Italy did not, for- 267. 
mally at least, curtail the consular authority, for in Italy just 
as in Rome, they were regarded simply as auxiliary magis", 
trates dependent on the cons~s. This mode of administra-
tion appears to have been at first extended also to the 
territories taken from Carthage, and Sicily and Sardinia 
were governed for some years by qurestors under the super
intendence of the consuls j but the Romans must very soon 
have become practically convinced that it was indispensable 
to bave chief, magistrates specially appointed for the trans-
marine regions. .As they were obliged to abandon the con- Provincial 
centration of the Roman jurisdiction in the person of the prletors. 
prretor as the community extended, and to send to the 
more remote districts depute judges (i. (49), so now (527) 227. 
the concentration of administrative and military: power in 
the person of the consuls had to be abandoned. For each 
of" the new transmarine regions-viz. Sicily, and Sardinia 
with Corsica annexed to it-there was appointed a special 
auxiliary consul, who was in rank and title inferior to the 
con~ul and equal to the prretor, but otherwise was-like the 
consul in earlier times before the prretorship was insti
tuted~in his own sphere of action at once commander-in-
chief, chief magistrate, and supreme judge. Tbe direct 
administration of finance alone was .withheld from these new 
chief magistrates, as from the first it had been withheld 
from the consuls (i. 260); one or more qurestors were 
assigned to them, who were in all respects dependent on 
them and were regardcd officially as sons, as it were, in the 
household of their respective prretorst but bad specially to 
manage the finances and to render account of their adminis
tration to the lienate after having laid down their office. 
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This difference in the supreme administrative power was 
the only legal distinction between the continental and trans
marine pos8e8sions. The principles in other respects, on 
which Rome had organized her dependencies in Italy, were 
transferred also to the extra-Italian di:ltricte. As a matter' 
of course, these communities without exception forfeited their 
independence in external relations. As to internal iDter
course, no provinrial could thenceforth acquire valid pro
perty in the province out of the bound's of his own com
munity, or perhaps even conclude a valid marriage. On 
the other hand the Roman government tolerated, at least in 
Sicily, tile federativeoorganization of the citie", which was 
fraught with little danger, and even the general" Sicilinn 
diets with their harmless right of petition and complaint.· 
In monetary arrangements it was not practicable at ODce to 
declare the Roman currency to be the only valid tender in 
the islands j but it seeml from the first to have obtained 
legal circulation, and in like manner, at least as a rule, the 
right of coining the precious metals seems to have been with
drawn from the cities in Roman Sicily.t On the other hand 
not ouly was the landed property in all Sicily left untouched 
(the principle, that the land out oC Italy fell by rigbi of 
war to the RomanI as their properly, was still, unknown ill 
this century), but all the Sicilian and Sardinian communities 
retained aelf-admini&tration and some sort oC autonomy. The 
democratic constitutions were no doubt let aside in all the 
communities, and in every city the power was transferred to 
the hands of a council representillg the civic aristocracy; 
and the Sicilian communities, at least, were required to 
institute a general valuation corresponding to the Roman 
censua every fifth year. But both these measures were ouly 
the necessary result of subordination to the Roman senate, 

• That thi. ';'U the case may be inf.rred partly from the appearance of the 
.. Sicoll" against M ....... Uua (I.iv. sni. 26, seq.), partly from the .. conJoiot 
petitiOlll of all the Ijicilian rommunitiea .. (Cicero, r ...... ii.42, 10'l ; 45, 114 ; 
:'0, 146; iii. 8t1, 2(4), portly from well-koown analogy (llarquardt, Bandb. 
Iii. I, 267). n.c:auae there wu DO commercium hetweeo tho did.rent oatiou, 
It by no meaDl follows that there wao no ooncilium. 

t The right of coining gold and Iilver waa not monopolized by Rome in the . 
provinces 10 otrictly u in Italy, evidently because gold and sil.er mooey not 
Itrack after the Roman llaodard wu of I..e importance. But in tbeir case too 
the mint. we .. e doubtl .... u a rule, feAu'ic!ed to the coinage of copper, or 
at nlOat .i1l'er, amall money; even tbe moot favoumbly treated communiti. 
of Roman /Sicily, luch 81 tlte Mamertin ... the Ceoturipan .. the AllOIIin.., the 
Segeetaoo, and tbe Panormitaoa aJ.o 10 tb. maio, coined 0lIl7 copper. 
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which in reality could not conduct the governPlent with 
Greek 6cclesit1!, or' without a view of the financial and military 
resollrces of each dependent comm1!nity; in the various dis
tricts of Italy also the same eOUl'Se was in both respects 

purBsued. 'd b 'd 'th th' t'al al't' f 'ht ut, 81 e y BI e WI IS essen 1 equ 1 ,y 0 rig s, Tenths and 
there was established a distinction between the Italian com- customs, 
munitiea on the one hand, and the transmarine'communitiee 
on the other-a distinction indeed only de facto, but yet 
very important in its effects, The transmarme communities 
furnished no, fixed contingent to the army or fleet of the 
Romans;· and they lost the right of arms-at least so far 
that they could not be employed otherwise than on the 
Bummons of the Roman prmtor for the defence of their own 
homes, and that the Roman government was at liberty to 
Bend Italian troops at its pleasure into the islands, In lieu 
of contingents a tenth of'the field-produce of Sicily, and a 

, tax of 5 per cent, on the value on all articles of commerce 
exported from or imported to the Sicilian harbours, were 
pOld to Rome, Neither tax was in itself new, The im~ 
posts levied by the Persian king and the Carthaginian re
public were substantially of the'same character with that 
tenth i and in Greece also such a taxation had for long been, 
after Oriental precedent, associated with the Tyrannis and 
often also with a Hegemony, The Sicilians, in particular, 
had lon~ }'laid their tenth either to Syracuse or to Carthage, 
and had long levied customs-dues on account of others. "We 
received," says Cicero, ., the Sicilian communities into our 
clientship and protection on such a footing, that they con
tin ued under the same law under which they had lived before, 
and obeyed the Roman community in the same manner in 
which they had obeyed their own rulers," It is fair that this 
should not be overlooked; but to continue an injustice is 
to commit injustice, Viewed in relation not to the subjects, 
who merely changed masters, but to their new mers, the 
abandonment of the eCJ.ually wise and magnanimous principle 
of Roman statesmanshIp-viz" that Rome should accept from 
her 8ubjects simply miijtary aid, and never l'ecuniary com
pensation in lieu of it,-was of a fatal lmportance, in 
comparison with which all alleviations in the rates and the 

• This i. impliEd in Hiero' ••• pression (Liv, xxii, 87): that he knew that 
, the Romani made UIS of none but Roman and Latin infuntry and cavalry, and 

employed" fOl'eigners .. at most only among the light-armed troops, 
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mode of levying them, as well as all exceptions in detail, 
were as nothing. Such exceptions were, no doubt, made in 
various cases. Messana was directly admitted to the 'con
federacy of ' the togati, and, like the Greek cities in Italy, 
furnished its contingent to the Roman fleet. Various other 
citiell-Segesta and Halicyre, which were the first towns 
of Carthaginian Si~ily that joined the Roman alliance, Cen
turipa, an ibland town on the east of the island, which 
was . destined to keep 'a watch over the Syracusan territory 
in its neighbourhood,- Alre8a on the northern coast, wllich 
was the first of toe free Gretili: towns to join: the Romans, 
and above aU Fanormus, hitherto the capital of Cartha
ginian, andlnow destined to become that of Roman, Sicily
while not admitted to the Italian military confederacy, yet 
received in addition: to other Javours immunity irom tribute 
and tenths, so that' their position in a financial point of 
view was even more favourable than that of the Italian 
communities. The, Romans thl,ls IIPphed to Sicily also the 
ancient rule of theil' policy, by subdividing the dependent 
communities into carefully graduated classes with different 
privileges; but the Sardinian and Sicilian communities on 
the whole occupied a position not of dependent alliance, but 
of recognized tributary su~iection. . 

It is true, 'that this thorough distinction between the 
communities that furnished contingents and those that paid 
tribute or at least did not furnish contingents, wat9> not in 
law necessarily coincident with the distinction between 
I~aly and the prQvinces. Transmarine commullities might 
belong to the Italian confederacy; the Mamertines for 
example were substantially on a level with the Italia.n Sa
beltians, and there even existed no legal obstacle to the 
establishment of new communities <w:ith Latin rights in 
Sicily and. Sardinia any more than in the country. beyond 
the Apennines. Communities on the mainland might be 
deprived of the right of bearing arms and become tributary; 
this was, already the case with certain Celtic districts on 
the Po, and the plan was adopted to a considerable extent 
in after times. But, in reality, the communities that fur-

* This is shown at once by a glance at the map, and also by the remarkable 
exceptional provision which allowea the Centuripans to settle in any part of 
Sicily. They required, as Roman spies, the ntmost freedom of movement. 
Besides, Centuripa appears to have been among the first citi", that went over 
to Rome (Diodorus, I. xxiii. p. 501). 
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rushed contingents as decide.ny'preponderated on the main-
1l1tld as the tributary communities in the islanas; and 'Y'hile 
"Italian settlements were not contemplated on the part of ' 
the Romans either in Sicily with its Hellenic civilization 
or in Sardinia, the Roman government had beyond doubt 
already determined not only to subdue the barbarian land 
between the Apennines and the A,lps, but also, as their 
conquests' adl"anced, to establish in it new communities of 
1hilic 'origin and Italic rights. Thus their transmanne 
possessions were not merely reduced to a state of 1mb
jection, but were destined to remain subject in all time 
to come; whereas the official \ field recently, marked off 
by law for the consuls, or, which is the same thing, the 
continental territory of the Romans, was to become a new 
and more extended Italy, which should reach from the Alps 
to the Ionian sea. In the first instance, indeed, this essen· 
tially geographical conception of Italy was not altogether 
coincident with the political conception of the Italian con
federacy; it was partly wider, partly narrower.; But even 
now the RO.mans ~garited the ~hole space up to the boun
dary of the Alps as Italia, that .IS, as the present or future 
domain of the togq.ti, and, just as was and still is the case in 
North America, the boundary was provisionally marked off 
in a geographical sense, that the field might be gradually 
occupied in a politicaJ sense also with the advance of co
lonization. * 

.. This distinction between Italy as the Roman mainland or consijlar pro-' 
vince on the one band, and the transmarinc' territory or praltorial provinces 
on the other, already appears variously applied in t1ie sixth century. The 
ritual rule, that certain priests shoula not leave Rome (Val. Max. i. 1, 2), 
was explained to mea'!, that tbey were not allowed to cross !he sea (Liv. Ep. 
19, xxxviii. 51. Tac. Ann. iii, 58, 71 j Cic. Phil, xi, 8, 18; compo Liv. xxviii, 38, 
44, Ep. 59). .The distinction is still more definitely brought out in the interpreta-
tion which waS proposed in 544 to be put upon the old nile, that the consul cOuld 910. 
nominate the dictator only on " Roman ground": viz. that" Roman ground" 
comprehended all Italy (Liv. xxvii. 5). The erection of the Celtic land between 
the Alps and Apennines into a special province, distinct from that of' the con-
suls and regnJarly subject to a separate chief magistrate, was the' work of Sulla. 
Of course no one will consider it an objection to this view, that already in the 
sixth century Gallis or AriminuIXJ..ls very often designated as the ,. official 
district" (provincia), ordinarily of"'li'ne of the consuls, Pruoincia, as i. well 
known, denoted in the older language not what we now call prOT!ince, a definite 
space assigned ,as a district to a standing chief magistrate, but simply the func-
tions prescribed for the particular magistrate by law, decree of the senate, or 
agreement; and in that sense it was certainly allowable, and was even for B 

time the rille, that one of the consuls should undertake the government of' 
Northern Italy. 
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Events on In the Adriati.c sea, at the entrance of which the impor
the Adri- tl!-nt and. long-contemplated colony of Brundisium had at 
atic coasts. length been founded before the close of the war with Car-

244. thage (510), the supremacy of Rome was from the very first 
decided. In the western sea Rome had been obliged to rid 
herself of rivals; in the eastern, the quarrels of the Hellenes 
themselves prevented any of the states in the Grecian penin
sula from acquiring or retaining power. The most con
siderable of them, that of Macedon, had through the influence 
of Egypt been dislodged from the upper Adriatic by the 
lEtoliaI)s and from the Peloponnesus by the Ach31ans, and 
was scarcely even in a position to defend its northern fron
tier against the barbarians. How desirous the Romans were 
to keep down l\facedonia and its natural ally, the king of 
Syria, and how closely they associated themselves with the 
Egyptian policy directl;ld to that object, is shown by the 
remarkable offer which after the end of the war with Car
thage they made to king' ptolemy III. Euergetes, to support 
him in tbe war which be waged with Seleucus II. CallinicuB 

247-225. of Syria (who reigned 507-529) on acconnt of the murder 
of Berenice, and in. which Macedonia had probably taken 
part with the latter. Generally, the relations of Rome with 
the Hellenistic ,states became closer; the senate already 
negotiated even with Syria, and interceded wi~h the Seleu
ous just mentioned on behalf of the llians, with whom the 
Romans claimed affinity. 

No direct interference of the Romans in the affairs of the 
('astern powers took place for the present, simply because 
Rome had no need for' her own ends to interfere. The' 
Ach31an le~gue, the prosperity of which was arrested by !he 
n,arrow-minded coterie-policy of Aratus, the lEtolian republic 
of military adventurers, and the decayed Macedonian empire 
kept.down each other's power without the necessity of Roman 
intervention for the purpose; and tb,e Romans of that time 
avoided rather than sought transmarine acquisitions. When 
the Acarnanians, appealing to the ground that they alone 
of all the. Greeks had taken no part in the destruction of 
Ilion, besought the descendants of lEneas to help them 
against the lEtolians, the senate did indeed try a diplomatic 
mediation; but when the 1Etolians returned an answer drawn 
up in their own saucy fashion, the antiquarian interest of 
the Roman senators by no means provoked them into under-

. taking a war, by whICh they would have freed the Mace--
239. donians from their hereditary foe (about 515). 
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Even the. evil of piracy; which was naturally in such a lllyrian 
state of matters almost the only trade' that flourished on piracy. 
the Adriatic coast, and from whIch the commerce of Italy 
suffered greatly, was submitted to by the Romans with an. 
undue measure of patience,-a patience intimately connected 
with their radical aversion to maritime war and their wretched 
marine. But at length it became too flagrant. Favoured 
by Macedouia, which no longer found Qccasion to continue 
its old function of protecting Hellenic commerce from the 
corsairll of the Adriatic for the benefit of its foes, the rulers 
of Scodra had induced the Illyrian tribes-nearly correspond-
ing to the Dolmatians, lUontenegrins, and northern-Albanians 

• of the present day-to unite in joint pira,tical expeditions on • 
a great scale. With whole squadrons of their swift-sailing 
ve8sels with two banks of oars, the well known" Liburnian " 
cutters, the Illyrians waged war by sea and along the 
coasts against all and suudry. The Greek settlements in 
thesll regions, the island·towns of Issa (Lissa) and Pharos 
(Lesina), the important ports of Epidamnus (Durazzo) and 
Apollonia (to the north of Avlone on the Aous) of cour~e 
suffered especially, and were repeatedly beleaguered by the 
barbarians. Further to the south, moreover, the corsairs 
established themselves in Phamice, the most .flourishing 
town of Epims; partly voluntarilY'lartly by cOJ<straint, 
the Epirots and Acarnanians entere into an unnatural 
symmachy with the foreign freeboot~rs; the coast- was 
insecure even as far as Elis and Messene. In vain the lEto
lians and Achmaus collected what ships they had, with a 
view to check the evil: in a battle on the open sea they 
were beaten by the pirates and their Grecian allies; the 
corsair fleet ViIl.8 able at length to take possession even of 
the rich and important island of Corcyra (Corfu). The 
complaints of Italian mariners, the appeals for aid of their 
old allies the A poUoniates, and the urgent entreaty of the 
besieged Issmans at length compelled the Roman senate to 
Bend at lell.8t ambassadors to Scodra. The brothers Gaius 
and Lucius Coruncanius went thither to demand that king 
Agron should ptlt an end to the nuisance. The king an
swered that according to the common law of the Illyrians 
piracy was a lawful trade, and that the government had no 
right to put a stop to privateering; whereupon Lucius 
Coruncaniu8 replied, that in that case Rome would make W 
her business to introduce better law among the Illyrians. 
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For this, certainly not very diplomatic, reply both envoys 
were-by the Icing's orders, as the Romans asserted-mur
dered on their way home, and the surrender of the mul'
derers was refused. The senate had now no choice left to 
it. In the spring of 525 a :fleet of '200 ships of the line, 
with a landing-army on board, appeared before Apollonia; 
the corsair-vessels vanished before the former, while the 
latter demolished tile piratic strongholds; the queen Teuta, 
who after the death of her husband Agrollcpnducted 
the government during the minority of her son Pinnes, 
besieged in her last retreat, was obliged to accept the con
ditions dictated by Rome. The rulers of Scodra were again 
confined both on the north and south to the originallirnits • 
of their narrow domain, and had to quit their hold not only 
on the Greek towns, but also on the Ardirei i,n Dalmatia, the 
Parthini around Epidilmnus, and the Atintanes in northerll 
Epirus; no .armed lllyrian vessel, and not more than two 
llnarmed in company, were to be allowed in future to sail 
to the south of Lissus (Alessio, between Scutari and Du
razzo). The maritime supremacy of Rome in the Adriatic 
was asserted, in such a '!'lay as to secure the highest com
mendation and most permanent recognition, by the rapid 
and energetic suppression of the evil of piracy. 

Acquisition But the Romans went further, and firmly established 
of territory themselves on the east coast. The lllyrians of Scodra were 
in Illyri~ rendered tributary to Rome; Demetrius of Pharos, who had 

passed over from the service of Teuta to that of the 
Romans, 'was installed, as a dependent dynast and ally of 

. Rome, over the islands and coasts of Dalmatia; the Greek 
cities Corcyra, Epidamnus, Apollonia, and the communities 
of the Atintanes and Parthini were attached to Rome under 
mild forms of symmachy. These acquisitions on the east 
coast of the Adriatic were not sufficiently extensive to 
require the appointment of a special auxiliary consul; go
vernors of subordin!1te rank appear to have been sent 
to Corcyra and perhaps also to other places, and the 
superintendence of these possessions seems to have been 
intrusted to the chief magIStrates who adininistered Italy .• 

• A standing Roman commandant of Corcyra is Apparently mentioned in 
Polyb. xxii. 15, 6 (erroneously translated by Liv. n".iii. 11, compo xlii. 37), 
and a similar one in the case of lssa in Liv. xliii. 9. We have, moreover, the 
analogy of the prrejectus pro legato insularum Baliarum (Orelli, 732), and of 
the govemor of Pandataria (C. I. N. 3528). It appears, accordingly, to bave 
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Thus the most· important maritime stations iii the Adriatic 
became subject, like Sicily and Sardinia, to the authority of 
Rome. ~ hat other result was to be expected? lWme was Jmpressi~n 
in want of a good naval station in the upper Adriatic,-a in Greece 
want which was not supplied by her possessions on the ~d,M ....... 
Italian shore; her new allies, especially the Greek com. om&" 
mercial towns, saw in the Romans their deliverers, and 
doubtless did what they could permanently to secure so 
powerful a protection; in Greece itself no one was in' a posi-
tion to oppose the movement; on the contrary, the praise 
of the liberators was on every one's lips. It may be a question 
whether there was greater rejoicing or shame in Hellas, 
when, in place of the ten ships of the line of the Achlllan 
league, the most warlike power in Greece, two hundred sail 
belonging to barbarians now entered her ·harbours and 
accomplished at a blow a task, which properly belonged to 
the Greeks,but in which they had failed so miserably. But 
if the Greeks were ashamed that the salvation of their 
oppressed countrymen had to come from abroad, they ac-
cepted the deliverance at least with a good grace; they did 
not fail to receive the Romans solemnly into the fellowship 
of the Hellenic nation by admitting them to the Isthmian 
games and the Eleusinian mysteries. 

Macedonia was silent; it was not in a condition to protest 
in arms, and disdained to do so in words. No resistance 
was encountered. Nevertheless Rome, by seizing the keys of 
access to her neighbour's house, had converted that neighbour 
into an adversary who, should he recover his power, or 
should a favourable opportunity occur, might be expected 
emphatically to break the silence. Had the energetic and 
prudent king Antigonus Doson lived longer, he would have 
taken up the gauntlet which the Romans had fiWlg down, 
for, when some years after the dynast Demetrius of Pharos 
withdrew ti:vm the hegemony. oflWme. prosecuted piracy con-

heen a rule in tbe Hom"; administration to appoint non-senatorial prafecti for 
the more, remote island.. But these .. deputies," presuppose in tbe nature of 
the ('8110 the existence of a supreme mBgistrate "'bo nominates and superintends 
them ; and this supreme magistracy can only have hoen at this period that of the 
consul.. Subsequently, after the erection of Macedonia and Gallia CisaJpina 
into provinces, the supreme administration was committed to ooe of tbese two 
magistrates; the very territory BOW in question, the nucleus of the su~ 
queot Homan province of lIIyricum, belonged, as i. well known, in part to 
Cesar's di.uitt of administration. 
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trary to the treaty in concert with the Istrians, and subdued 
the Atintanes whom the Romans had declared independent, 
Antigonus formed an alliance with him, and the troops of 
Demetrius fought in the army of Antigonusat the battle of 
Sell asia (532). But Antigonus died (in the winter 533-4); 
and his successor Philip, still a boy, allowed the consul Lucius' 
A:milius Paullus to attack the ally of Macedonia, to destroy 
his capital; and to drive him from his kingdom into exile 
(535).. . 

The mainland of Italy proper, south of the Apennines, 
enjoyed profound peace after the fall of Tarentum: the six 
days' war with Falerii (513) was little more than an inter
lude. But on the north,. between the territories of the con
federacy and the natural boundary of Italy-the chain of the 
Alps-there still ex~ended a wide region not absolutely 
subject to the Romans. Beyond the Apennines they pos
sessed nothing but the narrow space between the lEsis 
above Ancona and the Rubico below Cesena,· nearly the 
modern provinces of Forli and U rbino. South of the Po the 
strong Celtic tribe of the BOll still held its ground (from 
Parma to Bologna); alongside of them, the Lingones on the 
east, and the Anari on the west (in the modern dukedom 
of Parma)-two smaller Celtic cantons that were probably 
clients of the Boii-peopled the plain. At the western 
end of the plain the Ligurians came in, who, mingled with 
isolated Celtic tribes, and settled on the Apennines west
ward from Arezzo and Pisa, occupied the region of the 
sources of the Po. The eastern portion of the plain north 
of the Po, nearly from Verona to the coast, was possessed 
by the Veneti, a race different from the Celts and probably 
of lllyrian extraction. Between these and the western 
mountains were settled the Cenomani (round Brescia and 
Cremona) who rarely acted. with the. Celtic nation and 
were probably largely intermingled 'with Veneti, and the 
Insubres (around Milan). The latter was the most J!On
siderable ofJhe Celtic cantons in Italy, ItIld was in constant 
communication not merely with the minor communities 
partly of Celtic, partly of non-Celtic extraction, that were 
scattered in the Alpine valleys, but also with the Celtic 
cantons beyond the Alps. The gates of the Alps, the 

• According to the most carefnl recent investigations of the locality, the 
Rubico is the Fiumicino Ilear Savignano. which however has now changed 
its channel in the upper part of its course. 
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mighty stream navigable for 230 miles, and the largest and 
most fertile plain of the then ci vilized Europe, still continued 
in the hands of hereditary foes of the Italian name, who, 
humbled indeed and weakened, but still scarce even DO-

minally dependent and still troublesome neighbours, per-
severed in their barbarism, and, thinly scattered over the 
spacious plains, continued. ~o pasture their ,Hocks and to 
plunder. It was to be anticipated that the Romans would 
hasten to possess themselves of these'regions) the more so 
as the Celts gradually began to forget their defeats in the 
campaign8 of 471 and 472 and to bestir themselves again, 283. 282. 
and, what was still more dangerous, the Transalpine Oelts 
began again to show themselves on the south of the Alps. 

In fact the Boii had already renewed the war in 516, and Celtic wars. 
their chiefs Atis and Galatas had, without, it is true, the 238. 
authority of tho general diet, summoned the Transalpine 
Gauls to make common cause with them. The latter had 
numerously answered the call, and in 518 a Celtic army, ns. 
Buch as Italy had not Been for long, encamped before Ari
minum. The Romans, for the moment much too weak to 
try a battle, concluded an armistice, and to gain time 
allowed envoY8 from the Celts to proeeed to Rome, who ven-
tured in the senate to demand the cession of Ariminum-it 
Beemed as if the times of Brenuus had returned. But an 
unexpected incident put aU end to the war before it had 
well begun. The Boii, dissatisfied with their unbidden 
allies, and afraid probably for their own territory, fell 
into variance with the 'l'ransalpine Gauls. An open battle 
took place between the two Celtic hosts; and, after the 
chiefs of the Boii had been put to death by their own men, 
the Transalpine Gauls returned home. The Boii were thus 
delivered into the hands of the Romans, and the latter were 
at liberty to expel them like the Senones, and to advance at 
least to the Po; but they preferred to grant the Boii peace 
in return for the cession of Bome districts of their land 
(518). This was probably done, because they were just at 236. 
that time expecting the renewed outbreak of war with 
Carthage; but, after that war had been averted by the cession 
of Sardinia, true policy required the Roman government to 
take possession as speedily and entirely as possible. of the 
country up to the Alps, and accordingly the constant appre
hensions of such a Roman invasion on the part of the C<ll~s 
were sufficiently justified. The Romans, however, were m 
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. no 'haste; imd so the Celts themselves began the war, either 
because the Roman assignations of land on the east· coast 
(522), although not a measure immediately directed against 
them, made thelli apprehensive of danger; or because they 
perceived that a war with Rome for the possession of Lom
bardy was inevitable; or, as is perhaps most probable, 
because their Celtic impatience was once' more weary of 
inaction and chose to arm for a new warlike expedition. 
With the exception of the Cenomani, who acted with the 
Veoeti and declared for the Romans, all the Italian Celts 
concurred in the war, and they were joined by the Celts of 

. the upper valley of the Rhone, or rather bY' a large number 
of adventurers belonging to them under the leaders Conco
litanus and Aneroestus. * With QO,OOO warriors on foot, 
and 20,000 on horseback or in chariots, the leaders' of the 
Cel~s advanced to the Apennines (529). The Romans had 
not anticipated an attack on this side, and had not expected 
that the Celts, disregarding the Roman fortresses on the 
east coast and the protection of their own kinsmen, would 
venture to advance directly against the capital. Not very 
long before J). similar Celtic swarm had in an exactly similar 
way overrun Greece. The danger "as serious,' and ap
peared still more serious than it really was. The belief 
that Rome's destruction was this time inevitable, and that 
the Roman soil. was fated to become the property of the 
Gauls, was even in Rome so generally diffused among the 
multitude that the government reckoned it not beneath its 
dignity to allay the absurd superstitious belief of the mob 
by an' act still more absurd, and to bury alive a Gaulish man 
and a Gaulish woman in the Roinan }'orum with a view to 
fulfil the sentence of destiny. At the same time they made 
more serious preparations. Of the two consular armies, each 
of which numbered about 25,000 infantry and 1100 ca-

• These, whom Polybius designates as the" Celts in the Alps and on the 
Rhone, who on account of their rhamet .. of military adventurel'S are called 
Gresat .. (free lances)," are in the Capitoline Fasti named German~ It is pos
sible that the contemporary annalists may have here mentioned Celts alone, and 
that it was the historical speculation of the age of CIIlSRI' and Augustus that 
first induced the editors of these Fasti to treat them as "Germans." If, on the 
other hand, the mention of the Germans in the Fasti was based on contem
pOl'alY records--in which case this is the earliest mention of the nam_we must 
regard it as denoting not the Germanic races who were afterwards so called, 
but a Celtic horde; and this hypothesis' may be the more readily adopted, 
since, accol'ding to the views of the best philologists, the name Gmnani Is not 
of Germanic but of Celtic origin, and pel'haps signifies .. eriere." 
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valry, one was stationed in Sardinia under Gaius Ati}ius 
Regulus, the other at Ariminum under Lucius ..Emilius 
Papus. Doth received orders to repair as speedily' as pos
sible to Etruria, the point of immediat.e danger. The 
Celts bad already beeu under the necessity of leaving a 
garrison at home to face the Cenomani and Veneti, who 
were allied with Rome; now the levy of the Umbrians was 
directed to advance from their. native mountains down into 
the plain of the Boii, and to inflict all the injury which they 
could think of on the enemy upon his own soil. The levy 
of the Etruscans and Sabines was to occupy the 'Apennines, 
and if possible to obstruct the passage till the regular troops 
could arrive. A reserve. was formed in Rome of 50,000 
men. Throughout all Italy, which on this occasion recog
nized its true champion in Rome, the men capable of service 
were enrolled, and stores and materials of war were col
lected. 

All this, however, required time. For once the Romans 
had allowed tbemselves to be surprised, and it was too late 
at least to save Etruria. The Celts found the Apennines 
weakly defended, and plundered unopposed the rich plains 
of the Tuscan territory, which for long had seen no enemy. 
They were already at Clusium, three days' march from Rome, 
wben the army of Ariminum, under the consul Papus, 
appeared on their flank, while the Etruscan militia, wbich 
after the passage of tbe Apennines had assembled in rear of 
the Gauls, follow~d the line of the enemy's march. Sud
denly one evening, after the two armies had already en
camped and the bivouac fires were kindled, the Celtic 
infantry again broke up and retreated on the road towards 
FlllsuLB (}'iesole): the cavalry occupied the advanced posts 
during the night, and followed the main force next morning. 
When the Tuscan militia, who had pitched their camp close 
upon the enemy, became aware of his departure, they ima
gmed that the host had begun to disperse, and marched 
hastily in pursuit. The Gauls had laid their account with 
this very result: their infantry, which had rested and was 
drawn up in order, awaited on a well-chosen battle-field the 
Roman militia, which came up from its forced march fatigued 
and disordered. Six thousand men fell after a furious com
bat, and the rest.of the militia, which had been compelled to 
seek refuge on a hill, would bave perished, had not the 
coJ1.sulnr army appeared just in time. This induced the 
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.Gauls to return homeward. Their dexterously contrived 
plan for preventing the union of the two Roman armies and 
annihilating the weaker in detail, had only partially been 
successful; now it seemed to them advisable first of all to 
place in security their considerable booty. For the sake of 
an easier line of march they proceeded from the district of 
Chiusi, where they were, to the level coast, and were march
ing along the shore, when they found an unexpected obstacle 
in the way. It was the Sardinian legions, which had landed 
at Pisa; and, when they arrived too late to obstruct the 
passage of the Apennines, had immediately put themselves 
in motion and were advancing along the coast in a'direction 

Battle of opposite to the march of the Gauls. Near Telamon (at the 
TelamOD. mouth of the Ombrone) they fell UPOIl the enemy. While 

the Roman infantry advanced with close front along the 
great road, the cavalry, led by the consul Gaius Atilius 
Regulus in person, made a side movement so as to take the 
Gauls in flank, and to acquaint the other Roman army under 
Papus as soon as possible with their arrival .. A hot cavalry 
engagement took place, in which many brave Romans and 
Regulus fell; but he had not sacrificed his life in vain: 
his object was gained. Papus became aware of the conflict, 
and guessed how matters stood; he hastily arranged his 
legions, and on both sides the Celtic host was now pressed 
by the Romans. Courageously it made its dispositions for 
the double conflict, the· Transalpine Gauls and Insubres 
against the troops of PaJ.>us, the Alpine Taurisciand the Boii 
against the Sardinian legIOns; the cavalry combat pursued its 
course apart on the flank. The forces were in numbers not 
unequally matched, and the desperate position of the Gauls 
impelled them to the most obstinate resistance. But the 
Transalpine Gauls, accustomed only to close fighting, gave 
way before the missiles of the Roman skirmishers; in the 
,hand-to-hand combat the better temper of the Roman 
weapons placed the .Gauls at a disadvantage; at last an 
attack in flank by the victorious Roman cavalry decided the 
day. The Celtic horsemen made their escape; the infantry, 
wedged in between the sea and the three Roman armies, 
bad no means of flight. . 10,000 Celts, with their king 
Concolitanus, were taken prisoners; 40,000 others lay dead 

. on the field of battle; Aneroestus and hili attendants had, 
after the Celtic fashion, put themselves to death. 

The victory was complete, and the Romans were firD?11 
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resolved to prevent the recun-ence of such surprises by the The Celts 
complete subjugation of the Celts on the south of the Alps. at~ked in 
In the following year (530) the Boii sub~ted without::~ o~4 
resistance along with the Lingones; and in the year after that [ - . 
(531) the Anari; so that the plain as far as the Po W8S in 223. 
the hands of the Romans. The conquest of the northern 
side of the river cost a more serious strugl?le. Gaius }'la
minius crossed the river in the newly-acqUlred ten-itory of 
the Anari (somewhere near Piacellza) in 531; but during 223. 
the passage, and still more while making good his footing on 
the other side, he suffered so heavy losses, and found him-
self, with the river in his rear, in so dangerous a position, 
that he made a capitUlation with the enemy to secure a free 
retreat, which the Insubrcs foolishly conceded. Scarce, 
however, had he escaped when he appeared in the territory 
of the Cenomani. aud, united with them, advanced for the 
second time from the north into the canton of the In
subre~. The Gauls perceived what was now the object of 
the Romans. when it was too late: they took from the 
temple of their goddess the golden standards called the 
.. immoveable," and with their whole levy, 50,000 strong, 
they offered battle to the Romans. The situation of the 
latter was critical: they were stationed on a river (perhaps 
the Oglio), separated from home by the enemy's ten-itory. 
and left to depend for aid in battle as well as for their line 
of retreat on the uncertain friendship of the Cenomani. 
There was, however, no choice. The Gauls fighting in the 
Roman ranks were placed on the left bank of the stream; on 
the right, opposite to the Insubres, the legion~ were drawn 
up. aud the bridges were broken down that they might 
not be assailed, at ll"ast in the rear, by their dubious allies. 
In this way, it is true, the riYer cut off their 'retreat, and 
their homeward route lay through the hostile army. But 
the 8uperioritl of the Roman arms and of Roman discipline 
achieved the VICtory, and the army cut its way through: onre 
more Roman tactics had redeemed the blunders of the 
general. The victory was due to the soldiera and officers, 
not to the generals, who gained a triumph only through 
popular favour in opposition to the just de('ree of the senate. 
Gladly would the Insubres have made peace; but Rome 
required unconditional subjection. and things had not yet 
Clome to that pass. They tried to maintain their ground 
with the help of their northern kinsmen; and, with llO,OOO 

YOLo U. G 
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mercenaries whom they had raised amongst these "and their 
own levy, they received the two consular armies advancing 

222. once more in the following year (532) from the territory of 
the Cenomani to invade their land. Various obstinate com
bats took place; in a diversion, attempted by the Insubres 
against the Roman fortress of Clastidium (Casteggio, below 
Pavia), on the right bank of the Po, the Gallic king Virdu
marue fell by the hand of the consul Marcus Marcellus. But, 
after a battle parfially gained by the Celts but ultimately 
decided in favour of the Romans, the consul Gnams Scipio 
took by assault Mediolanum, the capital of the Insubres, 
and the capture of that town and of Comum terminated 

The Celt. their resistance. Thus the Celts of Italy were completely 
conquered vanquished, and as, just before, the Romans had shown to the 
by Romo. Hellenes in the war with the pirates the difference between a 

Roman and a Greek sovereignty of the seas, so they had now 
brilliantly demonstrated that Rome knew how to defend the 
gates of Italy against freebooters on land very differently 
from the way in which Macedonia had guarded the gates 
of Greece, and that in spite of all internal quarrels Italy 
presented an united front to the common enemy, while 
Greece exhibited distraction and discord. 

The boundary of the Alps was reached, in so far as the 
whole flat country on the Po was either rendered subject to 
the Romans, or, like the territories of the Cenomani and 
Veneti, was occupied by dependent allies. It needed time, 
however, to reap the consequences of this victory, and to 
Romanize the land. In tbis the Romans did not adopt 
an uniform mode of procedure. In the mountainous north
west of Italy and in the more remote districts between the 
Alps and the Po they tolerated, on the whole, the former 
inhabitants; the numerous wars, as they are called, which 

J38. were waged,with the Ligurians in particular (first in 516) 
appear to have been slave-hunts rather than wars, and, often 
as the cantons and valleys submitted to the Romans, Roman 
sovereignty in that quarter .was ordinarily but an empty 

221. name. The expedition to Istria also (533) appcars not to 
have aimed at much more than the destrucion of tbe last 
lurking-places of the Adriatic pirates, and the establish
ment of a communication by land along the coast between 
the Italian conquests of Rome and her acquisitions on 
the other shore. On the other hllnd the Celts in the. 
districts soutb of the Po were doomed irretrievably to de-
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8truction j for, owing to the looseness of the ties connect-
ing the Celtic nation, none of the northern Celtic cantons 
took part with their Italian kinsmen except for money, and 
the Romans looked on the latter not only as their national 
foes, but as the usurpers of their natural heritage. The ex
tensive assignations of land in 522 had already filled the whole 232: 
territory between Picenum and Ariminwn with Roman colo-
nists j further measures of the same character were taken, 
and it was not difficult to dislodge and extirpate· a half
barbarous population like the Celtic, but partially devoted 
to agriculture, and destitute of walled towns. The great 
northern highway, which had been, probably some eighty 
years earlier, carried by way of Otricoli to Narni, and had 
shortly before been prolonged to the" newly-founded fortress 
of Spoletium (514), was now (534) carried, under the name 240. 2~tl. 
of the .. Flaminian " road, by way of the newly established 
market-village Forum Flaminii (near Foligno), through the 
pass of Furlo to the coast, and thence along the latter from 
Fanum (Fano) to Ari(llinum; it was the first artificial road 
which crossed the Apennines and connected the two Italian 
seas. Great zeal was manifested in covering the newly-
acquired fertile territory with Roman townships. AJready 
on the Po itself the strong fortress of Placentia (Piacenza) 
had been founded to cover the passage of the river; already 
had Cremona been laid out on the left bank, and the build-
ing of the walls of Mutina (Modena), jn the territory 
acquired from the Boii on the right, had far advanced; 
already preparations were being made for further assigna-
tions of land and for continuing the highway, when a sudden 
event interrupted the Romans in reaping the fruit of their 
sDccesses. 
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CHAPTER IV. 

HAMILCAR AND HA~NIBAL. 

241. THE treaty with Rome in 513 gave to the Carthaginians 
Situation of peace, but they paid for it dearly. That the tribute of the. 
C~rt~g. largest portion of Sicily now Howed into the enemy's ex
;.:'.. chequer instead of the Carthaginian treasury, was the least 

part of their loss.' They felt a far keener regret, when they 
found t1hat they had to abandon the hope of monopo
lizing all the lines of traffic between the eastern and the, 
western Mediterranean, just as that hope seemed on the 
eve of fulfilment. They now beheld their whole system of 
commercial policy broken up, the south"western basin of the 
Mediterranean, which they had hitherto exclusively com
manded, converted since the loss of Sicily into an open 
thoroughfare for all nations, and the commerce of Italy 
rendered completely independent of the Phrenicians. Never
thelesB the peaceful Sidonians might perhaps have been 
disposed to acquiesce in th.is result. They had met with 
similar blows already; they had been obliged to share with 
the Massiliots, the Etruscans, and the Sicilian Greeks what 
they had previously possessed alone; even now the posses
sions which they retained, Africa, Spain, and the gates of the 
Atlantic Ocean, were sufficient to confer power and pros
perity. But in truth, where was their security that these 
at least would continue in their hands? ' 

The demands made by Regulus: and his very near ap
proach to the obtaining of what he asked, could only be 
forgotten by those who were willing to forget; and if Rome 
should now renew from Lilyblilum the enterprise which she 
had undertaken with so' great success from Italy, Carthage 
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would undoubtedly fall, unless the perversity of the enemy 
or some special piece Qf good fortune should intervene to 
save it, ~o doubt they had peace for the present; but the 
ratification of that peace had hung on a thread\ and they 
knew what public opinion in Rome thought of the terms on 
which it was concluded. It might be that Rome was not 
yet meditating the conquest of Africa. and was content 
with Italy; but if the existence of the Carthaginian state 
depended on that contentment, the prospect was but a 
sorry one; and where was the security that the Romans 
might not find it convenient, even with a. view to their 
Italian I?olicy. to extirpate rather than reduce under subjec
tion their African neighbour? . 

In short, Carthage cpuld only regard the peace of 513 in War party 
the light of a truce, and could not but employ it in prepa- and [241. 
rations for the inevitable renewal of the war; not for the f:"=:' 
purpose of avenging the defeat which she had suffered, nor . 
even with the direct view of recovering what she had lost, 
but in order to secure for herself an existence that should 
not be dependent on the good-will of the enemy. But when 
a war of annihilation is surely, though in point of time in
definitely, impending over a weaker state, the wiser, more 
resolute, and more devoted men-who would immediately 
prepru'e for the unavoidable struggle, accept it at a favourable 
moment, and thus cover their defensive policy by offensive 
tactics-always find themselves hampered by an indolent and 
cowardly multitude of money-worshippers, of the aged and 
feeble, and of the thoughtless who wish merely to gain time, 
to live and die in peace, and to postpone at any price the final 
struggle. Thus there was in Carthage a part;y of peace and 

• a party of war, both, as was natural, associatlDg themselves 
with the political distinction which already existed between 
the conservatives and the reformers. 'l'he former found 
its support in the governing boards, the council of the 
Ancients and that of the Hundred, led by Hanno the 
Great, as he was call ell ; the latter found its support in the 
leaders of the multitude, particularly the much-respected 
Hasdrubal, and in the oflicers of the Sicilian army, whose 
great successes uuder the leadership of Hamilcar, altliough 
they had been otherwise fruitless, had at least shown to the 
patriots a method which appeared to promise deliverance 
from the great danger that beset them. Vehement feuds 
had probably IODg subsisted between these parties, when the 
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Libyan war intervened to suspend the strife. We have 
already related how that war arose. After the governing 
party had instigated the mutiny by their incapable adminis
tratiou which frustrated all the precautionary measures of 
the Sicilian officers, had converted that mutiny into a revo
lution by the operation of their inhumaI). system of govern
ment, and had at length brought the country to the verge 
of ruin by their military incapacity (particularly by that of 
their leader Hanno, the destroyer of their army), Hamilcar 
Barca, the hero of Ercte, was in the perilous emergency 
solicited by the government itself to save it from the 
effects of its blunders and crimes. He accepted the 
command, and had the magnanimity not to resign it even 
when they appointed Hanno as his colleague. Indeed, when 
the indignant army sent the latter home, Hamilcar had the 
,self. control a second time to concede to him, at the urgent 
request of the government, a share in the command; and, in 
spIte of his enemies and in spite of such a colleague, he was 
able by his influence with the insurgents, by his dexterous 
treatmebt of the Numidian sheiks, and by his unrivalled 
genius for organization and generalship, in a singularly short 
time to put down the revolt entirely and to recall rebellious 

237. Africa to its allegiance (end of 517). 
During this war the patriot party had kept silence; now 

it spoke out the louder. On the one hand this catastrophe 
had brought to light the utterly corrupt and pernicious 
character of fhe ruling oligarchy, their incapacity, their 
coterie-policy, their inclination towards the Romans. On the 
other hand the seizure of Sardinia, and the threatening atti~ 
tude which Rome on that occasion assumed, showed plainly 
even to the humblest that a declaration of war by Rome 
was constantly hanging like the sword of Damocles over 

. Carthage, and 'that, if Carthage in her present circumstances 
went to war with Rome, the consequence must necessarily 
be the downfall of the Punic dominion in Libya. Probably 
there were in Carthage not a few who, despairing of the 
future of their country, counselled emigration to the isilmds 
of the Atlantic; who could blame them P But minds of the 
nobler order disdain to save themselves apart from their 
nation, and great natures enjoy the privilege of deriving 
enthusiasm from cu-cumstances in which the multitude of 
good men despair. They accepted the new conditions, just 
as Rome dictated them; no course was left but to BubInit, aJ?d. 
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adding fresh bitterness to their formcr hatred, carefully to 
cherish and husband resentment-that last resource of an 
injured nation. They then took steps towards a political 
reform.- They had become sufficiently convinced of the 
incorrigibleness of the party ·in power: the fact that the 
governing lords even in the last war had neither forgotten 
their spite nor learned greater wisdom, \vas shown by the 
effrontery bordering on simplicity with which they now in
stituted proceedings against Hamilcar as the originator of the 
mcrcenary war, because he had without authority from the 
governmcnt promised money to his Sicilian soldiers. Had 
the club of officers and popular leaders desired to overthrow 
this rotten and wretched government, it would hardly have 
encountered much difficulty in Carthage itself; but it would 
have met with a more formidable obstacle in Rome, with 
which the chiefs of the government in Carthage already 
maintained relations that bordered on treason. To all the 
other difficulties of the position there fell to be added the 
circumstance, that the means of saving their country had 
to be created without allowing the Romans, or their own 
government with itlj Roman tendencies, to become rightly 
aware of what was doing. 

So they left the constitution untouched, and the chiefs of Hamilear 
the government in filiI enjoyment of their exclusive privi- ?>::a;del'o 
leges and of the public property. It was merely proposed In Ie. 
aud carried, that of the two commanders-in-chief, who at the 
end of the Libyan war were at the head of the Carthaginian 
troops, Hanno and Hamilcsr, the former should be recalled, 
and the latter should. be nominated commander--in-chief for 
all Africa during an indefinite period. It was arran~ed 
that he should hold a position independent of the governmg 
corporations-his antagonists called it an unconstitutional 
monarchical power, Cato calls it a dictatorship-and \hat he 
could only be recalled and pl~ed upon his trial by the 

• Our accounts as to theoe Ivents are not only imperfect hut one sided, for or 
course it was the version of the Carthaginian peace party which was adopted 
by the Roman annalist.. E~en, bowever, in our mutilated and distorted ac
counts (the most important are those of Fabius ap. Polyb. iii. 8; Appian. 
Hisp. iv.; and Diodorus, nv. p. 567) the relations of the pnrtiesappeardearly 
enough. Of the vulgar gossip by which its opponents eoaght to blacken the 
.. revolutionary oombination" ("''''P.t. """ 'Wo",p .... tI. .... " •• Sp" .... ,,) speci
men. may bt bad in Nepos (Ham. 8). to which it will be difficult perha!'!' to 
lind a pamIlel. . 
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popular asseinbly.* Even the choice of a successor was 
to be vested not in fhe authorities of the capital, but in the 
army, that is, iu the Carthaginians serving in the army as 
Gerusiasts or officers, who were named in treaties also along 
.with the general. Of course the right of confirmation was 
reserved to the popular assembly. Whether this mayor 
may not hav~ been an uSltrpation, it clearly indicates that the 
war party regarded and treated the army as its special 
domain. 

The duties of Hamilcar were modest in form. Wars with 
the N umidian tribes on the borders never ceased; only a short 
time previously the "city of a' hundred gates," Theveste 
(Tebessa), in the interior had been occupied by the eartha
ginians. The task of continuing this border warfare, which 
was allotted to the new commander-in-chief of Africa, was 
not in itself of Buch importance as to prevent the Cartha
ginian government, which was allowed to do as it liked in its 
own immediate sphere, from tacitly conniving at the decrees 
passed in reference to the matter by the popular assembly; 
and the Romans did not perhaps recognize its significance 
at all. 

Thus there was placed at the head of the army the 
man, who had given proof in the Sicilian and in the Libyan 
wars that fate had destined him, if anyone, to be the 
saviour of his country. Never perhaps was the noble 
struggle of man with fate waged more nobly than by him. 
The army was intended to save the state; but what sort of 
army P The Carthaginian citizen militia had fought not 
badly under Hamilcar's leadership in the Libyan war; but 
he knew well, that it is Olle thing to lead out the merchants 
and mechanics of a city which is in the extremity 'of peril 
for once to battle, and another to form them into soldiers. 
The Jl3triot party in Carthage furnished him with excellent 
officets, but it was of course almost exclusively the culti
vated class that was represented in it. He had no citizen 
militia, at most II> few squadrons of Liby-phrenician cavalry. 
The task was to form an army out of Libyan conscripts and 
mercenaries; II> task possible in the hands of a geneFal like 

• The Barcine family conclude the most important state treaties, and the 
ratification of the governiDg boaJ'd is a formality (Pol. iii. 21). Rome enters 
her protest before tbem and before 'tbe Senate (Pol. iii. 15), Tbe position of 
that family towards Carthage in maDY points resembles that of the Prince. 
of Orange towards the S~tes-General. 
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Hamilcnr, but even for him possible only on co llition .t\~tY, 
he should be 8ble t{) pay his men punctually an ell. SKit: 
he had learned, by experience id Sicily, that he ..ki~e 
re\'"enues of Carthage were expended in Carthage ~"6~. 
matkrs much more urgt'nt than the payment of the . 
that fought against th6 enemy. The warfare which 
waged, accordingly. had to support itself, and he had to carry 
out on Ii great s('.ale, what he had already attempted on a 
smaller 8cale at Monte Pellegrino. But further, Hamilcar The 
was not only a military chief, he was also a party leader. In ci~ns. 
opposition to the implacable go\'"erning party, which eagerly 
but patiently waited for an opportunitr of overthrowing him, 
he had to seek Bupport allloug the citizens; and although 
their leaders might btl e\'"er so pure and noble, the multitude 
was deeply corru~t and accustomed by the unhappy sysrem 
of corruption to gIVe nothing without being paid tor it. In 
rarticular emergenci,'s. indeed, necessity or enthusiasm might 
tor the moment prevail, as everywhere hap~ens even with the 
most vt'nal corporations; but, if Hamilcar Wished to secure the 
permanent support of the Cllrthagi"inn community for his 
plan, which at the best could only be executed afi.er a series 
of years, he had to supply his friends at home with regular 
consi~nments of money as the means of keeping the mob in 
good llumOllr. Thus compelled to beg or to buy from the 
lukewarm and venal Dlultitude permission to SIl\'"e it; com-
pelled to wring from the arrogance of men whom he hated 
and whom he had constantly conquered, at the price of hu
miliation and of silence, the respite indispensable for his 
ends; compelled to conceal from those despised traitors to 
their country, who called themselves the lords of his native 
city, his plans and his contempt-the noble hero stood 
with few fi:iends of congenial sentiments between enemies 
'\\;thout and enemies ,,-ithin, building upon the irresolution 
of the one and of the other, at once deceiving both and 
defying both, if only he might gain mcans, money, and men 
for the contest With a land which, even were tbe army 
ready to strike th6 blow, it seemed difficult to reach and 
scarce possible to vanquish. He was still a young man, 
little beyond thirty, but he had apparently, when he was 
preparing for his expedition, a foreboding that he would not 
be permitted to attain the end of his labours, or to see 
otherwise than afar oft" the promised land. \Vhen he left; 
Carthage he enjoined his Bon Hannibal, nine years of age, to 
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swear at the altar of the supreme God.- eternal hatred to the 
Roman name, and reared him and his younger sons Has
drubal and ~fago-the "lion's brood" as he called them-in 
the camp as the inheritors of his projects, of his genius, and 
of his hatred. 

Hamilcar The new commander in chief of Libya departed from Car
proceeds to thage immediately after the termination of the mercenar¥ war 
Spain. (perhaps in the spring of 518). He apparently meditated 

236. an expedition against the free Libyans in the west. His 
army, which was especially strong in elephants, marched 
along the coast; by its side sailed the fleet, led by his faithful 
associate Hasdrubal. Suddenly tidings came that he had 
crossed the sea at the pillars of Hercules and had landed in 
Spain, where he was waging war with the natives-with 
people who had done him no harm, and without orders from 
his government, as the Carthaginian authorities complained. 
They could not complain at any rate that he neglected the 
affairs of Africa; when the Numidians once more rebelled, 
his lieutenant Hasdrubal so effectually routed them that 
for a long period there was tranquillity on the frontier, and 
sevel'al tribes hitherto independent submitted to pay 

Spanish tribute. What he personally did in Spain, we are no longer 
kingdom of able to trace in detail. His achievements compelled Cato 
t?; Bar- the elder, who, a generation after Hamilcar's death, beheld 
'" 08. in Spain the still fresh traces of his working, to exclaim, 

notwithstanding all his hatred of the Carthaginians, that 
no king was worthy to be named by the side of Hamil
car Barca. Their results still show to us, at least in a 
general way, what was accomplished by Hamilcar as a 
soldier and a statesman in the nine last years of his life 

236-228. (518-526), till in the flower of his age, fighting bravely in 
the field of battle, he met his death like Scharnhorst just as 
his pl8.ns were beginning to reach maturity. During the 

227-220. next eight years (527-534) the heir of his office and of his 
plans, his son-in-law Hasdrubal, prosecuted in the spirit of 
his master the work which Hamilcar had begun. Instead 
of the small entrepot for trade, which, along,with the pro
tectorate of Gades, was all that Carthage had hitherto pos
sessed on the Spanish coast, and which she had treate~ as 
a dependency of Libya, a Carthaginian kingdom was 
founded in Spain by the generalship of Hamilcar, and con
firmed by the adroit statesmanship of Hasdrubal. The 
fairest regions of Spain, the southern and eastern coasts, 
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became Phamician provinces. Towns were founded; ab~ve 
all, .. Spanish Carthage" (Cartagena) was established by 
lIasdrubal on the only good harbour along the south coast, 
containing the- splendid "royal castle" of its founder. 
Agriculture flourished, and still more milling in consequence 
of the fortunate discovery of the silver-mines of Cartagena, 
which & century afterwards had a yearly produce of 
more than £360,000 (36,000,000 sest.). Most of the com
munities as far R8 the Ebro became dependent on Carthage 
and paid tribute to it. Hasdrubal skilfully by every means, 
even that of intermarriage, attached the chiefs to the 
interests of Carthage. Thus Carthage acquired in Spain a 
rich market for its commerce and manufactnres; and not 
only did the revenues of the province sustain the army, but 
there remained a balance to be remitted to Carthage and 
reserved for future nse. This province at the same time 
formed and trained the army; regular levies took place in 
the territory subject to Carthage i the prisoners of war were 
incorporated with Carthaginian corps. Contingents and 
mercenaries, R8 manl' as were desired, were supplied by the 
dependent commumties. During his long life of warfare 
the 801dier found in the camp a second home, and found a 
substitute for patriotism in fidelity to his standard and en
thusiastic attachment to his great leaders. Constant con
flicts with the brave Iberians and Celts created a serviceable 
infantry, to co-operate with the excellent Numidian cavalry. . 

So far as Carthage was concerned, the Barcides were The eartha
allowed to go on. The citizens were not R8ked for regular ginian go
contrihutions, but on the contrary derived benefit from the :ru::nt 

acquisition j commerce recovered in Spain what it had lost Barcides. 
in Sicily and Sardinia; and the Spanish war and the Spanish 
army with its brilliant victories and important successes 
soon became so Jlopular that it WR8 even possible in parti-
cullll' emergencies, such R8 after Hamilcar's fall, to effect the 
despatch of considerable reinforcements of African troo'p's 
to Spain, and the governing party, whether .well or ill 
affected, had to maintain silence, or at any rate to content 
themselves with complaining in private or in correspondence 
with their friends in Itome regarding the demagogic officers 
and the mob. 

On the part of Rome too, nothing took place calculated The Roman 
seriousl, to affect the course of Spanish affairs. The first go;e:ment 
and chlef cause of the inactivity of the Romans was un~ :md:a. 
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doubtedly tbelr very want of acquaintance with the circum
stances of the remote peninsula,-which was certainly also 

.Hamilcar's main reason for selecting Spain and not, as might 
otherwise have been possible, Africa for the execution of 
his plan. The explanations with which the Carthaginian 
generals met the Roman commissioners sent to Spain to 
procure information on the spot, and their assurances that all 
this was done only to provide the means of promptly paying 
the war-contributions to Rome, could not possibly find belief 
in the senate. But the senators probably discerned only the 
immediate object. of Hamilcar's plans, viz. to procure com
pensation in Spain for the tribute and the traffic of the 
islands which Carthage had lost; and tbey deemed an aggres
sive war on the part of the Carthaginians, aHd in particular 
an invasion of Italy from Spain (as is evident both from 
express statements to that effect and from the whole state 
of the case) as absolute impossibilities. Many, of cOlll"l!e, 
among the peace party in Carthage saw further; but, wliat
ever they might think, they could hardly be much inclined 
to enlighten their Roman friends as to the impending storm, 
which the Carthaginian authorities had long been unable to 
prevent-for that step would accelerate, instead of av.erting, 
the crisis; and even if they did so, such denunciations proceed
ing from partisans would justly be received with great caution 
at Rome. By degrees, certainly, the inconceivably rapid and 
mighty extension of the Carthaginian power in Spain could 
not hut excite the observation and awaken the apprehensions 
of 'the Romans. In fact, in the course of the later years 
before the outbreak of war, they did attempt to set bounds 

226. to it.. About the year 528, mindful of their newborn Hel
lenism, they concluded an alliance with the two Greek 
or semi-Greek towns on the east coast of Spaiu, Zacyn
thus or Saguntum (Mur,;edro, not far from Valencia), and 
Emporilll (Ampurias); and wben they acquainted the Car
thaginian general Hasdrubal that they had done so, they at 
the same time warned him not to push his conquests o'l"cr 
the Ebro, with which he promised compliance. This was 
not done to prevent an invasion of Italy I>y the land route
no treaty would fetter the general who should undertake 
such an enterprise-but partly to Ret a limit to the material. 
power of the Spanish Carthaginians which began to be 
dangerous, partly to secure, in the free communities between 
the Ebro and the Pyrenees whom Rome thus took under 
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her protection, a point a appui in case of its being necessary 
to laud and make war in Spain. In reference to the impend
ing war with Carthage, which the senate did not fail to see 
was inevitable, they hardly apprehended any greater incon
venience from the events that had occurred in Spain than 
that they might be compelled to send some legions thither, 
and that the enemy would be somewhat better provided 
with money and soldiers than, without Spain, he would have 
been; they were at any rate firmly resolved, as the plan 
of the campaign of 536 shows and as indred could not but 218. 
be the case, to begin and terminate the next war in Africa, 
-a course which would at the same time decide the fate of 
Spain. Further grounds for delay were suggested during 
the first years by the instalments from Carthage, which a 
declaration of war would have cut off, and then by the death 
of Hamilcar, which probably induced friends and foes to 
think that his projects must have died with him. Lastly, 
during the latter years when the senate certainly began to 
apprehend that it was not prudent to delay the renewal of 
the war, there was the very intelligible 'wish to dispose 
of the Gauls in the valley of the Po in the first instance, 
for these, threatened with extirpation, might be expected to 
anil themselves of any serious war undertaken by Rome 
to allure the Transalpine tribes once more· to Italy, and 
to renew those Celtic migrations which were still fraught 
with peril. Of course, it was DO regard either for the 
Carthaginian peace party or for existing treaties that with-
held the Romnus from action; moreover, if they desired war, 
the Spanish feuds furnished at any moment a ready pretext. 
TIle conduct of Rome in the circumtances is by no means 
unintelligible; but as little can it be denied, that the Roman 
senate iu dealing with this matter displayed shortsighted-
ness and slackness-faults 'il"hich were still more inexcusably 
manifested in their mode of dealing at the same epoch with 
Gallic affairs. The policy of the Romans was always more 
remarkable for tenacity, cunning, and consistency, than for 
grandeur of conception or power of rapid organization
qualities in which the enemies of Rome from Pyrrhus down 
to Mithradates often surpassed her. 

Thus the smiles of fortune inaugurated the brilliantly: Hannibal. 
conceived., project of Hamilcar. The means of war were 
acquired-a numerous army accustomed to combat and to . 
conquer, and a constantly replenished exchequer; but in 
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order that the right moment might be discovered for the 
struggle and that the right direction might be given to it, 
there was wanted a leader. The man, whose head and heart 
had in a desperate emergency and amidst a despairing people 
paved the way for their deliverance, was no more when it 
became, possible to carry out his design. Whether his suc
cessor Hasdrubal forbore to make the att.ack because the 
proper moment seemed to him to have not yet arrived, or 
whether, a. statesman rather than a general, he believed 
himself unequal to the conduct of the enterprise, we are 

220. unable to determine. When, at the beginning of 534, he 
fell by the hand of an assassin, the Carthaginian officers of 
the Spanish army summoned to fill his place Hannibal, the 
eldest son of Hamilcar. He was still a young man-born 

249. in~, ~d now, therefore, in his twenty-ninth year; but 
his life had already been fraught with varied experience. His 
first Iicolleciiions pictured to him his father fighting in a 
dist~flatld"'nd conquering on Ercte; he shared that uncon
quered. father's fortunes, and symP!'thized with his feelings, 
on th~.peace of 'Catulus, on the bitter return home, and 
throughout the horrors of the Libyan war. While still 
a boy, he had followed his father to the Camp; and he soon 
distinguished himself. His light and firmly built frame 
made him an excellent runner and boxer, and a fearless 
rider; the privation of sloop did not affect him, and he knew 
like a soldier how to enjoy or to want his food. Although 
his youth had been spent in th.e camp, he possessed 
such culture as was bestowed on the noble Phoonicians of 
the time: in Greek, apparently after he had become, a 
general, ,he made such progress under the guidance of his 
intimate friend Sosilus of Sparta as to be able to compose 
state papers in that language. As he ~w up, he entered 
the army of his father, to perform his first feats of arms 
under the paternal eye, and to see him fall in .battle by his 
side. Thereafter he. had commanded the cavalry under his 
sister's husband, Hasdrubal, and distinguished himself by 
brilliant peraonal bravery as well as by his talents as a leader. 
The voice of his comrades now summoned him-their tried 
although youthful general-to the chief command, and he 
could now execute the design!! for which his fathel' and his 
brother-in-law had lived and died. He took possession of 

• the inheritance, and he was worthy of it. His contero IJoraries 
tried to cast -stains of all sorts on his character j the Romans 
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charged' him with cruelty, the Carthaginjans with covetouS-: 
ness; and it is true that he hated as .only Oriental natures 
know how to hate, and that a geneI:3l '\Vho never fell short 
of money and stores can hardly have ~n other than covetous. 
Nevertheless, though anger and envy and meanness have 
written his history, they have not been able to mar the 
pure and noble image whilJh it ptesents. Laying aside 
wretched inventions which furnish .. their own refutation, 
and some things which his lieute~ts., particularly Han
nibal Monomachus and Mago "the'- Samnite, were guilty of 
doing in his name, llothing occurs in the accounts regarding 
him which may not be justified in. the circumstances, and 
by the international law,' of the times; and all agree in this, 
that he combined in rare perfectioJ;l: discretion and enthu. 
siasm, caution and energy. He was peculiarly marked by 
that inventive craftiness, which forms one of the leading 
traits of the Phrenician character; he was fond of taking 
s4Igular and unexpected routes; ambushes and etratagems 
of all sorts were familiar to him;. and he studied the charac
t~r of his antagonists .with, ~ni>recedented care. . By an u~· 
l'lvalled system of espIOnage-he had ,regular spIes even m 
Rome-he kept himself informed of the projects of the enemy; 
he himself was frequently seen wearing disguises and false 
hair, in order to procure information on some point or other. 
Every page of the history of the times attests his genius as 
a ~neral; and his gifts as a statesman were, after the peace 
WIth Rome, no less consp!cuously displayed in his reform of 
the Carthaginian constitutioI)., and in the unparalle~ed in. 

, lluence which as an exiled stranger he exercised in the cabi
nets of the eastern powers. The power which, he wielded 
over men is shown by his incomparable control over an army 
otvarious nations and many"tongues-an army which never 
in the, worst times mutinied against him. Hewa~ a great 
man; wherever' he went, he riveted the eyes of all. 

Hannibal resolved immediately after his nomination (in Rupture be
the spring of lia4) to commence the war. The land of the tween [220. 
Celts was still in It ferment, and war seemed imminent ~~~ and 
between Rome and Macedonia: he had good reason now ar age. 
to throw oft' the inask and to carry the war whithersoever 
he pleased, before. the Romans could begin it ft their awn 
convenient.-e .with a descent on Africa. Ris Ill"my was soon 
ready to take the field, and his,exchequer was tolerably filled 
by. means of some razzias; but the Carthagi~n govern-
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ment showed itself far from desirous of issuing a declara
°tion of war against Rome. ,;[,he place of Hasdrubal, the 
patriotic national leader, was even more difficult to fill ill 
Carthage than that of Hasdrubal the general in Spain; the 
peace party had now the ascendancy at home, and persecuted 
the leaders of the war party with political indictments. The 
rulers who had already cut down and mutilated the plans 
of Hamilcar were by no means inclined to allow the un
known young man, who now commanded in Spain, to exer
cise his youthful patriotism at the expense of the state; and 

. Hannibal hesitated personally to declare war in ope;n oppo
sition to the legitimate. authorities. He tried to provoke 
the Saguntines to brf)aJi the peace; but they contented 
themselves with complaining to Rome. When the Romans 
O1i receiyWg their complaint nominated a commission, he 
tried to dp'V~jt to it declaration of war by treating it rudely; 
but th.e. ,~issioners . saw how matters stood: they kept 
silence ~,~~, with.a view to lodge complaints at Carthage, 
ane! with:fl'view to send home the news that Hannibal was 
ready 'to 'strike and that war was imminent. Thus the time 
passed away; accounts had already come of the death of 
Antigonus Doson, who had suddenly died nearly at the 
same time with Hasdrnbal; in Cisalpine Gaul the establish
ment of fortreSses was carried on by the Romans with re
doubled zeal and energy; preparations were made in 

. Rome for putting a speedy conclusion to the insurrection 
in myna in the course of the next spring. Every day was 
precious; Hannibal formed his resolution. He sent sum
mary intimation to Carthage that the Saguntines were making 
aggressions on the Torboletes, subjects of Carthage, and he 
must therefore attack them; and without waiting for a 
reply, he began in the spring of 535 the siege of a town 
whi.ch was in alliance with Rome, or in other words, war 
against Rome. , We may form some idea of the views 
and counsels that would prevail in Carthage from tb~ 
impression produced in certain circles by York's capitula
tion. All" respectable men," it was said, disapproved"an 
attack made" without orders;" the deed, it was said, ought 
to be disavowed, and tbe daring officer to be surrendered. 
But whether it was, ,that dread of the army and of the mul
titude,nearer home outweighed in the Carthaginian council 
the fear of Rome; or that they perceived the impossibility 
of retracing such. a step, now that it was taken; or that 
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mere inertness prevented any definite action, they det.er
mined at length to do nothing, and to Buffer the war to go 
on, although not prepared to sanction it. Saguntum de
fended itself, as Spanish towns only can conduct their de
fence: had the Romans showed but a tithe of the energy 
of their clients, and not trifled away their time during the 
eight months' siege of Saguntum with the paltry Illyrian 
war, they might, masters as they were of the sea and of 
places suitable for landing, have spared themselves the dis
grace of failing to grant the protection which they had 
promised, and might perhaps,have given a different turn to 
the war. But they delayed, and the town was at length 
taken by storm. When Hannibal sent the spoil for distri
bution to Cat:thage, patriotism and warlike Impulses were 
roused in the hearts of many who had hitherto felt nothing 
of the kind, and the distribution cut 'off all prospect of 
coming to terms with Rome. Accordingly, wheli after the 
destruction of. Saguntum a Roman embassy appeared at 
Carthage and demanded the surrender of the general and of 
the Gerusiasts present in the camp. and when the Roman 
spokesman, interrupting an attempt at justification, broke 
off the discussion and, gatlwring up his robe, said that he 
held in it peace and war and that the Gerusia might choose 
between them, the Gerusiasts mustered courage to reply 
that they left it to the choice of the Roman; and when he 
offered war, they accepted it (in the spring of 536). 218. 

Hannibal, who had lost a whole year throngh the obsti- Prepara
nate resistance of the Saguntines, had retired as usual in the tion~ for at
winter of 535-6 to Cartagena, to make all his preparations, ~tlDg 
on the one hand for the attack of Italy, on the other for the 2i~' 218 
defence of Spain and Africa; for, as he, like his father and his -. 
brotheI'-in.law, held the supreme command in both countries, 
it devolved upon him to take measures also for the protec-
tion of his native land. The whole mass of his f:>rces 
amounted to about 120,000 infantry and 16,000 cavalry; he 
had also liS elephants, 32 quinqueremes manned, and IS not 
manned, besides the elephnnts and vessels remaining at the 
capital. Excepting a few Ligurians among the light troops, 
there were no mercenaries in this Carthaginian army; the 
troops, with the exception of some Phamician squadrons, 
consisted mainly of the Carthaginian subjects called out for 
service-Libyans and Spaniards. To insure the fidelity of 
the latter the general, who knew the men with whom he 
W~~ H 
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had to deal, gave them a proof of his confidence m a general 
leave of absence for the whole winter; while, not sharing 
the narrow-minded exclusiveness of Phrenician patriotism, 
he promised to the Libyans on his oath the citizenship of 
Carthage, should they return to Africa victorious. This 
mass of troops however was only in part intended for the 
expedition to Italy. Nearly 20,000 men were sent to 
Africa, the smaller portion 9f them proceeding to the 
capital and the Phrenician territory proper, the majority to 
the western point of Africa. For the protection of Spain 
12,000 infantry, 2500 cavalry, and nearly the half of the 
elephants were left behind, in addition to the fleet stationed 
there; the chief command and tlie government of Spain 
were intrusted to Hannibal's younger brotl,Ier Hasdrubal. 
The immediate territory of Carthage was comparatively 
weakly garrisoned, because the capital afforded in case of 
need sufficient resources; in like manner a moderate num
ber of infantry sufficed for the present in Spain, where new 
levies could be procured with ease, whereas a comparatively 
large proportion of the 8rnlS specially African-horsell and 
elephants-was retained there. Great care was taken to 
secure the communications between Spail! and Africa: with 
that view the fleet remained in Spain, and western Africa 
was guarded by a very strong body of troops. The fidelity 
of the troops was secured not only by hostages collected 
from the Spanish communities and detained in the strong
hold of Saguntum ... but by the shifting of the soldiers from 
the districts where they were raised to other quarters: the 
East African militia were moved chiefly to Spain, the Spanish 
to Western Africa, the West African to Carthage. Ade
quate provision was thus made for defence. As to offensive 
measures, a squadron of 20 quinqueremes with 1000 soldiers" 
on board was to sail from Carthage for the wel\t coast of 
Italy and to pillage it, and a second of 25 sail was, if pos
sible, to re-establish itself at Lilybteum; Hannibal believed 
that he might count ugon the government making these 
moderate exertions. "ith the main army he determined 
iu person to invade Italy; as was beyond doubt part of 
the original plan of Hamilcar. A decisive attack on Rome 
was only possible in Italy, as a similar attack on Carthage 
was only possible in Libya; as certainly as' Rome meant to 
begin her next campaign with the latter, so certainly ought 
Carthage not to confine herself at the outset to any secondary 
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object of operations, such &s Sicily, or to mere defence-. 
deleat would in any case involve equal destruction, but victory 
would not yield equal fruit. . 

But how could Italy be attacked P He might succeed Method or 
in reaching the peninsula by sea or by land; but if the pro- attack. 
ject was to be no mere desperate adventure, but & military 
expedition with a strategic aim, a nearer basis for its opera-
tiOllS was requisite than Spain or Africa. Hannibal could 
not rely for support on & fleet and & fortified harbour, for 
Rome was now mistress of the sea. As little did the 
territory of the Italian confederacy pretlent any tenable point 
d'appui. If in very different times, and in spite of Hellenic 
aympathics, it had withstood the shock of Pyrrhus, it was 
not;. to be expected that it would now fall to i'ieces ~n the 
appearance of the Punic general; an invading army would 
without doubt be crushed between the network of Roman 
fortresses and the firmly consolidated confederacy. The 
land of the Lignrians and Celts alone could be to Hannibal, 
what Poland was to Napoleon in his very similar Russian 
campaigns. These tribes, still smarting under t\1eir scarcely 
ended struggle for independence, alien in race from the 
Italians, and feeling their very existence endangered by the 
chain of Roman fortresses and highways whose first coila were 
even now being fastened around them, could not but recog-
ni~e their deliverers in the Phrenician army (which numbered 
in its ranks numerous Spanish Celts), and would serve as 
a aupport to full back on-a source whence it might draw 
IIllpphes and recruits, Already formal treaties were con-
cillded with the Boii and the Insubres, by which they bound 
themselves to send guides to meet the Carthaginian army. 
to procure for it & good reception from the cognate tribes 
and aupplies along its reute, and to rise against the Ro-
mans as soon as it. should set foot on Italian ground. In 
fine, the state of Roman relations with the Eu'st led the CIJl'o 
thaginians to this same quarter. Macedonia, which by the 
victory of Sellasia had re-established its sovereignty in the 
Peloponn~sus, was at variance with Rome; Demetrius of 
Pharos, who had exchanged the Roman alliance for that of 
Macedon and had been dispossessed by the ~mans, lived as 
an exile at the Maeedonian court, and the latter had refuse.d 
the demand which the Romans made for his surrender. If it 
was possible to combine the lU1Dies from the Guadalq\livir and 
the Karasu anywhere against the common foe, it could only 
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be done on the Po. Thus everything di~ected Hannibal to 
northern Italy; and that the eyes of his father had already 
been turned to that quarter, is shown by the reconnoitring 
party of Carthaginians, whom the Romans, to their great 

230. surprise, encountered in Liguria in 524. 
TIle reason for Hannibal's preference of the land route to 

that by seR is less obvious;.. for that neither the maritime 
supremacy of the Romans, nor their league with Massilia 
could have prevented a l.anding at Genoa; is evident, and was 
shown by the sequel. Our authorities fail to furnish us 
with several of the elements on which a satisfactory answer to 
this question would depend, and which cannot be supplied 
by conjecture. Hannibal had to choose between two evils. 
Instead of exposing himself to the unknown and unforeseen 
contingencies of a sea voyage Ilnd of naval war, it must have 
seemed to him the better .course to accept the assurances, 
which beyond doubt were seriously meant, of the, Boii and 
Insubres, and the more so that, even if the army should land . 
,at Genoa, it would still have mountains to cross; he could 
hardly know exactly, how much smaller are the difficulties 
presented by the Apennines at Genoa than by the main 
chain of the Alps. At any rate the route which he took . 
was the primitive Celtic route, by which many much larger 
hordes had crossed the Alps: the ally and deliverer of 
the Celtic nati.on might without temerity venture to tra
verse it. 

Departure So Hannibal collected the troops, destined for the grand 
of Hannibal. army, in Cartagena at the beginning of the favourable season; 

there were 90,000 infantry and 12,000 cavalry, of whom 
about two-thirds were Africans and a third Spaniards. The 
37 elephants which they took with them were probably 
destined rather to make an impNSsion on the Gauls than 
for serious warfare. Hannibal's infantry no longer needed, 
like that led by Xanthippus, to shelter itself behind a screen 
of elephants, and the general had too much sagacity to em
ploy otherwise than sparingly and with caution that two
edged weapon, which had as often occasioned the defeat of 
its own as of the enemy's army. With this force the 

218. general set ou~ in the spring of 536 from Cartagena to
wards the Ebro. He so far informed his soldiers as to the· 
measures he had taken, particularly as to the connections he 
bad entered into with the Celts and the resources and 
object of the expedition, that even the common soldier, 
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whose military instincts lengthened war_ had developed, felt 
the clear perceptiOll!lnd the steady hand of JJis leader, and 
followed him with steadfast confidence to the unknown 
and distant land; and the animated address, in which he laid 
before them the position of their country Bnd the demands 
of the Romans. tho 'slavery certainly reBeJ;ved for their dear. 
native land. and the disgrace of the imputation that they 
could surrender their beloved general and his staff, kindled a, 
soldierly and public-spirited ardour in the hearts of all. 

The Roman state wns in 8 plight such as may easilT, befa! Position ot 
even firmly-established and sagacious aristocracies. 1 he Ro- Rome. 
mans knew well perhaps what they wished to accomplish; 
and they took various steps; but nothing was done rightly, 
or at the right time. Th,ey might long ago have been masters 
of the gates of the Alps and have crushed the Celts; the 
latter were still formidable, and the former were open. 
They nlight either have had fl'iendship with Carthage. had 
they houourilbly kept the peace ot' 513, or, had they not been 241. 
disposed for peace. they might long ago have conquered 
Carthage: the peace was practically broken by the seizure of 
Sardinia, and they allowed the power of Carthage to recover 
itself undisturbed for twenty years. There was no great 
difficulty in maiutaining peace with Macedonia; but they 
had forfeited her friendship for 8 trifling gain. 'I'here 
must have been 8 lack of some leading statesmiln to take a 
comprehensive and connected view of the position of affairs; 
on all hands either too little was done, or too much. Now 
the war began at a time and at a place which they 
had allowed the enemy to determine; and, with all theirThei. un
well-founded conviction of military superiority. they were certain 
perplexed as to the object to be aimed at and the course to ~8ns for 
be followed in their fil'st operations. They had at their e war. 
disposal more than half a million of serviceable soldiers; the 
Roman cavalry alone was less good, and relatively less nume-
rOUR, than the Carthaginian, the former constituting about 
a tenth, the latter an eighth, of the whole number of troops 
taking the field. None of the states affected by tbe war had 

, any fieet corresponding to the Roman fleet of 220 quinque
remes, which had just returned from the Adriatic to the 
western sea. The natural and proper application of this 
crushing superiority of force wns sdf .. evident. It had been 
long settled that the war ought to be <>pened with a landing 
in Africa. The subsequent turn taken by events had com-
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pelled the Romans to embrace in their scheme of tbe war a 
simultaneous landing in Spain, cbiefly. to prevent the Spanish 
army from appearing before the walls of Carthage. In ac
cordance with this plan they ought above all, when the war 
had been practically opened by Hannibal's attack on Sagun-

219.' tum in the beginning of 535, to have thrown a Roman army 
into Spain before the town fell; but they neglected the 
dictates. of interest no less than of honour. For eight 
months Saguntum held out in vain; when the town passed 
into other hands, Rome had not even equipped her arma
ment for landing in Spain. The country. however, between 
the Ebro and the Pyrenees was still free, and its tribes were 
not only the natural allies of the Romans, but had also, like 
the Saguntines, received from Roman emissaries promises of 
speedy assistance. Catalonia may be reached by sea from 
Italy in not much longer time than from Cartagena by land: 
had the Romans started, like the Phrenicians, in April, after 
the formal declaration of war that had taken place in tbe 
interval, Hannibal might have encountered the Roman 
legions on thtl line of the Ebro. . 

Hannibal on At length, certainly, the greater part of the army and of, 
the Ebro. the fleet was got ready for the expedition to Africa, and 

the second consul Publius Cornelius Scipio was ordtlred to 
the Ebro; but he proceeded leisurely, and when an insur
rection broke out on the Po, he allowed the army that was 

. ready for embarkation to be employed there, and formed new 
legions for the Spanish expedition. So, although Hannibal 
encountered on the Ebro very vehement resistance, it pro
ceeded only from the natives; and, as under existing (:ircum
stances time was still more precious to him tban the blood 
of his men, he surmounted the opposition after some months 
with the loss of a fourth part of his army, and reached the 
line of the Pyrenees. That the Spanish allie.s of Rome would 
be sacrificed a second time by that delay might haVE.' been 
as certainly foreseen, as the delay itself might have been 
easily avoided; but probably even the expedition to Italy 

218. itself, which in the spring of 536 must not have been anti
cipated in Rome, would have been averted by the timely 
appearance of the RoDlans in Spain. Hannibal had by no 
means the intention of sacrificing his Spanish "kingdom," 
and throwing himself like a desperado on Italy. The time 
which he had Bpent in the siege of Saguntum. and in the 
reduction of Catalonia, and the considerable corps which he 
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left behind for the occupation of the newly-won territory 
between the Ebro and the Pyrenees, sufficiently show that, 
bad a.. Roman army disputed the possession of Spain with 
him, he would not have been content to withdraw from it; 
and (which was the principal matter) had the Romans been 
able to delay his departure from Spain for but a. few weeks, 
winter would have closed the passes of the Alps before 
Hannibal reached them, and the African expedition would 
have departed without hindrance for,its destination. 

Arrived at the Pyrenees, Hannibal sent home a portion of Hannibal in 
his troops; a measure which he had resolved on from the Gaul •. 
first, with the view of showing to the soldiers their general's 
confidence of success, and of counteracting the presentiment 
that few would return home from the enterprise. With an 
army of 50,000 infantry and 9000 cavalry, wholly veteran 
soldiers, he crossed the Pyrenees without difficulty, and 
then took the coast route by Narbonne and Nimes through 
the Celtic territory, which was opened to the army partly 
brthe connections previously formed, partly by Carths.-
gmi.an gold, partly by arms. ,It was not till it arrived in 
the end of July at the Rhone opposite Avignon, that a 
serious resistance appeared to await it. The consul Scipio, Scipio at 
who on his voyage to Spain had landed at Massilia (about Massilia. 
the end of June), had there been informed that he had come 
too late and that Hannibal had crossed not only the Ebro 
but the Pyrenees. On receiving these accounts, which Passage of 
appear to have first opened the eyes of the Romans to the the Rhone. 
course and the object of Hannibal, the consul had tempo-
rarily abandoned his expedition to Spain, and had resolved in 
connection with the Celtic tribes of that region, who were 
under the influence of the Massiliots and thereby under that 
of Rome, to receive the Phrenicians on the Rhone, and to 
obstruct their passage of the river and their invasion of Italy. 
}'ortunately for Hannibal, opposite to the point at which he 
meant to cross there lay at the moment only the general 
levy of the Celts, while the consul himself with his army of 
22,000 infantry and 2000 horse was still stationed in Massilia, 
four days' march further down the stream. The messengers 
of the Gallic levy hastened to inform him. It was Han-

. nibal's object to convey his army with its numerous cavalry 
and dephants" acrOS8 the rapid stream under the eyes of 
the enemy, and before Scipio should arrive; and he J?os
Bessed not a single boat.. He immediately gave directlOns 
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that all the boats belonging to the· numerous navigators flf 
_ the Rhone in the neighbourhood should be bought up at 

any price, and that the deficiency of boats should be supplied 
by rafts made from felled trees, so that all the numerous 
army could be _conveyed over in one day. While this was 
done, a strong division under Hauno, son of Bomilcar, pro
ceeded by forced marches up the stream till they reached a 
suitable point for crossing, which they found undefended, 
situated two short days' march above Avignon. Here 
they crossed the river on hastily constructed rafts, with the 
view of moying down on the opposite bank and taking the 
Gauls, who were obstructing the passage of the main army, 

. in the rear. On the morning of the fifth day after they had 
reached the Rhone, and of the third after Hanno's depar
.ture, the preconcerted smoke-signals, which Hannibal was 
anxiously expecting frOID the division that had been detached, 
arose on the opposite bank. Just as the Gauls, seeing that 
the enemy's Heet of boats began to move, were hastening to 
occupy the bank, the camp behind them suddenly burst into 
Hames. Surprised and divided, they were unable either to 
withstand the attack or to resist- the passage, and they dis
persed in hasty Hight. 

Scipio meanwhile held councils of war in Massilia as to 
the proper mode of occupying the ferries of the Rhone, and 
was not induced to move even by the urgent messages. that 
came from .the leaders of the Celts. He distrusted their 
accounts, and he contented himself with detaching a weak 
Roman cavalry division to reconnoitre on the left bank of 
the Rhone. This detachment found the whole enemy's 
army already transported to that bank, and occupied in 
bringing over the elephants which alone 'remained on the 
right bank of the stream; and, after it had warmly engaged 
some Carthaginian squadrons in the district of Avignon for 
the purpose of enabling it to complete its reconnaisance 
-the first encounter of the Romans and Carthaginians in 
this war-it hastily returned to report at head-quarters. 
Scipio now started 'jn the utmost haste with all his troops 
for Avignon;' but, when he arrived there, even the Cartha
ginian cavalry-that had been left behind to cover the passage 
of the elephants had already taken its departure three days 
ago, and nothing remained for the consul but·to return with 
weary troops and little credit to Massilia, and to revile the 
"cowardly flight" of the Carthaginians. Thus the Romans 
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had for the third time through pure negligence abandoned 
their allies and. an important line of defence; and not only 
so, but they sacrificed the 'real means of repairing their' 
error by passing aftet' their first blunder from mistaken 
slackness to mistaken haste, and by still attempting without 
any prospect of success to do what might have been done 
with so much certainty a few days before. When once 
Hannibal was in the Celtic territory on the Roman side of 
the Rhone, he could no longer .be prevented from reaching 
.the Alps; but if Scipio had at the first accounts proceeded 
with his whole Rl'my to Italy-the Po might have been 
reached by way of Genoa in seven days-and had united witli 
his corps the weak divisions in the valley of the Po, hE! 
might have at least prepared a formidable reception for the 
enemy. But not (lnly did he lose precious time in tbe 
march to Avignon, but, able as otherwise he' was: he wanted 
either the political courage or the military sagacity to change 
the destination of his corps as the change of circumstances 
required. He sent the main body under his brother Gnreus 
to Spain, and returned himself with a few men to Pismo 

Hannibal, who after the passage of the Rhone had Hannibal'. 
assembled the army and explained to his troops theobjectofI;,BSsage.ot' 
his expedition, and had brought forward the. Celtic chief e Alp •• 
Magilus, who had arrived from the valley of the Po, to 
address the =y in person through an interpreter, mean-
while continued his march to the passes of'the Alps without 
obstruction. Which of these passes he should choose, could: 
not be at once determined either by the shortness of the 
route or by the disposition of the inhabitants, although' he 
had no time to lose either in circuitous routes or in combat. 
He had necessarily to s~lect Ii route which should be prac-
ticable for his baggage, his numerous cavalry, and his ele-
phants, imd in which an army could procure sufficient 
means of subsistence, either through friendliness or through 
force j for, although Hanuibal had made preparations to 
convey provisions after him on beasts. of' burden, these 
could only meet for a few days the wants 6f an army 
which still, notwithstanding its great losses, amounted to 
nearly 50,000 men. Leaving out of view the coast route, 
which Hannibal abstained from taking not because the 
Romans ol)structed it, bllt because it would have led him 
away from his destination, there were only two well· known 
routes leading across the Alps from Gaul to 1taly in ancient 
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times;· the pass of the Cottian Alps (Mont Genevre )leading 
into the territories of the Taurini (by Susa or Fenestrelles 
to· Turin), and that of the Graian Alps (the Little St. 
Bernard) leading into the territories of the Salassi (to Aosta 
and Ivrea). The former route ~s the shorter; but, after 
leaving the valley of the Rhone. it pdsses by the impracticable 
and unfruitful valleys of the Drac, the Romanche, and the 
upper Durance, through a difficult and poor mountain coun-. 
try. and requires at least a seven or eight days' mountain 
march. A· military road was first constructed there by 
Pompey. to furnish a shorter communication between the 
provinces of Cisalpine and Transalpine Gaul. 

The route by the J,ittle St. Bernard is somewhat longer; 
but. after crossing the first Alpine wall that forms the eastern 
boundary o.f the Rhone valley, it keeps by the valley_ of the 
uppllr lsere, which stretches from Grenoble by Chambery 
up to the very foot of the Little St. Bernard or, in other 
words, of the chain of the higher Alps. and is the broadest, 
most fertile, and. most populous of all the Alpine valleys. 
The pass, moreover, of the Little St. Bernard; while not the 
lowest of all the natural passes of the Alps, is by far the 
easiest; hlthough no artificial road was constructed there, an 
Austrian corps with artillery crossed the Alps by that route 
in 1815. This route, which only leads over two mountain 
ridges, was, in fine, from the earliest times the great military 
route from the Celtic to the Italian territory. The Cartha
ginian army had thus in fact no choice. It was a fortunate 
coincidence, but not a motive influencing the decision of 
Haunibal, that the Celtic tribes allied with him in Italy 
inhabited the country up to the Little St. Bernard. while 
the route by Mont Genevre would have brought him 
directly into the territory of the Taurini, who were from 
ancient times at feud with the Insubres. 

So the Carthaginian army marched in the first instance 
up the Rhone towards the valley of the upper lsere, 

.not, as might be presumed, by the nearest route up the 
left bank of the lower lsere from Valence to Grenoble, but 
through the "island" of the AIlobroges, the rich, and even 
then. thickly peopled, low-lying region, which is enclosed on 

.. It was not till the middle ages that the roote by Mont Cenis became a 
milItary road. The eastern passes, such· .. that over the Prenine Alps or, . 
the Greet St. Bernard (wbich, moreover, was only converted into a military 
road by C.,..r and Augustus), 81'e, of course, in this case out of the question. 
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the north and west by. the Rhone, on the south by the 
Isere, and on the east by the Alps. The reason Of this 
movement was, that the nearest route would have led 
them through an impracticable and poor mountain country, 
while the" islaud" .wus level and extremely fertile, and was 
separated by but a single mountain-wall from the valley of 
the upper Isere. The march along the Rhone and across the 
.. i~lund .. to the foot of the Alpine wall was accomplished in 
sixteen days: it presented little difficulty, and in the" island .. 
itself Hannibal dexterously availed himself of a feud that had 
broken out between two chiefs of the Allobroges to. attach 
to his interests one of the most important of the chiefs, 
who not only escorted the Carthaginians through the whole 
pluin, but also supplied them with provisions, and furnished 
the soldiers with arms, clothing, and shoes. But the expe
dition narrowly escaped destruction at the crossing of the 
first Alpine chain, which rises into a precipitous wall, and 
over which only a single available path leads (over Mont 
du Chat, near the hamlet Chevelu). The population of 
the Allobroges had strongly occupied the pass. Hannibal 
learned the stale of mlltters early enough to avoid surprise, 
and encamped at the foot, until after sunset the Celts dis
persed to the houses of the nearest town: he then seized 
the pass in the night. Thus the summit was gained; but on 
the extremely steep path. which leads down from the summit 
to the lake of Bourget. the mules and horses slipped and 
fell. The assaults, which at all available points were made 
by the Celts upon the army in march, were very annoying, 
by reason not so much of. the direct injury which they 
inflicted, as of the confusion which they occasioned; and 
when Hannibal with his light tr.oops threw himself from 
above on the Allobroges, these were chased indeed without 
difficulty and with heavy loss down the mountain, but the con
fusion, in the train especially, was still further increased by 
the noise of the combat. So, when after mueh loss he arrived 
in the plain, Hannibal immediately attacked the nearest· 

, town, to chastise and terrify the barbarians, and at the same 
time to repair as far as possible his loss in sumpter animals 
and horses. After a day's repose in the pleasant valley of 
Chambery the army continued its march up the Isere, with
out being detained either by want of supplies or by attacks 
so long as the valley continued broad and fertile. I t was only 
when on the fourth day they entered the territory of the Ceu-
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trones (the' modern Tarantaise) where the valley gradually 
contracts, that they had greater occasion to be on their 
guard. The- Ceutrones received the army at the boundary 
;of their country (somewhere about Conflans) with branches 
and garlands, furnished cattle for slaughter, guides, and 
hostages; and the Carthaginians marched through their 
territory as through a friendly land. When, however, 
the troops had reached the very foot of the Alps, at the 
point where the path leaves the Isere, and winds by a nar
row and difficult defile along the brook Reclus up to the 
Bummit of the St. Bernard, all at once the militia, of the 
Ceutrones·appeared partly in the rear of the army, partly on 
the crests of the rocks enclosing the pass on the right and 
left, in the hope of cutting off the train and baggage. But 
Hannibal, whose unerring tact had seen in all the courte
sies of the Ceutrones nothing but a scheme to secure at 
once immunity for their territory and a rich spoil, had, 
in expectation of such an attack, sent forward the baggage 
and cavalry, and covered the march with all his infantry. 
By this means he frustrated the desig!J, of the enemy, al
though he could not prevent them from mdving along the 
overhanging mountain sloptls parallel to the march of the 
infantry, and. inflicting very considerable loss by hurling or 
rolling down stones upon it. At the" ,white stone" (still 
c!111ed la roche blanche), a high isolated chalk cliff standing at 
the foat of the St. Bernard and commanding the ascent to 
it, Hannibal encamped with his infantry, to cover the march 
of the horses and sumpter animals laboriously climbing up
ward throughout the whole night; and amidst continual 
and very bloody conflicts, he at length on the following day 
reached the summit of the pass. There, on the shelte-red 
plain which spreads to the' extent of two and a half miles 
round a little lake, the source of the Doria, he allowed the 
army to rest. Despondency had begun to seize the minds 
of the soldiers. " The paths that were becoming ever more 
difficult, the provisions failing, the marching through defiles 
exposed to the constant, attacks of foes whom they could not 
reach, the sadly thinned ranks, the hopeless situation of the 
stragglers and the wounded, the object which appeared 
chimerical to all save the enthusiastic leader and his im
mediate suite-all these thiugs began to tell even on the 
African and Spanish veterans. But the confidence 'of the 
general remained ever the same; numerous stragglers 
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rejoined the ranks; the friendly Gauls were near; the 
watershed was reached, and the view of the descending 
path, so gladdening to the mountain-pilgrim, opened up: 
after a brief repose they prepared with renewed courage. 
for the last and most difficult undertaking-,-the downward 
march. In it the army was not materially annoyed by the 
enemy; but the advanced season-it was already the be
ginning of September-occasioned troubles in the descent, 
equal to those which had been occasioned in the ascent by 
the attacks f)f the barbarians. On the steep and slippery 
mountain-slope along the Doria, where the recently fallen 
snow had concealed and obliterated the paths, men and 
animals went astray and slipped, and were precipitated 
into the cha~ms. In fact, towards the end of· the first day's 
march they reached a portion of the road about two hundred 
paces in- length, on which avalanches are constantly de
scending from the' precipices of the Cramont that overhang 
it, and where ill cold summers snow lies throughout the 
whole year. Th~ infantry, crossed; hut the horses and 
elephants were unable to pass over the smooth masses of 
ice, on which there lay but a thin covering of freshly fallen 
snow, and the general encamped above the difficult'spot with 
the baggage, the cavalry, and the elephants. On the follow
ing day the horsemen, by zealous exertion in entrenching, 
prepared a path for horses and beasts of burden; but it was 
not until after a further labour of three days with constant 
reliefs, that the half-famished elephants could at length be 
conducted over. In this. way the whole army' was after a 
delay of four days once more united; and after a further 
three days' march through the valley of the Doria, which 
was ever widening and displaying greater fertility, and 
whose inhabitants the Salassi; clients of the Insubres, 
hailed in the Carthaginians their allies and liberators, the 
army arrived about the middle of September in the plain of 
Ivrea, where the exhausted troops were quartered in the 
villages, that by good nursing and a fortnight's repose they 
might recruit from their unparalleled hardships. Rnd the 
Romans had a corps, as they might have had, of 30,000 men. 
thoroughly fresh and ready for action somewhere near Turin, 
and immediately forced on a battle, tpe prospects of Han
Dibal's great plan would have been very dubious; fortu
nately for him, once more, they were not where they Ilhould 
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have'been, and they did not disturb the troops of the enemy 
in that repose which was so greatly needed.* 

The object was attained, but at a heavy sacrifice. Of 
the 50,000 veteran infantry and the 9000 cavalry, which 
the army had numbered at the crossing of the Pyrenees; 
more than half had been sacrificed in the conflicts, the 
marches, and the passages of the rivers. Hannibal now, 
according to his own statement, numbered not more than 
20,000 infantry~of whom three-fifths were Libyans and two
fifths Spaniards-and 6000 cavalry, part of whom were dis
mounted: the comparati-vely small loss of the latter pro
claimed the excellence of the N umidian cavalry, no less than 
the consideration of the general in making a sparing use of 
troo~s so select. A march of 526 miles or about 33 moderate 
days marching-the continuance an:d termination of which 

• The much.iJiscussed questions of topography, connected with this celebrated 
expedition, may be regarded as cleared up and substantially solved by the 
masterly investigations of Mess,... Wickham and Cramer. Respecting the 
chronological questions, which likewise present difficulties, a few remarks 
may be allowed to have a place here. 

When Hannibal reached the summit of the St. Bernard, "the peaks were 
already beginning to be thickly covered with snow" (Pol. iii. 54); snow lay 
all the route (Pol. iii. 55), perhaps for the most part snow not freshly fallen, 
but proceeding from th~ ran of avalanches. At the St. Bern31'd winter 
begins about Michaelm~, and the falling of snow in September; when the 
Englishmen already mentioned crossed the mountain at the end of August, 
they found almost no snow on their l'oad, but the slopes on both sides were co
vered with it. Hannibal thus appears to have arrived at the pass in the begin
ning of September; which is quite compatible with the statement that he 
arrived there" when the winter was ah-eady approaching"-for fTuvri.'IM'''v 
'I'~V .. ii. wA .. ri.8 •• MfTlV," (Pol. iii. 54) does not mean anything more than 
this, least of a1l the day of the heliacal setting 1)f the Pleiades. (about 26th 
October) ; camp. Ideler, Chronol. i. 241. 

If Hannibal reached Italy nine days later, and therefore abont the middle of 
September, there i. room for the events that OCCUITed from that time np to 
the battle of the Trebia towards the end of December (wop) 'XO'",OplVa. 
'l'pOwa., Po!. iii. 72), and in p81ticular for the transporting of the army destined 
for Africa from Lilybreum to Placentia. This hypathesis further suits the 
statement that tiul day or departure was announced at an assembly of the army , 
o .. b ,,~v iap,~" c'pmv, (Pol. iii. 34), and therefore towards the end of 
March, and that the march lasted five (or according to App. vii. 4"six) montilS. 
If Hannibal was thus at the St. Bernard in the beginning of September, he 
must have l'eached the Rhone at the brginning of August-for he spent thirty 
days in making his way from the Rhone thither-and in that case,it is evident 
that Scipio, who embaI'ked at the beginning of summer (Pol. iii. 41), and 80 at 
latest by the commencement of June, must have spent much time on the voyage, 
01' remained for a considerable period in singular inaction at Massilia. 
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were only rendered possible by unforeseen accidents and 
IItill more unforeseen blunders of the enemy, and which, while 
it was disturbed by no special. misfortunes on a great Bcale 
that could not be anticipated, not only cost such sacrifices, 
but so fatigued and demoralized the army, that it needed a 
long rest in order to be again ready for action-is a military 
operation of doubtful value, I\nd it may be questioned 
whether Hannibal himself regarded it as successful .. Only 
in so Mpeaking, we may not pronounce an absolute censure 
on the general: we see well the defects of the plan of opera
tions pursued by him, but we cannot determine whether he 
was in a position to foresee them-his route lay through an 
unknown land of barbarians-or whether any other plan, 
such as that of taking the coast road or of embarking at Car
tagena or at Carthage, would have exposed him to fewer dan
gers. The cautious and masterly execution of the plan in its 
details at any rate deserves our admiration, and to whatever 
calIses the result may have been due-whether it was due 
mainly to the favour of fortune, or mainly to the skill of the 
general-the grand idea of Hamilcar, that of taking up the 
conflict with Rome in Italy, was now realized. It was his 
genius thst projected this expedition; and as the task of 
Steiu and Scharnhorst was more difficult and nobler than 
that of York and Blucher, 80 the unerring tact of historical 
tradition has al~ayB dwelt on the last link in the great 
chain of preparatory steps, the passage of the Alps, with 
a greater admiration than ou the battlcs of the Trasimene 
lake and of the plain of Cannlll. . 
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CHAPTER V. 

THE WAR UNDER HANNIBAL TO THE BATTLE OF CANN..E. 

Tn:E appearance of the Carthaginian army on the Roman 
side of the Alps changed all at once the situation of affairs, 
and disconcerted the Roman plan of war. Of the two prin
cipal armies of the Romans, one had landed in Spain and 
was already engaged with the enemy there: it was no longer 
possible to recall it. The second, which was destined for . 
.Africa. under the command of the consul Tiberius Sem
pronius, was fortunately still in Sicily: in this instance 
Roman delay for once proved useful. Of the two Cartha
ginian sqnadrons destined for Italy and Sicily, the first was 
dispersed by a storm, and some of its vessels were captured 
by the Syracusans near Messana; the second had endea
voured in vain to surprise Lilybreum, and had thereafter been 
defeated in a naval engagement oft'that port. But the con
tinuance of the enemy's squadrons in the Italian waters was 
so inconvenient, that the consul determined, before crossing 
to .Africa, to occupy the small islands around Sicily, and' to 
dislodge the Carthaginian tIeet operating against Italy. The 
Bummer passed away in the conquest of Melita, in the 
chase after the enemy's squadron, which he expected to 
find at the Lipari islands while it had made a descent near' 
Vibo (Monteleone) and pillaged the Bruttian coast, and, 
lastly. in gaining information as to a suitable spot for land· . 
. ing on the coast of Mrica; so that the army and fleet were 
'i!ti1I at Lilvbreum, when orders arrived from the senate 
that they should return with nil possible speed for the de
fence of their homes. 

In this way, while the two great Roman armies, each in 
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itself equal in numbers to that of Hannibal, remained at a 
great distance from the valley of the Po, the Romans were 
quite unprepared for an attack in that quarter. No doubt 
a Roman army was there, in consequence of an insurrection 
that bad broken out among the Celts even before the arrival. 
of the Carthaginian army. The founding of the two Roman 
strongholds of Placentia and Cremona, each of which re
ceived 6000 colonists j and more especially the preparations 
for the founding of Mutina in the territory of the Boii, had 
already in the spring of 536 driven the Boii to revolt be
fore the time concerted with Hannibal; and the Insubres 
had immediately joined them. The colonists already settled 
in the territory of Mutina, suddenly attacked, took refuge 
in the town. The prretor Lucius Manlius, who held the 
chief command at Ariminum, hastened along with his 
single le~on to relieve the blockaded colonists; but he was' 
surprisea in the woods, and no course was left to him after 
sustaining great loss but to establish himself up-on a hill and 
to submit to a siege tbere on the part of the BOli, till a second 
legion sent from Rome nnder the prretor Lucius Atilius 
succeeded in relieving army and town, and in suppressing 
for the moment the Gaulish insurrection. This premature 
rising of the Boii on the one hand, by delaying Scipio's de
parture for Spain, essentially promoted Hannibal's plans; on 
the other hand, but for its occurrellce he would have fonnd 
t he valley of the Po entirely nnoccupied, except the fortresses. 
But the Roman corps, whose two severely thinned legions 
did not number 20,000 soldiers, had enough to do to keep 
the Celts in check, and did not think of occupying the 
passes of the Alps. The Romans onl1 learned that the . 

. passes were threatened, when in August the consul Publius 
Scipio returned without his army from Massilia to Italy, 
and perhaps even then they gave little attention to the 
danger, because, forsooth, the foolhardy attempt would be 
frustrated by the Alps alone. Thus at the decisive hour and 
on the decisive spot there was not even a Roman outpost. 
Hannibal had full time to rest his army, to ca}?ture after a 
three days' siege the capital. of the Taurini \'\"hich closed its' 
gates against him, and to induce or terrify into alliance 
,,-ith him all the Ligurian and Celtic communities in the 
upper basin of the Po, before Scipio, who had taken the 
command in the Po valley, enconntered him. 

The latter, who, with an army considerably smaller and very 
VOL. It. J 
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weak in cavalry, had thedifliclllt task of preventing the ad
vance of the superior force of the enemy and of repressing the 
movements of insurrection which everywhere were spreading 
among the Celts, had crossed the Po probably at Placentia, 
and marched up the river to meet the enemy, while Han
nibal after the capture of Turin marched downwards to 

Colfflict on relieve the Insubres and Boii. In the plain between the 
the Tieino Ticino and the Sasia, not far from Vercelli, the Roman 

cavalry, which had advanced with the light infantry to make 
a reconnaissance in force, encountered the Punic ('.avaIry 
sent out for the like purpose, both led by the generals in 
person. Scipio accep'ted battle when offered, notwithstand
ing the superiority or the enemy; but his light infantry, 
which was placed in front. of the cavalry, dispersed before the 
charge of the heavy cavalry of the enemy, and while the latter 

. engaged the masses of the Roman horsemen in front, the 
light N umidian cavalry, after having pnshed aside the broken 
ranks of the enemy's infantry, took the Roman horsemen 
in ffank and rear. This decided the combat. The loss of 
the Romans was very considerable. The consul himself, 
who made up as a soldier for his deficiencies as a general, 
received a dangerous wound, and owed his safety entirely to 
the devotion of his son of seventeen, who, courageously 
dashing into the ranks of the enemy, compelled his squadron 
to follow him and resoued his father. Scipio, enlightened 
by this combat as to the strength of his enemy, saw the 
error which he had committed in posting himself, with a 
weaker army, in the plain with his back to the river, and 
resolved to return to the right bank of the Po under the 
eyes of his antagonist. As the operations became contracted 
into a narrower space and his illusions regarding Roman 
invincibility departed, he recovered the use of his consi
derable military talent which the adventurous boldness of 
his youthful opponent'erplans had for a moment paralyzed. 
While Hannibal was preparing for a pitched battle, Scipio 
by a rapidly projected and steadily executed march suc
ceeded in reaching the right bank of the river which in an 
evil hour he had abandoned, and broke down the bridge over 
the Po behind his army; the Roman detachment of 600 men 
charged to cover the process of destruction were, however, 
intercepted and made prisoners. But as the upper course 
of the river was in the hands of Hannibal, he could not be pre
vented from marching up the stream, crossirig on a bridge 
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of boats, and ill a few days confronting the Roman army on 
the right bank. The latter had taken a position in the The armies 
plain in front of Placentia; but the mutiny of a CelticatPlacentl&. 
division in the Roman camp, and the Gallic insurrection . 
breaking out afresh all around, compelled the consul to 
evacuate the plain, and to post himHelf on the hills behind 
the Trebia. This was .. accomplished without much loss, 
because the N umidian horsemen sent in pursuit lost their 
time in plundering, and setting fire to, the abandoned camp. 
In this strong posit.ion, with his left wing resting on the 
Apennines, his right on the Po and the fortress of Pla-
centia, and covered in front by the Trebia (no inconsider-
able stream at that season), Scipio was unable to save the 
rich stores of' Clastidium (Casteggio), from which in this 
position he was cut off by the army of the enemy j ,nor was 
he able to avert the insurrectionary movement on the part' 
of almodt all the Gallic cantons, excepting the Cenomani 
who were friendly to Rome; but he completely checked the 
progress of Hannibal, and compelled him to pitch his camp 
opposite to that of the Romans. Moreover, the position 
taken up by 'Scipio, and the circumstance of the Cenomani 
threatening the borders of the Insubres, hindered the main 
body of the' Gallic insurgents from directly joining the 
enemy, and gave to the second Roman army, which mean-
while had arrived at Ariminum from Lilybreum, the oppor-
tunity of reaching Placentia through the midst of the insur-
gent country without material hindrance, and of uniting it-
self with the army of the Po. 

Scipio had solved his difficult task brilliantly and completely. Battle on 
The Roman army, now close on 40,000 strong, and though the Trebia. 
not a match for its antagonist in cavalry, at least equal in 
infantry, had simply to remain in its existing position, in 
order to compel the enemy either to attempt in the winter 
season the passa;;e of the river and an attack upon the 
camp, or to suspend his advance and to test the fickle 
temper of the. Gauls by the burden of winter quarters. 
Clear, however, as this was, it was no less clear that it 
was now December, and that under the course proposed the 
victory might perhaps be gained by Rome, but would not 
be gained by the consul TiberiuB Sempronius, who held the 
80le command in consequence of Scipio's wound, and whose 
year of office expired in a few months. Hannibal knew the 
man, and neglected no means of alluring him to fight. The 
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, Celtic villages that had remained faithful to the Romans 
were cruelly laid waste, and, when this brought on a conflict 
between the cavalry, Hannibal allowed his opponents to 
boast of the victory. Soon, thereafter, on a raw rainy day a 
general. engagement came on, unlooked for by the Romans. 
From the earliest hour of the morning the Roman light 
J;roops had been skirmishing with ,the light cavalry of the 
enemy; the latter slowly retreated, and the Romans eagerly 
pursued it through the deeply swollen Trebia, so as to follow 
up the advantage which they had gained. Su ddenly the cavalry 
halted; the Roman vanguard found itself 'face to face with 
the army of Hannibal drawn up for battle on a field chosen' 
by himl'lelf; it was lost, unless the main body should cross the 
stream with all speed to its support. Hungry, weary, and. 
wet, the Romans came up, and hastened to form in order of 
battle, the cavalry~ as usW¥, on the wings, the infantry in 
the centre. The light troops, who formed the vanguard on 
both sides, began the combat: but the Romans had already 
almost exhausted their missiles against the cavalry, ,and 
immediately gave way. In like manner the cavalry gave 
way on the wings, hard pressed by the elephants in front, 
and outflanked right and left by the far more numerous 
Carthaginian horse. But the ROman infantry proved itself 
worthy of its name: at the beginning of the battle it fought 
with very decided superiority against the infantry of the 
enemy, and even when the repulse of the Roman horse 
allowed the enemy's cavalry and light-armed troops to turn 
their attacks against the Roman infantry, it beased indeed 
to gain on the foe, but it obstinately maintained its ground. 
At this stage a select. Carthaginian band of 2000 men, 
half infantry, half cavalry, under the leadership of Mago, 
Hannibal's youngest brother, suddenly emerged from an 
ambush in the rear of the Roman army, and fell upon the 
densely entangled masses. ,The wings of the army and the 
rear ranks of the Roman centre were broken up and scattered 
by this attack, while the first division, 10,000 men strong, 
in compact array broke through the Carthaginian line, and 
made a ;passage for itself obliquely through the midst of'the 
enemy, mflicting great loss on the opposing infantry and more 
especially on the Gallic insurgents. This brave body, pur
sued but feebly, thus reached Placentia. The remaining 
mass was for the most part slaughtered by the elephants and 
ligltt troops of the enemy in attempting to cross the river: 
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only part of the cavalry and some divisions of infantry were 
able, by wading through the river, to gain the camp whither 
the Carthaginians did not follow them, and thus they too 
reached Placentia. * Few battles confer more honour on the 
Roman soldier than this on the Trebia, and few at the same 
time furnish graver impeachment of the general in command; 
although the candid judge will not forget that a commander
ship-in-chief expiring on a definite day was an unmilitary 
institntion, and that figs cannot be reaped from thistles. The 
victory came to be costly even to the victors. Although the 
los8 in the battle fell chiefly on the Celtic insurgents, yet a 
multitude of the veteran soldiers of Hannibal died afterwards 
from diseases engendered by that raw and wet winter day, 
and all the elephants perished except one. 

The effect of this first victory of the invading army was, Hannibal 
that the national insurrecti,on now spread and assumed master of 
shape without hindrance throughout the Celtic territorY'I:ithern 

The remains of the Roman army of the Po threw themselves y. 
into the fortresses of Placentia and Cremona: completely 
cut off from home, they were obliged to procure their
supplies by way of the river. The consul Tiberius Sem
prooius ooly escaped, as if by miracle, from being taken 
prisoner, ·when with a weak eRcort of cavalry he went to 

• Polybius's account of the battle on tbe Trebia i. quite clear. If PIs
centia lay on the right bank of the Trehia where it falls into. tbe Po, and if 
tbe battle was fought on the left bank, while the P.oman encampment was 
pitched upon the right (both of which points have been disputed, but are 
nevertheless indisputable), the Roman .oldie ... must certainly have passed the 
Trehia in order to gain Placentia as weU as to gain the camp. But those who 
crossed t<> the camp must have made their way through tbe disorganized 
portions of their own army and through tbe corps of the enemy tbat had gone 
round to their rear, and must then have crossed the river almost in band to 
hand combat with the enemy. 00 the other hand the passage near Placentia 
was accomplished after the pursuit had slackened j the corps was several miles 
distant frum the field of battle, and had arrived within reach of .. Roman for
tress j it may enn have been the case, although it cannot be proved, tbat a 
bridge led over the Trebia at that point, and that the tete de pont on the other 
bank was occupied by the garrison of Placentia. It is evident that the .first 
JlOSS8,,"" was just as difficult as the second was easy, and therefore with good 
reason Polybius, military judge as he was, merely says of the corps of 10,000, 
that in close columns it cut its way to pu.c.,ntia (iii. 74, 6), without mentioning 
the passage of the rive .. which in this case Was unattended with diffieulty. 

The e .... oneousDess of the view of Livy, which tr&nsfe ... the Phrenician camp 
to the right, the Roman to the left bank of the Trei>ia, has lately been re
peatedly pointed out. We may only further mention, tbat the site of Clas
tidium, near the modern Casteggio, has now been establkhed by inBcriptions 
lOreIli-Denzen.5117). 
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Rome on account of the elections. Hannibal, who would 
not hazard the health, of his troops by further marches at 
that inclement season, bivouacked for the winter where he 
was j and, as a serious attempt on the larger fortresses would 
have led to no result, contented himself with annoying the 
enemy by attacks on the river-port of Placentia and other 
minor Roman positions. He employed himself mainly in 
organizing the Gallic insurrection: more than 60,000 foot 
soldiers and 4000 horsemen from the Celts are said to hav~ 
joined his army. 

Military and No extraordinary exertions were made in Rome for the 
p.oli- {2.17. campaign of 537. The senate thought, and not unreasonably, 
~cal ~OSI- that, despite the lost battle, their position was by no means 
~~~bal. fraught with serious danger. Besides the coast-garrisons, 

which were despatched to Sardinia, Sicily, aud 'l'arentum, 
and the reinforcements which were sent to Spain, the two 
new consuls, Gaius Flaminius and Gnreus Servilius, ob
tained only as many men as were necessary to restore the 
four legiorts to their full complement; additions were made to 
.the strength of -the cavalry alone. The consuls had to 
protect the northern frontier, and stationed themselves 
accordingly on the two highways which led from Rome to 
the north, the western of which at that time terminated 
at Arretium, and the eastern at Ariminum; Gaius Fla
minius occupied the former, Gnreus Servilius the latter. 
There they ordered the troops from the fortresses on the Po 
to join them, probably by water, and awaited the commence
ment of the favourable season, when they proposed to 
occupy in the defensive the passes ot' the Apennulcs, and 
then, resnming offensive operations, to descend into the 
valley of the Po and effect a junction somewhere near Pla
centia. But Hannibal by no means intended to defend the 
valley of the Po. He knew Rome better perhaps than the 
Romans knew it themselves, and was very well aware how 
decidedly he was the weaker party and continued to be so 
notwithstanding the brilliant battle on the Trebia; he knew 
too that his ultimate object, the humiliation of Rome, was 
not to be wrung from the unbending Roman pride either by 
terror or by surprise, but could only be gained by the com
plete subjugation of the haughty city. It was clearlyap
parent that the Italian federation was in political solidity 
and in military resources infinitely superior to an adveI;sary, 
who received only precarious and irregular support from 
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home. and who was in the first instance dependent for aid in 
'fIaly 80lely on the vacillating and capricious nation of the 
Celts; and t'bat the Phrnnician foot soldier was, notwith
IItanding all the pains taken by Hannibal, far inferior in 
point of tactics to the legionary, had been completely proved 
by the defensive movements of Scipio and the brilliant re
treat of the defeated infantry on the Trebia. From these con
victions flowed the two fundamental principles which deter
mined Hannibal's whole method of operations in Italy-viz., 
that the war should be carriE'd on, somewhat adventurously, 
with constant changes in the plan and in the theatre of opera
tions; and that its favourable issue could only be looked for as 
the result of political and not of military successes-of the 
gradual loosening and final breaking up of the Italian federa
tion. This mode of carrying on the war was necessary, be
cause the single element which Hannibal had to throw into 
thlo seale against so many disadvantages--his military genius 
-only told with its full weight, when be. constantly foiled bis 
opponents by unexpected combinations; he was undone, if 
the war became stationary. Tbis aim was the aim dictated 
to bim by right policy, because, migbty conqueror tbough 
he was in battle, be saw very <llearly tbat on eacb occasion 
he vanquished the generals but not the city, and that after I 

each new battle the Romans remained just as superior to the 
Carthaglllians, as he was personally superior to the Roman 
commanders. That Hannibal even at tbe height of his 
fortune never deceived himself on this point, is a fact more 
wonderful than his most wondrous battlE'S. 

It was these motives, and not the entreaties of the Gauls Hannibal 
that he should spare their country (which would not have crooses. the 
inlluenced him), that induced Hannibal now to forsake, as it Apennm .... 
were, his newly acquired basis of operations a,,""Ilinst Italy, 
and to transfer the Beene of war to Italy itself. Before 
doing so he gave orders that all the prisoners should be 
brought before him. He ordered the Romans to be separated 
and loaded with chains as slaves-the statement that Hannibal 
put to death all the Romans 'Capable of bearing arms, who 
here and elsewhere fell into his hands, is beyond doubt at 
least strongly exaggerated. On the other hand, all the Ita-
lian allies were released without ransom, and charged to re-
port at home that Hannibal waged war not a!'ll.inst Italy. 
but against Rome; thllt he promised to every italian c0!D-
munity the restoration of its ancient independence and Its 
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ancient boundlU"ies; and that the deliverer was about to fol
low those whom he had set free, bringing release and re,"engt! 
So, when the winter ended, he started from "the valley of 
the Po to search for a route through the difficult defiles of 
the Apennines. Guius }'Iamiuius, with the Etruscan army, 
was still for the present at Arezzo, intending to move from 
that point towlU"ds Lucca in order to protect the vale of 
the Arno and the passes of the Apennines, so soon as 
the season should allow. But Hanniblll anticipated him. 
The passage of the Apennines was accomplished without 
much difficulty, at a point as far west as possible or, in 
other wOl"ds, as distant as possible from the enemy; but the 
marshy lowlands between the Serchio and the Arno were 
so flooded by the melting of the snow and the spring rains, 
that the army had to march four days in water, ~"ithout 
finding any other dry spot for resting by night thun was 
supplied by piling the baggnge or by the sumpter animals 
that bad fallen. The troops underwent unutterable sutler
ings, particularly the Gnllic infantry, whieh marched behind 
the CUl'thaginians along tracks alrealiy rendered impassable: 
they murmured loudly and would undoubtedly have dis
persed to a lllall, had not the Carthaginian cnvalry under 
lUago, which brought up the rear, rendered flight impossible. 
The horses, assailed by a distemper in their hootS, fell in 
heaps; vmollS diseases decimated the soldiers; llannibal 
himself lost an eye in consequence of ophthlllmia. 

Flaminius. nut the objcct was attained. Hanniblll t'ncampt'd at Fie-
sole, while Gaius Flaminius was still waiting at Arezzo until 
the roads should become passable that he might blockade 
them. After the Roman ddl'usive position had thus been 
turned, the best course for the consul, who might perhaps 
have been strong t'nough to defend the mountaiu passl's but 
certaiuly was unable now to fnee Hrullliblll in the open til'ld, 
would have been to w!lit till the second army, which had now' 
become cOlllpletely supt'rfluous lit Ariminum, should arrive. 
He himself, howevt'r, thought otherwise. He was a political 
party leader, raised to distiuction bv· his e!lorts to luuit the 
power of the senate; indignant at tbe government ill con~e
quence of aristocratic intrigues concocted agnillst him during 
his consulship: clU"rit'd "way, through II perhaps just:tiablo 
opposition to their beaten track of pllrtisanship, into a Sl'(lrn
ful defiance of tradition nnd custom; intoxiented by a blind 
aflbctioufor tho common peoillo, and by quite os bitt,t'r " 
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hatred towarde the pnny of the noblee'; and, in addition to 
all thill, possessed with the fixed idea that he wall a military 
genius. Hi8 campaign a~ainst the Insubres of 531, which to 223. 
unprejudiced judge8 only showed that good soldiers often 
repair the errors of bad generals (P. 81), was regarded by 
him and by his adherents as an irrefragable proof that the 
Romans had only to put Gaius }'laminius at the head. of the 
army in order to make a speedy end of Hannibal. Talk of 
this Bort had procured for him his second consulship, aud 
hopeI of thill 1I0rt had now brought to his camr. 80 great a 
multitude of unarmed followers eager for spoi, that their 
number, according to the assurance of sober historians, ex
ceeded that of the legionaries. IIannibnl based his plan 
in part on thill circumstance. ,So far from attacking him, he 
marched pa~t him, and caused the country all around to be 
pillaged by the Celts, who thoroughly understood plunder-
mg, aud by his numerous cavalry. The complaints and 
indignation of the multitude which had to submit to be plun-
dered uncler the eyes of the hero who had promised to enrich 
them, and the protestation of the eocmy that they did 110t 
believe him p08~essed of either the power or the resolution to 
undertake anything before the arrival of his colleague, could 
Dot but induce such a man to display his genius for etratefOC' 
and to give a sharp lesson to his inconlliderate and haughty foe. 

No plan Willi ever more successful. In haste, the consul fol- Battle on 
lowed the liue of march of the enemy, who ~assed by Arezzo the 'fraai
and moved slowly through the rich valley of the Chiana to- mene lake. 
war<Lt Perugia. He overtook him in the district of Cortona, 
where lIallllibal, accurately informed of his antagonist's 
march, had had full time to select his field of battle,-a nar-
row defile between two steep mountain walls, closed at its out-
let·bya high hill and at its entrance by the Trasimene lake. 
With the flower of his infuntry he barred the outlet; the 
lighttroopil and the cavalry placed themselvell in conceal-
ment on either sitle. The Roman columns advanced without 
hesitation into the unoccupied pass; the thick morning mist 
concealed from them the position of the enemy. All the 
head of the Roman line approachecl the hill, Hannibal gave 
the signal for battle; the cavalry, advancing behind the 
heights, closed the entrance of the PRSS, and at the same 
time the mi~t rolling away revealed thll Phamician armll every-
where along the crCllts on the right aDd left. There was 
110 battle; it was a mere rout. Those that remaiued out 
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of the defile were driven by the cav~ry into the lake. The 
main body was annihilated in the pass itself almost without 
resistance, and most of them, including the consul himself', 
were cut down in the order of march. The head of the Ro
man column, formed of 6000 infantry, cut their way through 
the infantry of the enemy, and proved once more the irre
sistible might of the legions; but, cut off from the rest of 
the army and without -knowledge of its fate, they marched 
on at random, were surrounded on the following day, on a hill 
which they had 0pcllpied, by a corps of Carthaginian cavalry, 
and-as the capitulation, which promised them a free retreat, 
was rejected by Hannibal-were all treated as prisoners of 
war. 15,000 Rolbans had fallen, and as many were cap
tured ; in other words, the army was annihilated. The slight 
Carthaginian loss-1500 men-again feU mainly upon the 
Gauls.- And, as if this were not enough, immediatelv after 
the battle on the Trasimene lake, the cavalry of the ai·my of 
Ariminum under Gains Centenius, 4000 strong, whil!h Gnreus 
Servilius had sent forward to the support of his colleague 
while he himself advanced by slow marches, was likewise 
surrounded by the Phrenician army, and partly slain, partly 

. made prisoners. All Etruria was lost, and Hannibal might 
without hindrance march on Rome. The Romans pre
pared themselves for the worst; they broke down the 
bridges over the'l'iber, and nominated Quintus Fabius Maxi
mus dictator to repair the walls and conduct the defence, 
for which there was formed an army of reserve. At the 
same time two new legions were summoned under arms in 
the room of those annihilated, and the fleet, which might 
become of importance in the event of a siege, was put·in 
order. 

Hannibal on But Hannibal was more farsighted than king Pyrrhus. 
the east He did not march on Rome; nor even against Gnreus Ser-
COIISt. vilius, an able- general, who bad with the help of the for

tresses on the northern road preserved his army hitherto. 
uninjured, and would perhaps have kept his antagonist at 
bay. Once moreoa movement occurred which was quite un-

.. The date of the battle, 23rd June according to the uncolTected calendar, 
must, aocording to the corrected calendar, full somewhere in April, since 
Quintus F"abius rt'signed his dictatorship, after six months, in the middle of 
autumn (Li •• oxii. 31, 7; 32,1), and must therefore have entOloed upon it 
about tbe beginning of May. Tbe confusion of the calendar (i. 489) in 
Rome was even at this period veFy great. 
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expected. Hannibal marched past the fortress of Spoletium, 
which he attempted. in vain to surprise, through Umbria, 
fearfully devastated the Picentine territory which was covered 
all over with Roman farmhouses, and halted on the shores 
of the Adriatic. The men and horses of his army had not 
yet recovered from the painful effects of their spring cam· 
paign j here he rested for a considerable time to allow his 
army to recruit its strength in a pleasant district and at a fine 
season of the year, and to reorgauize his Libyan infantry Reorganiza. 
after the Roman mode, thp means for which were furnished tion o{the 
to hill} by tht: mass of Roman arms among the spoil. From C.arthagi
this point, moreover, he resumed his long interrupted com. DIan army. 
munication with his native land, sending his messages of 
victory by water to Carthage. At length, when his army 
was sufficiently restored, and had been adequately exercised 
in the use of the new arms, he broke up and marched slowly· 
along the coast into southern Italy. • 

He had calculated' correctly, when he chose this time 
for remodelling his infantry. The surprise of his anta
gonists, who were in COllstant expectation of an attack on 
the capital, allowed him at least four weeks of undisturbed 
leisure for the execution of the unprecedentedly bold ex
periment of changing completely his military system in 
the heart of an hostile country and with an army still com
paratively small, and of attempting to oppose African 
Jegions to the invincible legions of Italy. But his hope 
that the confederacy would now begin to break up was not 
fulfilled. In this point of view the Etruscans, who had 
clUTied on their last war of independence mainly with 
Gallic mercenaries; were of less moment. The :Hower of the 
confederacy, particularly in a military point of view, con
sisted (next to the Latjns) of the Sabellian communities, 
and with good reason Hannibal had now come into their 
neighbourhood. But one town after another closed its 
gates j not a single Italian community entered into alliance 
with the Phrenicians. This result was a great, in fact an 
all-important, point gained for Rome. It was felt, however, 
in the cllpital how imprudent it would be to put the fidelity 
of their allies to Buch a test without a Roman army to keep 
the field. The dictator Quintus Fabius combined the two Warm 
Buppleni.entary legions formed in Rome with the army oflo~er 
Ariminulll, and when Hannihal marched past the Roman Ita y. 
fortress Luceria towards Arpi, the Roman 'standards ap-
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peared .011, his right flank at Aeca. Their leader, however, 
pursued a different course from his predecessors. Quintus 
Fabius was a man advanced in years, of a deliberation and 
firmness, which to not a few seemed procrastination and ob
stinacy. Zealous in his reverence for the good old times, 
for the political omnipotence of the senate, and for the com
mand of the burgomasters;he looked-next to sacrifices and 
prayer-to a. methodical prosecution of the war as the main 
meaD,S of saving the state. A political antagonist of Gaius 
Flaminius, and summoned to the head of affairs in virtue 
of the reaction against his fooliSh war-demagogism, he de
parted for the camp just as firmly resolved to avoid a pitched 
battle at any price, as his predecessor had been deter
mined at any price to fight one; he was convinced beyond a 
doubt, that the first elements of strategy would forbid 
Hannibal to advance 80 . long as a Roman army confronted 
him intact, and that accordingly it would not be difficult to 
weaken by petty conflicts and gradually to starve out the 
enemy's army, dependent as it was on foraging for its supplies. 

Hannibal, well servp.d by his spies in Rome and in the 
Roman army, immediately learned how matters stoqd, 
and, as usual, adjusted the plan of his campaign in accord
ancewith the individual character of the opposing leader. 
Passing the. Roman army, he marched over the Apennines 
iIito the heart of Italy towards Beneventum, took the open 
town of Telesia on the boundary between Samnium and 
Campania, and thence turned against Capua, which was the 
most important of all the Italian cities dependent 011 Rome, 
and for that very reason had been oppressed and maltreated 
in a more vexatious manner than any other community had 
been' by the Roman government. He had formed. connec
tions there, which led him to hope that the Campanians 
might revolt from the Roman alliance; but in this hope he 
was disappointed. So, retracing his steps, he took the road 
to ApWia. During all this march of the Carthaginian army 
the .dictator had followed along the heights, and had con
demned his soldiers to the melancholy task of looking on with 
arms in their hands, while the N umidian cavalry plundered 
the faithful allies far and wide, and the villages over all the ' 
plain rose in fia,mes. At length he opened up to the exas
perated Roman army the eagerly coveted prospect ot attack
lDg the enemy. When Hannibal had begun his retreat, 
Fabius intercepted his route near, Casilinum (the modern 
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Capua), by strongly garrisoning that town on the left bank 
of Volturnus, and occupying the heights that secured the 
right bank with his main arm;, while a division of 4000 
men encamped on the road itsel that led along by the river. 
But Hannibal ordered his light-armed troops to climb the 
-heights which rose immediately alongside of the road, and to 
'drive before them a number of oxen with lighted faggots on 
their horns, so that it seemed as if the Carthaginian army 
were thus marching off during the night by torchlight. The 
Roman division, which blocked up the road, imagining that 
they were circumvented and that further covering of the 
road was superfluous, marched by a side movement· to the 
same heights. Along the road thus left free Hannibal then re
treated with the bulk of his army, without encountering the 
enemy j next morning he without difficulty, but with severe 
loss to the Romans, disengaged and recalled his light troops. 
Hannibal then continued his march unopposed in a- north
easterly direction; and by a widely-circuitous route, after 
traversing and layin~ under contribution the lands of the 
Hirpinians, Campanlans, Samnites, Poolignians, and Fren
tanians without resistance, he arrived with rich booty and a 
full chest once more in the region of Luceria, just wben the 
harvest there was about to begin. Nowhere in his extensive 
march had he met with active opposition, but nowhere had 
he found allies. Clearly perceivlllg that no course remained War in 
for him but to take up winter quarters in the open field, he Apuli .... 
began the difficult operation of collecting the winter supplies 
requisite for the army, by means of its own agency, from the 
fields of the enemy. For this purpose he had selected the 
broad and mostly flat district of nortu A pulis, which furnished 
graiD. and grass in abundance, and which could be completely 
commanded by his excellent cavalry. An entrenched camp 
was constructed at Gerunium, twenty-three miles to the 
north of Luceria. Two-thirds of the army were daily de
spatched from it to bring in the stores, while Hannibal with 
the remainder took up a position to protect the camp"and 
the detachments sent out. i. 

The master of the horse, Marcus Minucius, who held F~biu." an~ 
temporary command in the Roman camp in the absence MmnclIls. 
of the dictator, deemed this a suitable opportunity for 
approaching the enemy more closely, and formed a camp 
ill the territory of the Larinates: where on _ the one 
hand by his mere presence he checked the sending out ot 
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detachments and thereby hindered the provisioning of the 
enemy's army, and on the other hand, in a series of successful 
conflicts in which his troops encountered isolated Phrenician 
divisions and even Hannibal himself~ drove the ellemy from 
their advanced 'positions and compelled them to. concentrate 
themselves at Gerunium. On the news of these successes, 
which of course lost nothing in the telling, reaching the 
capital, the storm broke forth against Quintus Fabius. It 
was not altogether unwarranted. Prudent as it was on the 
purt of Rome to abide by the defensive, and to expect succe~s 
mainly to result from the cutting off of the enemy's means 
of subsistence, there was yet something strange in a system 
of defence and of starving out, under which the enemy had 
laid waste all central Italy without opposition beneath the 
eyes of a Roman army of equal numbers, and had provisioned 
himself sufficiently for the winter by an .organized method 
of foraging on the greatest scale. Gnmus Scipio, when he 
commanded on the Po, had not adopted this view of a defen
sive attitude, and the attempt of bis successor to imitate 
him at Casilinum had failed in such a way as to afford a 
copious fund of ridicule to the scoffers of the ·city. It was 
wonderful that the Italian communities had not wavered, when 
Hannibal so palpably showed them the superiority of the 
Phrenicians and the nullity of Roman aid; but how long 
could they be expected to bear the burden of a double war, 
and to allow themselves to be plundered under tlie very eyes 
of the Roman troops and of their own contingents? Finally, 
it could not be alleged that the condition of the Roman 
army compelled the general to adopt this mode of warfare. 
It was composed, indeed. in t>art of militia called out for the 
emergency, but the flower of it consisted ~f the legions of 
Ariminum accustomed to service; and, so far from being dis
cOUl'aged by the last defeats, it was indignant at the task 
fraught with so little honour which its general, " Hannibal's 
lackev," assigned to it, and it demanded with a loud voice to 
be led against the enemy. In the assemblies of the people 
the most violent invectives were directed against the obsti
nate old man. His political opponents, with the former 
prmtor Marcus Tel'entius Varro at their head, laid hold of 
the quarrel (for the understanding of which we must not 
forget that the dictator was practically nominated by the 
senate, and the office was regarded as the palladium of the 
conservative party) j and, in concert with the discontented 
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8?ldiers and the I?oss~ssors of the plundered es~ates, they ear
ned an unconstitutIOnal and absurd resolution conferring 
the dictatorship, which was destined to obviate the evils of a 
divided command in times of danger, on l\Iarcus Minucius, 
who had hitherto been Fabius' lieutenant, in the same way 
as on Quintus Fabius himself. Thus the Roman army, after 
its hazardous, division into two separate corps had just 
been appropriately remedied, was once more divided; and not 
only so, but the two sections were placed under leaders who 
notoriously followed quite opposite plans of war. Quintus 
Fabius of course adhered more than ever to his methodical 
inaction; J'lIarcus Minucius, compelled to justify in the field 
of battle his title of dictator, made a hasty attack with 
inadequate strength, and would have been annihilated had 
not his colleaglle averted greater misfor.tune by the sea.
sonable interposition of a ii'esh corps. This last turn of 
matterfl justified in some measure the system of passive re
sistance. But in reality Hannibal had completely attained 
in this campaign aU that arms could attain: not a single 
material operation had been frustrated ,either by his impe
tuous or by· his deliberate opponent; and his foraging, 
though not unattended with difficulty, had yet been in the 
main so successful that the army passed the winter without 
complaint in the camp at Gerunium. It was not the Cuncta
tor that saved Rome, but the compact structure of its confe. 
deracy and, not less perhaps. the national hatred with which 
the PhalDician hero was regarded by the men of the 'Vest. 

Despite all its misfortunes, Roman pride stood no less New wm~ 
unshaken than the Roman symmachy. The donations which )j,ke p~ .. p .... 
were offered by king Hiero of Syracuse and the Greek ~onselD 
cities in Italy for the next campaign (the war affected the om. 
latter less severely than the other Italian allies of Rome, for 
they sent no contingents to the land army) were declined 
with thanks; the chieftaiD8 of Il1vna were informed that 
they could not be allowed to neglect payment of their tri-
bute; and even the king of Macedonia was once more sum-
moned to s~nder Demetrius of Pharos. The majority of 
the .senate, notwithstanding the semblance of legitimation 
which recent events had given to the Fabian system of 
delay. had firmly resolved to depart from a mode of war 
that was slowly but certainly ruining the state; if the 
popular dictator had failed in his more energetic method of 
warfare, they laid the blame.of the failure, and not without. 
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reason, on the fact that they had adopted a half·measure 
and had given him too few troops. This error they deter
mined to aVQid and to equip an army, such as Rome had 
'llever sent out before-eight legions, each raised a fifth 
above the normal strength, and a corresponding number or 
allies-enough to crush an opponent who was not half so 
strong. Besides this, a legion under the prmtor Lucius Postu
mius was destined for the valley of the P.o, in order, if possi
ble, to draw off the Celts serving in the army of Hannibal to 
their homes. These resolutions were judicious; it' remained 
only that they should come to an equallyjuclicious decision 
respecting the supreme command. The stiff carriage 6f 
Quintus Fabius, and the attacks of the demagogues which it 
provoked, 'had rendered the dictatGrship and the senate 
generally more unpopular than ever: amongst the people, 
not without the connivB!).ce of their leaders, the foolish 
report circulated that the senate was'intentionally prolong-, 
ing the war. As, therefore, the nomination of a dictator 
was not to be thought of, the senate attempted to procure 
the election of suitable consuls; but this only had the 

Paullus and effect of thoroughly rousing suspicion and obstinacy. With 
• Varro. difficulty the senate carried one of its candidates, Lucius 

1Emilius Paull us, who had with judgment conducted the Illy-
219. rian war in 535 (P. 76) ; an immense majority .of the citizens 

assigned to him as colleague the candidate of the popular 
party, Marcus Terentius Varro, an incapable man, who was 
known only by his bitter opposition to the senate and more 
especially as the main author of the proposal to elect l\farcus 
Minucius co-dictator, and who was recommended to the 
multitude solely by his humble birth and his coarse 
effrontery. 

Battle of While these preparatiolis for the next campaign were mak-
Cann.... ing in Rome, the war had already recommenced in Apulia. As 

soon as the season allowed him to leave his winter quarters, 
Hannibal, determining as usual the course of the war and as
suming the offensive. set out from Gerunium in a southerly 
direction, lind marching past Luceria (Tossed the Aufidus 
and took the citadel 9f Cannm (between Canosa and .Bar
letta) which commanded the plain of Canusium, and had 
hitherto served the Romans as one 9f their principal maga
zines. The Roman army which, since Fabius had conform
ably to the constitution resigned his dictatorship in the 
middle of autumn, was pow commanded by Gnmus Serviliu8 
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and Marcus Regulus, first as consuls then as proconsuls, had 
been unable to avert a lOBs which t\ley could not but feel. On 
military as well as on political groUllds, it became more than 
ever necessary to arrest the progress of Hannibal by a pitched 
battle. With definite ordres to this effect from the senate, 
acc.Jrdingly, the two new commanders-in-chief, Paullus and 
Varro, arnved in Apulia in the beginning of the summer of 
538. With the four new legions and a corresponding con- 216. 
tingent of Italians which they brought up, the Roman 
army 1\'as rai~ed to 80,000 infantry, half burgesses, half 
allies, and 6000 cavalry, of whom one-third were burgesses 
and two-thirds allies; whereas Hannibal's' army numbered 
10,000 ca\'alry, but only about 40,000 infantry. Hannibal 
wished nothing so much as a battle, not merely for the 
general reasons which we have explained above, but specially 
because the wide Apulian plain allowed him to develop the 
whole superiority of his cavalry, and becauBe the providing 
supplies for his numerous army would soon, in spite of that 
excelltlDt cavalry, be rendered very difficult by the im
mediate vicinity of an enemy twice as strong and resting on 
a chain of fortresses. The leaders of the Homan forces had 
also, as we have said, made up their minds on the general 
question of giving battle, and approached the enemy with that 
view; but the more sagacious of them saw Hannibal's posi-
tioh, and wet:e disposed accordingly to wait in the first in-
stance and simply to station themselves in the vicinity of the 
enemy, 80 as to compel him to retire and accept battle on 
ground less favourable to him. With this view, confronting 
the Carthaginian position at Cannlll on the right bank of the 
Aufidus, Paullus constructed two camps further up the 
8tream, the inrger likewise on the right bank, the smaller, at 
a distance of ful1r a mile from it and not much more distant 
from the enemy 8 camp, on the . left, 80 as to prevent the 
forsging of tile enemy on both banks of the river. But 8uch 
military pedantry was disapproved by the democratic COIl

Bul-so much had been said about men taking the field not 
to set sentinels, but to use their 8words-and he gave orders ac
cordingly to attack: the enemy, wherever and whenever they 
found him. According to an old custom foolishly retained, the 
decisive voice in the council of war alternated between the 
commanders-in-chief day by day; it was necessary, there-
fore, to Bubmit, and to let the hero ot' the pavement have 
bis way. Only one division of 10,000 men was left in the 

VOL. II. lL 
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principal Roman camp, charged to capture the Carthaginian 
encampment; during the confiict and thus to intercept the 
retreat of the enemy's army across the river. The bulk 
of the Roman army. at early da1l"Il 011 the 2nd ..!ugust ac
cording to the uncorrected, probably i.n June according to 
the correct, calendar, crossed. the ri¥er which at this se3.."On 
was shallow and did not materially hamper the mO¥e!Ilenti!' 
of the troops, and took up a position in line near the smaller 
Roman camp-which lay nearest; to the enemy, intermediate 
between the larger Roman camp and that of the Carthagi
nians, and which had already been the scene of outpost 
skirmishes----in the wide plain stretehillg westward from 
Canme on the left bank of the n,"er. The Carthaginian 
army followed and likewise crossed the stream, on which 
rested the right Roman as well as the left Carth~oinian 
wing. The Roman canlry 1I1IS stationed on the wings; 
the .... eaker portion consisting of burges,."t'S, led by Paullus, 
on the right by the river; the stron"aer, consisting of the 
allies, led by"\ arro, on the left towards the plain. In the 
centre 1I1IS stationed the infantry in unwually deep files, 
under the command ofthe proconsul GIla.'W Serrilius. Op
posite to this centre Hannibal arranged his infantry in the 

. form of a cresrent;. so that the Celtic and lberian troops in 
their national. armour formed the adnwced eentre, and the 
Libyans, armed after the Roman fashioll, formed the re
tre&ting...-in",os on either side. On the side next the rirer the 
whole heavy canlry under HasJrubal .... as stationed, on the 
side to...-ards the plain the light Xumidian ho~. .liter a 
short skirmish between the light troops the whole line was 
soon engaged. Where the light canlry (If the Carthaginians 
fought against the heavy C3niliy of "\ arro. the confiict CGn
tinued. amidst constant; charges of the X umidians, without 
decisive result. In the ~ntre, on the other hand, the It'gions 
eomplt'tely o¥erthre .... the Spsnish and GaI.li~ troopi!l that 
first encountered them; ~aerlv the tictors pressed on and 
followed up their advantage. But mean\l"hile, on the right 
wing, fortune had turned a"osmst the Romans. Hannibal 
had merely sought to occupy the left cavalry...-ing of the 
enemy, that he might bring Hasdro.bal with the ..-hole 
regular cavalry to bear ~osinst the weaker right and to 
overthrow it first. After a brave resistance, the Boman 
horse gave .... 8y. and those thai 1rere not cut down were 
chased across the river and scattered in the plain; Paullus, 
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wounded, rode to the centre to avert, or, if not, to share 
the fate of the legions. These, in order the better to follow 
up the victory over the advanced infantry of the enemy,' 
had changed their front disposition into a column of attack, 
which, in the ahape of a wedge, penetrated the enemy's cen
tre. In this position they were warmly assailed on both 
aides by the Libyan infantry wheeling in upon them right 
and left, and a/ortiim of them were compelled to halt in 
order to defeu themselves against the flank attack; by 
this means their advance was checked, and the mass of in
fantry, which was already too closely crowded, now had 
no longcr room to develop itself at all. Meanwhile Has
drubal, after having completed the defeat of the wing of 
Paullus, had collected and arranged his cavalry anew and 
led them behind the enemy's centre against the wing of 
Varro. His Italian cavalry, already sufficiently occupied 
with the N umidians, was rapidly scattered before the double 
attack, and lIasdrubal, leavmg the pursuit of the fugitives 
to the N umidians, rallied his squadrons· for the third time, 
to lead them against the rear of the Roman infantry. This 
last charge proved decisive. Flight was impossible, and no 
quarter was given. Never, perhaps, was an army of such size 
annihilated on the field of battle so completely, and with so 
little loss to its antagonist, as was the Roman army at 
Cannre. llannibal had lost not quite 6000 men, and two
thirds of that losll fell upon the Celts, who sustained the 
first shock of the legions. On the other hand, of the 
76,000 Romanll who had taken their places in line of battle 
70,000 rovered the field, amongst whom were the consul 
Lucius Paull us, the proconsul Gnreus Servilius, two-thirds 
of the staff-officers, and eighty men of senatorial rank. The 
conllul Marcus Yano was saved solely by his quick resolu
tion and hill good .teed, reached Venusm, and Watl not 
ashamed to survive the disaster. The garrison also of the 
Roman camp, 10,000 strong, were for the most part made 
prilloners of war; only a few thousand men, partly of these 
troops, partly of the line, escaped to Canwnum. Nay, as if 
in thill year Rome was to be altogether ruined, before its close 
the legion lIent to Gaul fell into an ambush, and Watl, with 
its general Lucius Postumiu8, who was nominated as consul 
for the next year, totally destroyed by.the GaUls_ 

This unen.mpled ,ueceas appeared at length to mature 
the great politlcal combiuation, for the Bake of which Han-
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nibal had com"eto Italy. He had indeed based his plan 
primarily upon his army; but with accurate knowledge of 
the power opposed to him he designed that army to be merely 
the vanguard, in support of which the powers of the west 
and east were gradually to unite their forces, so as to prepare 

Pl'.v~ntion destruction for the proud city. That support however, 
ofremfo ....... which seemed the. most secure, namely the sending of rein
~;::~ from forcements from Spain, had bp,en frustrated by the boldness 

and firmness of the Roman general sent thither, GUllms 
,Scipio. After Hannibal's passage of the Rhone Scipio had 
sailed for Emporim, and had made himself master first of the 
coast between the Pyrenees and the Ebro, and then, after 

218. conquering Hanno, of the interior' also (536). In the 
217. following year (537) he had completely defeated the Car

thaginian fleet at the mouth of the Ebro, and after his 
brother Publius, the brave "defender of the valley of the Po, 
hadjoined him with a reinforcement of 8000 men, he had 
even crosse.l the Ebro, and advanced as far as Saguntum. 
Hasdrubal had indeed in the succeeding year (538), after 
obtaining reinforcements from Africa, made an attempt in 
accordance 'with his brother's orders to conduct an army 
over the Pyrenees; but the Scipios opposed his passage of 
the Ebro, &nd totally defeated him, nearly at the same tillie 
that Hannibal conquered at Cannm. The powerful tribe 
of the Celtiberians and numerous other Spanish tribes had 
joined the Scipios; they commanded the sea, the passes of 
the Pyrenees, and, by means of the trusty Massiliots, the 
,Gallic coallt also. Now, therefore, support to Hrumibal 
was less than ever to be looked for from Spain. 

Reinforce- On the part of Carth&ge as much had hitherto been done 
ment tr~m in support of her general in Italy as could be expected. 
Mica. Phrenician squadrons threatened the coasts of Italy and of 

the Roman islands and guarded Africa from a Roman land
ing, and there the matter ended. More substantial assist
ance was prevented not so much by the uncertainty as to 
where Hannibal was to be found and the want of a port of 
disembarkation in Italy, as by the fact that for many fears 
the Spanish army had been accustomed to be self-sustaining. 
and above all by the murmurs of the pf'ace party. Hannibal 
severely-felt the consequences of this unpardonable inaction; 
in spite of all 'his saviug of his money and of the soldiers he 
had brought with him, his chests were gradually emptied, 
the pay fell intu arrear, and the ranks of his veterans began 
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to thin. But now the news of the victory of CanIllB re
duced even the factious opposition at home to silence. The 
Carthaginian senate resolved to placE! at the disposal of the 
general considerable assistance 1D money and men partly 
from Africa, partly from Spain, includiug 4000 Numidian 
horse and 40 elephants, and to prosecute the war with 
energy in Spain as well as in baly. 
. The long-discussed offensive alliance between Carthage and Alliance 
Macedonia had been delayed, first by the sudden death of tween Car
Antigonus, and then by the indecision of his successor :8!d and 
Philip and the unseasonable war waged by him and his a on. 
Hellenic alliesagaiust the ..Etolians (534-537). It lI-as 220-217. 
only now, after the battle of Cannlll, that Demetrius of 
Pharos found Philip disposed to listen to his proposal to 
cede to Macedonia his lllyrian possessions-which it was 
necessary, indeed, to wrest in the first place from the 
Romans-and it was only now that the court of Pella came 
to terms with CarthAge. Macedonia undertook to land 
an invading army on the east coast of Italy, in return for 
which she received an assurance that the Roman possessions 
iu Epirus should be restored to her. 

o In Sicily king Hiero had during the years of peace main- Alliance be
tnined a policy of neutrality, so far as he could do so tween Car
with safety, lind he had shown a dispositiou to accommo- !;hage and 
date the Carthaginians during' the perilous crises After the l:iYracuse. 
peace with Rome, particularly by sending supplies of corn. 
There is no doubt that he saw with the utmost regret a' 
renewal of the breach between Carthage and Rome; but he 
had no power to avert it, and \'I hen it occurred he adhered 
with well-considered fidelity to Rome. But SOOI1 afterwards 
(in the autumn of 538) death removed the old man after a 216. 
reign of fifty-four years. The grandson and successor of 
the prudent veteran, the yOUJlg and incapable Hieronymus, 
entered at once into negotiations with the Carthaginian 
diplomatists; and, as they made no difficulty in consenting 
to secure to him by treaty, first Sicily so far as the old Car
thagino-SiciJian frontier, and then, when he rose in the arro-
gance of his demands, the possession even of the whole island, 
he entered into alliance with Carthage, and ordered the 
Syracusan fleet to unite with the Carthaginian which had 
come to threaten Syracuse. The position of the Roman 
fleet at Lilybroum, which ab:eady had to deal with a second 
Carthaginian squadron statIOned near the lEgates, became 
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all at once very critical, while at the same time the force 
that was in readiness at Rome for embarkation to Sicily 
had, in consequence of the defeat at Cannle, to be diverted 
to other and more urgent objects. 

Capua and Above all came the decisive fact, that now at length the 
most of ~e fabric of the Roman confederacy began to be unhinged, after it 
~mn;~m- had survived unshaken the shbcks of two severe years of war. 
I~; ;:.er There passed oyer to the .side of Hannibal Aryi in Apulia, 
over to and U zentum lD Messapla, two old towns whICh had' been 
Hannibal. greatly injured by the Roman colonies of Luceria and Brun-

disium; all the towns of the Bruttii-who took the lead
with the exception of the Petelini and the Consentini who 
had to be besieged before yielding; the greater portion of 
the Lucanians; the Picentes transplanted into the region of 
Salernum; the Hirpini; the Samnites with the exception 
of the Pentri;- lastly and chiefly, Capua the second city of 
Italy, which was able to bring into the field 30,000 infantry 
and 4000 horse, and whose secession determined thot of the 
neighbouring towns Atella and Calatia. The aristocratic 
party, indeed, attached by many ties to the interest of Home 
everywhere and more especially in Capua, very earnestly 
opposed this change of sides, and the obstinate internal 
conflicts which arose regarding it diminished not a little 
the advantage which Hannibal derived from these aece~sions. 
He found himself obliged, for instance, to h8\"e olle.d the 
leaders of the aristocratic party in Capua, Decius Magius, 
who even after the entrance of the Phrenicions obstinately 
contended for the Roman alliance, seized and conveyed to 
Carthage; thus furnishing a demonstration, very inconvenient 
for himself, of the small 'falue of the liberty and sovereignty 
which had jnst been solemnly guarantecd to the Companions 
by the Cartha"oinian general. On the other hand, the south 
Italian Greeks adhered to the Roman alliallce--a result to 
which the Roman garrisons no doubt contributed, but which. 
was still more due to the very decided dislike of the Hellenes 
towards the Phrenicians and towards their new Lucanian and 
Bruttian allies, and their attachment on the other hand to 
Rome, which had zealously embl'llced every opportunity"of 
displaying its J:Ielienism, lind had exhibited tQwards the 
Greeks in Italy an unwonted gentleness. Thus the Campa
nian Greeks, particularly Neapolis, courageously withstood 
the IIttack of Hannibal in person: in Magna Grrecia, Rhel,';um, 
Thurii, Metapontum, and Tarentum did the same notwith~ 
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standing their very perilous po~ition. Croton and Locri on 
the other hand were partly carried by storm, partly forced to 
capitulate, by the united Phrenicians and Bruttians; and the 
citizens of Croton were conducted tG Locr~ while Bruttian 
Colonists occupied that important naval station. The Latin 
colonies in southern Italy, such as Brundisium, Venusia, PalS
tUI!!, COilll, and Cales,. of course maintained unshaken fidelity 
to Rome. They were the strongholds by which the con
querors held in check a foreign land, and the colonists were 
settled on the soil of the surrounding population, and at 
feud with their neighbours; they, too, would be the first to 
be affected, if Hannibal should keep his word and restore to 
every Italian community its ancient boundaries. This was 
likewise the case with all central Italy, the earliest seat of 
the Roman rule, where Latin manners and language already 
everywhere preponderated, and the people felt themselves 
t~ be the comrades rather than the subjects of their rulers. 
Hannibal's opponents in the Carthaginian senate did not 
f"il t~ appeal to the fact that not one Roman citizen, or OHe 
Latin community had cast itself into' the arms of Carthage. 
This groundwork of the Roman power could only be broken 
up, like the CyclopE'an walls, stone by stone. 

Such were the consequences of the day of Cannle, in which Atlitnde of 
the flower of the soldiers and officers of the confederacy, a the Romana. 

-seventh of the whole number of Italians capable of hearing 
arms, perished. It was a cruel but righteous punishment 
for the grave political errors with which not merely some 
foolish or miserable individuals, but the Roman people them-
selves, wore justly chargeable. A constitution adapted for a 
small country town was no longer suitable for a great power; 
it was simply impossible that the question as to the leadership 
of the armies of the state in such a war could be left year 
after year to be decided by the Pandora's box of the ballot-
ing-urn. As a fundamental revision of the constitution, if 
practicable at all. could not at any rate be undertaken now, 
no course was left but at once to commit to the onlyautho-
rity which was in a position to undertake ,it--viz., the senate 
-the practical superintendence of the war, and in particular 
the bestowal and prolongation of the command, and to reserve 
to the comitia the mere formality of confirmation. The 
brilliant 8UCCeS<les of the Scipios in the difficult arena of 
Spanish warfare showed what might in this way be achieved. 
But political demagol:,'ism, which was already gnawmg at 
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the aristocratic foundations of the constitution, had seized 
on the management of the Italian war. The absurd accu
sation, that the nobles were conspiring with the enemy with
out, had made an impression on the "people." The heroes 
to whom political superstition looked for deliverance, Gaius 
"Flaminius and Marcus Varro, both ., new men" and friends 
of the people of the purest dye, had accordingly been em
powered by the multitude itself to execute the plans of 
operations which, amidst the approbation of that multitude, 
they had explained in the Forum; and the results were the 
battles of the Trasimene lake andof Cannal. Duty required 
that the senate, which now of course understood its task 
better than when it recalled half the army of Regulns from 
Africa, should take into its hands the management of affairs, 
and should oppose such mischievous proceedings; but when 
the first of those two defeats had for the moment placed 
the rudder in its hands, it had hardly acted in a manner un
biassed by the interests of party. Little as Quintus Fabius 
deserves to be compared with these Roman Cleons, be too 
conducted the war not as a mere military leader, but as 
the special political opponent of Gaius Flaminius; and, at a 
time ~hen unity ~as needed, he did what he could to exas
perate. The consequence was, first, that the most important 
instrument which the wisdom of their ancestors had placed 
in the hands of the senate for such uses,-the dictatorship,
-broke down in his hands; and, secondly (at least indirectly), 
the battle of Cannre. But the headlong fall of the Roman 
power was owing not' to the fault of Quintus Fabius or 
Marcus Varro, but to the distrust between the government 
and the governed,-to the variance between the senate and 
the citizens. If the deliverance and revival of the state were 
still' possible, the work had to begin with the re-establisb
ment ,of unity and of confidence at home. To have perceived 
this, and, what is of more importance, to have done it, and 
done it ~ith an abstinence from all recriminations however 
justly provoked, constitutes the glorious and imperishable 
honour of the Roman senate, When Varro-alone of all 
the generals who had command in the battle-returned to 
Rome; and the Roman senatorll met him at the gate and 
thanked him that he had not despaired of the salvation of his 
country, this was no empty phraseology concealing under 
sounding words the'ir real vexation, nor was it bitter 
mockery over a poor wretch; it ~as the conclusion of peace 
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betwecn the government and the governed. In presence of 
the gravity of the time and the gravity of such an appeal, 
the chattering of demagogues was silent; henceforth the only 
thought of the Romans was how they might be able jointly 
to avert the common peril. Quintus Fabius, whose tena
cious courage at this decisive moment was of' more service 
to the state than all his feats of war, and other senators of 
note took the lead in every movement, and restored to 
the citizens confidence 'in themselves and in the future. The 
senate preserved it.s firm and unbending attitude, while mes
sengers from all sides hastened to ROlDe to report the loss of 
battles, the secession of allies, the capture of posts and maga
zineR, and to request reinforcements for the valley of the Po 
lind for Sicily-nay, even when Italy was abandoned,and Rome 
itself was almost without a garrison. Assemblages of the 
multitude at the gates were forbidden; onlookers and women 
were sent to their houses; the time of mourning for the 
fallen was restricted to thirty days that the· service of the 
gods of joy, from which those clad in mourning attire were 
excluded, might not be too long interrupted-for so great 
was the number of the fallen, that there was scarcely a family 
which had not to lament its dead. Meanwhile the remnant 
saved from the field of battle had been a.~sembled by two 
able military tribunes, Appius Claudius and Publius Scipio the 
younger, at Canusium. The latter managed, by his spirited 
beariug, and by the brandished swords of his faithful com
rades, to change the views of those noble young lords who, 
in ind6llent despair of the salvation of their country, were 
thinking of escape beyond the sea. The eonanl Marcus 
Yarro joined them with a handful of men; about two legions 
were gradually collected there; the senate gave orders 
that they should be reorganized, aud degraded to serve in 
disgrace and without pay. The incapable general was on 
a suitable pretext recalled to Rome; the prretor, Marcus 
Claudius Marcellus, tried in the Gallic wars, who had been 
destined to depart for Sicily with the :Heet from Ostia, as
sumed the chief command. The utmost exertion~ were IlUlde 
to' organize an army capable of taking the field. The Latins 
were summoned to render aid in the common peril. Rome 
itself set the example, and called out all the Dlm above 
boyhood, armed the debtor-serfs and criminals, and even 
incorporated ill the army eight thousand slaves purchased by 
the state •. As there wus a want of' arms, they took the old 
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spoils from the temples, and everywhere set ~lie worbhops 
and artisans in action. The senate was completed, not as 
timid patriots nrged, from the ~atins, but from the Roman 
citizens who had the .best title. Haunibal offered a release 
of captives at the expense of the Roman treasury; it was de
clined, and the Carthaginian envoy who had arrived with the 
deputation of captives was not admitted into the city: nothing 
should look as i( the senate thought of peace. Not ouly 
were the allies.to be prevented from believing that Rome 
was disposed to enter into negotiations, but even the meanest 
citizen was to be made to understand that for him as for 
all there was no peace, and tha~ safety lay ouly in victory. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

THE WAR UNDER HANNIBAL FROM CANN£ TO ZAMA. 

THE aim of Hannibal in his expedition to Italy: had been to The crisis. 
break up the Italian confederacy: after three campaigns 
that aim had been attained, so fat as it "Was at all attainable. 
It was clear that the Greek and Latin or Latinized commu-
nities of Italy, since they had not been shaken in their al-
legiance by the day of Cannre, would not yield to terror, but 
only to force; and the desperate courage with which even in 
southern Italy isolated little country towns, Buch as the 
Bruttian Petelia,'conducted their forlorn defence against the 
Phrenicians, showed 'iery plainly what awaited them among 
the Marsians and Latins. If Hannibal had expected to ac
complish greater results in this direction and to lead even 
the Latins against Rome, these hopes had proved vain. But 
it appears as if even in other respect~ the Italian coalition 
had byno means produced the results which Hannibal hoped 
for. Capun had at once' stipulated that Hannibal should 
not have the right to call Campanian citizens compulso-
rily to arms; the citizens had not forgotten how Pyrrhus 
had acted in Tarentum, and they foolishly imagined that 
they should be able to withdraw at once from the Roman 
and frolll the Phrenician rule. Samnium and Luceria were no 
longer what they had been, when King Pyrrhus had thought 
of marching into Rome at the head of the Sabellian youth. 
Not only did the chain of Roman fortresses everywhere 
cut the nerves and sinews of the land, but the Roman rule 
for many years had rendered the inhabitants unused to arms 
-they furnished only a m.odera~e contingent to the RO!llan 
armies~had appeased the1.1' anCient hatred, and had gamed 
over a number of individuals everywhere to the interest of 
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the ruling community. They joined the conqneror of the 
Rom,ans, indeed, after the cause of Rome seemed fairly lost, 
but they fdt that the question was no longer one of liberty ; 
it was simply the exchange of an Italian for a Phrenician 
master, and it was not enthusiasm, but despair that threw the 
Sabellian communities into the arms of the victor. Under 
such circumstances the war in Italy flagged. Hannibal, who 
commanded the southern part of the peninsula as fiu up as 
the Volturnus and Garganus, and who could not simply 
abandon these lands again as he had aballdon~d that of the 
Celts, had now a frontier to protect, which could not be 
left uncovered with impunity; and for the purpose of de
fending the districts he had gained against the fortresscs 
which everywhere defied him and the armies advancing from 
the north, and at the same time of re.suming the difficult 
oftimsive agninst central Italy, his forces-Bll army of about 
40,000 men, without reckoning the Italian contingents-
were far from sufficient. , 

~I"rcellu.. Above all, he found that other antagonists were op-
posed to him. Taught by fearfw. expericnce, the Romans 
adopted a more judicious· system of conducting the war, 
appointed none but experienced generals to the charge of 
their armies, and left them, at least where it was necessary, 
for a 'longer period in command. Xhefe generals were 
neither mere spectators of the enemy's movements from the 
mountains, nor did the1 thrOw themseh"es on their ad\'ersary 
wherever they found hllll; they kept the true mean between 
inaction and precipitation, and, taking up their positions 
in entrenched CBmps under the walls of fortresses, they 
accepted battle where victory would lcad to results and 
defeat would not be destruction. The soul of this new war
fare was Marcus Claudius Marcellus. Instinctivel" after the 
disastrous day of Cannm, the senate and people ilad turned 
their eyes to this brave and experienced officer, and intrusted 
him at once with the actual supreme command. He had re
ceived his training in the troublesome warfare against Hamil
car in Sicily, and had given brilliant evidence of his talents as 
a leader as well as of his personal valour in the last campaigns 
against the Celts. Although far above fifty, he still glowed 
with all the ardour of the most youthful soldier, and only a 
few years before this he had, while general, cut down the 
mounted general of the enemy (P. 82)-the first and only 
Roman consul who achieved that feat of arms. His life was 
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ronsecrated to the two divinities, to whom he t'reefed the 
splendid doubl~ temple at the Capene Gate, to Honour and 
to Valour; and, • hi Ie the Ult'rit of rescuing Rome from the 
extremity of danger belonged to no lIingle individual but 011 

the contrary peMaiued to the Uomau citizenll collectively, 
and pre-eminelltly to the senate, yet no lIingle man con
tributed more to~arda the structure reared by the commoll 
labour than lIarcua Marcellull. 

From the fit'id of battle Hannibal bad turned hi. lltepa to Hauoibal 
Campania. lie knew Home better than the simpletons, who p.....-la to 
in ancient and modem times have fancied that he migbt have Cam .... ia. 
tenninated tbe struggle by a march on the eoemy'a capital. 
Modem .-arfare, it is true, decides a .-ar on the field of 
battle; but in ancient times. when tbe system of attacking 
fortres8ea W8II far leaa developed than the system of defence. 
tbe most romplete SUcceatl in tbe field W8II on numberleaa 
oecatiioDi neutralized by tbe reaistauce of tbe walla of tbe 
capitals. The council and citizens of Carthage were not at 
all to be rompared to the aenate and people of Rome; the 
peril of Carthage after the first campaign of &gulua was 
infinitely more imminent than that of Rome after the battle 
of CaDDie; yet Carthage bad mwe a stand and been oom
pletelv,-ictorioUII. Witb what ("olour could it be expected, 
that Rome would now deliver her keys to tbe victor, or even 
accept an equitable peace P lnstead therefore of 68CrL-
ficing practicable and important IIU~ through such 
empty demonstrations, or 1000ing time in tbe besieging of the 
two thousand Homan fugitives enclosed within tbe walla of 
Canusium, Hannibal had immediately proceeded to Capua 
before the Romanll could throw in a f,!:3lTison, and by bis ad-
vance had induced thill IIeCOnd city of Italy, after long hesita-
tion, to join bim.. He probably hoped that, in p088e88ion of 
Capua, be would be able to seize one of tbe Campanian 
porta, where he miJ:ht disembark the reinforcementa which 
his great victories had .-rung from the opposition at home. 

-When the Homans learned .-hither Hannibal had gone, IIen .... AI ttf 
theyal80 left Apulia, where only a weak division W811 re- tIw ...... i .. 
tained, and coUect.ed tbeir I't'maining strength on the right 
bank of the. oltumUII. With the two legions SAVed from 
CaIUllll lIarcu8 llareellua mlirched to Teanum Sidi~inum, 

. where he wall joined by IlUcb troops as .-ere at the mome~t 
dispmable from Home an_d Ostia, and advanced:-wbile 
the dictator Marcua J UWWI alowly followed Wlth the 
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main army which bad been hastily formed-as far as the 
Volturnus at Casilinum, with a view if possible to save 
Capua. That city he found already in the power of the 
enemy; but on the otber hand the attempts of the enemy on 
Neapolis bad .been thwarted by the courageous resistance 
of the citizens, and the Romans were stilJ in good time to 
throw a garrison into that important port. With equal 
fidelity the two other large coast towns, Cumm and N uceria, 
adhered to Rome. In Nola the struggle between the popular 
and senatorial parties, as to whether they should attl\ch them
selves to the Carthaginians or to the Romans, was still unde
cided. Informed that the former were gaining the superiority, 
Marcellus crossed the river at Caiatia, and marching along 
the heights of Suessula so as to evade the enemy's army, he 
reached Nola in sufficient time to hold it against the foes 
without and within, and in a sally repulsed Hannibal in 
person with considerable loss j a success which, as the first de
feat sustained by Hannibal, was of far more importance from 
its moral effect than from its material results. In Campania 
indeed, N uceria, Acerrm, and, after an obstinate siege pro-

215. longed into the following year (539), Casilinum also, the 
key of ,the V olturnus, were conquered by Hannibal, and the 
severest punishments were inflicted on the senates of these 
towns, which had adhered to Rome. :But terror is a bad 
weapon of proselytism; the Romans succeeded, with com~ 
paratively trifling loss, in surmounting the perilous moment 
of their first weakness. The war in Campania came to a 
standstill; then winter came on, and Hannibal took up his 
quarters in Capua, the luxury of which was by no means 
fraught with benefit to his troops who for three years had not 

215. been uuder a roof. In the next year (539) the war already ac
quired another aspect. The tried general Marcus Marcellus, 
Tiberius Sempronius Gracchus, who had distinguished him
self in the campaign of the previous year as master of the 
horse to the dictator, and the veteran Quintus Fabius Maxi
mus, took-Marcellus as proconsul, the two others as con
suls-the command of the three Roman armies which were 
destined to surround Capua and Hannibal j Marcellus rest
.ing on Nola and Suessula, Maximus taking 8 position on the 
right bank of the Volturnus near Cales, and Gracchus on 
the coast near Liternum, covering N 6apolis and Curum. The 
Carupaniuns, who marched to Hamm three miles from 
Cumm with a view to surprise the Cumreans, were thoroughly 
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defeated by Gracchu8; Hannibal, who had appeared before 
Cumm to wipe out the stain, was himself worsted in 
a combat, and when the pitched ba.ttle offered by him was 
declined, retreated·in ill humour to Capus. \Vhile the 
Romans ill Campania thus not only-maintained what they pos-
sessed, but also recovered Compulteria and other mIDor 
placc~,loud complaints were heard fl'om the eastern allies of 
Hannibal. A Roman army uuder the prretor Marcus Valerius The war in 
had taken position at Luceria, partly that it might, in con- Apulia. 
nection with the Roman fleet, watch the east coast and the 
movements of the Macedonians ; partly that it might, in con-
nection with the army 9f Nola, pillage the revolted Sam-
nites, LUC8uians, and Hirpinians.· To give relief to these, 
Hannibal turned first against his most active opponent, 
Marcus Marcellus; but the latter achieved under the walls 
of Nola no inconsiderable victory over the Punic army, 
and it was obliged to depart, without having cleared off the 
stain, from, Campania for Arpi, in order at length to check the 
progress of the enemy's army in Apulia. Tiberius Gracchus 
followed it with his corps, while the two other Roman armies 
in Campania made arrangements to pL'oeeed next spring to 
the attack of Capua. 

The clear vision of Hannibal had not been dazzled by his Hannibal 
victories. It became every day more evident that he was reduced 1.0 ' 

not by their means gaining his end. Those rapid marches, and ~e ?e
that almost romantic shifting and tossing of the war hither nSlve. 

and thither, to which Hannibal was meinly indebted for his 
successes, were' at an end; the enemy had become wiser; 
further enterprises were rendered almost impossible by the 
inevitable necessity of defending what had been gained. 
The offensive was not to be thought of; the defensive was 
difficult, and threatened every year to become more so. He 
could not conceal from himself that the second half of his 
grent task, the subjugation of the Latins and the conquest 
of Rome, could not be accomplished with his own forces and 
those of his Italian allies alone. Its accomplishment de- Ris pros
pended on the council at Carthage, on the head-quarters at P,;,ts 8.' to 
Cartagena, on the courts of Pella and of Syracuse. If" all rel~~rco
the resources of Africa, Spain, Sicily, and Macedonia should me . 
now be put forth in earnest against the common enemy; if 
Lower Italy should become the great rendezvous for the 
armies and fleets of the west, south, and east; he might hope 
Buccessfully to fi.nllih what the vanguard undlJr his leadership 
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had so brilliantly begun. The most natural and easy course 
would have· been to send to him adequate support from 
home; and the Carthaginian state, which had remained 
almost unaffected by the war, and had been raised from 
its deep decline and brought so close to complete victory 
by a small band .... f resolute patriots acting of their own 
accord and at their own risk, could undoubtedly have 
done so. That it would have been possible to land from a 
Phrenician fleet a force of any desired sttengthat Locri or 
Croton, especially as long .as the port of Syracuse remained 
open to the Carthaginians and the fleet at Brundisium was 
kept in check by Macedonia, is demonstrated by the 
unopposed disembarkation at Locri of 4000 Africans, whom 
Bomilcar about this time brought over from Carthage to 
Hannibal, and still more by Hannibal's undisturbed em
barkation, when all had been already lost. But after the 
first impression of the victory of Cannre,had died away, the 
peace party in Carthage, which was at all times ready to 
purchase the downfall of its political opponents at the 
expense of its country, and which found faithful support in 
the shortsightedness and indolence of the citizens, refused 
the entreaties of the general for more decided support with 
the half simple, half malicious reply, that he in fact needed 
no help inasmuch as he was really victor; and thus contri
buted not much less than the Roman senate to save Rome. 
Hannibal, reared in the camp and a stranger to the ma
chinery of, civic factions, found ,no popular leader on whose 
support he could rely, such as his father had found in 
Ilasdrubal; and he was obliged to seek abroad the means of 
saving his native country-means which it possessed in rich 
abundance at home. 

For this purpose he might, at least with more prospect of 
success, reckon on the leaders of the Spanish patriot army, on 
the connections which he had formed in Syracuse, and on 
the interventioD. of Philip. Everything depended on bring
ing new forceS into the field of war against Rome from 
Spain, Syracuse, or Macedonia; and for the attainment, or 
for the prevention, of this object wars were carried on in 
Spain, Sicily, and Greece. All of these were but means to 
an end, and historians have often erred in accounting them 
of greater importance. So far as the Romans were con
cerned, they were essentially defensive wars, the proper 
objects of which were to hold the passes of the Pyrenees, to 
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retain the l\facedonian army in Greece, to defend Messana 
and to pr6'Vent communication between Italy and Spain. Of 
course this defensive .warfare was, wherever it was possible, 
carried· on by offensive means; and, as circumstances fa
voured its expansion, it led to the expulsion of the Phreni
cians from Spain and Sicily. and to the dissolution of Han· 
nibal's alliances with Syracuse and with Philip. The 
Italian war' in itself fell for the time being into the 
shade, and melted away into conflicts about fortresses and 
razzias, which had no decisive effect on the main issue. 
Nevertheless, so long as the Phrenicians retained the of·· 
fensive at all, Italy always remained the central object 
of operations; and all efforts were directed lowards, as all 
interest centred in, the removal or the continuance of 
Hannibal's isolation in southern Italy. 

Had it been possible, immediately after the battle of The ~ending 
,cannm, to bring into play all the resources on which ~f relD- t 

Hannibal thought that he might reckon, he might have been t~~~~r":ri~Y 
tolerably certain of success. But the position of Hasdrubal frustrated. 
at that time in Spain after the battle on the Ebro was so 
critical, that the supplies of money and men, which the 
victory of Cannm had roused the Carthaginian citizens to 
furnish, were for the most part expended on Spain, but 
without producing any improvement in the position of 
affairs there. The Scipios transferred the theatre of war in 
the following campaign (539) from the Ebro to the Guadal- 215. 
quivir; and in Andalusia, in the very centre of the proper 
Varthaginian territol)', they achieved at Illiturgi and 
Iniibili two brilliant VIctories. In Sardinia communications 
entered into with tl;ie natives led the Carthaginians to hope 
that they should be able to master the island, which 
would have been of importance as an intermediate station 
between Spain and Italy. But Titus Manlius Torquatus, 
who was sent with a Roman army to Sardinia, completely 
destroyed the Carthaginian landing force,· and reassured to 
the Romans ~he undisputed possession of the island (539). 215.' 
The legions from CanDm sent to Sicily held their ground in 
the north and east of the island with courage and BUC-

cess against the Carthaginians and Hieronymus; the latter 
met his death towards the end of 539 by the hand of 215. 
an assassin. Even in the case of Macedonia the ratification 
of the alliance was delayed, principally because the Mac~ 
donian envoys Bent to Hannibal were captured on thell' 

TOL. Il~ L 
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homeward journey by the Roman vessels of war.' In conse
quenee the dreaded invasion of the east coast was temporarily 
suspended; and the Romans gained time to secure the very 
important station of Brundisium first by their fleet and 
then by the land arm.y which hefore the arrival of Gracchus 
was employed for the protection pf Apulia, and even to make 
preparations for an invasion of Macedonia in the event of 
war being declared. While in Italy the war thus came to a 
standstill, out of Italy nothing was done OIi the part of Car
thage to accelerate the movement of new armies or :!leets 
towards the seat of war. The Romans, again, had everywhere 
with the greatest energy put themselves in a state of defence, 
and in that defensive attitude had fought for the most part 
with good results '.'I'herever the genius of Hannibal was ab
sent. Thus the short-lived patriotism, which the victory of 
Cannm had a.wakened in Carthage, evaporated; the not incon
siderable forces which had been organized there were, eithero 
through factious opposition or through an useless attempt to 
conciliate the different opinions expressed in the council, 
so frittered away that they were nowhere of any real service, 
and but a very small portion arrived. at the spot where they 

215, would have been most useful. At the close of 539 refle!!ting 
Roman statesmeo. might feel that the pressure of the 
danger was past, and that the only object now was to perse
vere in straining every nerve at all points, so as to bring to 
a happy termination the resistance so heroically begun. . 

War in . First of all the war in Sicily was brought to an end. It 
Sicily. had formed no part of Ha!:mibal's original plan to excite a war 

on the island; but partly through accident, chiefly through: 
the boyish vanity of the imI?rudent Hieronymus, a. land 
war had broken out there, whlCh, doubtless because Hanni-: 
bal had not planned it, the Carthaginian council took up' 

215. with especial zeal. After Hieronymus was killed in 539, it 
seemed more than doubtful whether the citizens would per

Siege of severe in the policy which he had pursued. If any city 
Symcn... had reason to adhere to Rome, that city was Syracuse; for 

the victory of the Carthaginians over the Romans could not 
but give to the former, at any rate, the sovereignty of all 
Sicily, and no one could seriously beEeve that the promises 
made by Carthage to the Syracusans would be actually kept. 
Partly induced by' this consideration, partly terrified by the 
threatening preparations of the Roman&-who made every 
effort to bring once more under their complete control th&t 
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important island, the brid~e between Italy and :Africa, and 
now for the campaign of 540 sent their best general, Marcus 214. 
Marcellus, to Sicily-the Syracusan citizens"showed a dispo-
sition to obtain oblivion of the ·past by a timely return to 
the Roman alliance. But, ami~t the dreadful confusion in 
the city (which after the death of Hieronymns was agitated 
alternately by endeavours to restore the ancient freedom of 
the people and by the attempts of numerous pretenders to 
seize the vacant throne, while the foreign captains of the mer
cenary troops were the real masters of the place) Hannibal's 
dexterous emissaries, Hippocrates and Epicydes, found oppor-
tunit,Y to frustrate the projects of peace. They stirred up the 
multltude in the Dame of liberty; descriptions, exaggerated 
beyond measure, of the fearful punishment that the Romans 
were said to have inflicted on the Leontines who had just 
been re-conquered, awakened doubts even among the better 
portion of the citizens whether it was not too late to restore 
their old relations with Rome; while the numerous Roman· 
deserters among the mercenaries, mostly runaway 'rowers· 
from the fleet, were easily persuaded that a peape on the part 
of the citizens with Rome would be their death-warrant. So 
the chief magistrates were put to death, the armistice was 
broken, and Hippocrates and Epicydes undertook the govern-
ment of the city. No course was left to the consul except 
to undertake a siege; but the skilful conduct of the defence, 
in which the Syracusan engineer Archimedes, celebrated as 
a learned mathematician, especially distinguished himself, 
compelled the Romans after besieging the city for eight 
months to convert the lIiege into a blockade by sea and land. 

In the meanwhile Carthage, which hitherto had only Carthagi
supported the Syracusans with her fleets, on receiving news n~":'l •• p ... 
of their renewed rising in arms against the Romans, had ~l.tl~n tu 
despatched a strong land army under Himilco to Sicily, lei Y·. 
whlCh landed without interruption at Heraclea.Minoa and 
immediately occupied the· important town of Agrigentum. 
To effect a junction with Himilco, the bold and able Hippo-
cratetl marched forth frolll Syracuse with an army: the posi-
tion of Marcellus between the garrison of Syracuse and the 
two hostile armies began to be critical. With the help of 
some reinforcements, however, which arrived from Italy, he 
maintained· his ground in the island ana. continued. the 
blo.ckade of. Syracuse. On the other hand, the greater por-
tion of the small inland towns were driven into the arms or 
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fence of the city were intrusted by the foreign troops to 
their captains. Marcellus now entered into a ·negotiation 
with one of these, which gave into his hands one of the two 
portions of the city that were still free, the Island; upon 
which the citizens voluntarily opened to him also the gates 
of Achradina (in the autumn of 542). If mercy was, to be 212. 
shown in any case, it might, even according to the far from Conquest of 
laudable principles of Roman public law as to the treatment Syracuse. 
of perfidious eommunities, have been extended to a city 
which manifestly had not been at liberty to act for itself, 
and which had repeatedly made the most earnest attempts 
to get rid of the tyranny of the foreign soldiers. Neverthe-
less, not only did Marcellus stain his military honour by 
permitting a general pillage of the wealthy mercantile city, 
in the course of which Archimedes and many other citizens 
were put to death, but the Roman senate lent a deaf ear to 
the complaints which the, Syracusans afterwards presented re-
garding the feted general, and neither returned to individuals 
their property nor restored to the city its freedom. Syra-
cuse and the towns that had been previously dependent on 
it were classed among the communities tributary to Rome
Tauromenium and Neetum alone obtained the same privi-
leges as Messana, while the territory of Leontini oecame 
Roman domain and its former proprietors Roman lessees-
and no Syracusan citizcn was henceforth allowed to reside 
in the" Island," the portion of the city that commanded 
the harbour. • 

Sicily thus appeared lost to the Carthaginians;' but the Guerilla 
geniuB of Hannibal exercised even from a distance its influ- w:a~ in 
ence there. He despatched to the Carthaginian army, which SIcily. 
remained at Agrigentum in perplexity and inaction under 
Hanno and Epicydes, a Libyan cavalry officer, Mutines, who 
took the command of the Numidian cavalry, and with his 
fiying squadrons, fanning into an open flame the bitter hatred 
which the despotic rule of the Romans had excited over: all 
the island, commenced a guerilla warfare on the most ex
tensive scale and with the happiest results; so that he even, 
when the Carthaginian and Roman armies met on the river 
Himera, sustained some conflicts with Marcellus himself 
successfully. The relations, however, which prevailed be-
tween Hannibal and the Carthaginian council, were here 
repeated on 8 small scale. The general appointed by the 
council pursued with jealous envy the officer sent by Han-
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nibal, and insisted upougiving battle to the proconsul with
out Mutinl!s and the N nmidians. The wish of Hanno was 
carried out, and he was completely beaten. Mutines was not 
induced to deviate from his course; he maintained himself in 
the interior of the country, occupied several small towns, 
and was enabled by the not inconsiderable reinforcements 
which joined him from Carthage gradually to extend his ope
rations. His successes were so brilliant, that at length_ the 
commander-in-chief, ,,"ho could not otherwise prevent the 
cavalry officer from eclipsing him, deprived him summarily of 
the command of the light cavalrY, and intrusted it to his O'l'l"ll 

son. The Numidian, who had now for two years preserved 
the island for bis Phrenician masters, had the measure of bis 
patience exhausted by this treatment. He and his horsemen 
w"bo refused to follow the younger Hanno entered into nego
tiations with the Roman general Marcus Valerius Lrevinus, 

Ag,igentum and delivered to him Agrigentnm. JIanno escaped in a boat, 
",-"upied by and went to Carthage to report to his superiors the dis
the Romans. graceful high treason of Hannibal's officer; the Phrenician 

garrison -in the tovm was put to death by the ~mans, and 
210. the citizens wllre Bold into slavery (544). To secure the 
214. island from such surprises as the landing of 540, the city 

received a Roman colony; the old and glorious Aki.-a,,"lIS be-
• Sicily tran- came the Roman fortress Agrigentum.· After the whole of 

quillized. Sicily.was thus subdued, the Romans exerted themselves to 
restore some sort of tranquillity and order to the distracted 
island. The rabble of banditti that haunted the interior 
were driven together en masS8 and conveyed to Italy, that 
from their head-quarters at Rheginm they might burn and 
destroy in the territories of Hannibal's allies. The govern
ment did its utmost to promote the restoration of agriculture 
which had been tptally neglected in the island. 1'he Car
thaginian council more than. once talked of sending a fleet to 
Sicily and renewing the war there; but the project went no 
further. 

Philip of 
Macedonia 
procrasti
nates. 

- Macedonia might have exercised an influence over the 
course of events more decisive than that of Syracuse. From 
the eastern powers neither aid nor resistance was for the 
moment to be looked for. Antiochus the Great, the natural 
ally of Philip, must, after the decisive victory of the Egyp-

217. tians at Raphia in 537, have deemed himself fortunate in 
obtaining peace from the indolent Philopator on the basis of 
the 8tatus quo ante. The rivalry of the Lagidre and the con-
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stant apprehension of a renewed outbreak of the war on the 
one, hand, and insurrections of pretenders in the interior 
and enterprises of all sorts in Asia Minor, Bactria, and the 
eastern satrapies on the other, prevented him from joining 
that great anti-Roman alliance which Hannibal had in view. 
The Egyptian court was decidedly on the side .of Rome, with 
which it renewed alliance in 544; but it was not to be ex· 
pected that Ptolemy Philopator would support Rome other
wise than by sending cargoes of corn. Accordingly there 
was nothing, save their own discord, to prevent Greece and 
~acedonia from throwing their decisive weight into the 
~eat Italian strug~le; they might save the Hellenic name. 
If they had the self-control to stand by el4ch other for but a 
few years against the common foe. Such sentiments were 
current in Greece. The prophetic saying of Agelaus of N au
pactus, that he was afraid that the prize-fights in which 
the Hellenes now indulged at home might soon be over; his 
earnest warning to direct their eyes to the west, and not to 
allow a stronger power to impose on all the parties now con
tending a peace fraught with equal servitude-such sayings 
had essentially contributed to bring about the peace between 
Philip and the ..Etolians (537), and it was a significant 
proof of the tendency of that peace, that the ..Etoliau league 
immediately nominated Agelaus as its strategus. 

National patriotism was bestirring itself in Greece as in 
Carthage; for a moment it ,seemed possible to kindle a 
national Hellenic war against Rome. But the general in 
such a crusade must needs be Phi1ip of Macedonia; and he 
lacked that enthusiasm and that faith in the nation, which 
alone could carry out suoh a war. He knew not how to 
solve the arduous problem of transforming himself from the 
oppressor into the champion of Greece. His very delay in 
the conclusion of the alliance with Hannibal damped the 
first and best zeal of the Greek patriots; and when he did 
enter into the conflict with Rome, his mode of conducting 
war was still less adapted to awaken sympathy and confi

, dence. His first attempt. which was made in the very year 
of the battIe of Canrue (538), to obtain possession of the 
city of Apollonia. failed in a way almost ridiculous, for 
Philip turned back in all haste on receiving the totally 
groundless re]?ort that a Roman fleet was steering for the 
Adriatic. ThiS took place before there was a formal breach 
with Rome; when the breach ~t length ensued, friend and 
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217. 
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foe expected a Macedonian desc.ent on Lower Italy. From 
215. 539 a Roman fleet and army were stationed at Brundisium 

to meet it; Philip, who was without -vessels of war, was 
constructing a flotilla of light Illyrian barks to convey his 
army across. But when the endeavour had to be made in 
earnest, his courage failed to encounter the dreaded quin
queremes at sea; he broke the promise which he had given 
to his ally Hannibal to attempt a descent, -and with the 
view of still doing something he resolved to make an attack 
on his own share of the spoil, the Roman possessions in 

214. Epirus (540). Nothing would have come of this even at 
the best; but the Romans, who well knew that offensive 
was prelerable to, defensivo protection, were by no means 
content, as Philip probably expected they would be, to re
main spectators of the attack from the opposite shore. The 
Roman fleet conveyed a division of the army from Brundisiutn 
to Epirus; Oricum was recaptured from the king, a garrison 
was thrown into Apollonia, and the Macedonian camp was 
stormed. Thereupon Philip 'passed from partial fiction to 
total inaction, and notwithstanding all the com~laintB of 
Hannibal, who vainly tried to infuse into Philip s halting 
and shortsighted policy the energy of his own fire and deci
sion, he allowed some years to elapse in armed inactivity. 

Rome heads Nor was Philip the first to renew the hostilities. The 
a ,[212. fall of Tarentum (542), by which Hannibal acquired -an ex
Gr-=~ cellent port on that coast which was the most -conve
c~ti,~n nient fot the landing of a Macedonian army, at length led 
~=:onia. the Rom~ns to parry the blow at a distance, and to give the 

Macedomans so much employment at home that they could 
not think of an attempt on Italy. The national enthusiasm 
in Greece had of course evaporated long ago. With the 
help of the old feeling of opposition to Macedonia, and of the 
fresh acts of imprudence and injustice of which Philip had 
been guilty, the Roman admiral Lrevinus found no diffi
culty in organizing against }\facedon a coalition of the in
termediate and minor powers under the protectorate of Rome. 
It was headed by the 1Etolians, at whose diet Lrevinus 
had personally appeared and had gained its support by a 
promise of the Acarnanian territory which the 1Etolians had 
long coveted. They concluded with Rome an honourable 
agreement to rob the rest of the Greeks of men and land 
on the joint account, so that the land should belong to the 
1Etolians, the _men and moveables to the Romans. They were 
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joined by ·the states of anti-Macedonian, or rather prim'arily 
of anti-Achrean, tendencies in Greece proper; in Attica by 
Athens, in the PelQPonnesus by Elis and Messene, and espe
ciall y by Sparta, the antiquated constitution of which had been 
just about this time overthrown by a daring soldier, Macha
nidas, in order that he might exercise despotic power under 
the name of king Pelops, a minor, and might establish a 
government 6f military adventurers sustained by bands of 
mercenaries. The coalition was joined moreover by those 
steadfast antagonist" of Macedon, the chiefs of the half
barbarous Thraciau and Illyrian tribes, arid lastly by Atta
Ius king of Pergamus, who followed out his own interest with 
sagacity and energy amidst the ruin of the two great Greek 
states which surrounded him, and had the acuteness even 
now to attach himself as a client to Rome when his alliance 
was still of some value. 

It is neither agreeable nor necess8:ry: to follow the vicissi- RcsultJess 
tudes of this aimless struggle. PhIlip, although he was ",arM. 
superior to each of his opponents and repelled their attacks 
on all Bides with energy and personal valour, yet consumed his 
time and strength in that profitless defensive. Now he had 
to turn against the ..Etolians, who in coneert with the Roman 
fleet annihilated the 11Jlfortunate Acarnanians and threatened 
Locris and Thessaly; now an invasion of barbarians sum-
moned him to the northern provinces; now the Achreans 110-
lieited his help against the predatory expeditions of A:tolians 
and Spartans; now king Attalus of Pergamus nnd the Roman 
admiral Publius Sulpicius, with their combined fleets, thrl'at-
ened the east coast or disembarked troops in Eubrea. The 
want of a war fieet paralyzed Philip in all his movements; he 
even went so far as to beg vessels of war from his ally Prusias 
of Bithynia, and even from Hannibal. It was only towards 
the close of the war that he resolved-as he should have 
done at first-to order the construction of 100 ships of war, 
of which however no use was made, if the order was exe-
cuted at all. All who understood the position of Greece Peace be
and sympathized with it lamented the unhappy war, in which ~~~n d 
the last energies of Greece preyed upon itself and the pros- th: 6'':''. 
perity of the land was destroyed; repeatedly the commer-
cial states, Rhodes, Chios, Mitylene, Byzantium, Athens, 
and even E.."Y('t had a~temp~d a mediation. In fa~t both 
parties had an mterest, m comrng to term~. ,!he A:tohans, to 
whom their Roman allies attached the chief nnportance, had, 
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as well as the Macedonians, suffered greatly in consequence 
of the war;. especially after the petty king of the Athamanes 
had been gained by Philip, and the interior of A<:tolia had thus 
been laid open to Macedonian incUrsions. Many A<:tolians 
e\'"en had their eyes gradnally opened to the dishonourable 
and' pernicious part which the. Roman alliance condemned 
them to play; a cry of horror pervaded the whole Greek 
nation when the lEtolians, in concert with the Romans, sold 
Hellenic citizens, such as those of Anticyra, Oreus, Dmye, 
and lEgina, en masse into slavery. :But the lEtolians were no 
longer free; they would run a great risk if of their own 
accord they concluded peace with Philip, and they found 
the Romans by no means disposed, especially after the 
favourable turn which matters were taking in Spain and in 
Italy, to desist. from a war, which on their own part was 
carried on with merely a few ships, and the burden and 
injury of which fen mainly on the lEtolians. At length 
however thelEtolians resolved to listen to the mediating cities: 
and, notwithstanding the counter efforts of the Romans, 
a peace was arranged in the winter of 548·9 between the 
Greek powers. lEtolia had converted an over-powerful ally 
into a dangerous enemy; but the Roman senate, which just 
at that time was summoning all the resources of the exhausted 
state for. the decisive expedition to Africa, did not deem 
it a fitting moment to resent the breach of the alliance. 
The war even with Philip could not have been earried on by 
the Romans without considerable exertions {)f their own 
after the withdrawal of the lEtolians; and it appeared to 
them more advantageous to terminate it also by a peace, 
whereby Rome retained all her possessions on the coast 
of Epirus except the worthless territory of the Atintanes. 
Under the circumstances Philip might deem himself fortu
nate in obtaining terms so favourable; but that issue pro
claimed-what could not indeed be longer concealed-that all 
the unspeakable misery which ten years of a warfare waged 
with revolting inhumanity had brought upon Greece had 
been endured for no end, and that the noble and just combi
nation, which Hannibal had projected and all Greece had for 
a moment joined, was shattered irretrievably. 

In Spain, where the spirit of Hamilcar and Hannibal was 
powerful, the struggle was more severe. Its progress was 
marked by the singular vicissitudes incidental ~ the peculiar 
Jlllture of the country and the habits of the people. The 
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farmers and shepherds, who inhabited the beautiful valley of 
the Ebro and the luxuriantly fertile Andalusia as well as the 
rough upland region traversed by numerous wooded moun
tain ranges that lay between them, could easily be congre
gated as an armed levee en. masse, but it was difficult to lead 
them against the enemy, or even to keep them together at all. 
The inhabitants of the towns could just as little be combined 
for steady and united action, obstinately as they bade 'defiance 
to the oppressor behind their walls. They, • all appear to 
have made little distinction between the Romans and the 
Carlhaginians; whether the troublesome guests who had 
established themselves in the valley of the Ebro, or those 
who had established themselves on the Guadalquivir, possessed 
a larger or smaller portion of the peninsula, was probably 
to the nation very much a matter of indifference; and for 
that reason the peculiarly Spanish trait of tenacity in parti
sanship was little prominent in this war, with isolated 
exceptions such as Saguntum on the Roman and Astapa 
on the Carthaginian side. But as neither the Romans 
nor the Mricans had brought with them sufficient forces 
of their own, the war necessarily became on both sides 
a struggle to gain partisans, which was rarely decided by 
well-founded attachment, more usually by fear, money, or 
accident, and which, when it seemed about to enll, resolved 
itself into.& series of fortress sieges and guerilla conflicts 
whence it soon revived with fresh fury. The armies are as 
shifting as the sand downs on the sea shore; on the spot 
where a hill stood yesterday, not a trace of it remains to-day. 
In general the superiority was on the side of the Romans, 
partly because they at first appeared in Spain as the deli
verers of the land from Phamician despotism, partly because 
of the fortunate selection of their leaders and of the stronger 
nucleus of trustworthy troops which these brought along 
with them. It is impossible, however, with the very imper
fect and, in point of chronology especially, very confused 
accounts which have been handed down to us, to give a satis-
factory view of a war so conducted. . 

The two lieutenant-governors of the Romans in the pe- SUClCe~~ of 
ninsula, GDleus and Publius Scipio, both of them, but the ScipIO •• 
especially Gnreus, good generals and excellent adminis-
trators, accomplished their task with the most brilliant 
success. Not only was the barrier of th" Pyrenees stead-
fastly maintained, and an attem~t to re-establish the inter-
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rupted communication by land between the commander-in
chief of the enemy and his head-quarters sternly repulsed; 
not only had a Spanish New Rome been created, after the 
model of the Spanish New Carthage, by means of the compre
hensive fortifications and harbour-works of Tarraco, but the 

215. Roman armies had already in 539 fought with success in 
Andalusia (P. 145). Their expedition thither was repeated 

214. in the following year (540) with still greater success. The 
Romans carried their ,arms almost to the pillars of Hercules, 
extended thejr protectorate in South Spain, and lastly, by 
regaining and re-establishing Saguntum, 1!ecured for them
selves an important station on the line from the Ebro to 
Cartagena, repaying at the same time as far as possible an old 
debt which the nation owed. While the Scipios thus almost 
drove the Carlhaginians. out of Spain, they had the skill to 
raise up a dangerous enemy to them in western Africa itself in 

Syphax the person of the powerful west Mrican prince Syphax, ruling 
against Car- in the modern provinces' of 01:an and Algiers, who entered 
thag;i3 into connectiouB with the Romans (about 541). Had it 

. been possible to supply him with a Roman al'mv, great results 
might have heen expected; but at that time not a man 
could be spared from Italy, and the Spanish army was too, 
weak to be divided. But even Syphax's own troops, trained 
and led by Roman officers, excited so serious a ferment 
among the Libyan subjects of Carthage that the.lieutenant
commander of Spain and Mrica, Hasdrubal Barca himself, 
went to Mrica with the flower of his Spanish troops. Little 
more is related of this Libyan war than the story of the 
cruel vengeance which Carthage, as was her wont, inflicted 
on the rebels, after the rival ,of Syphax, king Gala (in the 
modern province of Constantine), had declared for Carthage, 
and had by means of his brave son :Massinissa defeated Syphax 
and c.ompelled him. to .make ~eace. . 

TIle Scipio. ThIS t1;U'n of affaIrS lU AfrICa had an unportant effect on 
defeat,ed the war in Spain. Hasdrubal was able once more to 
and :l~ed. proceed to that country (543), whither he was soon followed 

. by considerable reinforcements, and by :Massinissa himself. 
The Scipios, who during the absence of the enemy's general 

~13. 212. (541,542) had continued to plunder and to gain partisans 
in the Carthaginian territory, found themselves unexpect
edly assailed by forces so superior that they were under 
the l1ecessity of either retreating behind the Ebro or 
calling out the Spaniards. Tqey . chose the latter course, 
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and took. into their pay 20,000 Celtiberians; and then, in 
order the better to encounter thll three hostile armies under 
Ilasdrubal Barca, Hasdrubal the son of GISgO, and Mago 
they divided their army, and did not even keep their Rom~ , 
troops together. They thus prepared the way for their own 
destruction. While Gnreu8 with his corps, containing a third 
of the Roman and "all the Spani~h troops, lay encamped 
opposite to Hasdrubal Barca, the latter had no difficulty 
in inducing the Spaniards in the Roman army in considera
tion of a sum of monq to withdraw-which perhaps to 
their free-lance ideas of morals did not even seem a breach 
of fidelity, seeing that they did not pass over to the enemies 
of their paymaster. Nothing was left to the Roman general 
but hastily to begin his retreat, in which the enemy 
closely followed him. Meanwhile' the second Roman army 
under Publius found itself vigorously assailed by the two 
other Punic· armies under, Has<lrubal son of Gisgo and 
Mago, and the dashing s<Juadrons of Massinissa's horse gave 
to the Carthaginians a decided advantage.. The Roman 
camp was almost s\4l'rounded. If the Spanish auxiliaries 
already on the way should arrive, the Romans would be 
completely hemmed in. The bold resolve of the proconsul to 
encounter with his best troops the advancing Spaniards, 
b&ore their appearance should fill up the gap in the bldt:kade, 

.ended unfortunately. The Romans indeed had at first· 
the advantage; but the N umidian horse, who were -rapidly 
despatched after the troops that had issued forth, soon 
overtook thein and prevented them both from following up 
the victory which they had already half gained, and from 
retreating. until the Punic infantry came up and at. 
length the fall of the general converted the lost battle into a 
defeat. Mter Publius had'thus fallen, Gnreus, who slowly 
retreating had. with difficulty defended himself against the • 
One Carthaginian army. found himself suddenly assailed at 
once by three, and aU' retreat cut off by the Numidian 
cavalry. Hemmed in upon a bare hill, which did not even 
alford a possibility of pitching a camp. the whole corps were 
cut down or taken prisoners. As to the fate of the general 
himself no certain information was ever obtained. A small • 
division alone was conducted by Gaius Marcius, an excellent 
officer of. the Bchool of Gnreus, in safety to the other bank. 
of the Ebro; and thither the legate Titus Fonteius also 
succeeded in bringing safely the portion of the corps oC 
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. Publiu~ that had been left in the camp; most even of the 
Rom~n garrisons scattered in· the south of Spain were 

81."'i11 south enabled to flee thither. In all Spain south of the Ebro the 
r~:o E~ro. Phrenicians ruled without opposition; and the moment 
&mans. e seemed not far distant, when the river woUld be crossed, 

the Pyrenees would be open, and the communication with 
Italy would be restored. But the emefgency in the Roman 
camp called the right man to the command. The choice 01' 
the soldiers, passing over older and not incapable officers, 
summoned Gaius Marcius to become leader of the army; and 
his dexterous management and, quite as much perhaps, the 
envy. and discord among the three Carthaginian generals, 
wrested .from these the further fruits of their important 
victory. Such of the C&rthaginians as had crossed the river 
were driven baok, and the line of the Ebro was held in the 
meanwhile, till Rome gained time to send a new army and a 

Nero sellt Dew general. Fortunately ·the turn of the war in Italy, 
to Spain. where Capua had just fallen, allowed this to be done. A 

strong legion-12,OOO men-arriving under the proprretor 
Gaius Claudius Nero, restored the balapce of arms. An ex-

210. pedition to Andalusia in the following year (544) was most 
successful; Hasdrubal Barca was beset and surrounded, 
and escaped a capitulation only by ignoble stratagem and 
ope!ll'erfidy. But Nero was Dot the right general for tPe 
Spanish war. He was an able officer, but a harsh, irritable,. 
unpopular man, who had little skill in the art of renewing 
old connections or of forming Dew ones, or in taking ad
vantage of the injustice and arrogance with .which the Car
thaginians after the death of the Scipios had treated friend 

Publius 
SCipio. 

and foe in Further Spain and exasperated all against them. 
The senate, which formed a correct judgment as to the 

importance and tM peculiar character of the Spanish war, 
. and had learned from the Uticenses brought in as prisoners 

by the Roman fleet the great exertions which were making 
in Carthage to send Hasdrubal and Massinissa with a 
Dumerous army over the Pyrenees, resolved to despatch to 
Spain new reinforcements and an extraordinary general of 
higher rank;the nominati01!! of whom they deemed it expedient 
to leave to the people •. For long (so runs the story) nohody 
announced himself as a candidate for the perilous and com
plicated office; but at last 8 young officer of twenty-seven, 
PubliuB Scipio (son of the general of the Bame Dame who 
had fallen in Spain), who had held the offices of military tri-
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bune and mdile, came forward to solicit it. It is incredible • 
that the Roman senate should have left to accident an election 
of such importance in an assembly which it had itself sug
gested, and equalll incredible that ambition and patriotism 
should have so dIed out in Rome that no tried officer pre
sented himself for the important post. If on the other hand 
the eyes of the senate turned to the !oung, talented, anel 
expenenced officer, who had brilliantly distinguished himself 
in the hotly contested days on the Trebia and at Cannm, but 
who still had not the rank requisite for his cbming forward 
88 the successor of men who nad been prmtors and consuls, 
it was very natural to adopt this course, which as it were 
in courtesy constrained the people to admit the only can
didate notwithstanding his defective qualification, and which 
could not but bring both him and the Spanish expedition, 
that was, doubtless very unpopular, into favour with the 
multitude. If such was the object of this ostensibly 
unpremeditated candidature, it. was perfectly successful. 
The son, who went to avenge the death of a father whose 
life he had saved nine years before at theoTrebia ; the young 
man of manly beauty and long locks, who with modest 
blushes offered himself in the absence of a better for the 
post of danger; the mere military tribune, whom the votes 
of. the centuries now raised at once to the roll of the 
highest magistracies-all these circumstances made a won
derful and indelible impression on the citizens and farmers 
of Rome. And in truth Publius Scipio was one, who was 
himself enthusiastic, and who inspired enthusiasm. He was 
not one of the few who by their energy and iron will 
constrain the world to adopt, and to move in~ new paths for 
centuries, or who grasp the reins of destiny for years till its 
wheels roll over them. Publins Scipio gained battles and 
conquered countries under the instructions of the senate; 
with the aid of his military laurels he took also a pro
minent position in Rome 8S a statesman; but a wide 
interval separates such a man from an Alexander or a Cmsar. 
As an officer, he rendered at least no greater service to his 
country than Marcus Marcellus; and as a politician, al
though not perhaps himself fully conscious of the unpatriotic 
and personal character of his policy, he injured his country 
at least as much, as he benefited, it by his military skill. Yet 
a special charm lingers around the fonn of that graceful hero; 
it is surrounded, as with a dazzling halo, by the atmosphere 
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.of serene and confident inspiration, in which &:ipio with 
mingled credulity and adroitness always moved. With quite 
enough of enthusiasm to warm men's heart~, and enough of 
calculation to follow in every case the dictates of intelligence, 
while not leaving out of account the vulgar: not naive enough 
to share the belief of the multitude in his divine inspirations, 
nor straightforward enough to set it aside, and yet in secret 
thoroughly persuaded th~the was a man specially favoured 
of the gods-in Ii. word; a genuine prophetic nature; raised 
above the people, and not less aloof from them; a man stead
fast to his word and kingly in his bearing, who thought that 
he would humble himself by adopting the ordinary title of a 
king, but· could never understaud how the constitution of 
the republic should in his case bc binding j so confident in 
his own greatness that he knew nothing of envy or of 
hatred, courteously acknowledged other men's merits, and 
compassionately forgave other men's faults j an exc~llent 
officer and a refined diplomatist without presenting the 
offensive special stamp of either calling, uuiting Hellenic 
culture with the fullest· national feeling of a Roman, an 
accomplished ~'peaker and of graceful manners-Publius 
Scipio won the hearts of soldiers and of women, of his 
countrymen and of the ~paniards, of his rivals in the senate 
and of his greater Carthaginian antagonist. Soon his name 
was on every one's lips, and his was the star which seemed 
destined to bring victory and peaco to hiscolmtry. 

Publius Scipio went to Spain in 544-5, accompanied by 
the proprretor Marcus Silanus, who was to succeed Nero 
and to serve as assistant and counsellor to the young com
mander-in-chief, and by his' intimate friend Gaius Lrelius 
as admiral, and furnished with a legion above the usual 
strength and a well-filled chest. His appearance on the 
scene was at once signalized by one of the boldest and most 
fortunate coups de main that are known in history. Of the 
three Carthaginian generals Hasdrubal Barca was stationed 
.at the sources, Hasdrubal son of Gisgo at the mouth, of the 
Tagus, and Mago at the pillars of Hercules; the nearest of. 
them was ten days' march from the Phrenician capital, New 
Carthage. Suddenly, in the spring of 545, ere the enemy's 
armies began to move, Scipio set out with his whole army of 
nearly 30,000 men and his Heet for this town, which he 
could reach by the coast route from the mouth of the Ebro 
in a few day\ and surprised the Punic garriso~1 not above 
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1000 men· strong, by a combined attack by sea and land. 
The town, situated on II tongue of land projecting into the 
harbour, tound itself threatened at once on three sides by. 
the Roman fleet, and on the fourth by the legions; and all 
help wall far distant, Nevertheless the commandant Mago 
defended himself with resolution, and armed the citizens, as 
the soldiers did not suffice to man the walls. A sortie was 
attempted, but the Romans repelled it with ease, and with
out taking time to open a regular siege, began the assault on 
the laud ward side. Eagerly the assailants pushed their ad
vance along the narrow land approach to the town; new 
culumns constantly relieved those that were fatigued; the 
weak garrison was utterly exhausted; but the Romans had 
gained no advantage, Scipio had not expected any; the
assault was merely desigued to draw away the garrison from 
the'side next to the harbour, where, having been informed 
that part of' the latter was left dry at ebb-tide, he medi
tated a second attack. While the assault was raging on the 
landward side, Scipio sent II division with ladders over the 
shallow bank, "where Neptune himself showed them the 
way," and they hod alltually the good fortune to find the walls 
at that point undefended. Thus the city was won on the 
first day; whereupon Mago in the citadel capitulated. With 
the Carthaginian ('apital, there fell into the hands of the 
Romans HI dismantled vessels of war and 63 transports, 
the whole war-stores, considerable supplies of corn, the war
chest of 600 talents (more than £140,000), the hostages of 
all the Spanish allies of Carthage. and ten thousand captives, 
among whom were eighteen Carthaginian Gerusia~ts or 
Judges. Scipio promised the hostages permission to return 
home so soon as their r~spective communities should have 
entered into alliance with Rome, and employed the re
aources which the city afforded to reinforce and improve 
the condition of his army. He ordered the artisans of New 
Carthage,2000 in number, to wQrk for the Roman army, 
promising to them liberty at the close of the war, and he 
selected from the remaining multitude the able-bodied men 
to serve as rowers in the flcet. But the burgesses of the 
city were spared, and allowed to retain their liberty and former 
position. Scipio knew the Phrenicmns and was aware that 
they would obey; and it was important that a city pos
sessing the only good harbour on the east coast and rich s~ver
mines should be secured by something more than a gamson-
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Success thus crowned the bold enterprise-bord, because 
it was not unknown to. Scipio that Hasdrubal Barca had 
.received orders from his government to advance towards 
Gaul. and was engaged in fulfilling them, and because the 
weak division left behind on the Ebro was not in Ii position 
seripusly tb oppose that movement, should Scipio's return 
be delayed. But be was again at Tarraco,. before Hasdrubal 
made his appearance on the Ebro. The hazard of the game, . 
which the young general played .when he abandoned his 
primary task in order to execw.te a dashing stroke, was 
concealed by the fabulous success which Neptune and Scipio 
had gained in' concert. The marvellous capture of the Phre
nician capital so abundantly justified all the expectations 
that had been formed at home' regarding the wondrous 
youth, that none could venture to utter any adverse opinion. 
Scipio's command was indefinitely prolonged; he himself 
resolved no longer to confuie his efforts to the mere task of 
guarding the passes of the Pyrenees. Already, in conse
,quence of the fall of New Carthage, not only had the. 
Spaniards on the north of the Ebro completely submitted, 
but· even beyond the Ebro the most powerful princes had 
exchanged the Carthaginian for the .uoman protectorate. 

Scipio employed the winter o~ 545-6 in breaking up his 
fleet and increasing his land army with the men ,thus ac
quired, 80 that he might at once watch the north and 
assu~e the offensive in the south more energetically than 
before, and he marched in 546 to Andalusia. There he 
encountered .Hasdrubal Barca, who was moving northward, 
in the execution of his long-cherished plan, to the help of his 
brother. A battle took place at Blilcula, in which the 
Romans claimed the victory, and professed to have. made 
10,000 captives; but Hasdrubal attained his end in the 
main, although at the sacrifice of a portion of his army. 
With his .chest, his elephants, and the best portion of his 
troops, he forced his way to the north coast of Spain; 
marching along the shore, he reached the western passes of 
the Pyrenees which' appear to have been unoccupied, and 
before the bad season set in he was in Gaul, where he 
took up quarters for the winter. It was evident that 
Scipio's resolve to combine offensive operations with the 
defensive, which he had been instructed to maintain, was in
considerate and unwise. The immediate task assigned to the 
Spanish army, which not only Scipio's father and uncle; but 
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even Gaius Marcius and Gaius Nero had accomplished with 
much inferior means, was not enough for the arrogance of 
the victorious general at the head of a numerous army j and 
he was mainly to blame for the extremely critical position of 
Rome in the summer of 547, when Hannibal's plan of a 207, 
combined attack oft the Romans was at length reali£ed. 
But the gods covered the errors of their favourite with 
laurels. In Italy the peril fortuDlt'tely passed over; the 
Romans were glad to accept the bulletin of the ambiguous 
vicull'Y of Bmculn, and when fresb tidings of victory arrived 
from Spain, they thought no further of the circumstance 
that they had had to combat the ablest general and the 
flower of the Hispano-Phcenician army in Italy. 

After the removal of Hasdrubal Barca the two general~ who Spain eon
were left in Spain determined for the time being to retire, quered. 
Hasdrubal son of Gisgo to Lusitania, Mago even to the 
Baleares; and until new reinforcements should arrive from 
Africa, they left Massinissa's light cavalry alone to wage It. de-
sultory warfare in Spain, as'l\:futines had done so success-
fully in Sicily, The whole east coast thus fell into the power 
of the Romans. In the following year (547) Hanno actually 207 
made his appearance from Africa with a third army, where-
upon Mago and Haslirubal returned to Andalusia. But 
Marcus Silanus defeated the united armies of Mago and 
Hanno, and captured the latter in person. Hasdrubal upon 
this abandoned the keeping of the open field, and distributed 
his troops among the Andalusian cities, of which Scipio was 
during this year able to storm only one, Oringis. The 
fbcenicians seemed vanquished; but yet they were able in the 
following year (548) once more to send into the tield a }.l0wer- 206. 
fuI army, 32 elephants, 4000 horse, and 70,000 foot, far the 
greater part of whom, it is true, were hastily collected . 
Spanish militia. Again a battle took place at Bmcula. 
The Roman army numbered little more than half that of the 
enemy, and a considerable portion of it was also composed 
of 'Spaniards. Scipio, like Wellington in similar circum
stances, disposed his Spaniards so. that they should not 
partake in the fight-the only possible mode of preventing 
their dispersion-while on the other hand he threw his 
Roman troops in the first instance on the Spaniards. The 
day was nevertheless obstinately contested; but at length the 
Romans were the victors, and, as a matter of course, the 
defeat of such an army was equivalent to its complete disso-
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lution-Hasdrubal and l\Iago singly made their escape to 
Gades. . The Roman~ were now without a rival in the penin
sula;. the few .towns that did not submit with good will 
were severally subdued, and some oi them punished with 
cruel severity. Scipio was even able to pay a visit to 
Syphax on the African coast, and to eniler into communica
tions with him and also with Massinissa with reference to 

.an expedition to Africa-a foolhardy venture, which was not 
,warranted by any corresponding advantage, however much 
the report of it might please the curiosity of the citize~ of 
the capital at home. Gades alone, where Mago held com
mand, was still Phrenician. For a moment it seemed as if, 
after the Romans bad entered upon the Carthaginian heritage, 
and had sufficiently undeceived the expectation cherished 
here and there among the Spaniards that after the close of 
the Phamician rule they would get rid of their Roman guests 
also and would regain their ancient freedom, a general 
insurrection against the Romans would break forth in Spain, 
in which .the former a:lies of Rome would take the lead. 
The sickness of the Roman gjmeral and the mutiny of one 
of his corps, occasioned by their pay being in arrear for 
many years, favoured the rising: But Scipio recovered sooner 
than was expected, and dexterously suppressed the tumult 
among the soldiers; upon which the communities, that 
had taken the lead iu the national insurrection, were suh-

Mago goes' dued at once before the insurrection gained ground. When, 
. to Italy. therefore, nothing came o( this movement and Gades could 

not be permanently held, the Carthaginian government 
ordered Mago to gather together whatever could be got in 
ships, troops, and money, and with. these, if possible, to give 
another turn to the war in Italy. Scipio could not prevent 
this j his dismantling of the Heet now avenged itself; and he 
was a second time obliged to leave in the hands of his gods 
the defence-which had been intrusted to his own care-of his 

Gade. be. 
comes 
Homan. 

country against new invasions. The last of Hamilcar's Bons 
left the peninsula without opposition. Mter his departure 
Gades, the earliest and latest possession of the Phrenicians 
on Spanish soil, submitted on favourable conditIons to its 
new masters. Spain was, after a thirteen years' struggle, 
converted from a Carthaginian into a Roman province, in 
which the conflict with the Romans was still continued 
for centuries by means of insurrection always repressed and 
yet never subdued, but in which at the moment no enemy 
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stood opposed to Rome. Scipio embraced the first moment 
of apparent peace to re~ign his command (in the end of 548) 206. 
and to report at Rome in penion the victories which he had 
achieved and the provinces which he had WOIl. 

While the war wus thus terminated in Sicily by l\Iarcel- Italian war. 
Ius, ift Greece by Publius Slilpicius, and in Spain by Scipio, 

, the mighty struggle was carried on without interruption in 
the Italian peninsula. There, after the battle of Cannre 
had been fought and its effects in loss or gain could by de-
grees be discerned, at the commencement of 540, the fifth 214. 
year of the war, the dispositions of the opposing Romans Position of 
and Phrenicians were as follow. North Italy had 'been re- thea .. mie •• 
occupied by the Romans after Hannibal's departure, and was 
protected by three legions, two of which were stationed in the 
Celtic territory, the third as a reserve in Picenum. Lower 
Italy, as far as mount Gargnnus and the Volturnus, was, 
with the exception of the fortresses Rnd most of the ports, 
in the hands of Hannibal. He and his main army were at 
Arpi, while TiberiuB Gracchus with four legions confronted 
him in Apulia, restinO' upon the fortresses of Luceria and 
Beneventum. In the land of the Bruttians, where the in
habitants had thrown themselves entirely into the arms of 
Hannibal, and where even ,the ports (excepting Rhegium, 
which the Romans protected from Messana) were occupied 
by the Phrenicians, there was a second Carthaginian army 
under Hanno, which in the meanwhile had no enemy to face 
it. The Roman main army of four legions under the two 
consul", Quintus Fabius and Marcns Marcellus, was on 
the point of attempting to reco,ver Capua. To these there 
fell to be added on the Roman side the reserve of two legions 
in the capital, the ~arrisons placed in all the seaports (those 

, .of Tarentum and Brundisium having been reinforced by a 
. legion on accouut of the l\Iacedonian landing apprehended 
there), and lastly the strong fleet which had undisputed 
command of the sea. If we add to these the Roman armies 
in Sicily, Sardinia, and Spain, the whole number of the 
Roman forces, even apart from the garrison service in the 
fortresses of Lower Italy which was provided for by the 
colonists occupying them, may be estimated at Dot less than 
200,000 men, of whom one-third were newly enrolled for 
this year, and about the half were Roman citizens. It may 
be a.lsumed that the whole men capable of ser\ice from the 
17~h to the 46th year were under arms, and that thetields, 
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where 'the war permitted them to be tilled at all, were 
culFivated by ihe slaves aud the old men, women, and chil
dren. Of course, under such ,circunistances the finances 
were in the .most grievous embarrassment; the land-tax, 
the main source of revenue, came in but very ir,regu
larly. But notwithstanding these difficulties as to.men 
and money the Romans were able, slowly indeed and by 
exerting aU their energies but still surely, to recover what 
they had so rapidly lost; to increa~e their armies yearly, 
while those of the Phrenicians, were diminishing; to gain 
ground yearby year on the 'Italian allies of Hannibal, the 
Campanians, A pulians, Samnites, and Bruttians, who neither 
sufficed, like the Roman fortresses in Lower Italy, for their 
own protection nor were adequately protected by the weak 
army of Hannibal; and finally, by means of the method of 
warfare instituted by Marcus Marcellus, to develop the 
talent of their officers, and' to bring into play the full 
superiority of the Roman infantry. Hannibal might still 
hope to gain victories, but no longer such victories as those 
011 the Trasimene lake and on the Aufidus; the times of 
citizen-generals were gone by. No course was left to him 
but to wait, till either Philip should execute his long-pro
mised descent or his own brothers should join him from I:lpain, 
and meanwhile to keep himself, bis army, and his,clients as 
far as possible free from harm and in good humour. We hardly 
recognize, in the obstinate defensive system which he now 
began, the ,same general who had carried on the oft'ensive 
with almost unequalled impetuosity and boldness; it is 
marvellous in a psychological as well as in a military point 
of view, that the same man should have accomplished the 
two tasks prescribed to him-tasks so diametrically opposite 
in their character-with equal completeness. 

Conflicts in At first the war turned chiefly towards Campania. Han
the south nibal appeared in' good time to protect its capital, which he 
of Italy. prevented from being invested; but he was unable either to 

wrest any of the Campanian towns held by the Romans from 
their strong Roman garrisons, or to prevent (in addition to 
a number of less important country towns) Casiliuum, 
which secureq his passage over the Volturllus, from being 
taken bv the two consular armies after an obstinate defence. 
An a1t~mpt of Hannibal to gain Tarentum, with the view 
more especially of acquiring a saie landing-place for the Mace
donian army, proved unsuccessful. 'Meanwhile the Bruttian 
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army of the Carthaginians under Hanno had various en
counters in Lucania with the Roman army of Apulia· in 
the course of which Tiberius Gracchus fought with fav~ur
able re~ults, and after a successful combat ·not far from 
Beneventum, in which the slave legions pressed into service 
distinguished themselves, he bestowed liberty and burgess
rights on his slave soldiers in the name of the people. 

In the following year (541) the Romans recovered the Arpi [213. 
rich and important Arpi, whose citizens, after the Roman acquired by 
80ldiers had stolen into the town, made common cause with the Roman .. 
them against the Carthaginian garrison. In general, the 
bonds of th£' symmachy formed by Hannibal were relax-
ing; a number of the leading Capuans and several of the 
~ruttian towns Jlassed over to Rome; even a Spanish divi-
sion of the PhmDlcian army, when informed by the Spanish 
emillSaries of the course of events in their native land, passed 
from the Carthaginian into the Roman service. 

The year 542 was more unfavourable for the Romans in 212. 
consequence of fresh political and military errors, of which T~ent~m 
Hannibal did no~ fail to take advantage. The connections ~":;J 
which Hannibal maintained with the towns of Magna Groocia . 
had led to no serious result; save that the hostages from 
Tarentum and Thurii, that were kept at Rome, were in-
duced by his emissaries to make a desperate attempt at escap£', 
~n which they were speedily recaptured by the Roman posts. 
But the senseless spirit of revenge displayed by the Romans 
promoted the purpose of Hannibal better than his intrigues; 
the execution of all the hostages that had escaped deprived 
them of a valuable pledge, and the exasperated Greeks 
thenceforth meditated how they might open their gates to 
Hannibal. Tarentum was actually occupied by the Cartha-
ginians in consequence of an understanding with the 
citizenR and of the negligence of the Roman commandant; 
with difficulty the Roman garrison maintained itself in the 
citadel. 'l'he example of Tareutum was followed by He-
raclea, Thurii, and Metapontum, from which town the gar-
rison had to be withdrawn in order to save the Tarentine 
Acropolis .. These successes so greatly increased the risk of 
a l\1aeedonian landing, that Rome fdt herself compelled to 
direct renewed attention and apply renewed exertion to the 
Greek war which had been almost totally neglected; and 
fortunatelv the capture of Syracuse and the favourable 
state of the Spanish war enabled her to do 110. 
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At the chief seat of war, Campania, the struggle went on 
with very varying success. The legions posted in the neigh
bourhood of Capua had not exactly invested the city, 
but had so greatly impeded the cultivation of the soil and 
the ingathering of the harvest, that the populous city was 
in urgent need of supplies from without. Hannibal accord
ingly collected a considerable convoy of grain, and directed 
the Campanians to receive it at Bellilventum; but their tar
diness gave the consuls Quintus Flaccus and Appius Clau
dius time to come up, to inflict a severe defeat on Hanno 
who protected the convoy" and to seize his camp and all 
his stores. ,The two consuls then surrounded the town, 
while Tiberius Gracchus stationed himself on' the Appian 
way to prevent Hannibal from approaching to relieve it. 
:Sut that brave officer fell in consequence of the shameful 
stratagem of a perfidious ,;Lucanian; and his death was 
equivalent to a complete defeat, for his army, consisting 
mostly of the, slaves whom he had manumitted, dispersed 
after the fall of their beloved leader. So Hannibal found 
the road to Capua open, and by his unexpected appearance 
compelled the two consuls to raise the blockade which they 

, had ha,rely begun. Their cavalry had already, befQre Han
nibal's arrival" been thoroughly defeated by the Phrenician 

, cavalry, which lay as a garrison in Capua under Hanno and 
Bostar, and by the equally excellent Campanian horse. The 
total destruction of the regular troops and free bands in 
Lucania led by Marcus Centenius, a man imprudently pro
moted from a subaltern to be a general, and the not much 
less complete defeat of the negligent and arrogant prretor 
Gnreus Fulvius Flaccus in Apulia, closed the long series of 
the misfortunes of this year. But the obstinate persever
ance of the Romans again neutralized the rapid success of 
Hannibal, at least at the most decisive point. As soon as 
Hannibal turned his back on Capua to proceed to Apulia. 
the Roman armies once more gathered around that city, one lit 
Puteoli and Volturnum under Appius Claudius, another at 
Casilinum under Quintus Fulviu8, and a third on the Nolan 
road under the prretor Gaius Claudius Nero. The three camps, 
well en trenched and connected by fortified lines, barred all ac
cess to the place, and the large, inadequately provisioned city 
could not bu't be compelled by mere blockade to surrender 
at no distant time, should no relief arrive. As the winter 

'212-211. of 542-:l drew to an end, the provisions Wilre almost ex-
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bausted, and pressing mes!'engers; who with d' ultf~grt 
able to steal through the well-guarded lWma ines;8o-; 
quested speedy help from Hannibal, who was en oyetbjp' 
the siege of the citadel at Tarentum.. With 33 tfald~ 
and his best troops h~ departed by forced marche ' m 
Tarentum for Campania, captured the Roman guard at Ca"Ji; 
tia, and took up his camp on mount 'fifata, close by Capua, 
in the confident expectation that the Roman generals would 
now rai~e the siege as they had done the year before. But 
the Romans, who had had time to entrench their camps 
and their lines like a fortress, did not stir, and looked on 
unmoved from theIr ramparts, while'on one side the Cam
panian horse, on the other the Phrenician squadrons dashed 
against their lines. A serious assault could not be contem
plated by Hannibal; he could foresee that his advance would 
soon draw the other Roman armies after him to Campania, 
if even before their arrival the scarcity of supplies in Ii 

region so systematically plundered did not drive him away. , 
Nothing could be done in that quarter. 

Hannibal now tried the last. expedient, which occurred to Hannibal 
his inventive genius, to save the important city. After marches 
giving the Campanians information of hill intention, and ~ ... ds 
exhorting them to hold out, he started with his relieving me. 
army from Capua and took the road for Rome. With the 

,BRme dexta-ous boldness which he had shown in his first 
Italian campaigns, he threw himself with a weak army 
between the armies and fortresses of the enemy, and led 
his troops through Samnium and along the Valerian Way 
past Tibur to the' bridge over the Anio, which he passed 
and encamped on the op,posite bank, five miles from the 
city. The children's children of the Romans still shud
dered, when they were told of" Hannibal at the gate;" real 
danger there was none. The country houses and fields in 
the neighbourhood of the city were laid waste by the 
enemy; the two legions in the city, who went forth against 
them, prevented the investment of the walls. Besides, 
Hannibal had never expected to surprise Rome by' a coup de 
"lain. such as SCifio soon afterwards executed against New 
Carthage, and stil les8 had he meditated a siege in earnest; 
his only hope was that, under the first alarm, part of the 
besieging army of Capua would march to Rome and thus 
give him an opportunity of breaking up the blockade. Ac
cordingly after a britlf stay he departed. The Romans saw 
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:in his withdrawal a mirapulouB intenention of the gods, who 
'by portents and visions had compelled their foe to depart, 
when in truth the Roman legions were unable t<> compel him; 
at the spot, where lIannibal had approached nearest to the 
'City, at the second milestone on the Appian Way in front 
of the Capene gate, with grateful credulity the Romans 
erected an altar to the god "who turned back and pro
tected" (Rediculus Tutanus). Hannibal in reality retreated, 
be~use such had been his intention, and directed his march 
towards Capua. But the Roman generals had not com
mitted the mistake on' which their opponent had calculated; 
the legions remained' unmoved in the lines round Capuil, 
and only a weak corps had been detached on the news of 
Hannibal's march towards Rome. When Hannibal learned 
this, he suddenly turned against the consul Publius 6alba, 
who· had imprudently followed him from Rome, and with 
whom he had hitherto avoided an engagement, vanquished 

_ llim, and took his camp by storm. 
Capua ca- But this was a poor compensation f,)r the now inevi
pituiates. table fall of Capua. Long had its citizens, particularly 

the better classes, anticipated with Borro.wful forebodings 
what was coming; the senate-house and the administra
tion of the city were left almost exclusively to the 1ead
ers of the popular party hostile to Rome. Now despair 
seized nobles aud commons, Campanians and' Phrenicians 
alike. Twenty-eight senators chose a voluntary death; the 
.remainder gave over the city to the discretion of an impla
cably exasperated foe. Of course, bloody vengeance could 
not but follow; the only discussion was as to whether the 
process should be long or short; whether the wiser and more 
appropriate course was to probe to the bottom the further 
ramifications of t~e treason beyond Capua, or to terminate 
the matter by rapid executions. Appius Claudius and the 
Roman senate wished to take the former course; the latter 
view, perhaps the less inhuman, prevailed. Fifty-three of 
the officers and magistrates of Capua were scourged and 
beheaded in the market-places of Cales and Teanum by the 
orders and before the eyes 'of the proconsul Quintus FJaccus, 
the rest of the senators were imprisoiled, 'numbers of the 
citizens were sold into slavery, and the estates of the more 
wealthy were confiscated. Similar penalties were inflicted 
upon Atella and Calatia. These punishments were harsh j 

but, when regard is had to the importance of Cupua's revolt 
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from Rome, and. to what was the ordinary if not warrantable 
usage of war in those times, they were not unnatural. And 
had not the citizens themselves ·pronounced their own 
sentence, when immediately after their defection they put 
to death all the Roman cItizens present in Capua at the 
time of the revolt P But it was unjustifiable in Rome to 
embrace this opportunity of gratifying the secret rivalry 
that had long 8ubsitited between the two largest cities of 
Italy, and of wholl, annihilating, in a political point of view, 
her hated and envle'd competitor by abolishing the consti
tution of the Campanian cio/. 

Immense was the impreSSIOn produced by the faU of Capua, Superiority 
and all the more tbat it had not been brou~ht about by of the 
surprise, but by a two years' siege carried on In spite of all Romans. 
the exertions of' Hannibal. It was quite as much a. token 
that the Romans had recovered their ascendancy in Italy, 
as its defection some years before to Hannibal had been a 
token that that ascendancy was lost. In vain Hannibal had 
tried to counteract the impression of this news on his allies 
by the capture of Rhegium or of the citadel of Tarentum. 
II is forced march to surprise Rhegium yielded no result. 
The citadel of Tarentum suffered greatly from famine, after 
the Tarentino-Carthaginian squadron closed the harbour; 
but, as th& Romans 'with their much more powerful fleet were 
able to cut oft' the supplies from tbat squadron itself. while 
the territory, which Hannibal commanded, scarce sufficed 
to maintain his army, the b~siegers on the side next the sea 
suBered not much les8 thm did the besieged in the citadel, 
and at length they left the harbour. No enterprise was now 
succeisful; Fortune herself seemed to have deserted the 
Carthaginians. l'be consequences of the fall of Capua-the 
deep shock communicated to tbe respect and confidence which 

• Hannibal had hitherto enjoyed amoug the Italian allies, and 
the endeavours made by every community that was not too 
decply compromised to gain readmission on tolerable terms 
iuto the Roman symmachy-aflected HannibJLl much more 

• sensibly than the Immediate loss. He had to choose one of 
two courses; either, to throw garrisons into the wavering 
towns, in which case he would weaken still more his army 
already too weak, and would expose the troops on whom he 
could relv to destruction in small divisions or to treachery
he had 500 select Numidian horse put to death in this way 
iu 544 on the defection ot' the town of Salapia; or, to pull 
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down and burn the towns which could· not be depended 
on, so as to keep them out of the enemy's hands-a course . 
which would not raise tbe spirits of his Italian clients. On 
the fall of Capua the Romans felt themselves once more con
fident as to the final issue of the war in Italy; they de
spatched considerable reinforcements to Spain, where the 
existence of the Roman army was placed in jeopardy by the 
fall of the two Scipios; and for the first time SInce the 
beginning of the war they ventured on a diminution in the 
total number of their troops, which had hitherto been 
annually augmented notwithstanding the annually increas
ing difficulty of levying them, and had risen at last to 23 

210. legions. Accordingly in the next year (544) the Italian 
war was prosecuted more remissly than hitherto by the 
Romans, although Marcus Marcellus had after the close of 
the Sicilian war reassumed the command of the main 
army; he applied himself to the besieging of fortresses in 
the interiol', and had indecisive .conflicts with the Cartha
ginians. The struggle around the AcropoliR of Tarentum 
also continnlld without decisive result. In Apulia Hannibal 
succeeded in defeating j;he proconsul Gnreus Fulvius Cen-

209. tumalus at Herdonere. In the following year (545) the 
T~t~~ Romans took steps to regain possession of the second large 
cap, u os. city, which had passed over to Hannibal, the city of Taren

tum. 'Vhile Marcus Marcellus continued the struggle 
against Hannibal in person with his wonted obstinacy and 
energy, and in a two days' battle, beaten on the first day, 
achieved on the second a costly and bloody victory; while 
the consul Quintus Fulvius induced the already ~avering 
Lucanians and Hirpinians to change sides, and to deliver up 
their Phrenician garrisons; while well·conducted razzias 
from Rhegium compelled Hannibal to hasten to the aid of 
the hard-pressed Bruttii; the veteran Quintus Fabius, who 
had once more-for the fifth time-received the consulship 
and along with it the commission to reconquer Tarentum, 
established himself firmly in the neighbouring :Mes~pian 
territory, and the treachery of a Bruttian portion of the 
garrison surrendered to him the city. Fearful excesses were 
committed by the exasperated victors. They put to death 
all of the garrison or ot' the citizens whom they could find, 
and pillaged the houses. 30,000 'l'arentines are said to 
have been sold as slaves, and 3000 talents (£730,000) are 
stated to have been sent to the state treasury. It was the 
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last achievt'ment of the veteran general of eighty; Hanni
bal arrived to the relief of the city when all was over, and 
withdrew to Metapontum. , 

After Hannibal had thus lost his most important ac- Hannibal ' 
quisitions and found himself hemmed in by dt'grees to the driven back. 
south-western point of the peninsula, Marcus Marcellus, 
who had been chosen consul for the next year (546) hoped 208. 
that, in connection with his able collt'ague, Titus Quintius 
llrispinus, he should be able to' terminate the war by a. 
decisive attack. The old soldier was not disturbed by the 
burden of his sixty years; sleeping and waking he was 
haunted by the one thought of defeating Hannibal and of 
liberating Italy. But fate reserved that wreath of victory Death of 
for a younger brow. While engaged in an unimportant Marcellus. 
reconnaisance in the district of Venusia, both consuls were 
Buddenly attacked by a division of African cavalry. Mar-
cell us maintained the unequal struggle--as he had forty years 
previously fought against Hamilcar and as he had fourteen 
years belore fought at Clastidium-till he sank dying from 
his horse; Crispinus escapen, but died of wounds received 
in the conflict (546). ' 208. 

It was now .the eleventh year of the war. The danger Pressure 
which some years before had threatened the very existence of the war. 
of the state seemed to have vanished; but all the more the 
Romans felt the heavy burden-a burden pressing more 
severely year after year-of the endless war. . The nnances 
of the state suffered unspeakably. After the 'battle of 
Cannlll (538) a special bank-commission (tres viri mensar·ti) 216. 
had been appointed composed of the most eminent men, to 
form a permanent and circumspect board of superintendence 
for the public finances in these difficult times. It probably 
did what it could; but the circumstances were suc~ as to 
baffle all financial sagacity. At the very beginning of the war 
the Romans had debased the silver and copper coin, raised 
the legal value o~ the silver currency more than a third, and 
issued a gold comage far above the value of the metal. 
This very soon proved insufficient; they were obliged to 
take supplies from the contractors on credit, and cOllnived 
at their conduct because they needed them, till the scan-
dalous malversation at last induced the rediles to make an 
example of some of the worst by impeaching them before the 
people. Appeals were often made, and not in vain, to the 
patriotism of the wealthy, who in fact were the very persons 
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that Buffered comparatively the most. The soldiers of the 
better classes and the subaltern officers and equites in a 
body, either voluntarily or constrained by the esprit d6 carps, 
declined to receive pay. The owners of the slaves armed 
by the state and manumitted after the engagement at Bene· 
v:entum (P. 167) replied to the bank·commission, which 
offered them payment, that' they would allow it to stand 
over to the end of the war (540). When there was no 
longer money in the exchequer for the celebration of the 
national festivals and the repairs of the public buildings, the 
companies which bad hitherto contracted for these matters 
declared themselves ready to continue their services for a 
time without remuneration (540). A fleet was fitted out 
and manned, just as in the first Punic war,' by means of a 
voluntary loan among the rich (544). They used up the 
moneys belonging to minors; and at length, in the year of 
the conquest of Tarentum, they laid hands on their last long. 
saved reserve fund (£164,000). The state nevertheless was 
unable to meet its most necessary payments; the payment 
of the soldiers fell dangerously into arrear, particularly in 
the more remote districts. But the embarrassment of the 
state was not the worst part of the material distress. Every
where. the fields 13;y fallow: even where the devastations of 
war dId not prevail, there was a want of hands for the hoe 
and the sickle. The price of the medimnus (8 bushel and a 
half) had risen to 15 denarii(9B. 7d.), at least three times the 
average price in the capital; and many would have died of 
absolute want, if supplies had not arrived from Egypt. and 
if, above all, the revival of agriculture in Sicily (P. 150) had 
not prevented the distress from reaching its height. The 
effect which such a state of things must have had in ruining 
the small farmers, in eating away the savings which had been 
so laboriously acquired, and in converting flourishing villages 
into nests of beggars and banditti, is illustrated by similar 
wars, of which more circumstantial accounts have been pre~ 
served. . 

Still more ominous than this material distress was the 
increasing aversion of the allies to the Roman war, which 
consumed their substance and their blood. In regard to 
the non-Latin communititls, indeed, this was of less conse
quence. The war itself showed that they could do nothing, 
BO long as the Latin nation stood by Rome; their greater or 
less measure of dislike was tht'refore of little moment. 
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Now, however, Latium also began to waver. Most of the 
Latin communes in Etruria, Latium, the territory of the 
Marsians, and Northern Campania (that is, in those very dis
tricts of Italy which directly had suftered least from the 
war), announced to the Roman senate in 545 that thence- 209 
forth they would send neither contingents nor contribu-
tions, and would leave it to the Romans themselves to defray 
the costs of a war waged in their interest. 'The consterna-
tion in Rome was great; but for the moment there was no 
means of compelling the refractory to comply. Fortunately 
all the Latin communities did not act in this way. The 
colonies in the land of the Gauls, in Picenum, aud in 
Northern Italy, headed by,the powerful and patriotic Fre-
gellre, declared on the contrary that they adhered the more 
closely and faithfully to Rome; in fact, it was very clearly 
evident to all of these that in the present war their existence 
was, if possible, still more at stake than that of the. capital, 
and that the war was really waged, not for Rome merely, 
but for the Latin hegemony in Italy, and in truth for the 
independence of the Italian nation. The partial defection 
itself was certainly not high treason, but merely the result 
of shortsightedness and exhaustion; beyond doubt these 
same towns would have rejected with horror an alliance with 
the Carthaginians. . But still there was a variance between 
Romans and Latins, which did not fail injuriously to react 
on the subject population of these districts. A dangerous 
ferment immediately showed itself in Arretium; a con
spiracy organized in the interest of Hannibal among the 
Etruscans was discovered, and appeared so fraught with 
peril that Roman troops were ordered to march thither. 
The military and police suppressed this movement without 
difficulty; but it was a significant token of what might hap-
pen in those districts, if once the Latin s~rongholds ceased 
to deter the inhabitants from inllubordination. 

Amidst these difficulties and symptoms o~ discord, news Hasdrubal's 
suddenly arrived that Hasdrubal had crosf!ed the Pyrenees in approach. 
the autamn of 546, and that the Romans must be prepared 208. 
to carry on the war next year with both the sons of Hamilcar 
in Italy. It was not in vain that Hannibal had persevered 
at his post throug~~ut long anxious years; t~e aid, wh!<:h 

. the factious opposition at home and the shortsighted Phihp 
.had refused him, was at length in the course of being brought 
to him by his brother, who, like himself, lar~ely inherited 
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the spirit of 'Hamilcar. Already 8000 Ligurians, raised by 
Phrenician gold, were ready to unite with Hasdrubal; if 
he gained the first battle, he might hope that like his brother 
he should be able to bring the Gauls and perhaps the Etrus
cans into· arms against Rome. Italy, moreover, was no 
longer what it had been eleven years before; the' state and 
its citizens were exhausted, the Latin league was shaken, 
their best general had just fallen in the field of battle, and 
Hannibal was not subdued. In reality Scipio might bless 
the star of his genius, if it averted the consequences of his un~ 
pardonable blunder from himself and from his country. 

New anna- As in the time~ of her utmost danger, Rome once more 
ments. called ont twenty-three legions. Volunteers were sum-

moned to' arm, and those legally exempt from military se!'
Husnl'Ubal vice were included in the levy. Nevertheless, they were 
and Hanni- taken by surprise. At"a period early beyond the ex
hal o~ the pectation of either friends or foes, Hasdrubal was on the 
mar~07. Italian side" of the Alps (546); the ,Gauls, now accustomed 

to such transits, were readily bribed to "pen their passes, 
and fur~shed what the army required. If the Romans had 
auy intention of occupying the outlets of the Alpine passes, 
the)" were again too late; all at' once they'learned that Has
drubal was on the Po, that he was calling the Gauls to arms 
as successfully as his brother bad formerly done, and that 
Placentia had been invested. With all haste the consul 
Marcus Livius proceeded to the northern army; and it was 
full time that he should appear. Etruria and Umbria were 
in sul!en ferment; volunteers from them reinforced the Punic 
army. His colleague Gaius Nero summoned the prretor Gaius 
Hostilius Tubulus from Venusia to join him, and hastened 
with an army of 40,000 men to intercept the march of Han
nibal to the north. The latter collected all his forces in the 
Bruttian territory, and, advancing along the great road lead
ing from Rhegium to Apulia, encountered the consul at 
Grumentum. (An obstinate engagement took place III 

which Nero claImed the victory; but Hannibal was able at 
all events, although with some loss, to evade the enemy by 
one of his usuall!.droit detours, and to reach Apulia with
out hindrance. There he halted, and encamped at first 
at. Venusia, then at Canusium : Nero, who had followed 
closely in his steps, encamped opposite to him at both places. 
That Hannibal voluntarily halted, and was not. prevented, 
frolD advancing by the Roman army, appears to admit of no 
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·doubt. The reason for his taking up his position exactly at 
that point, and not further to the north, must have depended 
on arrangements concerted between Hannibal and Hasdru
bal, or on conjectures as to the route of the latter's march, 
with which we are not acquainted. While the two armies 
thus lay inactive face to face, the despatch from Hasdrubal 
which was anxiously expected in Hannibal's camp was inter
cppted by the outposts of Nero. It stated that Hasdrubal 
intended to talle the Flaminian road, in other words, to 
keep in the first instance along the coast and then, at Fanum, 
to turn across the Apennines towards Narnia, at which 
place he hoped to meet Hannibal. Nero immediately or
dered the reRerve in the capital to proceed to Narnia as the 
puint selected for the junction of the two Punic armies, 
'while the division statIoned at Capua went to the capital, 
and a new reserve was formed there. Convinced that Han
nibal was not acquainted with the purpose of his brother and 
would continue to await him in Apulia, Nero resolved on the 
bold experiment of hastening northward by forced marches 
with a small but select corps of 7000 men, and, in connection 
with his colleague, compelling Hasdrubal, if possible; to 
fight. He was able to do this. for the Roman army which 
he left behind still continued strong enough either to hold 
its ground against Hannibal if he should attack it, or to 
accompany him and to arrive simultaneously with him at 
the scene of action, should he depart. 

Nero found Marcus Livius at Sena Galliea awaiting the Battle of 
enemy; both consuls at once marched against Hasdrubal, Sena. . 
whom they found occupied in crossing the Metaurus. Has-
drubal wished to avoid a battle and to escape. from the Romans 
by a detoul\ but his guides'abandoned him; he lost his way 
on ground that was strange to him, and was at length attacked 
on the march by the Roman cavalry and detained, until the 
Roman infantry arrived and a battle became inevitable. 
Hasdrubalstationed the Spaniards on the right wing, with his 
ten elephants in front of it, and the Gauls on the left, which 
he heJJ back. Long the fortune of battle wavered on the 
right wing, and the consul Livius who commande4 there 
was hard pressell, till Nero, repeating as a tacticn.l manoouvre 
the strategical operation which had succeeded 80 well, 
allowed the enemy opposite to him'to remain as they stood, 
and marching round his own army fell upon the flank of the 
Spaniards. This decided the day. The severely bought 
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and very bloody victory was complete; the army, which had' 
no retreat, was ' destroyed, and the camp was taken by as
sault. Hasdrubal, when he saw the admirably conducted 
battle lost" Bought and found like his father an honourable 
sol,dier's death. As an'officer and a. man, he was worthy to 
be the brother of Hannibal. On the day after thll battle 
Nero started, and after scarcely fourteen days' absence once 
more confronted Hannibal in Apulia, whom. no 'message had 
reached, and who had not stirred. The consul brought the 

,message with him; it was the head of Hannibal's brother, 
which the Roman ordered to be thrown into the enemy's 
outposts, repaying in this way his great antagonist, who 
scorned to war with the dead, for the honourable burial 
which he had given to Paullus, Gracchus, and Marcellus. 

Hannibal saw that his hopes had been in vain, and that all 
was over. He abandoned Apulia and Lncania, even !Ieta
pontum; andretired with his troops to the land of the Brut
tians, whose ports formed his only means of withdrawal from 
Italy. By the energy of the Roman generals, and still more 
by a conjuncture of singular good fortune, a peril was averted 
from Rome, the greatness of which justified Hannibal's per
severing stay in Italy, and which fully bears comparison 
with tbe magnitude of the peril of Canme. The' joy in 
Rome was boundless j business was resumed as in time of 
peace; everyone fell; that the danger of the war was sur
mounted. 

Nevertheless the Romans were in no hurry to terminate 
the war.' The state and the citizens were exhausted by the ex
cessive moral and material strain on their energies; men 
gladly abandoned themselves to carelessness and repose. 
l'.he army and fieet were reduced j the Roman and Latin 
farmers were reconducted to their desolate homesteads; the 
exchequer was filled' by the sale of a portion of the Cam
panian domains. The administration of the state was 
regulated anew, and the abuses which had prevailed were 
remedied; the repayment of the voluntary war-loan was 
begun, and the Latin communities that remained in arrears 
were ~ompelled to fulfil their neglected obligations with 
heavy mterest. 

The war in Italy made no progress. It forms a brilliant 
1>roof of the strategic talent of Hannibal, as well as of the 
mcapacity of the Roman generals now opposed to him, that 
after this he was still able for four years to keep the field, 
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and that all the superiority of his opponent could not 
compel him either to shut himself up in fortresses or to 
embark. It is tru~ that he was obliged to retire further 
and further, not so much in consequence of the indecisive en
gagements which took place with the Roinans, as because 
his Bruttian allies were always becoming more troublesome; 
and at last he could only reckon on the towns which his 
army garrisonE'd. Thus he voluntarily abandoned Thurii; 
Locri was, on the suggestion of Publius Scipio, recaptured 
by an expedition from Rhegium (549)., As if' at last his 405 • 

• projects were to receive a bril'liant justification at the hands 
of the very Carthaginian authorities who had thwarted 
them, these now, in their apprehension as to the anticipated 
landing of the Romans, revived of their own accord his 
plans (548, 549), and sent reinforcements and subsidies to 206; 205. 
Italy for Hannibal and tQ Spain for l\Iago, with orders to 
rekindle the war in Italy so as to achieve some further 
respite for the trembling pOAsessors of the country houses 
of Libya and the shops of Carthage. An embassy was 
likewise Bent t() Macedonia, to induce Philip to renew the 
alliance and to land in Italy (549). But it was too late. 205. 
Philip had made peace with Ro:ne some months bef(lre; the' 
impending political annihilation of Carthage was far from 
agreeable to him, but he took no step, openly at least, 

'against Rome. A small l\lacedonian corps proceeded _ to 
Africa, the expenses of which, according to the assertion of 
the Romans, were defrayed by Philip: this may have been 
the case, but the Romans. had at any rate no proof of it,_ as 
the IlUbsequent course 01 events showed. No :M:acedonian 
landing in Italy was thought of. , 

Mago, the youngest son of Hamilcar, set himself to liis Mago in 
task more earnestly. 'Vith the remains of the Spanish Italy. 
army, which he had conducted in the first instance to 
Minorca, he landed in 549 at Genoa, destroyed the city, 205. 
and s~moned the Ligurians and Gauls to arms. Gold 
and the novelty of the enterprise led them now, as always, to 
come to him in troops; he had formed connections even 
throughout Etruria, whefj! political prosecutions never ceased. 
But the troops he had brought with him were too few fur a. 
seriouB enterprise against Italy p~'Oper; and Hannibal like-
wise was much too weak, and his influence in Lower Italy 
had fallen too far, to permit him to ad7ance with any pro-
spect of success. The rulers of Carthage were not willing 
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to save their native country, when its salvation was possible; 
when they were willing, it was possible no longer. . 

The African Nobody probably in the Roman senate doubted either 
exped!t!on that the war on the part of Carthage against Rome was' at 
of SclplO. an end, or that the war on the part of Rome against Car-

thage must now be begun; but Unavoidable as was the expedi
tion to Africa, they were afraid to enter on its preparation. 
They required for it, above all, an able and beloved leader; 
and they had none. Their ,best generals had either fallen 
in the field of, battle, or they were, like Quintus Fabius and 
Quintus Fulvius, too old for such an entirely new and pro- . 
bably ~edious war. The victors of Sena, Gaius Nero and 
Marcus Livius, would perhaps have been equal to the task, 
but the;r were both in the highest degree unpopular aristo
crats; 1t was doubtful whether they would succeed in pro
curing the command-matters had already reached such a pass 
that ability, as such, determined the popular choice only in 
times of grave anxiety-and it was more than doubtful 
whether ·these were the men to stimulate the exhausted 
people to fresh exertions. At length Publius Scipio returned 
from Spain, and the favourite of the multitude, who had 
so brilliantly fulfilled, or at any rate seemed to have ful
filled, the task with which it had intrusted bim, was imme
diately chosen consul for the next year. He entered on 

205. office (549) with the firm determination of now realizing that 
African expedition wbich he had projected in Spain.· In 
,the senate, however, not only was the party favourable to a 
methodical conduct of the war unwilling to entertain tbe 
project of an African expedition so long as Hannibal re
mained in Italy, but the majority was by no means favour
ably disposed towards the young general himself. His 
Greek refinement and his modern culture and tone of 
thought were but little agreeable to the austere and lIoine
what boorish fatbers oftbe city; and serious doubts existed 
both as to bis conduct of the Spanish war and as t.() his mili
tary discipline. How much ground there was for the objection 
that he manifested too great an indulgence towards bis 
officers of division, was very soon demonstrated by the dis
graceful proceedings of Gaius Flaminius at Locri, the 
blame of which certainly was indirectly chargeable to the 
scandalous negligence which marked Scipio's supervision. 
In the proceedings in the senate regarding the organization 
of the African expedition lind the appointment of a general for 
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it, the new consul, wheTever usage or the constitution came 
iuto conflict with, his private views, showed no great reluc-

, tance to set such obstacles aside, and very clearly indicated 
tha~ in case of ne~d he was disposed to rely. for support 
agalDst the governJDg board on hiS fame, and hiS popularity 
with the people. These things could not but annoy 'the 
aenate and awaken, moreover, serious apprehension, lest 
in the impending decisive war and the negotiations for 
peace that would probably ensue with Carthage, such a 
general would not be bouna by the instrtlctions which he re
ceived-an apprehension which his arbitrary management 
of the Spanish expedition was by no means fitted to allay. 
Both sides, however, displayed wisdom enough not to push 
mattt'rs too far. The senate itself could not fail to see 
that the African expedition was necessary, and that it was 
injudicious indefinitely to postpone it; it could. not fail to 
see that Scipio was a very able officer 'and in so far was 
well adapted for the leader in Buch a war, and that he, if 
anyone, would be able to induce the people to prolong his 
command as long as necessary, and to put forth their last 
energies. The majority came to the resolution not to refuse 
to Scipio the desired commission, after he had previously 
obser .... ed, at lel!-St in form, the respect due to the supreme 
governing board and had submitted himself beforehand to 
the decree of the senate. ,Scipio was to proceed this year 
to Sicily to superintend the building of the fleet, the pre
paration of siege materials, and the formation of the expe
ditionary army, and then in the following year to land in 
Africa. For this purpose the army of Sicily-still com
posed of those two legions that were formed from the 
relDnant of the army of Cannm-was placed at his dispos31, 
because a weak garrison and the fleet were quite sufficient 
for the protection of the island; and he was permitted more
over to raise volunteers in Italy. It was evident 1Ihat the 
senate did not organize the expedition, but merely allowed 
it: Scipio did not obtain half of the resources which had 
formerly been placed at the command of Regulus, and he 
got that very corps which for years had been subjected by 
the senate to intentional degradation. Tbe African army 
was, in the view of the majority ot' the senate, a forlorn 
hope of disrated companies and volunteers, the loss of 
whom in any event the state needed not greatly to regret. 

Anyone 'else than 8cipio ,"ould perhaps have declared 
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that the African expedition m\1.st either be" undertaken with 
other means, or not at all; but Scipio's confidence accepted 
the terms as they stood, solely with the view of attaining the 
eagerly coveted command. He carefullv avoided, as far as 
possible,. the imposition of direct burdens on the people, that 
he might not injure the popularity of the expedition. Its 
expenses, particularly those of building the fleet which were 
considerable, were partly procured by what was termed a 
voluntary contribution of the Etruscan cities-that is, by a 
war tribute imposed as a punishment on the Arretines and 
other communities disposed to favour the Phrenicians--partly 
laid upon the cities of Sicily. In forty days the fleet was 
ready for sea. The crews were reinforced by volunteers, of 
whom seven thousand from all parts of Italy responded to 
the call ofthe beloved officer. So Scipio set sail for Africa in 
the spring of 550 with two strong legions of veterans (about 
30,000 men), 40 vessels of war, and 400 transports, and 
landed successfully, without meeting the slightest resistance, 
at the }'air Promontory in the neighbourhood of Utica. 

The Carthaginians, who had long expected that the plun
dering expeditions, which the Roman squadrons had fre
quent! y made during the last few years to the African coast, 
would be followed by a more serious invasion, had not only, 
in order to prevent it, endeavoured to bring about a revival 
of the Italo-Macedonian war, but had also made armed pre
paration at home to receive the Romans. Of the two rival 
Berber kings, Massinissa of Cirta (Constantine), the ruler 
of the Mas~ylians, and Syphax"of Siga (at the mouth of the 
Tafna westward from Oran), the ruler of the Massresylinns, 
they had suclleeded in attaching the latter, who was far 
the more powerful and hitherto had been friendly to the 
Romans, by treaty and affinity closely to Carthage, while they 
cast off the other, the old rival of Syphax and ally of the 
Carthaginians. Massinissa had after desperate resistar.ce 
succumbed to the united power of the Carthaginians and of 
Syphax, and had been obliged to leave his territories a prey 
to the latter; he himself wandered with It few horsemen in 
the desert. Besides the contingent to be expected from 

'Syphax, a Carthaginian army of 20,000 foot, 6000 cavalry, 
and 140 ele\Jhants-Hanno had been sent out to hunt ele
phants for the very purpose-was ready to fight for the pro
tection of the capital, under the command of Hasdrubal: son 
of Gisgo, It general who had gained experience in Spain ;in 
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the port there lay a strong fleet. A l\Iacedonian corps under 
Sopater, and a consignment of Celtiberian mercenaries, were 
immediately expected. 

On the report of Scipio's landing, Massinissa immediately Scipio 
arrived in the camp of the general whom not long before he driven back 
had confronted as an enemy in Spain; but the landless to the coast.. 
prince brought in the first instance nothing beyond his per-
sonal ability to the aid of the Romans, and the Libyans, 
althou~h heartily weary of levies and tribute, had acquired 
too bitter experience in similar cases to declare at· once for 
the invaders. So Scipio began the campaign.. So long as 
he was only opposed by the weaker Carthaginian army, he 
had the advantage, and was enabled after some successful 
cavalry skirmishes to proceed to the siege of Utica; but 
when Syphax arrived, according to report With 50,000 in. 
fantry and 10,000 cavlllry, the siege had to be raised, and a 
fortified naval caml> had to be constructed for the winter on a 
promontory, which easily admitted of entrenchment, between 
Utica and Cart4age. Here the Roman general passed the 
winter of 550-1. From the disagreeable situation in which 204-203. 
the spring found him, he extricated himself by a fortunate 
coop de main. The Africans, lulled into security by proposals Surprise of 
of peace suggested by Scipio with more artifice than honour, t~e. Cartha
allowed themselves to be surprised on one and the same night gIOOaD 

in their two camps; the reed huts of the N umidians burst camp. 
into Hames, and, when the Carthaginians hastened to their 
help, their own camp shared the same fate; the fugitives 
were slain without ,resistance by the Roman divisions. This 
nocturnal surprise was more destructive than many a battle; 
nevertheless the Carthaginians did not suffer their courage 
to sink, and they even rejected the advice of the timid, or 
rather of the judicious, to recalll\1ago and Hannibal. Just 
at this time the expected Celtiberian and Macedonian auxi-
liaries arrived; it was resolved once more to try a pitched 
battle on the ., Great Plains," five days' march from Utica. 
Scipio hastened to accept it; with little difficnlty his veterans 
and volunteers dispersed the hastily collected host of Car
thaginians and N umidians, and the Celtiberians, who could 
not reckon on any mercy from Scipio, were cut down after 
obstinate resistance. After this double defeat, the Africans 
could no longer keep the field. An attack on the Roman 
naval camp attempted by the Carthaginian Heet, while not un
luccessful, was far from deciBive, and was greatly outweighed 
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by the capture of Sypha:r, which Scipio's singular good for~ 
tune threw in his way, and by which l\fassinissa became to 
the Romans what Syphax had been at first to the Carth~ 
ginians •. 

After such defeats the Carthaginian peace party, which 
had been reduced to silence for sixteen years, was able once 
more to raise its head and openly to rebel against the govern
ment of the Barcides and the patriots. HasdrubaI son of Gisgo 
was in his absence condemned by the government to death, 
and an attempt was made to obtain an armistice and peace from 
Scipio. He demanded the cession of their Spanish posse~ 
sions and of the isiands of the Mediterranean, the transfer~ 
ence of the kingdom of Syphax to Massinissa, the surrender 
of all their vessels of war except 20, and a war contribution 
of 4000 talents (nearly £l,OOO,OOO)-terms which seem so 
singularly favourable to Carthage, that the question obtrudes 
itself whether they were offered by Scipib more in his own 
interest .or.in that of Rome. The Carthaginian plenipoten
tiaries accepted them under reservation of their being rati~ 
fied by the respective authorities, and accordingly a Cartha~ 

Machina_ ginian embassy was despatched to Rome. But the patriot 
tions of the party in Carthage were not disposed to give up the struggle 
~~. so cheaply; faith in the nobleness of their-cause, confidence 
~~:t.s. in their great leader, even the example that had been set to 

them by Rome herself, stimulated them to persevere, apart 
from the fact that peace of necessity involved the return 
of the opposite party to the helm of affairs and their own 
consequent destruction. The patriotic party had the as~ 
cendancyamong the citizens; it was resolved to allow the 
opposition to negotiate for peace, and meanwhile to prepare 
for a last and decisive effort. Orders were sent to Mago 
and Hannibai to return with all speed to Africa. l\Iago, 

205-203. wh(> for three years (549-551) had been labouring to bring 
about a coalition in Northern Italy ttgainst Rome, had just 
at this time in the territory of the Insubres (around 
Milan) given battle to a far superior double army of the 
Romans, in which the Roman cavalry had been made 
to give way, and the infantry Lad beeu thrown ~to con
fusion; victory seemed on the point of decllu'ing for the 
Carthaginia.ns, when a bold a.ttack by a Roman troop on the 
enemy's elephants, and above all a serious wound received 
by· their beloved and able commander, turned the fortune of 
the day. The Phwuician army was obliged to retreat to the 
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Ligurian coast, where it received and obeyed the order to 
embark; but Mago died of his wound 011 the voyage • 
. Hannibal would probably have anticipated the order, bad Hannibal 

not the last negotiations with Philip presented to him a rec&;lled 10 
renewed prospect of rendering better service to his country Afnca. 
in Italy than in Libya; when he received it at Croton. 
where he latterly had his head-quarters, he lost no time in 
complying with it. He caused his horses to be put to death 
as well as the Italian soldiers who refused to follow him 
over the sea, and embarked in the transports that had been 
long in readiness in the roadstead of Croton. The Roman 
citizens breathed freely, when the mighty Libyan lion, whose 
departure no one even now ventured to compel, voluntarily 
turned his back on Italian ground. On this occasion the 
decoration of a grass wreath was bestowed by the senate 
and 'burgesses on the only surviving Roman general who had 
traversed that troubled time with honour, the veteran of 
nearly ninety years, Quintus Fabius. To receive this wreath-
which by the custom of the Romans the army that a general 
had saved presented to its deliverer-at the hands of the . 
whole community was the highest distinction which had 
ever beeu bestowed upon a Roman citizen, and the last 
honour accorded to the old general, who died in the course of 
that same year (551). Hannibal, doubtlesg not under the pro- 203. 
tection of the ,armistice, but solely through his rapidity of 
movement and good fortune, arrived 'at Leptis without inter
ruption, and, the last of the " lion's brood" of Hamilcar trode 
once more, after an absence of thirty-six years, his native 
Boil. He had left it, when still almost a boy, to enter on that 
noble and yet so thoroughly fruitless career of heroism, in 
which he had set forth towards the west to l't'turn homewards 
from the east, ha~~g described 110 wide circle of victory. 
around the CarthllglDlan sell. Now, when whut he had wished 
to prevent, and what he would have prevented had he been 
allowed, was done, he was summoned to help and, if possible, 
to save; and he obeyed without complaint or reproach. 

On his arrival the patriot· party came forward' openly; Recom
the di8graceful sentence against Hasdrubal was cancelled; mence'?o;nt 
new connections were formed with the Numidian sheiks ofhostih
through the dexterity of Hannibal; and not only, did the ties. 
assembly of the people refuse to ratify the peace prac-
tically concluded, but the armistice was broken by the 
plundering of a Roman transport fleet driven ashore on 
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the African coast, and by the seizure even of a Roman vessel 
of war carrying Roman envoys. In just indignation Scipio 
started .from his camp at Tunes (552) and traversed the 
rich valley of the Bagradas (Mejerda), no longer allowing 
the townships to capitulate, but causing the inhabitants of 
the villages and towns to be seized and sold en masse. He 
had already penetrated far into the interior, and was at 
NaI"'aggara (to the west of Sicca, now Kaf, near Ras el 
Dschaber), when Hannibal, who had marched out from 
Hadrumetum, fell in with him. The Carthaginian general 
attempted to obtain better conditions from the Roman in 8 

personal conference; but Scipio, who had already gone to 
fhe extreme verge of concession, could not possibly, after 
the breach of the armistice, agree to yield further, and it is 
improbable that Hannibal had any other object in this·.step 
than to show the multitude that the patriots were not' abso
lutely opposed to peace. The conference led to no result. 

The two armies accordingly came to If decisive battle at 
Zama (not far, probably, from Siecn).- Hannibal arranged 
hiB infantry in three lines; m the first division the Cartha
ginian hired troops, in the second the African militia and 
the Phrenician civic force along with the Macedonian corps, 
in the third the veterans who had followed him from Italy. 
In front of the line were placed 80 elephants; the cavalry 
were stationed on the wings. Scipio likewise disposed his 
legions in three divisions, as was the wont of the Romans, 
and so arranged them that the elephants could pass through 
and along the line without breaking it. Not only was this 
disposition completely successful, but the elephants making 
their way to the sides disordered also the Carthaginian 
cavalry on· the flank, so that Scipio's cavalry (which, nlOre
over was by the arrival of Massmissa's troops rendered far 
superior to the enemy) had little trouble in dispersing them, 
and were soon engaged in full pursuit. The struggle in the 
case of the infantry was more severe. The conflict lasted long 
between the first divisions on both sides; at length in the 
extremely bloody hand-to-hand encounter both parties fell 
into confusion, and were obliged to seek a support in the 
second divisions. The'Romans found that support; but the 

* Neither the place nor time of the battle is properly determined. The 
former was probably no other than the well-known Zama regia; the time 
probably the spring of 552, The fixing of the day as the 19th October, on 
account of the eclipse, is not to be depended on. 
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. Carthaginian militia showed itself so unsteady and wa~ering, 
that the mercenaries believed themselves petrayed, and a 
hand-to-hand combat arose between them and the Cartha.
ginian civic force. But Hannibal now hastily withdrew 
what remained of the first two lines to the flanks, and 
pushed forward his choice Italian troops along the whole 
line. Scipio, on the other hand, gathered together in the 
centre as many of the first line as still were able to fight, 
and made the second and third divisions close up on the right 
and left of the first. Once more on the same spot began a 
still more fearful conflict; Hannibal's old soldiers never 
wavered, despite the superior numbers of the enemy, till the 
cavalry of the Romans and of l\1assinissa, returning from the 
pursuit of the beaten cavalry of the enemy, surrounded 
them on all sides. This not only terminated the struggle, 
but annihilated the Punic army; the same soldiers, who 
fourteen years before had given way at Canme, had retaliated 
on thei!:' conquerors at Zam'a. With a handful of men 
Hannibal arrived, a fugitive, at Hadrumetum. 

After this day folly alone could counsels continuance of Peace. 
the war on the part of Carthage. On the other hand, it was 
in the power of the Roman general immediately to begin the 
siege of the capital which was neither protected nor pro-' 
visioned, and, unless unforeseen accidents should intervene, ' 
now to subject Carthage to the fate which Hannibal had 
wished to bring upon Rome. Scipio did not do so; he 
granted peace (533), but no longer upon the former terms. 201. 
Besides the concessions which had already in the last nego
tiations been demanded in favour of Rome and of MassiI1issa, 
an annual contribution of 200 talents (£48,800) was im-
posed for fifty years on the Carthaginians; and they had to 
bind themselves that they would not wage war against Rome 
or its allies or indeed beyond the bounds, of Africa at all, 
and that in Africa they would not wage war beyond their 
own territory without having sought the permission of 
RoIJle-~he praotical effect of which was that Carthage 
became tributary, and lost her political independence. It 
even appears that the Carthagimans were bound in certain 
cases to furnish ships of war to the Roman fleet. 

Scipio hal been accused of granting too favourable con
ditions to the enemy, lest he might be obliged to hand over 
the glory of terminating the most severe war which Rome 
had waged, along with his command; to a. successor. The 
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charge might have had some foundation, had the' first pro
posals been carried out; it seems to have no warrant in 
;reference to the second. His position in Rome was not 
such as to make the favourite of the people, after the victory 
of Zama, seriously apprehensive of recall-already after the 
victory an attempt to supersede him had been referred by the 
senate to the citizens, and by them decidedly rejected j nor 
do the conditions themselves warrant such a charge. The 
Carthaginian city never, after its hands were thus tied 
and a powerful neighbour was placed by it.~ side, made even 
an attempt to withdraw from Roman supremacy, still less 
to enter into rivalry with Rome. Besides everyone, who 
cared to know, knew that the war just terminated had been 
undertaken much more by Hannibal than by Carthage, and 
that it was absolutely impossible to revive t~e gigar;tic plans 
of the patriot party. It might seem little in the eyes of 
the vengeful Italians, that only the five hundred surren
dered ships of war perished in the fiames, and not the 
hated city itself. Secret spite and official pedantry might 
zealously contend for the view~ that an opponent is only 
really vanquished wben he is annibilated, and might censure 
the man who had disdained rigorously to punish the crime of 
having made Romans tremble. Scipio thought otherwise; and 
we have no reason, and therefore no rigbt, to assume that the 
Roman was in this instance influenced by vulgar motives 
rather than by the noble and magnanimous impulses which 
formed part of his character. It was' not the considera
tion of his own possible recall or of the mutability of 
'fortune, nor was it any apprehension of the outbreak of a 
Macedonian war at certainly no distant date, tbat prevented 
the self-reliant 'and confident hero, with whom everything 
had hitherto succeeded beyond belief, from completing the 
destruction of the unhappy city, which fifty years afterwards 
his adopted' grandson was commissioned to execute, and 
which might indeed have been l'qually well accomplished 
now. It is much more probable that the two great generals, 
on whom the dl'cision of the political question now de
volved, offered and accepted peace on Buch terms in order 
to set just and reasonable limits on the one ~and to the 
furious vengeance of the victors, on the other t<> the 
obstinacy and imprudence of the vanquished. The noble 
mindedness and statl'smanlike gifts of the grea~ antagonists 
are no less apparent in Hannibal's magnanimous submission 
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to what was inevitahle, than in Scipio's wise ahstinence from 
an extravagant and outrageous use of victory. Is it to be 
supposed that one 80 generous, unprejudiced, and intelligent 
should not have 8.l!ked himself of what benefit it could be to 
his country, now that the politicaJ. power of the Carthaginian 
city was annihilated, utterly to destroy that primitive seat 
of commerce and of agriculture, and wickedly tQ over
throw one of tlie main pillars of the then existing civiliza
tion P The time had not yet come when the first men of 
Rome lent themselves to demolish the civilization of their 
neighhours, and frivolously fancied that they could wash 
8way from themselves the eternaJ. infamy of the nation by 
shedding an idle tear. 

Thus ended the second Punic, or as the Romans more cor- Resulta of 
rectly called it, the Hnnnibalic, war, after it had devastated the war, 
the lands and islands from the Hellespont to the pillars 
of Hercules for sevent~n years. Before this warthe policy 
of the Romans had no higher aim than to acquire command 
of the mainland of the Italian peninsula within its natural 
boundnries, and of the _ Italian islands and seas; and it is 
clearly proved by their treatment of Africa on the conclu-
sion of peace that they terminated the war with the im
pression, not that they had laid the foundation of empire over 
the states of the Mediterranean or of universaJ. sovereignty. 
8S it is called, but that they had rendered a dangerous rival 
innocuous and had given to Italy agreeable neighbours. It 
is true that the results of the war, the conquest of Spain in 
particular, little accorded with such an idea j but their very 
successes led them beyond their proper design, and it may 
in fact be affirmed that the Romans came into possession 
of Spain accidentally. The Romans achieved the sove-
reignty of Italy, because they strove for it; the hegemony 
(and the sovereignty which grew out of it) over the terri-
tories of the Mediterranean was to a certain extent thrown 
into the hands of the Romans by the force of circumstances, 
without intentional effort on their part to acquire it. 

The immediate results of the war, out of Italy, were the Out of 
conversion .of Spain into two Roman province8--provinces, Italy. 
however, engaged in perpetual insurrection; the union of 
the hitherto dependent kingdom of Syracuse with the 
Roman province of Sicily; the establishment of a Roman 
instead of the Carthaginian protecturate over the most im
portant N umidian chiefs; and lastly the conversion of Car-
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thage £Toni a powerful commercial state into a defenceless 
mercantile town. In other words, it established the uncon
tested hegemony of Rome over the western region of the 
Mediterranean. Moreover, it brought about that decided 
contact between the state syst~ms of'the east aud the west, 
which the first Punic war had only foreshadowed, and thereby 
gavd rille to the closely impending decisive interference of 
Rome in the coriflicts of the Alexandrian monarchies. 

In It&ly. In Italy, first of all the Celts were now doomed to 
destruction, if their fate had not been decided even before;. 
and the execution of the doom was only a question of time. 
·Within the Roman confederacy the effect of the war was, to 
bring into more distinct prominence the ruling Latin nation, 
whose internal union had been tried and tested by the 
peril which, notwithstanding isolated instances of wavering, 
it had surmounted on the whole in faithful fellowship; and 
to depress still further the position oJ: the non-Latin or Lati
nized Italians, particularly the Etruscans and tbe Sabellians 
of lower Italy. The heaviest punishment or rather ven
geance was inflicted on the one hand on the most powerful, 
on the other hand on those who were.at once the earliest and 
latest, allies of Hannihal-the community of Capua, and the 
land of the Bruttians~ The Capuan constitution was 
I!obolished. and Capua was reduced from the second city 
into the first village of Italy; it was even proposed to raze 
the city and level it with the ground. The whole soil, with 
the exception of a few possessions of foreigners or of Cam
panians well disposed towards Rome, was declared by the 
senate to be 'public domain. and was thereafter parcelled 
out to small occupiers 011 temporary lease. The Picentes 
on the Silarus were similarly trellted; their capital was 
razed, and the inhabitantR were dispersed among the' sur
rounding villages. The doom of the Bruttians was still 
more severe; they were converted en masse into a sort of 
bondsmen to the Romans, and were for ever excluded from 
the· right of bearing arms. The other allies of Hannibal 
MSO dearly expiated their offence. 'l'he Greek cities suffered 
severely, with the exception of the few which had steadfastly 
adhered to Rome, such as the Campanian Greeks and the 
Rhegines. Punishment ·not much lighter .awaited the 
Arpl1nians and II multitude of other Apulian, Lucanian, 
and Samnite communities, most of which lost portions of 
their territory. On part of the lands thus acquired new 
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colonies were settled. Thus in the year 560 a succession of 194-
burgess-colonies were sent to the best ports of lower Italy,' 
amQng which Sipontum (near l\:lanfredonia) and Croton may 
be named, II.S also Salernum, placed in the former territory of·· 
the southern Pi centes and destined to hold them in check, and 
above all Puteoli,·which soon became the seat of the villas 
of the leading citizens and of the traffic in Asiatica-Egyptian 
luxuries. Thurii became a Latin fortress under the new 
name of Copia (560), and the rich Bruttian town of Vibo 194. 
under the name of Valentia (562). The veterans of the vic- 192. 
torious army of Africa were settled singly on various patches 
of land in Samnium and Apulia; the remainder was retained 
as public land, and. the pasture stations of the noble lords of 
Rome replaced the gardens and arable fields of the farmers. 
As a matter of course, moreover, in all the communities 
of the peninsula the persons of note who were not well 
affected to Rome were got rid of, so far as this could be ae
compli~hed by political processes and confiscations of pro-
perty. Everywhere in Italy the non-Latin allies felt that 
their name was meaningless, and that they were henceforth 

• subjects of Rome; the conquest of Hannibal was felt as a 
second subjugation of Italy, and all the exasperation and all 
the arrogance of the victors vented themselves especially on 
their Italian allies who were not Latin. Even the colourless 
Roman comedy of this period, subject as it was to careful cen
sorship, bears traces of this. 'Vhen the subjugated towns of 
Capua and Atella were abandoned withoat restraint to the 
unbridled wit of the Roman farce, so that the latter town 
becunle its very stronghold, and when other writers of 
comedy jested over the fact that the Campanian serfs had 
already learned to survive in that deadly atmosphere where 
even the hardiest race of" slaves, the Syrians, pined away; 
,such unfeeling mockeries reflected the scorn of the victors, 
and re-echoed the cry of distress from the down-trodden 
nations. The position in which matters stood is shown by 
the anxious carefulness, which during the ensuing Mace
donian war the senate evinced in the watching of Italy, and 
by the reinforcements which were despatched from Rome to 
the most important colonies, such lIS Venusia in 554, Narnia 200. 
in 555, and Cosa in 557. 199. 197. 

What blanks were produced by war and famine in the 
ranks of the Italian population, is shown by the instance of 
the burgesses of Rome, whose numbers during the war had 
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fallen almost a fourth. The statement, accordingly, that the 
whole number of Italians who fell in the war under Hannibal 
was 300,000, seems not at aJ.l exaggerated. Of course this 
loss fell chiefly on the flower of the burgesses, who in fact 
furnished the nucleus and the mass of the combatants. How 
fearfully the senate in particular was thinned, is shown by 
the filling up of its complement after the battle of Capnre, 
when it had been reduced to123 persons, and was with diffi
culty restored to its normal state by an extraordinary nomi
nation of 177 senators. That, moreover, the seventeen years' 
war, which had been carried on simultaneously in all dis
tricts of Italy and towards all the four points of the com
pass abroad, must have shaken to the very heart the national 
economy, is abundantly evident; but our tradition does 
not suffice to illustrate the details. The state no doubt 
gained by the confiscations, and the Campanian territory, in 
pa,rticular, thenceforth remained an inexhaustible source of 
revenue t{) the state; but by this extension of the domain 
system the national prosp'erity of course lost just as much, as 
at other times it had gained °by the breaking up of the state 
lands. Numbers of flourishing townships-four hundred, 
it was reckoned-were destroyed and ruined; the capital 
laboriously accumulated was consumed; the population were 
demoralized ·by a camp life; the good old traditional habits 
of the burgesses and yeomen were undermined, from the 
capital down to the smallest village. Slaves and desperadoes 0 

associated themselves in robber-bands, of the dangers of 
which an idea may be formed from the fact that in a single 

185. year (569) 7000 men had to be condemned for robbeIX in 
Apulia alone; the pxtension of the pastures, with their half
savage slave-herdsmen, favoured this mischievous barbarizing. 
of the land. Italian agriculture sa~ its very existence en
dangered by the proof, first afforded in this war, that the 
Roman people could be.,supported by grain from Sicily and 
from Egypt instead of that which they reaped themselves. 

Nevertheless the Roman, whom the gods had allowed 
to survive the close of that gigantic struggle, might look 
with pride to the past and with confidence 0 to the future. 
Many errors had been committed, but much suffering had 
also been endured; the people, whose whole youth capable 
of arms had for ten years hardly laid aside sbield and sword, 
might excuse many faults. The living of different nations 
side by side in peace and amity upon the whole, although 
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maintaining an attitude ot'mutual antagonism-which appears 
to be the aim of the peoples of modern times-was a thing 
foreign to antiquity. In ancient times it ~as necessary to 
be either anvil or hammer; and. in the final struggle between 
the victors victory remained with the Romans. Whether 
they would have the judgment to use it rightly-to attach 
the Latin nation by still closer bonds to Rome, gradually to 
Latinize Italy, to rule their dependents in the provinces as 
subjects 'and not to abuse them as slaves, to reform the con
IItitution, to' re-invigorate and to enlarge tbe tottering middle 
class-remained to be seen. If they should have 1;he skill 
to accomplish these results, Italy might hope to see .happy 
times, in which prosperity based on personal exertion under 
favourable circumstances, and the most decisive political 
supremacy over the then civilized world, would impart just 
self-reliance to every member of the great whole, furnish a 
wortHy aim for every ambition, and open a career for every 
talent. It would, no doubt, be otherwise, should they fail 
to use aright their victory. But for the moment doubt
ful voices and gloomy apprehensions were silent; from all 
quarters the warriors and victors returned to their homes; 
thanksgivings and amusements, and rewards to soldiers 
and burgesses were the order of the day; the released 
prisoners of war were sent home from Gaul, Africa, and 
Greece; and at length the youthful conqueror moved in 
splendid procession through the decorated streets of the 
capital, to deposit his laurels in the house of the god by 
whose direct inspiration, as the pious whispered one to 
another, he had been guided in counsel and in action. 

TOL.II. 
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CHAPTER. VII. 

THE WEST FROM THE PEACE OF HANNIBAL TO THE CLOSE OP 

THE THIRD PERIOD. 

Subjugation THE war waged by Hannibal had interrupted Rome in the 
of the valley extensioJl of her dominion to the Alps or to the boundary of 
oftbe Po. Italy, as was even now-the Roman phrase, and in her organi
Celtic W&I'S. zation and. colonizing of the Celtic territories. It was evident . 

that the task would now be resumed at the point where it had 
been broken off, and the Celts were well aware of this. In 

201. the very year of the conclusion .of peace with Carthage' (553) 
hostilities had recommenced in the territory of the Boii, who 
were the most immediately exposed to danger; and a first 
success obtained by them over the hastily assembled Roman 
levy, coupled with the persuasions of a Carthaginian officer, 
Hamilcar, who had been left behind from the expedition 
of Mago in northern Italy, produced in the following year 

200. (554) a general insurrection spreading beyond the two, 
tribes immediately threatened, the Boii and Insubres. The 
Ligurians were driven to arms by the nearer approach of 
the danger, and even the youth of the Cenomani on this 
occasion listened less to the voice. of their cautious chiefs 
than to the urgent appeal of their kinsmen who were in peril. 
Of the two fortresses constructed with a view to check the 
raids of the Gauls, Placentia and Cremona, the former was 
sacked-not more than 2000 of the inhabitants of Placentia 
saved their lives-and the second was invested. In haste the 
legions advanced ~o save what they could. A great battle 
took place before Cremona. The dexterous management 
and the professional skill of.the Punic leader failed to make 
good the deficiencies of his troops; the Gauls were unabJe to 
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withstand the onset of the legions, and among the numerous 
dead who covered the field of battle was the Carthaginian 
officer. The Celts, nevertheless, continued the struggle; the 
same Roman army which had conquered at Cremona. was next 
year (555), chiefly through the fault of its careless leader, 199, 
almost destroyed by the lnsubres; and it was not till 556 19S. 
that Placentia could be partially re-established. But the 
league of the cantons associated for the desperate struggle 
Buflere'd from intestine discord; the Boii and Insubres quar-
relled, and the Cenomani not only withdrew from the national 
league, but purchased their pardon from the Romans by a 
disgraceful betrayal of their countrymen; during a battle in 
which the Insubres engaged the Romans on the Mincius, the 
Cenomani attacked in rear, and helped to destr6y, their allies 
and comrades in arms (557). Thus humbled and deserted, 197. 
the Insubres, after the fall of Comum, likewise consented to 
couclude a separate peace (558). The conditions, wjlich the 196. 
Romans prescribed to the Cenomani and Insubre!!, were cer-
tainly harJer than they had been in the habit of granting to the 
members of the Italian confederacy; in particular, they were 
'careful legally to confirm the barrier of separation between 
Italians and Celts, and to enact that no member of these two 
Celti(J tribes should ever be capable of acquiring the citizen-
ship of Rome. But they allowed these Transpadane Celtic 
tribes to retain their existence and their natiorlal constitution 
-so that they formed not municipia,' but cantons representing 
their former divisions-and no tribute, as it would seem, 
was imposed on them. They were intended to serve as a 
bulwark for the Roman Bettlements south of the Po, and to 
ward off' from Italy the incursions of the migratory northern 
tribes and the aggreesions of the plundering inhabitants of 
the Alps, who were wont to make regular razzias in these 
districts. The process of Latinizing, moreover, made rapid 
progress in these regions; the Celtic nationality was evi-
dently far from able to oppose Buch resistance to its in
fiuences, as the more civilized nations o£Sabellians and Etrus-
cans. The celebrated Latin comedian, Statius Cmcilius, 
who died in 586, was a manumitte!1 Insubrian;, and Poly- 168. 
hius, who visited these districts towards the close of the 
lixth century, affirms, not perhaps without some exaggerlr 
tion, that in that <).uarter ollly a few villages among the 
Alps remained CeltIc. The Veneti, on the other hand, ap-
pear to have retained their nationality longer. 
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The chief efforts of tlie Romans. in these regions were 
naturally directed to check the immigration of the Trans
alpine Celts, and. to make the natural wall, which separates 
the peninsula from the interior of the continent,. also its 
political boundary. That tbe terror of the Roman name had 
already penetrated to the adjacent Celtic cantons beyond the 
Alps is shown not only by the totally passive attitude which 
they maintained during the annihilation or subjugation of 
their Cisalpine countrymen, but still more by the 'Official 
disapproval and disavowal which the Transalpine cantons 
-which term we must suppose primarily to apply to the 
Helvetii (between the lake of Geneva and the Main) and 
the Carni or Taurisci (in Carinthia and Styria)-expressed to 
the env0'ys from Rome, who complained of the attempts made 
by isolated Celtic bands to settle peacefully on the Roman 
side of the Alps. Not less significant :was the humble spirit 
in whicp. these same bands of emigrants first came to the, 
Roman senate entreating an assignment of land, and then 
without remonstrance obeyed the rigorous order to return 
over the Alps (568 et seq. 575), and allowed the town, which 
they had already founded not far from Aquileia, to be 
again destroyed. With wise severity the senate permitted 
no sort of exception to. the principle that the gates of the 
Alps should be henceforth closed against the Celtic nation, 
and visited with hel1\'y penalties. those Roman subjects in 
Italy, who had instigated· any such schemes of immigration. 
An attempt of this kind which was made on a route hitherto 
little known to the Romans, in the innermost recess of the 
Adriatic, and still more, as it would seem, a project of Philip 
of Macedon for invading Italy from the East as Hannibal haa 
. done from the West, gave occasion to the founding of a for
tress in the extreme north-eastern corner of Italy-Aquileia. 
the most northerly of the Italian colonies (571-573)-which 
WIIS intended not only to close that !,oute for ever against 
foreigners. but also to secure the command of the gulf which 
was specially convenient for navigation, and to check the 
piracy which was still not wholly extirpated in those waters. 
The establishment of Aquileia led to a war with the Istrians 
(576-577), which was speedily terminated by the storming of 
some strongholds and the fall of the king, lEpulo,and which 
was remarkable for nothing except for the panic, which the 
news of the surprise of the Roman camp by a ljandful of 
barbarians occasioned in the fleet and throughout Italy. . 
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A different course was adgpted with the region on the south Colonizing 
of the Po, which the Roman senate had determined to incol'o of the re
porate with Italy. The BOll, who were most immediately giooth oofth. 
affected by this step, defended themselves with the resolution:;:: Po

o 

of despair. They.even crossed the Po and made an attempt to '-
rouse the Insubres once more to arms (560); they blockaded 194. 
a consul in his camp, and he was on the point of succumbing; 
Placentia maintained itself with difficulty against the constant 
assaults of the exasperated natives. At length the last 
battle was fought at l\[utina; it was long and bloody, but 
the Romans conquered (561); and thenceforth the struggle 193. 
was no longer a war, but a slave hunt. The Roman camp 
soon was the ouly asylum in the Boian territory; thither the 
better part of the still surviving population began to take 
refuge; and the victors were able, without much exaggeration, 
to report to Rome that nothing remained of the nation of the 
BOll but old men and children. The nation was thus obliged 
to resign itself to the fate appointed for it. The Romans 
demanded the ces8ion of half the territory (563); the de- 191. 
mllUll could not be refused, and even within the diminished 
district which was 'left to the BOll, they soon disappeared, 
amalgamated with their conquerors.· 

After the Romans had thus cleared the ground for them
selves, the fortresses of Placentia and Cremona, whcse colo
nists had been mostly Bwept away or dispersed by the 
troubles of the last tew years, were reorganized, and new. 

• Aooording U. the lICCOunt of Strabo these Italian Boii were driven by the 
Roman. over the Alps, and from them proceeded that Boiau .ettlement in what 
is now Hungary between the Neusiedlersee and the Plattensee, which was 
attacked 8lld annihilated in the time of Augustus by the Gehe who croaaed 
the Danube, but which bequeathed to this district the name of the Boian 
desert. This """"unt is far from agreeing with the well...,ttested representation 
of the Roman annals, """"rding U. which the Romans were oon1ont with the 
oossion of half the Writory; and, in order to <!%plain the disappearance of the 
Italian Boii, we ha\"e really no need to assume a violent upulsion-th. other 
Celtic peoples, althongh 'Visited u. a far I ...... tent by war and colonization, 
diasppeared 00& much I .... rspidlyand totaU)' from the ranks of th. Italian 
nations. On the other hand. other accounts suggest the derivation of those 
Boii on the Plattensee from the main stock of the.nation, whicb fonnerly 
had its _t in Bavaria and Bobemia before G.rmani. tribes pushed it to
wards the sonth. But it is altogether very doubtful wh.ther the Boii. whom 
we find near Bordeawt, OD the Po, and in Bohemia, w ..... really scattered 
branches of one stock, or wb.ther this is not an in •• nce of mere similarity of 
Jl8JDe. Tbe hypothesis of Strabo may have rested on nothing else than an 
inference from the similarity of name-an inference ouch as the anci.nls drew, 
oft.en without due reasoo, in the case of the Cimbri, Veneli, and others. 
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settlers were sent thither. The new foundations were, in or 
near the former territory of the Senones, Potentia (near Re-

184. cana£i not far from Ancona, in 570) and Pisaurum (Pesaro, 
184. in 570), and, in the newly acquired district of the Boii, the 

189. 183. fortresses of Bononia (565), Mutina (571), and Parma 
183. (571); the colony of Mutina had been inst:rtuted before thp. 

war under Hannibal, but that war had interrupted the com
pletion of the settlement. The institution of fortresses was 
associated, as was always the·case, with the construction 
of military roads. . The Flaminian way was prolonged from 
its northern termination at Ariminum, under the name of 

187. the Via &milia, to Placentia (,567). Moreover, the road 
from Rome to Arretium or the Cassian way, which pC"rhaps 
had already been long a municipal road, was taken in charge 
and constructed anew hy the Roman community probably in 

187. 171. 583; while in 567 the track from Arretium over the Apen
nines to Bononia as far as the new .iEmilian road had been 
put in order, and furnished a shorter communication between 
Rome and the fortresses on the Po. By these comprehen
sive measures the Apennines were practically supersede;. as 
the boundary between the Celtic and Italian territories, and 
were replaced by the Po. South of the Po there hC"nceforth 
prevailed mainly the civic constitution of the Italians, be
yond it mainly the cantonal constitution of the Celts; and, 
if the district between the Apennines and the Po was still 
designated ager Celticus, that was but an empty name. 

Llgana. • In the north-western mountain-land of Italy,· whose 
valleys a.nd hills were occupied chiC"fly by the much-sub
divided Ligurian stock, the Romans pursued a similar 
course. Those that dwelt immediately to the nortIi of the 
Arno were extirpated. This fate befel chiefly the Apuani, 
who dwelt on the Apennines between the Arno. and the 
Magrs, and incessantly plundered on the one side the ter
ritory of Pisle, on the other tbat of BOllonia and Mutina. 
1.'hose that did not fall victims in that quarter to the sword 
of the Romans were transported into Lower Italy to the 

180. region of Beneventum (574) j and by energetic measures the 
Ligurian nation, from which the Romans wero obliged in 

176. 578 to recover the colony of Mutina which it had conquered, 
was completely crushed in the. mountains which separate 
the valley of the Po' from that of the Arno. The fortress of 

177. Lnna (~ot far from Spezzia), established in 577 in the 
• former t~tory of the Apuani, protected the frontier against 
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the Ligurians Just as Aquilei~ did against the Transalpines, 
and gave the Romans at the SBme time an excellent port 
which henceforth became the usual station for the passag~ 
to Massilia or to Spain. _ The construction of the coast or 
Aurelian road from Rome to Luna, and of the cross road 
carried from Luca by way of Florence to Arretium between 
the Aurelian and Cassian ways, probably belongs to the 
Bame period. 

With the more western Ligurian tribes, who held the 
Genoese Apennines and the Maritime Alps, there were 
incessant conflicts. They were troublesome neighbours, 
accustomed to pillage by land and by sca; the Pisans and 
Massiliots suffered no little injury from their incursions and 
their· piracietl. But no permanent rcsults were gained 
amidst these constant hostilities, or perhaps even aimed 
at ; except apparently that, with a view to have aco=uni
cation by land, with Transalpine Gaul and Spain, in addi. 
tion to the regular route by sea, the Romans endeavoured to 
clear the great coast road from Luna by way of Massilia 
to Emporim, at le88t as far as the Alps-beyond the Alps it 
devolved on the Massiliots to keep the coast navigation 
open for Roman vessels and the shore road open for tra
vellers by land. The interior with its irnpasRable valleys 
and its rocky fastnesses, and with its poor but dexterous spd 
crafty inhabitants, served the Romans mainly as a school 
of war for the training and hardening of officers and soldiers. 

Wara as they are called, o~ a similar character with those Corsica. 
against the Liguriaus, were waged with the Corsicans and Sardiuia. 
to a still greater extent with the inhabitants of the interior 
of Sardinia, who retaliated for the predatory expeditions 
directed against them by sudden attacks on the_ districts 
along the coast. The expedition. of Tiberius Gracchus 
against the Sardinians, in 577, was specially held in re- 177. 
membrance, not so much because it gave" peace" to the 
provinCtl, as because he ssserted thst he had slain or cap-
tured as many as 80,000 of the islanders, and dragged slaves 
thence in such multitudes to Rome that" as cheap as a 
Sardinian" became a proverb. 

In Africa the policy of Rome was substantially summed Carthage. 
up in the one idea, as shortsighted as it was narrow-mindedf 

that she ought to prevent the revival of the power,pf Car-
thage, and ought accordingly to keep the unhapp:r city con-
Itantly 0vprcssed ~d apprehensive of a declaratIOn of war 
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suspended over it by Rome like the sword of Damocles. 
'J'he stipulation in the treaty of peaee, that" the Cartha
gi:rrians should retain their territory undiminished, but that 
their neighbour Massinissa should have all those possessions 
guaranteed to him which he or his predecessor had possessed 
within the Carthaginian pounds, looks almost as if it had 
been inserted not to prevent, but to provoke disputes. The 
same remark applies to the obligation imposed by the treaty 
of peace on the Carthaginians not to" make war upon the 
allies of Rome ; so tbat, according to the letter of the treaty, 
they were not even entitled to expel their N umidian neigh
bours from their own undisputed territory. With such 
stipulations and amidst the uncertainty of African frontier 
questions in general, the situation of Carthage in presence of 
a neighbour equally powerful and unscrupulous, and of a liege 
lord at once umpire and party in the cause, could not but 
be a painful one; but the reality was worse than the worst 

193. expectations. Already in 561 Carthage found herself sud
denly assailed under frivolous pretexts, and saw the richest 
portion of her territory, the province of Emporire on the 
lesser Syrtis, partly plundered by the Numidians, partly. 
even seized and retained by them. Encroachments of this 
kind were" multiplied; the level country passed into the 
hands of the Numidians, and the Carthaginians with di:ffi.. 
culty maintained themselves in the larger towns. Within 

172. the last two years alone, the Carthaginians declared in 582, 
seventy villages had been again wrested from them in oppo
sition to the treaty. Embassy after embassy was despatched 
to Rome; the Carthaginians adjured the Roman senate 
either to allow them to defend themselves by arms, or to 
appoint a court of arbitration with power to enforce their 
award, or to regulate the frontier anew that they might at 
least learn once for all how much they were to lose; oth~r
wise, it were better to make them Roman subjects at once 
than thus gradually to deliver them over to the Libyans. But 

200. the Roman government, which Illready in 554 had held forth 
a direct prospect of extension of territory to their client of 
course at the expense of Carthage, !leerned to have little 
objection that he should himself take the booty destined for 
him; they moderated at times the too great impetuosity of 
the Libyans, who now retaliated fully on their old tormentors 
for their former sufferings; but it was in reality for the 
very sake of inflicting this tortUl'e that the Romans had 
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aSRigned Massinissa as a neighbour to Carthage. All the 
requests aud complaiuts .had no result, except that Roman 
commissions made their appearance in Africa and after a 
thorough investigation came to no decision, or that in the 
negotiations at Rome the· envoys of Massiniss8 pretended 
want of instructions and the matter was adjourned. Phre. 
nician patience alone was able to submit meekly to such a 
position, and even to exhibit towards the plenipotentiaries 
every attention and courtesy, solicited or unsolicited, with un
wearied perseverance. The Carthaginians especially courted 
Roman favour by sending supplies of grain. 

This pliability on the part of the vanquished, however, Hannibal. 
was not mere patience and resignation. There was still in 
Carthage a patriotic party, and at its head stood the man, 
who, wherever fate placed him, was iltill dreaded by the 
Romans. 1t had not abandoned the idea of resuming the 
struggle by taking advantage of those complications that 
might be easily foreseen between Rome and the eastex:n 
powers; and, as the failure of the magnificent scheme of 
Hamilcar and his sons had been due mainly to the Cartha-
ginian oligarchy, the chief object was internally to rein-
vigorate tne country for this new struggle. T~e salutary Reform of 
influence of adversity, and the clear, noble, and commanding ~e.Cartha
mind of Hannibal, effected political and financial reforms. r~18~ ,:u
The oligarchy, which had filled up the measure of its ~ty U 0 • 

follics by raising a criminal process against tne great general 
charging him with having intentionally abstained from the 
capture of !Wme and with embezzlement of the Italian spoil 
-that rotten oligarchy was, on the proposition ot: Hannibal, 
overthrown, and a democratic government was introduced, 
such as was suited .to the circumstances of the citizens (be-
fore 559). The finances were so rapidly reorganized by the 195. 
collection Qf arrears and of embezzled moneys and by the 
introductiOll of better control, that the contribution due to 
Rome could be paid without burdening the citizens with any 
extraordinary taxes. The Roman government, just then on 
the point of beginning its critical war with the great king of 
Asia, observed the progress of these events, as may easily 
be conceived, with apprehension; it was no imaginary danger 
that the Carthaginian fleet might land in Italy and a second 
war under Hannibal might spring up there, while the . 
Roman legions were fighting in Asia. We can scarcely, ~anuibal's 
therefore, censure the Romans for sending an embassy to flIght. 
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195. Carthage (in 559) which was charged, in all probability .. to 
demand .the surrender of Hannibal .. The spiteful Cartha
ginian oligarchs, who sent letter after letter to' Rome to 
denounce to the national foe the hero who had overthrown 
them, as having entered into secret communications with the 
powers. unfriendly to Rome, were contemptible, but their 
information was probably correct; and, true as it was that 
that emb!lllsy involved a humiliating confession of the dread 
with which the presence or-the simple shofete of Carthage 
inspired so powerful a people, and natural and honourable 
as it was that the proud conqueror of Zama should take 
exception in the senate to so humiliating a step, still that 
confession W!lll nothing but the simple truth, and Hannibal 
was of a genius so .extraordinary, that none but senti
mental politicians in ;Rome could tolerate him longer at 
the head of the Carthaginian state. The marked recogni~ 
tion thus accorded to him by the Roman government 
scarcely took himself by surprise. As it was Hannibal and 
not Carthage that had carried on the last war, so it was he who 
had to bear the fate of the vanquished. The Carthaginians 
could do nothing but submit and be thankful that Hannibal, 
sparing them the greater disgrace of delivering him up by a 
speedy and prudent flight to the East, left to his ances
tral city merely the lesser disgrace of banishing its greatest 
citizen for ever from his native land, of confiscating his 
property, and of razing his house. The profound 'saying 
that those are the, favourites of the gods, on whom they 
lavish infinite joys and infinite sorrows, thus verified itself 
in full measure in the case of Hannibal. 

Continued A graver responsibility than that arising out of their pro
initation ceedings against Hannibal attaches to the Roman govern
in Rom. to- ment for their persistence in suspecting and tormenting the 
:hards Car- city after his removal. Parties indeed fermented there as 

age. before; but, after the withdrawal of the 'extrao~inary man 
who had well nigh changed the destinies of the world. the 
patriot pa.rty was not of much more importance in Carthage 
than in 1Etolia or Achaia. The most rational of the various 
ideas which then agitated the unhappy city was beyond 
doubt that of attaching themselves to l\fassinissa, and of 
converting him from the oppressor into the protector of the 
l'hrenicians. But neither the national section of the patriots 
nor the section with Libyan' tendencies attained the helm; 
on the contrary the government remained in the hands of the 
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oligarchs friendly to Rome, who, so far as they did not 
altogether renounce thought of the future, clung to the 
single idea of sRving the material prosperity and the com
munal freedom of Carthage under Roman protection. 
With this state of matters the Romans might well have 
been content. But neither the multitude, nor even the 
senators of the ·average stamp, could rid themselves of the 
profound alarm produced by the campaigns of Hannibal; 
and the Roman merchants with envious eyes beheld the city 
even now, when its political power was gone, possessed 
of extensive commercial dependencies. and ofa firmly esta
blished wealth which nothing could shake. Already in 567 
the Carthaginian government offered to pay up at once the 
whole instalments stipulated in the treaty of 553-an offer 
which the Romans, who attached far more importmce to the 
having Carthage tributary than to the sums of money them-
selves, naturally declined, and only deduced from it the con-
viction that, in spite of all the trouble they had taken, the 
city was not ruiued and was not capable of ruin. Fresh 
reports were ever circulating through Rome as to the in-
trIgues of the faithless Phreniciantt. At one time it wall 
alleged that Arieto of Tyre had been seen in Carthage as 
an emissary of Hannibal, to prepare the citizens fol' the 
landing of an Asiatic Heet (561); at another, that the 
council had, in a sertet nocturnal sitting in the temple of 
the God of Healing, given audience to the envoys of Perseus 
(581) ; at another there was talk of a powerful fleet which was 
being equipped in Carthage for the Macedonian war (58!'!). 
1b is probable that these and similar reports were founded on 
nothing more than, at most, individual indiscretions; but 
still they were the signal for new diplomatic misrepresent-
ations on the l?art of Rome, and for new aggressions on the 
part of Massimssa, and the idea gained gt'ouud the more-the 
less sense and reason that there was ih it-that the Cartha-
ginian question would not be settled without Ii third Punic 
war. 

187, 

201. 

'193. 

173. 

171. 

While the power of the Phrenicians was thus declining Numidians. 
in fhe land of their adoption, just as it had long ago slmk.in 
their original home, a new state grew up by their side. The 
northern coast of Africa has been from time immemorial, 
aud is still, inhabited by Ii people, 'who themselves assume 
the name of Shilah or Tamazigt, whom the Greeks and 
Romans were accustomed to call Nomades or Numidians, 
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i. 6. the" pastoral" people, and the Arabs Shawi, i. B. "shep
herds," and to whoin we give the name of Berbers or 
Kaby les. This people is, so far as its language has been 
hitherto investigated, related to no other known nation. In 
the qarthaginisIl period these tribes, with the exception of 
those dwelling. immediately around Carthage or immediately 
on the coast, had on the whole maintained -their independ
ence,and had also substantially retained their pastoral and 
equestrian life, lIuch as the inhabitants of the Atlas lead at 
the present day; although they were not strangers to the 
Phqmician alphabet and Phrenician civilization generally 
(P. 11), and instances occurred in which the.Berber sheiks 
had their sons educated in Carthage and intermarried with 
the families of the Punic nobility. It was not the policy of 
the Romans to have direct possessions of their own in Africa ; 
they preferred to rear a state there, which should not be of 
sufficient importance to dispense with Rome's protection, 
and yet should be sufficiently strong to keep down the power 
of Carthage nQw that it was restricted to Africa, and to 
render all freedom of movement impossible for the tortured 
city. They found what they sought a,mong the native 
princes. About the time of the Hannibalic war the natives 
of north Africa were subject to three principal kings, each 
ef whom, according to the custom there, had a multitude of 
princes bound to follow his banner; ..socchar king of the 
Mauri, who ruled from the Atlantic Ocean· to the river 
Molochat.h (now Mulwia, on the boundary between Morocco 
and the French territory); Syphax king of· the Masslesyli, 
who ruled from the last-named point to the co Perforated 
Promontory," as it was called (Seba Ras, between Djidjeli 
and Bona), in the present provinces of Oran and Algiers; and 
Massinissa king of the Massyli, who ruled from the Tretum 
Promontorium to the boundary of Carthage, in the present 
province of Constantine. The most powerful of these. 
Syphax king of Siga, had been vanquished in the last war 
between Rome and Carthage and carried away captive to. 
Rome, where he died in captivity. His wide. dominions were 
mainly given to Massinissa; although .Vermina the son of 
Syphax by humble petition recovered a small portion of his 

200. father's territory from the Romans (554), he was nnable to 
deprive the earlier ally of the Romans of his position as the 
privileged oppressor of Carthage. ' 

Massioissa. Massinissa became the founder of the N umidian kingdom; 
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and seldom has choice or aacident hit upon a man so tho! 
roughly fitted for his post. In body sound and supple up 
to extreme old age; temperate and sober like an .Arab; 
capable of enduring any fatigue, of standing on the same spot 
from morning to evening, and of sitting four-and.-twenty 
hours on horseback; tried alike as a soldier and a general • 
amidst the romantic vicissitudes of his youth as well as 
on the battl&-fields of Spain, and not less master of the more 
difficult art of maintaimng discipline in bis numerous houS&-' 
hold and order in his dominions; with equal unscrupulous:-
neS8 ready to throw himself at the feet of his powerful pro-
tector, or to tread under foot his weaker neighbolll'; and, in 
addition to all this; as accurately acquainted with the circum-
stances of Carthage where he was educated and had been on 
familiar terms in the noblest hdUses, as he was filled with 
an Mrican bitterness of hatred towards his own and his 
people's oppreisors,-this remarkable man became the soul 
ot'the revival of his nation, which had seemed on the point of 
perishing, and of whose virtues and faults he appeared as it 
were a living embodiment. Fortune favoured him, as in 
everything, so especially in the fact, that it allowed him 
time for his work. He died in the ninetieth year of his age 
(516-605), and in the sixtieth year of his reign, retaining to 238-149. 
the last the full enjoyment of his bodily and mental powers, 
leaving behind him a son one year old, and possessing the re
putation of having' been the strongest man and the best 
and most fortunate king of his age. . 

We have already narrated how palpably the Romans in Enension 
their management of Mrican affairs displayed their studied an~ civiliz
leaning towards Massinissa, and how zealously and con- ;tion.ta. 
stantly the latter availed himself of the tacit permission to DIDl 

enlarge his territory at the expeuse of Carthage. The whole 
interior to the border of the desert fell to the native sove-
reign as it were of its own accord, and even the upper valley of 
the Bagradas (l\Iejerda) with the rich town of Vaga became 
subject to the king; on the coast also to the east of Carthage 
he occupied the old Sidonian city of Great Leptis and other 
districts, so that his kingdom stretched from the Mauretanian 
to the Cyrenrean frontier, enclosed the Carthaginian terri-
tory on ever'/. side by land, and everywhere pressed, in the 
closest vicimty, on the Phrenicians. It admits·of no doubt. 
that he looked on Carthage as his future capital; the 
Libyan party there is significant in that respect. But it was 
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not only by the diminution of her territory that Carthage 
suffered injury. The roving shepherds were converted 
through their great king's efforts into another people. After 
the example of their king, who brought the fields under cuI-

o tivation. far and wide and bequeathed to each of his sons 
. considerable landed estates, his subjects also began to settle 
and to practise agriculture. As he converted his shepherds 
.into settle.d citizens, he converted also his hordes of plun
derers into soldiers who were deemed by Rome worthy to 
fight side by side with her legions; and he bequeathed to his 
successors a richly-filled treasury, a well-disciplined army, and 
even a fleet. His residence Cirta (Constantine) became the 
stirring capital of a powerful state, arid a chief seat of 
Phoonician civilization, which was zealously fostered at the 
court of the Berber king-fostered verhaps studiously with 
a view to the future Cart.hagino-Numidian kingdom. The 
hitherto degraded Libyan nationality thus rose in its own 
estimation, and the native manners and language made 
their way even into the old Phoonician towns, such as Great 
Leptia. The Berber began, under the regis of Rome, tv feel 
himself the equal or even the superior of the Phoonician; 
Carthaginian envoys at Rome had to submit to be told that 
they were aliens in Africa, and that the land belonged to the 
Libyans. The Punico-national civilization of North Africa,. 
which still retained life and vigour even under the levelling 
times of the Empire, was far more the work of Massinissa 
than of the Cartbaginians. 

The state of In Spain the Greek and Punic ·towns along the coast, 
cult.ure in such as Emporire, Saguntum, New Carthage, Malaca, and 
SpaID. Gades, submitted to the Roman rule the more readily, that, 

left to their own resources, they would hardly have been able 
to protect themselves from the natives; as for similar reasons 
Massilia, although tar more important and more capable of 
self-defence than those towns, did not omit to secure a power
ful support in case of need by closely attachin~ itself to the 
Romans, to whom it was in return very serVlceabI.e al! an 
intermediate station between Italy and Spain. The natives, 
on the other hand, gave to the Romans endless trouble. It 
is true that tbere were not wanting the rudiments of a 
national Iberian civilization, although of its special cha.
racter it is scarcely possible for us to acquire any clear idea. 
We find among the Iberians a widely diffused national 
writing, which divides itself into two chief kinds, thnt of the 
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vaUeyof the Ebro. and the Andalusian (each oftheDe being 
probably subdivided into various branches): this writing 
seems to have originated at a very early period, and to be 
traceable rather to the old Greek than to the Phoonician 
alphabet. There is a tradition that the Turdetani (round 
Seville) possessed lays from very ancient times, a metri
cal book of laws of 6000 verses, and even historical records. 
At any rate, this tribe is described as the most civilized of all 
the Spanish tribes, and at tbe same time. the least warlike; 
indeed, it regularly carried on its wars by means of foreign 
mercenaries. To the Slime region probably we must refer 
Polybius' descriptions of the flourishing condition of agri
culture and the rearing of cattle i1l Spaiu-so that, in the 
absence of opportunity of export, grain and flesh were to be 
had at nommal prices-and of the splendid royal palaces 
with golden and silver jars full of" barley wine." At least a 
portion of the Spaniards, moreO\'er, zealously embraced the 
elements of culture which the Romans brought along with 
them', so that the process of Latinizing made more rapid pro
gress in Spain than anyWhere else in the transmarine pro
vinces. }'or example, warm baths after the Italian fashion 
came into uee even at this period among the natives. Roman 
money, too, was to all appearance not only current in Spain 
far earlier than elsewhere out of Italy, but was imitated 
in Spanish coinf\; a circumstan«e in some measure explained 
by the rich silver-mines of the' country. The so-called 
.. silver of Osca" (now Huesca in Aragon), i. B. Spanish 
denarii with Iberian inscriptions, is mentioned in 559; and 195. 
the commencement of their coinage cannot be placed much 
later, because the impression is imitated from tha~ of the 
oldest Roman denarii. 

But, \\"hile in the southern and eastern provinces the 
culture of the natives may have so far prepared the way for 
Roman civilization and Roman rule that they encountered 
no serious difficulties there, the \\"est 'and nortlt on the other 
hand, and the whole of the interior, were occupied by nume
rous tribes more or less barbarous, who knew little of any 
kind of eivilization-(in Intercatia, for instance, the use of 
gold and ~ilver was still unkno\\"n in 600)-and who were on 150. 
no better terms with each other than with the.Romans. A 
characteristic trait in these free Spaniards was the chival-
rous spirit of the men aud, at least to an equal extent, of the 
women. When a mother sent forth her son to battle, she 
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roused his spirit by the recital of the feats of his ancestors; 
and the fairest maiden unasked offered her hand in marriage 
to the bravest man. Single combat was common, both 
with II. view to determine the prize of valour, and for the 
settlement of lawsuits; even disputes as to the succession 
among the relatives of princes were settled in this way. It 
not unfrequently happened t1)at a well-known warrior con
fronted the ranks of the enemy and challenged, an antagonist 
by name; the defeated champion then surrendered his mantle 
and sword to his opponent, and even entered into relations 
,of friendship and hospitality with him. Twenty years after 
the close of the second Punic war, the little Celtiberian com
munity of Complega (in 'the neighbourhood of the sources 
of the Tagus) sent a message to the Roman general, that 
unless he sent to them for every man that had fallen a horse, 
a mantle, and a sword, it would fare ill with him. Proud 
of their military honour, so that they frequently could not 
bear to survive the disgrace of being disarmed, the Spaniards 
were nevertheless disposed to follow anyone who should 
enlist their services, and to stake their lives in any foreign 
quarrel. The summons was characteristic, which a Roman 
general well acquainted with the customs of the country 
sent to a Celtiberian band fighting in the pay of the Turdetani 
against the Romans-either to return home, or to enter the 
Roman service with double pay, or to fix dll3 and place for 
battle. If, no recruiting officer made his appearance,- they 
met of their own accord in free bands, with the view of pil
laging the more peaceful districts and even of capturing and 
occupying towns, quite after 'the manner of the Campanians. 
The wildpess and insecurity of the inland districts are attested 
by the fact that the being sent into the interior westward 
of Cartagena was regarded by the Romans as a severe pun
ishment, and that in periods of any e:t,citement the Roman 
commandants of Further Spain took with them escorts of as 
many as 6000 men. They are still more clearly shown by the 
singular relations subsisting between the Greeks and their 
Spanish neighbours in the Grreco-Spanish double Clty of 
Erriporire, at the eastern extremity of the Pyrenees. The 
Greek settlers, whg dwelt on a peninsula separated on the 
landward side. from the Spanish part of the town by a wall, 
took care that this wall should be guarded every night by a 
third of their civic force, and that one of the superior magis
trates should constantly superintend the watch at the only 
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gate; no Spaniard was allowed to Bet foot in the Greek ciby, 
and the Greeks conveyed their merchandize to the natives 
only in numerous andowell-escorted companies. 

These natives, full of restlessness and fond of war-full Wars be
of the spirit of the Cid and of Don Quixote-had now to be tween the 
tamed and, if possible, civilized by the Romans. In a mill- ~m~;'Dd 
tary point of Vlew the task was not difficult. It is true that paOli" • 
the Spaniards showed themselves, not only when behind the 
walls of their cities or under the leadership of Hannibal, but 
even when left to themselves and in the open field of battle, 
no contemptible opponents; with thei!; sh011l two-edged sword 
which the Romans subsequently adopted from them, and 
their formidable assaulting columns, they not unfrequently 
made even the Roman lelPoDs waver. Had they been able 
to submit to military diSCIpline and to political combination, 
they might perhaps have shaken off the foreign yoke imposed 
on them •• But their valour was rather that of the guerilla 
than of the soldier, and they were utterly void ot political 
sagacity. Thus in Spain there was no serious war, but as 
little was there any real peace; the Spaniards, as Cresar after-
wards very justly pointed out to them, never showed. them· 
selves quiet in peace or strenuous in war. However easy it 
was for a Roman general to scatter a host of insurgents, it 
was difficult for the Roman statesman to devise any suit-
able means ofrealJy pacif'ying and civilizing Spain. In fact, 
he could only deal with It by' palliative measures; because 
the only really adequate expedient, 8 comprehensive Latin 
colonization, was not accordant with the general aim of 
Roman policy at this period. 

The territory which the Romans acquired in Spain in the The Romall. 
course of the second Punic war was from the beginning main~in a 
divided into two masses-the province formerly Carthaginian, .tandl~! 
which embraced in the first instance the present districts ofS;~. 
Andalusia, Granada, Murcia, and Valencia, and the province 
of the Ebro, or the modern Arragon and Catalonia, the head-
quarters of the Roman army during the last war; out of these 
territories were formed the two Roman provinces of FurtheI' 
and Hither'Spain. The Romans sought gradually to reduce 
to subjection the interior corresponding nearly to the two 
Cnstiles, which they comprehended under the general name 
of Celtiberia, while they were content with checking the 
incursions of the inhabitants of the western provinces, more 
especially those of the Lusitanians in the modern Portugal: 

rOL• LL P 
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and the SpaniBh Estremadura, into the Roman territory; 
with the tribes on the north coast, the Gallrecians, Astu
rians, and Cantabrians, they did not come into contact 
at all. The territories thus won, however, could not be 
maintained and secured without a standing garrison, for the 
governor of Hither Spain had no small trouble every year 
with the chastisement of the Celtiberians, and the governor 
of the more remote province found similar employment in 
repelling the Lusitanians. It was needful accordingly to 
maintain in Spain a Roman army of four strong legions, or 
about 40,000 meD, year after year; besides which the gene
rallevy had often to be called out in the districts occupied 
by Rome, to reinforce the legions. This was of great im
portance for two reasons: it was in Spain first that the 
military occupation of the land became continuous, at least 
on any great scale; and it was there consequently that the 
military service acquired a permanent character .• The old 
Roman custom of sending troops only where the exigen
cies of war at the moment required them, and of not 
keeping the men called to serve, except in -yery serious and 
important wars, under arms for more than a year, was found 
incompatible with the retention of the turbulent and remote 
Spanish provinces beyond the sea; it was absolutely impos
sible to withdraw the troops from these, and very dangerous 
even to relieve them extensively. The Roman people began 
to perceive that dominion over a foreign nation is an annoy
ance not only to the slave, but to the master, and murmured 
loudly regarding the odious war-service of Spain. While 
the new generals with good reason refused to allow the 
relief of the existing corps in a body, the men mutinied 
and threatened that, if' they were not allowed their discharge, 
they would take it themselves. 

The wars themselves, which the Romans waged in Spain, 
were but of subordinate importance. They began with 
Scipio's very departure (P. 165), and continued as long as 
the war under Hannibal lasted. After the peace with 

201. Carthage (in 553) there walil a cessation of arms in the 
197. peninsula; but only for a short time. In 557 a general 

insurrection broke out ,in both provinces; the commander of 
the }'urther province was hard pressed; the commander of 
Hither Spain was completely defeated, and was himself 
slain. It was necessary to take np the war in earnest, and 
although in the mean time the able prwtor Quintus Minucius 
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had mastered the first danger, the senate resolved in 559 \0 195. 
send the consul Marcus Cato in person to Spain. On land-
ing at Emporilll, he actually found the whole of Hither Spain 
overrun by the insurgents; wi~h difficulty that seaport and 
one or two strongholds in tne interior were still held foJ.' 
Rome. A pitched battle took place between the insurgents 
and the .consular army, in which, after an obstinate conflict 
man ngainst man, the Roman military skill at length decided 
the day with itl! last reserve. The wbole of Hither Spain 
thereupon sent in its submission: BO little, however, was 
this submission meant in earnest, that on a rumour of the con-
sul having returned to Rome the insurrection immediately 
recommenced.. But the rumour was false; and after Cato 
had rapidly reduced the communities which had revolted for 
the second time and sold them en masse into slavery, he 
decreed a general disarming of the Spaniards in the Hither 
province, aud issued orders to all the towns of the natives 
from the Pyrenees to the Guadalquivir to pull down their 
walls on one and the same day. No one knew how far the 
command extended, and there was no time to come to any 
understanding; most of the communities complied; and of 
the few that were refractory not many ventured, when the 
Romsn army soon appeared before their walls, to await its 
assault. 

These energetic measures w!lre certainly not without 
permanent eflects. Nevertheless the Romans had almost 
every year to reduce to subjection some mountain valley (\l' 
mountain stronghold in the .. peaceable province," and the 
constant incursions of the Lusitanians into the Further 
province terminated occasionally in the severe defeat of the . 
Romans. In 563, for instance, a Roman army was obliged 191. 
after heavy loss to abandon its camp, and to return by forced 
marches into the more peaceful districts. It was not till 
after a victory gained by the pl'llltor Lucius ..Emilius Paullus 
in 565, and a second still more considerable gained by the 189. 
brave prretor Gaius Calpurnius beyond the Tagus over the 
Lutlitanians in 569, that quiet for some time prevailed. In 185 • 

. Further Spain the nominal rule of the Romans over the Celti
berlan tribes was converted into something more real by 
Quintus Fulvius Flnccus, who after a great victory over them 
in 573 compelled at least the adjacent cantons to submission; lSI. 
and especially by his successor Tiberius Gracehus (575, 576). 179. 178. 
who achieved resul~s of a permanent character not only by Gracchus. 
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hiS arms, by which he reduced three hundred Spanish town
ships, but still more by his adroitness in ad~pting his system 
to the. views and habits of the simple and haughty nation. He 
induced Celtiberians (If note to take service in the Roman 
army, and so created a class of dependents; he assigned 
land to the roving tribes, and collected them in towns-the 

. Spanish town Graccurris preserved the Roman's name-and 
so imposed.a serious check on their freebooter habits; he 
regulated the relations of the several tribes to the Romans 
by just and wise treatie$, and so stopped, as far as possible, 
the springs of future rebellion. His name was held in 
grateful remembrance by the Spaniards, and comparative 
peace henceforth reigned in the land, although the Celti
berians still from time to time winced under the yoke. 

The system of administration in the two Spanish provinces 
was similar to that of the Sicilo-Sardinian province, but not 
identical. The superintendence Vas in both instances vested 
in auxiliary consuls, who were first nominated in 557, in 
which year also the regulation of the boundaries and the 
definitive organization of the two provinces took place. The 
judicious enactment of the BlIlbian law (562 P), that the 
Spanish prllltors should always be nominated for two years, 
was not seriously carried out in consequence of the increasing 
competition for the highest magistracies, and still more in 
consequence of the jealous supervision exercised over the 
powers of the magistrates by the senate; and in Spain also, 
except where deviations occurred in extraordinary circum
stances, the Romans adhered to the system of annually chang
ing the governo~s-a system especially injudicious in the case 
of provinces so remote and with which it was so difficult to 
gain an acquaintance. The dependent communities were uni
versally tributary; but, instead of the Sicilian and Sardinian 
tenths and customs, in Spain fixed payments in money or 

. other contributions were imposed by the Romans, just as 
formerly by the C&rthaginians, on the several towns and 
tribes: the collection of these by military means was pro
hibited by a decree of the senate in 583, lD consequence or 
the complaints of the Spanish communities. Grain was not 
furnished in their case except for compensation, and even 
tben the governor might not levy more than· a twentieth; 
besides, conformably to the just-mentioned ordinance of the 
supreme authority. be was bound to adjust the compensation 
in an equitable manner. On the other hand, the obligation 
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of the Spanish Bubjectsto furnish contingents to the Roman 
armies had an importance very different from that which 
belonged to it at least in peaceful Sicily, and it was strictly 
regulated in the several treaties. The right, too, of coining 
silver money of the RomWl standard appears to have been 
very frequently conceded to the Spanish towns, and the mono
poly of coining seems to have been by no means asserted by 
'the Roman government with the same strictness as in 
Sicily. Rome had too much need of subjects in Spain, not 
to proceed with all possible caution and tenderness in the 
introduction and the working of the provincial constitution 
there. Aruung the communities specially favoured by Rome 
w.ere the great cities along the coast of Greek, Punic, or 
Roman foundation, such as Saguntum, Gades, and Tarraco, 
which, ,as the natural pillars of the Roman rule in the pe
ninsula, were admitted to alliance with Rome. On the whole, 
Spain was in a military as well as financial point of view a 
burden rather than a gain to the Roman commonwealth; and 
the question naturally occurs, Why did the Roman govern
ment, whose policy at that time evi.lently did not contem
plate the acquisition of countries beyond the sea, not 
rid itself of so troublesome a possession? The not incon
siderable commercial connections of Spain, her important 
iron-mines, and her still more important silver-mines faIPous 
from ancient times even in the far East*-the working of 
which Rome, like Carthage, took into her own hands, and 
the management of which was regulated more especially by 
Marcus Cato (559)-must beyond doubt have co-operated to 195-
induce its retention; but their chief reason for retaining 
the peninsula in their own immediate possession was, that 
there were no states in that quarter of similar character to 
the Massiliot republic in the land of the Celts and the 
N umidian kingdom in Libya, so that they could not abandon 
Spain without putting it into the power of any adventurer to 
revive the Spanish empire of the Barcides. 

• 1 Maccab. viii. 3. II And Judas heard what the Romans had done in 
the land of Hispania to beoome mastel'l of the silver and gold mines there." 
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CHAPTER VIIL 

THE EASTERN STATES AND THE SECOND MACEDON~ WAR. 

The Hel- THE work, which Alexander king of Macedonia had begun 
lenic E .. t, a century before the Romans acquired their first footing 

in tbe territory which he had called his own, had in the course 
of time-while adhering substantially to the great funda
mental idea of Hellenizing the East--changed and expanded 
into the construction of a system of Relleno-Asiatic states. 
The unconquerable propensity of the Greeks for migration 
and colonizing, which had formerly carried their traders 
to Massilia and Cyrene, to the Nile and to the :Black Sea, 
now enabled them to retain what the king had won; and 
under the protection of the sarissre, Greek civilization peace
fully domiciled itself everywhere throughout the ancient 
empire of the Achremenidre. The officers, who divided the 
heritage of the great commander, gradually settled their !Iif
ferences, and a system of equilihrium was established, the 
very oscillations of which mariifest some sort of regularity. 

The great Of the three states of the first rank belonging to this 
states. . system-Macedonia, Asia, and Egypt-Macedonia under 
Ma~~~Ula. Philip the Fifth, who had occupied the throne since 534, was 

. externally at least very much what it had been under 
Philip the Second the father of Alexander-a military 
state compact in form, and with its finances in good order. 
On its northern frontier matters had resumed their former 

. footing, after the waves of the Gallic inundation had rolled 
away; the guard of the frontier kept the Illyrian barbarians 
n check without difficulty, at least in ordinary times. In the 
llOuth, not only was Greece in general dependent on Mace
donia, but Ii large portion of it--all Thessaly in its widest 
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~nse from Olympus to the Sperchius and the peninsula of 
Magnesia, the large and important island of Eubrea, the 
provinces of Locris, Phocis, and Doris, and, lastly, a number • 
of isolated positions in Attica and in the Peloponnesus, 
lucb as the promontory of Sunium, Corinth, Orchomenus, 
Herrea, the Triphylian territory-all these provinces and 
towns were directly subject to Macedon and received ?!face
donian garrisons'; more especially the three important for
tresses of Demetrias in Magnesia, Cbalcis in Eubrea, and 
Corinth, "the three fetters of the Hellenes." But the 
Itrength of the state lay above all in its hereditary soil, the 
province of Macedonia. The population, indeed, of that 
extensive territory was remarkably scanty; Macedonia, fut
ting forth all her energies, was scarcely a.ble to bring mto 
the field as many men as were contained in an ordinary 
consular army of two legions; and it was unmistakeably 
evident, that the land had not yet recovered from the de
popUlation occasioned by the campaigns of Alexander and 
by the Gallic invasion. But, while in Greece proper the 
moral and 'political energy of the people had decayed, the 
day of national vigour seemed to have gone by, life ap
peared scarce worth living for, and even the better spints 
there spent their time over their cups, in fencing with 
their rapiers, or in study by the midnight lamp; while in 
the East and Alexandria the Greeks were able perhaps to 
disseminate elements of culture among the dense native 
population and to diffuse among that population their lan
guage and their loquacity, their science and their pseudo
science, but in number were barely sufficient to supply the 
nations with officers, statesmen, and schoolmasters, and 
were far too few to form even in the cities a middle-class of 
the pure Greek type jthere still existed, on the other hand, 
in northern Greece a goodly proportion of the old national 
vigour, which had produced the warriors of Marathon. Hence 
arose the confidence with which the ~Iacedonians, 2Etolians, 
and .Acamanmns, wherever they made their appearance in 
the East, claimed and obtained acknowledgment of their 
luperiority j and bence the transcendent position which they 
came to occupy at the courts of Alexandria and Antioch. 
There is a characteristic story, that an Alexandrian \\"ho had 
lived for a considerable time in Macedonia and had adopted 
the manners and the dress of that country, on returning 
to his native city, looked upon binlself as a man and 
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upon the Alexandrians as little better than shves. This 
sturdy vigour and unimpaired national spirit were turned 

• to peculiarly good account by the Macedonians, as the most 
powerful and best organized of the states of northern Greece. 
There, no doubt, absolutism had emerged in opposition to 
the old constitution, which to some extent recognized dif
ferent estates; but sovereign and su~jec~ by no means stood 
towards each other in Macedonia as they stood in Asia and 
Egypt, and the people still felt itself independent and free. 
In steadfast resistance to the public enemy under whatever 
name,- in unshaken fidelity towards their native country 
and their hereditary government, and in persevering courage 
amidst the severest trials, no nation in ancient history bears 
so close a resemblimce to the Roman people as the Mace-
40nians; and the almost miraculous regeneration of the 
state after the Gallic invasion redounds to the imperishable 
honour of its leaders and of the people whom they led. 

A.ia. The second of the great states, Asia, was· nothing but 
Persia superficially remodelled and Hellenized,-the empire 
of" the king of kings," as its master was wont to call him
self in a style characteristic at once of his arrogance and of 
his weakness-with the same pretensions to rule from the 
Hellespont to the Punjab, and with the same disjointed orga
nization; an aggregate of dependent states in various degrees 
of dependence, of insubordinate satrapies, and of half-free 
Greek cities. In Asia ~finor more especially, which was 
nominally included in the empire of the Seleucidre, the whole' 
north coast and the greater part of the eastern interior 
were practically in the hands of native dynasties or of the 
Celtic hordes that had penetrated thither from Europe; a 
considerable portion of the west was in the possession of 
the kin~ of Pergamus, and the islands and coast towns were 
some ot them Egyptian, some of them free; so that little 
more was left to the great king than the interior of Cilicia, 
Phrygia, and Lydia, and a great number of titular claims, 
not easily made good, against free cities and princes
exactly similar in character to the sovereignty of the Ger
man emperor, in his day, beyond his hereditary dominions. 
The strength of the empire was expended in vain endeavours 
to expel the Egyptians from the provinces along the coast; in 
frontier strife with the eastern nations, the Parthians and 
Bactrillns; ill feuds with the Celts, who to the misfortune 
of Asia Minor had settled within its bounds; in consta[lG 
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efforts to check the attempts of the eastern satraps and of 
the Greek cities of Asia ~l\Iinor to acl1ieve theirmdepend
ence; and in family quarrels and insurrections 'of pre
tenders. None indeed of the states founded by the successors 
of Alexander were free from such attempts, or from the other 
horrors which absolute monarchy in degenerate times brings 
in its train; but in the kingdom of Asia these evils were more 
injurious than elsewhere, because, from .the lax composition 
of the empire, they ubnally led to the severance of particular 
portions from it for longer or shorter periods. 

In marked contrast to Asia, Egypt formed a consoli- Egypt. 
dated and united state, in which the intelligent statecraft 
of the first Lagidte, skilfully availing itself of ancient national 
and religious precedent, had established a completely abso-
lute cabinet government, and in which even the worst mis-
rule failed to provoke any attempt either at emancipation or 
disruption. Very different from the Macedonians, whose . 
national attachment to r07alty was based upon their personal 
dignity and was its political expression, the rural population 
in Egypt was wholly passive; the capital on the other hand 
was everything, and that capital was a dependency of the 
court. The remissness and indolence of its rulers, accord
inglr, paralyzed the state in Egypt still more than in Mace
doma and in Asia; whereas in the hands of men, like the 
first Ptolemy and Ptolemy Euergetes, such a state machine 
proved itself eJ::tremely useful. It was one of the peculiar 
advantages of Egypt as compared with its two great rivals, 
that its policy did not grasp at shadows, but pursued defi-
nite and attainable objects. Macedonia, the home of Alex
ander, and Asia, the land where he had established his throne, 
never ceased to regard themselves BS direct continuations of 
the Alexandrine monarchy and more or less loudly to &.\Isert 
their claim to represent it at least, if not to restore 
it. The Lagidte never tbed to found an universal empire, 
and never dreamt of conquering India; but, by way of com
pensation, they drew the whole traffic between India and 
the Mediterranean from the Phrenician ports to Alexandria, -
and made Egypt the first commercial and maritime state of 

. this epoch, and the mistress of the eastern Mediterranean and 
of its coasts and islands. It is a significant fact, that 
Ptolemy III. Euergetes voluntarily restored all his conquests 
to SeleucUB Callinicus, except the seaport of Antioch. Partly 
by this means, partly by its favourable geographical situ8-
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tion, Egypt 'attained, with reference to the two continental 
powers, an eltcellent .military position either for defence or 
for attack. While an opponent even in the full career of 
success was hardly in a position serious}y to threaten Egypt, 
w!Jich was almost inaccessible on any sideto land armies, 
the Egyptians were able by sea to establish themselves not 
only iIi Cyrene, but also in Cyprus and the Cyclades, on 
the Phrenico-Syrian coast, on the whole south and west 
coast of Asia Minor, and even in Europe on the Thracian' 
Chersonese. :By their unexampled skill in turning to ac
count the fertile valley of the Nile for the direct benefit of 
the treasury, and by a financial system-equally acute and 
unscrupulous-earnestly and adroitly calculated to foster 
material interests, the court of Alexandria was constantly 
superior to its opponents even as a moneyed power. Lastly, 
the intelligent munificence, with which the Lagidm encou
raged the tendency of the age towards earnest inquiry in 
all departments of enterprise and of knowledge, skilfUlly 
confining such inquiries within the bounds of absolute 
monfl.r~hy and entwining them with its interests, was pro
ductive of direct advantage to the state, whose ship-building 
and machine-making showed traces of the influence of Alex
andrian mathematics; and not only so, but also rendered 
that new development of intellectual powel'-:-the most impor
tant and the gTeatest, which the Hellenic nation after its po
litical dismemberment produced-subservient, so far as it 
would consent to be' serviceable at all, to the Alexandrian 
court. Had the empire of Alexander continued to stand, 
Greek science and art would have found a state worthy and 
capable of containing them. Now, when the nation had 
fallen to pieces, a . learned cosmopolitanism gTew up in it 
luxuriantlv, and was very soon attracted by the magnet of 
Alexandri;, where scientific appliances and collections were 
inexhaustible, where kings composed tragedies and mini
sters wrote commentaries on them, and where pensions and 
academies flourished. 

The mutual relations of the three great states are evident 
from this description. The maritime power, which ruled 
the coasts and monopolized the sea, was necessarily led 
after its first great success-the political separation .of the 
European from the Asiatic continent-to direct its further 
efforts towards the weakening of the two great states on 
the mainland, and consequently towards t?e protection of the 
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several minor states; whereas Macedonia and Asia, while 
regarding eacn other lUI rivals, recognized above all their 
common adversary in Egypt, and combined, or at any rate 
should have combined, against it. 

Among the states of the secon'd 'rank, merely an indirect The king
importance, so far as concerned the contact between the elUlt dom. of 
and the west, attached in the first instance to that series of AIIia Minor. 
states which, stretching from the southern end of the Cas-
pian Sea to the Hellespont, filled the whole of northern 
Asia Minor: Atropatene (in the modern Aderbijan,south-
west-of the Caspian), next to it Armenia, Cappadocia in the 
interior of Asia Minor, Pontu8 on the' south-east, and 
Bithynia on the south-west, shore of the Black Sea. All 
of these were fragments of the great Persian empire, and 
were ruled by Oriental, mostly old Persian, dynasties-the 
remote mountain-land of Atropatene WIUI the true asylum of 
the ancient Persian system, over which even the expedition 
of Alexander had swept wi~hout leaving a trace-and all 
were in the same relation of temporary and superficial 
dependence on the Greek dynasty, which had taken or 
wished to take the place of the great kings in Asia. 

Of greater importance in its general relations was the The Celts 
Celtic state in the interior of Asia Minor. There, inter- of,Asia 
mediate between Bithynia, Paphlagonia, Cappadocia, and Mmor. 
Phrygia, three Celtic tribes-the Tolistoboii, the Tectosages, 
and Trocmi-had settled, without abandoning either their 
native language and manners or their constitution and 
their trade as freebooters. The twelve tetrarchs, one of 
whom was appointed to preside over each of the four cantons 
in each of the three tribes, formed, with their council of 
300 men, the supreme authority of the nation, and assembled 
at the" holy place" (Drunemetum), more espeoially for the 
pronouncing of capital sentences. Singular lUI this cantonal 
constitution of the Celts appeared to the Asiatics, equally 
strange seemed to them the adventurous and marauding 
habits of the northern intruders, who on the one hand 
furnished their unwarlike neighbours with mercenaries for 
every war; and on the other plundered or levied contribu-
tions from the surrounding districts. These rude but 

I vigorous barbarians were the terror of the effeminate sur
rounding nations, and even of the great kings of Asia them
selves, who, after many an Asiatic army had been destroyed 
by the Celts an~ king Antiochus I., Soter had even lost 
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'his life in conflict against them (493), agreed at last to 
pay them tribute. 

In consequence of bold and successful measures of oppo
sition to these Gallic hordes, Attalus, a wealthy citizen 
of Pergamus, received the royal title from his native city 
and bequeathed it to his posterity. This new court was in 
miniature, what that of Alexandria was on a great seale. 
Here too the promotion of material interests and the foster
ing of art and literature formed th~ order of ·the day, and 
the government pursued a cautious and sober cabinet policy, 
the main object of which was on the one hand to weaken its 
two dangerous continental neighbours, on tbe other to 
establish an· independent Greek state in the west of Asia 
Minor. A well-filled treasury contributed greatly to the 
importance of these rulers of Pergamus. They advanced 
considerable sums to the king of Syria, the repayment of 
which afterwards formed one of the Roman conditions of 
peace. They succeeded even,in gaining territory in this 
way; lEgina, for instance, which the allied Romans and 
1Etolians had wrested in the last war from Philip's allies, the 
Achreans, was sold by the lEtolians, to whom it fell in terms 
of the treaty, to Attalus for 30 talents (£7320). But, not
withstanding the splendour of the court and the royal 
title, the commonwealth ofPergamu8 always retained some
thing of an urban character; indeed, in its policy it usually 
went along with the free cities. Attalus himself, the 
Lorenzo de Medici of antiquity, remained throughout life a 
wealthy citizen; and the family life of the Attalld house, 
from which harmony and cordiality were not banished by 
the royal title, contrasted greatly with the disorders and 
scandals of nobler dynasties. . 

In European Greece-exclusive of the Roman possessions 
on the west coast; in the most important of which and particu~ 
larly in Corcyra Roman magistrates appear to have resided 
(P. 74), and the territories directly subject to Macedonia
the powers more or less in a position to pursue a policy of their 
own were the Epirets, Acarnanians, and lEtolians in Dorth.
ern Greece, the Breotians and Athenians in central Greece, 
and the Achreans, Lacedemonians, Messenians, and Eleans 
in the Peloponnesus. Among these, the rep.nblics of the 
Epirots, Acarnanians, and Breotians were in various ways 
closely knit to Macedonia-the Acarnanians;mo.re especially, 
because it was only Macedonisn. protection that enabled 
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them to escape the destruction with which they were 
threatened by the lEtoliaus; none of them were of any con-

- sequence. Their internal condition was very various. The 
state of things may to some extent be illustrated by the 
fact, that among the Breotians (among whom, it is true, 
matters reached their worst) it had become customary to 
make over every property, which did not descend to heirs 
in the direct line, to the syssitia; and, in the case of candi
dates for the public magistracies, for a quarter of a. century . 
the primary condition of election was that they should 
biud themselves not to allow any creditor, least of all a 
foreign one, to prosecuta his debtor. 

-The Athenians were in the habit of receiving support Tb,e Athe
against Macedon from Alexandria, and were in close league nians. 
with the ~tolians. But they too were totally powerless, 
and hardly anything, save the halo of Attic poetry and 
art, distinguished these unworthy representatives of a glori-
OU8 past amidst a multitude of petty towns of the same 
stamp. . 

The power of the ~tolian confederacy manifested a The..£to
greater vigour. The energy of the northern Greek cha- lians. 
racter was still unbroken there, although it had degenerated 
into a reckless impatience of discipline and controL It was 
a public law of ~tolia, that an ~tolian might serve as a 
mercenary against any state, even against a state in alliance 
with his own country; and, when the other Greeks urgently 
besought them to redress this scandal, the ~tolian diet de-
clared that ~tolia might sooner be removed from its place 
than this principle from their national code. The lEto-
lians might have been of great service to the Greek nation, 
had the,}' not inflicted injury still greater than the possible 
benefit by their system of organized robbery, by their 
thorough hostility to the Achman confederacy, and" by 
their unhappy antagonism to the great state of Macedonia • 

. In the Peloponnesus, the Achman league had united the Tbe 
best elements of Greece proper in a confederacy based on AchlE8llB. 
civilization, national sl>irit, and peaceful preparation for self
defence. But the vigour and more especially the military 
efficiency of the league had, notwithstanding its outward 
enlargement, been arrested by the selfish diplomacy of 
Aratus. The unfortunate variances with Sparta, and the 
still more lamentable invocation of Macedonian interference 
in the Peloponnesus, had so completely subjected the Achman 
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league to :M:acedonian supremacy, that the chief fortresses of 
tne country thenceforward received Macedonian garrisons, 
!LIld it annually took the oath of fidelity to Philip. 

The policy of the weaker states in the Peloponnesus, Ells, 
Messene, and Sparta, was determined by their ancient enmity 
to the Achlllanleague-an enmity specially fostered by dis
putes regarding their frontiers-and their tendencies were 
1Etolian and anti-Macedonian, because the Achlllans took 
part with Philjp. The only one of these states possessing any 
importance was the Spartan military monarchy, which after 
the death of ~Iachanidas had passed into the hands of one 
N abis. With ever-increasing hlU'dihood N abis leaned on 
the support of vagabonds and itinerant mercenaries, to 
whom he assigned not only the houses and lands, but also 
the wives and children, of the citizens; and he assiduously 
maintained connections, and even entered into an actual 
association for the joint prosecution of piracy, with the great 
refuge of mercenaries and pirates, the island of Crete, where 
he possessed some townships. His predatory expeditions 
by land, and the piratical vessels which he maintained 
at the promontory of Malea, were dreaded far and wide; he 
was personally hated for ·his baseness and cruelty; but his 
rule was extending, and about the time of the battle of Zama 
he had even succeeded in gaining possession of Messene. 

Lastly, the most independent position among the inter
mediate states was held by the free Greek mercantile cities 
on the European shore of the Propontis, along the coast of 
Asia. Minor, and on the islands of the lEgean sea; they 
formed, at the same time, the brightest features in the con
fused and multifarious picture which was presented by the 
Hellenic state-system. Three of them, in particular, had 
after Alexander's death regained their full freedom, and by the 
activity of their maritinIe commerce had attained to respect
able political. power and even to considerable territorial pos
sessions; namely, Byzantium the mistress of the Bosphorus, 
rendered wealthy and powerful by the transit dues which she 
levied and by the important corn trade carried on with the 
Black Sea; Cyzicus on the Asiatic side of the Propontis, 
the daughter and heiress of Miletus, maintaining the closest 
relations with the court of Pergamus; and lastly and above 
all, Rhodes. The Rhodians. who inlmediately after Alex-, 
ander's death had expelled the Macedonian garrison, had, by 
their favourable position for commer.ce and navigation. 
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Becured the carrying trade of all the ell8tern Mediterranean; 
and their well-handled fleet, as well as thl1 tried courage of 
the citi.zens in the famous siege of 450, enabled them in that 
age of promiscuoull and ceaeeless hostilities to become the 
prudent and energetic advocatell and, when occaeion re
quired. the champions of a neutral commercial policy. They 
compelled the Byzantines, for instance, by force of" arms to 
concede to the vessels of Rhodell exemption from the transit 
dues of the Bosphorus; and they did not permit the dynast 
of Pergamus to close the Black Sea. On the other hand 
they kept themselvell,. ae far as possible, aloof from land 
warfare, although they had acquired no inconsiderable POIl- . 

sessions on the opposite coast, of Caria; where war could 
not be avoided, they carried it on by means of merce
naries. With their neigbbours on all sidell they were in 
most friendly relations-with Syracuse, Macedonia, Syria, 
but more especially with Egypt-and they enjoyed high con
sideration at these courts, so that their mediation was not 
unfrequently invoked in the wars of the great states. But 
they iJ.lterested themselves specially on behalf of the Greek 
maritime cities, ~hich were so numerously spread along the 
coasts of the kingdoms of Pontus, Bithynia, and Pergamus, 
as well as on the coasts and islands of Asia Minor that had 
been wrellted by Egypt from the Seleucidre ; such as Sinope, 
Beracleia Pontica, Cius, Lampsacus, Abydos, Mitylene, 
Chios, Smyrna, Samos, Halicarnassus and various others. 
All these were in substance free, and had nothing to do with 
the lords of the soil except to request confirmation of thea
privileges and to pay, at the most, a moderate tribute: such 
encroachments, as frolll time 18 time were threatened by the 
dynast&, they skilfully warded off sometimes by cringing, 
sometimes by strong measures. In this case the Rhodisns 
were their chief auxiliaries; they emphatically supported 
Sinope, for instance, against Mithradates of Pontus. How 
firmly amidst the quarrels, and by means of the very dift"er
enccs, of the monarchs the liberties of these cities of Asia 
Minor were established, is shown by the fact, that the dis
pute between Antiochus and. the Romans some years after 
tbis time related not to the freedom of these citles in itself, 
but to the question whether they were to ask confirmation 
of their charters from the king or not. This league of the 
cities was, in its peculiar attitude towards the lords of the 
BOil as well as in other respects, a formal Hanseatic associ&-
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tion; and the head of it was Rhodes, which negotiated and 
stipulated in tretlties for itselt and its allies. This league up
held the freedom of the cities against monarchical interests; 
and while wars raged around their walls, public spirit and civic 
prosperity were sheltered in comparative peace within, and 
art and science flourished without the risk of being crushed 
by the tyranny of a dissolute soldiery or of being c,orrnpted 
by the atmosphere of a court. 

Philip, king Such was the state of things in the east, at the time when 
of ~ace- the wall of political separation between the east and the 
doms. west was broken down and the eastern powers, Philip of 

• Macedonia leading the' way, were induced to interfere in the 
relations of the west. We have already set forth to some 
extent the origin of this interference and the course of the 

214--205. first Macedonian war (540-549); and we have pointed out 
what Philip might bave accomplished during the second 
Punic war, and how little of all that Hannibal was entitled 
to expect and to count on was really fulfilled. A fresh 
illustration had been afforded of the trutb, that of all hap
hazards none is more bazardous than an absolute hereditary 
monarchy. Philip was not the man wbom Macedonia at 
that time required; yet his gifts were far from insignificant. 
He was a genuine king, in the best and worst sense of the 
terin. A strong desire to rule in person and unaided was tbe 
fundamental trait of his character; he was proud of his 
purple, but he was no less proud of other gifts, and he had 
reason to be so. He not only showed the valour of a soldier 
and the eye of a general, but he displayed a high spirit 
in tbe conduct of public affairs, whenever his Macedonian 
sense of honour was offended. Fnll·of intelligence and wit, 
he won the hearts of all whom he wished to gain, and espe
cially of those who were ablest and most refined, such as Fla
mininus and Scipio; be was a pleasant boon companion, aud, 
not by,virtu'e of his rank alone, a dangerous wooer. But he 
was at the same time one of the most arrogant'and flagitious 
characters, which that sbameless age produced. He was in 
the habit of saying that he feared none save the gods; but it 
seemed almost 8S if his gods were those to whom his admiral 
Dicrearchus regularly offered sacrifice-ungodliness ( Asebeia) 
and lawlessness (Paranomia), The lives of his advisers and 
of the promoters of his schemes possessed no sacredness 
in his eyes, nor did he disdain to pacify his indignation 
against the Athenians and Attalus by the destruction of 
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venerable monuments and illustrious works of art; it is 
quoted as one of his maxima of state, that" whoever puts to' 
death the father must also kill the. sons." Perhaps cruelty 
was not, strictly, a pleasure to him; but be was indifferent to 
the lives and sufferings of others, and the disposition to relent, 
which alone renders men tolerable, found no place in his 
hard and stubborn heart. So abruptly and harshly did he 
proclaim the principle that no promise and no moral law 
are binding on 'an absolute king, that he thereby interposed 
the most serious obstacles to the success of his plans. Noone 
can deny that he possessed sagacity and resolution, but these 
were, in a singular manner, combined with, procrastination 
and supineness; which is perhaps partly to be explained 
by the fact, that he was called in his eighteenth year to 
the position of' an absolute sovereign, and that his ungovern
able fury against everyone who disturbed his autocratic 
course by counter-argument or counter-advice scared away 
from Lim all independent counsellors. What various causes 
co-operated to produce the weak and contemptible manage
ment which he showed in the first Macedonian war, we 
cannot tell; it may have been due perhaps to that indolent 
arrogance which only puts forth its full energies against 
danger when it becomes imminent, or perhaps to his 
indili'erence towards a plan which was not of his own de
vising and his jealousy of the greatness of Hannibal which 
put him to shame. It is certain that his· subsequent con
duct betrayed no further trace of the Philip, through whose 
negligence the great scheme of Hannibal suffered shipwreck. , 

When Philip concluded his treaty with the lEtolians and Macedonia 
Romans in 548-9, he seriously intended to make a lasting [206-2.0"'] 
peace with Rome, and to devote himself exclusively in future :~! tSU

\ 

to. the affairs of the. East .. It a?mits qf no doubt that ~e saw Egy;t. 
With regret the rapid subjugatIOn of Carthage; and It may 
be, that Hannibal hoped for a second declaration of war from 
Macedonia, alid that Philip secretly reinforced the last Car
thnginian army with mercenaries (P. 179). But thll tedious 
atl'airs in which he had meanwhile involved himself in the 
ERst, all well as the nature of the alleged support, and' 
especially the totaJ silence of the Romans as to such a breach 
ot' the peace while they were searching for grounds of wllr, 
place it beyond doubt, that Philip was by no mellns disposed 
in 551 to make up for what he ought to have done ten years 20:1. 
before. 

VOL. II. 
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He had turned his eyes to an entirely different quarter. 
205. Ptolemy Philopator of Egypt had died in 549. Philip and 

Antiochus, the kings of Macedonia and Asia, had combined 
against his successor Ptolemy Epiphanes, a child of five years 
old, in order completely to gratify the ancient grudge which 
the monarchies of the mainland entertained towards the mari
time state. The Egyptian state was to be broken up; 
Egypt and Cyprus were to fall to .Antiochus ; Cyrene, Ionia, 
and the Cyclades to Philip. Acting thoroughly on the prin
ciple of Philip who ridiculed such considerations, the kings 
began the war not merely without cause, but even without 
pretext, .. just as the large fishes devour the little." The allies, 
moreover, had made their calculations correctly; more espe
cially, Philip. Egypt had enough to do in defending herself 
against the nearer enemy in Syria, and was obliged to leave 
her possessions in Asia Minor and the Cyclades undefended 
when Philip threw himself u~on them as his share of the 
spoil. In the year in which Carthage concluded peace with 

.201. Rome (553), Philip ordered a fleet equipped by the towns 
subject to him to take on board troops, and to sail along 
the coast of Thrace. There Lysimachia was taken from the 
lEtolian garrison, and Perinthus, which stood in the relation 
of clientship to Byzantium, was lilrewise occupied. Thus the 
peace was. broken as respected the Byzantines; lind as re
spected the lEtolians, who hadjust made peace with Philip, the 
good understanding was at least disturbed. Thecrossingto 
Asia was attended with no difficulties, for Prusias king of Bi
thynia was in alliance with Philip. By way of recompense, . 
Philip helped him to subdue the Greek mercantile cities in 
his territory. Chalcedon submitted. Cius, which resisted, 
was taken by storm and levelled with the ground, and its in . 
habitants were reduced. to slavery-a meaningless barbarity, 
which annoyed Prusias himself who wished to get posses
sion of the to:wn uninjured, and which excited profound in
dignation throughout the Hellenic world. '.the lEtolians, 
whose strategus had commanded in Cius, and the Rhodians, 
whose attempts at mediation had been summarily and ~raftily 
frustrated by the king, were especially offended. 

The Rho. But even had it not been so, the interests of all Greek 
dian league commercial cities were at stake. They could not possibly 
and Perga- allow the mild and almost purelv nominal Egyptian rule to 
~~i~Ppose be supplanted by a Macedonian 'despotism, with which civic 

. self-government and freedom ,of commercial inte:rceurse were 
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not at all compatible; and the fearful treatment of the 
Cians showed that the matter at stake was not the right 
of confirming the charters of the towns, but the lile or death 
of {lne and alL Lampsacus had already fallen, and ~'hasos 
had been trented like Cius. N () time was to be lost. Theo-' 
philiscus, the vigilant strategus of Rhodes, exhorted his citi
zens to avert the common danger by common resistance, and 
not to suffer the towns and islands to become one by one a 
prey to the enemy. Rhodes resolved on its course, and de
clared war against Philip. Byzantium joined it; as did also 
the aged Attalus, king of Pergamus, personally and politi-. 
cally the enemy of Philip. While the Heet o~ the ailies was 
mustering on the lEolian coast, Philip directed a portion of 

. his Heet to take Chios and Sam os. With the other portion 
he appeared in person before Pergamus, which however he 
invested in vain; he had to content himself with traversing 
the Hat country and leaving the trnces of Macedonian valour 
on the temples which he destroyed far and wide. Sud
denly. he departed and re-embarked, to unite with his 
squadron which was at Samos. But th!l Rhodo-Pergamene . 
fleet followed him, and forced him to accept battle in the 
straits of Chios. The ll,umber of the Macedonian decked 
vessels was smaller, but the multitude of their open boats 
made up for this inequality, and the soldiers of Philip 
fought with great courage. But he was at length defeated. 
Almost half of his decked vessels, 24 sail, were Bunk or 
taken; 6000 Macedonian sailors and 3000 soldiers perished, 
amongst whom was the admiral Democrates; 2000 were 
taken prisoners. The victory cost the allies no more than 
800 men and six vessels. But, of the leaders of the allies, 
Attalus had been cut off from his fleet, and compelled to let 
his own vessel run aground near Eryth1'&l; and Theophiliscus 
of Rhodes, whose public spirit had decided the question of 
war and whose valour had decided the battle, died on the 
day after it bf his wounds. Thus, while -the fleet of Attalus 
went home and the Rhodian fleet remained temporarily at 
Chios, Philip, who falsely claimed the victory, was enabled 
to continue his voyage and to turn towards Samos, in order 
to occupy the Carian towns. On the Carian coast, the 
Rhodians, on. this occasion unsupported by Attalus, gave 
battle for the second time to the Macedonian fleet under 
Heraclides, near the little island of Lade in front of the port 
of Miletus. The victory, claimed again by both sides, appears 
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to have been this time gained by the Macedonians; for 
while the Rhodians retreated to Myndus and then<;e to Cos, 
the Macedonians occupied lUiletus, and a squadron under 
Dicrearchus the 2Etolian occupied the Cy:clades. Philip mean
while prosecuted the conquest of the Rhodian possessions 
on the Carian mainland, and. of the Greek cities: had he 
been disposed to attack Ptolemy in person, and had he not 
preferred to confine himself to the acqnisition of his own 
share in the spoil, he was now in a position to think of 
an expedition to Egypt. In Carla no army opposed the 

.lfticedonians, and Philip traversed without hindrance the 
country from Magnesia to· Mylasa; but every town in that 
country 'was a. fortress, and the work of besieging was 
protracted without furnishing, or giving promise of, any 
material resnlts. Zeuxis the satrap of Lydia supported the 
ally of his master with the same lukewarmness as Philip 
.had manifested in promoting the interests of the Syrian 
king, and the Greek cities gave their support only under 
the pressure of force or fear. The provisioning of the army 

. became daily more difficult; Philip was obliged to plunder 
those who hitherto had voluntarily supplied his wants, and 
then he 4ad reluctantly to submit once more to beg. Thus 
the. ,good season of the year gradually drew to an end, and 
in the' interval the Rhodians had reinforced their fleet and 
had also been re-joined by that of Attalus, so that they were 
decidedly superior at sea. It seemed almost as if they 
might cut off the king's retreat and compel him to take up 
winter quarters in Carla, while the state of afiilirs I).t home, 
particularly the threatened intervention of the 1Etoliaus 
and Romans, urgently demanded his return. Philip saw 
the danger; he left garrisons amounting together to 3000 
men, partly in Myrina to keep Pergamus in check, partly in 
the petty towns round Mylasa,-Iassus, Bargyfui, Euro
mus, and Pedasa-to secure for hiul the excellent harbour 
and a landing place in Caris.; and, owing to the negligence 
,with which the allies guarded the sea., he succeeded in safely 
reaching the Thracian coast with his fleet and arriving at 

201-200. home before the winter of .553-4. \ 
Diplomatic ~n fa~t a storm w.as ~athering ~nst Philip in. the west, 
intervention whlCh dld not permIt hlm to contrnue the plundering of de

.<>1' Rome. fenceless Egypt. The Romans, who had at length in this 
year concluded peace on their own terms with Carthage, 
began to give serious attention to these complications 
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in tho East. It has often been affirmed, that after the con-
quest of the West they forthwith proceeded to the subjuga-
tion of the East; a more thorough consideration will lead 
to a juster judgment. It is only dull prejudice which fails 
to see, that Rome at this period by no means grasped at the 
sovereignty of the Mediterranean states, but, on the con-
trary, simply desired to have neighbours that should not be 
dangerous in Mrica and in G.reece; and Macedonia was not 
properly dangerous to Rome. Its power certainly was far from 
small, and it is evident that the Roman senate reluctantly 
cOQsented to the peace of 548-9, which left it in all its inte- 206-205. 
grity; but how litHe any serious apprehensions of Macedo-
nia were or could be entertained in Rome, is best shown by 
the small number of tro!>ps-who yet were never compelled 
to fight against a superior force-with which Rome carried 
on the next war. The senate perhaps would have gladly 
seen Macedonia humbled: but that humiliation would be 
too dearly purchased at the cost of a land war carried on in 
Macedonia with Roman troops: and accordingly, after the 
withdrawal of the .£tolians, the senate voluntarily conduded 
peace on the basis of the status quo. It is therefore far from 
being demonstrated, that the Roman govel'llment concluded 
this peace with any definite del!ign of beginning the war 
at a more convenient season: and it is very certain that, 
at the moment, from the thorough exhaustion of the state 
and the extreme unwillingness of the citizens to enter 
into a second tl'ansmarine struggle, the Macedonian war 
was in a high degree unwelcome to the Romans. But now 
it was inevitable. They might have been satisfied with the 
Macedonian state as a neighbour, such as it stood in 549: 2p5. 
but it was impossible that they could ,Permit it to acquire 
the best part of Asiatic Greece and' the lmportant Cyrene, to 
crush the neutral commercial states, and thereby to double its 
power. Further, the fall of Egypt and the humiliation, 
perhaps the subjugation, of Rhodes could not but inflict 
deep wounds lin the trade of Sicily and Italy; and could 
Rome remain a quiet spectator, while Italian commerce 
with the East was made dependent on the two great con
tinental powers P Rome had, moreover, an obligation of 
honour to fulfil towards 4-ttalus her faithful ally since the 
first Macedonian war, and had to prevent Philip, who had 
already besie~d him in his capital, from expelling him from 
his own dominions. Lastly, the claim of Rome to extend her 
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protecting arm over all the Hellenes was by no means an 
empty phrase: the Neapolitans,. Rhegines, Massiliots, and 
Emporienses could testify that that protection was accorded 
in earnest, and there is no question that at that time the 
Romans ~~ood in ~ closer relation to the Greeks "than any 
other natIOn-one little more remote than that of the Hellenic 
Macedonians. It is strange that any should dispute the 
right of the Romans to feel their human, as well as their 
Hellenic, sympathies revolted at the scandalous treatment 
of the Cians and Thasians: Thus, in fact, all political, com
mercial, and moral motives concurred in inducing Rome to 
undertake the second war against Philip-one of the most 
righteous which the city ever waged. "It greatly redounds 
to the honour of the senate, that it immediately resolved on 
its course alid "did not allow itself to be deterred from making 
the necessary" preparations either by the exhaustion of the 
state or by the unpopularity of such a declaration of war. 

201. The proprmtor Marcus Valerius Lmviuus already in 553 
made his appearance with the Sicilian fieet of 38 sail in the 
eastern waters. 

The governmenl, however, were at a loss to discover an 
ostensible pretext for the war; a "pretext which they needed 
in order to satisfy the people, even although they had not been 
far too sagacious to undervalue, as was the manner of Philip, 
the importance of assigning a legitima~e ground for hostili
ties. The support, which Philip was alleged to have granted 
to the Carthaginians after the peace with Rome, manifestly 
could not be proved. The Roman subjects, indeed, in the 
province of Illyria had for a considerable time complained of 

203. the Macedonian encroachments. In 551 a Roman envoy 
at the head of the Illyrian levy had driven Philip's troops 
from the Illyrian territory; and the senate had accordingly 

302. declared to the king's envoys in 552, that if he sought war, 
he would find it sooner than was agreeable to him. But 
these encroachments were simply the ordinary outrages 
which Philip practised towards his neighbours; a negotia
tion regarding them at the present moment would have led 
to his humbling himself and offering satisfaction, but "not to 
war. With all the belligerent powers in the East the Roman 
community was nominally in friendly relations, and might 
have granted them aid in repelling Philip's attack. But 
Rhodes and Pergamus, which of course did not fail to re
quest Roman aid, were formally the aggressors; and although 
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Alexandrian ambassadors besought the Roman senate to 
undertake the guardianship of the boy king, Egypt appears to 
have been by no means anxious to invoke the direct interven
tion of the Bomans, which would put an end to her difficul
ties for the moment, but would at the same time open up 
the eastern seas to the great maritime power of the West. 
Aid to Egypt, moreover, must have been in the first instance 
rtlndered in Syria, and would have entangled Borne simul
timeously iu war with Asia and with Macedon~; which the 
Bomans were naturally the more desirous to avoid, as they 
were firmly resolved not to intermeddle at least in Asiatic 
affairs. No course was left but to despatch in the mean 
time an embassy to the East for the purpose, first, of ob
taining-what was not in the circumstances difficult-the 
sanction of Egypt to the interference of Rome in the affaiI'\l 
of Greece ; secondly, of pacifying king Antiochus by abandon
ing Syria to him; and, lastly, of accelerating as much as pos
sible a breach with Philip and promoting a coalition of the 
minor Gneco-Asiatio states against him (end of 553). At 201. 
Alexandria they had no difficulty in accomplishing their ob-
ject: the court had no choice, and was obliged gratefully to 

. receive Marcus 1Emilius Lepidus, whom the senate had 
despatched as "guardian of the king" to uphold his inte
rests, so far as that could be done without an actual inter
vention. Antiochus did not break oW his alliance with 
Philip, nor did he give to the Bomans the definite explan/r 
tions which they desired; in other respects, however
whether from remissness, or influenced by the declara
tions of the Bomans that they did not wish to interfere in 
Syria-he pursued his schemes in that direction and left 
things in Greece and Asia Minor to take their coune. 

Meanwhile the spring of 554 had arrived, and the war 200. 
had recommenced. Philip Brst threw himself once more Continua
upon Thrace, where he occupied all the places on the coast, tion of the 
in particular Marone&, ..Enus, EllBus, and Sestus; he wished war. 
t" have hia European possessions secured against the risk of 
a Boman landing. He then attacked Abydos on the Asiatic 
coast, the acquisition of wliich was an object of great im
portance to him, for the possession of Sestus and Abydos 
would bring him into closer connection with his ally Autio-
cnus, and he would no longer need to be apprehensive lest 
toe fleet of the allies might intercept him in crossing to 
or from Asia Minor. That fleet commanded the lEgean 8e~ 
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after the withdrawal of the weaker Macedonian squadron: 
Philip confined, his operations by sea to maintaining garri
sons on three of the Cyclades, Andros, Cythnos, and Paros, 
and fitting out privateers. The Rhodians proceeded t~ 
Chios, and thl;)nce to .Tenedos, where Attaius, who had 
passed the winter at 1Egina and had spent his time in lis
tening to the declamations of the Athenians, joined them 
with hili! squadron. The allies might probably have arrived 
in time to ,help the Abydenes, who heroically defended 
themselves; but they stirred not, and 80 at last the city 
'surrendered, Il.fter almost all who were capable of bearing 
arms h,ad"'fI!!Uell in .the struggle before the walls; a large , 
porti~~ ,of'~ inhabitants fell by their own hanet after the 
capit~tion7, ~IrCY of the victor consisted in allowing 
the Abydeli~ " days' respite to die voluntarily. Here, 
in the camp-'be ore Abl.dos, the Roman embassy, which 
after the te~ati()n of Its business in Syria and Egypt had 
visited and dealt with the minor Greek states, met with the 
king" and submitte,d the proposals which it had been charged 
to make by- the senate, viz., that the king should wage no 
aggressive war againsi; any Greek state, should ~e the 
possessions which he had wrested froM Ptolemy, and should 
consent to an arbitration regarding the injury inHicted on 
the Pergamenes and Rhodians. The, object of the senate, 
which sought to provoke the king to a formal declaration 'of 
war, was not gained; the Roman ambassador, Marcus 
1Emilius Lepidus, obtained from ·the king nothing but the 
,polite reply, that he would excuse what the envoy had said 
hecause lie was y~ung, handsome, and It Roman. 

';J'feanwhile, however, the occasion for declaring war, 
wtllch Rome desired, had, been furnished from another 

t!,~lJ-arter. The Athenians ill their sillr and cruel vanity had 
1"tt;,~0 death two unfortunate Acarnamans, because these had 
~cidentally strayed into their mysteries. When the Acar
riiUlians, who were naturally indignant, asked Philip to 
procure them. satisfaction, he could not refuse the just re
qu,est of his most faithful allies, and he allowe4 them to levy 
men in Macedonia and, with these and their own troops, to 
invade Attica without a forJllltl declaration of war. This, it 
is true, was no war in the proper sense of the term; and, 
besides, the leader of the Macedonian band, Nicanor, im
mediately gave orders to his troDps to retreat, when the Ro-, 

. 'man envoys, who were at Athens at the time, used threaten-
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ing language (in the end of 553). But it was too late. An ~OJ. 
Athenian embassy was s~nt to Rome to report the attack 
made by Philip on an ancient ally of the Romans; and, from 
the "way in which: the senate received it, Philip saw clearly 
what awaited him; so that he at once, in the very spring . 200. 
of 554, directed Philocles, his general in Greece, to lay waste 
the Attic territory and to reduce the city to extremities. 

The senate now had what they wanted; and, in the summer Declaration 
of 554, they were able to propose to the cornitia a declaration of war [200. 
of :war" on aCCOl'wt of an attack on a state in alliance with by Rome. 
Rome."- It was rejected on the first occasion almost una
nimously: foolish or evil-disposed tribunes of the people com-
plained that the senate would allow the citizens no rest j 
but the war was necessary and, in strictness, was alrealiy 
begun, so that the senate could not possibly recede. The 
citizens were induced to yield by' representations and con-
cessions. It is remarkable that these concessions were 
made mainly at the expense of the allies. '1'he garris~JDs of 
Gaul, Lower Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia, amounting in all to 

,20,000 men, were exclusively taken from the allied contiu
gents that were in active service-quite contrary to tb.e former 
principles of'the' Romans. All the burgess troops, on the 
other hand, that had continued under arms from the Hanni
bO:lic war, were discharged; volunteers alone, it was alleged, 
were to be enrolled for the Macedonian war, but they 
were, as was afterwards fouud, for the most part for.ced 
volunteers-a fact which in the autumn of 555 give rise to 199. 
a dangerous military revolt .in the camp of Apollonia. Six 
legions were forme,a of the men newly called out; Df these 
two remained in Rome aud two in Etruria, and only two" 
embarked at Brundisium for Macedonia, led by the consul 
Publius'Sulpiclus Gruba. .' 
.' Thus it was once more clearly demonstrated, that the sove

reign burgess assemblies, with thejr shortsighted resolution!.'! 
dependent often on mere accident, were no longer at all 
allapted to deal with the complicated and difficult rebl.tions 
into which Rome was drawn by her victories; ,aD.d that their 
mischievous intervention in the working of the state machine 
led to daugerous modifications of the, measures which in a 
military point of view were necessary, and to the still more 
dangerous course of treating the Latin allies as inferiors. 

The position of Philip was very dislklvantageous. The The Roman 
eastern states, which ought to have acted in unison against league. 

• 
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all interference of Rome and probably under other circum
stances would have done eo, had been, mainly by Philip's 
fault, 'so incensed at each other, that they were not in
clined to hinder, or were inclined even to promote, the Roman 
invasion. Asia, the natural and most important ally of 
Philip, had been ncglecte,d by bim, and was moreover pre
vented from any immediate active interference by being 
entangled in the quarrel with E.:,oypt and the Syrian war. 
Egypt bad an urgent interest in keeping the Roman fleet 
{lut of the "eastern waters; even now an Egyptian embassy 
intimated at Rome very plainly, that the court of Alex
andria was ready to relieve the Romans from the trouble of 
interference in Attica. But the treaty for the partition 
of Egypt concluded between A~ia and Macedonia tbrew 
that important state thoroughly into the arms of Rome, 
and compelled the cabinet ot' Alexandria to declare that Jt 
would only intermeddle in the affairs of European Greece 
with consent of the Romans. The Greek commercial cities, 
with Rhodes, Pergamus, and Byzantium at their head, were 
in a position similar, but of still greater perplexity. They 
would under other circumstances bave beyond doubt done 
what they could to close the eastern seas against the 
Romans; but the cruel and annihilating policy of conquest 
pursued by Philip had driven them to an unequal struggle, 
in which for their self-preservation they were obliged to use 
every effort to obtain the interference of the great Italian 
power. In Greece proper also the Roman envoys, who 
were commissioned to organize a second lea"oue against 
Philip there, found the way already substantially paved for 
them by the enemy. Of the anti-Macedonian party, the 
Spartans, Eleans, Atbenians, and lEtolians, Philip might 

206. perhaps have gained the latter, for the peace of 548 bad 
made a deep, and far from healed, breach in tbeir friendly 
alliance with Rome; but apart from tbe old differences 
which subsisted between 1Etolia and Macedon regarding 
the Thessalian towns withdrawn by Macedonia from the 
lEtolian confederacy-Echinus, Larissa Cremaste, Pbarsalus, 
and Thebes in Phthiotis-the explllsion of the lEtolian gar
riSOllS from Lysimacbia and Cius had produced fresh exas
peration against Pbilip in the minds of the lEtolians. If 
they delayed to join the league against him, tbe chief reason 
of that delay was the ill-teeling that continued to prevail 
between tbem and the Romans. ' 

• 
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It: was a circumstance still more ominous, that even among 
the G reek states firmly attached to the interests of Macedon 
-the Epirots, Acarnanians, Breotian~, and Achlllans,-the 
Acarnanians and BOlotians alone stood steadfastly by Philip. 
With the Epirots the Roman envoys negotiated not without 
lucceS8; Amynander, king of the Athamanes, in particular 
closely attached himself to Rome. Even among the Achlilans, 
Philip had offended many by the murder of Aratus; while 
on the other hand he had thereby paved the way for a 
more free development of the confederacy. ~nder the 
leadership of Philopoomen (502-571, for the first time strar 252-183. 
tegu8 in 546) it had reorganized its military system, re- 208. 
covered confidence in itself by successful conflicts with 
Sparta, and no longer blindly followed, as in the time of 
Aratu8, the policy of Macedon. The Achlilan league, which 
had to expect neither profit nor immediate injury from 
Philip's thirst for aggrandizement, alone in all Hellas looked 
at thiS war from an impartial and national.Hellenic point of' 
,"iew. It perceived-what there was no difficulty in per
ceiving-that the Hellenic nation was thereby surrendering 
itself to the Romans even before they wished or desired its 
snrrender, and attempted accordingly to mediate between 
Philip and the Rhodians; but it was too late. The national 
patriotism, 'which had formerly terminated the federal war 
and had mainly contributed to the first war between Mace-
don and Rome, was extinguished; the Achlilan mediation 
remained fruitless, and in vain Philip visited the cities and 
islands to rekindle the zeal of the nation-its apathy was 
the Nemesis for Cius and Abydos. The Achlilans, as they 
could effect no change and were not disposed to render help 
to either party, remained neutral. 

In the autumn of 554 the consul, Pnblius Sulpicius 2~0. 
Galba, landed with his two legions and 1000 N umidian Lhan~ng of 
cavalry accompanied even by elephants derived from the ~n "M.::.

ans 

spoils of Carthage, at Apollonia; on receiving accounts dania. 
of which, the king returned in haste from the Hellespont to 
Thessaly. But, owing partly to the far advanced season, 
partly to the sickness of the Roman general, nothing was 
undertaken by him that year except a reconnaissance in 
force, in the course of which the places in the vicinity, and 
in particular the Macedonian colony Antipatria, were occu-
pied by ~he Romans. For t~e next year a joint attac~ on 
Macedon18\ was concerted With the northern barba.r1AIlll, 
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more especially with Pleuratus, the then ruler of Scmira, 
and Bato, prince of the Dardani, who of course were eager to 
profit by the favourable opportunity. 

More importance· attached to the enterprises of the 
Roman fleet, which numbered 100 decked and 80 light 
vessels. While the rest of the ships took their station for 
the winter at Corcyra, a division under Gaius Claudius 
Cento proceeded to the Pirreeus to render assistance to the 
hard-pressed Athenians. But, when Cento feund the Attic 
territory already sufficiently protected against the raids of 
the Corinthian garrison and the Macedonian corsairs, he 
sailed on and appeared suddenly before Cbalcis in Eubrea, 
the chief stronghold of Philip in Greece, where his maga
zines, stores of arms, and prisoners were kept, and where 
the commandant Sopater was far from expecting a Roman 
,attack. The undefended walls were scaled, and the garri
son was put to death; the prisoners were liberated and the 
stores were burnt; unfortunately, there was a want of 
troops to hold the important pqsition. On receiving news 
of this invasion, Philip immediately in ,vehement indigna-, 
tion started from Demetrias in Thessnly for Chalcis, and 
when he found no trace of the enemy there save the scene 
of ruin, he went on to Athens to retaliate. But his attempt 
to surprise the city was a failure, and even the assault was 
in vain, much 8S the king exposed his life; the approach of 
Gaius Claudius from the Pirreens, and of AttaIns from lEgina, 
compelled him to depart. Philip still tarried f~r some 

• time in Greece; but in a political and in a military point of 
view his successes were equally insignificant. In vain he 
tried to induce the Achreans to take up arms in his behalf; 
and equally fruitless were his attacks on Eleusis and the 
Pirreeus, as well as a second attempt on Athens itself. No
thing remained for him but to gratify his natural exaspera
tion, in an unworthy manner, by laying waste the country 
and destroying the trees of Academus, and then to return 
to the north. 

Attempt of Thus the winter passed away. With the spring or 
the l198.555, the proconsul Publius Sulpicius broke up from his 
Ro~~ winter camp, determined to conduct his legions from Apol. 
i';:'edo;;a. lo~ia. by the shortest route into Mact'donia proper. This 

prInCIpal attack from the west '\II"as to be supported by three 
subordin!lte attacks; on the north by an invasion of the Dar
dani and illyrians; on the east by an attack on the part of 
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the combined fleet of the RomaDs and allies, which 88-

8embled at lEgina; while lastly the AthamaIlfs, and the 
lEtolians a180, if the attempt to induce them to 8hare in the 
struggle should prove successful, were to advance from 
the 1I0uth. After Galba bad crossed the mountains inter
sected by the ApsD8 (now the Beratin6), and had marched 
through .the fertile plain of the Dassaretlll, he reached the 
mountain range. which separates lllyria from Macedonia, 
and cros~ing it, entered the proper Macedonian territory. 
Philip had marched to meet him; but in the extensive and 
thinly peopled regions of Macedonia the antagonists for a 
time sought each other in vain; at length they met in the 
province of Lyncestis, a fertile but marshy plain not far 
from the north-western frontier, and encamped not 1000 
paces apart. Philip's army, after he had been joined by the 
corp8 detached to occupy the northern passes, numbered 
about 20,000 infantry and 2000 cavalry; the Roman army 
WBB, nearly a8 strong. The Macedonians however had the 
great ad\'!lutnge, that, fighting in their native land and well 
acquainted with its highways and byways, they had little 
trouble in procuring supplies of provisions, while they had 
encamped 80 close to the Romans that the latter could not 
venture to disperse for any extensive fora.,oing. The consul 
repeatedlv oflered battle, but the king plll"Sisted in declining 
it; and the combats between the light troops, although the 
Romans gained some advantages in them, produced no ma
terial alteration. Galba was obliged to break up his camp 
and to pitch another a mile and a. half off at Octolophus, 
where he conceived that he could more easily procure 
supplies. But here too the divisions Bent out were destroyed 
by the light troops and cavalry of the Macedonians; the 
legions were obliged to come to their help, whereupon 
the Macedonian van-guard, which had advanced too far, 
were driven back t{) their camp with heavy losa; the king 
himself lost his horse in the action, and only saved bis 
life through the magnanimous self-devotion of one of his 
troopers. From this perilous position the Romans were 
liberated through the better success of the.subordinate 
attack, which Galba had directed the allies to make, or rather 
through the weakness of the Macedonian forces. Although 
Philip had instituted ~evies as large 88 possible in his own 
dominions, and had enlisted Roman deserters and other mer
cenaries, he h~ not been able to bring into the field 
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(over and' above the garrisons in Asia Minor and Thrace) 
more than the army, with which in person he confronted 
the consul; aud besides, in order to form even tbis; he had 
been obliged to leave the northern passes in tbe Pelagonian 
territory \lndefended. For the protection of the east 
coast he relied partly on the, orders which he had given for' 
the laying waste of the islands of Sciatbos and Peparethos, 
which might have furnished a station to the enemy's fleet, 
partly on the garrisoning of Tbasos and the coast and on 
the fleet organized at Demetrias under Heraclidfls. For 
the south frontier be .had been obliged to reckon solely 
upon the more than doubtful neutrality of the lEtolians. 
These now suddenly joined the league against Macedon, and 
immediately in conjunction with the Athamanes penetrated 
into Thessaly, while simultaneously the Dardani 1lIld ruy
rians overran the northern' provinces, and the Roman fleet 
under Lucius' Apustius, departing from Corcyra. appeared 
in the eastern waters, where the ships ot Attalus,. the 
Rhodians, and the Istrians joined it. . • 

Philip, on learning this, voluntarily abandoned bis posi
tion, and retreated in an easterly direction'; whether he did 
so in order to repel the probably unexpected invasion of 
the lEtolians, 'or to draw the Roman army after him with a 
view to its destruction, or to take either of tbese courses 
according to circumstances, cannot well be determined. He 
managed his retreat so dexterously; that Galba, who.adopted 
the rash resolution of following him, lost his track, and 

• Philip was enabled to reach by a side movement, and to 
occupy, the narrow pass which separates the {lrovinces of 
Lyncestis and Eordma, with the view of awaitmg the Ro
mans and giving them a warm reception there. A battle 
took place on the spot which he had selected, but the long 
Macedonian spears proved unserviceable on the wooded and 
uneven ground •. The Macedonians were partly turned •. partly 
broken, and lost many men. . 

But, although Philip's army was after this unfortunate 
action no longer able to prevent the advance of the Ro
mans, the latter were themselves afraid to encounter fur
ther unknown dangers in an impassable and hostile country; 
and returned to Apollonia. after they had laid waste the fer
tile provinces of Upper Macedonia-Eordma, Elymma. and 
Orestis. Celetrum, the most considerable town of Orestis 
(now Castoria, on a peninsula in the l~e of the same'name), 
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had surrende~ed to them: it was the only Macedonian town. 
that opened lts gates to the Romans. In the lllyrian land 
Pelium, the city of the Dassaretm, on the upper confiuents 
of the Apsus, WIlS taken by storm and strongly garrisoned 
to serve as afuture bSRis for a similar expedition. 

Philip did not disturb the Roman army in its retreat, hut 
turned by forced marches against the lEtolians and Atba
manians who, in the belief that tbe legions were occupying 
the attention of the king, were fearlessly and recklessly 
plundering the rich vale ot' the PeneiuB, defeated them com
pletely, and compelled such as did not fail to save themselves 
one by one through the weU-known mountain paths. The 
effective strength ofthe confederacy was not a little diminished 
by this defeat, and not less by the numerous enlistments 
made in lEtolia on Egyptian account. The Dardani were 
chased back over the mountains by Athenagoras, the leader 
of Philir.'s light troops, without difficulty and with severe 
loss. 1 be Roman fleet also did not accomplish much; it 
expelled the Macedonian garrison from Andros, visited 
Eubrea and Sciatbos, and then made attempts on the Ohal
cidian peninsula, which were, however, vigorously repulsed by 
the Macedonian garrison at Mende. The rest of the sum· 
mer WIlS spent in the capture of Oreus in Eubrea, which 
was long delayed by the resolute defence of the Macedonian 
garrison. The weak Macedonian fleet under Heraclides 
remained inactive at Heraclea, and did not venture to dispute 
the possession of the sea with the enemy. The latter went 
early to winter quarters, the Romans proceeding to the Pi- -
rmeU8 and Oorcyra, the Rhodians and Pergamenef! going home. 

Philip might on the whole congratulate himself upon the 
results of this campaign. The Roman troops, after an ex-

. tremely troublesome campaign, stood in autumnlrecisely on 
the spot ,whence they had started in spring j an ,but for the 
well-timed interposition of the lEtolians and the unexpected 
success of the battle at the pass of Eordma, not a man per
haps of their entire force would have again seen the Roman 
territory. The fourfold offensive had everywhere failed in 
its object, and not only did Philip in autunm see his whole 
dominions cleared of the enemy, but he was able to make an 
attempt--which, however, miscarried-to wrest from the 
lEtolians the strong town of ,Thaumaci, situated on the 
lEtolo.Thessalian frontier and commanding the plain of the 
Pcneius. If Antiochus, for whose coming Philip v&inIy 
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supplicated the gods, should tillite with him in the next 
campaign, he might.anticipate great successes. Fllr a moment 
it seemed as if Antiochus was disposed to do so; his army 
appeared in Asia Minor, and occupied s!lme places belonging 
to king Attalus, who requested military protection from the 
Romans. .The latter, however, were not anxious to urge 
the great king at this time to a breach; they sent t'nvoyB, 

. who in fact obtained an evacuation of the dominions of 
Attalus. From that quarter Philip had nothing to hope 
for. 

But the fortunate issue of the last campaign bad 80 raised 
Philip's courage or his arrogance, that, after havin$ assured 
himself afresh of the neutrality of the Achreans and the 
fidelity of the Macedonians by the sacrifice of some strong 
places and of the detested admiral Heraclides, he next 

19~. spring (556) assumed the offensive and advanced into. the 
territory of the Atintanes, with a view tt> form a well-en
trenched camp in the narrow pass, where the Aous (Viosa) 
winds its way between the mountains lEropus and Asnaus. 
Opposite him encamped the Roman army reinforced. by new 
arrivals of troops, and commanded first by the consul of the 
previous year, Publius Villius, and then from the summer of 

198. 556 by that year's consul, Titus Quinctius Flamininus. 
Flmnininus. Flamininus, it talented man just thirty years of age, belonged 

to the younger generation, who began to lay aside the 
patriotism as well as the habits 'l:>f their fQrefuthers and, 
though not unmindfui of their fatherland, were still ~'more 
mindful of themselves and of Hellenism. A skilful officer 
and a better diplomatist, he was in many respects admi
rably adapted for the management of the troubled affairs 
of Greece. Yet it would perhaps have been better both for 
Rome and for Greece, if the choice had fallen on one less full 
of Hellenic sympathies, and if the general despatched thither 
had been a man who would neither have been bribed by deli
cate Battery nor stung by pungent sarcasm; who would not 
amidst literary and artistic reminiscences have overlooked 
the pitiful condition of the cOJ;lstitutions of the Helleqic 
states; and who, while treating Hellas according to its de
serts, would have spared the Romans the trouble of striving 
after unattainable ideals. . 

The new commander-in-chief immediately had a confer
ence with the king, while the two armies lay face to face 
inactive. Philip. made proposals of peace; he offered to 

• 
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restore all his own conquests, and to submit to an equitable 
arbitration regarding the damage inflicted on thc Greek 
cities; but the negotiations broke down, when he was asked 
to give up ancient possessions of Macedonia and particu-
larly Thessaly. }'or forty days the two armies lay in the 
narrow pasB of the Aous; Philip would not retire, and lIar' 
mininus could not make up his mind whether .he should 
order an assault, or leave the king alone and reattempt the 
expedition of the previous year. At length the Roman Philip 
general wall helped out of his perplexity by the treachery of driven 
Bome nobles amo~g the Epirots who were otherwise well- hack to 
disposed to Macedon, and especially of Charops. They con- Tempe. 
ducted a Roman corps of 4000 infantry and 300 cavalry by 
mountain paths to the heights above the Macedonian ca.mp j 
and, when the consul attacked the enemy's army in front, 
the advance of that Roman division, unexpectedly descending 
from the mountains commanding the position, decided the 
battle. Philip lost his camp 'and entrenchments and nearly 
2000 men, and hastily retreated to the pass of Tempe, the gate 
of Macedonia Proper. He gave up everything which he Greece in 
had held except the fortresses j the 'l'hessnlian towns, which the power 
he could not defend, he destroyed; Pherre alone closed its of the Ro
gates against him, and therehy escaped destruction. The mans. 
Epirote, induced partly by these successes of the Roman 
arms, partly by the judicious moderation of Flamininus, were 
the first to secede from the Macedonian alliance. On the' 
first accounts of the Roman victory the Athamanes and 
lEtolians immediately invaded Thessaly, and the Romans 
Boon followed; the flat country was easily overrun, but the 
Btrong towns, which were friendly to Macedon and received 
support from Philip, fell only after a brave resistance, or 
withstood even the superior foe-especially Atrax on the left 
bank of the Peneius, where the phalanx stood in the breach 
as a substitute for the wall. Except these Thessalian for-
tresses and the territory of the faithful Acarnanians, all 
northern Greece was thus in the hands of the coalition. 

The south, on the ot):Jer hand, was still in the main re
tained under the power of Macedon by the fortresses of Chal
cis and Corinth, which maiutained communication with each 
other through the territory of the Ereotians· who were 
friendly to Macedon, and by the Achrean neutrality; a.nd as it 
was tOQ late to advance into Macedonia this .,ear, Flamininus 
resolved to direct his land army and fleet In the first place 

VOL. II. R 
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agains~ ~ormth and the Ach.reans. The fleet, which had, again 
been Jomed by the RhodIan and Pergamene ships, had 
hitherto been employed in the capture and pillage of two of the 
smallt:lr towns in Eubrea, Eretria and Carystus; both how
ever, as well.as Oreus, were thereafter abandoned, and reoc
cllllied by Philocles the Macedonian commandant of Chalcis. 

The The unite,.d fleet. proceeded thence to Cenchrere, the eastern 
Ach~. port of Corinth, to threaten that strong fortress. On the 
c~t;er mto other side Flamininus advanced into Phocis, and occupied 
!';~hn&me. tha country, in which Elatea alone sustained a somewhat 

protracted siege: this district and Anticyra in particular 
on t\1e Corinthian gulf were. chosen as winter quarters. 
The Achreans, who thus saw the Roman legions approach
ing and the Roman fleet already on their own coast, aban- . 
doned their morally honourable, but politically untenable, 
neutrality. . Aft.er the deputies from the towns mos.t closely 
attached to Macedonia-Dyme, Megalopolis, and Argos-had 
left the diet, it resolved to join the coalition against Philip. 
Cycliades and other leaders of the Macedonian party went 
into exile; the troops of the Achreans immediately united 

, ",.jth the Roman fleet and hastened to invest Corinth by 
land, which city ~ the stronghold of Philip against the 
Achreans - had been guaranteed to them on the part of 
Rome in return for their joining the col1li'tion. Not only, 
however, . did the Macedonian garrison, which was 1300 
strong and consisted chiefly of Italran deserterR, defend with 
determination the almost impregnable city, but Philocles 
also arrived from Chalcis with a division of· 1500 men, 
which after relieving Corinth invaded the territories of 
the Achreans and, in concert with the citizens who were 
favourable to Macedonia, wrested from them Argos, But 
the recompense of such devotedness was, that the king deli
vered over the faithful Argives. to the reign of terror of 
Nabis of Sparta. Philip hoped, after the accession of the 
Achreans to the Roman coalition, to gain over N abis who had 
hitherto been the ally of the Romans; for his chief reason for 
joining the Roman alliance was that he was opposed to the 

204. Achreans and since 550 had been at open war with them. 
But the affairs of Philip were in too desperate a condition
for nny one·to feel satisfaction- in joining b.im now. Nabis 
accepted Argos from Philip, but he betrayed the traitor and 
remained iIi. alliance with Flamininus, who, in his perplexity 
at being now allied with two powers that were at war with 
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each other, had in the mean time arranged an armistice of 
four months between the Spartans and Achreans. 

Thus winter came on; and Philip once more availed him- Vain at. 
eelf of it to obtain if possible an equitable peace. At a con. tempts to 
ference held at Nicrea on the l'lIaliac gulf the king appeared arrange a 
in person, and endeavoured to come to an understanding peace. 
with }'Iamininus. With haughty politeness he dismissed 
the petulant arrogance of the minor chiefs, and by marked 
defcrence ,to the Romaus as the only antagonists on an 
equality with him, he Bought to obtain from them tolerable 
terms. Flamininus was sufficiently refined to feel himself 
flattered by the urbauity of the vanquished prince towards 
himself and his arrogant bearing in reference to the allies, 
whom the l{omans as well as the king had learned to despise; 
but his powers were not ample enough to meet the king's 
wishes. He granted him a two months' armistice in return 
for the evacuation of Phocis and Locris, and referred him, as 
to the main matter, to his government. The Roman senate 
had long been of opinion, that Macedonia must give up all her 
possessions abroad; accordingly, when Philip's ambassadors 
appeared in Rome, they were simply asked whether they 
had full powers to renounce all .Greece and in particular 
Corinth, Chalci~, and Demetrias, and when they said that 
they had not, the negotiations were immediately broken 
off, and it was resolved that the war should be prosecuted 
with energy. With the help of the tribunes of the people, 
the senate succe~ded in preventing a change in the chief 
command-whirh had· often proved so injurious-and ill 
prolonging the command of Flamininus; he obtained COll

siderable reinforcements, and the two former commanders, 
Publius Galba and Publius VilliuB, were instructed to place 
themselves at his disposaL Philip resolved once more to 
risk a pitched battle. To secure Greece, where all the states 
exoept the Acarnanians and Breotians were now in arms 
against him, the garrison of Corinth was augmented to 
6000 men, while he himself, straining the last energies of ex
hausted Macedonia and enrolling children and old men in 
the ranks of the phalanx, brought into the field an army of 
about 26,000 men, of whom 16,000 were Macedonian pha- . 
lallgit(J!. Thus the fourth campaign, that of 557, began. 197. 
Flamininu8 despatched a sart of the fleet against the Acarna- Philip pro-

. h b' . L . G h ceeds to Dlans, W 0 were cSlege lD eucas; 10 reece proper e Tb 11 
became by .stratagem master of Thebes, the capltal of ...... 
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Breotia, in cons!!quence of which the Breotians were com-· 
pelled to join, at least nominally, the allianee'against Mace
donia. Content with having thus interruptcd the communi
cation between Corinth lmd Chalcis, lie proceeded to t~e 
north, where alone a· decisive blow could be struck. The 
great difficulties of provisioning the army in a hostile and 
for the most part desolate country, which had often hampered 
its o:perations, were now to be obviated by the fleet.accom
panymg the army along the coast and carrying after it sup
plies sent from Africa, Sicily, and Sardinia. The decisive 
blow came, however" earlier than Flamininus had expected. 
Philip, impatient and confident as he was, could not endure 
to await the enemy on the Macedonian frontier: after as
sembling his army at Dium, he advanced through the pass of 
Tempe into Thessaly, and encountered the army of the 
enemy advancing to meet him in the district of Scotussa. 

The Macedonian and Roman armies (the latter of which 
had been reinforced by the contingents of the Apolloniates 
and the Athamanes, by the Cretans sent by Nabis, and espe
cially by a strong band of ..Etolians) contained nearly equal 
numbers of combatants, each about 26,000 men; the 
Romans, however, had the superiority in cavalry. In front 
of Scotussa, on the plateau of the Karadagh, during a gloomy 
day of rain, the Roman vanguard unexpectedly encountered 
that of the enemy, which occupied a high and steep hill 
named Cynoscephalm, that lay between the two camps. 
Driven back into the plain, the Romans were reinforced 
from the camp by the light troops and the excellent corps 
of lEtolian cavalry, and now in turn forced the Macedo
hlan vanguard back upon and over the height. But \lere 
the Macedonians again found support in their whole cavalry 
and the larger portion of their light infantry; the Romans, 
who. had ventured forward imprudently, were pursue~ with 
great loss almost to their camp, and would have wholly 
taken to flight, had not the lEtolian horsemen prolonged 
the combat in the plain until Flamininus could bring up 
his rapidly arranged legions. The king yielded to the im
petuous cry of his victorious troops demanding the continu
ance of the conflict, and hastily drew up his heavy-armed 
soldiers for the battle, which neither general nor soldiers had 
expected on that day. It ""as important to occupy the hill, 
which for the moment was quite denuded of troops. The 
right wing of the phalanx, led by the king in p~rson, arrived 
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early enough to form -without tro::.ble in battle order on the 
height; the left ha4 not yet come up, when the light troops 
of the llIacedonians, put to flight by the legions, rushed up 
the hill. Philip quickly pushed the fugitive crowd past the 
phalanx into the middle division, and, without waiting till 
Nicanor had arrived on the left wing with the other half of 
the phalanx, which followed more slowly, he ordered the right 
phalanx to couch their spem and to charge down the hill on 
the legions, and the rearranged light infantry simultaneously' 
to turn them and take them in flank. The attack of the 

. phalanx, irresistible on SG favourable ground, shattered the 
Roman infantry, and the left wing of the Romans was com
pletely beaten. Nicanor on the other wing, when he saw the 
king give the attack, ordered the other half of the phalanx to 
advance in all haste; by this movement it was thrown intG 
confusion, and while the first ranks were already rapidly fol
lowing the victorious right wing down the hill, and were still 
more thrown intG disorder by the inequality of the ground, 
the last files were just gaining the height. The right wing 
of the Romans under these circumstances soon overcame the 
enemy's left; the elephants alone, stationed upon this wing, 
made sad havoc in the broken Macedonian ranks. While a 
fearful slaughter was taking place at this point, a resolute 
Roman officer collected twenty companies, and with these 
threw him8elf on the victorious Macedonian wing, which had 
advanced 80 far in pursuit of the Roman left that the Roman 
right came to be in its rear. Against an attack from behind 
the phalanx was defenceless, and this movement ended the 
battle. From the complete breaking up of the two phalanxes 
we may well believe that the ?tIacedonian loss amounted to 
13,000, partly prisoners, partly fiillen-but chiefly the latter, 
because the Roman soldiers were not acquainted with the 
llIacedonian sign of surrender, the raising of the sanssl1I. 
The loss of the rictors was slight. Philip escaped to Larissa, 
and, aner burning all his papers that nobody might be com
promised, evacuated Thessaly and returned home. Simul-

. taneously with this great defeat, the Macedonians suffered 
ot~er discomfitures at all the points which they still ooou-· 
pied; in Caria the Rhodian mercenaries defeated the Mace
donian corps stationed there and compelled it to shut itself 
UP. in Stratonicea; the Corinthian garrison was defeated by 
Nicostratus and his Achman!l witb severe IOS8, and Leucas 
in Acarnania was taken by ass~ult after a h~roic' resist-
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ance. Philip was completely vanquished; his last alliep, 
the Acarnanians, yielded on the news of the battle Ilf 
Cynoscephalre. . 

It was, completely in the power of the Romans .to dictate 
peace; they used their power without abusing it. The em
pire of Alexander might be annihilated; at a conference of 
the allies this proposal was actually brought forward by the 
lEtolians. But what would be the effect of such a course, ~ave 

.to demolish the rampart protecting Hellenic culture from the 
Thracians and Celts? Already during the war just ended 
the flourishing Lysimachia on the Thracian Chersonese had 
been totally destroyed by the Thracians-a serious warning 
for the future. Flamininus, who had clearly perceived 
the bitter animosities subsisting among the Greek states, 
could never consent that the great Roman power should 
carry intq effect the spiteful projects of the lEtolian 'r0n- . 
federacy, even if his Hellenic sympathies had not been as 
much won by the polished and chivalrous king as his Roman 
national feeling was offended by the boastings of the lEtolians, 
the .. victors' of Cynoscephalre," as they ealled themselves. 
He replied to the lEtolians that it was not the custom of 
Rome ,to annihilate the vanquished, and that, besides, they 
were their own masters and were at liberty to put an end to 
Macedonia. if they could. The king was treated with all 
possible respect, and. on his declaring himself ready now 
to entertain the demands formerly made, an armistice for a 
considerable term was agreed to by Flamininus in return for 
the payment of a sum of money and the furnishing of hos
tages, among whom was the 'king's son Demetrius,-an ar
mistice which Philip greatly needed in order to expel the 
Dardani out of Macedonia. 

l'EaCe with The definitive re~ulation of the complicated, affairs of 
Macedonia. Greece was intrul'ted by the senate to a commission of ten 

persons, the head and soul of which was Flamininus. Philip 
obtained from it terms similal' to those granted to Carth~o-e. 
He lost all his foreign possessions in Asia Minor, Thrace, 
Greece, and in the islands of the lEgean sea; while he re
tained Macedonia propel' undiminished, with the exception 
of some· unimportant stripes on the frontiar and the pro
vince' of Orestis, which was declared free-a. stipulation 
",hich Philip felt Vf'ry keenly, but which the ~oman8 could 
not avoid prescribin~, for with his known character it was 
impossible to leave him free to dispose of subjects who 
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. 
had once revolted from their allegiance. Macedonia was 
further bound not to conclude any foreign alliances without 
the previous knowledge of Rome, and not to send garrisons 
abroad j she was bound, moreover, not to make war out of 
Macedonia ogainst civilized states or against any allies of 
Rome at all, and she }Vas to maintain no army exceeding 
&000 men, no elephants, and not more than five decked ships; 
the rest were to be given up to the Romans. Lastly, Philip 
entered into symmachy with. the Romans, which obliged 
him to send a contingent when requested; indeed, l'tlacedo
nian troops immediately after this fought side by side with 
the legions. Moreover, he paid a contribution of 1.000 
talents (£244,000). 

After Macedonia had thus been reduced to complete poli- Greece tree. 
tical nullity and was left in possession of only as much 
power 8S was needful to guard the frontier of Hellas against 
the barbarians, the Romans proceeded to dispose of the pos-
sessions ceded by the king. The Romans, who just at that 
time were learning by experience in Spain that transmarine 
provinces are a very dubious gain, and who had by no means 
begun the war with a view to the acquisition of territory, 

. took none of the spoil for themselves, and thus compelled 
their allies also to moderation. They resolved to declare all 
the states of Greece, which had previously been under Philip, 
free; and Flamininus was commissioned to read the· decree 

. to that effect to the Greeks assembled' at the Isthmian 
games (558). ,Thoughtful men }?erhaps asked whether 196. 
freedom was a blessing capable of being thus bestowed, 
and what was the value of freedom to a nation apart from 
union and unity; but the rejoicing was great and sincere, 'as 
the intention of the senate was sincere in conferring the 
freedom.-

The only exceptions to this general rule were, the. Illyrian Scodra. 
provinces eastwlp'd of Epidamnus, which fell to Pleuratus 
the ruler of Scodm, and rendered that state of robbers and. 
pirates, which a century before had been humbled by the 
Romans (P. 74), once more one II! the most powerful of the 
petty prIDcipalities in those regi~)Ds; some districts in 
western Thessaly, which Amynander had occupied and was 

• There are still extant gold stnters, with the hend of Flamininus and the 
Inscription" T. Quincti (us)," struck in Greece under the government of the 
liberetor DC the Hellenes, The use DC the Latin language is a siguificant com
pliment. 
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allowed to retain; and the three islands of Paros, 8cyros, and 
Imbros, which were presented to Athens in return for tbe 
many hardships which she had suffered, and her still more 
numerous addresses of thanks and courtesies of all. sorts. 
The Rhodians, of course, retained their Carian possessions, 
and the Pergamenes retained lEgina. The remaining 
allies were only indirectly rewarded by the accession Ilf 
the newly liberated cities to the several confederacies. The 

Tbe Ad'reaJJ Achmans were the best treated, although ·they were the 
league en- latest in joining the coalition against Philip; apparently 
larged. for the honourable reason, that this federation was the best 

organized and most respectable of all the Greek states. All 
the possessions of Philip in the Peloponnesus and on the 
Isthmus, and consequently Corinth in particular, were in-

~ £to- corporated With their league. With the lEtolians on the 
lians. other hand the Romans used little ceremony; they were 

allowed to admit the towns of Phocis and Locris into 
their symmachy, but their proposals to extend it also to 
Acarnania and Thessaly were in part decidedly rejected, in 
part postponed, and the Thessalian cities were organized 
into four small. independent confederacies. The Rhodian 
city.;.league reape!i the benefit of the liberation of Thasos, 
Lemnos, and tbe towns of Thrace and Asia Minor. 

War 
against 
Nabis of 
Sparta. 

The regulation of the affairs of the Greek states, both as 
respected their mutual relations and their internal condi
tion, was attended with difficulty. The most urgent matter 
was the wal," which bad been carried on between the Spartans 

234. and Achmans since. 550, in which the duty ot' mediating ne
cessarily fell to'the Romans. . But after various attempts to' 
induce N abis to yield, and particularly to give up the city of 
Argos belonging to the Achman league, which Philip had 
surrendered to him, no course at last was left to Flamininus 
but to have war declared against the obstinate freebooter. 
chief, who reckoned on the well-known grudge of the lEto
lians against the Romans and on the advance of AntiochuB 
into Europe, and pertinaciously refused to restore Argos., 
This was done, accordingly, by all the Hellenes at a great 
diet in Corinth, and Flamininus advanced into the Pelopon
nesus accomp.anied by the fleet and the Romano-allied army, 
which included a contingent sent by Philip and a divil:!ion 
of Lacedmmonian emigrants under Agesipolis, the legitimate 

195. king of Sparta (559). In order to crush his antagonist 
immediately by an overwhelming superiority of force, no 
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less than 50,000 men were brought into the field, and, the 
other towns being disregarded, the 'capital itself was at 'once 
invested j put the desired result was not at~ined. N abis 
had sent into the field a considerable army amounting to 
15,000 men, of whom 5000 were mercenaries, and he had 
confirmed his rule afresh by a complete reign of terror
by the execution en masse of the officers and inhabitants of 
the country whom he suspected. Even when he himself 
after the first successes of the Roman army and fleet re
solved to yield and to accept the comparatively favourable 
terms of peace proposed by ·Flamininus, .. the people," viz. 
the banditti whom Nabis had domiciled in Sparta, not with
out reason apprehensive of a' reckoning after the victory, 
and deceived by accompanying lies as to the nature of the 
terms of peace and as to tbe advance of the A:tolians and, 
Asiatics, rejected the peace otrereq by the Roman general, so 
that the struggle began anew. A battle took place in front 
of the walls and an assault was made upon the town; which 
was already scaled by the Romans, when the setting on fire 
of the captured streets compelled the assailants to retire. . 

At IRSt the obst.inate resistance came to an end. Sparta Betti ... 
retained its independence and was' neither compelled to ment of 
receive back the emigrants nor to join thil Aclllean league; ~~ 
even the existing monarchical constitution, and Nabis him- al1'S. 

self, were left intact. On the other hand N abis had to 
cede his foreign posses~ions, Argos, Messene, the Cretan 
cities, and the whole coast besidcs j to bind himself neither 
to conclude foreign alliances, nor to wage war, nor. to keep 
any other vessels than two open boats; and lastly to' disgorge 
all his plunder, to give to the Roman@ hostages, and to pay 
to them a war-contribution. The towns on the Laconian 
coast were given to the Spartan emigrants, and this new 
community, who named themselves the" free Laconians," 
in contrast to the monarchically governed Spartans, were 
directed to enter the Achman league. '1'he emigrants did 
not receive back their property, as the district assigned to 
them was regarded as a. compensation for it; it was stipu-
lated on the other hand, that their ", .. ives and children Hhould 
not be detained in Sparta against their will. .The Achmans, 
although by th~s6 arrangements they gained the accessipn of 
the free Lacomans as well as Argos, werelet fat from con-
tent; they had expected that the dreade and hated Nabis 
would be superseded, that the emigrants would be brought' 
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back, and that the Achrean symmachy would be extended to 
the whole Peloponnesus" U n~rejudiced persons, however, 
will not fail to see that Flaminmus managed these difficult 
affairs as fair~ and justly, as it was 'possiblll to manage 
them where two political parties, both chargeable With un
fairness and injustice, stood opposed to each other. With 
the old and deep. hostility subsisting between the Spartans 
and Achreans, the incorporation of Sparta into the Achrean 
league would have been equivalent to placing Sparta under 
the Achrean. yoke, a course no less contrary to equity than 
to prudence. 'l'lle restitution of the emigrants, and the 
complete restoration of a government that had be.en set 
aside for twenty years, would only have substituted one 
reign of terror for another; the plan adopted by Flamininus 
was the right one, just because it failed to satisfy either . 
of the extreme parties. At length thorough provision 
appeared to be made that the Spartan system of robbery 
by sea arid land should cease, and that the government 
there, such as it was, should prove troublesome, if at all, 
only to its own subjects. It is possible that Flamininus, 
who knew Nabis and ·could Dot be aware how desirable it 
was that he should personally be superseded,. omitted to 
take such a step from the mere desire to have done with the 
matter and not to mar the fair impression of his succeSS«lS 
by complications that might be prolonged beyond all calcu
lation; it is possible, moreover, that he sought to preserve 
Sparta as a counterpoise to the power of the Achrean con
federacy in the Peloponnesus. But the former objection 
relates'to It point of secondary importance; and as to the 
latter view, it is far from probable that the Romans conde
scended to fear the Achreans. 

Final settl... Peace was thus established, externally at least, among the 
ment of petty Greek states. But the internal condition of the 
Greece. several communities also furnished employment to the 

Roman arbiter. 'rhe Breotians openly displayed their Mace
donian tendencies, even after the expulsion of the Macedo
nians from Greece,; although Flamininus had at their request 
allowed the Breotians who were in the service of Philip to 
return home, Bracliyllas, the most decided partisan of Mace-' 
donia, was elected to ,the presidency of the Breotian con
federacy, and Flamininus was otherwise irritated in various 
ways. He bore it with unparalleled patience; Dut the Breo
tians friendly tp Rome, who knew what awaited them after 
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the departure of th~ I.Wmans, determ~ed. to put Brachy llas . 
to death, and Flammmus, whose perlDlsslon they deemed it 
necessary to ask, at least did not forbid them. Brachyllas 
waS accordingly killed; upon which, the Bmotia!ls were not 
content with prosecuting the murderers, but lay in wait 
for the Roman soldiers pallsing singly or in small parties 
!hrough their territories, and killed 50ij of them. This was 
too much to be endured; FJamininus imposed on them 
a fine of a talent for every soldier; and when they did not 
pay it, he collected the nearest troops and besieged Coronea 
(558). Now they betook themselves to entreaty j in fact, 196-
Flamininns desisted on the intercession of the Achmans and 
Athenians, exacting but a very moderate fine from those 
who were guilty j and although the Macedonian party re
mained continuously at the helm in the petty province, the 
Romans met their puerile opposition silTlply with the for
bearance of superior power •• In the rest of Greece FJa.. 
mininns contented himself with exerting his influence, 
so far as he could do so without violence, over internal 
affairs, more especially in the case- of the newly-freed com
munitiea j with placing the ascendancy in the councils and 
courts in the hands of the more wealthy and bringing the 
anti-Macedonian party to the belm; and with attaching as 
much as possible the civic commonwealths to the Roman 
interest, by adding everything, which in each community 
should have fallen by martial law to the nomans, to the 
common property of the city concerned. The work was 
finished in the spring of 560; Flamininus once more as- 194. 
sembled the deputies of all the Greek communities at 
Corinth, exhorted them to a rational and moderate use of 
the freedom conferred on them, and requested as the only 
return for the kindness of the Romans, that they would 
within thirty days send to him the Italian captives who had 
been sold into Greece during the Hannibalic war. Then 
he evacuated the last fortresses, in which Roman garri-
sons were stationed, Demetrias, Chalcis along with the 
smaller forts dependent upon it in Eubrea, and Acrocorin
thus-thUIJ practically gWing the lie to the assertion of the 
lEtolians that Rome had inherited from Philip the" fetters" 
of Greece-and departed homeward with all the Roman 
troops and the liberat.ed ca"t!ves. : 

I t is only contemptible d18mgenuousness, or weakly senti- Result&. 
mentality, which can fail to perceive that the Romans were 
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. .entirely in earnelrl; in the liberation of Greece; and the rea" 
80n, why the plan So nobly projected resulted in so wretched 
a structure, is to be sought only in the complete moral and 
political disorganization of the Hellenic nation.' It was no 
small matter, that a mighty nation should have suddenly 
with its ,powerful arm brought the land, which it had been 
accustomed to regard as its primitive home and as the 
'shrine of its intellectual and higher int~rests, into the pos
session of full freedom, an,d should have conferred on every 
community in it deliverance from ·foreign taxation and 
foreign garrisons and the Unlimited right of self-government; 
it is m~re p~triness that sees in this nothing save poli
tical calculation. Political calculation suggested to the 
Romans the possibility of liberating Greece; it was con
ve,rted into a reality by the Hellenic sympathies that were 
at that time indescribably powerful in Rome, and above all 
in Flamininus himself. If the Romans are liable to any re
proach, it' is that all of them, and in particular Flamininus 
'who overcame the well-founded scruples of the senate, 
allowed the magic (lharm of the Hellenic name to prevent 
them from perceiving in all its e~tent the wretched. character 
of the Greek states of that perIOd, and from pqttlDg a stop 
at once to the proceedings of communities who, owing to the 
impotent antipathies that prevailed alike in their internal 
and their mutual relations, neither knew how to act nor 
how to keep quiet. As things stood, it was really necessary 
at once to I?ut an end to such a freedom, equally pitiful and 

. pernicious, by means of a superior power permanently pre
sent on the spot; the feeble policy of sentiment, with all its 
apparent humanity, was far more cruel than the sternest oc
cupation would have been. In Breotia for instance Rome' 
had, if not to ,instigate, at least to permit,'a pplitical mm;der, 
because the Romans had resolved to withdraw theil' troops 
from Greece and, consequently, could not prevent the 
Greeks friendly to Rome from"seeking their remedy in the 
usual manller of the country. But Rome herself also suf
fered from the effects of this indecision. The war with An
tiochus would not have arisen but for the political blunder 
of liberating Greece, and it would not have been dan
gerous but for the military blunder of withdrawing the 
garrisons from the principal fortresses on the Europeanfron
tier. History has a Nemesis for every sin-for an impotent 
craving after freedom, as well as for an injudicious generosity. 
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CHAPTER IX. 

THE WAR WITH ANTIOCHUS OF ASIA. 

IN the kingdom of Asia' the diadem of the Seleucidm had Antiocbus 
been worn since 531 by king Antiochus the Third, the the ~2':'t. 
great-great-grandson of the founder of the dYllasty. He . 
had, like Philip, begun to reign at nineteen years of age, 
nod had displayed sufficient energy and enterprise, espe-
cially in his first campaigns in the East, to warrant his 
being without ludicrous impropriety addressed in courtly 
style as .. the Great." He had succeeded-more, however, 
through the negligence of his oppgnents and of the Egyp-
tian PhiloJ?ator in particular, than through any ability of 
his own-m restormg in some degree the integrity. of the 
nlOnarcby, and in reuniting with his crown, first, the eastern' 
satrnpies of Media and Parthyene, and then the separate 
state' which. AchreuB had founded on this side of the Taurus 
in Asia l\[inor .• A first attempt to wrest from the Egyp~ians 
the coast of Syria, the loss of which he sorely felt, had, in the 
year of the battle uf the Trasimene Lake, met With a bloody 
repulse from Phi\opator at Raphia; and AntiochuB had 
taken good care not to resume the contest with Egypt, so 
long as a man-even though he ~ere but an indolent one
occupied the Egyptian throne. But, after Philopator's 
death (549), the right moment for crushing Egypt appeared 205. 
to have arrived; aud with that view Antiochus entered into 
concert with Philip, and had thrown himself upon Calle-
Syria while Philip attacked the cities of Asia Minor. When 
the Romans interposed in thnt quarter, it seemed for a mo-
ment as if Antiochus would make common cause with 
Philip against them-the course dictated by the position of 
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affairs, as well as' by the treaty of alliance. But, not far
seeing enough to. repel at once with' all his energy any 
interference whatever by the Romans in the affairs of the 
East, Antiochus thought that his best course Was to take 
advantage of the subjugation of Philip by the Romans 
(which might easily be foreseen), in order to secure the king
dom of Egypt, which he had previously been willing to' 
share with Philip, for himself alone. Notwithstanding the 
intimate relations of Rome with the court of Alexandria and 
her'royal ward, the senate by no means intended to be in 
reality, what it was in name, his ., guardian;" firmly resolved 
to give itself no concern about Asiatic affairs except in case 
of extreme necessity, and to limit the sphere of the Roman 
power by the Pillars of Hercules and the Hellespont, it 
allowed the Great King to take his course. He himself did 
not probably contemplate in earnest the conquest of Egypt 
proper..,-which was more easily talked of than achieved
but he contemplated the subjugation of the foreign posses
sions of Egypt one after another, and at once attacked 
those in Cilicia as well as in Syria a)1d Palestine. The great 

19S.victory, which he gained in 556 over the Egyptian general 
Scopas at Mount Panium near the sources of the Jordan, 

'not only gave him complete po~session of that region as far 
as the frontier of Egypt proper, but so terrified the Egyp
tian guardians of the young king that, to prevent Antiochus 
from invading Egypt, they submitted to a peace and sealed 
it by the betrothal of their ward to Cleopatra the daughter 
of Antiochus. When he had thus achieved his iirst object, 
he proceeded in the' following year. that of the battle of . 
Cynoscephalm. with a strong fleet of 100 decked and 100 
opeh vessels to Asia, Minor, to take possession of the dis
tricts tbatformerly belonged to Egypt. on the south IlUd 
west coast of Asia Minor-it is probable that the Egyptian 
government had ceded these districts, which were actually 
in the hands 01' Philip, to Antiochus under the peace, 'and 
had renounced their foreign possessions generaFy in Anti· 
'Ochus' favour,~and· to recover the Greeks of Asia Minor 
as a whole to his empire, 'At the same time a strong Syrian 
land-army assembled in Sardes. ' , 

Difficulties This enterprise had an indirect bearing on the Romans, 
with Rome. who from the first had demanded that Philip should with

draw his garrisons from Asia Minor and should leave to the 
Rhodians and Pergamehes their territory and to the free 
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cities their former constitution unimpaired, and who had 
now to witness Antiochus taking possession of them in 
Philip'lI place. AttaIus and the Rhodians found themselves 
now directly threatened by Antiochus with precisely .the 
lame danger as had driven them a few years before into the 
war with Pbilip; and they naturally sought to involve the 
Romans in this war as well as in that which had just termi-
nated. Already in 555-.6 Attalus had requested from the 199-t98. 
Romans military aid against Antiochus, who had occupied his 
territory while the troops of AttaIus were employed in the 
Roman war. The more energetic Rhomans even declared 
to king Antiochu!, when in the spring of' 557 his fieet ap- 197. 
peared off the coast of Asia Minor, that they would regard 
Jts passing beyond the Chelidonian islands (off the Lycian 
coast) as a declaration of war; and, when Antiochus did not 
regard the threat, thi>y, emboldened by the accounts that 
had just arrived of the battle of Cynoscephalre, had imme
diately begun the war and had actually protected against 
the king the most important of the Carian cities, Caunus, 
Halicarnassus, and Myndus, and the island of Samos. Most 
of the half-free cities had submitted to Antiochus, but some 

, of them, more especially the important cities of Smyrna. 
Alexandria Troas, and Lampsacus, had, on learningtbe dis
comfiture of Philip, likewise taken courage to resist the 
Syrian; and their urgent entreaties w~re combined with 
those 'Of the Rhodians. 

It admits of no doubt, that Antiochus, so far as he was 
at all capable of forming a resolution and adhering to it, had 
already made up his mind not only to attach to his empire 
the Egyptian possessions in Asia, but also to make conquests 
on his own behalf in Eur0pe and, it' not tp seek, at allY rate to 
risk on. that account a war with Rome. '1'he Romans had 
thus every reason to comply with that request of their 
allies, and to interfere directly in Asia; but they .showed 
little inclination to do so. They not only delayed as long 
as the 1\facedonian war lasted, and gave to AttaIus nothing 
but th& protection of diplomacy (which, so far, proved in 
the first lllstance effective); but even after their victory, 
while they spoke as though the cities which had been in 
the hands of Ptolemy and Philip ought not to be taken 
possession of by Antiochus, and.. while the freedom of 'the 
Asiatic cities, Abydos, Cius, and"Myrina,· figured in Roman' 
document!!, they took Dot the smaJiest step to give effect to' 
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it, and allowed king Antiochus to employ the favourable 
opportunity presented by the withdrawal of the Macedonian 
garrisons to mtroduce his own. In fact, they even went so 
far as to submit to his landing in Europe in the spring 
of 558 and invading the Thracian' Chersonese, where he 
occupied Sestus and lladytus and spent a considerable 
time in the chastisement of the Thracian barbarians and the 
restoration of the destroyed Ly~imachia, which he had 
selected as, his chief stronghold and as the capital of the 
newly instituted satrapy of Thrace. Flamininus indeed, 
who was intrusted with the conduct of these affairs, sent to 
the king at Lysimachia envoys, who talked of the integrity 
of the Egyptian territory al;ld of the freedom of all the Hel-

,lenes j but nothing came of it. The king talked in reply o~ 
his undoubted legal title to the ancient kingd,om of Lysi
machus conquered by'his aD.cestor Seleucus, explained that 
h~ was employed not in making territorial acquisitions but 
only in preserving the integrity of his hereditary dominions, 
and declined the intervention of the Romans in his disputes 
with the cities subject to him in Asia Minor. With justice 
he was enabled to add that peace had already been con
cluded with Egypt, and that the Romans were thus de-' 
prived of any formal pretext for interfering. '* The sudden 
return of the. king to Asia occll,sioned by a false report of 
the death of the young king of Egypt, and the projects which 
it suggested of a landing in Cyprus or _ even at Alexandria, 
led to the breaking off of the conferences without coming to 
any conclusion, still less producing any result. In the fol
lowing year, 559, Antiochus returned'to Lysimachia with 
his fleet and army reinforced, and employed himself, in 
organizing the new satrapy which he destined for his son 
Seleucus. Hannibal, who had been obliged to flee from 
Carthage, came to him at Ephesus ; and the singularly 
honourable reception accorded to, the exile was equivlIr
lent, to a declaration of war against Rome. Nevertheless 
FlamininuB in the spring of 560 ,withdrew all the Roman 
garrisons from Greece. This was under the existing cir
cumstances at least' a mischievous error, if not a criminal 

.. The definite testimony of Hieronymus, who places the betrothal of the
Syrian princess Cl""patra with Ptolemy Epiphanes in 556, taken in connection 
with the hints in Liv. ~iii. 40 an" Appian. 81/1'. 3, and with the actual accom

.pHshment of the marl'iagoe iu 561, puts it beyond a doubt that the interference 
of the ,Romans in the affairs of Egypt wss in this esse formally unprovoked. 
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acting in ol?position to. his own better knowledge; for we 
cannot dismIss the idea that Flamininus, in order to carry 
home with him the undiminished glory of having wholly 
terminated .the war and liberated Hellas, contented himself 
with superficially covering up for the time the smouldering 
embers of revolt and war. The Roman statesman might 
perhaps be right, when he pronounced any attempt to bring 
Greece directly under the dominion of the Romans, and 
any intervention of the Romans in Asiatic afiilirs, to be a 
political blunder; but the opposition fermenting in Greece, 
the feeble arrogance of the Asiatic king, the residence, at 
the Syrian head·quarters, of the bitter enemy of the Romans 

. who had already raised the west in arms against Rome-all 
these were clear signs of the imminence of a fresh appeal 
to arms on the part of the Hellenic East, which would 
necessarily seek at least to transfer Greece from the client
ship of Rome to that of the states opposed to Rome, and, 
if that object should be attained, would immediately extend 
the circle of its operations. It.is plain that Rome could 
not allow this to take place. When Flamininus, ignoring 
all these sure indications of war, withdrew the garrisons 
from Greece, and yet at the same time made demands on 
the king of Asia which he had no intention of· employing 
his army to support, he overdid his part in words as much 
as he fell short in action, and forgot his duty as a general 
and as a citizen in the indulgence of his personal vanity-a 
vanity which wished to enjoy the credit of having conferred 
~eace on Rome and freedom on the Greeks of both conti-
nents. • . 

Antiochull employed the unexpected respite in strength- Prepa,:a
ening his position at home and his relations with his tion~ of 
neighbours befor6 beginning the war ...... in which he was the t,n!IOChus 
more resolved to engage, the more the enemy appeared to ;r;;[eme. 
procrastinate. lie now (561) gave his daughter Cleopatra, 193. 
previously betrothed, in .marriage to the young king of 
EgYl?t. That he at the same time promised to restore the 
provwces wrested from his son-in-law, wss afterwards 
affirmed on the part of Egypt, but probably without war-
rant: at any rate the land remained actually attached to 
the Syrian kingdom.- lie offered to relltore to Eumenes, 

• For this we han the testimony of Polybius (xmii. I), which the sequel 
of the history of Jndrea completely confirms; Ensebiu. (p. 117, Mat) is mis
taken in making Philometor ruler of Syria. W. certainly fi~d that about 
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encamp by the Tiber. . The £toliana acted as the agents ot 
the Syrian king in Greece and deceived both parties, by 
representing to the king that all the Hellenes were waiting 
witb open arms to receh'e him as their true deliverer, and 
by telling those in Greece who were disposed to listen to 
them that the landing of the king was nearer than it was 
in reality. Thus they actually succeeded in inducing the 
foolish selfishness of Nabis to throw olrthe ma..-.k and to re
kindle in Greece the flame of war two years after Flamiui-
nus's departure, in the spring of 562; but in doing so they 19:1. 
missed their aim. Nabis 'attacked Gythium, one of the 
towns of the free Laconians that by the last treaty had been 
annexed to the AchlPan league, and took it; but the ~ 
rieaced strattgus of the Achreans, Philop~men, defeated him 
at the Barbosthenian mountains, and the tyrant brought 
back barely a fourtb part or his army to his capital, in which 
Philopremen shut hiID up. As such a commencement was 
no suffident inducement for Antiochus to come to Europe, 
the ...Etolians resolved to possess themselves ofSp&rta, Chalcis, 
and Demetrias, and by gaining these important towns to 
prevail upon the king to embark. In the first place they 
thought to become masters of Sparta, by arranging that the 
lEtolian Alexnmenus should march with 1000 men into the 
town under pretext of bringing a contingent in terms ot 
the alliance, and 8hould embrace the opportunity of making 
away witb· Nabis and of occupying the town. This was 
done, and Nabia was killed at a review of the troops j but. 
when jhe 1Etolians dispersed to plunder the town, the 
LacedremonilUls found time to rally and slew them to a 
man. The city was then induced by Philopc:emen to join 
the AchlPSIl league. This laudable project of the lEtolians 
had thus not ouly deseryedly failed, but had precisely the 
opposite elleet of uniting almost the whole Peloponnesus in 
the hands of the other party. It fared little better with 
them at Chalcis, for the Boman party ~here called in the 
citizens of .Eretris and Carystus in Eubc:ea, who were favour-
able to Rome, to render seasonable aid against the 1Etolians 
and the Chalcidian exiles. On the other hand the occupa-
tion of DemetrillS was SUClJel'6ful, for the Ma,,"lletes to whom 
the city had been assigued were, not lrithout reason, appre
hensive that it had been promised, by the Romans to 
Philip as a priw in return for his aid against Antiochus; 
several squadrons of ...Etolian horse moreover managed ta 
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steal into the town under the pretext of escorting Eury 
lochus, the recalled head of the opposition to Rome. Thus 

. the Magnetes passed over, partly of their own accord, partly 
by compulsion, to the side of the lEtolians, and the latter 
did not fail to make good use of the fact at the court of the 
Seleucide. . 

Antiochus took his resolution. A. rupture with Rome, 
in spite of endeavours to postpone it by the diplomatic 
expedient of embassies, could no longer be avoided. .Already 
in the spring of 561 Flamininus, who continued to have a 
decisive voice in the senate as to eastern affairs, had ex
pressed the Roman ultimatum to the envoys of the king, 
Mecippus and Hegesianax; viz., that he should either 
jlvacuate Europe and dispose' of Asia at his pleasure, or 
retain Thrace and submit to a Roman protectorate over 
Smyrna, Lampsacus, and Alexandria Troas. These demands 
had been again discussed at Ephesus, the chief stronghold 
And head-quarters of the king in Asia Minor, in the spring 
of 562, between Antiochus and the envoys of the senate, 
Publius Sulpicius and Publius Villius; and they had sepa
rated with the conviction on both sides that a peaceful 
settlemenJ; was no longer possible. Thenceforth war was 
resolved on in Rome. In that very summer of 562 a Roman 
fleet of 30 sail, with SOOO soldiers on board, under Aulus 
Atilius Serranus appeared off Gythium, where their arrival 
accelerated the conclusion of the treaty between the Achreans 
and Spartans; the ea~tern coasts of Sicily and Italy were 
strongly garrisoned, so as to be secure against any a~tempts 
at a landing; a land army was expected in Greece in the 
autumn. In the spring of 562 Flamininus, by direction 
of the senate, had pro<)eeded to Greece to thwart the in
trigues of the opposite party, and to counteract as far as 
possible the evil effects of the ill-timed evacuation of the 
country. The lEtolians had already gone so far as formally 
to declare war in their diet against Rome. Flamininus suc
ceeded in preserving Chalcis to the Romans by throwing into 
it a garrison of 500 Achreans and 500 Pergamenes. He 
made an attempt also to recover Demetrias; and the Mag
netes wavered. Though some towns in Asia Minor, which 
Antiochus had proposed to subdue before beginning the 
grea.t war, still held out, he could no longer delay his land
ing, uuless he was willing to let the Romans recover all the 
advantages which they had surrendered two years before by 
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withdritwing their garrisons from Greece. He colle(:ted the 
vessels and troops which were at hand - he had but 40 
decked vessels and 10,000 infantry, along with 500 horse 
and 6 elephants-and started from the Thracian Chersonese' 
for Gre!lce, where. he landed in the autumn of 562 at 192. 
Pteleum on the Pagasrean gulf, and immediately occupied 
the adjoining Demetrias. About the same time a Roman 
army of nearly 25,~0 men under the prretor Marcus Brebiua 
landed at Apolloma. The war was thus begun on both 
Bides. 

Everything depended on the extent to which that· com- Attitude of 
prehensively planned coalition against !Some, of which Anti- the minor 
ochus came forward as the head, would be realized. As to ~OWt~"·· 
the plan, first of all, of stirring up enemies to the Romans":.i H:~~i
in Carthage and Italy, it was the fate of Hannibal at the baL 
court of Ephesus, as through his whole career, to have 
projected hiS grand and noble schemes for the behoof of 
pco'ple narrow-minded and mean. Nothing was done towards 
theIr execution, except that some Carthaginian patriots 
were compromised j no choice was left to the Carthaginians 
but to show unconditional submission to Rome. The cama-
rilla would have nothing to do with Hannibal-he was too 
inconveniently great for court cabals j and, after having tried 
all sorts of absurd expedients-such as accusing the general, 
with whose name the Romans frightened their children, 
of concert with the Roman envoys-they succeeded in per-
suading Antiochus the Great, who like all insignificant 
monarchs plumed himself greatly on his independence and 
was influenced by nothing so easily as by the fear of being 
ruled, into the wise belief that he ought not to allow him-
lIelf to he thrown into the shade by that illustrious man. 
Accordingly it was in solemn council resolved that the 
Phamician shoulu be employed in future only for subor-
dinate enterprises and for giving advice-with the reserva-
tion, of course, that that advice should" never be followed. 
Hannibal revenged himself on the mob of courtiers, by ac-
cepting every commission and brilliantly executing all. 

In Asia Cappadocia adhered to the Great King; Prusias S~tes ~f 
of Bithynia on the other hand took, as usual, the side ASI& Mmor. 
of the stronger. King Eumenes remained faithful to the -
old policy of his house, which was now at length to yield to 
him its true fruit. He had not only persisted in refusing 
the offers of Antiochus. blli had constantly urged the 
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Romans to a war, from which he anticipated the aggrandize
ment of his kingdom. The Rhodians and Byzantines like
wille joined their old allies. Egypt too took the side of 

'Rome and offered Buppert in supplies and men; which, 
ho~ever, the Romans did not accept. 

In Europe the result mainly depended on the position 
which Philip of Macedon would take u.p. True policy ought 
perhaps to have induced him, notwithstanding all the in
juries or short-comings of the past, to unite with Antiochus. 
But Philip was ordinarily influenced not by such consider

. ations, but by his likings and dislikings; and his hatred was 
naturally directed ~ch more against the faithless ally, who 
had'left him to contend alone with the common enemy, had 
sought merely to seize his own share in the spoil, and had 
becqme a burdensome neighbour to him in Thrace, than 
against the conqueror, who had treated him respectfully and 
1)0nourably. Antiochus had, moreover, given deep offence to 
the hot temper of PhiliI;> by the setting up of absurd pre
tenders to the 1\Iacedolllan crown, and by the ostentatious 
burial of the Macedonian bones bleaching at Cynoscephalre. 
Philip therefore placed his whole force with cordial zeal at 
the disposal of the Romans. 
~ The second power of Greece, the AcllrelUl league, adhered 

no less decidedly than the first to the alliance with Rome. 
Ofthe·smaIler powers, the Thessalians and the Athenians held 
by Rome; among the latter an Achrean garrison introduced 
by Flamininus into the citaljel brought t.he patriotic party, 
which was somewhat numerous, to reason. The Epirots 
exerted themselves to keep on good terms, if possihle, with 
both parties, Thus, in addition to the 1E tolians and the Mag
netes who were joined by a portion of the neighbouring Per
rhrebians, Antiochus was supported only by Amynandcr. the 
weak king of the Athamanes, who allowed himself to be 
dazzled by foolish designs on the 1\Iacedonian crown; hy the 
Breotians, among whom the party opposed to ROlDe was still 
at the helm; and by the Eleans and l\lessenians in the Pelo
Eonnesus. who were in the habit of taking part with. the 
2Etolians against the Aohll/ans. This was indeed a hopeful 
beginning; and the title of commander-in-chief with abso
lute power, which .the 1Etolians decreed to the Great King, 
seemed insult added to injury. There had been, just as usual, 
lying on both sides. Instead of the countless hordes of 
.Asia, the king brought up a force scarcely. half as strong as 
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an ordinary eonsuJap army; and instead of the" open arms 
wiLh .. hicb all the Hellenes .. ere to .. elcome their delirerer 
from the Romau ,"oke, one or &Yo eeta of klepbt. and lOme 
cliNoIute city balJl..banda CntenW.ed with the king. 

For the moment, indeed. AntiocbWl anticipated the ~ AlltiJda .. 
man. in Greece proper. Chalcis _&I garrisoned by the Greek ia (ina&. 

alliee of the Romans, and ref~ the lint BUmmona; but 
the fortl'ell8 surrendered .. ben AntiochUli ad ... n~ with all 
hit foree; and • Roman diriirion, .. hich arrived too late to 
OttUpy it, 1rU annihilated by Antiocbus at Delium. Eo-
ben .. as thWl bt to the Roman&. AntiochUli al.."O made 
an attempt in 1riDter. in concert with the Ewliana and 
Acarnanians. to gain Tbesealy; Tbermopy12 .. u occupied, 
Pbene and other to.-na .. ere taken, but; Appil15 ClaudiUli 
e.me up with 2000 men from Apollonia, relined Len., and 
took up hit pOOtion there. Antiochua tired of the 1rintn 
campaign p~r.,rred to return to hit pleasant quarter. at; 
Cbaki..s, .. here he apent hia time merrily. and "en, in spite 
or bill fifty years and hie 1rVlike 1Chemea, married a fair 
Chalcidiau. So the winter or 562-3 paaed. without Antio- 1t-J-191 
chWl doing much more than aending letten hither and 
thitbn through Greeee: a Boman officer remarked. that be 
.. aeed war by meana of pen and ink. 

In tile bt>t!inn.ing or Bpring 563 the Boman &taft" arrived at 191. 
A pollauia. The commander-in-chief .. as lIaniua Aciliua Gla-~ ttl 
brio, a man of humble ori"uin, but; an able general dreaded the ~ 
both b" hit IOldiers and by the enemy; the admiJ"al"aII 
Gaiu.. LiTius; and among the military tnDunes .. ere Yareua 
PorciWl Cato, the conqueror of Spain, and Lucius l"" aleriua 
l1acxus, .. ho after the lild Roman .. ont; did not cfudain. al-
though they had been eo~ul.s, to re-fllter the army .. simple 
CIOD1JIl8Ddanta c.C legions. Tbey brought with them reinforoe.. 
mente in .hips and men, including Numidian cavalry and 
Libyan elephant. tent by lIassiniaea, and the permission of 
tbe 8PIlIlte to.~t auxiliary troops to the number of WOO 
from the extra-ltali.m allies, 10 that tlle .. hole nnmberof the 
Boman forces _ rai8rd to about 40,000 men. The king • 
.. ho in the beginning or !pring had gone to Etolia and bad 
theoce made an .im1en expedition to Acanumia, on Jearning 
the anini or Glabrio, returned to hill besd-quarten to 
begin the campaign in earneat.. Bilt through hit 01rD incon-
ceinhle Df'gli"oeuce and that or hit lieutenanta in .ABa DO 

reinfarcemente ~hed him, 10 that be bad nothing but &he 
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weak army-now further decimated by sickness and deser
tion in its dissolute winter-quarters-withwhich he had 
landed at Pteleum in the autumn of the previous year. 
The .£tolians too, who had professed to send such enormous 
numbers into the field, now, when their support was of 
moment, brought to their commander-in-chief no more 
than 4000 men. The Roman troops had already begun 
operations in Thessaly, where the vanguard in concert with 
the MacedOllians drove the garrisons of Antiochus out of the 
Thessalian towns and occupied the territory of the Atha
manes. The consul with the main army followed; the whole 
force of the Romans assembled atLarisa. 

Battle at Instead of returning with all speed to Asia and evacuating 
Thermopy. the field before an enemy in every respect superior, Anti
I",. ochus resolved to entrench himself at Thermopylre, which 

he had occupied, and there to await the arrival of the great 
army from Asis. He himself took up a position in the 
principal pass, and commanded the .£tolians to occupy the 
heights, by which Xerxes had formerly succeeded in turning 
the Spartans. But only half of the .£tolian contingent 
thought fit to comply with this command of the general; 
the other 2000 men threw themselves into the neighbouring 
town of Heraclea, where they took no other part in the 
battle than that of attempting during its progress to sur
prise and plunder the Roman camp. Even the lEtolians 
posted on the heights discharged their duty of watching with 
remissness and reluctance; their post on the Callidromus 
allowed itself to be surprised by Cato, and the Asiatic pha
lanx, which the consul had meanwhile assailed in front, 
dispersed, when the Romans hastening down the mountain 
fell upon its flank. As Antiochus had made no provision'for 
any case and had not thought of retreat, .the army was de
stroyed partly on the field of battle, partly during its flight; 
with difficulty a small band reached Demetriss, and the 
king -himself escaped to Chalcis with 500 men. He em
barked in haste for Ephesus; Europe was lost to him aU 
but his possessions in 1'hrace, and even the fortresses could 

Greece 00-' be no longer defended. Chalcis surrendered to the Romans, 
cupied by , and Demetrias to Philip, who received permission-3S a com_ . 
the Romans. pensation for the conquest of the town of Lamia in Achaia 

Phtbiotis which he was on the point of accomplishing and 
then abandoned by orders of the consul-to make himself 
master of all the commulll'ties that had gone over to An-
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tiochus in Thessaly proper, and even of the territories bor
dering on ..Etolia, the districts of Dolopia and Aperantia. 
All the Greeh that had pronounced in favour of Anti
ochul hastened to make their peace j the Epirots humbly 
besolight'pardon for their ambiguous conduct, the Boootialls 
lurrendered at, discretion, the Eleans and Messenians, the 
latter after some struggle, submitted to the Achreans. The 
prediction of Hannibal to the king was fulfilled, that no 
dependence at aU could be placed upon the Greeks who 
would submit to any conqueror. Even the lEtolians, when Resistance 
their corps shut up in HeracJea had been compelled after of th~ 
obstinate resistance to capitulate, attempted to make their iEtolians. 
peace with the sorely provoked Romans; but the stringent 
demands of the Roman consul, and a consignment of money 
8eDsonllbly arriving from Antiochus, emboldened them once 
more to brenk off the negotiations and to sustain for ·two 
whole months a siege in Naupactus. The town was already 
reduced to extremities. and its capture or capitulation could 
not have been long delayed, whlln Flamininus, constantly 
strivillg to save every Hellenic community from the worst 
consequences of its own folly and from the severity of his 
ruder colleagues, interposed and arran'ged, in the first in-
stance. an.armistice on tolerable terms. This terminated, at 
least for the present, all resistance in Greece. 

A more serious war was impending in Asia--a war which Maritime 
appeared to the Romans CYf a very hazardous character, on war, and 
account not so much of the enemy, as of the great distance f~P~ 
and the insecurity of the communications with home, while cro:in; 
yet, owing to the short-sighted selfishness of Antiochus, to Asia. 
the struggle could not well be terminated otherwise than 
by Buch an attack on the enemy in his own country; The 
first object was to secure the sea. The Roman fleet, which 
during the campaign in Greece was charged with the task 
of interrupting the communications between Greece and 
Asia Minor, and which had been successful about the time 
of the battle at Thermopy 119 in seizing a strong Asiatic 
transport fleet ncar Andros, was thereafter employed in 
making preparations for the crossing of the Romans to 
Asia next year and first of all in driving the enemy's fleet 
out of the ..Egean sea. It lay in the harbour of CYSBUS on 
the southern shore of the tongue gf land that projects from 
Ionia towards Chios; thither the Roman fleet proceeded in 
learch of it, consisting of 75 Roman, 24 Pergamene, and 6 
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Carthaginian, decked vessels under the command of Gaius 
Lirius. The Syrian admiral, Polyxenidas, a Rhodian emi~ 
grant, had only 70 decked vessels to oppose to it; but, as 
the Roman fleet still expected the ships of Rhodes, and as 
Polyxenidas relied on the superior naval quality of hiS veS
sels, those of Tyre and Sidon in particular, he immediately 
accepted battle. At the outset the Asiatics succeeded in 
sinking one of the Carthaginian vessels; but, when they 
came to grapple, Roman valour prevailed, and it was owing 

. solely to the swiftness of their oaring and sailing that the 
enemy lost no more than 23 ships. During the pursuit the 
Roman fleet was joined by 25 ships from Rhodes, and the 
superiority of the Romans in those waters was now doubly 

,decisive. The enemy's fleet thenceforth kept the shelter of 
the harbour of Ephesus, and, as it could not be induced to 
risk a second battle,the Roman and allied fleet broke up for 
the winter; the Roman ships of war proceeded to the har
bour of Cane in the neighbourhood of Pergamus. 

Both parties were busy ~uring the winter in preparing for 
the next campaign. The Romans sought to gain ovcr the 
Greeks of Asia Minor; Smyrna, which bad perse,.eringly 
resisted all the attempts of the king to get possession of it.. 
received the Romans with open arms, and the Roman party 
gained the ascendancy in Sam os, Chios, Erythrre, CIazo
menre, Phocrea, Cyme, and other places. Antiochus was 
resolved, if possible, to prevent the Romans from crossing 
to Asia, and with that view he made zealous naval prepara
tions-ordering Polyxenidlls on the one hand to fit out and 
augment the fleet stationed at Ephesus, and Hannibal on 
thtl other to equip a new fleet in Lycia, Syria, and Phamicia. 
while he further collected in Asia Minor a powerful land 
army from all regions of his extensive empire. Early next 

190., year (564) the Roman fleet resumed its operations. Gaius 
Livius left the Rhodian fleet-which had appeared in good 
time this year, numbering 36 sail-to observe that ,of the 
enemy in the oiling of Ephesus. and proceeded with the 
greater portion of the Roman and Pergamene vessels to the 
Hellespont in accordance with his instructions, to pave the 
way for the passage of the land army by the capture of the 
fortresses there. Sestus was already occupied and Abyd08 
reduced to extremities, when the news of the defeat of the 
Rhodian fleet recalled him. The Rhodian admiral Pausi&
tratus, lulled into security by the representations of his 
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('ountryman that he " .. ished to desert from Antiochus, had 
allowed himself to be surprised in the harbour of Samos ; 
he himself fell, and all his vessels were destroyed except 
five Rhodian and two Coan ships; Samos, Phocrea, and 
Cyme on hearing the news went over to Seleucus, who held 
the chief command by land in those provinces for his father. 
But when the Roman fleet arrived partly from Cane, 'partly 
from' the Hellespont, and was after some time joined by 
twenty new ships of the Rhodians at Samos, Polyxenidas 
.was once more compelled to shut himself up in the barbour 
of Ephesus. As he declined the offered naval battle, and 
8S, owing to the small numbers of the Roman force, an 
attack by land was out of the question: nothi~,~ re!Da~ed 

-for the Roman fleet but to take up Its pOSItIOn m like 
manner at Samos. A division meanwhile proceeded to 
Patara on the Lycian coast, partly to relieve the Rhodians 
from the very troublesome attacks that were from that 
point directed against them, partly and chiefly to prevent the 
hostile fleet, which Hannibal was expected to bring up, 
f!'Qm entering the 1Egesn sea. When the squadron sent 
,ogainst Patara achieved nothing, the new admiral Lucius 
1Emilius Regillus, who had arrived with 20 war-vessels from 
Rome and had relieved Gaius Livius at Samos, was so indig
nant ,that he proceeded thither with the whole fleet;, his 
officers with difficulty succeeded, while they were on their 
voyage, in making him understand that the primary object 
was not the conquest of Patara, but the command of' the 
1Egean sea, and in iuducing him to return to Samos. On 
the main land Seleucus had in the m"eanwhile beguJi'the 
siege of Pergamus, while Antiochus with his main army 
ravaged the Pergamene territory and the possessions of the 
Mytiienalans on the mainland; they hoped to crush the 
hated Attalids, before Roman aid appeared. The Roman 
fleet was sent to -El;ea and the port of Adramyttium to h~lp 
their ally; but, as the admiral wanted troops, he accom
plished nothing. Pergamus seemed lost; but the laxitr 
and negligence with which the siege was conducted allowed 
Eumenes to throw into the city Achman auxiliaries under 
Diophanes, whose bold and successful sallies compelled the 
Gallic mercenaries, whom Antiochus had intrusted with the 
Biege, to raise it. In the southern waters too the projects 
of Antiochus were frustrated. The' fleet equipped and led 
by Hannibal, after having been long detained by the constant 



"treI!t.erly lrinds, attempted :rt length to reach the ..L.."'I?:I.ll; 
but at the mouth of the Earymedou.. off ..L~dns in Pam
phylia., rt enrouutered a Rhodian squadron ~ EwhmllB ; 
a.n.d in the b&ttle,.hich ensued between the NO fleets. the 
exeellenre of the B.hodian shipe and naval officen orried 
the -rlC1ioJry ewer Hannibal' 8 tactics and 1ris nmneri.::aJ. BUtJe

rioritT. It 11"39 the iir!!i naval battle. IIIld the .ia..~ baztle 
~ Rome. fuught by the'~ Carthaginian. n~ y;~ 
torioue RhOOian lleet then. took: its IIta.tion at P1tars, and 
there prevented the intended junrtion of the two ~ 
Ieeta. In the ~ 81:'&, the :Romano-RhOOian fleet aC 
Samos, a...-'T.er being weakened by detachin.z the P"rz:unene 
shipe to the Helle!!pout to IiUppon the -land armi 10hich 
had arrived there. 1I"U IIOW in tara a.tt:Icked h th.U of 
Pol~ .ho now IDunbered nine Bail more- than. his 
oppOOen1& On Deeemher 23 of the 1III£OI'r'eeted ealendal'. 
aeeording to the eorrectied aleOOar &hom" the end uf 

19<), An.,,"1li¢, in ~&1, the battle took pbce at the promontory of 
llyonnel!1lll ~een Teoll and Culophan; the.B.om:ms broke 
tb.rou...,orh the line of the enemT. and totallv iJUn'Ol11lded the 
left...-lng. 80 thai; they took: oi sank £! ahlr8.. An in....mp
tion in Saturnim verse over the temple of the Lares Per
~ 1rillch 11"&8 built in the Campus lI.artin.s in memorv 
or this victory, fOr many centuries theftsfter proclaimed ~ 
the :R.omani! how the feet or the Ai!iati£s had been defeated 
before the eyes of king Antioehus and of all his land army. 
and ho .. the Romans th1lll "'I!ett:led the mi"ahty strife and 
IR1bdned the :Jcin,,~" Th~ortb. the enemy'8 shipe no 
~~ ventured ta show themt!elves 011 the open lie&. and 
made no further attempt to impede the crossing or the 
B.om:m land anny. 

Lpeditua The eonqueror or Zama llad been eeleeted at E.ome to 
tD ~ conduct the YU' on the ASatie eontin£nt; he pnctio.lIy 

e.xercised the supreme rommand in room of the nominal 
eomml!.TlJer-iJHhief. his brother Lnciue Scipio., .hose intd
leet 1nI8 insignitj,-ant, IIIld who Imd no military capacity. 
The l'e.::Iel"Ve kil:herto etatimled in Lower Ital v 1nI8 de:ffin£d 
tOr ~, the anny ~ Glahrio for 1sia: when iii 
beo.me kn01l'1l who 11"&8 to eommand it. SOOO ~ from 
the Hannibalie .ar voluntazllyenrolled, to ~<rht once more 
1IJlder their ~ leider. In the BDman lalv, but aceoro
in; to the true time in Much., the Scipios amved at the 
army to eollllllL'Dee the A..eiatic ampalgn; but they Tete 
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disagreeably surprised'to find themselves involved. in the first 
instan~e, in an endless struggle with the desperate ..Etolians. 
The senate, finding that Flamininus 'pushed his boundless 
consideration for the Hellenes too far, had left the ..Etolians 
to choose between paying an utterly exorbitant war contri
bution and Unconditional lIurrender, and thus had driven 
them anew to arms; none could teU, when this warfare'amollg 
mountains and strongnolds would come to an end. Scipio 
got rid of the inconveni~t'obstacle by granting a six
months' armistice, and then entered on his march to Asia. 
As the one fleet of the ene~y was only blockaded in the 
..Egean sea, and the other, which was coming up from the 
,south, might daily' arrive there in. spite of the squadron 
charged to intercept it, it seemed advisable to take the 
lund route through Macedonia and :rhrace and to cross the 
Hellespont. . In that direction BO real obstacles were to be 
anticipated; for Philip of Macedonia might be entirely 
depended on. Prusias, king of Bithynia, was in alliance 
with-. the Romans, and the Roman fleet could easily esta
blis~itself in the straits. The long and weary march along 
the coast of Macedonia and Thrace was accomplished with
out material loss ; Philip made provision on the one hand for 
supplying their wants, on the other for their friendly reception 
by the Thracian barbarians. They had lost so much time how
ever, partly with the ..Etolians, partly on the march, that. the 
army only reached the Thracian Chersonese about the time 
of the battle of Myonnesus; But the marvellou!! good 
fortune of Scipio now in Asia, as formerly in Spain and 
Africa, cleared his path of all difficulties. On the news of Passage of 
~he b~ttle ,of ~yoJlnesus Antiochns so completely l?st his the H:lle~ 
Judgment, tha~,.m Europe, he caused. the s~rongly-glUTlsoned k~:an~ t a 
and well.-proVlSloned fortress of L:yslmachla to be evacuated 

, , bl the 'garrison and by the inhabItants who were faithfully . 
devoted to' the restorer of their city, but forgot even to 
\withdraw the garrisons. or to destroy the rich magazines at 
..Enus and Maronea; and, on the Asiatic coast, he opposed 
not the slightest resistance to the landing of the ROmans, 
but on the contraryl while it was taking place, spent his 
time at Sardes in 'grumbling at his destiny. It is scarcel, 
doubtful that, had.he- but provided for the defence of LYS1-
IDH.()hia down to the no longer distant close of the summer, 
and moved forward his great army to the Hellespont, Scipio 
would have been compelled,to t,ake up winter quarter on . . .. . ," 
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the European shore, in a position far from being, in a mili. 
tary or political point of view, secqre. 

While the Romans, after disembarking on the .Asiatic 
shore, paused for some days to refresh themselves and to 
await their leader who was detained behind by religious 
duties, ambassadors from the Great King arrived in their 

, camp to negotiate for peace. ,Antiochus offered half the 
expenses of the war, and the cession of his European posses
sions as well as of all the Greek cities in· Asia Millor that 
had gone over to Rome; but Scipio demanded the whole 
costs of the war and the surrender of all Asia Minor. The 
former terms, he declared, might have been accepted, had 
the army still been before Lysimachia, dr even on th~ Euro
pean side of the Hellespont; but they did not suffice now, 
when the steed felt the bit and knew its rider. The 
attempts of the. Great King to purchase peace from his 
antagonist after the Oriental manner by sums of money
he offered the half of liis year's revenues I-failed as they 
deserved; the proud burgess, in return for the gratuitous 
restoration of' his son who had fallen a captive, rewarded the 
Great King with the friendly advice to make peace on any 
terms. "This wp not in reality necessary: had the king 
possessed the resolution to prolong the war and to draw 
the enemy after him by retreating into the interior, a 
favourable issue was 'still by no means impossible. But 
Antiochus, irritated by the probably intentional arrogance 
of his antagonist, and too indolent for any persevering and 
consistent warfare, hastened with the utmost eagerness to 
expose his unwieldy, unequal, and undisciplined mass of an 
army to the shock of the Roman legions. 

In the valley of the Hermus, near Magnesia at the foot 
of Mount Sipylus not far from Smyrna, the Roman troops 
fell in with the enemy late in the autumn of 564. 'l'Iie 
force of Antiochus numbered close on 80,000 men, of whom 
12,000 were cavalry; the Romans-who had along with 

, them. about' 5000 Achmans, Pergamenes, and :Macedonian 
volunteerEl-had not nearly half that number, but they were 
so sure .of victory. that they did not even await the re
co~ery of their general who had remained behind sick ·at 
Elma ; Gnmus Domitius took the command in his stead. 
Antiochus, in order to be able even to dispose of his immense 
mllss of troops, formed two divisions. In the first were 
placed the mass. of the light troops. the peltasts, bowme!l. 
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Illingel'B, the mounted archers of the Mysians, Dahill, and 
Elymll!an8, the :Arabs on their dromedaries, and the scythe
chariots. In the second division the heavy cavalry (the 
Cataphractll!, a Bort of cuirassiel'B) were Btationed on the 
flanks; next to these, in the intermediate division, the Gallic 
and Cappadocian infantry; and in the very centre the phalanx 
armed after the Macedonian fashion, 16,000 strong, the flower 
of the army, which, however, had not room enough in the 
narrow space, and had to be drawn u~ in double files 32 
deep. In the space between the two dlvisions were placed 
54 elephants, distributed among the companies of the 
phalanx and of the heavy cavalry. The Romans stationed 
but few squadrons on the left wing, where the river gave 
protection; the mass of the cavalry and all the light armed 
were placed on the right, which was led by Eumenes j the 
legions stood in the centre. Eumenes began the battle by 
despatching his archel'B and slingers against the scythe
chariots with orders to shoot at the teams; in a short time 
not ouly were these thrown into 9isorder, but the camel-

. riders stationed next to them were also carried away, and 
t'ven in the second line the left wing of heavy cavalry 
placed behind fell into confusion. Eumenes now threw 
himself with all the Roman cavalry, numbering 3000 horse, 
on the mercenary infantry, which was placed in the second 
line between the phalanx and the left wing of heavy cavalry, 
and, when these gave way, the cuirassiers who had already 
fallen into disorder also fled. The phalanx, which had just 
allowed the light troops to pass through and was preparing 
to advance against the Roman legions, was hampered by the 
attack of the ca\'alry in flank, and compelled to stand still 
and to form front on both sides-a movement which the 
depth of its' disposition favoured. Had the heavy Asiatic 
cavalry been at hand, the battle miuht have been restored i 
but the left wing was shattered, and the right, led by An
tiochua in person, had driven before it the little division 
of Roman cavalry oPl?oBed to it, and had reached the Roman 
camp. which was \nth great difficulty defended from its 
attack. In this way the cavalry were at the decisive mo
ment absent from the scene of action. The Romans were 
careful not to assail th., phalanx with their legions, but 
Bent against it archers and slingers, not one of whose mis
siles failed to take effect on the densely crowded mass. The 
phalanx nevertheless retired slowly and in good order, till 
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the elephants stationed in the interstices became frightened 
and broke the ranks. Then the whole army dispersed 
in tumultuous flight; an attempt to hold the camp fuiled, 
and only increased the number of the dead and the pri
Boners. The estimate of the loss of Antiochus at 50,000 
men is, considering the infinite confusion, not incredible; 
the legions af the ;Romans had never been engaged, and the 
victory, which gave them a third continent, cost them 
24 horsemen and 300 foot soldiers. Asia Minor submitted. 
including even Ephesus, whence the admiral hastily withdrew 
his fleet, and Sardes the residence of the court. 

Conclusion The king sued for peace and consented to the terms pro
of peace. posed by the Romans, which, as usual, were just the same 

as those offered before the battle and consequently included 
the cessioll 'of Asia Minor. Till they were ratified, the 
army remained in Asia Minor at the expense of the 
king; which came to cost him not less thlNl 3000 talents 
(£732,000). ,Antiochus himself in his reckless fashion soon 
made ajest of losing half his kingdom; it was in keeping 
with his character, that he declared himself grateful to the 
Romans for saving him the trouble of governing too large a 
kingdom. But with the day of Magnesia Asia was erased 
Jrom the list of great states; and never perhaps did a great 
power fall so rapidly, 80 thoroughly, and so ignominiously as 
the kingdom of the Seleucidm under this Antiochus the Great. 

187. He himself w'as soon afterwards (567) slain by the indig
nant inhabitants of Elymais at the head of the Persian gult~ 
on occasion of the plundering of a temple of Bel, with the 
treasnres of which he had sought -to replenish his empty 
coffers. 

Expedition After having obtained the victory, the Roman govern
"f"inst the ment had to regulate the affairs of Asia :Minor and of 
~!I$ ;/ Greece. In the former Antiochus was conquered, but his 

la Illor. allies and satraps in 'the interior, the Phrygian, Cappa
docian, and Paphlagonian dynasts, trusting to their dis
tance, delayed their submission, and the Celts of Asia 
Minor, who had not strictly been in' alliance with Antiochus 
but had merely after their custom allowed him to raise 
mercenaries in their land, in like manner saw no reason 
why 'they should trouble themselves about the Romans. 
To the new Roman commander-in-chief, Gnmus ~fanlius 

189. Volso, who in the spring of 565 relieved Lucius Scipio in 
Asia Minor, this afforded a welcome pretext for his perform-
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ing in his turn a service to his countrl and assertinO' the 
Roman protectorate over the lIdlened In Asia, just ~ had 
been done already iu Spain and Gaul; although the more 
austere men in the senate failed to see either ground or 
object for luch a war. The consul started from Ephesus, 
le\·ied contributions from the cities and princes on the 
upper Mleander and in Pamphylia without cause an~ with
out measure, and then turned nurthward agaiust the Celts. 
·The most westerly canton of these, the Tolistoboii, had 
retired witll their property to Mount Olympus, and the 
middle canton, the Tectosages, to Mount lIIagaba, in the 
bope that they would be able to defend themselves there, 

. till winter should compel the foreigners to retire. But the 
missiles of the Roman slingers and archers-wllicll 80 ofteu 
turued the scale against the C .. lts unacquaiutoed witll such 
weapons, somewhat in the same way ftJt in modern times 
fire·arms have turned thl.'l scale against savage tribes-reached 
the heights, and the Celts succumbed in a battle, wlLcb was 
often paralleled both before and afterwardB ou the Po and 
on the Seine, but .which in Asia appeared no -less singular 
than the whole phenomenon of this northern race emerging 
I>midst the Greek and Phrygian nations. The number of 
the slain at both places was very great, and that of the pri
soners still greater. The survivors escaped oyer the Halys to 
the third Celtic canton of the Trocmi, whom the consul did 
1I0t disturb, 88 he did not venture to cross the frontier agreed 
on in the preliminaries between Scipio and Antiochus. 

The affairs of Asia Minor were regulated partly by the R.>guJatio" 
peace with Antiochu8 (,565), partly by the ordinances of a of. [l~:: 
Roman commission presided over by the consul V olso. ~ 
Antiochu8 had to furnish hostages, one of whom was his 
younger son of the same name, and to pay a war-contribu
tion-proportional in amount to the treasures of Asia-of 
15,000 Euboic talents (£3,660,000), a fifth of which was 
to be paid at once and the remainder in tweh-e annual 
instalments. He was compelled, moreover, to cede all his 
possessions in Europe, and all the territory in Asia Minor 
to the west of the river HaIys and of the mOlllltain-chain 
of lhe Taurus. which separates Cilicia and Lycaonia, so that 
hec-etained nothing in the Anstolian peninsula but Cilicia. 
His protectorate over the kingdoms and princ] palities of Asia 
Minor of co~ ceased. Even beyond the lWman frontier 
CappadociA assumed an independent attitude tOW1lrds .Asia 

YOL. II. ~ 
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or Syria, as the kingdom of the Seleucidm was now more com
monly and appropriately called; and not only so, but the 
satraps of the two Axmenias, Artaxias and Zariadris, became 
transformed, under the influence of Rome if not exactly in 
conformity to the RaDIan treaty of peace, into independ
ent kings and founders of new dynasties. The Syrian 
king forfeited the right of waging aggressive wars against 
the states of the west, or, in the event of a defensive 
war, of acquiring territory from them on the conclusion of 
peace. He was prohibited froin navigating the sea to 
the west of the mouth of the Calycadnuti in Cilicia with 
ships of war, except for the conveyance of envoys, hostages, 
or tribute; froni keeping more than ten decked vessels, ex
cept in the event of a defensive war; from taming war
elephants; and finally, from levying mercenaries in the 
western states, or--receiving political fugitives and deserters 
from these states at his court. He gave up the vessels of 
war which he possessed beyond the prescribed number, the 
elephants. and the political refugees who had taken shelter 
with him. The Great King received, by way of compensa
tion, the title of a friend of the Roman commonwealth. The 
.state of Syria was thus by land and sea completely and for 
ever expelled from the west ; it is a significant indication of 
the feeble and loose organization of the kingdom of the 
Seleucidm, that it alone, of all the great states conquered 
by Rome, never after the first conquest made. a second 
appeal to the decision of arms. 

Ariarathes, king of Cappadocia, whose land lay beyond 
the boundary laid down by the Romans for their protecto
rate, escaped with a money fine of 600 talents (£146,000) ; 
which was afterwards, on the intercession of his son-in-law 
Eumenes, abated to half that sum. 

Prusias, king ofBithynia, retained his territory as it stood, 
and so did the Cults; but they were obliged to promise that 
they would no longer send armed bands beyond their bounds 
-a step which put an end to the disgraceful contributions, 
which many of the town!! of Asia Minor had paid to 
them. Rome thus conferred on the Asiatic Greeks a real 
benefit, which they did not fail to repay with golden chap-
lets and transcendental panegyrics. . • 

The free In the western portion of Asia Minor the regulation of 
Greek the territorial arrangements was not wi~hout difficulty, espe-
cities. cially as the dynastic policy of Eumenes there came into col-
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lision with that of the Greek Hanea.. At last an understand
ing was arrived at to the following effect. All the Greek 
cities, which were free and had joined the Romans on the day 
of the battlll of Magnesia, had their liberties confirmed, and 
all of them, excepting those previously tributary to Eumenes, 
were relieved from the payment of tribute to the different 
dynasts fpr the future. In this way the towns of Dardanus 
and Ilium, whose ancient affinity with the Romans was 
traced to the times of JEneas, became free, along with 
Cyme, Smyrna, Clazomenlll, Erythrlll, Chios, Colophon, 
Miletus, and other names of old renown. Phocllla also, 
which in spite of its capitulation had been plundered by 
the 1I0idieN of the Roman fleet-although it did not fall 
under the category designated in the treaty-received back, 
by way of com~ensation, its territory and its freedom. Most 
of the cities of the Grlllco-Asiatic Hansa acquired additions 
of territory and other advantages. Rhodes of course re
ceived most consideration; it obtained Lycia exclusive of 
Telmissus, and the greater part of Carillo south o~ the l'tIm
ander; besides, Antiochus guaranteed the property and the 
claims of the Rhodians within his kingdom, as well as that ex
emption from customs-dues which they had hi~erto' enjoyed. 

All the rest, forming by far the largest share of the spoil, Extension 
fell to the Attalids, wbose" ancient fidelity to Rome, as well of the king
as the calamities endured by Eumenes ill the war and his dom of 
personal merit in connection with the issue of the decisive Pergamus. 
battle, were rewarded by- Rome as no king ever rewarded 
his ally. Eumenes receIved, in Europe, the Chersonese with 
Lysimachia; in Asia-in addition to Mysia which he already 
possessed-the provinces of Phrygis. on the Hellespont, LJdia 
with Ephesus and Sardes, the northern district of Carla to 
the MlIlander with Tralles and Magnesia., Great Phrygia and 
Lycaonia along with a portion of Cilicia, the district of 
Milyas between Phrygia and Lyeia, and, as a port on the 
lJouthern sea, the Lycian town Telmissus. There was a dis-
pute afterwards between Eumenes and Antiochus regarding 
Pamphylia, whether it lay on this side of or beyond the 
Taurus, and whether accordingly it belonged to the former 
or to the latter. Besides he acquired the sovereign protec-o 
torate over, and the ri9ht of receiving tribute from, those 
Greek cities which did not receive absolute freedom; but 
it was stipulated in this ca~e that the cities 8ho~ld retain 
their charters, and that the trIbute should not be heIghtened. 
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Moreover, Antiochus had to bind himself to pay to Eumenes 
the 350 talents (£85,000) which he owed to his father 
AttaIus, and likewise to pay a compensation of 127 talents 
(£31,000) for arrears in the supplies of corn. Lastly, 
Eumenes obtained the royal forests and the elel?hants de
livered up by Antiochus, but not the ships of war, which 
were burnt: the Romans tolerated no naval power by 
the side of their own. By these means the kingdom of 
the Attalids became in the east of Europe and Asia, what 
Numidia was in Africa, a powerful state with an absolute 
constitution dependent on Rome, destined and able to keep 
in check both Macedonia and Syria, without needing, except 
in extraordinary cases, Roman support. With this crea
tion, dictated bi. policy, the Romans had as far as possible 
combined the liberation of the Asiatic Greeks, which was 
dictated by republican and national sympathy and by vanity. 
About the affairs of the more remote east, beyond the 
Taurus and Halys, they were firmly resolved to give them
selves no. concern. This is clearly shown by the terms of 
the peace with Antiochus, and· still more decidedly by the 
peremptory refusal of the senate to guarantee to the town 
of Soli in Cilicia the freedom which the Rhodians requested 
for it. With ~qual fidelity they adhered to the fixed prin
dple of acquiring no direct transmarine possessions. After 
the Roman fleet had made an expedition to Crete and had 
accomplished the release of the Romans sold thither into 
slavery, the fleet and land army left Asia towards the end of 
the suwmer of 566; on which occasion the land army, which 
again marched through Thrace, owing to the negligence ot' 
the general suffered greatly on the route from the attacks 
of the barbarians. The Romans brought nothing home 
from the East but honour and gold, which were, even at 
this period, usually conjoined in the practical shape assumed 
by the address of thanks-the golden chaplet. -

Europeo.n Greece also had been agitated by this Asiatic 
war, and needed re-organization. The JEtolians, who had 
not yet learned to reconcile themselves to their insignifi
cance, had, after the armistice concluded with Scipio in the 
spring of 564, rendered intercourse between Greece and 
Italy difficult o.nd unsafe by means of their Cephallenian 
corsairs; and not only so, but even perhaps while the armis
tice yet lasted, they, deceived by false reports liS to the state 
of things in Asia, had the folly to place Amynander once 
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more on his A thamanian throne, and to carry on a desultory 
warfare with Philip in the districts occupied by him on the 

. borders of .iEtolia and Tbessaly, in the course of which 
Philip suffered sevcral discomfitures. After this, as a matter 
of course, ;Rome replied to their request for peace by,the 
landing of the consul, Marcus Fulvius N obillor. He arrived 
among the legions in the spring of 565, and after a fifteen 189. 
days' siege gained possession of Ambracia by a capitulation 
honourable for the garrison; whilEl simultaneously the Mace
donians, Illyrians, Epirots, Acarnanians, and A,chlllans fell 
upon the .iEtolians. There was no such thing as resjstance 
in the strict sense; after repeated entreaties of the .iEtolians 
for pel).Ce the Romans at length desisted from the war, and 
granted conditions which must be reckoned reasonable 
when viewed with reference to such pitiful and malignant 
opponents. The .iEtolians lost .all cities and territories 
which were in the hands of their adversaries, more especially 
Ambracia which afterwards became free and independent 
in consequence of an intrigue concocted in Rome against 
Marcus Fulvius, and CEnia which was given to the Acarna
niana: they iikewise ceded Cephallenia. They lost the 
right of making peace and war, and were in that respect 
dependent on the foreign relations of Rome. Lastly, they 
paid a large sum of money. Cephallenia opposed this treaty 
on its own account, and only submitted when Marcus l!'ul-
vius landed on the island. In fact, the inhabitants of Same, 
who feared that they would be dispossessed from their well
situated town by a Roman colony, revolted after their first 
submission and sustained a four months' siege; the town, 
however, was finally taken and the inhabitants were sold 
en masse into slavery . 
. In this case also Rome adhered to the principle of con- Macedonia. 

ij.niug herself to Italy and the Italian islands. She took no 
portion of the spoil for herself, except the two islands of 
CephalJenia and Zacynthus, which formed a desirable sUP'p1e-
ment to the possessIon of Corcyra and other naval statIOns 
in the Adriatic. The rest of the territorial gain went to 
the allies of Rome. But the two most important of these, 
Philip and the Achreans, were by no means content with 
the share of the spoil granted to them. Phillp felt himself 
aggrieved, and not without reason. He could safely affirm 
that the leading difficulties in the last war-difficulties which 
arose DO~ from the character of the enemy, but from the 
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distance and the uncertainty of the communications-had 
been overcome mainly by his loyal aid. The senate recog· 
nized this, by remitting his arrears of tribute and sending 
back his hostages; but he did not receive those additions to 
his territory which he expected. He got the territory of the 
Magnetes, with Demetrias which he had taken from the 
lEtolians; besides, there practically remained in his hands 
th1'l districts of the Dolopes and Athamanes and a part of 
Thessaly, from which also the lEtolians had been expelled 
by him. In Thrace the interior remained under Mace
donian protection, but nothing was fixed as to the coast 
towns and the islands of Thasos and Lemnos which were de 
facto in Philip's hands, while the Chersonese was even ex
pressly given to Eumenes; and it was not difficult to see 
that Eumenes received possessions in Europe, simply that 
he might in case of need keep not only Asia but Macedonia 
in check. The exasperation of the proud and in many 
respects chivalrous king was natural; it was not chicane, 
however, but an unavoidable political necessity that induced 
the Romans to take this course. Macedonia had to suffer 
as she did for having once been a power of 'the first rank, 
and for having waged war on equal terms with Rome; there 
was much better reason in her case than in that of Car
thage for gnarding against the revival of her former attitude 
of power. 

The It was otherwise with the Achreans. They had, in the 
Achmnus. course of the war with Antiochus, gratified their long che

rished wish to include the whole Peloponnesus within 
their confederacy; for first Sparta, and then, afte.r the ex
pulsion of the Asiatics from Greece, Elis and Messene also, 
had more or less reluctantly joined it. The Romans had 
allowed .this to take place, and had even tolerated the in
tentional disregard of Rome which marked their proceed
ings. When Messene declared that she wished to submit 
to the Romans but not to enter the confederacy, and the 
latter tp.ereupon employed force, Flamininus had not failed 
to remind the Achreans that such separate arrangements 
as to the disposal of a part of the spoil were in themselves 
unjust, and were, in the relation in which the Achreans stood 
to the Romans, more than unseemly; but yet, through his very 
impolitic complaisance towards the Hellenes, he had sub
stantially allowed the Achreans their will. But the matter 
did not end there. The Achreans, tormented by thE'ir 
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dwarfish desire for aggrandizement, would not relax their 
hold on the town of Pleuron in lEtolia which they had oc
cupied during the war, but compelled it to become a mem
ber of their league j they bought Zacynthus from Amynander 
the lieutenant of the last possessor, and would gladly have 
acquired lEgina also. It was with reluctance that they gave 
up the former island to Romll, and they heard with great 
dIspleasure the good advice 'of Flamininus that thE'Y should 
content themselves with their Peloponnesus. , 

The Achreans believed it their duty to display the in de· The 
pendence of their state ,all the more, the less they really Ach~ 
bad j they talked of the rights of war, and of the faithful aid patnots. 
of the Achreans in the wars of the Rom!tns j they asked the 
Roman envoys at the Achman diet why Rome should con.-
cern herself about Messene when Achaia put no ques-
tions as to Capua; and the spirited patriot, who had thus 
spoken, was applauded and was sure of votes atthe elections. 
All this would have been very right and very dignified, had 
it not been much more ridiculous. There was a profom1d 
justice and & still more profound melancholy in the fact, that 
Rome, however earnestly she endeavoured to establish the 
freedom and to earn the thanks of the Hellenes, yet gave 
them nothing but anarchy, and reaped nothing but in
gratitude. Undoubtedly very generous sentiments lay at the 
bottom of the Hellenic antipathy to the protecting power, 
and the personal bravery of the individual men who took the 
lead in the movement was unquestionable j but this Achrean 
patriotism remained not the less a folly, and a genuine 
historical caricature. With all that ambition and all that 
national sensibility, the whole nation was, from the highest 
to the lowest, pervaded by the. most thorough sense of im
potence. Every one was constantly listening to learn the sen
timents of Rome, the liberal man no less than the servile: 
they thanked heaven, when the dreaded decree was not issued; 
they-were sulky, when the senate gave them to understand 
that they would do well to surrender voluntarily in order that 
ther might not need to be compelled; they did what they were 
obliged to do, if possible, in a way offensive to the Romans, 
.. to save forms;" they reported, explained, equivocated, 
delayed, and when 1l.11 this no longer availed, yielded with a 
patriotic sigh. Their proeeedings might have claimed in-

, dulgence at any rate, if not approval, bad their leaders been 
resolved to fight, and had they preferred the destruction of 
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the nation to its bondage; but neither Philopremen nor 
Lycortas thought of any such political suicide-they wished, 
if possible, to be free, ·but they wished, above all, to live, 
:Besides all this, the dreaded intervention of Rome in the 
internal affairs of Greece was not the arbitrary act of the 
Romans, but was always invoked by the Greeks themselves, 
who, like boys, brought down on their own heads the rod 
which they feared. The reproach repeated ad nauseam by 
the mass of the learned in Hellenic and post-Hellenic times
that the Romans strove to stir up internal discord in Greece 
-is one oJ! the most foolish absurdities which scholars deal
ing with politics have ever invented. It was not the Romans 
that carried strife to Greece-which in truth would have 
been" carrying owls to Athens "-but the Greeks that car
ried their dissensions to Rome. 

QuarreIE be- The Achreans .in particular, who, in their eagerness to 
tween the ·enlarge their territory, totally failed to see how much it would 
Acbaoans have. been for their own good that Flamininus had not in
~nd tan <!brporated the towns of JEtolian sympathies with their 

par s. league, acquired in Lacedremon and Messene a very hydra of 
intestine strife. Members of these communities were. inces
santly at Rome, entreating and beseeching 1:"0 be released 
from the odious connection; and amongst them, characteris
tically enough, were even those who were indebted to the 
Achreans for their return to their native land. The Achrean 
league was incessantly occupied in the work of reformation 
and ;J:estoration at Sparta and Messene; the wildest refugees 
from these quarters dictated the measures of the diet. 
Four years after the nominal admission of Sparta to the 
_.confederacy open war broke out, and was followed by an 
insanely thorough restoratio;n, in which all the slaves on 
whom Nabis had conferred citizenship were once more sold 

.. into slavery, and a row of columns was built from the pro
ceeds in the Achrean city of Megalopolis; the old state of 
property in Sparta was re-establish ed, the Jaws of Lycurgus 
were superseded by Achreau laws, and the walls were pulled 

188. down (566). At last the Roman senate was summoned by 
all parties to arbitrate in reference to the whole matter-an 
annoying task, which was the righteous punishment. of the 
sentimental policy that the senate had pursued. Far from 
mixing itself up too much in these affairs, the senate not 
only bore the pungent sarcasms of Achrean conceit with 
exemplary composure, but even manifested a culpable m-
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difference while the worst outrages were committed. ~ 
Achreans were heartily glad when, after that restoration e 
news arrived from Rome that th8 senate had found fa 
with it, but had not annulled it. Nothing was done for the 
Lucedremonians by Rome, except that the senate; shocked at 
the judicial murder of from, sixty to eighty Spartans com
mitted by the Achreans, deprived the diet of criminal juris
diction over the Spartans -truly a heinous interference 
with the internal affairs of an independent state! The 
Roman statesmen gave themselves as little concern as pos
sible about this tempest in a nut-shell, as is best shown by 
the many complaints regarding the superficial, contradictory, 
and obscure decisions of the senate; .ill, fact, how could its 
decisions be expected to be clear, when there were four 
parties from Sparta simultaneously speaking against each 
other at its bar? Then the personal impression, which most 
of these Peloponnesian statesmen produced in Rome, was not 
favourable; even Flamininus shook his head, when one of them 
showed him on the one day how to perform some dance, and 
on the next entertained him with aitilirs of state. Matters 
went so far, that the senate at last lost patience and informed 
the Peloponnesians that it could no longer listen to them, 
and that they might do what they chose (572). This was 182. 
natural enough, but it was not right; situated as the Ro-
mans were, they were under a moral and political obligation 
.earnestly and consistently to rectify this melancholy state of 
things. Callicrates the Achrean, who went to the senate in 
575 to enlighten it §s to' the state of matters in the Pelo- 179. 
ponnesus and to demand It consistent and sustained inter
vention, may as a man have had somewhat less ability than 
his countryman Philopremen who was the main founder of 
that patriotic policy; but he was in the right. 

Thus the protectorate of the Roman community now em- Death of 
braced all the states from the eastern to the western end of Hannibal 
the Mediterranean. There now here existed a state, that the
Romans would have deemed it worth while to fear. But 
there still lived a man, to whom Rome accorded that rare 
honour-the homeless Carthaginian, who had raised in arms 
aO'ainst Rome first all the west and then all the east, and 
w"hose schemes had been frustrated solely perhaps by in
famous a:i-istocratic policy in the one case, and by stupid 
court policy in the other. Antiochus had been obliged to bind 
himself in the treaty of peace to deliver up Hannibal; but the 
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lattt'r bad et>C'apro. fil":ilt to Cn-te, then to Bithynia,· and now 
1iYE'd at the l"Ourt of Prusias ling of Bith~"1lia. f'mpl,'yed in 
aiding the bttd' in his .-ars witb Eumt"nes. and T~tOrious 
as eTer b,. _ and b" land. n is affinned tbst h4!l was 
d~us of sti~ up Prusias also to nl&ke 11"111' 00 R"me; a 
rulh', which, as ic'is wM, 80unds wry far from ('rediblt'. It 
is WON certain that, wbile the R.)man senat., dt't'lIlt'd it 
bent"at.b its dignity to haTe the old man hunted QUt in bis 
last asylum (fur tbe traditi,lO which ~ulpates the $o'nate 
appt>al'!l to d..-rve no credit), l1amiuinus, wb, __ M!t1t"S1l 

TaIlity sought atkr new opportunit\t>$ (ur ~ &t'hie'ft'm~ts, 
undertook, of his 01m a,"OOI'd, to dt'lhw ~\lIIle (""10 Hanui
hal as he had dcliVt.·re.i the Gn!t"ls from their ('baiDs.. anJ. if 
not to wield (which was not dirlomatko).at any rate to .he' 
and to point, tbe d~'t'r a,.."'IUnst tbe gt\"8tt'6t man (If his 
time. Prusias, the most pitiful among the pitiful priu{'t't1l (If 
Asia, was delighted &u grant the little faTOur,,-hi"h the R<l
man enTOY in' ambiguous tel'llljI Mlut'StOO; and,. b"n }Ianni
hal saw bis bouse bt_t b" a.-.'<8ins, be lo<)k l'<\i:)(\O. lie 
had long bt>o.>n pn'l'llred w (to eo, adds a Roman, (,)I' be knew 
the Romans and the (aith of kings. The ~v of bis oo. .. th is 
ullCt'rblin; probably he died in the latter half' of tht' Tt'V 
571, at the ~~ of SE'TeD.ty'""~' Wben he was \l..)l'n, R:)me 
was oontending with doubtful sUt"t't'$S fur the 1'<~-.i,\O of 
Sicily; be hsd lived long enough to see the Wt'St ,.-boll" 
subJut'd. and to fight his OWll last battle with tbt' R,)rnaUs 
agaiost the Tt"&'l'ls (If his natiTe ('ity which had ik>elC be
come Roman; and be was constrained at lut to remain a mt"re 
spectat->r ,.-hile Rome' O'ft'rpowt>.re.i tbe ~t as the tt"mpt'St 
o'~1'pO\n'rs the ship that has no one a' the helm, and to ft't'l 
that he alone was the pilot that oould have 1I"'t'athert'd the 
etonn. There was left to him no further hope to be dis
al'pointed, wben he died ; but be bad hOllt'Stly, tbrough fifty 
~e:W of 8~ .. 1e, k"pt the oath he bad sworn ... -hen a boy. 

About thesame tilU6, probably in tbe sallle~. dit'd al$l) 
tbe man whom the R..lIDans wt>l"8 lfOllt to l'a11 bis (\mqUt'n\l', 
Publius Scipio. On him furtune had la,'isht'd all t b ... S\l~ 
~ ,.-hidl she dt'llil-.i to his anta,...<'OUist-suCC't'$._ whieh did 
bdOllg to him, and su,'\."t'S$t"S whiCh. did nQ'- He h3d a..l.lt'd 

• n.. ~ thaI M ....... , to A_is, and a' u.. ""1' .... 1 ol king .'rtMi.-.s 
kilt tIoo "' ... 0( Ar1lUa. "'!' lho .''''''''' ~Nnltoo, J.i.. P. ~'S; f'tll,,",,-h. L "' .. 
$1 \ is ~Iy .......... ; but it is • ssrikillg .........- Uu.1 "", •• ut.! 
..w.l M .. ~ .. iJ:od "1\ al_ lib ~ •• ita (b'ioGbl ~ 
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to tht' t'ml'ire Spain, Arri~ and Asia; and Rome. which he had 
found men.·ly the first community of Italy, 11"'&1 at his death 
nli"tft'N of the civilized world. lie himself had 80 many 
titlt's'Of victory-, that lOme of them '"'1'8 made Ovt'1' to his 
brothel' and his cousin.- And yet be too Bpent his last 
years in biUt'r vexation, and died when little nlore than fifty 
y('srs of &,'6 in voluntary banishmeut. learing oNers to his 
relati,'es not to bury hi. remains in the city f.,1' lI-hich he 
hsd liv~>d and in which his anceston I't'~ It is Dot 
t'xaclly knotl'n, what dt'\we him from the city. The charges 
of corruption and"embt'uJement.which were directed a,,"'Ililll!t 
him and 8till Olore ~n8t his brothel' Lucius, W(,1'8 beyond 
doubt empty ('alumm .... which do not lIfttisfactorily lo(OOun& 
fllr 8uch irrit.stioD of ft~ling; although it was chanctel'
istic of the man, that in8t~d of simply vindicating him-
8t·lf by nleans of his afi'Ount-books. he tora them in pit'l'e8 
in pn'senre of t he people and of his areusel'8, I\nd summoned, 
the Romans to lk."l'OUlpanr him to the tt'mple of Jupiter 
aad to ~It'brate the anmversary of his victory at ZamL 
The pt't1ple J..f\ the accuser on the Bpot, and followed Scipio 
to the Capitol i but this was the last glorious day of that 
illustrious Dlan. His proud spirit. his belief that he was diC
feft'nt from, and better than, other men, his very dt'Cided 
family-policy, which in the pt'.rson of his brother Lucius 
brought fOl'\Vl.rd a clumsy man of It raw as a hero, gave 
oft' .. nce to many, and not without ftlUOn. While genuine 
pride prott'Chl the heart, arrogance lAys it open to t'very blow 
and every 81\1'C&8m, and corrodes even an originalll noble
minJ.'Ci ~pirit. It is throughout, mol't'Over. the distinguish
ing charactt'ristic of Buch natures as that of Scipio-atrange 
nlixtuft'll of gt'nuine gold and f;littering tin8t)l-that they 
Dt'ed the good fortune and the brilliance of youth in ONel' to 
t'xl'J,·ise their charm. and, ",hE'D this charm begins to fade, 
it i. the charmer himself that is most painfully conscious of 
the change. 
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CHAPTER X. 

THE TIDRD MACEDONIAN W.A:a. 

Dissatisfae- PHILIP OF MA.CEDON was greatly annoyed by the treatment 
ti~t.t .of • which he met with from the Ronans after the peace with 
~P with Antiochus; and the subsequent course of events was not 

e. fitted to appease his wrath. His neighbours in Greece and 
Thrace, mostly communities' that had once trembled at the 
Macedonian name not less than now they trembled at t'he 
Roman, diligently sought, as was natural, to retaliate on the· 
fallen great power for all the injuries which since the times 
of Philip the Second they had received at the hands of 
Macedon. The empty arrogance and venal anti-Macedonian 
patriotism of the Hellenes of this period found vent at the 
diets of the different confederacies, and in ceaseless com
plaints addressed to the, Roman senate. Philip had been 
allowed by the Romans to retain what he had taken from the 

"lEtolians; but in Thessaly the confederacy of the Magnetes 
alonEf had formally joined the 1Etolians, while those towns 
which Philip had wrested from the lEtolians in two of the 
other Thessalian confederacies-the Thessalian in its narrower' 
sense, and the' Perrhrebian~were reclaimed by the latter on 
the grolUld that Philip had only liberated these towns, and 
not cOJ!.quered them. The Athamanes conceived that they 
might request their freedom; and Eumenes demanded the 
maritime cities which Antiochus had possessed in Thrace pro
per, especially lEnus and Maronea, although in the peace with 
Antiochus the Thracian Chersonese alone had been expressly, 
promised to him. All these complaints, and numerous minor 
ones from all Philip's neighbours as to his supporting king 
Prusias agai.nst Eumencs, as to competition m trade, as to 
the. violation of contracts and the seizing of cattle, were 
poured forth at Rome. The king of Macedonia. had to submit 
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to be accused by the sovereign. rabble before the Roman 
senate, and to accept justice or injustice as the senate chose i 
he was compelled to witness judgment constantly going 
against him; he had to submIt to withdraw his garrisons 
from the Thracian coast and from the Thessalian and· Per
rhrebian towns, and courteously to receive the Roman. com- . 
missioners, who came to see whether everything required 
had been properly done. The RolJl8us were not so indig
nant against Philip as they had been against Carthage; in 
fact, they were even in many respects fuvourably disposed to 
the l\Iacedonian ruler i there was not in ·his case so reckless 
a violation of forms as in that of Libya; but the situation of 
M.acedonia was at bottom substantially the same as that 
of Carthage. Philip, however, was by no means the man to 
submit to this inflIction with :l>hrenician patience. Pas
sionate as he was, he had after his defeat been more indig
nant with his faithless ally than. with his honourable antago
nist; and, long accustomed to pursue a policy not Macedonian 
but personal, he had regarded the war with Antiochus simply 
as an excellent opportunity of instantaneously revenging 
himself ou the ally who had disgracefully deserted and 
betrayed him; This. object he had attained; but the Romans, 
who saw very clearly that the. Macedonian was influenced 
not by friendship for Rome, but by enmity to Antiochus, 
and who were by no means in the habit of regulating their 
policy by suoh feelings of liking and disliking, had carefully 
abstained from bestowing any material advantages on Philip, 
and had preferred to confer their favours on the Attalids. 
From their first elevation the Attalids had been at vehement 
feud with Macedon, and were politically and personally the 
objects of Philip's bitterest hatred; of all the eastern powers 
thev had contributed most to maim Macedonia and Syria, 
and to extend the protectorate of Rome in the East; and 
in the last war, when Philip had voluntarily and loyally' 
embraced the side of Rome, they had been obliged to take 
part with Rome for, the sake of their very existence. The 
Romans had l11I1de use of these Attalids for the purpose of 
reconstructing in all essential points the kingdom of Lysi
machus-the destruction of which had been the most import
ant.achievement of the Macedonian rulers after Alexander-
and' of placing alongside of Macedonia I:L state, wl!ich was its 
equal in point of power and was at the same time a- client 
of Rome. In the special circumstances a wise sovereign, 
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devoted to the interests of' his people, would 'perhaps have 
resolved not to resume the unequal struggle with Rome; 
but Philip, in whose character the sense of honour waS the
most powerful of all noble, and the thirst for revenge the most 
potent of all ignoble, motives, was deaf to the voice of 
timidity or of resignation, and nourished in the depths of 
his heart a determination once more to try the hazard of 
the game. When lie received the report of fresh invecti,es, 
such as.were wont to be launched against Macedon at the 
Thessalian diets, he replied with the line of TheocrituB. that 
his last sun had not yet set. * 

Philip displayed in the preparation aud the concealment 
of his designs a calmness, earnestness, and perseverance 
which, had he shown them in better times, wo~ perhaps 
have given a different turn to the destinies of the world. 
In particular the submissiveness towards Rome, by which 
he purchased the time indispensable for his objects, formed a 
severe trial for the fierce and haughty man; nevertheless he 
courageously endured it, although his subjects, and the in
nocent occa&ions of the quarrel, such as the unfortunate 
Maronea, paid severely for the suppression of his resent
ment. It seemed.as if war could not but break: out in 571; 
but by Philip's instructions his younger son, Demetrius, 
effected a reconciliation be~ween his father and Rome, where 
he had lived some years as a hostage and was a great 
favourite. The senate, and particularly Flamininus who ma
naged Greek affairs, sought to form a Roman party in l\Iace
donia that would be able to paralyze the exertions of Philip, 
which of course were no~ unknown to the Romans; and had 
selected as its head, aud perhaps as the future king of Mace
donia, the younger prince who was passionately attached to 
Rome. Thev explained to him, with marked emphasis, that 
the senate forgave the father on the son's &Cl'ount; the 
natural effect of which was, that dissensions arose in the 
royal household itselt~ and that the king's elder son, Per
seus, who, although the offspring of a marriage of disparage
ment, was destined by his father for the succession, sought 
to ruin his brother as his future rival. It does not appear 
that Demetrius was a party to the Roman intriguE"S; it was 
only when he was falsely s~spected that he was forced to 
become guilty, and even then he intended, apparently, no-
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thing more than flight to Romtl. But Perseus took care 
that his father should be duly informed of this design; an 
intercepted letter from Flamininus to Demetrius did the rest, 
and induced the father to give orders that his son .should be 
put to death. Philip learned, when it was too late, the in
trigues which Perseus had concocted; and death overtook 
him, as he was meditating the punishment of the fratricide 
and his exclusion from the throne. He died in 575 at Deme- 179., 
trias, in his fifty-ninth year. He left behind him a shattered 
kingdom and a distracted household, and with a broken heart 
confessed that all his toils and all his crimes had been in vain. 

His son Perseus then entered on the government" without King Per
encountering opposition either in Macedonia or in the sens. 
Roman senate. He was a man of stately carriage, expert in 
all gymnastic exercises, reared in the camp and accustomed 
to command, imperious like his father and unscrupulous in 
the choice of his means. Wine and women, which too often 
led Philip to forget the duties of government, had no charm 
for Perseus; he was as steady and persevering, as his father 
had been thoughtless and impulsive. :Philip, a king while still 
a bOl' and attended by success during the first twenty years 
of his reign, had been spoiled and ruined by destiny; Perseus 
ascended the throne in his thirty-first year, and, as he had 
while yet a boy borne a part in the unhappy war with Rdme' 
and had grown up under the pressure of humiliation and 
Wlder the idea that a revival of the state was at hand, so 
he inherited along with the paternal kingdom his father's 
troubles, resentments, and hopes. In fact he entered with the 
utmost determination on the continuance of his father's work, 
and prepared more zealously than ever for war against 
Rome; ~e was stimulated, moreover, by the reflection, that he 
was by no means indebted to the goodwill of the Romans for 
bis wearing the diadem of Macedon. The proud Macedonian 
nation looked with pride upon the prince whom they had been 
accustomed to see marching and fighting at the head of their 
youth; his countrymen, and many Hellenes of every variety 
of lineage, conceived that in him they had found the proper 
general for the impending war of liberation. But he was 
not what he seemed. He wanted Philip's genius,' and 
Philip's elasticity~those truly royal qualities, which suc-
cess obscured and tarnished, but which under the purifying 
power of advEJrsity recovered their lustre. Philip was self
mdulgent, and allowed things to take their course i but, 
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when the~e was occaslOl\, h~ found within himself the vigour 
necessary for speedy and earnest action. Perseus devised 
comprehensive and subtle plans, and prosecuted them with un
wearied perseverance; but, when the moment arrived for ac
tion and his plans and preparations confronted him in stern 
reality, he was frightened at his own work. He manifested 
the peouliarity of narrow minds-the means became to 
him the end; he heaped up treasures on treasures for war 
with the Romans, and, when the Romans were in the land, 
he was unable to relax his grasp of his golden pieces. It 
was a characteristic circumstance, that after defeat the 
father first hastened to destroy the papers in his cabinet that 
might compromise him, whereas the Bon took his treasure
chests and embarked. In ordinary times he might have made 
an average king, as good as or better than many others; 
but he was not adapted for the conduct of an enterprise, 
which was from the first a hopeless one unless some extra
ordinary mali should become the soul of the movement. 

The power of Macedonia was far from inconsiderable. 
The devotion of the land to the house of the Antigonids was 
unimpaired; in this respect the national feeling was not 
paralyzed by the dissensions of political parties. A mo
narchical constitution has the great advantage, that every 
change of sovereign supersedes old resentments and quarrels 
and introduces a new era of different men and fresh hopes. 
The king had judiciously availed. himself of this, and had 
begun his reign with a general amnesty, with the recall of 
fugitive bankrupts, and with the remission of arrears of taxes. 
The hateful harshness of the father thus not only yielded 
benefit, but conciliated affection, to the son. Twenty-six 
years of peace had partly of themselves filled up the blanks 
in the Macedonian population, partly given opportunity 
to the government to take serious steps towards rectifying 
this, which was really the weak point of the land. Philip 
urged the Macedonians to marry and raise up children; 
he occupied the coast towns, whose inhabitants he carried 
into the interior, with Thracian colonists of reliable valour 
a.ud fidelity. He formed a barrier on the north to check 
once for all the desolating incursions of the Dardani. by 
converting the spa,ce intervening between the Macedonian 
frontier amI the barbarian territory into a desert, and by 
founding new towns .in the northern provinces. In short 
he ,took step by step the same course in Macedonia, as 
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Augustus afterwards took when he laid afresh the found"" 
tions of the !Wman empire. The army was numerous-
30,000 men without reckoning contingents and hired troops 
-Bnd the younger men were well exercised in the constant 
border warfare with the Thracian barbarians. It is strange 
that Philip did not try, like Hallnibal, to organize his army 
after the !Wman fashion; but it appears less strange, when 
we recollect the value which the 1t1a.cedoIDans set upon their 
phalanx, often conquered, but still believed to be invincible. 
Through the new sources of revenue which Philip had created 
in milles, customs, and tenths, and thrOllgh the flourishing 
etate of agriculture and commerce, he had succeeded in re
plenishing his treasury, granaries, and arsenals. "When the 
war began, there was in the Macedonian treasury money 
enough to pay the existing army and 10,000 hired troops for 
ten years, and there were in the public mllo<>"&llines stores of 
grain for as long a period (18,000,000 medwl1li or 27,000,000 
bushels), and arms for an army of three times tbe strength 
of the existing one. In fact, lIacedonia had become a very 
different state from what it was when sutprised by the 
outbreak of the second war with !Wme. The power of the 
kingdom was in all reapects at least doubled; with a power 
in every point of "iew far inferior Haunibal had been able 
to shake !Wme to its foundations. 
" Its exterllal relations were not in so favourable a position. Attempted 
The nature of the ease required that Macedonia should now ~tion 
take up the plans of Hannibal and Antiochns, and should try r t 

to place herself at "the head of a coalition of all oppressed e. 
states against the supremacy of !Wme; and certainly threads 
of intrigue ramified in all directions from the court of 
Pydna.. But their success was slight. It was indeed as-
serted, that the allegiance of the Italians was wavering; but 
neither friend nor foe could fail to see that an immediate 
resumption of the Samnite wars was not at all probable. 
The nocturnal conferences like\\;se between MacedoIDan 
deputies and the Carthaginian senate, which Massinissa 
denounced at Rome, could occasion no alarm to serious and 
sagacious men, even if they were not;as is very possible, 
an utter fiction. The Macedonian court sought to attach 
the kings of Syria and Bithynia to its intereats by inter
marriage.; but nothing further came of it, except that the 
immortal simplicity of the diplomacy which seeks to gain poli-
tical ends by matrimonial means, once more exposed itself to 
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derision. Eumenes, whom it would have been ridiculous to 
attempt to ga.in, the agents of Perseus would-have gladly put 
out of the way: he was to have been murdered at Delphi 
on his way homeward from Rome, where he had been active 
against Mas:edonia; but the dastardly project miscarried. 

Of greater moment were the effortB blade to stir up the 
northern barbarians and the Hellenes to rebellion against 
Rome. Philip had couceived the project of crushing the 
old enemies of Macedonia, the Dardani in what is now 
Servia, by means of another still more barbarous horde of 
Germanic descen. brought from the len bank of the 
Danube, the Bastarnre, and of then marching in person with 
these and with the whole avalanche of peoples thus set in' 
motion by the land route to Italy and invading Lom
bardy, the·Alpine passes leading to which he had already 
sent spies to recolinoitre--a grand project, worthy of Han
nibal, and doubtless immediately suggested by Hannibal's 
passage of the Alps. It is more than probable that this 
gave occasion to the founding of the Roman fortress of Aqui
leia (P. 196), which was formed towards the end of the reign 
of Philip (573), and did not harmonize with the system fol
lowed elsewhere by.the Romans in the establishment of 
fortresses in Italy. 'l'he plan, however, was th'il"arted by the 
desperate resistance of the Dardani and of the adjoining 
tribes concerned; the Bastarnre were obliged to retreat, and 
the whole horde were .drowned in returning home by the 
gimg way of the ice on the Danube. The king then sought 
at least to extend his clientship among the chieftains of the 
IllyriaIi land, the modern Dalmatia and northern Albania. 
One of those who faithfully adhered to Rome, Arthetaurus, 
perished, not without the cognizance of Perseus, by the 
hand of an assassin. The most considerable of the 1I"hole, 
Genthius the son and heir of I'leuratus, was, like his father, 
nominlllly in alliance with Rome; ·but jJle ambassadors of 
Issa, a Greek town on one of the Dalmatian islands, in
formed the senate, that Perseus had a secret understand
ing with the young, weak, and drunken prince, and that 
Genthius' envoys served as spies for Perseus in Rome. 
'In the regions on the east of Macedonia t01l"ards the 

lower Danube the most powerful of the Tbracian chieftains, 
the brave and sagaciousCotys, prince of the Odrysians and 
ruleD of all eastern Thrace from the Macedonian frontier on 
the Hebrus (Maritza) down to the fringe of coast covered 
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with Greek towns, was in the closest alliance with Persens. 
Of the other minor chiefs who in that quarter took part with 
Rome, one, Abrupolis prince of the Sagrei, was, in conse-

I quence of a predatory expedition directed against Amphi
polis on the Strymon, defeated by Perseus and driven out of 
the country. :From these regi9ns Philip had drawn numerous 
colonists, and mercenaries were to .be had there at any time 
and in any number. ' , 

Among the unhllPPY nation of'the Hellenes Philip and Gr •• k lla
Perseus had, long before declaring war against· Rome, tiona! 
carried on a double system ,of proselytizing, attempting to party. 
gain over to the side of :l\1acedon on the one hand the na-
tional, and on ihe other-if we !pay be permitted the expres
sion-the communistic, party. As a matter of course, the 
whole national party among the Asiatic -as well as the 
European Greeks was now favourable at heart to Macedon; 
not on account Qf isolated unrighteous acts 'on the part ot' 
the Roman deliverers, but. because the restoration of Hel-

. lenio nationality by a foreign power involved a contra
diction in h:rms, and now, when it was too late, everyone 
perceived that the most detestable form of Macedonian, 
rule was less fraught with evil for Greece than a free con
stitution originating in the noblest intentions of honourable 
foreigners .. That the most able and upright men throughout 
Greece should be opposed to Rome, was to be expected; 
the venal aristocracy alone was favourable to Rome, and 

. here and there an isolate(l man of worth, who, unlike the 
great majority,was under, no delusion as to the circum
stances and the future of the nation. This was most pain
fully experienced by Eumenes of Pergamus, who was the 
main supporter of that extraneous liberty among the Greeks. 
In vain he treated the cities subject to him with every sort 
of consideration;' in vain he sued for the favour of 'the 
communities _ and diets by fair-sounding words and still 
better-sounding gold; he learned with pain that his presents 
were declined, and that all the statues tha~ had formerly 
been erected to him were broken in pieces and the hono
rary tablets were melted down, in accordance with a decree 
of the diet, simultaneously throughout the Peloponnesus 
(584). The name of Perseus,_ again, was on everyone's 170. 
lips; even the states that formerly were most decidedly anti-
1'l1ncedonian, such as the Achreans, deliberated_as to the 
abolitioD of the lall'S directed against 'Macedon; Byzantium, 
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although situated within the kingdom of Pergamus, sought 
and obtained protection and a garrison against the Thracians 
not from Eumenes, but from Perseus, and in like manlier 
Lampsacus on the Hellespont joined the Macedonian: tbe 
powerful and prudent Rhodians escorted the Syrian bride 
of king Perseus from Antioch with their whole mltgnificent 
war-Heet (for Syrian war-vessels were not allowed to. ap
pear in the 1Egean). and returned home highly honoured 
and furnished with rich presents, more especially with wood 
for shiIJ'-building; commissioners from the ·Asiatic cities, 
and consequently subjects of Ewnenes, held secret con
ferences with Macedonian deputies at Samothrace. The 
sending of the Rhodian war-fleet had at least tbe aspect of 
a demonstration; a.nd such, certainly, was the object of 
king Perseus, when he exhibited himself and all his army 
before the eyes of the Hellenes under pretext of performing 
a religious ceremony at Delphi. That the king should 
appeal to the support of this national partisanship in the 
impending war, was natural and reasonable. But it was . 
wrong in him to take advantage of the fearful economic 
disorders of Greece for the purpose of attaching to Mace
donia aJl those who desired a revolution in matters of 
property and of debt. It is difficult to form any adequate 
idea of the unparalleled extent to which the commonwealths 
as well as individuals in European Greece (excepting the 
Peloponnesus, which was in a somew hat better position in this 
respect) were involved in debt. Instances. occurred of one 
city attacking and pillaging another merely to get money
the Athenians, for example, thus attacked' Oropus-and 
among the 1Etolians, Perrhrebialls, and Thessalians formal 
battles took place between those that had property and 
those that had none. Under such circumstances the worst 
outrages were perpetrated as a matter of course; among 
the 1Etolians for instance a general amnesty was proclaimed 
and a new treaty of' peace was made solely for the purpose of 
entrapping and putting to death a number of emigrants. 
The Romans attempted to mediate; but their envoys rt:

turned without success, and announced that both parties 
were equally bad and that their animosities were not to be 
restrained. In this case there was, in fact, no other remedy 
than that of the officer and the executioner; sentimental 
Hellenism began to be as repulsive; as from the. first it had 
been ridiculous. Yat king Perseus Bought to gain the sup-

I 
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port of this party, if it deserve to be called such-of people 
who had nothing, and least of all an honourable name, to 
lose-and not only issued edicts in favour of Macedonian 
bankrupts, but also caused placards to be put up at Lacisa, 
Delphi, arid Delos, which summoned all Greeks that were 
exiled on account of political or other offences or on ac
count of their debts to come to Macedonia and to expect 
full restitution of their former honours and estates. As 
'may easily be supposed, they came; the social revolution 
smouldering throughout northern Greece now broke out 
into open flame, and 'the national-social party there sent to 
Perseus for help. If Hellenic nationality was to be saved 
by such means, the question might well be asked, with all 
respect for Sophocles and Phidias, whether the object was 
worth the cost. . . 

The senate· saw that it had delayed too long already, and Rupture 
that it was time to put an end to such' proceedings. The with Per
ex(>ulsion of the' Thracian chieftain A brupolis who was in BeUS. 

alliance with the Romans, and the alliances of Macedonia 
with the Byzantines, ..Etolians, and some of the Breotian 
cities, were equally violations of the peace of 557, and suf- 197. 
ficed for the official war-manifesto: the real ground of war 
was, that Macedonia was seeking to convert her formal 
sovereignty into a real one, and to supplant Rbme in the 
protectorate of the Hellenes. Even in 581 the Roman- 173. 
envoys at the Achrean diet stated pretty plainly, that an 
alliance with Perseus was equivalent to casting off the 
alliance of Rome. In 582 king Eumenes came in person 172. 
to Rome with a long list of grievances and laid open to the 
senate the whole situation of affairs: upon which the senate 
unexpectedly in a secret sitting resolved on an immediate 
declaration of war, and furnished the ports of Epirus with 
garrisons. For form's sake ·a1;l embassy was sent to Mace-
donia, but its message was of such a nature that Perseus, 
perceiving that he could not recede, replied that he was 
ready to conclude with Rome a new alliance on really equal 
terms, but that he looked upon the treaty of 557 as can- 197. 
celled; and he bade the envoys leave the kingdom within 
three days. Thus war was practically declared. This was 
in the autumn of 582. Perseus, had he wished, might have 172. 
occupied all Greece and brought the Macedonian party 
everywhere to the helm, and he might perhaps have crushed 
the Roman division of 5000 men stationed under Gnreus 
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Sicinius at Apollonia and opposed the landing of the Ro
mans. But the king, who already began to tremble at the 
serious aspect of affairs, engaged in discussions with the 
consular Quintus Marcius Philippus, with whom he stood 
in relations of hospitality, as to the frivolousriess of the 
Roman declaration of war, and allowed himself to be in
duced in this way to postpone the attack and once more to 
make an effoM; for peace with Rome: to which the senate, as 
might have been expected, only replied by the dismissal or" 
all Macedonians from Italy and the embarkation of the 
legions. Senators of the older school no doubt censured 
the "new wisdom" of their colleague, and his un-Roman 
artifice; but the object was gained a~d the winter passed 
away without any movement on the part of Perseus. The 
Roman diplomatists made all the more zealous use of the 
interval to deprive Perseus of any support in Greece. They 
were sure of the Actueans. Even the patriotic party among 
them-who had neither agreed with those social movements, 
nor had manifested aught more than a longing after a pru
dent neutrality-had no idea of throwing themselves into the 
arms of Perseus; and, besides,' the opposition party there 
had now been brought 'by Roman influence into power, and 
attached itself absolutely to Rome. The 1Etolian league 
had asked aid from Perseus in its internal troubles; but 
the new straiegl1,s, Lyciscus, chosen under the eyes of the 
Roman ambassadors, was more of a Roman partisan than the 
Romans themselves. Among the Thessalians also the Roman 
party retained the ascendancy. Even the Breotians, old par
tisans as they were of Macedon, and sunk in the utmost 
financial disorder, had not in their collective capacity 
declared openly for Philip; nevertheless at least two of 
their cities, Haliartus and Coronea, had of their own accord 
entered into engagements .with Perseus. ' Wben on the 
complaint of the Roman envoy the government of the 
Breotian confederacy communicated to him the position of 
things, he declared that it would best appear which cities 
adhered to Rome and which dm. not, if they would severally 
pronounce their decision in his· presence; and thereupon 
the Breotian confederacy fell at once to pieces. It is not 
true that the great structure of Epaminondas was destroyed 
by the Romans; it actually collapsed before they touched 
it, and thus indeed became the prelude to the dissolution 
of the other still more firmly consolidated leagues of Greek 
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cities. - With the forces of the :Salotian towns friendly to 
Rome the Roman envoy Publius Lentulus laid siege to 
Haliartus, even before the ltoman fleet appeared in the 
.£~pan. 

Chulcis was occupied with Achrean, and the province of Prepara
Orestis with. Epirot, forces: the' fortresses of the Dassa- tions for 
retal and llIyrians on the west frontier of Macedonia were war. 
occupied by the troops of GDieus Sicinius j and, as soon as 
the navigation was resumed, Larisa received a garrison of 
2UOO.men. Perseus durin~ all this remained inactive and 
had not a foot's breadth 01 land beyond his own territor" 
wh~n in the sprin/!" or according to the official calendar III 

.J une, of 583, the Roman legions landed on the west coast. It 171. 
is doubtful whether Perseus would have found alIiesof any 
mnrk, even had he shown as much energy as he displayed re
missness j but, as circumstances stood, he remained of course 
completely isolated, and 'his prolonged attempts at prose
lytism led, for the time at least, to no result. Carthage, 
Genthius of IIIyria, Rhodes and, the free cities of Asia 
l\1inor, and even Byzantium hitherto so very friendly with 
Perseul, offered to the Romans vessels of :war i which they, 
however, declined. Eumenes put his land army and his 
ships on a war footing. Ariarathes king ot' CapPlldocia. 
!lent hO!itages, unsolicited, to Rome. The brother-in-law of 
Perseus, Prusias II. king of Bithynia., remained neutral. 
No one IItirred in all Greece. Antiochus IV. king of Syria, 
designated in courtly style" the God, the brilliant bringer 
of victory," to distinguish him from his father the" Great," 
bestirred himself, but only to wrest the Syrian coast during 
this war from the entirely impotent Egypt. 

But, though Perseus stood almost alone, he was no con- Beginning 
temptible antagonist. Ris army numbered 43,000 men j of of the war. 
these 21,000 were phalangites, and 4,000 Macedonian and 
Thracian cavalry; the rest were chiefly mercenaries. The 
whole force of the Romans in Greece amounted to between 
30,000 and 40,000 Italian troops, besides more than 10,000 
men belonging to N umidian, J.igurian, Greek, Cretan, and 

. especially Pergamene contingents. To these was added the 
fleet, which numbered only 40 decked vessels, as there was no 
fleet of the enemy to oppose it-Perseus, who had been pro-

• The legal dissolution Of the Ila!otian confederacy, however, took place 
not at thi. time, but afuor the destruction of Corinth (Pau68ll. vii. 14,4; 
.vi. 6). 
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hibited from building ships of war by the treaty '"ith Rome, 
was just erecting docks at Thessalonica-but it had on board 
10,000 troops, as it WIUI destined chiefly to co-operate in 
sieges. The fleet was comlllandt'd by Gaius Lucretius, the 
land army by the consul, Publius Licinills Crassus. 

TheRomans The consul left II strong division in lllyria to harass Ma
invade cedonia frOln the west, while with the main force he started, 
Thessa1y. lUI usual, from Apollonia for Thessaly. Perseus did not 

think of disturbing their arduous march, but contented him
self with advancing into Perrbrebia and occupying the nearest 
fortresses. He awaited the enemy at Ossa, and not fllr from 
Larisa the first conflict took place between the cavalry.and 
light troops on botb sides. The Romans were decidedly 
beaten. Cotys with the 'l'hracian horse had defeated and 
broken the Italian, and Perseus with his l\Iacedoninn horse 
the Greek. cavalry; the Romans had 2000 foot and 200 horse
men killed, and 600 horsemen made prisoners, and might 
deem themselves fortunate in being allowed to cross the 
Peneius without hindrnn&e. Perseus employed the victory 
to ask peace on the same terms which Philip had obtained: 
he WIUI ready .even to pay the same sum. The Rolllans re
fused bis request: they never concluded peace after a defeat. 
and in this case the conclusion of peace would certainly have 
been followed by the loss of Greece. 

Their In The wretched Roman commander, however, knew not how 
III\d nnsne- or where to attack i the army marched to and fro in Thessaly, 
cess(ul without accomplishing anything of importanl'tl. Perseus 
m:::~ til might have assumed the ofiimsive; he saw that the Romans 
:., •• 0 e were badly led and dilatory; the news had passed like wild-

fire through Greece, that the Greek army had been bri!- . 
liantly viotorious in the first engll!-.-remeut; a second victory 
might lead to Il gelleral rising ot'the patriot party, Ilnd, by 
commencing a guerilla 1I'arf:u-e, might produce inclllclllllble 
results. But Perseus, while a good soldier. WIlS not a 
general like his fllther; he had made his {lreparations for 
a defensive war, and, when things took a dltlerent turn, he 
felt himself lUI it were paralymed. He made an impor
tant IIUccesS, which the Romans obtained in a secoud cavalry. 
combat near Phalanna, a pretext for reverting, as is the 
habit of narrow and obstinate men, to his first piau /Uld 
evacuating'l'hessaly. This was of course equivalent to re
nouncing all idea of a Hellenic insurrection: what might 
have been attained by a different course was shown by the 
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fact that, notwithstanding what had occurred, the Epirot8 
changed sides. After this nothing serious was accomplished 
on either side. Perseus subdued king Genthius, chastised· 
the- Dardani. and, by means of f;otys, expelled froIp Thrace 
the Thracians friendly to Rome and the Pergamene troops. 
On the other hand the Roman army of the west took some 
Illyrian towns, and the consul busied himself in clearing 
Thessaly ohhe Macedonian garrisons and making Bure of the 
turbulent £tolians and Acarnanians by occupying Ambracia. 
But the heroic courage of the Romans was most severely 
felt by the two unhappy Breotian towns which took part 
with Perseus; Haliartus was captured by the Roman admiral, 
Gaius Lucretius, and the inhabitants were sold into slavery; 
Coronea was treated in the same manner. by the consul 
Crassu8 in spite of its capitulation. Never had a Roman 
army exhibited such wretched discipline as the force under 
these commanders. They had 80 disorganized the army that, 
even· in the' next campaign of 58i, the new con~ul Aulus 170. 
HostiliuB could not think of undertaking anything serious 
especially as the new admiral Lucius Hortensius showed 
himself to be as incapable and unprincipled as his prede
cessor. His Heet visited the town8 on the Thracian coast 
without result. The western army under Appins Claudius, 
wh08e head-quarters were at Lychnidus in the territory of 
the Dasssretle, sustained one defeat after another: after an 
expedition to Macedonia had been utterly unsuccessful, the 
king in turn towards the beginning of winter assumed the 
aggressive with the troops which were no longer needed on 
the south frontier in consequence of the deep snow blocking 
up all the passes, took from Appius numerous places and a. 
multitude of prisoners, and entered into cOnnections with 
king Genthius; he was able in fact to attempt an invasion 
of ..£tolia, while Appiu8 allowed him"self to be once more de
feated in EpiruB by the garrison of a. fortress which he had 
vainly besieged. The Roman main army made two attempts 
to penetrste into Macedon: first, over the Cam bunlan 
mountains, and then through the Thessalian pa.sses; but 
they were negligently planned, and both were repulsed by 
Perseus. . 
• The COil suI employed bimsl'lf chiefly in the reorganization Abuses in 
of the army-a. work which was above all things needful, but the army. 
which required a sterner man and an officer of greater mark. 
Discharges and furloughs might be bought, and therefore the 
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divisions were n'ever up to their full numbers; the men were 
put into quarters 'in summer, and, as the officers plundered 
on a great, the common sold~rs plundered on a'small, scale. 
Friendly. peoples were subjected to the most shameful suspi
cions: for instance, the blame of the disgraceful defeat at 
Lama was imputeli ttl the pretended treachery of the lEto
lian cavalry, and, what was hitherto unprecedented, its officers 
were sent to be criminally tried at Rome; and the ~folossians 
in Epirus were forced by false suspicions into actual revolt. 
The allied states hadwar-contributions imposed upon them 
as if they had been conquered, and if they appealed to the 
Roman senate, their citizens were executed or sold into 
slavery:, this was done, for instance, at Abdera:and similar 
outrages were committed at Chalcis. The senate interfered in 
earnest; it enjoined the liberation of the unfortunate Coro
neans and Ahderites, and forbade the Roman magistrates 
to ask contributions from the allies without leave of the 
senate. Gaius L]lcretius was unanimously condemned by 
the burgesses. But such steps could not alter the fact, that the 
military result of these two campaigns had been null, while 
the political result had been a foul stain on the Romans, 
whose extraordinary successes in the East were based in no 
small degree on their reputation for moral purity and sound
'ness as compared with, the scandals of Hellenic adminis
tration. Had Philip commanded instead of Perseus, the 
war would probably have begun with the destruction of the 
Roman army and the defection of most of the Hellenes; but 
Rome was fortunate enough to be constantly outstripped in 
her blunders by her antagonists. ' Perseus was content with 
entrenching himself in Macedonia-which towards the south 
and west forms a true mountain fortress-as it were in a be-
leaguered town. ' , 

Marcin. en- The third commander-in-chief also, whom Rome sent to 
ters [169. Macedonia in 585, Quintus Marcius Philippus, already 
~.cedo~~ mentioned as having had a hospitable connection wit~ the 
~::~ e king, was riot at all equal to his far from easy task. He was 
Tempe. ambitious and enterprising, but a bad officer. His hazard-

ons scheme of crossing Olympus by the pass of Lapathus 
westward of Tempe, leaving behind one division to f3{'e the 
garrison of the palls, and making his way with his main forca 
through impracticable defiles to Herac1eum, was not justified 
by the fact of its success. Not only might a handful of reso-

, lute men have blocked up the route, in which case no retreat 
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eoUId be thought of; but even after the passage, when he 
stood with the Macedonian main f01'(."8 m front and the 
strongly fortified mountain-fortre&sea of Tempe and Lapa
thus behind him, .wedged into a narrow plain on the sea
Bhore and without supplies or the possibility of foraging for 
them, his position was no less desperate than wht'n, in his 
first consulate, he had allowed himself to be similarly sur
rounded in the Ligurian defiles which thenceforth bore his 
name. But as accident saved him then, so the incapacity of 
Pt'rseus saved him now. As if he could not comprehend the 
idea of defending himst'lf against the Romans otherwise than 
by the blockading of the passes, he strangely gal"e himself 
Ol"er as lost as soon as he 88W the Romaus on the Mace
donian side of them, fled in all hllSte to Pydna, and ordered 
his ships to be burnt and his treasures to be sunk. But even 
this voluntary retreat of the Macedonian army did not rescne 
the consul from his painful position. He adl"anced, indeed, 
without hindrance, but he was obliged, after four daJ1!' march, 
to turn back for want of provisions; and, when the king 
came to his senses and returned in all haste to resume the 
position which he had abandoned, the Roman army would 
baye been in great danger, had not the impreguable Tempe 
surrendered at the right moment and handed over its rich 
stores to the enemy. The communication ;with the south 
was by this means secured to the Roman army; but Perseus 
had strongly barricaded himself in his former well-chosen 
position on the bank of the little river Elpius, and t4ere 
checked the further ad,-ance of the Romans. So the Roman The armies 
army remained, during the rest of the summer and the win- on ~ 
ter, hemmed in in the furthest corner of Thessaly ; and, while E1pms. 
the crossing of the passes was certainly a success and the 
first substantial one in the war, it was dU$! not to the ability 
of tbe Roman, hut to the blundering of the Macedonian, 
general. The Roman fleet in vain attempted the capture of 
Demetrias, and performed no exploit whatever. The light 
ships of Perseus boldly cruised between the Cyclades, pro-
tected the corn-vessels destined for Macedonia, and attacked 
the transports of the enemy.. With the western army mat-
tera were still worse: Appius Claudius could do nothing 
with his reduced division, and the contingent which he asked 
from Achaia was. prevented from coming to him by tho 
i:::sy of the consul. Moreover, Genthius had allowed 

- lf to be bribed by Perseus with the promise of a great 
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sum of money to break with Rome, and to imprison the Roman 
envoys; whereupon the frugal king deemed it superfluous 
to pay the money which he had promised, since Genthius 
was now certainlY,compelled, independen~ly of it, to substi
tute an attitude of decided hostility towards Rome for 
the ambiguous position which he had hitherto maintained. 
Accordingly the Romans had a further petty war by the side of 
the great one, which had already lasted three years. In fact 
had Perseus been able to part with his money, he might 
easily have aroused enemies still more dangerous to the 
Romans. A Celtic host under Clondicus-20,OOO men, half 
horse half foot.,.-()ffered to take service with him in Mace
doniaitself; but they could not agree as to the pay. In Hellas 
too there was such a ferment, that a guerilla warfare might 
easily have been kindled with a little ,dexterity and a full 
exchequer; but, as Perseus had no desire to give and the 
Greeks did nothing gratuitously, the land remained quiet. 

At length the Romans resolved to send the proper man to 
Greece. This was Lucius ..Emilius Paullus, son of the consul 
of the same name that fell at Cannre; a man of ancient 
lineage but of humble means, and' therefore not so successful 
in,the comitia as on the battIe-field, where he had remarkably 
distinguished himself in Spain and still more so in Liguria. 
The people elected him for the second time consul in the 

168. year 586 on account of his merits-a course which was at 
that time rate and exceptional. He was in all respects the 
fitting man: an excellent general of the old school, strict as 
respected both himself and his troops, and, n~twithstanding 
his sixty years, still hale and vigorous; an incorruptible 
magistrate-" one of the few Romans of that age to whom 
one conld not offer money," as a contemporary says of him
and a man of Hellenic culture, who, when commander-in
chief, embraced the opportunity of travelling through Greece 
to inspect its works of art. 

Perseus is As soon as the new general arrived in the camp at Hera
driven batk cleum, he gave orders for the ill·guarded pass at Pythium to 
to Pydna. be surprised by Publius N asica, while skirmishes between the 

Battle of 
Pydna •• 

168. 

outposts occupied the IIttentiQn of the Macedonians in the 
channel of the river Elpius; thf? enemy was thus turned, and 
was obliged to retreat to Pydna. There, on the Roman 4th 
ot' September, 586, or on the 22nd of June of the Julian 
calendar-an eclipse of the moon, which a scientific Roman 
officer announced beforehand to the army that it might not 
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be regarded 8.8 a bad omen, affords in thil! case the means 
of aetermining the date-the outposts accidentially fell into 
contlict as they were watering their horses aft,r midday; 
and both sides determined at once to give the battle, 
which it was originally. intended to postpone till the fol-

. lowing day. Passing through the ranks in person, without 
.helmet or shield, the grey-headed Roman general arranged 
hiiS men. Scarce were they in position, when the formidable 
phalaux assailed them; the general himself, who had lI"it
DeBsed many a hard fight, afterwards acknowledged that he 
had trembled. The Roman vanguard dispersed; a Prelignian 
cohort was overthrown and almost annihila1:ed; the legions 
themselves hurriedly retreated till they reached a hill close 
upon the Ruman camp. Here the fortune of the day changed. 
The uneven ground and the hurried pursuit had disordered 
the rank. of the phalanx; the Romans in single cohorts en
tered at every gop, and attacked it on the flanks and in 
rear; the l\Iacedollian cavalry which alone could have ren
dered aid lodked calmly ori, and soon tIed in a body, the king 
among the foremost; and thus the fate of Macedonia was 

. decided in lcss than an hour. The 3000 select phalangites 
allowed themselveB to be cut down to a man; as if the pha-
lanx, which fought its last great battle lit Pydns, had wished 
itself to perish there. The overthrow W8.8 fearful; 20,000 
l\JacedoDlans lay on the field of battle, 11,000 were prisoners. 
The war was at an end,on the fifteenth day after PaulIus had 
assumed the command; aUl\Jacedonia submitted in two days. 
The king fled with hiB gold-he still had more than 6000 
talents (£1,464,000) in his chest--to Samothrace, accom-
panied by a few faithful attendants. But he himself put 
to death one of these, Evander of Crete, who was to be 
called to account a8 instigator of the attemI,>ted assassination 
of Eumenes ; and then his pages and remainmg comrades also 
deserted him. }'or a moment he hoped that the right of 
asylum would protect him; but he 800U perceived that he W8.8 

clinging to a straw. An attempt to take flight to COty8 failed. 
So be wrote to the consul; but the letter was not received, 
because he designated himself in it 88 king. He recogpized Perl.WI 
his fat~, and surrendered to the Romans at discretion with ~.n 
his children and his treasures, pUHillanimous and weepiDg so prlBOner. 
8.8 to di~gu8t even his conquerors. With a grave satisfac-
tion, aud with thoughts turnillg rather on the mutability 
of fortune than on his own present success, the consul re-
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reired the most illlll>-tnous Clptit-e whom Boman general had 
eTel' brouglft home. Perseus died a few years after, as a 
state prisoner, u Alba on the Fucine lake;- his S<ln in after 
years t.':lnled • liling 'in the same Italian country t01rll as • 
clerk. 

Thus perished the empire of Aleundt'r the Great • .-hich bad 
subdut'd and Hellenized the wt, III l"ears after his death. • 

That the trs"oedy, mOh'Ol"er. might not be without its a~ 
companiment of filrce, at the same time the 'ltar a!!1linst 
Genthius, king of Illyria. ..-as also Ix>gun and ended til" the 
pITtor Lucius Anicius within thirty days. The piratiCli 1I.et't 
1r"lI8 taken, the Clpital &'Odra 1r"lI8 Clptnre<l. and the ~o 
l.in","'S, the.beir of Alexander the Great and the heir of Pleu
ratus, entered Borne side by side as priso~ 

The I!<"WIte had resolred that the peril. which the unsea
souable gentlales8 of Flamininus had brought on Bome. 
should not recur. ~onia..-as abolished. At a con
ferenre d ..\mphipolis on the Strymon the &man commis
sion ordained. thai thatrompact., thoroughly mons.rc hiol. and 
united state sboulJ. be broken up into four rt>publican feGera-

. tin? lea,,"lles mouldt'd on the system of the Greek confedera
cie-s. TiL. that of Amphipolis in the e&$tem pronnct'S, tbat 
of Th •. 's."aloniOl ,nth the Cbalcidian peninsula, that of Pella 
on the frontiers of Tbt>s.-s3ly, and that of Peia,,"Onia in the in
terior. I.nt~""t'S bt-tiTt't.'n persons belou"..mg to ditTt'l'l'nt 
conft'del'llcies ...-ere to be invalid, and no one might be • fre.e... 
holder in more than one of them. All ,.-ho bad beld ofliC't' un
der the king, as ,.-ell as their gr'01rll-Up S<lDs, ~ert> obli~ to 
lea~ the country and pl"OO.'t'd to Italy on pam of dl'llth; he 
Romans still dreaded. and ..nth ft"UOD, the throbbings of 
the ancient lonltv _ IDe common lawlUld the former consti
tution otbennse remained in force; the magistrates were of 
course nominated by communal election, and the pa,.-er in 
the communes as well as in the confederacies 1r"lI8 plaC't'd in the 
hands of the nobles. The royal domains IUld royalties were 
not granted to the confederacies, and these were sp<'('~ally 
prohibited from If"orking the gold IUld silTel' mines, a chief 
S<llll're of the national ... t>alth ; but in 5(16 thfoy...-ere a"."llin per
mitted to work at least the sih-er-m.ines. t The imporutlon of 

• Tile stJory, thd tM R. ....... ill ......... at -.. to koep tM J""ODl • 
.. hit-h W ~ ...... his li~ ud Ie &an.,..", ......... _ him, pal him to death 
by "",,"yD>g hi. of *'p. is ftI1aiDly • "hie. 

t Tile ota_ of l~ that tM~ mills 'nft ~ 
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salt, and the exportation I)ftimber for ship-building, were pro
hibited. The land-tax, hitherto paid to the king, ceased, and 
the confederacies and communitil'8 were left; to tax them-

• selves ; but these had to pay to Rome half of the former 
land-tax, according to a rate fixed once for all, amount
ing in all to 100 talents annunlly (£24,400).· The whole 
land was for ever disarmed, and the fortre!!8 of Demetria!! was 
razed; on the northern frontier alone a chain of posts was 
to be retained to guard against th., incursions of the bar
barians. Of the arms giveJl up, the copper shields were 
sent to Rome, and the rest were burnt. 

The &mans gained their object. The lIacedonian lanel 
still on two occasions took np arms at the CAll of prinCl'fl of 
the old reigning bouse; but otherwise from that time" to the 
present day it has remained without a history. " 

JUyria was trl'flted in a similar way. The kingdom of llIY'ia 
Genthius was split up into three small free states. There too brok.,.. op. 
the freeholders paid the half of the former land-tax to their 
new masters., with the exception of the towns, which had 
adhered to Home IUId in return obtained exemption from the 
tax-an exception which there was no opportunity to make 
in the case of Macedonia. The lllyrian piratic Heet was 
confiscated, and presented to the more reputable "Greek 
communities along that coast. The "constant annoyances, 
which the IlIyriaus inflicted on their neighbours by means 
of their corsairs, were in this way put an end to, at least for 
a lengthened period. " 

Cotys in Thrace, who was difficult to be reached, and con- Cotys. 
, 

in 596, ~in's ita more eDel int.-rpretatioo by means of the coiDs. 50 gold 158. 
coins of tbe foor lIacNoni .. are enant; eith.r tberefore the gold·mines J&o 

ma.mod clOIed, or the gold extracted was oonyerted into ban. On the other 
hand th .... certaioly nist silver coillll of lfacodonia prima (Ampbipoli» in 
.. bid. di.<trid the .ilyer-mioes were oituated. ."or the brief period. duriog 
.. iUcb tb.y must baTe been ofruc:k (596-00&). the bomber of them is .-.mark- 158-1016-
ably groat, ana pron. either that the mines .... re ,.ery energetically wrougbt, 
or tbot the old royal money .... """;ned in large qoantity. 

• The statement that tho lIacedooian eoJIUoen"ealth ...... "relioyed of 
eeignorW impostuod w ... " by the Romans (Polyb. unii.4) does Dot n ...... 
..nly reqoire ... to assome. ouboequeot rPIIlission or these taxes: it is 00£
/iciont, fur the explanation of Polybi",,' words, lo-a!>;ome that the bitherto 
... ignorW t:u: DO" became a public one. The continuance of tb. oonstitotion 
gr..nted to the provin<e of lkloodonia by Paollua down to at least tbe 
Augu ...... age (Liv. "Iy. 32; Justin :uziii. :l), woolJ, it is Ime, be eompatihle 
aJ... with the mnission of the taxes. 
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venient for use against Eumenes, obtained pardo;n, and re
ceived back .his captive son. 

Thus the affairs of the north were settled, and Macedonia 
also was at last released from the yoke of monarchy. In. 
fact Greece was more free than ever; ther.e no longer existed 
anwhere.in it a. king. 

Humiliation But the Romans did not confine themselves to cutting the 
of the nerves and sinews of Macedonia. The senate resolved at 
Greeks in once to render all the Hellenic states, friend and foe, for 
gell~. ever ihcapable of harm, and to reduce al1 of them alike to 

the same humble state of dependence. The course pursue~ 
may itself admit of justification; but the mode, in which it was 
carried out in the case of the more powerful of the Greek 
dependent states, was unworthy of a great power, and showed 
that the epoch of the Fabii and the Scipios was at an end. 

Course pur- The state most affected by this change in the position of 
sued with parties was the kingdom of' the Attalids, which had been 
Pergamus. created and fostered by Rome to keep Macedonia in check, 

and which now f after the destruction of Macedonia, was in 
fact no longer needed. . It was not easy to find a tolerable 
pretext for depriving the prudent and considerate Eu
menes of his privileged position, and allowing him to fall into 
disgrace.: All at once, about the time when the Romans 
were encamped at Heraeleum, strange reports were circu
lated regarding him-that he was in secret intercourse with 
Perseus; that his fleet had been suddenly, as it were, wafted 
away; that 500 talents· had been offered for his non-partici
pation in the cainpaign and 1500 for· his mediation to pro
cure peace, and that the agreement had only broken down 
through the avarice of Perseus. As .to the Pergamene fleet, 
the king, after having paid his respects to the consul, went 
home with it at the same time that the Roman fleet went into 
winter quarters. The story about c~rruption was as certainly 
a fable as any newspaper canard of the present day; for that 
tbe rich, cunning, and consistent Attalid, who had primarily 
occasioned the breach betweeuRome and Macedon by his jour-

172. ney in 582 and had been on that account wellnigh assassinated 
by thi.l banditti of Perseus, should-at the moment when the 
real difficulties of the war were overcome and its final issue, 
if ever seriously doubted at all, was doubtful no longer-have 
sold to the instigator of his murder his share in the spoil for 
a. few talents, and should have perilled the work of long 
years for so pitiful a consideration, may be set down not 
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merely as a fabrication, but as a very silly one. That no 
proof was found either in the papers of Perseus or else
where, is sufficiently certain;" for even the Romans did not 
venture to express those suspicions aloud. But they gained 
their object. . Their intentions were shown in the behaviour 
of the great men in Rome towards Attalus, the brother of 
Eumenes, whl? had commanded the Pergamene auxiliary 
troops in Greece. Their brave and faithtul comrade was 
received in Rome with open arms and invited to ask not for 
his brother, but for himself-the senate would be glad t,o 
give him a kingdom of his own. Attalus asked nothing but 
lEnus and ~1aronea. The senate thought that this was 
only a preliminary request, and granted it with great polite
ness. But when he took .his departure without having 
made any further demands, and the senate came to peroeive 
that the reigni,ng family in Pergamus did not live on such 
terms with each other as were usual in princely houses, 
lEnus and Maronea were deolared free oities. The Perga
menes obtained not a single foot of territory out of the spoil 
-of Macedon; if after the victory over Antiochutl the Romans 
had still saved forms as respected Philip. they were now dis
posed to hurt and to hlhciliate. About this time the senate 
appears to have declared Pamphylia, for ·the possession of 
which Eumenes and Antiochus had hitherto contended, in
dependent. What was of more importance. the Galatians 
(who had been substantially in the power of Eumenes, ever 
since he had expelled the king of Pont us by force of arms 
from Galatia and had on making peace extorted from him 
the promise that he would maintain no further communi
cation with the Galatian princes), now, reckoning beyond 
doubt on the variance that had taken place between Eumenes 
and the Romans, if not directly instigated by the latter, rose 
against Ellmenes, overran his kingdom, and brought him into 
great danger. Eumenes besought the mediation of the 
Romans; the Roman envoy declared his readiness to me-

" diate. but thought it expedient that Attains, who commanded 
the Pergamene army, should not accompany him lest the bar
barians might be put in ill humour. Singularly enough, he 
accomplished nothing; in fact, he told on his return that 
his mediation had only exasperated the barbarians. No long 

,time elapsed before the independence of the Galatians was 
expressly recognized and guaran~d by the senate. Eumen~1!I 
determined to proceed to Rome m person, and to plead hiS 

VOL. II. ·x 
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cause in the senate. But the latter, as if troubled by an evil 
conscience, suddenly decreed that in future no kings should 
be allowed to come to Home; and despatched a qUlPstor to meet 
him at Brundisium, to lay before him this decree of the senate, 
to ask him what he wanted, and to hint to him tbat they would 
be glad to hear of. his speedy departure. The king was long 
silent; at length be said that he desired nothing further, and 
re-embarked. He saw how matters stood: the epoch of 
half-powerful and half-free alliance was at an end; that of 
impotent subjection had begun. 

Humiliation Similar treatment befel the Rhodians. They bad been a 
M rJlod.... singularly favoured people: their relation to Home 85-

sumed the form not of symmachy properly so called, but of 
friendship and equality; they were not prevented from 
entering into alliances of. any kind, and they were not 
compelled to supply the Homans with a contingent on de
mand. This very circumstance was probably the real reason, 
why their good understanding with Home had already for 
some time been impaired. The first dissensions with Home 
had arisen ip. consequence of a revolt of the Lycians, who 
were handed" over to Rhodes after the defeat of .A.ntiochus. 

178. Their tyrannical masters (576) cruelly reduced them to 
slavery as revolted subjects; the Lycians, however, asserted 
that they were not subjects but allies of Rhodes, and pre
vailed with this plea in the Homan senate which was in
vited to settle the doubtful meaning of the instrument of 
peace. But in this result a justifiable sympathy lIith the 
victims of grievous oppression had perhaps the chief share ; 
at least nothing further was done on the part of the Homans, 
who left this as well as other Hellenic quarrels to take 
their course. \Vhen the war with Perseus broke out, the 
Rhodians, like all other sensible Greeks, viewed it lIith 
regret, and blamed Eumenes in particular as the instigator 
of it, so that his festal embassy was not even permitted to 
be present at the festival of Helios in Rhodes. But this did 
not prevent tbem from adbering to Home and keeping the 
Macedonian party. wbich existed in Rhodes as well as 
ever,ywhere else, aloof from tbe belm of affairs. The pel'-

169. missIOn given to them in 585 to export grain from Sicily 
shows tbe continuance of a good underst.andina with Rome. 
All of a sudden, sbortly before the battle of Py~, Rhodian 
envoys appeared at the Roman bead-quarters and in tbe 
Homan senate, announcing that the Rhodians would DO 
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longer iolerate the war which was injurious to their lIace
donian traffic and the revenues of their 'ports, that they were 
disposed themselves to declare war agamst the party which 
IIhowd refuse to make peace, and that with thl8 view they 
had already concluded an alliance with Crele and with the 
Asiatic cities. Many caprices are possible in a republic 
governed by popular assemblies; but this insane interven
tion on the part of a commercial city-an intervention which 
can only have been resolved on after the fall of the pass of 
Tempe was known at Rhode&-requires special explanation. 
The key to it is furnished by the well· attested account, that 
the consul Quintlll M&rf'ius, that master of the'" new
fashioned diplomacy," had in the camp at Heracleum (and 
therefore after the occupation of the pass of Tempe) loaded 
the Rhodian envoy Agepolis with civilities, and privately 
requested him to mediate a peace. Republican vanity and 
folly did the rest; the Rhodians fancied that the Romans 
had abandoned all hope of success; they were eager to play 
the part of mediator among four great powers at once; 
communications were entered into with Perseus; Rhodian 
envoys lI"ith Macedonian sympathies said more than they 
ahould bave said; and they were caught. The senate, which 
doubtless was itself for the most part unaware of such 
intrigues, heard the strange announcement with natural 
indignation, and was glad of the favourable opportunity to 
humble the haughty merchant city. A warlike prmtOr went 
even 80 far as to propOlle to the people a declaration of war 

. against Rhodes. In vain the Rhodian ambassadors re-
peatedly on their knees adjured the sedate to think of the 
friendbhip of a hundred and forty years rather than of the 
one offence; in vain they sent the heads of the Macedonian 
party to the scaffold or to Rome; in vain they sent a masaive 
wreath of gold in token of their gratitude for the non
declaration of war. The honourable Cato indeed showed 
that the Rhodians had, strictly, committed no offence, and 
asked whether the Romans were desirous to undertake the 
punishment of wishes and thoughts, and whether they could 
blame the nations for being apprehensive that Rome might 
allow herself all licence if she had no longer anyone 
to fear P His words and warnings were in vain. The senate 
deprived the RhodiaInl of their possessions on the mainland, 
which yieldt.>d a yearly produce of 120 talents (£29,280). 
Still heavier were the blows aimed at the Rhodian C( In-
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merce. The prohibition of the import of salt to, and of the 
export of ship-building timber from, Macedonia, appears to 
have been directed against Rhodes. Rhodian commerce 
was still more directly affected by the erection of the free 
port at Delos; the Rhodian customs-dues, which hitherto 
had produced 1,000,000 drach'llUB (£41,100) annually, sank 
in a very brief period to 150,000 drach'llUB (£6180). Thus 
the RhoWans were paralyzed in their freedom of action in 
general and in their liberal and bold commercial policy, and 
the state began to languish. Even the alliance asked for 

164. was at first refused, and was only -renewed in 590 after 
urgent entreaties. The equally guilty, but powerless, Cre
tans escaped with a sharp rebuke. 

Interven- With Syria and Egypt the Romans could go to work more 
tion in the summarily. . War had broken out between them; and Crele
~yro-Egyp- Syria and Palrestina formed once more the subject of dispute. 
tian war. According to the assertion of the Egyptians, those provinces 

had been ceded to Egypt on the marriage of the Syrian 
Cleopatra: this however the court of Babylon, which was 
in actual possession, disputed. Apparently the charging of 
her dowry On the taxes of the Crele-Syrian cities gave occa
sion to the quarrel, and the Syrian side was in the right; 
the breaking out of the war was occasioned by the death of 

173. Cleopatra in 58], with which, at latest, the payments of 
revenue terminated. The war appears to have been begun 
by Egypt; but king Antiochus Epiphanes gladly embraced 
the opportunity of once more-and for the last time-endea
vouring to achieve the traditional aim of the policy of the 
Seleucidre, the acq-disition of Egypt, while the Romans were 
employed in Macedonia. Fortune seemed favourable to 
him. The king of Egypt at that time, Ptolemy VI. Philo
metor, the son of Cleopatra, had hardly passed the age of boy
hood and had wretched advisers; after a great victory o~ the 
Syro-Egyptian frontier, Antiochus was able to advance into 
the territories of his nephew In the same year in which the 

171. legions landed in Greece (583), and soon had the king in 
person in his power •. Matters began to look as if Antiochus 
wished to possess himself of all Egypt in Philometor's 
Jlame; Alexn.ndria accordingly closed its gates against hin1, 
deposed Philometor, and nominated as king in his stead his 
younger brother, Euergetes II., named the Fat. Disturb. 
ances in his own kingdom recalled the Syrian king from 
Egypt; when he returned, he found that the brothers had 
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come to an understanding; and he then continued the war 
against both. Just as he lay before Alexandria, not long 
after the battle of Pydna (586), the Roman envoy Gaius 168. 
Popilliu8, a harsh rude mau, arrived, and intimated to him, 
the orders of the senate that he should restore all that he had 
conquered and should evacuate Egypt within a set term. 
Antiochus asked time for consideration; but the consular 
drew with hi. staff a circle round the king, and bade him 
declare his intentions before he stepped beyond the circle. 
Antiochus replied that he would obey; and withdrew to his 
cRr.ital, that he might there, in his character of "the god, the 
bnlliant bringer of victory," celebrate in Roman fashion his 
conquest of Egypt and parody the triumph of Paullus. 

Egypt voluntarily submitted to the Roman 'protectorate; 
and at the same time the kings of Babylon desisted from 
the last effort to maintain their independence against Rome. 
Like Macedonia in the war waged by Perseus, the Seleucidal 
had made in the war regarding Crele-Syria a final effort to re
cover their earlier power; but it is a significant indication of 
the difference between the two kingdoms, that in the form~ , 
case the legions, in the latter the' abrupt language of a 
diplomatist, decided the controversy. 

In Greece itself, as the two Bwotian cities had already MeasUl'e' 0.1' 
paid more than a sufficient penalty, the Molottians alone security in 
remained to be punished as allies of Perseus. Acting on Greece. 
secret ordera from the Benate, Paullus in one day gave up 
seventy townships in Epirua to plunder, and sold the in
habitants, 150,000 in number, into slavery. The 1Etolians 
lost Amphipolis, and the Acarnanians Leucas, on account of 
their doubtful behaviour; whereas the Athenians, who con-
tinued to play the part of the begging poet in their own 
Aristophanes, not only obtained a gill; of Delos and Lemnos, 
but were not ashamed even to petition for the deserted site 
of Haliartus, which was assigned to them accordingly. 
Thus something was done for the Muses; ,but more had to 
be done for justice. There was a Macedonian party in 
every t'ity, and therefore trials for high treason began in 
all parts of Greece. Whoever had served in Perseus' army, 
was immediately executed; whoever was compromised by 
the papers of the king or the statements of political oppo-
nents who flocked to lodge informations, was despatched to 
Rome; the Achman Callicrstes and the 1Etolian Lyciacus 
distinguished themBelves in the trade of infonnerB. In this 
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way the more conspicuous patriots among the Thessalians, 
lEtolians, Acarnanians, Lesbians and so forth, were re
moved from ,their native land; and, in particular, more than 
a thousand Achreans were thus disposed of-& step taken 
with the view not so much of following out proceedings 
against those who were deported, as of disabling the childish 
opposition of the Hellenes. To the Achreans, who, as 
usual, were not content till they got the answer which they 
anticipated, the senate, wearied by constant requests for the 
commencement of the investigation, at lengt,h roundly de
clared that till further orders the persons concerned were 
to remain in Italy. There they were placed in country 
towns in the interior, and tolerably well treated; but at
tempts to escape were punished with death. The position of 
the former officials removed from Macedonia was, in all pro
bability, similar. This expedient, violent as it was, was still, 
as things stood., themost lenient, and the enraged Greeks of 
the Roman party were far from content with the paucity 
of the executions. Lyciscus had accordinglr deemed it 
proper to have some 500 of the leading men of the lEtolian 
patriotic party slain at the meeting of the diet; the Roman 
commission, which had occasion for the man, suffered the deed 
to pass unpunished, and merely censured the employment 
of Roman soldiers in the execution of such Hellenic justice. 
We may presume, however, that the Romans instituted 
the system of deportation to Italy partly in order to pre
vent such horrors. As in Greece proper there nowhere ex
isted any power so important as even Rhodes or Pergamus, 

. there was no need in its case for any further humiliation; 
the steps taken were taken only in order to the exercise 
of justice-in the Roman sense .of that term-and to the 
prevention of the most scandalous and palpable outbreaks of 
party discord. 

Rome and All the Hellenistic states had thus been completely 8ub
her. depend- jected to the protectorate of Rome, and the whole empire 
eDe.... of Alexander the Great had fallen to the Roman common-

wealth just as if the city had inherited it from his heirs. 
From all sides kings and ambassadors flocked to Rome to 
congratulate her j and they showed that fav.-ning is never 
more abject ~han when kings are in the antechamber. King 
Massinissa, who only desisted. from presenting himself in 
person on being expressly prohibited from doing so, ordered 
his, Bon to declare that he regarded himself as merely the 
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usufructuary, and the Romans as the true proprietors, of his 
kingdom. and that he would always be content with what 
they were willing to leave to him. There was at least 
truth in this. But Prusias king of Bithynia. who had 
to atone for his neutrality, bore oft'the palm in this contest 
of flattery; he fell on his face when he was conducted into 
the senate, and did homage to .. the delivering gods." As. 
he was so thoroughly contemptible, Polybius tells us, they 
gave him a courteous reply, and presented him with the fleet 
of Perseus. . 

The moment was at least well chosen for such homage. 
Polybius dates from the battle of PydD.a the full establish
ment of the universal empire of ROIDe. It was in fact the. 
-last battle, in which a civilized state confronted Rome in 
tbe field on a footing of equality with her as a great power; 
all subsequent struggles were rebellions or wars with 
peoples beyond the pale of the Romano-Greek civilization 
-the barbarians, as they were called. The whole civilized 
world thenceforth recognized in the Roman senate the 
supreme tribunal, whose commissioners decided in the last 
resort between kings and nations; and to acquire its 
language and manners foreign princes and noble youths 
resided in Rome. A palpable and earnest attempt to get 
rid of her dominion was in reality made only once-by the 

• great Mithradates of Pontus. The battle of Pydna, more
over, marks the last occasion on which the senate still ad
hered to the state-maxim, that they should, if possible, 
hold no possessions and maintain no garrisons beyond the 
Italian seas, but should keep the numerous states de
pendent on them in order by a mere political supremacy. 
The aim of their policy was, that these states should neither 
decline into utter weakness and anarchy, as had neverthe
less happened in Greece: nor emerge out of tbeir half·free 
position into complete independence, as Macedonia had at· 
tempted to do not witbout success. No state was to be 
allowed utterly to perish, but no one was to be permitted to 
stand on ita own resourees. Accordingly the vanquished 
foe held at least an equal, often a better, position with the 
Roman diplomatists than the faithful ally; and, while a -
defeated opponent was reinstated, those who attempted to 
reinstate themselves were abased-as th€' 1Etolians, Mace
donia after the Asiatic war, Rhodes, and Pergamus learned 
by experience. But not only did this part of protector soon 
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prove as irksome to the masters as to the servants; the 
Roman protectorate, with its ungrateful Sisyphian toil that 
continually needed to be begun afresh, showed itself to be 
intrinsically untenable. Indications of a change of system, 
and of an increasing disinclination on the part of Rome 
to tolerate by its side intermediate states even in such 
~dep,:ndence as wa~ possible for them! were very clearly 
gIven ill the destruction of the Macedollian monarchy after 
the battle of Pydna. The more and more frequent and more 
and more unavoidable intervention in the internal affairs 
of the small Greek states, in connection with their mis
government and their political and social anarchy; the dis-

The Italian 
and extra
Italian po' 
licyof 
Rome. 

. arming of Macedonia, ,where the northern frontier at any 
rate urgently required a defence different from that of merlJ 
posts; and, lastly, the introduction of the payment of land
tax to Rome from Macedonia and Illyria, were so many 
symptoms of the approaching conversion of the client states 
into subjects of Rome. 

If, in conclusion, we glance back at the career of Rome 
£rom the, union of Italy to the dismemberment of Mace
donia, the universal empire of Rome, far from appearing 
as a gigantic plan contrived and carried out by an insatiable 
thirst for territorial aggrandisement, appears to have been 
a result' which forced itself on the Roman government 
without, and even in opposition to, its wish. It is true' 
that the former view naturally suggests itself. Sallust is 
right when he makes Mithradates say, that the wars of Rome 
with tribes, cities, and kings originated in one and the same 
prime cause, the insatiable longing after dominion and 
riches; but others have erred in giving currency to such a 
judgment-formed under the influence of passion and suc
cess-as an historical fact_ It is evident to every one whose 
observation is not sUl;lerficial, that the Roman government 
during this whole perIOd wished and desired nothing but 
the sovereignty of Italy; that they were simply desirous not 
to have too powerful neighbours alongside of them; and that 
-not out of humanity towards t~19 vanquished, but from the 
very sound view that they ought not to suffer the kernel of 
their empire to be crushed by the shell-they earnestly 
opposed the introduction· first of Africa, then of Greece, 
and lastly of' Asia into the pale of the Roman protectorate, 
till circumstances ill each case compelled, or at least sug
gested with irresistible force, the extension of that pal&, 
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The Romans always asserted that they did not pursue a 
policy of conquest, and that they were always the assailed 
rather than the assailants; and this was something more, at 
any rate, than a mere phrase. They were in fact driven to 
all their great wars with the exceptioll of that concerning 
Sicily,-to those with Hannibal and Antiochus, no less than 
to those with Philip and Perseus-either by a direct aggres
sion or by an unparalleled disturbance of the existing 
political relations; and hence they were ordinarily taken 
by surprise on their outbreak. That they did not after 
victory exhibit the moderation, which they ought to have 
done in the interest, more especially, of Italy itself; that 
the retention of Spain, for instance, the undertaking of the 
guardianship of Africa, and above all the half-fanciful scheme 
of conferring liberty everywhere on the Greeks, were in the 
light of Italian policy grave errors, is sufficiently clear. 
But the causes of these errors were, on the one hand a blind 
dread of Carthage, on the other a still blinder enthusiasm 
for Hellenistic liberty; 80 little did the Romans exhibit 
during this period the lust of conquest, that they, on thtl 
contrary, displayed a very judicious dread of its effects. 
The policy of Rome throughout was not projected by a single 
mighty intellect and bequeathed by tradition from gene
ration to generation; it was the policy of a yery 'able 
but somewhat narrow-minded deliberative assembly, which 
had far too little power of grand combination, and far too 
much of an instinctive desire for the preservation of its 
own commonwealth, to devise projects in the spirit of a Cresar 
or a Napoleon. The universal empire of Rome had its 
ultimate ground in the political development of antiquity 
in general. The ancient world knew nothing of a balance of 
power among nations; and therefore every nation which had 
attained internal unity strove either directly to subdue its 
neighbours, as did the H~llenic states, or at any rate to 
render them innocuous, as Rome did,-an effort, it is true, 
which also issued at last in subjugation. Egypt was perhaps 
the only great power.in antiquity, which seriously pursued 
the system of equilibrium: on the opposite system Seleucus 
and Antigonus, Hannibal and Scipio came into collision. 
And, however melancholy may seem the fact that all th~ 
other richly endowed and highly developed nations of anti
quity had to perish in order to enr~h' a single people, as 
if the ultimate object of their existence had simply been 
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to contribute to the greatness of Italy and to the decay in
volved in that greatness; yet historical justice must ac
knowledge that this result was not produced by the military 
superiority of the legion over the phalanx, but was the 
necessary consequence of the international relations of an
tiquity generally-so that the issue was not decided by 
provoking chance, but was the fulfilment of an ,unchange
able, and therefore endura.ble, destiny. 
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CHAPTER XI. 

THE GOVERNMENT ANI,> THE GOVERNED. 

THE fall of the patriciate by no means divested the Roman Formation 
commonwealth of its aristocratic character. We have already of D~W 
(i. 314) indicated that the plebeian party canied within it p81't.es. 
that character from the first as well as, and in some sense 
still more decidedly than, the patriciate; for, while in the old 
body of burgesses an absolute equality of rights prevailed, 
the new constitution Bet out with a distinction between the 
senatorial houses who were privileged in point of burgess 
rights and of burgess usufructs, and the mass of the other 
citizens. Immediately, therefore, on the abolition of the 
patriciate and the formal establishment of civic equality, a 
new aristocracy and a corresponding opposition were formed; 
and we have already shown how the former engiafted it-
self as it were on the fullen patriciate, and how, accordingly, 
the first movements of the new party of progress were 
mixed up with the last movements of the o\d plebeian opposi-
tion (i. 315). The formation of these new parties began in 
the fitth century, but they assumed their definite shape only 
in the century which followed. The development of this 
change is, /18 it were, drowned amidst the tumult of great 
wars and victories, and the formative process is in this cas~ 
more concealed from our view than in any other in Roman 
history. Like a crust of ice gathering imperceptibly over 
the surface of a stream and imperceptibly restricting it more 
and more, this new Roman aristocracy silently arose; and 
not less imperceptibly, like the concealed current slowly 
swelling beneath, there arose in opposition to it the new 
party of progress. It is very difficult to Bum up in a 
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general historical view the several, individually insi~uifil'81lt, 
traces of these two antagonistic mOn"mt'nts, whit:b do nol 
for the prest'nt culminate in any distinct pra.!ti~·nl catas
trophe. But the ~om hitherto enjoYN m the common
wealth 1InIS nndermmed, and the foundntion for future rel"O
lutions '\nIS laid, during this'epOch; and the ddinl'atiou of 
these as well as of the de\-elopment of Rome in geueral wl)uld 
remain imperfect, if we should fuil to gil"e some idt"a of the 
thickness and strength of that encrusting il'e, and of the 
ft'arful moaning and Cl'B('king that fl)retold the might v break-
ing up which was at hand. • 

Germs of The Roman nobility attached ibelf, in fl)rm, to t'arlier 
!he nobility insti~:aons belongin~ to the times of the patriciate. Pt"fSons :!e... who once had filled tbe higher ordinary magi"tmt'it'S of the 

leo state not only, as a matter of COIll'!le, prsctirollyelljoyt!d 
all alon~ a higher honour, but also had at an early pt'rioo 
certain honorary privileges associated ~th tht'ir position. 
The most ancient of tht"Se \Vas, pt'rhaps, the permission given 
to the descendants of such magistmtes to pl31'e the wax 
im8gt'8 of illustrious ancestors after their dt"nth in the 
family hall, along the wall wht"re the pt"digree was painted, 
and to have these imagt"s carried, on OCl-a&on of tbe dt"ath 
of members of the family, in the fune.ro.l p~"Sion (i. !'!9S). 
To appreciate the importance of this distinction, we must 
recollect that the honouring of inla.,~S WJ1S J't"gardt"d in 
the ltalo-Hcllenic view 8S nnrepubliron, and on thllt 8l't.'Qunt 
the Roman state-poli~'6 did nllt at all tolerate the exhibition 
of statues of the lhina , and strictly superintended that 
of statues of the dt'ad. 'Vith this pril"ill'ge were Msocisted 
various external insignia, ~t"rved by law or custom for such 
magistrates and their descendants; the stripe of purple on 
the tnnic and the ~d fiD~r-riD~ or the men, the sih-er-
mOlIDted housings 01 the youths, tbe purple bortit"r on the 
IvgG and the golden amult't-case of the lloys·-tritling mat-

• All th ... insignia prohobl,. boIoo~ .t fin;t onl,. to the nobility r.ftl~r. 
L .. to the "l!""le d""""ndnnts o( eurule ~strat ... ; altho"!.-h, all .... th" 
lDlUIDor of .u~h doooratioos, all of th~m in cou .... of ti_ ~ omnd..t t". 
wider cirrI.. This QUI bot ,listiodl,. pro ...... in the rase of tho g..1.! ting.oN'in~. 
which in the Iltlh centurY was worn onl" by the nobilit" (Ph ... H. .Yo, xniii. 
1, 18), in the sixth broTery sonator and _tor's SOD (Li ... un. 1I6\. in the 
&e1'ellth b,. enry one ot' eqllf«trian rank, und.,.. the etnllire hy ~""ry' "'.e 
who,"," o( (ree birth. &> also with the sil ...... hOllsiojl!'. which still. in the 
oecond Punic ....... (onn'" .. hodge of the nobility al,_'(Uv. nvi. 3t»; aDd 
wi~ the purple border of the ~ whicll d lim 11'&$ ~Itd onl,. to the 
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tel'S, but still important in a community where civic ~uality 
in external appearance W88 80 strictly adhered to (i. 313). 
and where, even during the second Punic war, a burgess W88 

arrested and kept for years in prison because he had ap
peared in public, in a manner not sanctioned by law, with a 
garland of ro8es upon his head.· 
The~ distinctions probably already existed in the main Patricio

in the time of the patrician government, and, 80 long 88 ple~'Ul 
noble and non-noble families were distinguished within the IIObility. 
patriciate, Ben-ed 88 external insignia for the former. But 
they only acquired political importance in consequence of 
the change of constitution in 387, by which the plebeian 367. 
familiea that attained the consulate were placed on a footing 
of ~ual privilege with the patrician families, all of whom 
were now probably entitled to carry images of their ancestors. 
Moreover, it W88 now settled that the offices of state. to 
which these hereditary privileges were attached, should in-
clude neither the lower nor the extraordinary magistracies 
Dor the' tribnnate of the plebs, but merely the consulship, the 
pl'8ltol'l1hip, which stood on the same level with it (i. 306). 
and the curule ledileship, which bore a part in the adminis
tration of public justice and consequently in the exercise 
of the 80vereign powers of the state. t Although this plebeian 

...... of curul. magistrat.., tb..o to the &ODS of eqoit.., aft.enrards to thooe or 
all freebo ... p""""" lastly (:ret aa ...,.lyaa the time or the ........t Punic 
war) even to the 8008 of (.-lmen (Macroh. Sal. i. 6). The purple strip" 
(a.-.) on the tunic caD ooly he sho ..... to have been a badge of the senators 
UId eq WI .... the former .....nng it broad, the 1a,IeO' narrow: in like manner 
the goldeo amolekue (btdla) is ooly meotionod IS 8 badge of the children of 
...... ton in the time of the III!CIIIld Punic w ... (Macroh. l. c.; Liv. DYi. 36), 
in that of CiceJo aa the hadge of the children of the equestrian Older (Cic. 
V ...... i. 58, 152), whereaa children of inferior rank wore the leathern 

IIIDOItt (I...--}. But these ...... to he merely ai:cidental gaps in tradition, 
aDd the c/mJuB and btdla also appal" at first to have been peculiar to the nohility. 
Arietl:r -...llod, alooe. 

• Plin. H. N. ui. 3, 6. The right to apP"aJ' crowood in public ..... eo-
qoired by distin<:tioo io ....... (Polyh. vi. 39, 9; IJv.:I. 47); ......... ueotly. 
the wearing a croWD without WVTIIDt w .. an olfence similar to the assumption, 
in the prosent day, of the badge of a militaJ'y onier of merit without due title. 

t Thoa there mnained ocloded the militaJ'y' tribonata with consular 
powers (i. 298), the proconsulship, the qoEStorship, the tribooate of the 
peopl .. aDd _era! otho.... As to the ...........mp, it doee not appear. not ... ith
IllaDd.ing the couole chair of the _n (Liv. n. 45; comp. :r:rrii. 8), to have 
heeo reckooed a eurole office ; .. to the later period, however, when 0011 a maD 
ei c:oosular staDding coold he made COIIOOI', the qoeation baa 110 practical im-
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nobility, in the strict sense of the term, could only be formed 
after the curule offices were opened to plebeians, yet it 
exhibited in a short time, if not at the very first, a certain 
compactness of organization-doubtless because the germs 
of such a nobility had long existed in the old senatorial ple
beian families. The result of the Licinian laws in reality 
therefore amounted nearly to what we would now call the 
creation of a batch of peers. Now that the plebeian fa
milies ennobled by their curule ancestors were united into 
one body with the patrician families and acquired a dis
tinctive position ~nd distinguished power in the common
wealth, the Romans had again arrived at the point whence 
they had started; there was once more not merely a govern
ing aristocracy and a hereditary nobility-both of which in 
fact had never disappeared-but there was a governing 
hereditary nobility, and the feud between· the gentes in pos
session of the -government and the commons rising in 
revolt against the gentes could not but begin afresh. And 
matters very soon reached that stage. The nobility was 
not content with its honorary privileges which were matters 
of comparative indifference, but strove after exclusive and 
sole political power, and sought to convert the most impor
tant institutions of the state-the senate and the equestrian 
order-trom organs of the commonwealth into organs of the 
plebeio-patrician aristocracy. • 

The nobility Of the original character of the Roman senate, as a body 
i? PO~~t of counsellors summoned by the free choice of the supreme 
:~:~ e magistrate to be his assessors, there was even at the begin-

. ning of this epoch hardly a trace remaining. The subordina
tion of the public magistracies to the state-council, introduced 

510. by the revolution of 244 (i. 270); the transference of the 
right of summoning men to the senate from the consul to the 
censor (i. 300); the various limitations and conditions at
tached to the censor's right of striking senators off the list; 
lastly, and above all, the' legal recognition of the claim of 
those who had been curule magistrates to a seat and vote in 
the senate (i. 324), had converted the senate from a body 
of free counsellors into a governing corporation virtually 
independent of the magistrates, and in a certain sense filling 

portance. The plebeian redilesbip certainly was not reckoned originally one of 
the curule magist.racies (Liv .• xiii. 23); it may, however, have been IUbse
quently included amongst them. 
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np its own ranks, for the two modes by which its mem
bel1l obtained admission-election to a curule office and 
summoning by the censor - were both virtually in the 
power of the governing board itself. The burgesses, no 
doubt, at this epoch were still too independent, and the 
nobility perhaps still too prudent, wholly to exclude, or even 
to desire to exclude, non-nobles from the senate; but owing 
to the strictly aristocratic gradations in the senate itself,
in which those who had been curule magistrates were strictly 
distinguished according to their respective classes of con
lulares, pnztoI'ii, and adilicii, while the senators who had 
not entered the senate through a curule office were treated 
as inferior and excluded from debate,-the non~nobles, al
though they still sat in considerable numbers in the senate, 
were reduced to an insignificant and comparatively un
inOuential position in it, and the senate became substantially 
a mainstay of the nobility. 

The institution of the equites was developed into a second, Tho no
le8s important but yet far from unimportant, organ of the biJity in 
nobility. As the new hereditarynobilitr had not the power possession 
to usurp sole possession of the comitia, it necessarily be- of th':.nan 
came in the highest degree desirable that it should obtain :::nes. 
at least a Ilistinctive position in the representation of the 
community. In the assembly of the tribes there was no 
method of managing this; but the equestrian centuries 
under the Seman organization seemed as it wer~ created for 
the verylurpoae. Of the 1800 horses which the community 
furnishe , 600 were assigned to the old nobility, the rest 
to the wealthiest plebeians;· and the selection of the bur-

• The conent hypothesis, according to which the aU centuries of the no
bility a100e amounted to 1200, aod the whole equestriao force acoordiogly to 
.3t;OO hone. ia not tenable. The method of delt'rmining the number of the 
fquites by the number of duplialtions speci6ed by the aonaIists is a mistaken 
one; there i. no ovideoce either for the tirst number, which i. ooly found in 
the pusage of .Cicero, D, Rtp. ii. 20, acknowledged as erroneous eveo by the 
ehampions of this view, or for the sooond, which does not appear at all in 
ancieut autho.... In favour, on the other haud, of tbe hypothesis set forth in 
the text, we beve, 6 .. t of all, tho number as indicated not by authorities. but 
by the institutions themselvES: for it i. certain that the century numbered 100 
meo. and there were originally three (i. 78). then six (I. 88),and, lastly, after 
the 8erTian reform. eight.een (i. 97). equeatriau centuri .... The deviatioDs of the 
authoritiES from this view are only apparent. The old self<OD.i.teot tradition, 
which Becker baa deyeloped (il. 1,24,3). reckons not the eighteen patricio
pl.baian, hut the .ix petrician, centuries .t1800 men; and this baa been ma
nifestly followed by Ll"1. L 36 (according to the reeding which alone baa 
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gess. cavalry was vested in the" censors .• It was, no doubt, 
the duty of these to make the selection on purely military 
grounds and at their musters to insist that all horsemen 
incapacitated by age or otherwise; or at all unserviceable, 
should surrender their public horse; but it was not easy 
to hinder them from looking to noble birth more than to 
capacity, and from allowing men of standing, who were once 
admi1;t.ed, senators particularly, to retain their horse beyond 
the proper time. Accordingly it pecame the practical 
rule for the senators to vote in the eighteen equestrian cen
turies., and the other places in these were assigned chiefly 

manuscript authority, and which ought not to be corrected from Livy's par
ticular estimates), and by Cicero I. c. (according to the only reading gramma
tically admissible, MDCCC.; see Becker, ii. 1. 244). But Cicero at the same 
time indicates very plainly, that in that statement he intended to describe the 
then existing amount of the Roman equites in general. The number of the 
whole bO'ly has therefore been transferred to the most prominent portion of it 
by a prolepsis, such as is common in the case of annalists not too much 
given to reflection: just iu the same way 300 equites instead of 100 are as
signed to" the parent-community, including, by anticipation, the contingents 
of the Tities and the Luceres (Becker, ii. 1, 238). Lastly, the proposition of 
Cato (p. 66, Jordan), to raise the number of the horses of the equites to 2200, 

as distinct a confirmation of the view proposed above, as it is a distinct refu
tation of the opposite view. 

According to !:his view, therefore, the burgess-cavalry was distributed into 
sixty turm<B of thirty men each, which very well accords with what is known 
ofthe equestri~n turm<B under the empire; for the hypothesis, that the equit .. 
then were divided into six turmtB -each under a sevir Bquitum ROI7IafIOMll1I 
(Becker, ii. 1. 261, 288) is as vague as it is groundless. The number of the 
tUrm<I1 is in fact nowhere stated, and, as all the Roman equites were <ler
tainly distributed into turmtB, that number of sixty is rather too small than 
too large. In inscriptions, only the earlier numbers up to the fifth or sixth are 
specified; but the prominence of these is simply to be explained from the special 
consideration in which the first turm<B were held-<lompare the analogous fact, 
that in inscriptions we only meet with the tribunus a populo and Iaticlal>iu8, 
and the iude>: quadringenarius, nover with the tribunus ruful.... or angusticla
,,;us" or the iudeIC ducmanus. Still less is it anywhere stated that there was 
in each turma only one seIlir or that there were only six of them in all: on 
the contrary, the six leaders whom the organization of the army assigned to 
each turtna (Polyb. vi. 25, 1), the decuritmes and optiones of Cato (Fr. p. 39, 
Jordan) must have been these very s..,;ri, and there must have been therefore six 
times as many seIliri as there were squadrons of eavalry. The magister 
equitum of the regal and republican period, which was not a permllD.ent office, 
was ''eSuscitated under the empire in the princeps iuventutis. 

Leaving out of view the contingents of the Italian and extra-Italian snb
jects, the .quite. equo publico or .quites legionarii alone ... mposed the ordinary 
cavalry of the Roman army; where equites equo priMtl) occur, the expres
sion denotes bands of volunteers or of persons disrated. 
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to the younger men of the nobility. The military 'system, 
of course, Buffered from this not so much through the un· 
fitness for effective service of no ~mallla~ .of the legi~mary 
cavalry, aa through the destructIOn 0 milItary equahty to ' 
which the change gave rise; the noble youth more and more 
withdrew from serving in the infantry, and the legionary 
cavalry became a close aristocratic corps. This enables us 
in some degree to understand, why the equites during the 
!Sicilian war refused to obey the order of the consul Gaiutl 
Aurelius Cotta that they should work at the trenches with 
the legionaries (502), and why Cato, when commander of the, 252. 
army in Spain, found himself under the necessity of address-
ing a severe reprimand to his cavalry. But this conversion 
of the burgess cavalry into a mounted guard of nobles re
dounded not more decidedly to the injury of the common
wealth than to the advantage of the nobility, which acquired 
in the eighteen equestrian centuries not merely a distipct 
suffrage of its own, but a lIuffrage giving the key-note to the 
rest. 

Of a kindred character was the formal separation of the Separation 
places assigned to the senatorial order from those occupied of the. 
by the Test of the multitude as spectators at the national ~::!e~:tr. 
festivals. It was the great Scipio, who effected this change . 
in his second consulship in 560. The national festival was 194. 
as much nn assembly of the people as were the centul'ies 
~onvoked for voting; and the circumstance that the former 
had no decrees to issue made the official announcement of a 
distinction between the ruling order and the body of subjects 
-which 'the separation implied-all the more significant. 
The innovation accordingly met with much censure even from 
the ruling class, because it was simply invidious and of no 
benefit, and because it gave a palpable contradiction, to the 
efforts of the wiser pOl'tion of the aristocraey to conceal 
their exclusive government under the forms of civil equality. 

These circumstances explain, why the censorship be- The censo .... 
came the pivot of the later republican constitution; wby, an ship 8 prop 
office, originally unimportant and of the same standing with ~~0e DO

the qUlllstorship, came to be invested with external in- lty. 
signia which did not at aU naturally belong to it and with 
an altogether unique aristocratico-republican glory, and was 
viewed as the crown and completion of a well-conducted 
public career; and why the government looked upon every 
attempt of the opposition to introduce their men into 

VOL. u. Y 
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this office, or even to hold the censor responsible to the 
people for his administration during or after his term of 
office;as an attack on their palladium, and presented an united 
front of resistance to every such attempt. It is sufficient in 
this respect to mention the storm which the candidature of 
Cato for the censorship provoked, and the measures, so ex
traordinarily reckless and in violation of all form, by which 
the senate prevented the judicial prosecution of the two un-

2M. popular censors of the year 550. But with that enhancement 
of the glory of the censorshjp the government combined a 
characteristic distrust of this, their most important and 
for that very reason most dangerous, instrument. It was 
thoroughly necessary to leave to the censors absolute control 
over the personal composition of the senate and the equites ; 
for the right of exclusion could not well be separated from 
the right of citation, and it was desirable to retain such a 
right of exclusion, not so much -fOl· the purpose of removing 
from the senate the able men of the opposition-a course 
which the smooth-going government of that age prudently 
avoided-as for the purpose of preserving around tbe aristo
cracy that moral halo, without which it must have speedily 
become a 'prey to the opposition. The right of reje('tion 
was retained; but what they ehiefty needed was the glitter 
of the naked blade-the edge of it, which they feared, they 
took care to blunt. Besides the check im·olved in the nature 
of the office-under which the lists of the members of the 
noble corporations were liable to revision not as formerly at 
any time, but only at intervals of five years-and besides the 
limitations resultmg from the right of ~eto vested in the 
colleague and the right of cancelling vested in the 8ucces-
8or, there was added a further check which operated very 
powerfully; an usage equivalent to law made it the duty 
of the censor, on erasing from the list any senator or knight, 
to specify in writing the grounds for his decision, and thus 
ordinarily to adopt what was tantamount to a judicial proce
dure. 

Remodel. In this political position, mainly resting for support on 
ling of tho the senate, the equites, and the censorship, the nobility not 
eonsti~ution only usurped in 8ubstance the government, but also remo
~~ng ~ delled the constitution a('Cording to their own views. It was 
theDobWt;. part of their policy, with a view to keep up the importance 

of the public magistracies, to add to the number of these as 
little as possible, and to keep it far below what was required 
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by the extension of territory and increase of businesa. The.IDadeq'" 
most urgent cases of neretlllity were barely met by tpe cliri- 1I1IID~ of 
sion of tbe judicial functioDB Ilitherto discharged by a Bingle maptrateL 
pnetor between two judges (one of whom tried the la1fluits 
between Boman burgeB8e8. and the other those that arose 
between non-burgeB8e8 or ootween burge81 and non-burgess). 
which took place in 511, and by the nomination of four us. 
auxiliary consult for the four traDBmarine provinces of Sicily 
(527). Sardinia including Corsica (527), and Hither and 227. 
}'urtber Spain (557). The Car too summary mode of in- 1!l'1. 
Btitutiug procet!Be8 in Bome, 118 well 118 the increasing in
fluence of the administrative stair, are probably traceable in 
great meaa~re to the practically inadequate numbers of the 
&man magistracy. . 

Among the innovatiODB originated by the goyernment- Resiric.tiooa 
which were none the leu innovations, tbat in general they ~ the eI«
changed not the letter, but merely the practice ofthe exist-= 
ing constitution-a marked prominence belongs to the mea-
sures by which the freedom of election was restricted, and ·the 
appointment of officers as well 118 of civil magistrates WII8 

made to depend not, as the letter of the constitution allowed 
and its IIpint required, simply on merit and ability, but on 
birth and Meniority. The. nomination of most of the staft"-. 
offirera had already, in the 'course of the PrevWDB period, 
been transferred from the general to the burgeB8e8 (i. 317) ; 
during this period the whole staft"-officen of the regular yearly 
lery-the twenty-fuur military tribnnes of the four ordinary 
legiona-came to be nominated in tbe cnmitia trihuta. Thus 
a line of dema.rcation more and more iDBurmountable was 
drawn between the subalternB, who gained their promotion 
from the general by punctual and brave Mervice, and ·the 
staft", which obtained ita 'privile~ position by eanv&88ing the 
burgeBlletl (L (54). With a new to check merely the worst 
abUBel in this rt>BpIlCf; and to preYent young men quite un-
tried from holding these important posta, it became necea-
sary to require, as a preliminarJ to the bestowal of staft" ap
pointments, evidence of a certain number of years of Mervice. 
NevertheJea, when once the military. tribunate, the true 
pillar of the Boman military system, was prescribed as the 
first &tepping .. tone in the young noble's political career, the 
obligation of eemce inevitably came to be frequently eluded, 
and the election of officers became liable to all the evils of 
democratic canvassing and of aristocratic exclusiveness. It 
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was a bitter commentary on the new institution, that in 
,171. serious wars (as in 583) it was found necessary to suspend 

the democratic mode of electing officers, 'and to recommit to 
the general the appointment ,of his staff. 

Restrictions In the case of civil officers, the first and chief object was 
o~ tho 0100- to limit re-election to the supreme magistracies. 'l'his was 
bOt of tr.- certamly necessary, if the presidency of annual kings was not 
:~o':!. to be an empty nallle; and even in the preceding period re-

election to the consulship was not permitted till after the 
lapse of ten years, while in the case of the censorship it was 
altogether forbidden (i. 321). No further law was passed in 
the period before us; but an increased stringency in its ap" 
plication is obvious from the fact that, while the -law as to 

217. the ten years'interval was suspended in 537 dUring the con
-tinuance of the war in Italy, there was no further dispensa
tion afterwards .. and indeed towards the close of, this period 
re-election seldom occurred at an. Moreover, towards the 

180. end of this epoch (574) a decree of the people was issued, 
binrung the candidates f9r public magistracies to apply for 
them in a fixed. order of succession, and to observe certain 
intervals between the offices and certain limits of age. 
Custom, indeed, had long prescribed both of these; but it 

'was a sensibly felt restriction of .the freedom of election, 
, when the consuetudinary qualification was raised into a legal 
requirement, and the liberty of disregarding such require
ments in extraordinary cases was withdrawn from the elec
tors. In general, admission to the senate was thrown open to 
persons belonging to the ruling families without distinction 
as to ability, while not only were the poorer and humbler 
ranks of the population utterly precluded from access to the 
,offices of government, but all Roman burgesses not belong
ing to the hereditary aristocracy were practically excluded 
not indeed exactly from the senate, but from the two highest 
magistracies, the consulship and the censorship. After the 
case of Manius Curius (i. 315), no instance can be pointed 
out of a consul who did not belong to the social aristocra<'y, 
and probably no instance of the kind occurred at all. But 
the number of the gentes, which appear for the first time in 
the liets of consuls and censors in the half-century from the 
beginning of the war with Hannibal to the close of that 
with Perseus, is extremely limited; and by far the most of 
the~e, such as the Flaininii, Terentii, ,Porcii, Acilii, and 
Lrelii, may be referred to elections carried by the opposi-
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tion, or are traceable to ppecial aristocratic connections. 
The election of Gaius Lrelius in 564, for inlltance, was evi- 190. 
dently due to the Scipios. The exclusion of the poorer 
classes from the government was, no doubt, req'uired by the 
altered circumstances of the case. Now that Rome had 
ceased to be a purely Italian state and had adopted Hellenic 
culture, it was no longer possible to take a small farmer 
from the plough and to set him at the head of the com
munity. But it was neither necessary nor beneficial that the 
elections should, almost without exception, be confined to 
the naI'row circle of the curule houses, and that a ".new 
man" should only be able to make his way into that circle by 
a sort of usurpation.· No doubt a certain hereditary cha-

• The stability of the Roman aristoCl'!l£y may be clearly traced, more espe
cially in the case of the patrician genIes, by means of the consular and ledili· 
cian Fasti. A. is well known, the consulate was held by one patrician and one 
pleheian in each year from 38S-581 (witb the exception of the years 399, 
400,401,403,405,409,411, in wbicb botb consuls were patricians). More-

. over, the oollegea of curule ledilea were composed exclusively of patriQians 
in the odd year. of the Varronian reckoning, at least down to the close of the 
lixth century, and they are known for sixteen yeal's, viz., 541, 545, 547, 549, 
551,553,555,557,561,565,567,575,585,589,591,593. These patrician 
CODIul. and lediles are, as ,...pecta their gentes, distributed as follows:-

Cnro\e .JEdtles 
Consuls. Consuls. of these 16 
3>lR·~OO. 601-681. patrician allieges. 

Comelii .......... 15 15 14-
Yalerii ............ 10 8 4 
Claudii ............ 4 8 2 
£milii ............ 9 6 2 
Fabii .............. 6 6 1 
Manlii ............... 4 6 1 
P08tumii .......... 2 6 2 
Servilii ............ 3 4 2 
Quinctii .......... 2 3 1 
Furii .............. 2 3 
Sulpicii':. ........... 6 2 2 
Veturii ............ 2 
Papilii ............ 3 1 
Nautii ............ 2 
Julii .............. 1 
.·oslii ............ 1 

70 70 32 

'rima the Sfte<.n or sixteen bous .. of the high nobility, that were powerful in 
the .tste at tho time of the Licinian laws, maintained their ground without 
material chon .. e in· their relative num~which no doubt were partly kept 
up by adoptio~-for the next two centul'ies, or, in fact. down to the end of the 
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racter was inherent not merely in the institution of the 
senate, in so fat as it rested from the first on a representa
tion of the ~entes (i. 71), but in the nature of the aristocracy 
generally, ill so far as statesmanly wisdom and statesmallly 
experience are bequeathed from the able father to the able 
son, and the inspiring spirit of an illustrious ancestry fans 
every noble spark within the human breast into a speedier 
and more brilliant flame. In this sense the Roman aris
tocracy had been at all times hereditary; in fact, it had dis
played its hereditary character with great naivete in the old 
l'ustom of the senator taking his sons with him to the senate, 
and of the public magistrate decorating his sons, as it were 
by anticipation, with the insignia of the highest public 
honours-thelurple border of the consular, and the golden 
amulet case 0 the triumphator. But, while in the earlier 
period the hereditary character of the outward dignity had 
been to a certain extent borne out by the heritage of in
trinsic worth, and the senatorial aristocracy had originally 
guided the state not by virtue of hereditary right, but by 
virtue of the highest of all rights of representation-the 
right of the superior, as contrasted with the mere ordinary, 
man-it sank in this epoch (and with specially great rapidity 
after the end of the Hannibalic war) from its original bigb. 
position as the aggregate of those in the community who 
were most experienced in counsel and action, into an order 
of lords, filling up its ranks by hereditary succession, and 
exercising collegiate misrule. 

Uaurpation Indeed, matters had already at this period reached such 
of po.wer by a height, that out of the evil of oligarchy there emerged 
ce~u fa- the still worse evil of usurpation of power by particular 
mIles. families. We have already spoken (P. 283) of the offensive 

family-policy of the conqueror of Zama, and of his unhappily 
Buccessful efforts to cover with his own laurels the incapacity 
and l'itifulness of his brother; and the nepotism of the 
Flamlllini was, if possible, still more shameless and offensive 
than that of the Scipios. Absolute freedom of election in 
fact augmented the power of such coteries far more than 
that of the electoral body. The election of Marcus Valerius 

republio. To the circle oilhe plebeIan nobihty new getlt .. were f!'tllD time to 
time added; but in the plebeian FasU also the old house., such as the Licinii, 
Fulvii, Atilii, Domitii, Marcii, Junii, predominate very decidedly throughout 
three oeoturi... • 
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Con-us to the ronsulsbip at twenty-tbree had doubtl~ 
bren for the benefit of the state; but now, when Scipio 
obtained the edileship at twenty-three and the ronsulate at 
thirty, and Flamininus, while not yet thirty years of a,,<>e. rose 
from the qUlIlStorship to the ronsulship, such pl'OC.'et'dings 
in,"olved serious danger to the republic. Things had already 
reached I!Uch.a pass, that the only e!feoctire barrier against 
family rule and illl ronsequences had to be sought in • 

• government strictly oligarchical; and this was the reason, 
wby evt'D the party otherwise opposed to the oligarchy 
agn:-ed to the restriction imposed on absolute freedom 01 
elet"tion. 

The government bore the stamp of this gradual change in Go_ 
tbe ~pirit of the gof"erning class. "It is true that the ad- _t ~. 
ministration of external affairs was still pemkled at this epoch the aobility. 
by the ronsistent"y and energy, which had established the do-
minion of the Roman state ovt'r Italy. During the serere 
disciplinary period of the Sicilian war the }k'lllan anslo-
cl'S(")' had gradually raised itself to the height of its new 
position; and, if it unconstitutionally usurped f,)r the eenate 
P01l"er8 which in law fell to be shared between the magis-
trah.'s and the oomilia alone.. it vindi<'3ted the step by its 
eertainly far from brilliant, Mt sure and steady. pilotage of 
the vessel of the slllte during the Hannibalic storm and 
the complic-ation8 thence arising. and showed to the world 
that the Roman eenate ..-as alone able.} and in many roe-
1'pt"Cta alone deserved, to ru~ the wide circle of the ltalo-
Hellenic states. But, admitting the noble attitude of the Intau! 
eenate, which ruled Rome, in opposition to tbe external foe ~ministft. 
--an attitude crowned with the nobleat reaults,-we may tioa. 
Dot ol"e.l'loolt the fact, that in the leas consl?it"uous, but far 
more imporbwt and far more difficult, admiwstratioD of the 
internal alfairs of the state both the treatment of existing 
institutiona and the new arn.ngements betray &D almost 
oppokite spirit, or to lilpeak more correctlv, already indiC3te 
the aseendant"y of ofposite principles in tbis field. 

In relation. first of all, to the indiridual burges...~ the go- Decline in 
l"ernlU('.nt 'IfM no longer what it had been. The term .. ma- th ... dmioi .. 

glstrate" meant a man who was more than other men; and, tntloll. 

if be was the eervant of the rommunitv, he was, for that 
very rea..qc:m, the ma.s~r ?~ every burgess." But the t~htness 
of the rein was DOW VlSlblv relaxed. Where coterles and 
l"AunLSSing tlourish as they 'did in the Rome of that age, 
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men are chary of forfeiting the good services of their fellows 
or the favour of the multitude by stern words and straight
forward action. If, now and then, there appeared magistrates 
who displayed the gravity and the sternness of the olden 
,time, they were ordinarily, like Cotta (502) and Cato, new 
men who had not spruqg from the bosom of the ruling 
class .. It was even deemed something singular. when Paul
Ius, who had been named commander-in-chief agamst Perseus, 
instead of tendering Illir thanks in the usual manner to the 
burgesses, declared to them that he presumed they had 
chosen him as general beca~se they accounted him the most 
capable of command, and requested them accordingly not to 
help him to command, but to be silent and obey. 

The supremacy and hegemony of Rome in the territories of 
thj'l Mediterranean rested in no small degree on the strict
ness of her military discipline and administration of justice. 
Undoubtedly she was still, on the whole, at that time infi
nitely superior in these respects to the Hellenic, Phwnician, 
and Oriental states, which were without exception tho
roughly disorganized; nevertheless grave abuses were already 
occurring in ROme. We have previously (P.296 et seq.) 
pointed out how the wretched character of the commanders
in-chief-and that not merely in th~ case of demagogues 
chosen perhaps by the opposition, like Gaius Flaminius and 

, Gaius Varro, but of ·men who were good aristocrats-had 
already in the third Macedonian war imperilled the interests 
of the state. And the modb in which justice was occasionally 
administered is shown by the scene in the camp of the consul 
Lucius Quinctius Flamininus at Placentia (562). To com
pensate a. favourite youth for the gladiatorial games of the 
capital, which through his attendance on the consul he had 
missed the opportunity of seeing, that haughty lord had 
ordered a noble,Boian who had taken refuge in the Roman 
camp to be summoned, and had killed him at a banquet 
with his own hand. Still worse than the occurrence itself, 
to which many parallels might be adduced, was the fact that 
the perpetrator was not brought to trial; and not only so, 
but when the censor Cato on account of it erased his name 
from the roll of the senate, his fellow-senators invited the 
expelled to reSume his senatorial stall in the theatre. He 
was, no doubt, a brother of the lioerator of the Greeks, and 
one of the most powerful coterie-leaders in the senate. 

The financial system of the Roman community also retro-
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graded rather than advanced during this epoch. The amount As to the 
of their revenues, indeed, WIIS visibly on the increase. The mnnage
indirect taxes-there were no direct taxes in Rome-in- mellt of the 
creased in consequence of the enlargement of the Roman finances. 
territory, which rendered it necessary, for example, to insti. 
tute new customs-offices along the Campanian and Bruttian 
C08stR at Puteoli, Castra (Squillace), and elsewhere, in 555 199. 
and 575. The same reason led to the new salt-tariff of 550, 179. 204. 
fixing the scale of prices at which salt was to be sold in the 
di fl'erent districts of Italy, as it was no longer possible to fur-' 
nish salt at one and the same Plice to the Roman burgesses 
now scattered throughout the land; but, as the Roman govern· 
ment probably supplied the burgesses with salt at cost price, 
if not below it, this financial measure yielded no ~ain to the 
state. Still more considerable was the increase m the pro-
duce of the domains. The laud-tax indeed, which should of 
right have been paid to the treasury from the Italian domain. 
lands granted for occupation, was in the great majority of 
CRses neither asked for nor given. On the other hand the 
scriptura was retained; and not only so, but the domains re-
cently acquired in the . second Punic war, particularly the 
greater portion of the territory of Capua and that of Leontini 
(P. 149, 190), instead of being given up to occupation, were 
parcelled out and let to petty temporary lessees, and the at-
tempts at occupation made in these cases were opposed witli 
more than usual energy by the government; by which steps 
the state acquired an important and secure source of income. 
The mines of the state also, particularly the important Spanish 
mines, were turned to profit on lease. Lastly, the revenue· 
was augmented by the tribute of the trans marine subjects. 
From extraordinary sources very considerable sums accrued 
during this epoch to the state treasury, particularly the pro. 
duce of the spoil in the war with Antiochus, 200 millions of 
(lestcrees (£2,055,000), and that of the war with Perseus, 
210 millions of sesterces (£2,156,OOO)-the latter, the largest 
Bum which ever came at one time into the Roman exchequer. 

But this increase of revenue was for the most part counter
balanced by the increasing expenditure. The provinces, 
Sicily perhaps excepted, probably cost nearly as much as 
they yielded; the expenditure on highways and other struc
tures rose in proportion to the extension of territory; the re
payment also of the II:dva~ces (trihuta) reeeived from the free. 
holder burgessel\ durmg times of severe war formed 8 burden 
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for many·a year on the Roman treasury. To these fell to be 
added very -considerable losses 'occasioned to the revenue by 
the mismanagement, negligence, or connivance of the su
preme magistrates. Of the conduct of the magistrates in the 
provinces, of their habit of living luxuriously at the expense 
of the public purse, of their embezzlement more especially 
of the spoil, of the incipient system of bribery and extortion, 
we shall speak in the sequel. How the state fared generally 
as regarded the farming of its revenues and the contracts for 

'supplies and buildings, may be inferred from the circumstance, 
that the senate resolved in 5~7 to desist from tpe working of 
the Macedonian mines that 'had fallen to Rome, because the 
lessees of the minerals would either plunder the subjects 01' 

cheat the exchequer-a truly naive confession of impotence, 
in which the controlling board pronounced its own censure. 
Not only was the land-tax of the occupied domain-land 
allowed tacitly to fall int-o abeyance, as has been already 
mentioned, but private buildings in the capital and elsewhere 
were suffered to encroach on the public property, and the 
water from the public aqueducts was diverted to private pur
poses: great dissatisfaction was created on one occasion 
when the censor took serious steps against such trespassers, 
and compelled them either to desist from tbis exclusive use 
of the public property, or to pay the price fixed by law for the 
kround or water. The conscience of the Romans, otherwise 
in economic matters so scrupulous, showed, so far as the 
state was concerned, a remarkable laxity. .. He who steals 
frem a burgess," said Oato, .. ends his days in chains and 
fetters; but he who steals from the community ends them in 
gold and purple." If, notwithstanding the fact that the 
public property of the Roman community was fearlessly and 
with impunity plundered by officials and speculators, Poly
bius still lays stress on the rarity of embezzlement in Rome, 
while Greece could hardly produce a single official who had 
not touched the public money, and on the honesty with which 
a Roman commissioner or magistrate would upon his simple 
word of honour administer enormous sums, while in the case 
of the paltriest sum in Greec£' ten letters were sealed and 
twenty witnesses were required and ye~ everybody cheated, 
this merely implies that social and financial demoralization 
had advanced much further in Greece than in Rome, and, in 
particular, that direct and palpable peculation was not as 
yet so flourishing in the one case as in the other. The general 
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financial result if! most clearly exhibited to us ·by the state 
of the public buildings, and by the amount of cash in the 
exchequer •. We find in times of peace a fifth, in times of war 
a tenth, of the revenues expended on public buildings; which, 
in the circumstances, does not seem to have been a very 
large outlay. With these sums, as well as with tines which 
'Were not directly payable into the exchequer, much was 
probably done for the repair of the highways in and near the 
capital, for the formation of the chief Italian roads, * and for 
the construction of public buildings. Perhaps the most im
portant of the building operat~ons in the capital, known to 
belong to this period, was the great repair and extension of 
the network of sewers throughout the city, contracted' for 
probably in 570, for which 24,000,000 sesterces (£244,000) IS •• 
were Bet apart at once, and to which it may be presumed that 
the portions of the cloaCal still extant, at least in the main, 
belong. To all appearance however, even apart front the 
8evere pressure of war, this period was inferior to the last 
Bection of the preceding epoch in respect of public buildings; 
between 482 and 607 no new aqueduct was constructed at 272-147. 
Rome. The treasure of the state, no doubt, increased; the 
last reserve in 545, when they fou~d themselves under the 209. 
necessity of laying hands on it, amounted only to,40qO pounds 
of gold (£164,000; P. 174) whereas a short tIme after the 
close of this period (597) close on £860,000 in precious 157. 
metals were stored in the exchequer. But, when we take 
into account the enormous extraordinary revenues which in 
the generation after the close of the Hannibalic war c~e 
into the Roman treasury, the latter sum surprises us rather 
by ita smallness than by its magnitude. So far as with the 
extremely meagre statements before us it may be allowable 
to speak of results, the finances of the Roman state exhibit 
au excess of income over expenditure, but are far from pre
senting a brilliant sum total. 

The change in the spirit of the government was most !talian sub
distinctly apparent in the treatment of the Italian and extra- Jects. 
Italian subjects of the Roman community. }'ormerly there 
were distinguished in Italy four classes: the ordinary, and 

• The expenses' of these were, however, thrown mainly in all probability 
on the adjoining inhabitants. The old system of making requisitions of task
work was not abolished: it must not unfrequently have happened, that the 
.laves of the landholders were called away 1.0 be employed in the c<>nstruction 
of roads. (Cato,deR. B.2.) 
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the Latin, tlllied communities, the Roman burgesses sine 
suJfragw, and the burgesses with the full franchise. The 
third of these four classes disappeared during the course of 
this period, for the communities of passive burgesses either 
-as was the case with Capua more especially-lost their 
Roman citizenship in consequence of the Hannibalic war, 
Qr one after another acquired the full franchise; so that at 
the close of this period'there were no passive burgesses of 
Rome, except isolated individuals who were for special rea-
sons excluded from the right of voting. . 

On tbe other hand there emerged 8 new class, in a position 
of peculiar inferiority, deprived of municipal freedom and of 
the'right to carry arms and to some extent treated almost 
like public slaves (peregrilii dediticii); to which, in particular, i 
the members of the former Campanian, southern Picentine,: 
and Bruttian communities that had been in alliance "ith 
Hannibal (P. 190) belonged. To these were added thE 
Celtic tribes tolerated on the south side of the Alp~, whose 
position in relation to the Italian confederacy is but imper
fectly known, but is sufficiently characterized as inferior by 
the clause embodied in their treaties of alliance with Romc, 
that no member of these communities should ever be al
lowed tQ acquire Roman citizenship (P. 195). 

The position of the non-Latin allies had, as we have men
tioned before (P. 191), undergone a change greatly to their 
disadvantage in consequence of the Hannibalic war. Only a 
few communities in this category, such as Neapolis, Nola, 
~ Heraclea, had during all the vicissitudes of that war re
mained steadfastly on the Roman side, and therefore re
tained their former rights. as allies unaltered; by far the 
greater portion were obliged, in consequence of .having 
changed sides, to submit to an injUrious revision of the 
existing treaties. The reduced position of the non-Latin 
allies is attested by the emigration that set in from these to
wards the Latin communities: when in 577 the Samnites and 
Pllllignians applied to the senate for a reduction of' their 
contingents, their request was based on the .ground that 
during recent years 4000 Samnite and Pllllignian families 
had migrated to the Latin colony of Fregell~ 

That the Latins,-which term now denoted the few cities 
in old Latium that were not included in the Roman 
burgess-union such as Tibur and Prlllneste, and the Latin 
colonies dispersed throughout all Italy-were. still a~ this 
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time in a better position, is implied in their very name; but 
they too auJfered, in proportion, not much less injuriously. 
The burdens imposed on them were unjustly increased, and 
the pressure of military service was more and more trans
ferred from the burgesses to the Latin and other Italian 
allies. For instance, in 536, nearly twice as many of the allies 218. 
were called out as of the burgesses: after the end of the 
Uannibalic war all the burgesses received their discharge, but 
not all the allies; the latter were chiefly employed for garri-
Bon duty and for the odious service in Spain. In the trium· 
phal largess of 577 the allies received not as formerly an 177. 
equal share with the burgesses, but only the half, so that 
amidst the unrestrained rejoicing of that soldiers' carnival the. 
divisions thus treated as inferior 'followed the chariot of 
victory in sullen silence: in the assignations of land in 
northern Italy the burgesses received ten Jugera of arable land 
each, the non-burgesses three jugera each. That liberty of' 
migration was no longer granted to the Latin communities 
founded after 486, has been already observed (i. 433). It 26B. 
was retained in law by the older Latin cities; but the crowd-
ing of their burgesses en masse to Rome, and the complaints 
of their mngistrates as to the increasing depopulation of the. 
cities and the impossibility under such circumstances of 
furnishing the due contingent. led the Roman government 
not to allow the exercise of this right of migration by these 
Latina, unless the emigrant left behind children of his 
own in his native city i and, in conformity with this prin-
ciple, police-ejections from the capital were carried out t(} a 
grea~ extent (567, 577). The measure might be unavoidable, 187,177. 
but It W8llJ1one the less felt as a material restriction of the 
~g~t of free migration accorded by treaty to the allied 
cltl.es. Moreover, the t~wns founded by Rome in the in-
ten~r o.f Italy began. to,!,ards the close of this period to 
J'E'CClve lDstead of Latm rights the full franchise which pre-
viously was only gi1en 'to the maritime coloni;s; Rnd the 
enlargement of the Latin body by the accession of new 
c:ommunities, which hi~h~rto had gone on 80 regularly, thus 
came to an end. AqUilela, the founding of which began in 
571, was the latest of the Italian eolonies of Rome that 18S. 
l'l'Ct'h:ed Latin rights; the full franchise was given to the 
colomes, sent forth nearly at the Bame time of Potentia, Pi-
8aurn~, P~ma, l\Jutin~, and Lun~ (570-577). The reason 184-177. 
for this eVIdently lay m the decl~ of the Latin a com-
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pared Wlth the Roman franchise. , The colonists conductec 
to the new settlements were always, and now more than ever 
chosen in preponderating numher from the Roman bur· 
gesses ; and even among the poorer portion of these therE 
was no longer to be found anyone willing, even for thE 
acquisition of considerable material advantages, to exchange 
his rights as a burgess for the privileges of a Latin. 

Lastly, in ,the case of non-burgesses--communities as well 
as individuals-admission to the Roman franchise was almost 
completely foreclosed. The earlier course of incorporating 
the subject communities in that of Rome had been dropped 
about 400, that the Roman burgess-body might not by an 
undue extension be too much decentralized; and therefore 
communities of half-burgesses were instituted (i. 437). 
Now the centralization of the community was abandoned, 
partly through the admission of the half-burgess commu
nities to the full franchise, partly through the accession 
of numerous more remote .burgess-coloniesto its ranks; 
but the older system of incorporation was not resumed. 
It cannot be shown, that after the complete subjugation of 
Italy even a single Italian community exchanged its position 
as an ally for the Roman franchise; probably none after 
that date in reality acquired it. :But even the transition of 
individual Italians to the Roman franchise was at this epoch 
rendered considerably more difficult, especially by the limit
ation of the liberty of migration which was in law as
sociated with tha passive franchise; and. it was confined 
almost wholly to the case of magistrates of the Latin com
munities (i 433) and of.non-burgesses admitted, by special 
favour towards themselves individually, on the founding of 
burgess-colonies. * 

It cannot be denied that these changes de facto and de 
jure in the relations of the ItaliaJi subjects exhibit at least 
an intimate connection and consistency. The situation of 

. . 
* Thus, as is well known, Enoins of Rudi'" received burgess-rights from one 

ofthe triumvirs, Q. Fulvius Nobilior, on occasion of the founding of the bur
gess-coloni .. of Potentia and Pisaurum (Cic. Brut. n. 79); whereupon, ac 
cording to the well-known custom, he adopted the pramomen of the latter., 
The non-burgesses who were sent to take part in the foundation of a burgess
colony, did not, at least in this epoch, throngh that circumstance acquire de 
jure Roman citizenship, although they frequently laid claim to it (Liv. nxiT. 
42); but the magistrates charged with the founding of a colony were em
powered, by a clause in the decree of the people relative to each case, to fAlnfer 
burgess-rights on a certain nu"'ber of persons (Cic. pro Balb. xvi. 48.) 
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the subject classes was throughout deteriorated in propor
tion to the gradations previously subsisting, and, while the 
government had formerly endeavoured to soften the shades 
of distinction and to arrange means of transition from one 
to another, now the intermediate links were everywhere set 
aside and the connecting bridges were broken down. As 
within the. Roman. burgess-body the ruling class separated 
itself from the people, uniformly evaded public burdens, and 
uniformly appropriated honours and advantages, so the 
burgesses in their turn asserted their distinction from the 
Italfln confederacy, and excluded it more and more from the 
joint enjoyment of' power while transferring to it a double or 
triple share in the public burdens. As the nobility, in rela
tion to the plebeians, returned to the close exclusiveness of 
the declining patriciate, so did the burgesses in relation to 
the non-burgesses; the Flebeiate, which had become great 
through the liberality 0 its principles, now wrapped itself 
up in the rigid maxims of patricianism. The abolition of 
the passive burgesses cannot in itself' be censured, and, so 
far as concerned the motive which led to it, the step belonged 
in all probability to another category to be mentioned after. 
wards; but through its abolition an intermediate connecting 
link was lost. Far more momentous, however, was the 
disappearance of the distinction between the Latin and the 
other Italian communities. The privileged.position of the 
Latin nation in Ital,)' was the foundation of the Roman 
power; that foundation gave way, when the :eatin towns 
began to feel that they were no longer privileged partakers 
in the dominion of the powerful cognate community but 
substantially subjects of lWme like the rest, and when all 
the Italians began to find their position equally intolerable.' 
It is true, that there were still distinctions. The Bruttians 
and their companions in misery were treated exactly like 
slaves and conducted themselves accordingly, running away, 
for instance, from the Heet in which they served as galley
slaves, whenever they could, and gladly taking service against 
Rome; and the Celtic, and above all the transmarine, 'sub· 
jects formed a class still more oppressed than the Italians 
were-a class intentionally abandoned by the government to 
contempt and maltreatment at the hands of the Italians. 
But such distinctions, while implying a gradation of classes 
among the subjects, could afford no reasonable compensa
tion for the earlier contrast ,between the cognate, and the 
alien, Italian subje-::ts. A profound dIssatisfaction pre-
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did not take money. The bad custom of delivering to the 
governor "honorary wine" and other "voluntary" gifts 
seems as old as the provincial constitution itse~ and may 
well have been a legacy from the Carthaginians; even Cato, 

198. in his administration of Sardinia in 556, had to content him
self with re~ulating and moderating such dues. The right 
of the magistrates, and of those travelling on the business of 
the state generally, to ~ qnarters and free conveyance 
was already employed as a pretext for exactions. The more 
important 'right of the magistrate to obtain from his province 
supplies of grain-partly for the maintenance of himself and 
his retinue (in cellam), partly for the provisioning of the' 
army in case of lI'ar or on other special occasions-on reo
ouisition at a fair value was already so scandalously abused, 

• 171. that on the complaint of the Spaniards the senate, in 583, 
found it necessary to withdraw from the governors the right 
of firing the price of the supplies for either purpose (P. 
212). Requisitions had begun to be made on the subjects 
even for the popular fe,stivals in Rome; the unmeasured vexa
tious demands made on the Italian as well as extra-Italian 
communities by the mdile, Tiberius Sempronius Gracchus, 
for a festival which he had to provide, induced the senate 

182., officially to interfere (572). The liberties which Roman 
magistrates at the cJose of this period allowed themselves to 
take not only with the unhappy subjects, but even with the 
dependent free-states and kingdoms, are illustrated by the 
raids of Gaius Volso in Asia Minor (P. 272), and especially 
by the scandalous proceedings in Greece during the war with 
Perseus (P. 297). 

Control The government had no right to be surprised at such 
over the things, for it provided no serious check on the excesses of 
governors. this capricious military administration. Judicial control. it is 

true, was not entirely wanting. Although, according to the 
universal but more than questionable rule of allowing no 
complaint to be brought against a commander-in-chief during 
his term of office (i. 258). the Roman governor could ordinarily 
be called to account only after the mischief had been done. 
yet he was amenable either to a criminal or to a civil prose
cution. IIi order to the institution of the former, some Roman 
magistrate who possessed criminal jurisdiction had to under
take the case and bring it before the bar of the people i 
the civil action was remitted by the senator who adminis
tered the corresponding prmtorship to a jury appointed, ac-

• 
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cording to the constitution of tlie tribunal in those times, 
from the ranks ot' the senate: In both cases, therefore, the -
controllsy in the hands of the ruling class, and, although the 
latter WM still sufficiently upright and honoUrable not abs~ 
lutely to' set aside w;elI-founded complaints, and the senate 

• even in several instances, at the call uf those aggrieved, con
descended itself to order the institution of a civil process, 
yet the complaints of poor men and foreigners against 
powerful members of the ruling aristocracy-submitted to 
judges and jurymen far remote from the scene and, if not in
volved in"the like guilt, at least belonging to the same order 
as the accused-could from the first only reckon on success 
in the event of the wrong being clear and crying; and to com
plain in vain wall almost certain destruction. The aggrieved 
no doubt found a certain support in the hereditary relation\ 
of clientship, which the subject cities and provinces were 
wont to enter into with their conquerors and other Romans 
who had been brought into contact with them. The Spanish 
governors felt that no one could with impunity maltreat the 
clients of Cato; and the circumstance that the representa
tives of the three nations conquered by Paullus-the Span
iards, Ligurians, and Maced.onians-would not forego the 
privilege of carrying his bier to the funeral pile, was the 
noblest dirge in honour 'of that noble man. But not, only 
did this special protection give the Greeks opportunity to 
display in Rome all their 'talent for abasing themselves 
in presence of their masters, and to demoralize even 
those masters by their ready servility (the decrees of the 
SyracuBans in honour of Marcellus, after he had destroyed 
and plundered their city II!ld they had complained of his 
conduct to the senate in vain, form one of the most scm'" 
dalous pages in the far from honourable annals of Syracuse) ; 
but, in connection with the dangers of a family policy, this 
patronage on the part of great houses had also its politically 
perilOU8 side. In this way the result was that the Roman 
magistrates in some degree feared the gods and the senate, 
and for the mo~t part were moderate in their plundering; but 
they did plunder, and that with impunity provided they 
observed such moderation. The mischievous rule became 
established, that in the case of minor exactions and moderate 
violence the Roman magistrate acted in some measure within 
his sphere and was in law exempt from punishment, so that 
those who were aggrieved had ~ keep silence; and from 
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vailed through the whole Italian confederacy, and fear alone 
prevented it from finding expression. The proposal1uade \ 
ill the senate after the battle at Cannre, to give the Roman 
franchise and 8 seat in the senate to two mell from each 
Latin coinmunity, was made at an unseasonable time, :nd 
was rightly rejected; -but it shows the apprehension with 
whioh men in the ruling community e:ven then viewed the 
relations between Latium and Rome. Had a second Hamii
bal now carried the ·war into Italy, it may be doubted 
whether he would have again been thwarted by the stead
fast resistance of the Latin name to a foreign dominatitn: 

The p~ But by far the most important institution which this 
vincee. epoc~ introduced into the Roman commonwealth, and that 

at the S8me time which involved the most decided and 
fatal deviation from the course hitherto pursued, was the 
. new provincial magistracies.· The e!lrlier state-law of Rome 
knew. nothing of tributary sUbjects: the conquered com
munities were either sold into slavery, or merged in the 
Roman commonwealth, or admitted to an alliance which Be

'cUred to them at least communal independence and freedom 
from taxation. But the Carthaginian possessions in Sicily, 
Sardinia, and Spain, as well aathe kingdom of Riero, had 
paid tithe and tribute to their former masters: if Rome was 
desirous of retaining these possessions at all, it was in the 
judgment of the short-sighted the most judicious, and un
doubtedly tpe most convenient, course to manage the new 

'territories entirely in accordance with the rules heretofore ob
served. Accordingly the Romans simply retained the Car
thagino-Hieronic provincial constitution, and organized in ac- . 
cordAnce with it those provin~es, such as Hither S~ain, which 
they wrested from the barbanans. It was the shIrt of N es~ 
BUS, which they inherited from the enemy. Beyond doubt at 
first·the Roman govermnent intended, in ~mposing taxes on 
their subjects, not pro{'erly to enrich themselves, but only to 
cover the cost of admmistration and defence; but they de
viated fromthis course, when they made Macedonia and Illyna 
tributary without undertaking the goyernment or the guar
dianship of the ·frontier there. The fact, however, that they 
still maintained moderation in the imposition of burdens :WllS 
of little consequence as compared with the conversion of 
their sovereignty into a profitable privilege at all; the fall was 
the same, whether a single apple was taken or the tree was 
plundered. . 

Punishment followed in the steps of wrong. The new l?ro-· 
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_ vincial system necessitated the appointment of governors, Position 
, whose position was absolutely incompatible not only with ofthe 

the welfare of the provinces, but with the Roman consti- governors. 

tution. As the' Rom:m community in the provinces took 
the place of the former rulers of the land, so the go-
vernor appeared there in the position of a king ;. the Sicilian 
prretor, for example, resided in Hiero's palace at Syracuse. 
N ow it is true, that the governor was nevertheless bound in 
law to administer his office with republican honour and fru-
gality. Cato, when governor of Sardinia, appeared in the towns 
subject to him on foot' and attended by a single servant who 
carried his coat and sacrificial ladle ; and, when he returned 
from his Spanish governorship, he sold his war horse before-
hand, because he did not hold himself entitled to charge the 
state with the expenses of its transport. There is no ques-
tion that tile Roman governors-although certainly but few 
of them pushed their conscientiousness, like Cato, so far as to 
border on the stingy and the ridiculous-made in many cases 
a powerful impression on their subjects, more especially on 
the frivolous and unstable Greeks, by their ancestral piety, 
by the reverential quietness prevailing at their assemblies, by 
their comparatively upright administration of office and of 
justice, by their proper severity more particularly towards 
the worst oppressors of the provincials-the Roman revenue-
farmers and bankers-and in- general _ by the gravity and 
dignity of their deportment. The provincials found their 
governmen~ comparatively tolerable. They had not been pam-
pered by their former Carthaginian governors and Syracusan 
masters, and they were soon to find occasion for recalling with 
gratitude the present rods as compared with -the coming 
scorpions: it is easy to understand how, in later times, the 
sixth century of the city appeared as the golden era of pro-
vincial rule. But it was not practicable for any length of 
time to be at once republican and king. Playing the part 
of governors demoralized the Roman ruling class with fearful 
rapidity. Haughtiness and arrogance towards the provincials 
were so natural in the circumstances, as scarcely to form 
matter of reproach against individual magistrates. But al-
ready it was a rare thing-and the rarer, because the govern-
ment adhered rigidly to the old principle of not paying 
public officials-that, {I. governor returned with quite clean 
hands from his pravince; it. was already remarked npon as_ 
something singular, that Paullus, the conqueror of Pydna, 
• VOL. II. Z 
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this rule succeeding ages did not fail to draw the fats! conse
quences. 

SuperVision :N evertheless, even though the .tribunals had been as strict 
of the as they were lax, the liability to a J'udicis! reckoning could 
'senate over I I k th tilTh t' '.i.' the pro- on Y c lec e ,wors ev s. e rue security ~or a good 
vineos and administration lay ina strict and 'unitorm supervision by 
their the supreme administrative authority: aud this the senate 
govemol1l. utterly failed to provide. It was in this respect that the 

laxity and helplessness of the collegiate government became 
earliest apparent. By right the governors ought to have 
been subjected to an oversight far more strict and m<1re specis! 
than had sufficed for the Italian municipal administration; 
and now, when the empire embraced great transmarine do
minions, the arrangements, through which the government 
preserved to itself the supervision of the whole, ought to 
!lave undergone a corresponding expansion. In both respects 
the case was reversed. The governors ruled virtuslly all 
sovereign; and the most important of the institl1tions serving 
for the latter purpose, the census of the empire, was ex
tended to Sicily alone, not to any of the provinces subsequently 
acquired. This emancipation of the supreme administrative 
officials from the central authority was more than hazardous. 

, The Roman governor placed at the head of the armies of the 
state, and in possession of considerable financial resources; 
subject to but a lax judicis! control, and practicallyinde
pendeut of the supreme administration; and impelled by a 
sort of necessity to separate the interests of himself and of 
the people whom hego'verned from those of the Roman com
munity and to treat them as confiictiJ:lg, far more resembled 
a Persian satrap than one of the commissioners of the Roman 
senate at the time of the Samnite wars. The man, more
over, who had just conducted a legalized military tyranny 
abroad, could WIth difficulty find his way back to the common 
civic level, which distinguished between those who commanded 
and those who obeyed, but not between masters and slaves. 
Even the governing class felt, that their, two fundamental prin
ciples...:....equ'ality within the aristocracy, and the subordination 
of the power of the magistrates to the senatoris! college
began in this instance to give way ·in their hands. The 
aversion of the government to the acquisition of new pro
vinces and to the whole provincial system; the institution of 
the proviricial qurestorships, which were intended to take at 
least the financis! power out of the hands of the governors; 
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and the abolition of the arrangement-in itself so proper-for 
lengJ:hening the tenure of such offices (P. 212), very clearly 
evince the anxiety felt by the more far-seeing of the Roman 
statesmen 88 to the fruits of the seed thus sown. But diag' 
nosis is not cure. The internal government of the nobility 
continued to follow the direction once given to it; and the 
decay of the administration and of the financial system-the 
precursor of future revolutions and usurpations-steadily 
pursued its course, if not unnoticed, yet unchecked • 
• If the new nobility was less strictly defined than the old The oppost

aristocracy of the gentes, and if, while the one encroached on tion. 
~he rest of the burgesses 88 respected the joint enjoyment, 
of political rights de jure, the other only did so de facto, the 
second form of inferiority was for these very reasons worse to 
bear and worse to throw off than the first. Attempts were, 
as a matter of course, made to throw it off. The opposition 
rested on the support of the cQ1llitia, as the nobility did on the 
senate: in order to understand the opposition, we must de-
scribe the spirit of the burgesses during this period and 
their position in the commonwealth. 

Whatever could be demanded of an assembly of burgesses Chal'acter of 
like the Roman, which was not the motive power, but the ~he Roman 
firm foundation, of the whole machinery-a sure perception b:;fss 
of the common good, a sagacious defllrence towards the . 
right leader, a steadfast spirit in prosperous and evil days, 
and, above all, the capacity of saerif!cing the individual for 
the general welfare and the comfort of the present for 
the advantage of tQe future-all these qualities the Roman 
community exhibited in so high a degree that, when we look 
to its conduct as a whole, all censure is lost in reverent 
admiration. Even now good sense and discretion still 
thoroughly predominated. The whole conduct of the bur
gesses with reference to the ruling class as well as to the 
opposition show,8 very clearly that the same mighty patriotism 
before which even Hanuibal's genius had to quit the field 
pervaded the proceedings of the Roman comitia. No doubt 
they often erred; but their errors originated not in the mis
chievous impulses of a rabble, but in the narrow views 
characteristic of burgesses and farmers. The machinery 
howeveF, by means of which the 'burgesses took part in the 
course of public affairs, became certainly more and more 
unwieldy, Rnd the circumstances in which they were placed 
through th~ir own great deeds far outgrew their power to deal 
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with them. We have already stated, that in the course of this 
epoch most of the till'lDer communities of passive burgesses, 
as well as a considerable number of newly established colo
nies, received the full Roman frauchi8e. At the close of_ 
this period the Roman burgess-body, in a tolerably compact 
mass, occupied Latium in its widest sense, Sabina, and a part 
of yampania, so that,it reached on the west coast north
-ward to Crere and southward to Cumre; within this district 
there were only a few cities not -included in it, such as Tibur, 
Prreneste, Signia, and Norba. To this fell to be added the 
maritime colonies on the coasts of Italy which uniformly 
possessed the full Roman franchise, the Picedan and trans
Apennine colonies of recent foundation to which the fran
chise had to be conceded (P. 333), and a very considerable 
number of Roman burgesses, who, without forming separate 
commuDities in a strict sense, were dispersed throughout 
Italy in market-villages and hamlets (fora et conciliabula). 
To some extent the unwieldiness of a community so con
stituted was remedied, as regarded purposes of justice- and 
of administration, by the d~puty judges we have previously 
mentioned (i. 435); and already perhaps the maritime 
(i. 449) and the new Piceriian and trans-Apennine colo
nies exhibited at least the first lineaments of the system 
'under which afterwards smaller urban communities were 
organized within the great city-commonwealth of Rome. 
But in all political qqestions the general assembly in the 
-Roman Forum was alone entitled to act. It is obvious at a 
glance, that this assembly was no longer, in its composition 
or in its collective action, what it had been when all the 
persons entitled to vote could exercise their privilege as 
-citizens by leaving their farms in the morning and return-
-ing home the same evening. ~Ioreover, the government---
whether from want of judgmeht, from negligence, or ITom 
any evil design, we cannot tell-,-no longer enrolled the com-

241.- munities admitted to the franchise after 513 in newly insti-

• In Cato's treatise on husbandry, which, as is well known, primarily hore 
reference to an estate in the district of Venafrum, the judiCIal discussion of 
S\lch processes as might arise is referred to Rome only as respects one definite 
case j namely, that in which the landlord leas .. the winter pasture to the owner 
of a flock of sheep, and thus has to deal with a lessee who, as a rille, ij; not domi
ciled in the distlict (C. 149). It may be inferred frem this, tbat in ordinary 
cases, where the cont.ract was with a person domiciled in the district, snch pro
cesses as might lUis. were even in Cato's time decided not at Rome, but hefore 
the local judges. -
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tuted tribes, but entered them in the old; so that gradu
ally each tribe came to be composed of liifferent townships 
scattered over the whole Roman territory. Tribes such 88 

these, containing on an average 8000 (the urban naturally 
. more, the rural fewer) persons entitled to vote, without 
local connection or inward unity, no longer admitted of being 

• definitely led or of being satisfactorily addressed beforehand; 
disadvantages, which must have been the,more felt, that in 
the Roman assemblies there was no liberty of debate. More
over, while the burgesses had quite sufficient capacity to 
discern their, municipal interests. it was foolish and utterly 
ridiculous to leave the decision of the highest and most diffi
cult questions which the power that ruled the worlcl had 
occosion to solve to a well-disposed but fortuitous concourse 
of Italian farmers. and to allow the nomination of generals and 
the conclusion of treaties of state to be finally judged of by 
people who understood neither the grounds nor the conse
quences of their decrees. In all matters higher than mere 
municipal affairs the Roman popular assemblies accordingly 
played a childish and even silly part. As a rule, the people 
stood and assented to all proposals; and, when in exceptiQllal. 
instances they of their own impulse refused their sanction, 
as on occasion,. of the declaration of war against Macedonia 
in 554 (P. 233), the policy of the market-place certainly 200. 
made a pitiful opp08ition~d with a pitiful issue-to the 
pplicy of the state. • 

. At length the rabble of clients assumed a position, for- Rise of a 
mally, of equality and often even, practically, ot'superiority, city rabble. 
alongside of the class of independent burgesses. The in
stitutions in which it originated were of great antiquity. 
From time immemorial the noble Roman exercised a sort of 
government over his freedmen and dependents, and was con-
sulted by them in all their more important affairs; a client, 
for instance, was careful not to give his children in marriage 
withont hBvingobtained the consent of his patron, and very 
often the latter directly arranged the match. But, when 
the aristocracy became converted into B special ruling class 
concentrating in its bands not only power but wealth, the 
clients became parasites and beggars; and these new parti-
sans of the ricb undermined outwardly and inwardly the bur-
gess class. The aristocracy not only tolerated this sort of 
clientship, but worked it financially and politically for their 
own advantage. Thus, for instance, the old penny collections, 
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which hitherto had taken place chiefly for religious purposes 
or.in connection with the burial of men of merit, were now 
employed by lords of high standing-for the .:first time by 
Lucius Scipio, in 568, on pretext of a popular festival which 
he had in contemplation-for the purpose of levying on. 
extraordinary occasions a contribution from the public. 
Presents were specially placed under legal restriction (in 
550), because th~ senators began under that name to take 
regular tribute from their clients; But the retinue of 
clients was above all serviceable to the ruling class as a 
means of commanding the comitia; and the issue of the 
elections shows clearly, how powerfully the dependent rabble 
already at this epoch counteracted the influence of the in
dependent middle class. 

The very rapid increase of the rabble in the capital parti 
cularly, which these facts serve to indicate, is also demon
·strable otherwise. The increasing number and importance 
of the freedmen are shown by the very serious discussions 
that arose in the previous century (i. 317), and were con
tinued during the present, as to their right to vote in t.he 
p1l.blic assemblies, and by the remarkable resolution, adopted 
by the senate during the Hannibalic war, to admit honour
able freedwomen to a participation in the pu~lic collections, 
and to grant to the legitimate children of manumitted fathers 
the insignia hitherto belonging only to' the children of the 
free-born (P. 316). The majQrity of the Hellenes and 
Orientals who settled in Rome were probably little better 
than the freedmen, for a national servility clung as indelibly 
to the former as the servility of their legal position clung 
to the latter. 

But not only did these natural causes operate to produce 
a metropolitan rabble: neither t.he nobility nor the dema
gogues, moreover, can be'acquitted from the reproach of having 
systematically nursed its growth, and of having undermined, 
so far as in them lay, the old public spirit by flattery of the 
people and things still worse. The electors as a body were 
still too respectable to admit of direct electoral corruption 
showing itself on a great scale; but the favour of those en
titled to vote was indirectly courted by methods far from 
commendable. '1'he old obligation of the magistrates, par
ticularly of the rediles, to see that corn could be procured 
at a moderate price and to superintend the games, began to 
degenerate into the state of things which at length ga\'c 
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rise to the horrible cry of the city populace under the empire, 
"Bread for nothing and games for ever!" Large supplies Distrlbu
of grain, either placed by the provincial governors "at the tio~ of 
disposal of the Roman market officials, or delivered at Rome gram. 
free of cost by the provinces themselves for the purpose of 
ingratiating themselves with particular Roman magistrates, 
enabled the mdiles, from the middle of the sixth century 
onward, to furnish grain to the population of the capital 
below cost price. "It was no wonder," Cato considered, 
"that the burgesses no longer listened 'to good advice-the 
belly had no ears." . 

Popular amusements increased to an alarming extent. Festivals. 
For five hundred years the community had been content 
with one festival in the year, and with one circus. The first 
Roman demagogue by profession, Gaius Flaminius, added 
a second festival and a second circus (534);* and by these 220. 
institutions-th~ tendency of which is sufficiently indicated 
by tbe very name of the new festival, ., the plebeian games"-
he probably purchased permis§ion to give battle at the 
Trasimene lake. When the path was once opened, the evil 
made rapid progress. The festival in honour of Ceres, the 
goddess who protected the plebeian order (i. 284), must have 
been but little, if at all, later than the plebeian games. On • 
the suggestion of the Sibylline and Marcian prophecies, 
moreover, a fourth festival was added in 542 in honour of 212. 
Apollo, and a fifth in 550 in honour of the" Great Mother" 204. 
recently transplanted from Phrygia to Rome. rhese 
. were the severe years of the Hannibalic war-on the first 
celebration of the Apollinarian games the burgesses were 
summoned from the circus itself to arms; the superstitious 
fear. peculiar to Italy was feverishly excited, and persons 
were not wanting who took advantage of the opportunity 
to circulate Sibylline and prophetic oracles and to recommend 
themselves to the people through the'medium of their con-
tents; we can scarcely blame the government, which was 
obliged to call for so enormous sacrifices from the burgesses. 
for yielding in such matters. But what was once conceded 

• The building of the circus i. attested. Respecting the origiD of the 
plebeian games there is no ancient tradition (for what is said by the Pseudo
Asconius, P. 143, Oroll. is none such) ; but seeing that they were celebrated 
in the Flaminian circus (Val. Max. i. 7,4), and first certainly oreur in 538 216. 
four years after it was built (Liv. xxiii. 30), what we have stated above is 
sufficiently proved. 
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had to be continued; indl'('d, even in more pea('eful tirn('s 
(581) there ,,-a8 added another fe8tival. altbou~h of minor 
importance-the game8 in honour of }'Iora. The cost of 
theae n('W festal amusements WpI dl,frayed by the ma~ill
tratea, intrusted with the l'Xhibition of the rt>spcctin! fcs
tivals. from tbeir own meanl; the curule IPdil... had, OYI'1' 

and above the old national festival, those of the Mother of 
the goda ; and of Flora; t he plebeian ",dile. bad the plt'bcian 
festival and that of Cel'l'B, and the urban prR'tor the A polli
narian game8. Tll08e whtl sanctioned the new feeth-nlB per
haps excused tbem81·ln'8 in tbeir own eyes by the reOee
tion, that tbey were not at Rny rate R burdcn on the public 
pUI'I\e; but it would haye been in reality far le88 injurious to 
burden the public blld~('t with. number of 118('lesl eXpI'nSl'S, 
than to allow the furni~bing of an amusement for the {lcople 
to become practicallv a qualification for holding the 111~hest 
office in the Btate. 'the future candidates for the consulship 
soon futl'l'l'd into a mutual rivalry in their expl·nditure on 
tbese games, which incl'l'dibly incrcssl'd their cost; and of 
course it wal no injury to the interests of tbe consul ellpl'ct
ant, if he gave, over and above this as it were 1t'ga1 rontrihn
tion, a" voluntary gift" (mIlRlI.<)-particularly, a gladiatorial 
.how_t his own expense for the public benl'fit. The splen
dour of the game. became gndually the standard by which 
the electoral body meosured the fitness of the candidates f"r 
the consulship. Tbe nobility had, in truth, to pay dear for 
their honoul'll-a gladiatorial show on a respectahle scale cost 
720.000 Bl'sterceS (£7200)-but th('v paid willingly, since 
by thi8 means they ab8olutoly precludt.'d men ,,·lio were not 
wealthy from a political career. 

Corruption, however, was not restricted to the }'orum ; it 
wall trausferrt'd even to the camp. The old burgess militia 
bad reckoned themselves fortunate ,,-h('n they brought homo 
a l.'Ompensation for thl·ir labour in war. ODd. in the ('vent of 
IIU<X'e88, a trilling ~ os a memorial of victorY. Tho n('" 
gt.'nerals, with ScipiO MricanuB at tlicir head, )avishly IIt'at
tered amon~t tholr troops the money of RoDle as well R8 the 
proceeds of the Bpoil: it W08 on this point, tbat Cato quar
rclll'd with Scipio during the last compaigu8 n~in~t llanni
bal in AfrirR. The vt·terana of the lI<'Cond M81'l'doninn and 
the Asiatic war already returned home, in ~Dl'rlll, ,,-ealthy 
IDl1n: even the bt.'ttcr class bcgan to comml'nd a general, "'ho 
did not appropriate the gifts of the provincial. and the 
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pins of .-ar entirely to- himsclf' and his immediate ful
lowf'!'S, and from ..-boee camp D<Jt • few men returned with 
~d., and maby..-ith silTS', in their pockets: men began to 
lc>rget that the mon>able ~il.-.s the property of tbe state. "beD Lucius PauilWi __ <>sin deal, wia it in the old mode. 
his o..-u sc.lJien. ~y the Twunreen ..-ho bad beE-n 
Llured in number'S by the ~ of rich plllIlder, ..-ere OD. 

the et"e of refusing to decree to the rict.or of Pydna the 
lwnour of. triwnph-an 1wnour ... hieh theoy threw ..... yon 
eTery ODe ... bo ba.i subju.,<>ated three k<>'Ul'ian Tillat:es. 

Ho..- much the military discipline ad the m.arUal spirit Dasy fIE 
of the burgesses 1lWFere.i from this eon'l-ersiou. of 1IV into • ...,-Ii.., 
~ in plunder, may be tracEd in the eam~fPDB a."toSinst""':"
PCl'SeU5; and the ~ of CI01IWdice ..... manife&ed in a 
.... yal.;oo;;t Ieandalowl during the insi~ htrian 1I1Ir 

(in Sit.). On oc:cao;iuQ of • ~ skinni. ... -.,..mfied by 1.B. 
rumour to ~"Ultic: dime~-ioos. t.he land arm,! and the 
nanll fOfte of tile Romans, and e'ftfl the Italians at homeo., 
took to tight. and Utol £:mnd it neressary to addres a 
srecW It'proof to his eountrvmen f.:w- their ~ In 
t.:Us too the noble youth took ~ .Already during 
t!>e Rannibalic 11111' (s.lS) the eeuson fOund omWon to 209. 
~t ..-i,a severe po"nalties the induleDee of those ..-ho were 
bound to sene in the t"Cluestrian nmh... Towuds tbe dose 
elf this period (S;'& r) • decree of tbe people preserihed ISO. 
en.ienre of ten yf!an' semce as a quali.lkstion fur holding 
any publie ma,,~, with • Tie. to compel the 8011!1 of the 
oot.i-ity to enta' the' _y. • 

B:.lt perhsps DOthing so dearly en- the dedine of rifle. 
~nuine priJe and genuine booour iB. hi.,ob and low alike as ~ 
ttw h~ a.ftft ~<YDia aDd titles. ... hieh .p~ under 
d.£d't"ut f.:rIDS of ex~ but..-ith mbstantial identi,!, of 
~haracter, ~ all ranks and dasse&. So 1ll'gftlt ..... the 
.1.emand for the hoDOIll' of. triumph. that there .-as difiinllty 
in upholding the oU rule. which aerorded • trilimp1a 0Dly to 
the Ol'.llnary Rlpreme ~oistrate who au",c:omented the pow-eI' 
d the state in opeD barue, And thu, it is true., DOt unfre... 
<jllL"lluy excluded from that boDOa!' the Tery autbonl of the 
most imporunt SDOOe88eL IDere 1II"U • necessity fill' Be

q~.nee ... hile those ~ who bl in ~ BOlieited. 
eor ~d DO pro;ped of attaining, • triumph from the &enate 
or the b~-.....s., msrehed in triumph OIl their o~ ~ &, l.:a:.t to the Alban IDOUIli (firs; in 523). .No combat lt31.. 
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with a Ligu~ian or Corsican horde was too insignificant to be 
made a pretext for demanding a triumph. In'order to put 

. an end to peaceful triumphators, such as were the consuls 
181. of 573, the granting of a triumph was made to depend on the 

producing proof of a pitched battle which had cost the lives 
of at least 5000 of the enemy; but this proof was frequlmtly 
evaded by false bulletins, and already in noble houses many 
an enemy's armour might be seen to glitter, which had by no 
means come thither from the field of battle. While formerly 
the commander-in-chief of the one year had been proud in 
that which followed to enter the staff of his successor, the 
fact that the consular Cato took service as a military tribulle 

194. under Tiberius Sempronius Longus (560) and Manius 
191. Glabrio (563; P. 263), was now regarded as a demonstration 

against the new-fashioned arrogance. Formerly the thanks 
of' the community once for all had sufficed for service ren
dered to the state; now every meritorious act seemed to 
demand a permanent distinction. Already Gaius Duilius, 

260. the victor of Mylm (494), had gained an exceptional permis
sion that, when he walked in the evening through the streets 
of the capital, he should be preceded by a torch-bEll1rer and 
a piper. Statues and monuments, .very often erected at the 
expense of the person whom they purported to honour, 
became so oommon., that it was ironically pronounced a dis
tinction to have none. But such merely personal honours did 
not long suffice. A custom came into vogue, by which the 
victor and his descendants derived a permanent surname 
fronl the' victories they had won-a custom mainly esta
blished by the victor of Zama who got himself designated 
as the hero of Africa, his brother as the hero of Asia, and 
his cousin as the hero of Spain. * The example llet; by the 
higher was followed by the hum bIer classes. When the ruling 
order did Dot disdain to settle the funeral arrangements for 
different ranks and to decree to the man who had been 
censor a purple winding-sheet, it could not complain of 
the freedmen for desiring that their sons at any rate might 
be decorated with the much envied purple border. The robe, 
the ring, and the amulet-case distinguished not only the b~ 

• P. 283. The first certain iDstance of such a surname is that of Maoius 
263. Valerius Maximus, CODSn! in 491, who, as cODqueror of Messana, assumed the 
335, . name Messalla (P. 36): that the consul of 419 was, in a similar maDDer 

called CaleoUS; is an error. The surname of Maximus in the Valerian gens 
(i. 280) is Dot precisely analogous with the same surname in the Fahian (i. 817). 
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geSI and'the burgess'lwife from the foreigner and the slave, 
but also the person 1I"ho was free born from one who had 
been a slave, the son offree born, from the son of manumitted, 
parents, thll son of the knight and the senator from the 
common burgess, the descendant of a curule house from the 
common senator (P. 316)-and this in a community where 
all that was great and good was the work of civil equality! 

The dissension in the communi tv was reHected in the ranks 
of the opposition. Resting on the support of the farmers, 
the patrIots raised a loud cry for reform; resting on the 
IUpport of the mob in the capital, demagogism began its 
work. Although the two tendencies do not admit of being 
1I"ho11y separated but in various respects go hand in hand, 
it will be necessary to consider then! apart. • 

The party of reform emerges, as it were, personified in The party 
Marcus PorciusCato (520-605). Cato, the last statesman of of reform. 

note belonging to that earlier system which restricted its C;~4-149 
ideas to Italy and was averse to schemes of universal em- • 
pire, WIIS for that reason accounte!i in after times the model 
of a genuine Roman of the antique stamp; he may with 
greater justice be regarded as the representative of the op-
position of the Roman middle class to the new HelleniCI>
cosmopolite .nobility. Brought up at the plough, he was in-
duced to enter on & political career by a neighhouring pro-
prietor, one of the few nobles who kept aloof from the ten-
dencies of the age, Lucius Valerius Flaccus. That upright 
patrician deemed the rough Sabine farmer the proper man to 
stem the current of the times; and he was not deceived in 
his estimate. Beneath the legis of Flaccus, and after the good 
old fashion serving his fellow-citizens and the commonwealth 
in counsel and action, Cato fought his way up to thlf consu-
late and a triumph, and even to the censorship. Having in 
his seventeenth year entered the burgess-":I'IlIY, he had passed 
through the whole Hannihalic war from the battle on the 
Trasimene lake to that of Zama; had served under Marcell\lll . 
and Fabius, under Nero and Scipio; and at Tarentum and 
Sena, in Africa, Sardinia, Spain, and Macedonia, had shown 
equal ability as a soldier, a staff-officer, and a general. He 
was the same in the Forum, as in the battle-field. His prompt 

. and intrepid address, his rough but pungent rustic wit, his 
knowledge of Boman law and Roman affairs, his incredible 
activity and his iron frame, first brought him into notice in 
the neighbouring towns; and, when at length he made his 
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appearance on the greater arena of the Forum and tlie senate
house in the capital, constituted him the most influential 
pleader and political orator of his time. He took up the key
note first struck by,Manius Curius, his ideal among Roman 
statesmen (i. 315) : throughout his long life he. made it his 
task honestly, to the best of his jud~ent, to assail on all 
hands the prevailing declension j and even in his eighty-fifth 
year he battled in the Forum with the new spirit of the 
times. He was anything but comely-he had green eyeij, his 
enemies alleged, and red hair-and he was not a great man, 
still less a far-seeing statesman. Thoroughly narrow in his 
political and moral views, and having the ideal of the good 
old times ever before his eyes and on his lips, he cherished 
an obstinate contempt fOr everything new. Deeming him
self entitled by virtue of his own austere life to manifest an 
unrelenting severity and harshness towards everything and 
everybody; upright and honourable, but without a glimpse of 
any dutr beyond the sphere of police discipline and of mer
cantile mt-egrity; an enemy to all villany and vulgarity as 
well as to all genius and refinement, and above all things a 
foe to those who were his' foes; he never made an attempt to 
stop evils at their source, but waged war throughout life 
against mere symptoms, and especially against persons. The 
ruling lords, np doubt, looked down with a lofty disdain on 
the ignoble barker, and believed, not without reason, that 
they were far superior; but fashionable corruption in and 
out of the senate secretly trembled in the presence of the old 
ceusor of morals w,ith his proud republican, bearing, of the 
scar-covered veteran of the Hannibalic war, and of the highly 
influential senator who was the protector of the Roman far
mers. -He publicly laid before his noble colleagues, one after 
another, his list of their sins,-certainly without being re
markably particular as to the proofs, and certainly also with 
a peculiar relish in the case of those who had personally 
crossed or provoked him. With equal fearlessness, he re
proved and publicly scolded the burgesses for every new in
justice and every fresh disorder. His angry attacks provoked 
numerous enemies, and he lived in declared and irreconcil
able hostility with the most powerful aristocratic coteries of 
the time, particularly the Scipios and Flaminini. He was . 
publicly accused twenty-four times; but the farmers-and 
it is a I!ignificant indic~tion, how powerful still in the Roman 
middle class was the spirit which had enabled them to sur-
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vive the day ofCanIUll-never allowed the unsparing champion 
of reform to lack the support of their votes. Indeed, when 
in 5iO Cato and his like-minded patrician colleague. Lucius 184. 
l'laccus, solicited the censorship, and announced beforehand 
that it was their intention when in that office to undertake 
a thorough purification of all ranks and classes, the two men 
80 greatly dreaded were elected by the burgesses notwith
standing all the exertions of the nobility; and the latter were 
obliged to submit, while the great purgation actually took 
place and erased among others the brother of Afl'icanus trom 
the roll of theequites, and the brother of the deliverer of 
the Greeks from the roll of the senate. 

This warfare directed ·against individuals, and the various Police re
attempts to repress the spirit of the age by means of justice form. 
and of police, however deserving of r!!spect might be the sen
timents in which they originated, could onlyat most stem 
the current of corruption for a short time; and, while it is 
remarkable that Cato was enabled in spite of that current 
or rather by means of it to play his political part, it is 
equally significant that he was as little I:luc(:essful in getting 
rid of the leaders of the opposite party as they were in get-
ting rid of him. The processes of count and reckoning in
IItituted by him and by those who shared his views before 
the burgesses uniforlllly remained, at least in the cases that 
were ot' political importance, quite as ineffectual as the 
counter-accusations directed against him. Nor was much 
more effect produced by the police-laws, which were issued 
at this period in unusual numbers, especially with a view to 
the restriction of luxury and the introduction of a frugal and 
orderly housekeeping, and Borne of which have still to be 
noticed in our view of the national economics. 

Far more practical and more useful were the attempts made Assigna
to counteract the spread of decay by indi.rellt means; among tions of 
which, beyond doubt, the assignatIons of new farms out of land. 
the domain land occupy the first place. These assignations 
were made in great numbers and of considerable compass in 
t he period between the first and second war with Carthage, 
Illid again from the .close of the latter till towards the end of 
this epoch. The most important of them were the distribu-
tion of the Picenian possessions by Gaius Flaminius in 522 232. 
(P. 83); the foundation of eight new maritime colonies in 
560 (P. l~l); and above all the comprehensive colonization 194-
of the district between the Apennines and the Po by the 
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establishment of the Latin colonies of Placentia, Cremona 
(P. 83), Bononia (P. 198), and Aquileia (P. 196), and ofthe 
burgess-colonies, Potentia, Pisaurum, Mutina, Parma, and 
Luna (P. 198) in the years 536 and 565-577. By far the 
greater part of these valuable fo~dations may be ascribed 
to the reforming party. Cnto and those who shared his 
opinions demanded such steps, pointing, on the one hand, to 
the devastation of Italy by the Hannibalic war and the 
alarming decrease of the farms and of the free Italian 
population' generally, and, on the other, to the widely ex
tended possessions of the nobles-occupied along with, and 
similarly to, property of their own-in Cisalpine Gaul, in 
Samnium, and in the Apulian and . Bruttian districts; and 
although the rulers of &me did not probably comply with 
his demllllds to the extent to which they m~ht and should 
have complied with them, yet they did not remain deaf to the 
warning voice of !o j\ldicious a man. 

Of a kindred character was the proposal, which Cato 
made in the senate, to remedy the. decline of the burgess 
cavalry by the institution of four hundred new equestrian 
stalls (P. 320). The exchequer cannot have wanted 
means for the purpose; but the proposal appears to have 
been defeated by the exclusive spirit of the' nobility and their 
endeavours to expel from the burgess cavalry those who 
were troopers merely and not knights. On the other hand, 
the serious emergencies of the war, which soon induced the 
Roman government to make an attempli-fortunately unsuc
cessful-to recruit their armies after the Oriental fashion from 
theslave·market (P. 131, 161). compelled them to modify 
the qualifications hitherto required for service in the bur
gess army, viz., a minimum census of 11,000 asses (£115), 
and free birth. Apart from the ~ct that they took up for 
service in the fleet the persons of free birth rated between 
4000 asses (£41) and 1500 asses (£12 lOs.) and all the 
freedmen, the minimum census for the legionary was re
duced to 4000 asses (£41) ~ and, in case of need, both those 
who were bound to serve in the fleet and the free-born 
rated between 1500 asses (£12 lOs.) and 375 asses 
(£3 188.) were enrolled in the burgess infantry. These 
innovations, which belong probably to the end of the pre
ceding or beginning of the present epoch, doubtless did not 
originate in party efforts ,any more than did the Servian 
military reform j but they gave a material impulse to 
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the democmtic party, in so far as those who bore civic blll'
dens neceBBarily claimed and eventually obtained equali
zation of civic rights. The poor and the freedmen began to 
be of some importance in the commonwealth from the time 
when they served it; and chiefly from this cause arose one 
of the most important constitutional changes of this epoch
the remodelling of the comitia centuriata, which most pro
bably took place in the same year in which the war concern-
ing Sicily terminated (513). 241. 

According to the order of voting hitherto followed in the Remodelling 
centur.ate 8Bgembly the equites, that is, the old gentile and the of the 
new plebeian nobility, had voted first, and tbenthe first class, ~tia cell

that is, those of the highest rating; and these two divisions, turiata. 
when they concurred, had decided every vote. The suffrage of 
those 8Bge9sed under the four following classes had be'¥l of 
doubtful weight; that of those whose rating remained below 
the standard of the lowest class had been virtually illusory; 
and the freedmen had with few exceptions been totally desti .. 
tute of the BUffrage. According to the new arrangement, on 
the other hand, each of the five classes probably obtained an 
equal number of votes; the right of precedence in voting was 
withdrawn from the equites, who however retained their 
separate di\Tisions, and was . transferred to a voting-division 
chosen from the first class by lot; IDd, lastly, the freedmen 
were placed on an equal footing with the free-born. This 
reform ia described 8S the termination of the conflicts be-
tween patricians and plebeians, and with reason, in so far as 
it eancelled the last privilege of political value that was left 
in the handa of the gentile nobility, the right of preeedence 
in voting. Nor must we estimate this as a matter of alto-
gether trifling importance, for even now the patrician order 
were still powerful enough to fill the second consulship and 
the second censorship, which stood open in law alike to 
patricians and plebeians, solely with men of their own 
body, the former up to the close of this period ~ 582), the 172. 
latter eve~ for a generation longer (till 623) ; and in fad;, at 131. 
the most perilous moment which the Roman republic ever 
experienced-in the crisis at\er the battle of Cannal-they 
cancelled the quite duly and legally conducted election of 
the offieer who was in all respects the ablest, the plebeian 
Marcellus, to the consulship vacated by the death of the patri-
cian Paullus, 80lely on account of his plebeian origin. At 
the same time this reform was the first important constitu-
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tional change which the new democratic opposition wrung 
foom the nobility, inasmuch as, on the one hand, it took away 
their right of precedence in voting, and, on the other hand, it 
equalized the s'Uffrages of the rich and the poor, of the free
born and the freedmen, who were assessable, so that, instead 
of a half, only about a fifth of the whole number of votes re
mained in the hands of those of the highest rating. But one 
of the most important, perhaps practically the most impor
tant, of these innovations--the equalizing of the freedmen 
with ~he free-born~was set aside again twenty years later 
(534) by one of the most notable men of the reform party 
itself, thecen~or Gaius Flaminius, and the freedmen were re
moved from the centurieB~ameasurewhich the censor Tibe
rius SemproniusG~acchus, the fat~er of the two authors of 
the *oman revolutIOn, fifty years afterwards (585) renewed 
and enforced against the freedmen who were always intrud~ 
ing afresh. The abiding fruit therefore of the reform of thE' 
eenturies, apart from the enactment directed against the 
prerogative of the equestrian order, was the political aboli
tion of distinctions in point of wealth among the burge~es 
whOse valuation. exceeded the lowest rating. Substantially 
in this way all freeholder burgesses of free birth had.'long 
enjoyed equality of suffrage in the comitia tr£buta, while the 
votes of the non-freeholders and freedmen had been rendered, 
almost practically worthless by their being crowded into foUl'· 
of the thirty-five tribes. The general result accordingly was 
the remodelling of the comitia centuriata according to the prin
ciple already recognized in the comitia tributa; a change which 
recommended itself by the circumstance, that elections, pro
posals of laws, criminal charges, and generally all affairs re
quiring the co-operation of the burgesses, came to be uniforml J 
brought before the camitia tributa, and the more unwieldy 
centuries were seldom convoked except when it was constitu
tionally necessary to do so for electing the censors, consuls, 
andprretors, or for decreeing an aggressive war. It thus ap
pears that this reform did not introduce a new principle into 
the constitution, but only brought into general application 
the principle that had long regulated the working of the 
practically more ii'equent and more important form of the 
burgess:..assemblies. Its democratic, but by no means dema
gogic, tendency is clearly apparent in the circumstance that 
the proper supports of every really revolutionary party, viz.; 
the proletariate and the freedmen, still continued as before to 
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hold an inferior, position in the centuries as well as in the 
tl'loes. For that reason tbe practical significance of t4is alter-
ation in the voting arrangements of the popular assemblies 
must not be estimated too highly. The new law of election 
completed, in theory, civil equality, but did not prevent, and 
probably did not even materially impede, the contemporary 
formation of a new politically privileged order. It is certainly 
not owing to the mere imperfection or tradition, defective 
as it undoubtedly is, that we are nowhere able to point to 
a "practical i~fiuence exercised by this much-discussed reform 
on the course of political affairs. An intimate connection, 
we ~ add, subsisted between this reform which equalized 
the suffrages oBhe burgesses entitled to vote at all, and the 
already-mentioned abolition of the Roman burgess-communi
ties sine svffragW which were gradually merged in the com
munity of full burgesses. The levelling spirit of the party of 
progress suggested the abolition of distinctions within the 
burgess-body, while the chasI,Il between burgesses and non
burgesses was, at the s8.!De'time deepened and widened. 

Reviewing what the reform party of this age aimed at Results of 
and· obtained, we find that it undoubtedly exerted itself the efforts 
wit1} patriotism and energy to check, ahd to a certain ,ex- at reform. 

tent .succeeded in checking, the spread pfdecay (more 
,~pecilllrthe falling ?ff of the farmer clR;Ss and the re1a.xa-
Ji10p of the old stnct and frugal habltS) and the pre
~n~ -political influence of the new nobility. But 
we:'f~to .. iliscover any higher political aim. The discontent 
of ~~ultitude, and the moral indignation of the better 

" cl_Q$:" found perhaps in this oppositlbn their appropriate 
ilJRd. ,;powerful expression; but we do not find e+tlier a clear 
insight into the sources of the evil, or any definite and com
prehensive plan of remedying it. A certain want of purpose 
pervaded all these efforts otherwise so dese;rvingof respect, 
and the purely defensive attitude of the defenders foreboded 
little good in the issue. Whether the disease could be 
remedied at' all by human skill, remains fairly open to 
question ;'but the Roman reformers of this period seem to 
have been good citizens rather than good statesmen, and 
to have conducted the great struggle between the old 
civism and the new cosmopolitanism on their part in a some
what inadequate and narrow spirit. 

But, as this period witnessed the rise of a rabble by the Demagog
side of the burgesses, so it witnessed also the emergence of ism. 
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a demagogism that flattered the mob alongside of the respect
able and useful party of oppOSItion. Cato 'Was already 8('~ 
quainted with men, who made a trade of demagogism; who 
had a morbid propensity for speechifying, as others had for 
drinking or for sleeping; who hired listeners, if they could 
find no willing audience otherwise; and whom people heard 
as they heard the market crier, without attending to their 
words or, when needing help, intrusting themselves to their 
care. In his caustic fashion the old man describes these 
fops formed after the model of the Greek talkers of the 
agora, dealing in jests and witticisms, singing and dancing, 
ready for anything; such an one was, in his opinion, good 
for nothing but to exhibit himself as harlequin in a pro
cession and to bandy talk with the public-he would sell 
his talk or his silence for a bit of bread. In truth these 
demagogues were the worst enemies of reform. While the 
reformers insisted above all things and in every direction on 
moral. amendment, demagogism preferred to insist' on the 
limitation of the powers of government and the extension of 
those of the burgesses. . \ 

Abolition of Under the former head the most important. innovation 
the d!cta- was the practical abolition of the dictatorship. The crisis 
torship. occasioned by Quintus Fabius and his popular opponents 

217. in 537 (P. 126) gave the death-blow to this all-along un
popular institution. Although the government once after-

216. wards, in 538, under the immediate impression produced 
by the battle of Cannre. nominated a dictator invested with 
active command, it c:ould not again venture to do so in more 

-peaceful times. On'l!everal occasions subsequently (the last 
202. in 552), sometimes after a previous indication by the bur

gesses of the person to be nominated, a dlctator was appointed 
for urban business; but the office, without being formally 
abolished, fell practically into desuetude. Through its abey
ance the Roman constitutional system, so artificially con
structed, lost a corrective which was very desirable with 
reference to its . peculiar feature of collegiate magistrates 
(i. 263), and the ruling class, which was vested with the 
sole ~ower of creating a dictatorship or in other words of sus
pending the consuls, and ordinarily designated the person 
who was to be nominated as dictator,lost one of its most im
portant instruments. Its place was but very imperfectly 
supplied by the power-which· the senate thenceforward 
claimed-of 'conferring in extraordinary emergencies, parti-
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cularlr on the Budden outbreak of revolt or war, a quasi
dictatorial power on the supreme magistrates for the time 
being, by instructing them ,. to take measures for the safety 
of the commonwealth at their discretion," and thus creat
ing a state of things similar to the modern martial law. 

Along with this change the formal powers of the people Election of 
in the nomination of magistrates as well as in questions of priests by 
government, administration, and finance, received a hazard, the "-,,m
OUB extension. The priesthoods-particularly those politi- mumty. 
cally most important, the colleges of men of lore-according 
to ancient custom filled up the vacancies in their, ,ranks, and 
nominated also their own presidents, where these corl?orations 
had presidents at all; and in fact, for such institutlOns des-
tined to transmit the knowledge of divine things from gene-
ration to generation, the only form of election in keeping 
with their spirit was co-optation. It was therefore a circum-
stance not of great {,olitical importance, but indicative of 
the incipient disorganIZation of the republican arrangements, 
that at this time (before 542), while election into the col- 212. 
leges themselves was left on its former footing, the desig
nation of the presidents-the curiones and pontifices-from 
the ranks of those corporations was transferred from the 
collegcs to the community. In this case, however, with a 
pious regard for forms that is genuinely Roman, in order 
to avoid any error, only the minority of the tribes, and 
therefore not the " people," completed the act of election. 

Of greater importance was the growing interference of Interference 
the burgesses in questions as to persons and things belong- of th,e ~m
in .. to the sphere of military administration and external munltYdl~ 
po~icy. Under this head we class the transference of the ~~_ • 
nomination of the ordinary staff-officers from the general to tion. 
the burgesses, which has been already mentioned (P. 323) ; 
the election of the leaders of the opposition as ~mmanders 
in chief a~ainst JIannibal (P. 120, 128); the unconstitu-
tional and ll"rational decree of the people in 537, which divided 217. 
the supreme command between the unpopular generalissimo 
and hiS popular lieutenant who opposed him in the camp 
as well a8 at home (P. ,127) j the tribunician complaint 
laid before the burgesses, cuarginO' an officer like Mar-
cellus with an injudicious and disilOnest management of 
the war (545), which even compelled him to come from the 1119. 
camp and to prove his military capacity before the publio 
of the capital j the still more scandalous attempts to de-
J>rive the victor of Pydna of his triumph by a decree of the 
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·burgesses (P. 347); the investiture-suggested, it is true. 
by the senate-of a private man with extraordinary consular 

210. authority (544; P. 152); the dangerous threat of Scipio 
that, if the senate should refuse him the chief command in 

215. Africa, he would seek the sanction of the burgesses (549 ; 
P. 181) ; the attempt of a man half crazy with ambition to 
extort from the burgesses. against the will of the govern
ment, a declaration of war in every respect unwarranted 

167. against the Rhodians (587 ; P. 307); and the new constitu
tional axiom, that every state treaty acquired validity only 
through the ratification of the people. 

Interference This joint action of the burgesses in governing and in 
of ~e co":'- commanding was fraught in a high degree with peril. But 
iliufity With still more dangerous was their interference witb the finances 

e nances. of the state i not only because any attack on thE! oldest and 
most important right of the government-the exclusive ad
ministration of the public property-struck at the root of 
the power of the senate, but because the placing of the 
most important business· of this nature-the distribution 
of the public domains-in the hands of the public assem
blies necessarily dug the grave of the republic. To allow 
the public, assembly to decree the transference of public 
property without limit to its own pocket was not only 
wrong, but was the beginning of the end; it demoralized • 
the. best-disposed citizens, and gave to the proposer a power 
incompatible with a free commonwealth. 'Salutary as was 
the distribution of the public land, and doubly blameable 
as was .the senate accordingly for omitting to cut off the 
most dangerous of all weapons of agitation by voluntarily 
distributing the occupied lands, yet Gaius Flaminius, when 

232. he came to the burgesses in 522 with the proposal to distri
bute the domains of Picenum, undoubtedly injured the como' 
monwealth~ore by the means than he benefited it by the 
end. CassIUS had probably two hundred and fifty years 
earlier proposed the same thing (i. 288); but the two 
measures, closely as they coincided in the letter, were ye1; 
wholly different, inasmuch as Cassius submitted a matter 
affecting the community to that community while still 
in its vigour and conducting its own government, whereas 
Flaminius submitted a public question to the popular 
assembly of a great state. 

Nullity of Not the governing party only, but the party of reform 
the comiti ... also, very properly regarded the military, executive, and 

financial government as the legitimate domain of the senate, 
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and carefully abstained from making fnll use of, to say no.
thing of augmenting, the formal power vested in popular 
assemblies that were inwardly doomed to inevitable dissolu
tion. Never even in the most limited monarchy was a part 
so completely null assigned to the monarch as was allotted 
to the sovereign Roman people: this was no doubt in more 
than one respect to be regretted, but it was, owing to the 
existing state of the comitial machinery, even in the view of 
the friends of reform a matter of necessity. For that 
reason Cato and those who shared his views never submitted 
to the burgesses a question, which interfered with the 
government strictly so called; and never, directly or indi
rectly, by decree of the people extorted from the senate the 
political or financial measures which they wished, such as 
the declaration of war against Carthage or assignations of 
land. The government of the senate might be bad; the 
pop-ular assemblies could not govern at all. Not that an 
evil-disposed majority predominated in them; on the con
trary the counsel of a man of standing, the loud call of 
honour, and the louder call of necessity were still, as a rule; 
listened to in the comitia, and averted the most injurious 
and disgraceful results. The burgesses, before whom Mar
cellus pleaded his cause, ignominiously dismissed his accuser, 
and elected the accused as consul for the following year; 
they Buffered themselves also to be persuaded of the 
necessity of the war against Philip, terminated the war 
against Perseus by the election of Paullua, and accorded to 
the latter his well-deserved triumph. But in order to such 
elections and such decrees. there was needed some special 
stimulus; in general the mass having no will of its own 
followed the first impulse, and folly or accident dictated 
the decision. 
• In the state, as in every organism, an organ which no Disorgani~ 

longer discharges its functions is injurious; and the nul- zation of 
lity of the sovereign assemblr of the people involved no government. 
small danger. AIly minority m the senate might constitu-

. tionally appeal against the majority to the comitia. To 
every indiVIdual, who possessed the easy art of addressing 
untutored ears or of merely throwing away mon!ly, a path 
WIlS opened up for his acquiring a position or procuring 
a decree in hIS favour, to which the magistrates and the 
ruling class were formally bound to do homage. Hence 
sprung those citizen-generals, accustomed to sketch plaus of 
battle on the tables of taverns and t.o look down on the 
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I'E'gular s~rvice with compassion bl' Tirtue of th~ir inborn 
genius for strat~gy; henl'e those ·statI'-offil'E'rs, who owed 
their commaud to the eanva.."8iug system or the capital 
and, wheneVl'r matt~rs looked serious, had at once to get 
leaye of absence eM IrIa._; and h~nce the battles of the 
Trasimene lake and of Cannal, and the disgraceful manage-
roent of the war with Perseus. At every step the gowrn
ment 1faS thwart",d and led &strsy by dt'Cl't'ESof the burgesses 
which it could not anticipate, and, 118 WII8 to be l'Xpt'eted, 
moot of all in the Tery i'&SeS ,,-here it 10\8 most in the right. 

But the wmening of the ruling ord~r and the 'It·abning 
of the communitr itst'lf were among the lesser dangers that 
spruug from thIS demagogism. Still more dire..'tly the 
r"ctious violt'nCEI of indh-idual ambition pushed itst'lf fol'
,,-ard unJt'r tht' legis of the eonstitutional rights of the 
b~ That which formally issued -forth as the will of 
the supreme authority in the state TaS in l'E'ality .,ery ot\('Q 
the mt're pt>l'SOnal plt'asure of the JnO\-eJ'; and what 1f'U to 
be the fate of a commonwealth in which war and ~Ct', the 
nomination and dt'llOt'ition of the general and his Oflil't'rs, 
the public chest and the public property, w('re dt'pt'ndt'nt 
on the caprice of the multitude and of its aceidentall ... ders? 
The thunder-storm had not yet burst; but the douds were 
gathering in denst'r rossses, and occasional peals of thund~", 
were a1read1 rolling through the sultO' air. It WII8 a ~ir
eumstance, mOreDVl'r, fraught with douDle danger, that the 
iendt'ncies which ,,-ere apparently most oppo.>ite met t.,.. 
gether at th~ir extl'E'mes, both 118 l'E'garded ends and 118 re
garded m~ans. Family policy and de~<?Ogism carried on • 
similar and equally d<\Dgt'r0U8 rivalry in patronw.ng and 
worshipping the rabble. Gaius Flamiuius was ~--ard~>d 
bythl' statesmt'n oethe following gt"n~rati(\n as tbe initiator 
of that course, from whil'h the n?torms of the Gracchi, an~ 
l~t us add-the d .. mocnltieo-monarchil'al n?Tolution that fol
lowt'd, proceroed. But Publius Scipio also, although ~ttin~ 
the fa...mion to the nobility in Al'I\lgaIlC'e', titl&-huntiug, an~ 
cli~nt-making, sought su\,pon for his personal and alml"St. 
dynastic polil'Y of oppositIon to tht' ~natl' in the' multitud~ 
which he not onl,. charmed by the dazzling etI'o.'l't of hiil 
personal qualitit't', but bribed bl' his la~ of grain ; in the 
It'gions, whose- fan'lll' he coUrted by all mt'llllS whetbt'l' 
right or wrong; and sboTt' all in the hotly of clients, high and 
low, th"t pt'l'SOnally adhel't'd to him. Only the dreamy mys
ticism, on which the charm as well as the weakness of \hat 
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ft'markable man 80 largt-ly dt>pended. never su1f ... ft'd him t4) 
awake at all or al101re\l him to awake but imperftlCtl, out 
of tbe belief that he 1r'll8 uotbin~. and tbat be (leeired to be 
nothing. but the first eitizt'n of R.>me. 

T., 8dIIert tbe possibility or a ft'fonn W'Ould be as ruh as 
to ckoy it: thia much is certain, that a thorougb amend
ment or the abte in all its d ... partments 1fU urgt'lltly re
quired. and tbat in no quarter 1fU any"6erious att ... mpt 
made to accomplish it. T arious alterations in dt>taila, no 
doubt. were made on the part or the eenate as ... ell lUI on 
the pan or the popular opposition. Tbe majoriti~ on both 
Bides 1rere still .ell disposed. and &til! frtoquentlr. notwith
standing the chasm that 8t!p8I'Ilted the parti~ united in 
a romn,on en~'·our to efi"tlCt tbe removal or the 1roNt 
eYils. But. while they did not stop the em at its 8OUlU". 

it 1I1LS to little p~ that tbe better disposed listened 
with anxiety to the dull murmur of the swe1Ling flood aDd 
1rorked at dikes and dams.. Contenting theml'elres with 
pallia1it'ps, and uiliug to apply even th~peciallv such 
as were the most Un{>Ortaut. tbe improvement of justrt.'t\ for 
instance, and the distribution of the domaina-in r.roper 
seaeon and due measure, tbey belped to prepare eTil days 
for their posterity. By neglt.'\.1ing to break up tbe field at 
the proper time, they propa.,<>ated 1rl"t'ds e\"eu without any 
desire to do 80. To later geIlE'rstiona, 1rho BUrrived the 
storms of re\"olution, the pt'riod after the 1I1ll'8 of Han
nibal appeared the golJen -""" of R.>me, and Cato seemed 
the model of the R.>man sutesman. It was in reality the 
ealm before the stonn and the epoch of polit;jcal mediocrities, 
an age like that of tbe Walpole go\"emment in England; 
and no Chatham 1fU found in Rome to infuse fresh energy 
into the st~ant lif~ of the nation. . Wherever .1.' 0Il8t 
our eyes, chinks and rentll aI1t )'awnin~ in the old building; 
we Bee 1rorkmen bW!y sometimes in filling them up. lOme
times in enlarging them; but W8 nowbne perceil"e any 
trace of preparationa for thoroughly rebuilding or renewing 
it. and tbe question is DO lon~r whether, but simply 
wben, the strudure 1rill fall. During no epoch did the 
.Roman ronstitution remain fonnally IlO stable as in the 
period from the Sicilian to the tbird llicedonian 1I'8f and 
for a generstion beyond it; but the lltability of tbe consti
tution 1r&S here, as et'el')"""bere, not a si/:U or tbe healtb of 
tbe atate, but a token of incipient .icknesa and tbe har
binger of rerolution. 
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CHAPTER XII. 

THE MANAGEMENT OF LAND AND OF CAPITAL. 

Roman IT is in the sixth century of the city that we first find 
economk... materials for a history of the times exhibiting in some 

measure the mutual connection of events; and it is in that 
century also that the economic condition of Rome emerges 
into view more clearly and distinctly. It was at this epoch 
that the wholesale system, as regards both the cultivation 
of land and the management of capital, became first esta
blished under the form, and on the scale, 'which afterwards 
prevailed; although we cannot 'exactly discriminate how 
much of that system is traceable to earlier precedent, how 
much to an imitatign of the methods of husbandry and ot' 
speculation among peoples that were earlier civilized, espe
cially the Phrenicians, and how much to the growth of 
capital and the growth of intelligence in the nation. A 
summary outline of these economic relations will conduce 
to a more accurate understanding of the internal history of 
Rome. 

Roman husbandry· applied itself either to the farming of 
estates, to the occupation of pasture lands, or to the tillage 

* In order to gain a tnt. idea of ancientItaIy, it is necp.ssary for us to bear in 
mind the great changes which have been produced there by modem cultivation. 
Of the cerealia, rye was not cultivated in antiquity; and the Romans of the 
Empire were astoIillhed to find that oats, with which they were well acquainted 
as a weed, was used by the Germans for making pOITidge. Rice was first cul
tivated in Italy at the end of the fifteenth, and maize at the beginning of the 
sixteenth, century. Potatoes and tomatoes were hrought from America; arti
chokes seem to he nothiog but a cultivated variety of the cardoon, which was 
known to the Roman .. although the latter appear to have been unacquainted with 
the peculiar character superioduced on it by cultivation. The almond, a,,"Bin, 
or "Greek nut," the peach, or " Persian nu~J' and also the ,. soft nut II (tlU.1: 
,mollusca), although originally foreign to Italy, are met with there at least 150 
:rears before Christ, The date-palm, introduced ioto Italy from Greece lIS 
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of petty holdings. A very distinct view of the first of these 
is presented to us in the description given by Cato. 

The Roman estates were, considered as larger holdings, Farming of 
uniformly of limited extent. That described by Cato had esta!'"s.. -
an area of 240 jugera; a very common measure was the TheIr SIze. 
lo-called centuria of 200 }ugera. Where the laborious cul-
ture of the vine was contemplated, the unit of husbandry 
was made still less; Cato assumes in that case an area of 
100 }ugera. Anyone who wished to invest m~re capital in 
farming did not enlarge his estate, but acquired several 
estates; accordingly the ql,lantity of 500 jugera (i. 304), 'fixed 
as the maximum which it was allowable to occupy, has' been' 
conceived to represent the contents of two or three estates. 

Heritable leases were not recognized in law, and leases for Manage
life occurred as a substitute only in the case of communal moot of the 
land. Leases for shorter periods,' granted either for a estate. 
fixed sum of money or on condition that the lessee should 
bear all the costs of tillage and should. receive in return a 
share, ordinarily one half, of the produce,· were not un-
known, but they were exceptional a~d a. makeshift; so that 

into Greece from the East, and forming a living attestation of the primitiv6 
commercial-religions interconrse between the West and the East, was already 
cultivated in Italy 300 years before Christ (Liv. L 47; Pallad. v.5, 2; xi. 
J 2, 1), not for its fruit (Plin. H. N. xiii. 4, 26), but,just as io the present day, 
as a curiosity, and for the sake of the leaves which were nsed at public festivals. 
The cherry, or fruit of Cerssn. on the Black Sea, w1'1' later in being intro
duced, and ooly began to be planted in Italy in Cicero's time, although the wild 
cherry is Indigenous there; still later, perhaps, came the .pricot, or " Armewan 
plum." The citron-tree was not cultivated in Italy till the later ages of the 
Empire; the orsnge was only introduced by the Moors in the twelfth or thh~ 
teenth, and tbe aloe (Agave Americana) from America ooly in the sixteenth, 
century. Cotton was 6rst cnltivated in Europe by the Arabs. The buffalo 
abo and the silkworm belong only to modem, not to ancient Italy. 
. It is obvions that the products which Italy originally had not are for the 
most part those very products which seem to us truly" Italian;" and if 
lDodern Germany, as compared with the Germany visited by Cmaar, may be 
aalled a sonthern land, Italy has sinoe in no less degree acquired a more 
,. southern" aspect. 

• According to Cato, d8 R. R. 137 (comp. 16), in the case of a lease with 
division of the produce the gross produce of the estate, after deduction of the 
fodder necessary for the OIen that drew the plough, was divided between lessor 
and I ..... (colonus parliarius) in the proportions agreed upon between them. 
That the shares were ordinarily equal may he conjectured from the analogy 
ef the French bail ok eheptel and the similar Italian system of half-and. 
half Ie...., .. well as from the absence of all' trsce of any other scheme of 
partition. n is erroneous to refer to the case of the politor, who got the 
6l\h of- the grain or, if the di"i.ion took place hefore thrsshing, from the sixth 
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no distinct class of tenant-farmers grew up in Italy.· Ordi
nsrily therefore the proprietor himself superintended the 
management of his estates; he did not, however, manare 
them strictly in person, but only appeared from time t{) 
time on the property in order to settle the plan of opera
tions, to look after its execution, and to audit the accounts 
of his servants. He was thus ensbled on the one hand to 
work a number of estates at the same time, and on the other 
hand t{) devote himself, as circumstances might require, to 
public affairs.. 

Objects of The grain cultivated consisted chiefly of spalt and wheat, 
husbandry. with some barley and millet; turnips. radishes, garlic. pop

pies, were also grown, and-particularly as fodder .for the 
cattle-lupines, beans, pease, vetches, and other leguminollii 
plants. The seed was sown ordinarily in autumn, only in 
exceptional cases in spring. Much activity was displayed in 
irrigation and draining; and drainage by means of covered 
ditches was early in use. Meadows also for supplying hay 
were not wanting, and even in Cato's time they were fre-. 
quently irrigated artificially. Of equal, if not of greater, 
economic importance than grain and vegetables were the 
olive and the vine, of which the former was planted among 
the crops, the latter in vineyards appropriated to itself. t 
Figs, apples, pears, and other fruit trees were cultivated; 
and likewise elms, poplars, and other leafy trees and 

to the ninth sh...c (Cato, 13S. MOP. 5); he was not a I ....... sharing the pro
duce, but a labourer assumed in the harvest season, who received his daily 
wages acall'lling to lhat contract of partnelShip (P. 368). 

• There existed no appropriate fonn fur such a lease even in law; for that 
the contract of locatitJ fim applied to the letting of houses, and was ooIy_ 
ferred to the leasing of land, is shown very clearly by the rul ......... pplicable to 
the letting of a house, but not to the leasing of land -that the payment of the 
tenant must necessarily consist in money; in consequence of which the 
produce-lease among the Romans comes nnder the category of contm., .... cies 
occurring in practical life bnt not falling within the theory of jurisprudence. 
The lease fim assumed real. importance when the Roman capitalists began to 
&aloire transmarine possessions on a great scale; then indeed they kne .. how 
to valne it, when a temporary lease was continued through sevemI generations 
(Colum. i. 7, 3). 

t That the space between the vines was oocnpied not by grain, but only at the 
most by such fOdder plants as easily grew in the shade, ill evident from Cato· 
(33, comp. 137), and aooordingly Columella (iii. 3) calcnlates on no other ac
cessory gain in the case of a vineyard except the produce of the young shoots 
eold. On the other hand, the orchard (arbuslum) was soWD like any corn field 
(Colum. ii. 9,6). It was only wbere the vine was trained on living tn!es 
that corn was cultivated in the intervals between them. 
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shrubs, partly for the felling of the wood, partly for the 
sake of the leaves which were useful as litter and as fodder 
for cattle. The rearing of cattle, on the other hand, held 
a far less important place in the economy of the Italians 
than it holds in modem times, for vegetables formed the 
general fare, and animal food made its appearance at table 
only exceptionally; where it did appear, It consisted almost 
801ely of the flesh of swine or lambs. Although the ancients 
did not fail to perceive the economic connection between agri
culture and the rearing of cattle, and in particular the im
portance of producing manure, the modem combination of 
the growth of com with the rearing of cattle was a thing 
foreign to antiquity. The larger cattle were kept onIy so 
far as was requisite for the tillage of the fields, and they 
were fed not on -pasture set apart for the purpose, but, 
wholly during summer and mostly in winter also, in the 
stall. Sheep, again, were driven out on the stubble pasture; 
Cato allows 100 head to 240 jugera. Frequently, however, 
the proprietor preferred to let his winter pasture to a large 
sheep-owner, or to hand over his flock of sheep to a lessee 
who was to share the produce, stipulating for the delivery 
of a certain number of lambs aild of a certain quantity of 
cheese and milk. Swine-Cato assigns to a large estate 
ten sties-poultry, and pigeons were kept in the farmyard, 
and fed as there was need; and, where opportunity offered, a 
small hare-preserve and a fish-pond were constructed-the 
:first modest steps towards tha~ nursing and rearing of game 
and fish which was afterwards prosecuted to so enormous 
an extent. 

The labours of the field were performed by means of oxen Means of 
which were employed for ploughing, and of asses, which husbandry. 
were used specially for the carriage of manure and for Cattle. 
driving the mill ; perhaps a horse also was kept, apparently 
for the use of the master. These animals were not reared 
on the estate, but were purchased; the oxen and horses 
at any rate were generally castrated. Cato assigns to an 
estate of 100 jugera one, to one of 240 jugem three, yoke of 
oxen; a later writer on agriculture, Sasema, assigns two 
yoke to the 200 jugera. Three asses were, according to 
Cato's estimate, required for the smaller, and four for the 
larger, estate. 

The human labour on the farm was regularly performed Rural 
by slaves. At the head of the body of slaves on the estate .!aVe8. 
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(familia rustica) stood the steward (viljeus, from l1171a), who 
received and expended, bought and sold,. went to obtain the 
instructions of the landlord, and in his absence issued orders 
and administered punishment. Under him were' placed 
the stewardess ('IJilica), who took charge of the house, kitchen 
and lar'der, poultry-yard and dovecot; a number of plough" 
men (1)ubulci) and common serfs, an ass-driver, a swineherd, 
and, where a flock of sheep was kept, a shepherd. The 

, number, of course, varied according to the method of hus
bandry pursued. An arable estate of 200 jugera without 
orchards was estimated to require two ploughmen and six 
serfs; a similar estate with orchards two plough men and 
nine serfs; an estate of 240 jugera with olive plantations and 
sheep, three plough men, five serfs, and three herdsmen. 
A vineyard naturally required, a larger expenditure of 
labour: an estate of 100 jugera with vine-plantations was 
supplied with one ploughman, eleven ordinary slaves, and 
two herdsmen. The steward of course occupied a freer 
position than the other slaves: the treatise of Mago advised 
that he should be allowed to marry, to rear children, and to 
have funds of his own, and Cato advises that he shuuld be 
married to the stewardess ;he alone had some prospect, in 
the event of good behaviour, of obtaining liberty from his 
master. In other respects all formed a common household. 
The slaves were, like the larger cattle, not bred on the estate, 
but purchased at an age capable of labour in the slave
market; and, when through age or infirmity-they had become 
incapable of working, they were again sent with other refuse 
to the market.* The farm-buildings (vl1la rustica) supplied 
at once stabling for the cattle, storehouses for the produce, 
and a dwelling for the steward and the slaves; while a 
separate country house (villa urbana) for the master was fre-= 
quently erected on the estate. Every slave, even the steward 

.. Mago, or his translator (in V8ITO, R. R., i. 17, 3), advises that s1sves 
should not be bred, but should ,be purchased not under 22 years of a"ae; and 
Cato must have had a similar course in view, as tlte personal staff of hiG model, 
farm clearly shows, although he does not exactly say so. Cato (2) e.~ressly 
counsels the sale .of old and diseased slaves. The slave-breeding described 
by Columella (i. 8), under which female slaves who had three sons were ex~ 
empted from labour, and the mothers of four sons were even manumitted, was, 
perhaps an indepelldent speculation ratherthan a part of the regular management 
of the mrm-similar to the trade pursued by Cato himself of purchasing slaves 
to be trained and sold a"oain (Plutarch, Cat. Maj. 21). The characteristic tax
ation mentioned in this same passa"ae probably has reference to the body of 
servants properly so called (familia ""bana). 
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himself, had all the necessaries of life delivered to him on 
the master's behalf at certain times and according to fixed 
rates; and upon these he had to subsist. He received in 
this way clothes and shoes, which were purchased in the 
market, and which the recipients had merely to keep in re
pair; a quantity of wheat monthly, which each had to grind 
for himHelfj as also salt, olives or salted fish to form a relish 
to their food, wine, and oil. The' quantity was regulated 
by the labour j on which account the steward, who had 
easier work than the common slaves, got scantier measure 
than these. The stewardess attended to all the baking and 
cooking; and all .partook' of the same fure. It was not 
the ordinary practICe to place chains on the slaves; but 
when anyone had incurred punishment or was thought 
likely to attempt 'escape, he was set to work in chains and 
was shut up during the night in the slaves' prison.· 

Ordinarily these slaves belonging to the estate were suf- Other Ia
ficient j in case of need neighbours, as a matter of course, bOUl'ers. 
helped eaclf other with their slaves for day's wages. Other-
wise labourers from without were not usually employed. 
except in peculiarly unhealthy districts, where it was found 
advantageous to limit the amount of slaves and to em-
ploy hired persons in their room, and for the ingathering of 
the harvest, for which the regular supply of labour on the. 
farm did not suffice. At the corn and hay harvests they 

• In this restricted sense the chaining of slaves, and even of the sons 
of the family (Diony •• ii. 26), was very old i and accordingly chained field. 
l.bourers are mentioned by Cato as e..ceptions, to whom, as they could not 
themselves grind, bread had to be supplied instead of grain (56). Even in 
the times of the Empire the chaining of slaves nniformly presents itself as a 
punishment inflicted definitively by the master, provisionally by the steward 
(Cohun. i. 8; GBi. i. 13 i Ulp. i. 11)". If, notwithstanding, the tillage of the 
fields by means of chained slave. appeared in subsequent. times as a distinct 
'ntem, and the labonrers' prison (ergastulum)-an underground cellar with 
window-apertureo nnmerous. but' narrow and not to be reached from the 
ground by the hand (Colum. i. 6)-became a necessary part of the fatm
buildings, this .tate of matters was occasioned by the fact that the position of 
the I'Ul'6l serfs w .. harder than that of other slaves and therefore those slaves 
were chiefly placed in it who had, or seemed to have, committed some otrence. 
That cruel masters, moreover, applied the chains without any occasion to do 
eo, we do not mean to deny, and it is clearly indicated by the circumstance 
that the law-books do Dot decree the penalties applicable to slave transgres-. 
sors against those in chains, but prescribe the punishment of the half-cbained. It 
was precisely the same with branding; it was meant to be, strictly, a punish-.· 

. ment, but the whole flock was probably marked (Diodol·. nxv. 5; Bernays, 
Phocylides, p. 31). . 
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took in hired reapP.l"5, who often instead of Y:l."fY'f.'S ~ved 
~ the sixth to the ninth I!he:U' of the produ.ce reaped. or, 
if they &L!o thrashed, the fifth of the grsm: t:' mbrian 
1abouren, tOr iDI!tance, went annually in great numbt'!'S to 
the Tale of Rieti. to help to gather in the harvest there.. 
The grape and olive harvest Y3a ordinarily-let to a con
tractor, who by means of his men-hired free labourer.!, or 
slaTes of his own or of other8--(.'Olldncted the ... leani:n~ and 
pressing under the inspection of persons ap~ted b; the 
1andlord for the purpose, and deli ... ered the prOOw.>e ~ the 
master ,- TerY frequently the landlord IKllJ the harvest on 
the tree or lmmcb. and left the pnrchuer to look after 
tbe ingathering. _ 

Spirit or The whole I!,Y5tem W1I8 perr.ided by the Utk'TJy un.."CrIl
theoyttem. pulous spirit chaneteristic of the power of cspitaL Slav-es 

and cattle were pLleed on the same level; a gwd watchdog. 
it is IIIIid in a Homan writer on &!!ricultUl'l'. must Dot be on 
too t'riendlv terms with his .. ft,llow-s!aves. ~ The bIa,e and 
the ox weft. fed properly I!O long &Il they could w*k. becawse 
it would DOt have been good economy to let them starve; 
and they were IKlld like a worn-out pl01l.:.~hare when the..
became unable to work, because in like m:mner it would 
not; have been good econom~ to 1:laintain them 101l.:.<>er. In 
earlier times religions considerations had eureiBed an alIe
nating in fiuence. and had released the slave md the pl~<rh
ox from labour on the ~ enjoined for festh'als and for 
le!!t.. t :Nothing is lIIore eblU'llrleristic of the !!pirit of Cato' 
and those who 8bared his IeIltiments than the ... av in which 
they inculcsted the observ:mce of the holiday- in 'the letter, 

• Cam does IlOl: ~ly -.y this • to the vin~; but Vamo does !III 
(i. 11). ... ol iSis implied ill the....".., .. the....... Il: woWd lam! ...... _ 
mic:a1ly _ envr to lis th. lllllllber of IIJe oIa". .... a l""I"'"Y by the 
--..:t. <Ii the labeano of banet; -' ~ of all. hoi IIUCh boeD the ...... 
would the gmpoa have ...... mid ... 1IJe!nll,.hiclI ye& '"'" fnqQl!lluy dOOe 
(Caro, 1+7), 

t Columella (0. 12. 9) redIuoo to the ,..... ... _ ~ 43 rainy da .. 
-' boIidamo; with wlUeiI ___ th. _ of Tmuiliau t De IdcioL l~). 
tIId dut ..DmI.or of the boallIea te.ti...t JaY" did. _ .,...... ap • the Iitty days 
af the C'IIriatiaa c-l _ from i.ub!r to 1i1UtwaDda .. , T. tb.- tiill ID be 
IKidal the __ of ""'* ill the middle of wiAter otter tb. COlDpl_ of tile 
-.......I ~ whidI CoIll.IIIt!iia ........... at thll1y -:no Witlu.a tbia time, 
~ the .....able - "-Cftt of -'......mg. ferWI --; """'P
i. 197. -' 0Yid.. Fcvt.. i.. 661) amJiIrmly'-"""'" 'n.........m of ... -
DDt be """,tUUnded with the Ioolidaya fur lIoliliD( ...... ill the _ vi the -
--.&(l'lia. Ep. YiU.. 21. 2. Iff Ill,) -' ~ 
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alld evaded· it ill reality, by advising that, while the plough 
should certainly be allowed to rest all these days, the slaves 
should even then be incessantly occupied with other labours 

I not expressly prohibited. On principle no freedom of move
ment whatever was allowed to them-a slave, so runs one 

·of Cato's ma.xims, must either work or sleep-and no at
tempt was .ever made to attach the slaves to the estate or to 
their master by any bond of human sympathy. The letter 
of the law, in all its naked hideousness, regulated the rela
tion, and the Romans indulged no illusions as to the conse
quences. "So many slaves, so many foes;" said a Roman 
proverb. It was an economic maxim, that dissensiolls among 
the slaves ought rather to be frostered than suppressed. . In 
the same spirit Plato and Aristotle, arid no less strongly the 
oracle of the landlords, the Carthaginian Mago, caution mas
ters against bringing together slaves of the saIlle nationality, 
lest thllY should originate combinations and perhaps con
spiracies of their fellow-countrymen. The laudlord, as we 
have already said, governed his slaves exactly in the same 
way as the Roman community governed its subjects in the 
" country estates of the Roman people," the provinces; and 
the world learned by experience, that the ruling state had 
modelled its new system of government on that of' the slave· 
hol(1er. If, moreover, we have risen to that little-to-be 
envied elevation of thought. which values no feature of an 
economy save the capital invested in it, we cannot deny 
to the management of the Roman estates the praise of con
sistency, energy, punctuality, ~gality, and solidity. The 
sound practical husbandman is reflected in Oato's descrip· 
tion of the steward, as he. ought to be. He is the first on the 
farm to rise and the last togo to bed; he is strict in dealing 
with himself as well as with those under him; and knows 
more especially how to keep the stewardess in order, ,but 
is also careful of his . labourers and his cattle, and in parti
cular of the ox thllj;draws the plough; he puts his hand 
frequently to wo. 'a;nd to every kind of it, but never works 
himself ~. ,like' /8 slave; he is always at home, never 
borrowBn~'l~ll~s,give~ no entertainments, troubles himself 

• aboutB(r~h~r:'WqrsJ1ipthan that of the gods of the hearth 
and the, :tiela;~~1i~~ ,true slave le.aves all dealings with 
the gods as·· 't1!~. &$. With men to h1S master; lastly and 
above .. all, he··~estlr ,meets that. master and faithfully 
and siJllPly,witbeiJt carelessness apd without excess. ot' 

VOL. u. 2 B 
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thought, lives according to the instructions which that 
master has given. He is a bad husbandman, it is elsewhere 
said, who buys what he can raise on his own land; a bad 
father of a household, who takes in hand during the day 
what ,can be done by candle-light, unless the weather be 
bad; a still worse, who does on a working-day what might 
be done on a holiday; but worst of all is he, "·ho in good' 
weather allows work to go on within doors instead of in the 
open air. The characteristic enthUJIiasm too of high fum
ing is not wanting; and the golden rules are laid down, 
that the soil was given to the hUJIbandman not to be scoured 
and swept but to be sown and reaped, and that the wmer 
therefore ought first to plant vines and olives and only 
thereafter, and that not too early in life, to build himself 
a villa. A certain boorishness marks the system, and, 
instead of th«\ rational investigation of causes and effects, the 
well-known rules of rustic experience are uniformly brought 
forward; yet there is an 'evident endeavour to appropriate 
the experience of others and the products of foreign Jands; 
in eato'e list of the sorts of fruit trees, for instance, Greek, 
African, and Spanish species appear. 

Husbandry The husbandry of the petty farmer differed from that of 
. of the petty the landholder only or chiefly in its being on a smaller scale. 

farmers. The owner himself and his children in this case laboured 
along with the slaves or in t~eir room. The quantity of 
cattle was reduced, and, wllere an estate no longer covered 
the expenses of the plough and of the yoke that drew it, the 
hoe formed its substitute. The culture of the olive and 
the vine was less prominent, or was entii-ely wanting. 

In the vicinity of Rome and of other large seats of con
sumption there existed also carefully irrigated gardens for 
flowers and vegetable~, somewhat similar to those which one 
now sees around Naples; and these yielded a very abun
dant return. 

Pastoral Pastoral husbandry was practised on a far greater scale 
husbandry. than agriculture. An estate in pasture land (saltus) had 

of necessity in every case an area considerably greater than 
an arable estate-the least allowance was 800 jugera-and 
it might with advantage to the business be indefinitely 
extended. Italy is so situated in -respect of climate that 
the summer pasture in the mountains and the winter pasture 
in the plains supplement each other: already at that period, 
just as at the present day, and for the most part probably 
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along the same paths, the flocks and herds were driven.in 
spring from Apulia to Samnium, and in autumn back again 
from Samnium to Apulia. The winter pasturage, however, 
as has beeu already observed, did not consis~ entirely of 
ground kept for the purpose, but was partly the grazing 
of the 8tubblCB. Horses, oxen, asses, and mules were reared, 
chiefly to supply the animals required by landowners, 
carriers, soldiers, and so forth; herds of swine and of goats 
also wel"f!' not neglected. But the almost universal habit of 
""earing woollen stuffs ga,'e a far greater independence and far 
higher development to the breeding of sheep. The manage
ment was in the hands of slaves, and was on the whole similar 
to the management of the arable estate, the cattle-master 
(magister pecoris) coming in room of the steward. Through. 
out the summer the shepherd-slaves lived for the most 
part not ,under a roof, but, often miles remote from human 
halJitatioDB, under sheds and sheepfolds; it was necessary 
therefore that the strongest men should be selected for this 
employment, that they should be provided with horses ~d 
arms, and that they should be allowed far greater freedom 
of movement than was granted to the slaves on arable 
estates. 

In order to form some estimate of the economic results Results. 
of this system of husbandry, we must consider the state of Competition 
prices, and particularly the prices of grain at this period. o~ transma
On an average these were alarmingly low; and that in great l~ne com. 
measure through the fault of the Bomangoverument, which 
in this important question was led into the most fearful 
blundera not so much by its short-sightedness, as by an un
pardonable disposition to favour the proletariate of the 
capital at t.he expense of the farmers of Italy. The main 
question here was that of the competition. between trans-
marine and Italian corn. The grain, which was delivered 
by the provincials to the Boman government sometimes gratu-
itously, I!ometimes for a moderate compensation, was in part 
applied by the government to the maintenance of the Boman 
official staff and of the Boman anpies on the spot, partly 
given up to the ll'ssees of the decllflllll on condition of their 
either paying a sum of money for it or of their undertaking 
to deliver certain quantities of grain at Bome or wherever 
else it should be required. FrOm the time of the second 
Macedonian war the Roman armies were uniformly sup- . 
ported by transmarine corn,' and. though this tended to the 
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benefit of the Boman ucheque-r, it cut oil' the . Italian 
farmer from an important field (If CODt'llwption for his pro
duce. This howe-vel' was the It'8St part of the mischit>f. 
The government had long, as ,.-as l'e&.."Onable. kept a watch
ful eye on the pril"E' of grain, and, when there was a 
threatening of dearth, had interfered by well-timed p1ll\:ha.~ 
abroad; and now, when the corn-ddi'·erit.'8 of its subj.!t.·ts 
brought into its hands every y~ largE' quantities of grain 
-larger probably than were needed in timee of pt'are-and 
when, mOn.'OYer, opportunities 'WE're J?l'eSeIlteJ to it of 
acquiring . foreign grain in almost unlimited quantity at 
moderate prices, there was a natural temptation to glut 
the markets of the l'8l?itai with BUch grain. and to di$l"'
of it at ratE'S which eIther in themsdYe6 or as comP'lnc'd 
with the Italian ratE'S we-re ruinously low. AlmlJy in the 
years wl~ and in the first instanc:e appart'ntly at th., 
sUggt'Stion of Scipio, 6 fIIOdii (U bush.) of Sp4Ilish aud 
Afril"8ll wheat were sold on public account to the eiti:rens 
or Rome at 2"' and eren at 12 asses (Is.. m 6d.). Some 
years at\erwatds (558). more than 240,000 bushels or Sici. 
lian grain were distributed at the latter illu.."Ory pril"e in 
the- capital. In Tain Cato inveighed agaiD$t this short
sighted policy: the rise of dem~<>ogiSlD. had a part in 
it, and tbese extraordinary, but probably very fn>quent, 
distributions of grain under the market price by the go\-ern
ment or indiridual ma..oistrates bt.>eame the ge-rIDS of tbe sub
s.!quent corn-laws. But, evt'n wht're the tnnsmarine corn 
did not retch the consumt'1'S iu this t'.1traorUinary mod." it 
injuriousll affected Italian agriculture. Not only were the 
masses of grain which the state sold olf to the ~"t'E'S of 
the tenths beyond doubt acquired und\)l' ordinary circum
stanC'E'S by these so chEeply that, when re-svlJ, iii could 
be dll:posed of undl"l' the price of production; bnt it is 
probable that in the prorinC\:1S, particularly in Sicih--in Clln
eequt'nce partly of the favourable nature or the Soil, partly 
of the extent to .. hich whoit'Sale farming and sla,,' ... hclJ.ing 
wt're pursued on the Carth~<>inian sYStem (P. 9)-the pri~'t' 
of production was in general consi:i\)rablv lowl"r than in 
ItaIr, while the transport of Si~ and Sardinian corn to 
LatIUm was at 1t'8St as cheap as. if not cht'llpt'r th.u, its tnn&
port thither from Etruria, Campania, or t'Tt'n northl"rn Italy. 
In the natural course of thin~ therefQre tr.wsuwine com 
;:owd not but How to the peninsula. and lonl' the price of 
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the ~in produced there. Under the unnatural disturb
anl~ or relation. occasioned by the lamentable system of 
elavtl'-lllbour, it would perhaps have been justifiable to im
pose a duty on tnmsmarine corn for the protection of the 
Italian faroler; but the very opposite course seema to have 
been pursued, and, with 8 view to favour the import of 
transmarme corn to Italy, a prohibitive aysrenl seems to 
bave been applied in the provinces-for, though the Rhodians 
lH're allowed to export a quantity of corn from Sicily by 
way of special favour, the exportation of grain from the 
provinces must probably, 88 8 rule, have been free only 
aa re!!lU"ded Italy, and the transmarine corn. must thus 
have b;n monopolized for the benefit of the mother-
coun~. . 

The elft'Cts of this system are clearly evident. A year of Pri«s of 
ntl'&Ordinary fertility like 5~"'hen the people of the Itali.n loom. 
CIIpital paid for 6 Roman modi; (ll bush.) ofspelt not more :.!au. 
than t of a dmarilAl (about 5d.), and at the sarue pril-e there 
Wt>l'8 sold 180 Roman pounds (8 pound = 11 Os.) of dried 
figs, 60 !,.ounds of oil, 72 pounds of meat, and 6 conga 
( = ,il gallons) of "'ine-is scarcely. by reason of its v.ery 
.ingularity, to be taken into account; but other facts speak 
more distinctly. Even in eato's time Sicilr W88 called the 
granary of Rome. In productive years Slcilian and Sar-
dinian oorn Will disposed of in the Italian ports for the 
frei~ht. In the richest corn districts of the peninsula-the 
modern Rom~<YDa and LoJDbardy-during the time of Poly. 
biua victuals and loJ!!ingtt in an inn cost on an average 
half an as (!d.) per day; a bushE'l and a half of lI·heat 
"'88 there worth hlllf a d.manll$ (leL). The latter average 
pril-'f', about the twelfth part of the normal price elsewhere,· 

• Th. DHdium prioe of grain in the capital may he assnmed at least for the 
""vtllth aod eigbth centurhos of Rome at 0'"' d ............. for the ROIDIlIl "lCdiU8, 
or ~ 8d. per bushel of wbeat, for "'hid> there ill now paid (according to the 
.. ""rage of lb. prices in the pl'Ovinet'li of Bnnd~nburg and rom ....... "' from 
IlSI6 to 1M I) .boa, 3&. Sd. Whethw this ooa very ... nsiderable dilli!mlce 
loot ween the !!omaa aod the mod"", pri_ d.peods OIl a.... in the value of 
rona or OIl • fan in the value of silver. ClIO baNly he dociJed. •. 

It ill very doubtful, perhaps, whether in lbe Rome of thi' and of JlIt~r 
ti ..... the pn.w of ..,.... NAlly tlUc\uated more than is the CI\IlIl in modern 
ti....... If w. com",," prio. ... like u.- quoted above. of 4<1. and M. for 
the buohol aod • IIalf, with th .... of the wom ti ..... of......-dearth and 
luui~ as ill lbe .......... PwUc war when the ....... quantit,. ..... to 
90.. 7J. (1 .~I""'_ = 13 dracInttt.a; Polyb.. is. 44), in the civil war to 
llU. 2J. (I~ ... = S dnarii; Cic.. '1" ...... iii. 9"J, !IIol), in the grad d..tb 
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shows undeniably that the producers of grain in Italy were 
wholly destitute of a market for their produce, and in con
sequence corn and corn-land there were almost valueless. 

Revolution In a great industrial state, whose agriculture cannot feed 
in J:loman its population, such a result might perhaps be regarded as 
agrlcultul'e. useful or at any rate as not absolutely injurious; but a 

country like Italy, where manufactures were iuconsiderable 
and agriculture was altogether the mainstay of the state, 
was in this way systematically ruined, and the welfare of 
the nation as a whole was sacrificed in the most shameful 
fashion to the interests of the essentially unproductive 
population. of the capital, to which in fact bread could 
never become too cheap. Nothing perhaps evinces 80 

clearly lis this, how wretched was the constitution and how 
incapable was the administration of this so-called golden 
age of the republic. Any representative system, however_ 
meagre, would have led at least to serious complaints and 
to a perception of the seat of the evil; but in those collec· 
tive assemblages of the citizens anything was listened to 
sooner than the warning voice of a foreboding patriot. 
Any government that deserved the name would of itself 
have interfered; but the mass of the Roman senate probably 
with well· meaning credulity regarded the low prices of grain 
as a real blessing for the people, and the Scipios and Flami
ninuses had,- forsooth, more important things t(J do-to 
emancipate" the Greeks, and to exercise the functions of ra. 
publican kings. So the ship drove on unhindered towards 
the breakers. 

Decay of . When the small holdings ceased to yield any substantial 
the farmers. clear return, the farmers were irretrievably ruined, and 

the more so that they gradually, although more slowly than 
the other classes, lost the moral tone and frugal habits 
of the earlier ages of the republic. It was merely a question 
of trime, how ra,pidly the hides of the Italian farmers would 
come, by purchase or by resignation, to be merged in the 
larger properties. The landlord was better able to maintain 
himself than the farmer. The former produced at a cheaper 
rate than the latter, when, instead ofletting his land according 

under Augustus, even to 21s. 3d. (5 modii = 27 i denarii; Euseb. ChNm. p. 
(}hr. 7, Seal.)--the ditference is indeed immense; but such utreme cases are 
but little instructive, and might in either direction be found recun-ing under the 
like conditions at the present day.' . 
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to the older system to petty temporary lesse~s, he caused it 
according to tbe newer system to be cultivated by his slaves. 
Accordingly, wbere -this course had not been adopted at an 
earlier period (i. 457), the competition of Sicilian slave-corn 
compelled the Italian landlord to adopt it, and to have the 
work performed by slaves without wife or child instead of 
families of free labourers. The landlord) moreover, could hold 
his ground better against competitors by means of improve
ments or changes in cultivation, and he could content himself 
with a. smaller return from the soil than the farmer, who , 
wanted capital and intelligence and who merely had what 
was requisite foI' his subsistence. Hence the Roman land
holder comparatively neglected the culture of grain-which 
in many cases seems to have been restricted to the raising 
of the quantity required for the staff of labourers --and 
gave incrl!llsed attention to the producing of oil and wine as 
well as to the breeding of cattle. These, under the favour- Culture 01 
able climate of Italy, had no need to fear foreign competi- oi~ and 
tion; Italian wine, Italian oil, Italian wool not only com- =~~ anj. 
manded tbe home markets, but were soon sent abroad; the cattle: 
valley of the Po, which could find no consumption for its 
corn, provided the half of Italy with swine and bacon. 
With this the statements, that have reached us as to the 
economic results of Roman husbandry, very well accbrd. 
There is some ground for assuming that capital invested in 
land was reckoned to yield a good retu1'll at 6 per cent. ; this 
appears to accord with the average rate of interest at this 
period, which was about twice as much. The rearing of cattle 
yielded on the whole better results than arable husbandry : 
in the latter the vineyard gave the best return, next came 
the vegetable garden and the olive orchard, while meadows 
and corn-fields yielded least.t It is of course presumed that 

• Accordingly Cato can. the two ""tate., which he' describes, summ:ruy 
.. olive-plautation" (olivetoun) and" vineyard" (";lI8a), although not wine and 
oil meroly, but gntin a1.., and other products were cultivated there. If indeed 
the 800 cuki, for which the possessors of a vineyard are directed to provide them
.. lves with CBSka (11), fOrIIled the maximum of a year's vin~, the whole of 
tbe 100 jugera must have been planted with ,.ines, because a produce of 8 culei 
per jugerwn was almost unprecedented (Colum. iii. 3); but Varro (i. 22) un
d.,.tood, and evidently with reason, the estimau. to apply to the case of the 
possessor of a vineyard who found it nl!COl!S8l'Y to make the new vintsge before 
he bsd sold the old. 

t That the Roman Inndlonl made on an average 6 per ceut. on his capital, 
we infer from Colum. iii. 3, 9. W. have a precise .. timau. of the expense and 
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each species of husbandry was prosecuted under the condi
tions that suited it, and on the soil which was adapted to its 
nature. These circumstances were already in themselves suf
ficient to supersede the husbandry of the petty farmer on 

produce only in the case of the vineyard, for which ColUmella gives the fol. 
lowing calculation of the cost per jugerum:- • 

Price of the ground 1000 sesterces. 
Price of the .Iaves who work it (proportion to 

jugerum) 
Vines and stakes 
Loss of interest during the first two years 

1143 
2000 
497 . 

Total 4640 sesterees = £48. 

He cal~ulates the produce os, at any rate, 60 amphora!, worth at least 900 ses
terces (91.40.), which would thus represent a return of 17 per cent. Bat this 
is somewhat illusory, as, apart from bad harvests, the cost o£ gathering in 
the produce (P. 368) and the ""penses of the lll3intenance of the vines, stakes, 
and slaves are omitted from the estimate. I 

The gross produce of meado,Y, pasture, and forest is estimated by the same 
agricultural writer as, at most, 100 sesterces per jugerum, and that of corn 
land as less rather than more: in fact, the average retUrD of 25 modii of wheat 
per jugerum gives, according to the average p,ice in the capital of 1 aenarius 
per modius, not more than 100 sesterces for the gross proceeds, and at the seat 
of production the price mnst have been still lower. Varra (iii. 2) reckons as 
a good ordinary gross retnrn for a larger •• tate 150 sesterces per jugerum. E .. 
timaj:es of the corresponding ""pense have not reached ns: as a matter of 
conrse, the management in this instance cost much less than in that of a 
vineyard. 

All these statements, moreover, date from a century or more after Cato's 
death. From him we have only the general statement that the breeding of 
cattle yielded a better return than agriculture (ap. Cicero, D. Off. ii. 25, 89 ; 
Colum. vi. prref. 4; camp. ii. 16, 2; Plin. H. N. %Viii. 5, 30; Plutarch, 
eato, 21); which of course is not meant to imply that it was everywhere 
advisable to convert arable land inta pasture, but is to be understood relatively 
as signifying that the capital invested in the rearing of Bocks and herd. 00' 

mountain pastures and other suitable grounds yielded, as compared with capital 
invested in culti"ating suitable corn land, a higher int."...t. Perhaps the cir
cUlI/stance has been also taken into account in the calculation, that the want of 
energy and intelligence in the landlotd operates far less injuriously in the ease 
of past"re land than in the highly de¥eloped culture of the vine and oJi¥e. On 
an arable estate, according to Cato, the returns of the soil stood as follows in 
a descen~ing series :-1, vineyard; 2, Tegetable garden; 3, osio.1 copse, ~hich 
yielded a large return in consequence of the culture of the vine; 4, olive 
plantation; 5, meadow yielding I18Y; 6, corn fields; 7, copse; 8, wood for 

.felling; 9, oak forest for forage to the cattle;-all of whi~ nine elements 
enter into the scheme of husbandry for Cato'. model estates. 

The. higher net return of the culture of the vine as compared with that of 
corn is attested also by the filet, thut under the award pronounced in the arbi
tration between the city of Genoa and the ,·illages tributary to it in 637 the 
city received a sixth of wine, and a twentieth of grain, as qUitrent. 
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all hands by the system of farming on a great scale, and it 
was difficult by means of legislation to counteract them. .But 
an in)urious effect was produced by the Claudian law to be 
mentIOned afterwards (shortly before 536), which excluded 218. 
the senatorial houses from mercantile speculation, and there-
by artificially compelled them to invest their enormous 
capitals mainly in' land or, in other words, to replace the 
old homesteads of the farmers by estates under the manage-
m~nt of land-stewards and by pastures for cattle. Moreover 
special circumstances tended to favour the growth of pas-
toral hnsbandry as contrasted with agriculture, ,althoug1l. 
the former was far more injurious to the state. First of all, 
this form of extracting profit from the soil-the only one 
which in reality demanded and rewarded operations on 
a great scale-'-alone corresponded to the vast capital and 
to the enterprising spirit of the capitalists of this age. An 
estate under cultivation, while not demanding the presence 
of the master constantly, required his frequent appearance 
on the spot, .while the circumstances did not well admit of 
his enlarging such an estate or of his multiplying his posses-
sions except within nlUTOW limits; whereas an estate under 
Pallture admitted of unlimited enlargement, and claimed 
litt1e of the owner's attention. For this reason men already , 

• began to convert good arable land into pasture even at an 
economic loss-8 practice 'which was prohibited by legisla
tion (we know not when, perhaps about this period) but 
hardly with success. The growth of pastoral husbandry 
was favoured also by the occupation of the domain land. 
As the portions so occupied were ordinarily large, the 
system gave rise almost exclusively to great estates; and 
not only 80, but the occupiers of these possessions, which 
might be resumed by the state at pleasure and were in law 
always insecure, were afraid to layout any considerable ex
pense in their cultivation-by planting vines, for instance;or 
olives. The consequence was, that these lands were mainly 
turned to account 88 pasture. . 

We' are prevented from giving a similar comprehensive Manage
view of the moneyed economy of Rome, partly by the want ment of 
of special treatises descending from Roman antiquity on the money. 

subject. partly by its very nature which was far more com-
plex and varied than that of the Roman hnsbandry. Sofaras 
can be ascertained. its principles were, still less perhaps than 
those of husbandry, the peculiar property of the Romans; 
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on the contrary, they were the common heritage of all ancient 
civilization, under which, as under that of modern times, the 
operations on a great scale naturally were everywhere much 
alike. The system of mercantile and moneyed speculation 
appears to have been established in the first instance by the 
Greeks, and to have been simply adopted by the Romans. 
Yet the precision with which it was carried out and the 
magnitude of the scale on which its operations were con
ducted were so peculiarly Roman, that the spirit of the 
Roman economy and its grandeur whether for good or 
evil are pre-eminently conspicuous in its monetary transac
tions. 

Money- The starting-ppint of the Roman moneyed economy was 
lending. of course money-lending; and no branch of commercial in

dustry. was more zealously prosecuted by the Romans than 
the trade ofthe professional money-lender (tenerator) and of 
the money-dealer or banker (argentarius)~ The transference 
of the charge of the larger monetary transactions from 
the individual capitalist to the' mediating banker, who re
ceives and makes payments for his customers, invests and 
borrows money, and conducts their money dealings at home 
and abroad-which is the mark of a developed systelll of 
capital-was already completely carried out in Cato's time. 
The bankers, however, were not only the cashiers of the 
rich in Rome, but everywhere insinuated themselves into· 
minor branches of business, and settled in ever-increasing 
numbers in the provinces arid dependent states. .Already 
throughout the whole range of the empire the business of 
making advances to those who wanted money began to be, 
so to speak, monopolized by the Romans. ' 

Speculation Closely connected with this was the immeasurable field 
of con- of speculative enterprise. The system of transacting busi· 
tractors. ness through the medium 'of contract pervaded the whole 

dealings of Rome. The state took the lead, by letting all 
its more complicated revenues and all contracts for furnish
ing supplies and executing buildings to capitalists, or asso
ciations ,df capitalists, for a fixed sum to be given or received. 
But 'private persons also uniformly contracted for whatever 
admitted of being done by contract-for buildings, for the 
ingathering of the harvest (P. 368), and even for the partition 
of an inheritance among the heirs or the winding up of a 
bankrupt's estate; in which case the contractor-usually 
a banker-received the whole assets, and engaged on the 
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other band to settle the liabilities in full or up to a certain 
per centage and to pay the balance as the circumstances 
re~uired. 

l'he prominence of transmarine commerce at an early Commerce. 
period in the Roman national economy has already been ad-
verted to in its proper place. The further stimulus, which 
it received 'during the present period, fa attested by the 
increased importance of the Italian eustoms-duties in the 
Boman financial system (P. 329). In addition to the caUSeB 
of this increase in the importance of transmarlue commerce 
which need no further explaliation, it was artificially pro-
moted by the privileged position which the ruling Italian 
nation 888umea in the provinces, and by the· exemption 
from customs-dues which was probably even now· in many 
of the dependent states conceded by treaty to the Romans 
and Latins. 

On the other hand, industrial art remained comparatively Manufac.. 
undeveloped. Trades were no doubt indispensable, and there tuling in
appear indications that to a certain extent they were con- dustry. 
ccntrated in Rome; Cato, for instance, advises the Cam-
panian landowner to purchase the slaves' clothing and 
shoes, the ploughs, vats, and locks, which he may require, 
in Rome. .From the great consumption of woollen stufi's 
the manufacture of cloth must have been extensive and 
lucrative. - But no endeavours were apparently made to 
transplant to Italy any such professional industry as ex-
isted in Egypt and Syria, or even to carry it on abroad 
with Italian capital. }'lax indeed was cultivated in Italy 
and purple dye was prepared there, but the latter branch of 
indUl!try at least belonged mainly to the Greek Tarentum, 
and probably the importation of Egyptian linen and Mile-
sian or Tyrian purple even now preponderated everywhere 
over the Dative manufacture. 

. Under this category, however, falls to some extent the
leasing or purchase by Roman capitalists of landed estates 
beyond Italy, with a view to carryon the cultivation of 
grain and the rearing of cattle on a great seale. This 
species of speculation, which afterwards developed itself to 
proportions so enormous, probably began within the period 
now before us;' particularly in Sicily, where the commercial 

• The industrial importance of the RODlAn cloth-making ia e.,ident from the 
"""arkable port which is plart<! by the fullers in Roman comedy. The p.'Cfit.
able Dature of the fullers' pita is attested by CaIAl (ap. Plutarch. Cal. 21). 
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restrictions imposed on the Siceliots (P. 69), if not intro
duced for the very purpose, must have at least tended to 
give to the Roman speculators who were exempt from slich 
restrictions a sort of monopoly of the profits derivable from 
land. 

Manage- Business in all these different branches was unifornily 
ment of carried on by means of slaves. The money-lenders and 
~:iness by ban~~rs institut~d, throughout the range of their bus~ess, 
- ves. addItional counting-houses and branch banks under the direc-

tion of their slaves ahd freedmen. The company, which had· 
leased the customs-duties from the state, appointed chiefly 
their slaves and freedmen to levy them at each custom
house. Everyone who took contracts for buildings bought 
architect-slaves; every one.who undertook to provide. spec
tacles or gladiatorial games on the account of those to whom 
that duty pertained purchased or trained a company of slaves 
skilled in acting, or a band of serfs expert in the trade of 
fighting. The merchant imported his wares in vessels of 
his own under the charge of slaves or freedmen, and dis
posed of them by the same means in wholesale or retail. We 
need hardly add that the working of mines and manufac
tories was conducted entirely by slaves. The situation of 
these slaves was, no doubt, far from enviable, and was 
throughout less favourable than that of slaves in Greece; 
but, if we leave out of account the classes last mentioned, the 
industrial slav:es found their position on the whole more 
tolerable than the rural serfs. They had more frequently 
a family and a practically independent household, with no 
remote prospect of obtaining their freedom and property of 
their own. Hence such positions formed the true training" 
school of those upstarts from the servile class, who by 
menial virtues and often by menial vices rose to the rank 
of Roman citizens and not unfrequently attained great 
prosperity, and who morally, .economicaJ.ly, and politically 
contributed at least as much as the slaves themselves to 
the ruin of the Roman commonwealth. 

Extent of The Roman mercantile transactions of this period fully 
Rom:an mer- kept pace with the contemporary development of political 
cantlie, power, and were no less grand of their kind. In order to 
trnnsactions. gain a clear idea of the activity of the traffic with other 

lands, we have only to look into the literature, more espe
cially into the comedies of this period, in which the Phre
nician merchant is brought on the stage speaking Phwnician, 
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and the dialogue swarms with Greek and half Greek wordl 
and phrases. But the extent and energy of the Roman Coins and 
traffic may be traced most distinctly by mellns of coins and moneys. 
Dlonetary relations. The Roman denarius kept pace with 
the Roman legioos. We have already mentioned (P.68) 
that the Sicilian mints-last of all that of Syracuse in 542- 212. 
were closed or at any rate restricted to small money in con
sequence of the Roman conquest, and that in Sicily and 
Sardinia the denarius obtained legal circulation at least side 
by side with the older silver currency and prohably very soon 
became the exclusive legal tender. With equal if not greater 
rapidity the Roman silver coinage penetrated into Spain, 
where the great silver-mines existed and there was virtu-
ally no earlier national coinage; at a very early period the 
Spanish towns even began to coin after the Roman standard 
(P. 207). On the whole, as Carthage coined only to a very 
limited extent (P. 20), there existed not a single important 
mint in addition to that of Rome in the region of the. 
western Mediterranean, with the exception of the mint of 
Massilia and perhaps also of those of the Illyrian Greeks 
at Apollonia· and Epidamnus. Accordingly, when the Ro-
mans began to establish themselves in the region of the Po, 
these mints were about 22S'subjected to the Roman stan- 220. 
dat'd in such a way, that, while they retained the right of 
coining silver, they uniformly-and the Massiliots in par
ticular-were led to adjust their drachma to the weight 
of the Roman three-quarter denarius, which the Roman 
government on its part began to coin, primarily for the use 
of upper Italy, under the name of the" piece of Victory" 
(victoriatus). This new system, based on the Roman, prevailed 
throughout the Massiliot, Upper Italian, and myrian territo-
ries ; and these coins even penetrated into the barbarian lands 
on the north, those of Massilia, for instance, into the Alpine 
districts along the whole basin of the Rhone, and those of 
IlIyria as far as the modern Transylvania. The eastern half 
of the Mediterranean was· not yet reached by the Roman 
rooney, as it had not yet fallen under the direct sovereignty 
of Rome; but its place was filled by gold, the true and 
natural medium for international and transmarine com
merce. It is true that the Roman government, in conformity 
with its strictly conservative character, adhered-with the 
exception of a temporary coinage of gold occasioned by the 
financial embarrassment during the Hannibalic"War (Po 173) 
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·-steadfastly to the rule of coining silver only in addition 
to the national-Italian copper; but commerce had already 
assumed such dimensions, that it was able in the absence 
Of money to conduct its transactions· with gold by weight. 
Of the sum in cash, which lay in the Roman treasury in 
597, scarcely a sixth was coined or un coined silver, five
sixths consisted of gold in bars, * and beyond doubt the pre
cious metals were found in all the chests of the larger Ro
man capitalists in substantially similar proportions. Already 
therefore gold held the first place in great transactions; and, 
as may be inferred from this fact, the preponderance of traffic 
was maintained with foreign lands, and particularly with 
the East, which since the times of Philip and Alexander 
the Great had adopted a gold currency. 

The whole gain from these immense transactions of the 
Roman capitalists flowed in the long run to Rome;. for, 
much as they went abroad, they were not easily induced to 
.settle permanently there, but sooner or later returned to 
Rome, either realizing their gains and investing them in 
Italy, or continuing to carry on business from Rome as a 
centre by means of the capital and connections which they 
had acquired. The moneyed superiority of Ronie as com
pared with the rest of the civilized world was, accordingiy, 
quite as decided as its political and military ascendancy. 
Rome in this respect stood towards other countries, some
what as the England of the present day stands towards the 
continent-a Greek, for instance, observes of the younger 
Scipio Africanus, that he was not rich c, for a Roman." 
We may form some idea of what was considered as riches 
in the Rome of those days from the fact, that Lucius 
Paunus with an estate of 60 talents (£14,640) was not 
reckoned a wealthy senator, and that a dowry-such as 
each of the daughters of the elder Scipio Africanus received 
-of 50 talents (£12,200) was regarded as a suitable portion 
for a noble maiden, while the estate of the wealthiest 
Greek of this century was not more than 300 talents 
(£73,200). 

It was no wonder, accordingly, that the 'mercantile spirit 
took possession o~ the nation, or rather--for that was 
no new thing in Rome-that the spirit of the capitalist . 

'. There were in the treasury 17,410 Roman pounds of gold, 22,070 potmJs 
of uncoined, and 18,230 pounds of coined, silve,·. The legal. ratio of gold to 
silver was: 1 pound of gold = 4000 sesterces, or 1 : 11'91. 
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now penetrated and pervaded all aspects and stations ot 
life, and agri_culture as well as the governmenl1 of the 
state began to become enterprises of capitalists. The pre
servation and increase of wealth positively formed a part of 
public and private morality. "A wiaow's estate may 
diminish;" Cato wrote in the practical instructio~s which 
he composed for his son, "a mm must augment his sub
stance, and he is deserving of praise and full of a divine 
spirit, whose account books at his death show that he has 
gained more than he has inherited." Wherever,. therefore, 
there was giving and counter-giving, every transaction 
although concluded without any sort of formality was held 
as valid, aud in case of necessity the right of action was 
accorded to th~ party aggrieved if not by the law, at any 
rate by mercantile custom and judicial usage j* but the pro
mise of a gift without due form was null alike in legal 
theory and in practice. In Rome, PolybiuB tells us, no
body gives to anyone unless he must do so,. and no one 
pays a penny before it falls due, even among near relatives. 
Even legislation yielded to this mercantile morality, which 
regarded all giving away without recompense as squander
ing j the giving of presents and bequests and the under
taking of sureties were- subjected to restriction at this 
period by decree of the people, and heritages which did not ' 
iall to the near~st relatives were at any rate taxed. In the 
closest connection with such views mercantile punctuality, 
honour, and resJlectability pervaded the whole of Roman 
life. Every ordwary man was morally bound to keep an 
account-book of his income and expenditure-in every well
arranged house, accordingly, there was a separate record
chamber (tablinum)-and everyone took care that he should 
not leave the world without having made his will: it was 
oue of the three mlltters in his life which Cato declares that 
he regtetted; that he had been a single day without -a testa
ment. Those household books were universally by Roman 
usage admitted as valid evidence in a court of' justice, nearly 
in the same way as we admit the evidence of' a merchant's 
ledger. The word of a man of unstained repute was admis
sible not merely against himself, but in his own favour; 
nothing was more common than to settle differences be-

• On this was based the actionable character of contracts of buying, hiring, 
and partnership, and, in genel'lll, the whole system of nOD-formal actionaLle 
contracts. 
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tween persons of integrity by means ot an oath demanded 
by the one party and given by the other~a. mode of settle
ment which was reckoned valid even in law; and a tradi
tional rule enjoined the jury, in the absence of evidence, to 
give their verdict in favour of the man of unstained cha
racter when opposed to one who WIlB disreputable, and only in 
the event of' both parties being of equal repute to give it in 
favour of the defendant.* The conventional respectability 
of the Romans was especially apparent in the more and 
more strict epiorcement of the rule, that no respectable 
man should allow himself to be paid for the performance of 
personal services. Accordingly magistrates, officers, jury
men, guardians, an~ generally all respectable men intrusted 
with public functions, received no recompens.e for the services 
which they rendered except, at most, a. compensatiuu for 
their bare outlay; and not only so, but the services which 
intimate acquaintances (amici) rendered to each other~uch 
as giving security. representation in law-suits, custody 
(depositum), lending .of objects not intended to be let on 
hire (commodatum), the managing and attending to business 
in general (procuratio )~were treated according to the same 
principle, so that it was improper to receive any compensa

. tion for them and an action was not allowable even where 
a compensation had been promised. How entirely the 
man was merged in the merchant, appears most distinctly 
perhaps. in the substitution of a money-payment and, an 
action at 1ltw for duelling-even for the political duel~in 
the Roman life of thia period. The usual form of settling 
questions of personal honour was this; a wager was laid 
between the offender and the party offended as to the truth 
or falsehood of the offensive assertion, and under the shape 
of an action for the stake the question of fact was submitted 
with aU the forms of law to a jury; the acceptance of such a 
wager when offered by the offended or offending par~ was, 
just like the acceptance of a challenge ,to a duel at the 
present day, left open in law, but in point of honour it c61uld 
seldom be refused . 

.. The chief passage as to this point is the fragment of Cato in GelIina, xi". 2.. In the, ease of the obligatio litteris also, i. e., a claim based solely on 
the entry of a debt in the account-book of the creditor, this legalreoognition of 
the personal credibility of the party, even where his testimony in his own cause 
is concerned, affords the key.of explanation;. and hence it bappened, that in 
later times, wben this mercantile honour bad vanisbed from Homan life, the 
obligatio litteria, wbil~ not exaotly abolished, lell of itself into desuetude. 
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One of the most important consequences of this mercan- Associa." 
tile spirit. which di,splayed itself with an intensity hardly tions. 
conceivable by those not engaged in business, was the extra
ordinary impulse given to the formatioll of associations. In 
Rome this was especially fostered by the system already often 
mentioned as adopted by the government in the transac-
tion of its business-the system of middlemen: for from the 
extent of the transactions it was. natural, and it was pro-
bably often required by the state for the sake pf greater 
security, that capitalists should undertake such leases and 
contracts not individually, but in partnership. All great 
transactions were organized on the model of these state
contracts. Indications are even found of the occurrence 
among the Romans of that feature so characteristic of the 
system of association-a coalition of rival companies in 
order jointly to establish monopolist prices. - In trans
marine transactions more especially and such as were 
otherwise attended with considerable risk, the system of 
partnership was so extensively adopted, that it practically 
took the place of insurance, which was unknown to anti-
quity. Nothing was more common than the nautical loan, 
as it was called-the modern" bottomry "-by which the 
risk and gain of transmarine traffic were proportionally 
distributed among the owners of the vessel and cargo and 
all the capitalists who had advanced money for the voyage. 
It was, however~ a general rule of Roman economy that one 
should rather take small shares in many speculations than 
speculate independently; Cato advised the capitalist not to 
fit out a single ship with his money, but to enter into con-
cert with forty-nine other capitalists so as to send out fifty 
ships and take an interest to the extent of a fiftieth share 
in each. The greater complication thus introduced into 
business was overcome by the Roman merchant through 

• In the l'elIIlIrkable model contract given by Cato (141) for the letting of 
tbe olive-barvest, tbere is the following paragrapb:-

.. None [of the persons desirous to contract .on the occasion of letting] sball 
withd",w, for the sake of causing the gsthering and pressing of the olives to be 
let at B dearer ",te i except when [the joint bidder) immediately names [the 
other bidder) as bis partner. If this rule sball app!'IU' to bave been infringed. 
all the partners [of the company with which the contract has been concluded) 
.hall, if desired by the Jaodlord or the oven;eer appointed by bim, take an oath 
[tbat they have not conspired in this way to prevent competition). "If they do 
not take the oatb, the stipulated price is not to be paid." It is tacitly .... 
lIUDIed that the contract ill taken bya company, not by an individual cspitslist. 

VOL. n. ,20 . 
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his punctual-laboriousness and his system of management 
by slaves and freedmen, which, regarded from the point of 
view of the pure capitalist, was far preferable to our count: 
ing-house system. Thus these mercantile companies, with 
their hundred ramifications, largely influenced the economy 
of every Roman of note. There was, according to the testi
mony of Polybius, hardly a man of mesns in Rome who 
had not been concerned as an avowed or silent partner in 
leasing the public revenues; and much more must each 
have invested on an average a considerable portion of his 
capital in mercantile associations generally. 

All this, moreover, laid the foundation for that endurance 
of Roman wealth, which was perhaps still more remarkable 
than its magnitude. The phenomenon unique, perhaps of 
its kind, to which we have already called attention (P. 325), 
viz., that the social status of the great houses remained almost 
the same for several centuries, finds its explanation in the 
somewhat narrow but solid principles on which 1;hey managed 
their mercantile property. 

In consequence of the one-sided prominence assigned to 
capital in the Roman economy, the evils inseparable from 
a pure capitalist system could not fail to appear. 

Civil equality, which had already received a fatal wound 
through the rise of the ruling order of lords, suffered 
an equally severe blow in consequence of the line of social 
demarcation becoming more and more clistinctly drawn 
between the rich and the poor. Nothing more effectually 
promoted this _ separation in a downward direction, than the 
already-mentioned rule--apparently a matter of indifference, 
but in reality involving the deepest arrogance and inso
lence on the part of the capitalists-that it was disgraceful 
to take money for work; a wall of partition was thus raised 
not merely between the common day-labourer or artisan 
and the respectable landlprd or manufacturer, but also 
between the ,soldier or, subaltern and the military tribune, 
and between the clerk or messenger and the magistrate. 
In an upward direction a similar barrier was raised by the 
Claudian lttw instigated by Gaius Flaminius (shortly before 

-536), which prohibited senators and senators' sons from 
possessing seagoing vessels except for the transport of the 
produce of their estates, and probably also from participating 
in public contracts-forbidding them generally from carry
ing on whatever the Romans incluaed under the head, of 
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.. speculation" (qUQ1stus).· It is true that this enactment was 
not call~d for by the senators; it was on the contrary a work 
of the democratic opposition, which perhaps desired in the 
first instance merely to prevent the evil of members of the 
governing class personally entering into dealings with the 
government. It may be, moreover, that the capitalists in 
thill instance, as so often afterwards, made common cause 
with the democratic party, and seized the opportunity of 
diminishing competition by the exclusion of the senators. 
The former object was, of course, only imperfectly attained. 
fur the system of partnership opened ul? to the senators 
ample facilities for continuing to speculate In secret; but this 
ll.ecree of the people drew a legal line of demarcation be
tween those nobles who did not speculate at all, or at aIrY 
rate not openly, and those who did, and it placed alongside 
of the aristocracy which was primarily political an aristocracy 
which was purely moneyed-the equestrian order, as it was 

'afterwards called, whose rivalries with the senatorial order 
'fill the history of the following century. 

A further COnsequence of the one-sided power of capital Sterility 
was the dis,Proportionate prominence of those branches of of t,he , 
business which were the most sterile and the least produc- cap;tahot 
tive to the national economy as a whole. Industrial art, syo em. 
which ought to have held the highest place, in fact occu-
pied the lowest. Co=erce flourished; but it was. uni
versnlly Don-reciprocnl. Even on the northern frontier the 
Romans do not seem to have been able to give merchandise 
in exchange for the slaves, who were brought in numbers 

,from the Celtic and probably even from the Germanic 
territories to Ariminum and the other markets of northern 
Italy; at least in 523 the export of silver money to the 231. 
Celtic territory was prohibited by the Roman government. 
In the intercourse with Greece, Syria, Egypt, Cyrep.e, and 
Carthage, the balance of trade was necessarily unfavour-
able' to Italy. Rome began to become the capitnl of'the 
Mediterranean states, and Italy to become the suburbs of 
~ome; the Romans had no wish to be anything more, and 

• Livy (xxi., 63 compo CiC: Verr. v. 18, 45) mentions only the enactment 
as to the sea-going vessels; but Aoconius (in Or. de Toga Cand. p. 94. Orell.) 
and Dio (Iv. 10, 5) state that the senator was also forbidden by law toundet~ 
take state-contracts (redemptioncs); and, 88 according to Livy .. all specDI~ 
tion was considered indecorous in a oenatw:," th .. Claudian law probably went. 
further than he states. 
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in their opulent indifference were satisfied with a non-recipro
cal commerce, such as every city which is nothing more than 
a capital necessarily carries on-they possessed, forsooth, 
money enough to pay for everything which they needed, 
and for everything which they did not need.' On the other 
hand the most unproductive of all sorts of business, the traffic 
in money and the farming of the revenue, formed the true 
mainstay and stronghold of the Roman ilconomy. And, 
lastly, whatever elements that economy had contained for 
the production of a prosperous middle class and of a lower 
one provided with sufficient subsistence were extinguished 
by the unhappy system of employing slaves, or, at the best, 
contributed to the multiplication of the troublesome order 
of freedmen. • 

But above all the deep-rooted immorality, which is inhe
rent in an economy of pure capital, ate into the heart of 
eociety and of the commonwea~th, and substituted an abso
lute selfishness for humanity and patriotism. The better por
tion of the nation were very clearly aware of the seeds of 
corruption which lurked in that pursuit of gain; and the 
instinctive hatred of the great multitude, as well as the 
displeasure of the well-disposed statesman, was especially 
directed against the trade of the professional money-lender, 
which for long had been subjected to penal laws and still con
tinued under the letter of the law amenable to punishment. 
In a comedy of this period the money-lender is told that 
the class to which he belongs is on a parallel with the 
le7W116S~ 

Eadem hsrcl. 1108 prmo et pa~; parissumi .stis ,bus. 
Hi saltem in occultis locis prostant: 110S in foro ipso: 
Vos fenor., hi mal. StIadendo st lustris lacerant homines. 
Rogitationes p/urimas propter _ populus scivit, 
Quas vas rogatas rtlmpitis: aliquam reperitis rimam. 
Quasi aquam fert>Bntem frigidam 6888, ita vas putatis leg68. 

Citto the leader of the reform· party expresses himself 
still more emphatically than the comedian. ., Lending 
money at interest," he says in the preface to his 'treatise on 
agriculture, " has various advantages, but it is not honour~ 
able. Our forefathers accordingll ordained, and inscribed 
it among their laws, that the thie should be bound to pay 
two-folc1, but thil man who takes interest four-fold, compensa
tion; whence we may infer how much worse a citizen they 
deemed the usurer than the thief." There is no great dif-
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ference, he elsewhere cdhsiders, between a. money-lender 
and 110 murderer; and we must allow, that his acts did not 
fall short of his words-when governor of Sardinia, by h~ 
rigorous administration of the Jaw he drove the Roman 
bankers to their wits' end. The great majority of the ruling 
senatorial order regarded the system of the speculators 
with dislike, and not only conducted themselves in the 
provinces on the whole with more integrity and honour 
than these moneyed men, but frequently acted as a check 
on them. Only, the frequent changes of the supreme 
magistrates and the inevitable inequality in their mode of 
handling the laws necessarily rendered the effort to check 
such proceedings in a great measure ineffectual. 

The Romans perceivM moreover--as it was not difficult Reaction 
to perceive-that it was of far more consequence to give 110 of the 
different direction to the whole national economy than to capitalist 

exercise a police control over speculation; it was such views ;~:::t:' 
mainly that men like Cato enforced by precept' and "ex- ' 
ample on the Roman agriculturist. "When our fore-
fathers," continues Cato in the preface just quoted, "pro-
nounced the eulogy of a. worthy man,' they praised him as 110 
worthy farmer and a worthy landlord; he who was thus 
commended was thought to have received the highest praise. 
The merchant I deem energetic and diligent in the pursuit 
of gain; but his calling is too much exposed to perils and 
mischances. On the other hand farmers furnish the bravest 
men and the ablest soldiers; no calling is so honourable, 
safe, and inoffensive as theirs, and those who occupy them-
selves with it are least liable to evil thoughts." He was 
wont to say of himself, that his property was derived solely 
from two sources-agriculture and frugality; and; though 
this was neither very logically expressed nor strictly conform-
able to tlie ~th.· yet Cato was not unjustly regarded by his 
contemporaries and by posterity as the model of a Roman 
landlord. Unhappily it is a truth as rymarkable as it is 
painful, that this husbandry, commended so much and car-

• Cato, like every other Roman, invested a part of his m."". in the breeding 
of cattle, and in commercial and other undertakings. But it was Dot hi. habit 
directly to violate the laws; be neither speculated in state·leases-which as a 
senator he was not allowed to dO-Dor practised usury. It is an injus
tice to charge him with a practice in the latter respect at variance with his 
theory; the tenus nauticum, in which he certainly engaged, was Dot a branch 
of usury prohibited by the law; it ....uy formed an essential part of the busi
ness of clwtering and freighting v ..... Is. 
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taWy with 80 entire good faitll as-a remedy, was itself per
vaded by the poison of the capitalist system. In the case 
of pastoral husbandry this was obvious; (or that reason it 
was most in favour with the public' and least in favour with 
the party desirous of moral reform. But how stood the 
case with agriculture itself P The warfare, which from the 
third to the fifth century u. c. capital had waged against 
labour, by withdrawing under the .form of interest on debt 
the revenues 'of the soil from the working farmers and 
bringing them into. the hands of the idly consuming 
freeholder; had been settled chiefly by the extension of the 
Roman economy ahd the transference of the capital which 
existed in Latium to the field of mercantile activity opened 
up throughout the range of the Me'lliterranean. Now even 
the extended field of business was no longer able to contain 
the increased mass of capital; and an insane legislation 
laboured simultaneously to compel the investment of sena
torfal capital by artificial means in Italian estates, and 
systematically to . depreciate the arable land of Italy by 
interference with the prices of grain. Thus there began a 

, second campaign of capital against free labour or--what 
was substantially the same thing in antiquity-against the 
small farmer system; and, if the first had been bad, it yet 
seemed mild and humane as compared with the second. The 
capitalists no longer lent to the farmer at interest-a course 
which in itself was not now practicable because the petty 
landholder no longer produced any surplus of consequence, 
and was moreover not sufficiently simple and radical-but 
they bought up the farms and converted them, at the 
best, into estates managed by stewards and- wrought by 
slaves. • This also was called agriculture; it was in reality 
the application of the capitalist system to the produce of 
the soil. The description of the husbandmen, which Cato 
gives, is excellent and quite just; but how does it corre
spond to the system itself which he portrays and recom
mends? If a Roman senator, as must not unfrequently 
have been the case, possessed four such estates as that 
described by Cato, the same space, which in the olden time 
wpen smail holdings prevailed had supported from 100 to 
150 farmers' families, was now occupied by one family 
of free persons and about 50, for the most part un
married, slaves.. If this was the remedy by which the 
decaying national economy was to be restored to vigour. 
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it bore, unhappily, an aspect of extreme resemblance ~ the 
disease •• 

The general result of thiS system is only too clearl,. Develop
obvious in the changed proportions of the population. It 19 ment of 
true that the condition of the various districts of Italy was Italy. 
very unequal, and some were even prosperous. The farms, 
instituted in great numbers in the region between the 
.A pennines and the Po at the time of its colonization, did 
not so IIpeedily disappear. Polybius, who visited that 
quarter not long after the close of the present period, com~ 
mends its numerous, handsome, and vigorou populjition: 
with a just legislation as to corn it woulli perhaps have been 
pOBBible to make the basin of the Po, and not Sicily, the 
granary of the capital.' In like manner Picenum and the 
so-called ager Gallicu8 acquired a numerous body of farmers 
through the distributions of domain-land consequent on the 
Flaminian law of 522-a body, however, which was sadly 232. 
reduced in the Hannibalic war. In Etruria, and perhaps 
also in Umbria, the internal condition of the subject com. 
munities was nnfavourable to the flourishing of a class of 
free farmers. Matters were better in Latium-which could 
not be entirely deprived of the advantages of the market of 
the capital, aod which had on the whole been spared by 
the Hannibalic war-as well as in the secluded mountain
nIlevs of the Marsians and Sabellians. On the other hand 
the ilannibalic war bad fearfully devastated southern Italy 
and had ruined, in addition to a number of smaller placeS, 
it.s two largest cities, Capua and Tarentum, both once able 
to send into the field armies of 30,000 men. Samnium had 
recovered from the severe wars of the fifth century: ae.cord-
ing to the census of 529 it was in a position to furnish as 225. 
many men capable of arms as all the Latin towns, and it 
was probably at that time, next to the ager Romanus, the 
most flourishing region of the peninsula. But the Hanni-
balic war had desolated the land afresh, and the assignations 
of land in that quarter to the soldiers ()f Scipio's army, 
although conaiderable, probably did not eover the loss. 
Campania and Apulia, both hitherto well-peopled regions, 
were still worse treated in the same war by friend and foe. 
In Apulia, no doubt, 888ignations of land were made after
wards, but the colonies instituted there were not successful 
The beautiful plain of Campania remained better peopled; 
}lut the territory of Capua and of the other oommunities 
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broken up in the Hannibalic war became public property, 
and the occupants of it were uniformly not proprietors, but 
petty temporary lessees. Lastly, in the wide Lucanian and 
Bruttian territories the population, which was already very 
thin before the Hannibalic war, was visited by the whole 
severity of the war itse1f and of the penal executions that 
followed in its train; nor was much done on the part of 
Bome to revive the agriculture there-with the exception 
perhaps of Valentia (Vibo, now Alonteleone), none of the 
colonies established there attained any real prosperity. 

Falling off With every allowance for the inequality in the political 
in the and ec~nomic cWcuRIstances of the different districts and for 
population. the ,comparatively ':flourishing condition of several of them, 

the retrogression is yet on the whole unmistakeable, and it 
is confirmed by the most indisputable testimonies as to the 
general condition of Italy. Cato and Polybius agree in 
stating, that Italy was at the end of the sixth century far 
weaker in population than at the end of the fifth, and was 
no longer able to furnish armies so large as in the first 
Punic war. The increasing difficulty of the levy, the neces
sity of lowering the qualification for service in the legions, 
and the complaints of the allies as to the magnitude of the 
contingents to be furnished by them, confirm these state
ments; and, in the case of the Roman burgesses, the num-

252. bers tell the same tale. In 502, shortly after the expedition 
of Regulus to Africa, they amounted to 298,000 men capable 
of arms; thirty years later, shortly before the commence-

220. ment of the Hannibalic war (534), they had fallen off to 
270,000, or by a tenth, and again twenty years after that, 

204. shortly before the end of the same war (550), to 214,000, 
or by a fourth; and a generation afterwardtt-during whiGh 
no extraordinary losses occurred, but the institution of the 
great burgess-colonies in the plain of northern Italy in 
particular occasioned a perceptible and exceptional in
crease-the numbers of the burgesses had hardly again 
reached the point at which they stood at. the commence
ment of this period. If we had similar statements regarding 
the Italian population generally, they would beyond all 
doubt exhibit a deficit relatively still mote considerable. 
The decline of the national vigour less admits of proof; but 
it is stated by the writers on agriculture, that flesh and 
milk disappeared more and more from the diet of the 
eommon people. At. the same time the slave population 
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increased. as the free population declined. In Apulia, 
Lucania., and the Bruttian land, pastoral husbandry must 
already in Cato's time have preponderated over agriculture; 
the half-savage slave-herdsmen had in reality the command 
of the country. Apulia was rendered so insecure by them, 
that a strong force had to be stationed there; in 569 a 
slave-conspiracy plauned on ~he largest scale, and inter
woven with the proceedings of the .Bacchanalia, was dis
covered there, and nearly 7000 men were judicially con
demned. ,In Etruria also Roman troops were obliged to 
take the field against a band of slaves (558), and even ill 
Latium there were instances in which towns like Setia and 
Prmneste were in danger of being surprised by a band of 
runaway serfs (556). The nation was visibly diminish
ing, and the community of, free citizens was resolving itself 

,into a body composed,of masters and slaves; and, although 
it was in the first instance the two long wars with Carthage, 
which decimated and ruined both the burgesses and the 
allies, the Roman capitalists beyond doubt contributed quite 
as much as Hamilcar an~ Hannibal to the decline in the 
vigour and the numbers of the Italian people. No one can 
say whether the government could have rendered help; 
but it was an alarming and discreditable fact, that the 
circles of the Roman aristocracy, well-meaning and ener~ 
getic as for the most part they were, never once showed 
any insight into the real gravity of the situation or any 
foreboding of the full magnitude of the danger. When 8-

Roman lady belonging to the high nobility, the' sister of 
one of the numerous citizen-admirals who in the first Punic 
war 'had ruined the fleets of the state, one da,y got among a 
crowd in the Roman Forum, she said aloud m the hearing 
of those arotlnd, that it was high time'to place her brother 
once more at the head of the fleet and to lighten the pres
sure in 1;.he market-place by bleeding the citizens afresh 
(508). nose who thus thought and spoke were"no doubt, a,' 
smal1 minority; nevertheless this outrageous speech was 
simply a forcible expression of the criminal indifference with 
which the whole noble and rich world looked down on the 
common citizens and farmers. They did not exactly desire 
their destruction, but they allowed it to run its course; 
afld 80 desolation advanced with gigantic steps over the 
flourishing land of Italy. where countless numbers of free 
men had lately rejoiced m moderate and merited prosperity_ 

185. 

196. 

198. 

246. 
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CHAPTER ~m. 

FAITH AND MANNERS. 

Roman aus- LIFE, in the caSe of the Roman, was spent under conditions 
terity and of austere restraint, and, the nobler he was, the less he was 
Ro.~an a free man. All-powerful custom restricted him to a narrow 
pn e. range of thought and action; and to have led a serious and 

strict or, to use the characteristic Latin expressions, a grave 
and severe life, was his glory. Neither more nor less was 
expected of a Roman than that he should keep his household 
in good order and unflinchingly bear his part of counsel 
ana action in 1?ublic affairs. But, "While the individual had 
neither the WlI!h nor the power to be aught else than a 
member of the community, the glory and the might of that 
community were felt by every individual citizen as a per
sonal possession to be transmitted along with his name and 
his homestead to his }losterity; and thus, as one generation 
after another was 18.1d in the tomb and each in succeasion 
added its fresh contribution to the stock of ancient honours, 
the sense of collective dignity in the noble famfties of Rome 
swelled into that mighty pride of Roman citizenship, to 
which the earth has never perhaps witnessed a pll£allel, and 
the traces of which, as singular as they lire grand, scem to 
us whenever we meet them to belong as it were to another 
world. It was one of the characteristic peculisrities of this 
powerful pride of citizenship, that, while not suppressed, it 
was yet compelled by the rigid simplicity and equality that 
prevailed among tlie citjzens to remain locked up within the 
breast during life, and was only allowed to find expressidn 
after death; but it was displayed in the funeral of the 
man of distinction so conspicuously and intensely, that this 
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ceremonial is better fitted than any other phenomenon of 
Roman life to give to us who live in other times a glimpse 
of that wonderful spirit of the Romaus. 

It was a singular procession, at which the citizens were A Roman 
invited to be present by the summons of the ~ublic crier: funeral. 
"Yonder warnor is dead i whoever can, let him come to 
escort Lucius lEmilius; he is borne forth from his house." 
It was opened by bands of wailing women, musicians, and 
dancers j one of the latter was dressed out and furnished 
with a mask in imitation of the deceased. and by gesture 
probably and action recalled once more to the multitude the 
appearance of the well-known man. Then followed the 
1Il0st magnificent and peculiar part of the solemnity-the 
procession of ancestors-before which all the rest of the 
pageant BO faded in comparison, that noblemen of the true 
Roman type enjoined their heirs to restrict the funeral pomp 
to that procession alone. We have already mentioned that 
the image. of those ancestors who had filled the curnle 
IBdileship or any higher ~rdinary magistracy, wrought in wax 
and painted,-modelled as far as possible after life, but not 
wanting even for the earlier agell up to and beyond the 
time of the kingtt--were wont to be plnced in wooden niches 
along the wallB of the family hall, and were regarded all the 
chief ornament of the house. When a death occurred in 
the family, suitable persons, chiefly actors, were dressed up 
with these masks and the corresponding official costwne to 
take part in the funeral ceremony, so that the ancestors-
each m the princi'pal drells worn by him in his lifetime, the 
triumphator in hIli gold-embroidered, the censor in his 
pWJ>le, and the consul in his purple-bordered, robe, \'Ii.th 
theU' lieton and the other insignia of office-all in chariots 
gave the final escort to the dead. On the bier ovenpread 
with massive purple and gold-embroidered coverlets and fine 
linl'n cloth II lay the deceased himself, likewise in 'the full 
costume of the highest office which he had filled, and sur
rounded by the armour of the ~nemies whom he had slain 
and by the chapletll which in jest or earnest he had won. 
Behind the bier came the mournen, all dressed in black and 
without ornament, the Bons of the deceased with thl'ir heads 
veiled, the daughten without veil, the relatives and clan .. 
men, the friends, the clients and freedmen. Thus the proces-
sion passed on to the Forum. There the corpse was pInced 
in an erect position; the ancestors descended from their 
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,chariots and seated themselves in the curule chairs; and 
the. son. or nearest gentile kinsman of the deceased ascended 
the rostra, in order to announce to the assembled multitude 
in simple recital the names and deeds' of each of the rilen 
sitting in a circle around him and, last of all, those of him 
who had recently died. 

This may be called a barbarous custom, and a nation of 
artistic feelings would certainly not have tolerated the con
tinuance of this odd resurrection of the dead down to an 
epoch of fully developed civilizat'ion; but even Greeks who 
were very dispassionate and but little disposed to reve
rence, such as Polybius, acknowledged the imposing effect 
produced by the naive pomp of this funeral ceremony. It 
was a conception essentially in keeping with the grave 
solemnity, the uniform movement, and the proud dignity of 
Roman life, that departed generations should continue to 
walk, as it were, corporeally among the living, and that, 
when a burgess weary of labours and of honours was 
gathered to his fathers, these fathers themselves should 
appear in the Forum to receive him among their number. 

The new But the Romans had now reached a crisis of transition. 
Hellenism. Now that the power of Rome was no longer confined to 

Italy but had spread far and wide to the west and to the east, 
the days of the old home life of Italy were over, and a Hel
IElnizing civilization came in its room. It is true that Italy 
had been subject to the influence of Greece, ever since it 
had a history at all. We have formerly shown how the 
youthful Greece and the youthful Italy-both of them with 
some measure of simplicity and originality-gave and re
ceived intellectual impulses; and how at a later period 
Rome endeavoured after a more external· manner to appro
priate to practical use the language and inventions of the 
Greeks. But the Hellenism of the Romans of the present 
period was, in its causes as well as its consequences, some
thing essentially new.· The Romans began to feel the lack 
of a richer intellectual life, and to be startled as it were at 
their own utter want of mental culture; and, if even nations 
of artistic gifts, such as the English and Germans, have not 
disdained in the pauses of their own productiveness to avail 
themselves of the paltry .French culture. for filling up the 
gap, it need excite no surprise that the Italiau nation now 
:liung itself with. eager f.eal on the gloriuus treasures as 
well as on the vile refuse of the intellectual development of 
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Hellas. But it was an impiIIse still more profound and 
deep-rooted, which carried the Romans irresistibly into'the 
Hellenic vortex. Hellenic civilization still assumed that 
name, but it was Hellenic no longer; it was, in fact, hu
manistic and cosmo,politan. It had solved the problem of 
moulding a mass of different nations into one whole com
pletely in the field of intellect, and to a certain degree In 
that of politics; and, now when the same task on a wider 
Bcale devolved on Rome, she entered on the possession of 
Hellenism along with the rest of the inheritance of Alex
ander the Great. Hellenism therefore was no longer a mere 
stimulus, or subordinate in.8.uence j it penetrated the Italian 
nation to the very core. Of course, the vigorous home 
life of Italy strove against the foreign element. It was 
only after a most vehement struggle that the Italian farmer 
abandoned the field to the cosmopolite of the capital; and, 
as in Germany the Fren.::h coat called forth the national 
Germanic frock, so the reaction against Hellenism aroused in 
Rome a tendency, which opposed the influence of Greece 
on principle in a style to which earlier centuries were alto
gether unaccustomed~ and in doing so fell not unfrequently 
into downright follies and absurdities. 

No department of human action or thought remained Hellenism 
unaffected by this struggle between the new fashion and in politics. 
the old. Even political relations were largely in.8.uenced by 
it. The whimsical project of emancipating the Hellenes, 
the well-deserved failure of which has already been described, 
the kindred, likewise Hellenic, idea of combining republics 
in a common opposition to kings, and the desire of propa-
gating Hellenic polity at the expense of eastern despotism 
-which were the two principles that regnlated, for in-
stance, the treatment of Macedonia-were fixed ideas of the 
new school, just as dread' of the Carthaginians was the fixed 
idea of the old j and, if Cato pushed the latter to a ridicu-
lous excess, Philhellenism now and then indulged in extra
vagances at least as foolish. For example, the conqueror of, 
king Antiochus not only had a statue of himself in Greek 
costume erected on the Capitol, but also, instead of calling 
himself in good Latin Aslizticus, assumed the meaningless 
indeed and anomalous, but yet magnificent and almost 
Greek, surname of Asiag81iUS.· A more important conse-

• That .AsiagenVl Willi the original title of the hero of Magnesia and of his 
descendnnts, is established by ooiDs awl. inscriptiona i the fact that t.!le Capito-
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quence of this attitude of the ruling nation towards Hel
lenism was, that the process of Latinizing gained ground 
everywhere in Italy except where it encountered the 
Hellenes. The cities of the Greeks in Italy, so far as the war 
had not destroyed -theW!, remained Greek. .A..pulia, about 
which, it is true, the Romans gave themselves little concern, 
appears about this very epoch to have been thoroughly 
pervaded by Hellenism, and the local civilization there 
'seems to have attained the levelof the decaying Hellenic 
culture by its side. Tradition is silent on the matter; but 
the numerous coins of cities, uniformly furnished with 
Greek inscriptions,. -and the manufacture of painted vases 
after the Greek style, which was carried on only in that part 
of Italy with more ambition and gaudiness than taste, 
'show that Apulia had completely adopted Greek habits and 
Greek art. 

But the real struggle between Hellenism and its national 
antagonists during the present ,eriod was carried on in the 
field of faith, of manners, and 0 art and literature; and we 
must' not omit to attempt some delineation of this great 
strife of principles, however difficUlt it may be,to present a 
summary view of the myriad forms and aspects which the 
conflict assumed. 

Thenational The extent ,to which the old simple faith still retained a 
.religi?n and living hold on the Italian mind, is shown very clearly 
ullbe1ief. by the admiration or astonishment which this problem of 

Italian piety excited among the contemporary Greeks. ,On 
occasion of a conflict with the lEtolians it was reported of 
the Roman commander-in-chief that during the battle he 
was wholly engaged in praying and sacrificing like a priest; 
whereas Polybius with his somewhat stale moralizing calls 
the attention of his countrymen to the political usefulness 
of this piety, and admonishes them that a state cannot con
,sist of wise men alone,and that such ceremonies are very 
convenient for the sake of the mUltitude. . 

Religious But if Italy still possessed-what had long been a mere 
economy. antiquarian curiosity in Hellas-a national religion, it was 

already visibly beginning to be ossified into theology. The 

line Fasti call him Asiaticus i. one of severa) traces indicating that these have 
undergone a non-contemporaneous revision. The former surname can only 
be a corruption of 'AD"lI'l'l"'l.l'-the form which later authors substituted 
for i~which signifies not a <lOnquel'or of Asia, but an Asiatic by birth. 
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torpor creeping over faith is nowhere perhaps so distinctly 
apparent as in the alterations in the economy of divine 
service and of the priesthood. The public service of the 
gods hecame not only more tedious, but above all more and 
more costly. In 558 there was added to the three old 196. 
colleges of augurs, pontifices, and keepers of oracles, a 
fourth consisting of three" banquet-masters" (tres viTi epu-
Zones), solely for the important purpose of superintending 
the banquets of the gods. The priests as well as the 
gods had a just title to their feasts; new institutions, how-
ever, were not needed with that view, as every college 
applied itself with zeal and devotion to its convivial affairs. 
The clerical banquets were accompanied by the claim of 
clerical immunities. The priests even in times of grave em-. 
barrassment, claimed the right of exemption from public 
burdens, and only after very troublesome controversy sub-
mitted to make payment of the taxes in arrear (558). To 196. 
'the individual, as well as to the community, piety became a 
more and more costly article. The custom of instituting 
endowments, and generally: of undertaking permanent pecu-
niary obligations, for religious objects prevailed among 
the Romans in a manner similar to its prevalence in Roman 
Catholic countries at the present day. Theseendowments
particularly after they came to be re~arded by the su-
preme spiritual and at the same time t'he supreme juristic 
authority in the state, the pontifices, as a real burden de
volving tU jUrB on every heir or other person acquiring the 
estate--began to form .an extremely oppressive charge on 
prope~ ; "inheritance without sacrifi~ obligation" was a 
proverbIal saying among the Romans somewhat similar to 
our .. rose without a thorn," The dedication of a tenth of 
their substance became so common, that twice every month 
a public entertainment was given from the proceeds in the 
Forum Boanum at Rome. With the Oriental worship of 
the Mother of the Gods there was imported to Rome among 
other pious nuisances the practice, annually recurring on cer-
tain fixed days, of demanding penny-collections from house 
to house (stipem cogere). Lastly, the subordinate class of 
priests and soothsayers, as was reasonable, rendered no ser-
vice without being paid for it; and beyond doubt the 
Roman dramatist sketched from life when, in the cur
tain-coDversation between husband and wife, he repre-
sents the account for pious services as ranking with the 
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aceounta for the took. the DIU'S&, and o.thl'r eustomarr pre-
8t'utS,-

1>.. MiAi, hr, __ qwd ...... Qwu.q....frt'&'" 
~ .. tM. "'''.i .. -Irici. "'"""" "'qw .. ......,.i.. .... : :na. pi..oIri. ..... ,-"_,,,. _ poIm ...... ___ 
~iti_ .. t •• i .. il a"',ew, f ...... ~i.) opi..'it. 

The Romans did not create a God o.f Gold. as tht'y bad f,)J'o 
merly ereatt'd one of Silvt'r (i, 451) ; nevertht'lt'ss he I'\'igu~ 
in reality alike 0,°61' the hight'St and Iowt'St spht'rt'S of rt'li. 
gious Iii". The old pride ofthe Latin nationw ft'ligi,m-the 
modl'l'ation of its E't'Onomio dt'mands-wlI8 irrt'TOt'3bly gOlll'. 

At the 81\1lle time its aneieut simplicity also dt'lll\rh~. 
Thoology. the lIpurious o.ft'spriug of reason and wth. '\\"118 

. already Ot'Cullil'd in iutrodudng ita own h~ous prolWtv 
and solt'lIln manity into. the old bouwly nutional faith, an:" 
thl'l't'by expelling the true spirit of that faith. The l'llta
logue of th6 dutil'S and prhOilt'gee or the pri,,.,t or J upitt'r. fur 
iu~taneo. might well have a pllK'e in the Talul\Id, Tht'V 
pushod the natural rul_that no rt·ligi,)uS St'rvi,'O ean ~ 
aeet'ptabltl to the gods unlt\.'1S it be ~rftlrmN without 81,,"
to 8ueh an t'xtent in pral·ti,'O. that a singltl saeritil't' bad to 
be l't'pt'lltl'd thirty timl'S in llul'Cl.'o.,-oUon o.n al'('QUllt of mi,.. 
taitt'S a.,"1lin and a~'1Iin commit tt>d, and that the gaIllt's, ''0 hi,-h 
also formed a part of dh°iue scni,'t\ weft) rt'~l>J as undolle 
if the pl'l'Sitling magistratl' had committt'd any slip in word 
o.r d('ed or if tbe musio e,'t'D had paust."ld at a ,,"rt)ll~ tima, 
and 80 hpd to be bt>gun afrl'Sh. freqUl'Utly fur St'\"rnJ. f""1;'U 
as many as sen'u, times in SU'~'lll. 

This el.ll~""ration of COllSC'i~'lItiousnt'68 1\
Oas alNatll a 

~ymrtom (If its ul\·ipient tol'l'Of; and the rt'lll:ti'lll a~nst 
it-lUditf.,",ul't' alld Imbdit.f-arpl'art'li without .Ida\". 
RI"1;'n in the first P\lUio war (500) an lnShml't' Ot't-urrt'tt ill 
which the ronsul himSl,}f made an (\pt'u jt'tlt of l'tlllsllltill!": 
the allspil't'$ bt'lon- hIlttltt-a eonslIl, 11 is uut\ bdoll):ing 10 
the l'l'{'t'lltrio Claudillll 9'MS. whit-h alike in SQo.I and t',"il "':\$ 

alwad o.f ita agt'_ Towl\rtl~ the end or this "p,x-h OOllll'laiut" 
Wl'r& loudly made, that the ltlre of tho augul'tJ was nt'!;l.'l-~I. 
au(i that, to ust\ Cato's llUll!UlIgt\ a uUllIbt'r of ant'ltUll 
auguri,'S and allsl'il't'8 W{lft) tailing iuto (\b1ivitln thJ'.lugb tho 
iudull'lIl'O of tht' collt'~' An augllr like Llldu~ l'aulluSo 
1\' bo l'l'gaNt·d the I'rit'tlthood 118 a Sclenl'tl and not liS a IDt'l'6 
title, was already a rare e~ct'l)tio.u ; and could uot but ~ ~ 
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when the ~el'Dml'nt more and more openly and unhesi
tatingly emploYl'd the auspiCt'll fur the acooDlpli~hment of 
ita political designs, or, in other "'urds, trl'att>d tJle national 
~ligion in accordance with the Tiew of Polybiull 118 a super-
stition UBefui for imposing on the public at large. Where 
the wayw88 thus paved, ~he Hellenistic irreligious ~pirit found 
free course. In connl'Ction with the incipient taste for art 
the BaCI'l'd imol!"a of the goda began even in Cato'a time to 
be emploYl'd, like other furniture. to embellish the cham
ben of the rk·h. More dangeroua wound.s v.ere inllictE'd on 
~ligion by the rising literature. It could not indeed ven
tUn.> on open attacks, and such direct additions 88 were made 
by its means to religious idea&-c. g. the Pater Cll'lua formed 
by EDnius from the Roman Saturnus in imitation of the 
Greek (;rall08-Were, while Hellenistic. of no great im
portance. But the diffusion of the doctrinea of Epicharmu8 
and Euhemenls in :&lme W8S fraught lI-ith momentoua con
St"quenees. The poetical philosophy, which the later Pyth ... 
goreans bad extracted from the writinga of the old Sicilian 
comedian Epicharmua of Megara (about 280), or rather had, 470. 
at least for the most part, circulatt>d under cover of his 
MmE', regardt>d the Greek gods aa nsturaiaubslanct'8, Zeus 
ae the atm~phE're, the soul as a particle of sun-dust, and so 
forth. This philosophy of nature, like the Stoic doctrine in 
lat('l' timea, had in itll most general outlines a certain affi-
nity with the Roman reli~on, and waa, in so far, calculated 
to undermine the national religion by resoh-ing it into alle-
gory. A historical analysis of religion W88 given in the 
.. Sacred Memoirs .. of Euhemerus of !iessene (about 450), SOQ, 
,,-hich, under the form of an account of the traw18 of the 
author among the marvels of foreign lands, subjl'Cted to a 
thorough 81ld searching investigation the at:rounttl CUJ"I"('ut 
as to the IIO-allled gods, and resulted in tht> coIlclu~ion that 
there neither were nor are gods at all. To indicate the 
character of the book, it may 8uffice to mentiou the one fad, 
that the etory of Kronos devouriug his children is explained 
119 ari.sing out of the existt'nce or t·=ibalism in the earlil'8t 
timea and its abolition by King Zt-us. ~ohrithstanding. or 
even by virtue ot ita imipidity and d,'strudirt! tendency, the 
production had an undel!t.·M'ed 8U~"Ot'SS in Gl'I:'ere, and helped, 
10 coucprt with the current philol!Ophies there, to bury the 
dead ~li:,.~on. It is a rt'llW"kable iudit"llt:on of the expre88E'd 
and ronllcioua antagonidm bet .. eeu J'digiuu and the new 
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philosophy, that Ennius already translated intp Latin those 
notoriously destructive writings of Epicharmus and Euhe
merus. The translator probably justified himself at the 
bar of Roman police by pleading, that the attacks were 
directed only against the Greek, and not against the Latin, 
gods jbut the evasion was tolerably ~ansparent. Cato was, 
fi-om his point of view, quite right in assailing these ten
dencies indiscriminately, wherever they met him, with his 
own peculiar bitterness, and in calling even Socrates a cor-
rupter of" morals and offender against religion. 

Thus the old national religion was visibly 00. the decline; 
and, as the great trees of" the primeval forest were uprooted, 
the soil became covered with a rank growth of thorns and 
briars and with weeds that had never been seen before. N a-
tive superstitions and foreign impostures of the most various 
hues mingled, competed, and conflicted with each other. No 
Italian stock remained exempt from this transmuting of old 
faith into new superstition. - As the lore of entrails and of 
lightning was cultivated among the Etruscans, so the free 
art of observing birds and conjuring serpents flourished 
luxuriantly among the Subelliaus and in particular the Mar
sians. Even among the Latin nation, and in fact in Rome 
itself, we meet witb. similar phenomena, although they are, 
comparatively speaking, less conspicuous. Such for instance. 
were the lots of Prreneste, and the remarkable discovery at 

181. Rome in 573 of the tom\> and post4umous writings of king 
Numa. These were alleged to prescribe religious rites alto
gether strange and unheard of; but the credulous were, to 
their regret, not permitted to learn more than this coupled 
with the fact that the books looked very new; for the senate 
laid hands on the treasure and ordered the rolls to be. sum
marilv thrown into the fire. The home manufacture- was 
quite" sufficient to meet such demands of folly as might rea
sonably be expected; but the Romans were far from being 
content with it. The Hellenism of that epoch, already 
denationalized and pervaded by Oriental mysticism, intro
duced not ouly unbelief but also superstition in its most 
offensive and dangerous forms to Italy; and these vagaries 
moreover, had a special charm, precisely because they were 
fureign. ' 

Worship of Chaldrean astrologers and casters of nativities were already 
I ~bele. in the sixth century spread throughout Italy; but a still 

more important event-one making in fact an epoch in 
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history-was the re~ption of t?e Ph.rY:g~a!l Mother of the 
Gods among the publicly recogmzed dlVlwtles of the Roman 
state, to which the govt'rnment had been ° obliged to give 
their consent during the last weary years of the Hannibalic 
war (550). A sper-ial embassy was sent for the purpose to 204. 
Pessinus, a city in the territory of the Celts of Asia Minor; 
and the rough field-stone, which the priests of the place 
liberally presented to the foreigners as the real Mother 
Cybele, was received by the community with unparalleled 
pomp. Indeed, by way of perpetually commemorating the 
Joyful ~event, clubs in which the members entertained each 
other in rotation were instituted among the higher classes, 
and seem °to have materially stimulated the rising tendency 
to the formation of cliques. With the permission thus 
granted for the cultus of C,Ybele, the worship of the Orientals 
gained a footing officially m Rome; and, though the govern-
ment Btrictly insisted that the emasculate priests of the 
new gods should remain Celts (Galli) as they were called, 
oand that no Roman bw-gess should .devote himself to this 
pious eunuchism, yet the barbaric pomp of the " Great 
111 other" -her priests clad in Oriental costume with the 
chief eunuch at their head, marching in procession through 
the

O 

streets to the foreign music of fifes and kettledrums, 
and begging from house to house-and the whole character 
of the system, half sensuous, half monastic, must have exer-
cised a most material influence over the sentiments and 
views of the people. 

The effect was only too rapidly and fearfully apparent. Worship of 
A few years later (568) rites of the most abominable cha- Bacc~u:. 
racter came to the knowledge of the Roman authorities: a 1 0. 
secret noctW'Dal festival in honour of the god Bacchus had 
been first introduced into Etruria by a Greek priest, and, 
spreading like a cancer, had rapidly reached Rome and llro
pagat~d.it8el~ over all Italy; evc~ywhere ~orrupting families 
and' gIvmg nse to the most hemous crImes, unparalleled 
unchastity, falsifying of testaments, and murdering by 
poison. More than 7000 men were sentenced to punish-
ment, most of them to death, on this account, and rigorous 
enactments were issued as to the future; jet they did not 
Bucceed in repressing the system. and six years later (574) 180. 
the magistrate to whom the matter fell complained that 
3000 men more had been condemned and still there ap-

. peared no end of the e~il. . 
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Repressive Of course all rational men were agreed in the-condemns· 
measures. tion of these spurious forms of religion-as absurd as they 

were .injurious to the commollwealth: the pious adherents 
of the olden faith as well as the partisans of Hellenic en
lightenment concurred in their ridicule of, and indignation 
at, this superstition. Cato made it an instructioll to his 
steward, "that he 1I"as not to present any offering. or to 
allow any offering to be presented on his behalf, -.rithout 
the knowledge and orders of his master, except at the 
dome<Jtic hearth and on the wayside-altar at the Compitalia, 
and that he should consult no harllSp'-X, hariolus, or ChaldtEus." 
The well-known question as to how a priest could contri¥e 
to suppress laughter when he met his colleague, originated 
with Cato, and was primarily applied to the Etruscan bar,,
spe;c. Much in the same spirit Ennius censnres in true 
Euripidean style the mendicant soothsayers and their adhe
rents: 

Sed $IIpn-stitWsi MUs ;rnpudentesqv<l arioli, 
Aut ;MrUs aut insani "'" qNilms egestas i.qpeNI, 
Qni sibi "",nita". no .. sapiunt, alUM _trant .... ".. 
QNibus dioirus poilictmtur, ab fts tIrudu_ ipsi petval 

But in such times reason from the first plays a losing game 
against unreason. The government, no doubt, interfered; 
the pious impostors were punished and expelled by the 
police; every foreign worship not specially sanctioned was 
forbidden; even the consulting of the comparatively innocent 

24:3. lotrorade of Prreneste was officially prohibited in 512; and, 
as we have already said. those who took part in the mysteries 
were rigorously prosecuted. But. when once men's heads 
are thoroughly turned, no command of the higher su
thorities avails to set them right again. How mnch the 
government was obliged to conceue, or at any rate did con
cede, is obvious from what has been stated. The Roman 
custom, in virtue of which the state consulted Etruscan sages 
in certain emergencies and the government IlCCOrdin~ly took 
steps to secure the traditional transmission of Etruscan 
lore in the noble families of Etruria, as well as the permis
sion of the secret worship of Demeter which was not im
moral and was restricted to women, may probably be ranked 
with the earlier innocent and comparatively indifferent 
adoption of foreign rites. But the admission of the worship 
of the Magna Dda was a bad si"o-n. of the weakness which 
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the g<lwMlmi.'nt rdt in pftS€'n~'eI oC the Dt'W' 6\1pt'rstition. 
perMl'oJ eyen of the e3h'IIt to whieh it was itSlt.'Ir pt'nadt'd 
by it; and it sho.-ro in like Dlanllt'l' eitber an unpardonable 
Dt'gli;,'l'u~ or 8OUlt'thing still worse, th:\t tbe authoritit'S 
oul". took stt'piJ ~"1in~t sUl·h pl'Ol't't'dings as the &c.:ha
nnlia at 80 bte a St3ge and eYt'n then on an aCt..'idt'uW info!'
IIIstiuo. 

Tbt' pil,ture. wbi"h has bt't'n handt'd down to us or tbe A.....nty 
lir". of C.to the DJ,'r, enab!t'S us in subst:mcoe to pt'reeive-
bow, .....-uNiu>! to tbe idt"U or ~he re£lpt'{'t3ble Roman 
eitut'ns or that perioo, the private lit.., of tbe lWman should 
bt- ~I~ut • .Aetive as Cat\) was as a statt"SUlan,aJmiui~trator. 
aut hor, and nlt'n'lUltil., ;;:pt'C'ubtor~ rlUlWY lit'" a!\\-ava rorult·d 
.-ith him th,· central objt>t,t of e3istt'nl't'; it was b.>ttt'r, be 
thou;ht., to be a gooJ bu~b41l11 than a gt't'at Ilt'uator. His 
domt'Stie di.....:ipliul' ","as strict. The Ilt'nauts were not al-
)OW~ to "'ave th" boul'e without ordt'~ nor to talk of what 
oo.'Curre.i in tbtl bou. ... ,bold to strangt"l'S. The mt1re 8t'Y\'re 
puuillhments lI-t'N not iutlit,tt>d t"8priciouslv, but 8t'ntt'nee '-as rnmoun,,-d and t'Xt'l·uW a.fit.r a €Jua..~judieial proce
dure: the stridIk"tlS -"ith lI-bi,'h otft'n~'t'S ,,-ere punisbed 
mu be iufl'rred from tbe r.'l't. tbat oue or his sla\'t'8 wbo 
had eondud~ a pureha...~ witbout oN"N frou) bis master 
h~-d hin,,,,,,lf ou the matter romIDg to Cato's ears. For 
slil:lt otf ... uC't"S, such as rui.!takt'8 eommittt'd in ,,-aiting at 
t-able. the ('\)lli'ular was wont allt'r diuUl'r to admini8t ... r to 
the culrrit the prol~r Dumbt-r of )ubt'6 with a thong 
widd~-d by hi" O1ru hlUlJ. lie kt'pt his wile and c4ildreu in 
oN~'r DO It'Sa stridlv, but by otht'r ruetUlB; fur he dt'dlU't'd 
it sinful to lay hand; on a ,,-ile or gro",u.lI~ rhilJre1l iu the 
same way as ou sian'S. In the t'boil~ of a 1\-ile hit di. 
arprovt'd IDAIT)-iug for o\Ouev, au,l I'\'C'Qruml'nJ~ owu to 
look tQ good d_'\"lIt; hut lw bimSt'lf uuurit'd in old a~ the 
dsugt.tt'r or 01le of his poor elk-uts. l\[ol"l'Ov ... r be aJ"pted 
nt'"«s in re~nl to eontlilt'Dt~ on the ~ of the hlUlband 
eimil:ll' to tllol'e whi"h evt'rp"here prevail in slave countrit'S: 
a lIit~ 1fas tbrvughout regaN .. d by him as simply a Dl't't'&W"Y 
(',.il. Ilia .-rit~'1I abouuJ in inn'Ctivt'8 agaiust the chllttl'r
ing. fint'ry-l<)\'-iu/<!, ungovt'ruablt' fair Ill'X ; j, was the I'pillion or 
the old )"rd thai" all WI.IIllt'D are pbl:1I11l.nd prouJ," aud tbat, 
•• were mt'n quit of "'Olllt'n, tbt'lr lit .. 'tH,uld probably be I, ... 
~"lIt'l18." On the otllt'r baud th", rearillg of hi. "hildren 
born in wed)oo.'k lII'as a ruatkr ,hieh toul'h,'i! hi.! b\'llrl anol 
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his 'honour, and the wife in his eyes existed strictly and 
solely for the children's sake. She nursed them ordinarily 
herself, or, if she allowed her children to· be suckled by 
female slaves, she also allowed their children.in return 
to draw nour;ishment from her own breast; one of the few 
traits, which indicate an endeavour to mitigate the institu
tion of slavery by ties of human sympathy-the common 
impulses of maternity and the bond of foster-brotherhood. 
The old general was present in person, whenever it was pos
sible, at the washing and swaddling of his children. He 
watched with reverential care over their childlike innocence; 
he asBut-es us that he was as careful lest he should utter an 
unbecoming word in presence of his children as if he had 
been in presence pf the Vestal Virgins, and that he never be
fore the eyes of his daughters embraced their mother, except 
when she had become alarmed during a thunder-storm. The 
education of his son was perhaps the noblest portion of his 
varied and variously honourable activity. True to his 
maxim, that a ruddy-cheeked boy was worth more than a 
pale one, the old soldier in person initiated his son into ait 
bodily exercises, and taught him to wrestle, to ride, to 
swim, to box, and to endure heat and cold. But he felt 
very justly, that the time had gone by when it sufficed fot a 
Roman to be a good farmer and soldier; and he felt .also 
that it could not but have an injurious influence on the 
mind 'of his boy, if he should subsequently learn that the 
teacher, who had rebuked and punished him and had won 
his reV6ll"ence, was a mere slave. Therefore he in persoll 
taught the boy what a Roman was wont to learn, to read 
and write and know the law of the land; and even in his 
later years he worked his way so far into the general culture 
of the Hellenes, that he was able to deliver to his son in his 
native tongue whatever in that culture he deemed to be of 
use to a Roman. .All his writings were primarily intended 
for his son, and he wrote·his historical work for that son's 

. use with large distinct letters in his own hand. He lived in a' 
homely and frugal style. His strict parsimony tolerated no 
expenditure on luxllries. He allowed no slave to cost him 
more than 1500 denaril (£62) and no dress more than 100 
denarii (£4 3s.); no carpet was to be seen in his house, and 
for a long time there was no whitewash on the walls of the 
rooms. Ordinarily he partook of the same fare with his 
servants, and did not suffer his outlay in cash for the meal 
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to exceed 30 assu (Is. lid.); in time of war even wine WllII 

uniformly banished from his table, and he drank water or, 
according to circumstances, water mixed with vinegar. On 
the other hand, he was no enemy to hospitality; he was fond 
of associating both with his club in town and with the 
neighbouring landlords in the country; he sat long at table, 
and, as his varied experience and his shrewd and ready wit 
made him a pleasant companion, he disdained neither the 
dice nor the wine-flask: alDong other receipts in his book 
on husbandry he even gives a tried recipe for the case of 
a too hearty meal and too deep potations. His life up 
to extreme old age was one of ceaseless activity. Every 
moment was apportioned and occupied; and every even
ing he was in the habit of turning m'er in his mind what 
he had heard, said, or done during the day. Thus he 
found time for his own affairs as well as for those of his 
friends and of the state, and time also for conversation and
pleasure; everything was done quickly and without many 
words, and his genuine spirit of activity hated nothing so 

• much as bustle or a great ado about trifles. 
So lived the man, who was regarded by his contemporaries 

and by posterity as the true model of a Roman citizen, 
ItPd who appeared as it were the living embodiment of the
certainly somewhat coarse-~ained--energy and hones!?, of 
Rome as opposed to Greek mdolence and Greek immorality; 
as a later Homan poet says :. . 

Foreign manners are nought .loe than myriad vagaries j 
Better than the Roman bUl-geos no one bears him in the WOl'ld ; 
One Cato is to me worth more than a hundred Socrateses. 

Such judgments will not be absolutely adopted. by his
torl j but everyone who carefully considers the revolution, 
whIch the degenerate Hellenism of this age accomplished in 
the modes of life and thought among the Romans, will be 
inclined to deepen rathc. than to modify that condemnation 
of the foreign manners. 

The ties of family life became relaxed with fearful rapi- New man
dity. The evil of grisettes and boy-favourites spread like nen. 
a pestilence, and, as matters stood, it was not possible to 
take any Dlaterial steps in the way of legislation against it. 
The high tax, which Cato the Censor (570) laid. on this 184 • 

• (I bave not been able to find, not bas Dr. lIIommsen furnished me with, 
the original of tha,;e lioes.-Til.] 
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most abominable species of slaves kept for luxury, would 
not be of much moment, and besides feU practicallv into 
disuse a year or two afterwards along with the prO'perty
tax generally. Celibacy-as to which grave complaints 
were already made in 520-and divort'es naturally in,~rea.qed 
in proportion. Horrible crimes were perpetrated in the 
bosom of the noblest families j for instance, the consul 
Gaius Calpurnius Piso was poisoned by bis wife and his 
stepson in order t{) occasion a supplementary election to 
the consulship and so to procure the supreme magistracy for 
the latteI'-a plot which was successful (574). Moreover, 
the emancipation of women began. According to old CI!S

tom the married woman was subject in law to the marital 
power which was parallel with the paternal, and the un
married woman to the guardianship of her nearest male 
agnati which fell little short of the paternal power; the 
wife had no property of her own, the virgin and widow had 
at any rate no right of management. But now women began 
to aspire to independence in respect of property, and, get
ting quit of their agnate guardianship througll evasions sug
gested by advocates-particularly throngh mock marriages
they took the management of their property into their own 
hands, or, in the event of being married, sought by meallli 
not much better to withdraw themselves from the marital 
power, which under the strict letter of the law was neces
sary. The mass of capital which was collected in the hands 
of women appeared to' the statesmen of the time so dan
gerous, that they resorted to ~he extrava,...<TRIlt expedient of 
prohibiting by law the testamenta;y nomination of women as 
heirs (585), and even sought by a hIghly arbitrary practice to 
deprive women for the most part of those collateral inheri
tances which fell to them without testament. In like manner 
the family jurisdiction over women, which was connected 
with that marital and tutorial power, became practically 
more and more antiquated. Even I'b. llUblic matters women 
already began to have a will of theIr own and occasion
ally, as Cato thought, "to rule the rulers of the world;" 
their influence could be traced in the comhia, and already 
statues were erected in the provinces to Roman ladies. 

Luxury prevailed more and more in dress, ornaments, 
and furniture, in the buildings and on the tables. Espe
ciallyafter the expedition to Asia Minor, which took place in 
564, Asiatica-Hellenic luxury, such a8 prevailed at Ephesus 
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and Alexandria, transferred its empty refinement and its 
petty trilling destructive alike of money, time, and pleasure, 
to Rome. Here too women took the lead: in Bpite of Cato's 
zealous invective they managed to procure the abolition, 
after the peace with Carthage (559), of the decree of the 19:>' 

'J;>eople passed Boon after the battle of Cannm (539), which 215. 
forbade them to use gold ornaments, variegated dresses, or 
chariotI.'; DO course was lett to their zealous antagonist but 
to place a high tax on those articles (570). A multitude 184. 
of new and for the most part frivolous articles-silver plate 
elegantly figured, table-couches with bronze mounting, 
Attalic drestles as they were called and carpets of rich 
gold brocade-'--now found their way to Rome. Above all, 
this new luxury appeared in the appliances of the table. 
Hitherto without exception the Romans had only partaken 
of hot dishes once a day; now hot dishes were not unCre
quently produced 'at the second meal. (prandjum), and for 
the principal meal the two courses formerly in use no longer 
Buffit.'t'd. Hitherto the women of the household had them-
selves attended to the baking of bread and cooking; and it 
was only on occasion of entertainments that a professional 
cook was specially hired, who in that C8I.'e sUpE'rintended 
alike the cooking and the baking. Now, on the other hand, 
a scientific cookery began to prevail. In the better houses a 
special cook was kept. A division of labour became nl'CeS-
~ary, and the trade of baking bread and cakes branched off 
froUl that of cooking-the first bakers' shops in Rom'} 
appeared about 583. Poems on the art of good eating, 171. 
with long lists of the most palatable fishes and other marine' 
products, found their readers: and the theory was reduced 
to practioe. Foreign delicacies-anchovies from Pontus, 
wine from Greece-began to be esteemed in Rome, and 
Cato's receipt for giving to the ordinary wine of the country 
the flavour of Coon by means of brine would hardly inflict 
any considerable injury on the Roman wine-merchants. The 
old det.'OI'OUS singmg" and reciting of the guests and their 
boys were Bupplanted by Asiatic sambucistriOl. Hitherto the 
Romani had perhs,fs drnnk pretty deeply at supper, bllt 
dl'inking-banquets III the strict Bense were unknown; now 
formal re\'eJs came into vogue, on which occasions the 
wine was little or not at all diluted and was drunk out of 
large cups, and the drinking of healths, in which each was 
bound to follow ~is neighbour in regular BucceS>lion, foruled 
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the leading feature--" dnnking after the Greek style" 
- (Grreco more bibere) or "playing the Greek" (pergrrecari, 

congrrecare) as the' Romans called it. In consequence of 
this debauchery dice-playing, which had long been in use 
among the Romans, reached such a height that it was 
necessary for legislation to interfere. The aversion to 
laQour and the habit of idle lounging were visibly on the in
crease.- Cato' proposed to have the market paved with 
pointed stones, in order to put a stop to the habit of idling; 
the Romans laughed at the jest, and went on to enjoy the 
pleasure of loitering and staring around them. 

We have already noticed the alarming increlU!e of the popu
lar amusements during this epoch. At the beginning of it, 
apart· from some unimportant foot and chariot races which 
should rather be ranked among the religious ceremonies, only 
a single general festival was held in .the month of September, 
lasting for four days and having a definitely fixed maximum of 
cost (i. 473). At its close this popular festival had a duration 
of at least six days; and besides this there were celebrated at 

.. A sort of parabasjs in the Curculio of Plautus describes what went on in 
the leading thoroughfares of the capital, with little humour perhaps, but with 
life-like distinctne".: 

Commonstrabo, qlll) in quemqv.e hominem facile inveniatis laoo, 
N. nimio opere .... mat operam, si quem conventum velit, 
Vel vitiosum vel sine vitio, vel probum vel improbum. 
Qui perjurum convenire IXIlt hominem, mitto in comitium ; 
Qui mendacem et gloriosum, apud CloacintB sacrum. 
[Ditis damnosa. maritos stdI Basilica quarito. 
Ibidem erunt .corta e:co/eta, qmque stipulari salent,] 
Symholarum collatore. apud forum piscarium. 
In foro infima boni homines atque ditcs ambulant. 
1n medio propter Cana/em, ibi ostentatores meri. 
Confidente. garrulique et malevoli supra Lacum, 
Qui altcri de nihila audacter diount contumsliam. 
Et qui ipsi .at habent quod ipsis vere possit dicier. 
Sub Veteribus, ibi sunt, qui dant quique accipiunt frenori. 
Pone redem Castoris, .bi sunt, stdIito quibus credas male. 
In Tusco vice, ibi sunt homines, qui ipsi ses. venditant. 
In Velabro vel pistorem, vellanium, vel haruspicem, 

- Vel qui ipsi oorsant, vel, qui ali ... ubvors81ltur, pN1lbeant. 
Ditis damnosa. marlto. apud Leucadiam Oppiam. 

The verses in bmckets are 8 subsequent addition, i!lserted after the building 
of the first Roman bnzaar (570). The business of the baker (pistor, literally 
miller) embmced at this time the sale of delicacies and the providing accom
modation for revellers (Festus, Ep, v, alicariOJ, p. 7, MUll; Plantus, Capt. 160 ; 
Poen. i. 2, 54; :&in. 407). The same was the case with the butchers. Leu
cadia Oppia prolmbly kept 8 house of bad fame. 
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the beginning of April the festival of the Mother of the 
Gods or the so-called Megalensia, towards the end of April 
that of Ceres and that of Flora,.in June that of Apollo, in 
November the Plebeian games-all of them probably occu
pying already more days than one. To these fell to be 
added the numerous cases where the games were celebrated 
afresh, in which pious scruples probably often served as a 
mere pretext, and the incessant extraordinary festivals. 
Among these the already-mentioned banquets furnished 
from the dedicated tenths (P. 399), the feasts of the gods, 
the triumphal and funeral festivities, were conspicuous; 
and above all the festal games which were celebrated-for 
the first time in 50S-at the close of one of those longer 249. 
periods which were marked off in the Etrusco-Roman reli-
gion, the srecuia, as they were called. At the same time 
domestic festivals were multiplied. During the second Punic 
war there were introduced, among the nobles, the already
mentioned banquetings on the anniversary of the entrance 
of the Mag/Ul Dea (after 550), and, among the lowex: orders 204. 
of people, the similar Saturnalia (after 537), both under the 217. 
influence of powers henceforth closely allied-the' foreign 
priest and the foreign cook. A very near approach was 
made to that ideal condition, in which every idler should 
know where he might kill the time every day; and this iIi 
a commonwealth, where formerly activity had been with all 
and sundry the aim of e~stence, and idle enjoyment had 
been proscribed by custom as well as by law 1 The bad and 
demoralizing elements in these festal observances, moreover, 
daily acquired, greater ascendancy. It is true that still as 
formerly the chariot races formed the brilliant finale of 
the national festivals; and a poet of this period describes 
very vividly. the straining expectancy with which the eye~ 
of the multItude were fastened on the consul, when he was 
on the point of giving the signal for the chariots to start. 
But the former amusements no longer sufficed; there was a 
craving for new and more varied spectacles. Greek athletes 
now made their appearance (for the first time in 568) along- 186. 
side of the native wrestlers and boxers. Of the dramatic 
exhibitions we shall speak hereafter: the introduction of 
the Greek comedy and tragedy to Rome was a gain perhaps 
of doubtful value; but they formed at any rate the best 
acquisition made on this occasion. The Romans had pro-
bably long indulged in the sport of coursing hares and 
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hunting foxes in presence of tbe public; now these innocent 
. hunts were cOllverted into formal baitings of wild beasts, 
and the wild beasts of Africa.--lions and panthers-were 

186. (first so fur as can be proved in 568) trallsported at great 
co~t to Rome, in order that by killing or being killed they 
might serve to. glut the eyes of the gazers of the capital. 
The ~tiU more revolting gladiatorial game!!, such as pre
vailed in Campauia and Etruria. now gailled admission to 
Rome; human blood was first shed for sport in the Roman 

264. Forum iu 400. Of course these demoralizing amusements 
208. encountered severe censure: the consul .of 486, Publius 

Sophus, sent a divorce to hi~ wife, because she had at
tended funeral games; the gt>vernment managed to pro
cure a decree of the people prohibiting the importation of 
foreign animals to Rome, and strictly insisted that no 
gladiators should appear at the public festivals. But here 
too it wanted either the proper l?ower or proper energy: it 
succeeded, apparently, in checklllg tbe practice of baiting 
auimal!!, but the appearance of sets of gladiators at private 
festivals, particularly at funeral celebratious, was not sup
pres~ed. Still less could the public be prevented from 
preferring the gladiator to the rope-dancer, the rope-dancer 
to the comedian, the comedian to the tragedian j or the 
stage be prevented from revelli.ng by choice amidst the 
pollution of Hellenic life. Whatever elements of culture 
were contained in the scenic and musical entertainments 
were from the first thrown aside j it was by no means the 
object of the givers of the Roman festivals to elevate-though 
it should be but temporarily-the whole body of spectators 
through the power of poetry to the level of feeling of the 
best, as the Greek stage did in the period of its prime, or to 
prepare an artistic treat for a select circle, as pur theatres 
endeavour to do. The character of the managers and spec
tators in Rome is illustrated by a scene at the triumphal 

167,' games in 587, where t.he first Greek flute-players, on their 
melodies failing to please, were instructed by the director 
to box with one aootner instead of playing, upon which the 
delight knew no bounds. 

Nor was the evil confined to the corruption of Roman 
manners by Hellenic contagion; conversell the scholars 
began tu demoralize their insfructors. Gladiatorial games, 
which we~ unknown in Greece, were first introduced by 

17:;'-16'. kiug Antiochus Epiphanes (575-500), a professed imitator 
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of the Romans, at the Syrian court, and, although they 
excited at first greater horror than pleasure in tbe Greek 
public, which was more humane and had more of a taste for 
art than the Romans, they yet held their ground and gradu
ally came more and more into vogue. 

As a matter of course, this revolution in life and manners 
brought an economic revolution in its train. Residence in 
the capital became more and more coveted as well as more 
costly. Rents rose to an unexampled height. Extravagant 
prices were paid for the new articles of luxury; a barrel of 
anchovies from the Black Sea cost 1600 sesterces (£14)
more than the price of a rural slave; a beautiful boy cost 
24,000 sesterces (£246)-more than many a farmer's home
stead. .Money therefore, and nothing but money, became 
the watchword with high and low. In Greece it had long 
been the case that nobody did anything without being paid 
for it, as the Greeks themselves with discreditable naivete 
allowed: after the second Macedonian war the Romans 
began in this respect also to imitate the Greeks. Respecta
bility had to provide itself with legal buttresses; adminis
trators, for instance, had to be prohibited by decree of 
the people from taking money for their services; the juris
consults alone formed a noble ex~ption, and needed no 
decree of the people to compel their adherence to the honour
able custom of giving their good advice gratuitously •. Men 
did Dot, if possible, steal outright; but all shifts seemed 
allowable in order to attain rapidly to riches-plundering 
and begging, cheating on the part of contractors and 
swindling 'on the part of speculators, usurious trading in 
money and in grain, even the turning of purely moral rela
tions such as friendship and marriage to economic account. 
Marriage especially became on both sides an object of mer
cantile specdlation; marriages for money were common, 
and it appeared necessary to ref~e legal validity to the 
present-s which the spouses made to each other. That, under 
such 8 state of things, plans for setting fire on all sides to 
the capital came to the knowledge of the authorities, need 
excite no surprise. 'Then man no longer finds enjoyment 
in work, arid works merely in order to attain as quickly as 
possible to enjoyment, it is 8 mere accident that he does not 
become a· criminal. Destiny lavished all the glories of 
power and riches with liberal hand on the Romans; but, in 
truth, the Pandora's box was a gift; of doubtful value. 
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CHAPTER XIV. 

LITERATURE AND ART. 

'THE influences which stimulated· the growth of Roman 
literature were of a character altogether peculiar and 
hardly paralleled in any other nation. To estimate them 
correctly. it is necessary in the first place that we should 
glance at the national education and national recreations of 
this pemod. , 
Langua~e lies at the root of all mental culture; and this 

was especially the case' in Rome. In a community where 
so much importance was attached to speeches and documents, 
and wlIere the citizen at an age, which is still according to 
modern' ideas r~garded as boyhood, was already intrusted 
"ith the uncontrolled ,mana"o-ement of his property and 
might find himself under the necessity of formally addressing 
the public assembly, not only was great value set all along 
on a fluent and polished use of the mother-tongue, but efforts 
were at an early period directed to acquire a command of 
it in the years of, boyhood. The Greek lanb"Iage also was 
already generally diffused in Italy in the times of Hannibal. 
In the higher circles a knowledge of that language, whirh 
was the general medium ot' intercourse for ancient civiliza
tion, had long been a far from uncommon accomplishment; 
and now, when the change in the position of Rome had 80 

enormously increased the intercourse with foreigners and the 
foreign traffic, such a knowledge was, ifnot necessary. yet in 
all probability.of very material importance to the merchant 
as well as the statesman. By means of the Italian slaves and 
freedmen, a very large portion of whom were Greek or half-
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Greek by birth, the Greek language and Greek knowledge 
to a certain extent reached eyen the lower ranks of the popu-
lation, especially in the capital. The comedies of this period 
indicate that even the humbler classes of the capital were 
familiar with a sort of Latin, which could no mOl'e be pro-
perly understood without. a knowledge of Greek than 
Sternc's English or Wieland's Germau without a knowledge 
of French.- Men of senatorial families, however, not onlyad-
dressed a.Greek audience in Greek, but even published their 
speeches-Tiberiu8 Gracchus (consul in 577 and 591) for 177. 163. 
instance, 80 published a speech which he had given at 
Rhodes-and m the time of Hannibal wrote their chronicles 
in Greek, as we shall have occasion to mention more par-
ticularly in the sequel. Individuals went still further. The 
Greeks honoured Flamininus by complimentary demonstra-' 
tioDB in the Roman language (P. 247), and he returned the 
compliment; the" great general of the ..Eneiades " dedicated 
his votive gifts to the Greek gods after the Grecian fashion in 
Greek distichs.t Cato reproached another senator with 
the fact, that he had the effrontery to deliver Greek recita-
tions with the due modulation at Greek revels, 

Under the influence of such circumstances Roman educa-

• A distinct lOt of G~k e.pressioruo, such as 6tratititicus, machaJm. na ... 
clerus, trapezita. danista, drapeta, mnopolium.bolus, maIacus, morus, graphicus. 
Iogus. apologus. techna, schemiJ. forms quite a special feature in the language 
of Plautu.. Translations are eeldom attached. and that only in the case of 
worda not included in the circle ot ideas to which those which we have cited 
belong; for instanet, in the 1ruculcntu.-in a verse, however, that is perhaps 
a later addition (i. 1.60}-we find the explanation: 4>POVIJI1I6 est Jj(Ipien-
tiil. Fragments of Greek also are oommoD, as in the Casina (iii. 6.9): 

Dp4'YI'.,mi /<D' 1NJfIlXfC$-Dabo 1''''''' I<cu<bv, tit opinor. 

Greek puna likewise occnr, as in the BOOIJhides (240) 

opus est chryso Chrysalo. 

[onius in th~ same way tak ... for granted that the etymological meaning of 
AI .. andros and Andromache is known to the spectsto ... (Varro, d8 L.L. vii. ts2). 
)lost characteristic 01 all are the half-Greek formations, snch as /erritribcu:, 
pla.Jipalidil,pugilice, or in the MiJea GIorio8u8 (213): 

Eug.! ~ 10ercle astitil sic dulic6 et comadice I 

t One of th_ el'igra= oomposed in the name of F1amininns rons tbllS : 

Z".b, l.I. Itp""""'';;'" ')'ryII3&'-.. ;tnr0I16,, __ 
Kovpo" ill> %"'czpTrIoS T."aap,a ... /Ja.tTcA •••• 

AWEiUtlf TiTor {jIJ.lAJII inrEf'TllTOJl iIJ'rtJITE a~PQ' 
·EM~" ... " ... ..I(cu ..... ."u. IAEuflEPu". 
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tioo doveloped itsdf. It is a nliNtllkt'n opinion, thllt nnti
quity was IlIllh·rilllly inferior tu our own tillles in the gl'llI'rn! 
ditl'u~ion of t'll'lIItmtllry Iltt~nOlellt9. EV('n 1I1110U" till' 

lowor c1lls8l'! and slan's tht'l'tl WIIS ellnsidt·ruhltl knllwleJg'e of 
rending. writing, and counting: in thl! ('n~e uf a MIIIVO
.toward, for iustauct'. ('litO. 1ullowing th., {,Xlllllpll' of Mllrro. 
tukcI fur grllut.od an ability to l'f'lId Ilud write. )~"OIl'llt:I'Y 
instruction, a~ Willi as instruction in Urotlk, llIust have bet'lI 
long ero this period imparted to a very cllnsiJt'PIIble extt'ut 
in !tOIllO. But the rpoch now bt·fol'tl us iuitiated an etluca
tiuu. the aim of which was, to COIUtnllUiellte not IIll'rtoiy an 
outward export nPNS, but a real mtlUtal oulture. llitlltlrto 
~ Imowlorlge of Ort·l·k had eon1i'rred 00 its PO~soN8or 1111 
little IlIlwriol'ity io civil or social life. liS a kllow!t·tl.,'tl ot' 
French pt.rhapa coufcl'I at the pros(lnt duy in a hlllllltlt of 
Oorllllln Switzerland; and the curliest \\'I'ih'r~ of GI't'tlk 
chrollicles prubably ht!ld a position amung the B!.'nntOI'I 
.imilllr to that ot' t.he till'lucl' ill the feua of lIulstein who 
hns bl.r>n a studcnt and in the eVt'lIing, wh!.'n he cOllies home 
from, the plough, taktls down his ViI'gil from the ~hdt: III., 
who a~8ulllcd air" of grt'ntt'r impllrtlluce by rt'llSou of hia 
Grel,k, WRS I'tlckoncd a bad pl\triot aud a 1illll; Rud curtlliuly 
lIVen ill Cnto's time one who IiIlloke Greek ill or not nt all 
nlight atill bocome a Il'uding mun and be lIuull! St'lIlItor lind 
consul. ' nut a ehunge wus already taking pluetl, 'J'he 
iutllrllal decomposition of It.n.lilll\ Illitionlllit.y hlld all'l·atiy. 
purtieularly in the nrilltul'l'acy. advnul'lod 80 tilr ns to l'fllltll'r 
the Bubst;itution of a brondcr human culture fur tbut IIl1tioll
ruity in<"itlLble: lind the craving aftl'r a UIOI'tI IIdl'lUlI'rd 
oivilization was rurt·ady puwtll'fully etirring IIll'U'S lIlilltlS. 
'l'he Bturly of the Grl'l.k lllllgunge 118 it were 8pOlltlllll'ou~ly 
met this cl'Ilving. 'l'he (')nssien.l litoraturo ot' OI'COt'''' t.ill! 
Iliad and still 1II0re tho OdYSSllY. had all nlong till'lllt'd the 
basis ot' insli'uctiull; the overflowing trt>OSUI'tlll at' Ilt·llt'uie 
art and IIdl'IlCe Wl're alrolld.r by thia means 8prt·"d bl'~llre 
the eyci of the ltllliuna. Wlthuut any outwnrd rtlVUlutlOll. 
atrict1y spealdng. iuthe charaottlr of iJllltl'ulItion tho lIatllrnl 
result wat!> thlLt the empirical study of tha hmgullgtl bt'cume 
COllvtll't,od into a higher study of the literllture; that tha 
gonora! culture eOlUlOeted With such litt·rnry atutiil·. '11'118 
cOlllmuuielLted in increased Dlcosure to tho scholars; nnu 
that thl)8e availod thOIllMlIlvt" of the knowledge thus Ot1-
f)uirod to dive iuto that Groek litoratw'o which Ulo~t poweJ'-
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fully influenced the spirit of the age-the tragedies of Euri
pides and the comedies of Menander •. 

In a similar way greater importance came to be attached 
to the study of Latin. The higher society of Rome began 
to feel the need, if not of exchanging their mother-tongue for 
Greek, at Il::lUlt of refining it and adopting it to the changed 
state of culture; and for this purpose too ther found them
selves in every respect dependent on the Greeks. The 
economic arrangements of the Romans placed the work of 
elementary instruction in the mother-tongue-like every 
other work held in little estimation, and performed for hire
chiefly in the hands of slaves, freedmen, or foreigners, or in 
other words chiefly in the hands of Greeks or haU:'Greeks ;
a course attended with the.less difficulty, because the Latin 
alphabet was almost identical with the Greek and the two 
languages possessed a close and striking affinity. But thie 
wall the lelUlt influential oircuBlshmce; the importance of 
the study of Greek in a formal point of view exercised 
a fur deeper influence over the stuayof Latin. Anyone, 
who knows how singularly difficult it is to find suitable mat
ter and suituble forms tor the higher intellectual culture 
of youth, and how much more difficult it is to set aside the 
matter and forms once found, will understand how it was 
that the Romans knew no mode of supplying the want of 
a more advanced Latin instruction except that of simply 
transferring the solution of this problem, which the study 
oJ the Greek language and literature furnished, to the 
study of Latin. In the present day a process entirely ana,.
logous goes on under our own eyes in the transference of 
the methods of instruction from the dead to the living 
languages. 

But unfortunately the chief requisite for such a trans
ference 1'188 wanting. The Romans could, no doubt, learn to 
read and write Latin by means of the Twelve Tables; but 
a Latin culture presupposed a literature, and no Buch lite
rature existed in Rome. • 

To this element of influence there W88 added another. We The.togo 
have already described the multiplication of the amusements under 
of the Roman people. The stage had iong played. an im- ~reek In· 
portant part in these recreations; the chariot-races formed uonce. 
strictly the principal amusement in all of them, but these 
. • Such, ,. g., W08 Chilo, the .Iave of Cato the Elder, who earned money on 
bit master". bohalC .. a teacher of cWldren (Plutarch, Cato Maj. 20). . 

VOL. n. 2 It 
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races uniformly took place only on one, viz. the concluding, 
day, )Vhile the first days were substantially devoted to 
stage-entertainments. But for long these stage-representa
tions consisted chiefly of dances and jugglers' feats; the 
improvised chants, which were produced on these occasions, 
had neither dialogue nor plot (i. 473). It was only now 
that the Romans looked around them for a real drama. The 
Roman popular festivals were throughout under the influ
ence of the Greeks, whose talent for .amusing and for killing 
time natural,ly rendered them the purveyors of pleasure to 
the Romans. Now nQ natioJilal amusement was a greater 
favourite in. Greece, and none was more varied, than the 
theatre; it could not but speedily attract the attention of 
those who provided the. Roman festivals and their staff 
of assistants. The earlier Roman stage-chant contained 
within it a. dramatic' germ, capable perhaps of develop
ment; but to develop the Ursma from that ~erm required on 
the part of the poet and the public a genIal power of im
parting- and receiving, such as was not to be found among 
the Romans at ali, and least of all at this period; and, had 
it been possible to find it, the impatience of those intrusted 
with the amusement of the multitude would hardly have 
allowed. to the noble fruit peace and leisure to ripen. In 
this case too there was an outward want, which the nation 
was unable to satisfy; the Romans desired a theatre, but 
the pieces were wanting. , 

Rise of a On these elements Roman literature was based; and its 
Roman lite· defective character was from the first and neces8urily the 
rature. result of such an ()rigin. All real art has its root in in-

dividual freedom and a cheerful enjoyment of life, and the 
germs of such an art were nQt wanting in Italy; but, when 
Roman life substituted for freedom and joyousness the 
sense of corporate obligation and the consciousness of duty, 
art was arrested, and, instead of growing, of necessity 
pined away. The culminating point of Roman develop
ment was the period which had no literature. It was not 
till Roman nationality began to give way and, Hellenico
cosmopolite tendencies began to prevail, that literature made 
its appearance at Rome in their train. Accordingly from 
the beginning, and by stringent' internal necessity, it took 
its stand on Greek ground and in broad antagonism to the 
distinctively Roman national spirit. Roman poetry in 
Pl!Xticularhad its immediate origin not in the' inward im-
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pulse of the poet, but in the outward demands of the school, 
which needed Latin manuals, aJ;ld of .the stage .. which,needed 
Latin dramas. Now both institutions-the school and the 
stage-were thoroughly anti-Roman and revolutionary. The 
gaping and staring idleness of the theatre was utterly offen
sive to the sober earnestness and the spirit of actiVlty that 
animated. the Romans of the olden type; and-inasmuch as 
it was the deepest and noblest conception lying at the root of 
the Roman commonwealth, that within the circle of Roman 
citizens there should be neither master nor slave, neither 
ml11itmaire nor beggar, but that above all a like taith and a 
like culture should signalize all Romans-the school and the 
necessarily exclusive school-culture were far more dangerous 
still, and were in fact utterly destructive of the sense of 
equality. The school and the theatre became the most effec
tive levers in the hands of the Dew spirit of the age, and all 
the more 80 that they used the Latin tongue. Menmight 
perhaps speak and write Greekf and yet not cease to be 
Romans; but in this case they were in the habit of speaking 
in the Roman language, while the whole inward being and 
life were Greek. It is not one of the most pleasing, but it 
is one of the most remarkable and ill a historicalloint of 
view most instructive, facts in this brilliant era 0 Roman 
conservatism, that during its course Hellenism struck root 
in the whole field of intelIt:ct not immediately political. and 
that the schoolmaster and the maUre de plaisir of the great 
public in close alliance created a Roman literature. 

In the earliest Roman authors the later development Livius An
appears, as it were, in embryo. The Greek Andronikos dronictls •• 
(born before 482. and lived till after 547). afterwards as a 272. 207. 
Roman citizen called Lucius- Livius Andronicus, came to 
Rome at an early age in 482 among the other captives taken 272. 
at Tarentum (i. 423) and passed into the possession of the 
conqueror of Sena (P. 177), Marcus Livi\ls Salinator (consul 
535,547). He was employed as a slave. partly in acting 219. 207. 
and copying texts, partly in giving instruction in the Latin 
and Greek languages. which he taught to the children of his 
master and to other boys of wealthy parents in and out or 
the house.·' He distinguished himself so much in this way 
that his master gave him freedom, and even the authorities, 
who not unfrequently availed themselves of his services-

• The later rule. by which the freedman necessari)y bore the prl1lllOl7lllll of. 
bis patton, \\,as not yet ap,l'lied in· republican ROQle. . 
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commissioning him, for instance, to prepare s thanksgiving
chant ",fter the fortunate turn takeln by the Hannibalic war 

272. in 547 -out 'of regard for him conceded to the guild of poets 
and actors s place for their common worship iu the temple 
of Minerva on the Aventine. His authorship arose out of 
his double occupation. As schoolmaster he translated the 
Odyssey into Latin,' in order that the Latin text might form 
t~e basis of his Latin, ItS the Greek text was the basis of his 
Greek, instruction; 'and this earliest of Roman school-books 
maintained its place in education for centuries. As an actor, 
he not only like every other wrote the texts themselves for 
his own use, but he also published them as books, that is, he 
read them in public IlJi'd diffused them by copies.' What was 
still more important, he substituted the Greek drama for the 

240. old essentially lyrical stage poetry. It WItS in 514, a year 
after the close of the first Punic war, that the first play was 
exhibited on the Roman stage. The creation of an epos, a 
tragedy, and a comedy in the Roman language, and that by 
a man who was more Roman .than Greek, was historically s 
remarkable event; but we cannot speak of his labours as 
having any artistic value. They make no sort of claim to 
originality; viewed ItS translations, they .are characterizt'd 
by a barbarism which is all the more conspicuous, that his 
poetry does not nalvely display its own native simplicity, 
,but pedantically labours to imitate Fhe high artistic culture 
of the neighbouring people. The wide deviations from the 
original are due not to the freedom; but to the rudeness of 
the imitation; the treatment is sometimes insipid, sometimes 
turgid, the language harsh and quaint. * We have no difIi-

* One of the tragedies of Livius presented the Ii,no-

Quem ego nefrendem a/u' ldeteam immulgbls opem. 
The VersP.S of Homel' (Odyssey, xii: 16) : 

oM' &pa. KlplC'IJIf 
I~ 'AlB • ., I1I.S&".,. .. 11I./iS.,..", ciJ,.1I.a ,.dll.' &,,,. 
illl.S' l".,.v"a,.'".,,· a.,.a II' ",.</>I".lI.., </>ip.v a.1wji 
". .... " /Ca.l /CpEa. ",.Ma /Ca.l "fS..".a. olv.v IpvSp6v. 

are thus interpreted: 

Topper cit. ad a6d~enimu8 C£rc1B 
Simrl/ d"ona coram t ?)--portant ad "" .... 
Milia <ilia 'n isdem-inserin""tur. 

The most remarkable feature is not'"" much the barbarism as the thoughtl ..... · 
lIess at: the translator, who, instead of sending'Circe to Ulysses, sends Ulysses 

. to Circe. Another still more ridiculous mistake is the translation of alB.! •• ".,,, 
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culty in believing the statement of the old critics of art, 
that, apart from the compulsory perusal in school, none of 
the poems ofLivius were taken up a second time. Yet 
these labours were in various respects models for suc
ceeding times. They formed the commencement of the 
!Wman translation·literature, and naturalized the Greek 
metres in Latium. The reason why these were adopted only 
in the dramas, while the Odyssey of Livius was written in 
tbe national Saturnian measure, evidently was that the 
iambuses and trochees of tragedy and comedy far more easily 
admitted of imitation in Latin than the epic dactyls. 

But this preliminary stage of literary development was, 
Boon passed. The epics and dramas of Livius were regarded 
by posterity", and undoubtedly with perfect justice, as resem
bling the ngid statues of Dmdalus des£itute of emotion or ex
pression-euriosities rather than works of art. But in the 
following generation, now that the foundations were once 
laid, there arose a lyric, epic, and dramatic art; and it is 
of great importance, even in a historical point of view, to· 
trace this poetical growth. 

Both as respects extent of production and influence over Drama. 
the public, the drama stood at the head of the poetry thus 
developed in !Wme. In antiquity there was no permanent Theatre.· 
theatre with fued charges for admission; in Greece as in 

. !Wme· dramas made their appearance only as an element 
in the .annually recurring or extraordinary amusements of 
the citizens. Among the measures, by which the govern
ment counteracted or imagined that they counteracted that 
extension of the popular festivals which they justly regarded 
with anxiety, they refused to permit the erection of a stone 
building for a theatre. - Instead of this there was erected 
for each festival a scaJfolding of boards \Vith a stage for the 
actors (proscaenium, pulpitum) and a decorated background 
(scaena); and in a semicircle in front of it was staked off a 

t3." .. (Ody ... xv. 373) by lusi (Festus, Ep. tI. affatim, po 11, M.). Such 
t .... its are not in a historical point of view matters of indifference; we recog
nize in them the level of intellectual culture which marked these earliest 
Roman· verse-making schoolmasters, and we at the same time perceive that, 
although Andronicns was born in Tarentum, Greek cannot have been properly 
his mothe .... tongne. 

• Such a building was, no doubt, constrocted fur the Apollinarian games in 
the Flaminian circus in 575 (Liv. xl. 51; Becker, Top. p. 605); but it was 179. 
probabll soon afterwards pulled down again (Tertull, d6 Spect. 10). 
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space for the spe<;tators (cavea), which was merely sloped 
without steps' or seats, so that if the spectators had not· 
brought chairs along with them, they squatted, reclined, or 
stood. * The women were probably separated at an early 
period, and were restricted .to the uppermost and worst, 
placl}s; otherwise the places were not in law distinguished 
till 560, after which, as already mentioned (P. 321), the 
lowermost'and best positions were reserved for the senators. 

The audience was anything but distinguished. The 
better classes, it is true, did not keep aloof from the general 
Tecreations of the peoplc; the fathers of the city seem even 
to have been bound for decorum's sake to appear on these 
occasions.. But the very nature of a civic festival implied 
tnat, while slaves and probably foreigners also were excluded, 
admittance free of charge was given to every citizen 
with his wife and children it and accordingly the body of 
spectators cannot have differed much from what one sees in 
the present day at public fireworks and gratuitous exhibi
'tions. N aturaily, therefore, the proceedings were not of the 
most; orderly character; children cried, women talked and 
screamed, now and then a wench prepared to make her way 
to the stage; the attendants had on these festivals any
thing but a holiday, and found frequent occasion at one 
time to confiscate a mantle and at another to ply the rod. 

The introduction of the Greek drama increased the de. 
mands on the dramatic staff, and there seems ti have been no 
redundance in the supply of capable actors: on one occasion 
a piece of N revius had for want of actors to be performed by 
amateurs. But this produced no change in the position of 
the artist; the poet or, as he was at this time called, the 
"writer," the actor, and the composer not only belonged 
still, as formerly, \0 the despised class 'of labourers for 

.. In 599 there were still no seats in the theatre (Ri!schl. Parerg. i. p. 
xviii. xx. 214 j compo Ribbeck, Trag. p. 285); but, as not only the authors 
of the Piau tine prologues, but Plnutus himself on various occasions. make al
lusions to a sitting audience (Mil. Glor. 82, 83 j Amm. iv. 9,6 j Trwul. ap. 
fin.; Epid. ap. fin.), most of the spectators must ~ave brought stools with 
them, or have seated themselves on the ground. 

t Women and children appear to have been at all times admitted to the 
Roman theatre (Val. Max. vi. 3,12; Plutarch. QUQlst. Rom. 14; Cicero, tU 
Har.Resp. xii. 24; Vitruv. v. 3, 1 ; Suetonius, Aug. 44,&c.); but slaves were 
!Ie jure e.cluded (Cicero, de Har. Resp. xii. 26 ; Ritschl. Parerg. i. p. xix. 223), 
and the sam. must probably have been the case with foreigners, excepting of 
course the guests of the community, who took their places among or by the 
side of the senators (Varro, v. 155; Justin. :diii. 5, 10; Sueton. Aug. 44). 
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hire (P. 384), but were still, as formerly, placed in the most 
marked way under the ban of public.opinion, and subjected 
to police maltreatment (i. 474). Of course all reputable per
Bons kept aloof from such an occupation. '.J.'he manager of the 
companl (dominus gregis or jactirnlis, also choragus), who was 
ordinarily al80 the chief actor, was generally a. freedman, 
and its members were ordinarily his slaves; the ~omposers. 
whose names have -reached us, were all of them non-free. 
The remuneration was not merely small-a honorarium of 
8000 sesterces (£82) given to a dramatist is described 
shortly aner the close of this period as unusually high-but 
was, moreover, only paid by the magistrates providing the 
festival, if the piece was not a failure. With the payment 
the matter ended; dramatic competitions and honorary prizes, 
such 88 took place in Attica, were not yet heard of in Rome 
-the Romans at this time appear to have slmplyapplauded 
or hissed as we now do, and to have brought forward only 
• single piece for exhibition each day.* Under such circum
IItances, when art worked for days' wages and the artist 
instead of receiving due honour was subjected to disgrace, 
the new national theatre of the Romans could exhibit no 
original or at all artistic development; and, while the 
noble rivalry of the noblest Athenians had called into life 
th«;l Attic drama, the Roman drama tak~n as a whole could 
prllduce nothing save a spoiled copy of its predecessor, in 
.which the only wonder is that it has been able to display 
110 much grace and wit in the details. • 

In the dramatic world comedy greatly preponderated over Comedy. 
tragedy: the spectators knit their brows, when instead of 

• It is not necessary to infer Crom the prologues of Plautus (Cas. 17 : 
.Amph. 85) that there was a distribution of prizes (Rill.chl. Parerg. i. 229); 
eveo the po"""lle Trin. 706, may very well belong to the Greek oliginal, not 
to the translator; and the total sileooe of the didascaliOl and prologues, as 
wellu of all \nUlition, on the point of prize adjudications and prizes is de
cisin. 

That only one pieoe was produced each day we infer from the fact, that the 
qectatoncome from home at the beginning of the pieoe (Pam. 10), and return 
bome aller its close tEpid. Pseudo Rud. Stich • .7ruc. ap.fin.). They went. as 
these J18SSRge& show, to the theatre afl.er the second breakfast, and were at home 
again for the midday mes!; the performance thus lasted, according to our 
reckoning. from about noon till h.II~JlII"t two o'clock, and 8 piece of Plautus, 
with music in the inWn'als between the acts, would probably occupy nearly 
that length of time (comp. Horat. Ep. ii. 1, 189). The passage in which 
Tacitus (A ..... xiv. 20) makes the sp"""'tors spond .. whole days" in the 
theatre refen; to the stste of matten at a later period. 
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Ute eSl'<""ted ~mt'dy a tJ'3~.Jy ~u. Thus it 1l:\I'I~U'.J 
that, ,,-llile this l"-'riOO' exllil,i~ I"-)('ta wb'l ,I,\\\.lh'ti thcm
tIclV1'8 Ilpeo..·iall.r to rollleo..iy, lIuch as rl:mtua aud C:l'Ciiiu>l, it 
pl'e$enta noue who ('ultinlW tra~y &1,lIIe; and Ilmong 
the dl':\llIlS of this ell()('b known to us by 113mc tilt'''' \'<.,,·ur 
th~ ~nleJies for Oll~ t~'tiy, Of rolll'1!e the }{ulll:\U Cllllli~ 
I"-l"ta. or rather tl':\llSlat<.lrs, 1:".1 h:wJs in tht' lir.>t inslml~ 
on the .,il'<.'l's which bad I"-~",,'&.Q()n of the lIdl"lIi" "t;t::tl 
at the tune; aud thus th.·\, found t.hl·m",dH's .·~,·hl~i\"e1\-· 
conlinl'ti to tlut r.u\~ of' tho Ill'\\'\'1' Atti .. \")I1""ly, aUd 

'l'l-~'~ chit'llv t() ita bt'st·k\lllwn I"-ll't$, rluiemon of ~11i in Cil.ida 
3~-:l;;I,} ('J9' ;-'(92) an,. lll'llIwdl'l' of ~o\thel\s (U:'!--k>:;!). This 

c\lllleo..ly C3111e to 00 of Il() ~'Il' unl'0rtanl'~ ItS 1\'l!'\rJ~ the 
dt'willpm\'ut not only of R..lIIUW literatul\" but "\'l'n "f the 
llation at l:l"b"" th:lt history baa l\.'a:So.ln t.> l"'\u<'C!> alld ron
aid.·l'it. 

('M_ Th~ l,i<'l:'l's are of ti""-~Il\e mOl\oton~. Almo..t without 
.,( the eXt'l'l'tiun. the l,l"t, turns on hdping :\' Y"IIl\~ 111311, lit th., 
D._ eXpl'.ll8e either llf bls futher or of tlulllC "-"'I, t<l llbt~l\ l"""' .......... 
Au.l(' sion of a lI\\'('l'tht'ut't of unJ<lubt...J charms :Lud elf ~r\' ('OII",ly. " 

doubtful mol".us. The I','\th t<l $Uc..,,-'IS ill I<we t'l'!-"ularly li<'8 
tbrough &.III\\' &.)rt ofl'l'('uuilU'Y fmud; :\lIJ thl' crnfty ~'I'\-al\t, 
who I'ro,-iJ"1! the ll, .... l.ful 1\\11\ lIud l'l'lf,'rllls thl' I\'l\li"'it~ 
IIwindlilllt while tht' lon'r is mourl\il\~ O\'l'r his IUlI:lt<lry t"J 
Ilt'CuuilU'Y distl\·s, .. ·,., is t Itl' 1\'31 m:\ill<'l'ri\l~ (,f tht' pi,,,,,,. 
'l'bere is l\O "'"alit of l"'li.ttill~ l\,tI,,,,·tiou:I t'l\ tl", j'\~-8 au,l 
8OI'Nn of low, of h-art'ul II,,,rt in~< ... ·t:. .. ", "f kl\"\'t't\ ,,-ho ill 
the an!otuislt of t hcir h.'arta t ht'l",t"n tll .to t hl'lII<'dn't\ mitl
chief; f<.l\'1' or rntlwr IlIll:ltlYo·Ut"'-.s \\1\>1, Illl th .. cI1,1 critics of 
It't "'''~ .. the wry lifu-bt'l'llth ,,f the lh'II:\I\.tri:m I ...... t"". 
Marri:l~ f,'rlllS-, lit 1''Il~t \lith ~lcn:u\\Il'r, th .. ill{,'-itltt>le 
filial .. ; on ,,-hid, OCO'68\<.III. ftll' the gt'l'lltt'r t",Wh':.t itll\ Illld 

I!IItisf:t"tion of thl' 1!'1 ... '('t;:ltol'tl, the \·irtllt' of th., ht'l\liue' 
mluallv c..llI\t'6 thrth allllo..~t if lI<.1t \\"h,ll\, uut:~M\i,.he .. l •• lId 
tltt' heroin\' b"t't\l'lfl

'
ron'8 to be tilt' Il'St ,Iallghtt'rof ~'I\II~ ridl 

• n.. .. '4111" .... _t..,( ",h3t 10 ",II'" til. ).Ii.t.Ue All;" """ .. I<- ...... _.'t 
l'O!Il"ift ... ,. .... 'in _ hi.,,~;.. ... 1 ""i"' (If \"w''", ..... ,. it _. ..."l\l~ ... ,1 the 
.. _.I""", <,<_Iy in" 1_ .... .-.l"f""1 ",,"'. Ttw. ... It. "" I""", ." ... ,~ .'''t>l-·~ 
D_I.,( the ,,"'''' <,<_Iy. T ... 1\._ I ..... .;...,~,"'I~''''' 1M I'l'" ,,. I~ A...,"' __ .,( 1·!Aul._ ...... De .t-",t-c sly"'l to:r I'" 1\,,,,,, ... h""..., b.,-.. 
I'~ /.·4iM(1. ..... "': 1>\" the ,~ ...... All;" ~ ... ....t""" ·.t .. "'\\I",--t .. !dI I"'
""Ii1>$, _I il i« .Ii,I", .. 11 '" _ ,,·h," tho 1\,_ 01\.".1.\ ""ft __ I ",.. th<'l. 
tnm..t._ '" \\hiut"' ... alld ~e 'olJqr .. ril«$ rather U .... '" !Jl ........ ho 1I"«'e 
....... to tIMOr own tim .. . 
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man and so in every respect an eligible match. Alo w~ 
thellC love-pieces we find others of a pathetic kind. n~ 
the comedies of Plautus, for instance, the Rudens turns 0 . 
shipwreck and the right of asylum; while the Trinummus and. 
the Ctlptivi contain no amatory intrigue, but depict the 
noble devotedness of the friend to his friend and of the 
slave to his master. Persons and situations are found recur
ring down to the very details like patterns on a carpet; we 
never get rid of the asides of unseen listeners, of knocking 
at the house-doors, and of slaves scouring the streets on 
Bome errand or other. The standing masks, of which there 
waS a certain fixed number-e. g. eight masks for old 
men, and seven for servants-from which alone in ordinary 
cases at least the poet had to make his choice, further 
favoured a stock-model treatment. It was ,neccssary per
haps for such a comedy to reject the lyrical element in the 
older comedy-the chorus-and to confine itself from the 
first to conversation or at most recitation: lit any rate it was 
devoid not of the political element only, but of all true 
passion and of all poetical elevation. The pieces judiciously 
made no pretension to any grand or really poetical 
effect; their charm resided primarily in furnishing occupation 
for the intellect not only through their subject..matter-in 
which respect the llewer comedy was distinguished from the 
old as much by the greater intrinsic emptiness as by the 
greater outward complication of the plot..-but more espe
cially through their execution in detail-in which the point 
and polish of the dialogue, in particular, formed the triumph 
of the poet and the ddight of the audience. Complications 
and confusions of one person with another which very 
readily allowed scope for extravagant, often licentious, prae- . 
tical jokes (as in the Casina, which winds up with the re
tiring of the two bridegrooms and of the soldier dressed up 
as bride in genuine Falstaffian style), jests, drolleries, and 
riddles, 'w hich in fact for want of real conversation furnished 
the staple materials of entertainment at the Attic table of 
the period, fill up a large portion of these comedies. The 
authors of them wrote not like Eupolis and Aristophanes 
for a great nation, but rather for a cultivated society which, 
like other clever circles pining away in inactive ingenuity, 
spent its time in guessing riddles and playing at charades. 
They give U8, therefore, no picture of their times; ofthe 
great historical and intellectual movements.of the age no 
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trace appears in these comedies, and we need to recall, in 
order to realize, the fact that Philemon and Menander were 
really contemporaries of Alexander and Aristotle. Bnt they 
give us a picture, equally elegant and faithful, of that refined 
Attic society beyond the circles of which comedy never 
travels. Even in the disfigured Latin copy, through which we 
.chiefly know it, the grace of the original .is not wholly 
obliterated; and more especially in the pieces which are 
imitated from Menander, the most talented of these poets, 
the life which the poet beheld and shared is delicately 
reflected not so much in its aberrations and distortions as 
in its amiable every-day course. The friendly domestic 
relations between father and daughter, husband and wife, 
master and servant, with their love-affairs and other little in
teresting incidents, are portrayed with so broad a truthfulness, 
that they do not miss their effect even now: the servants' 
feast, for instance, with which the Stichus concludes is, in 
the, circumscribed character of its relations and the harmony 
of the two lovers and the one sweetheart, of unsurpassed 
gracefulness in its kind. The elegant grisettes, who make 
their appearance perfumed and adorned, with their hair 
fashionably dressed and in- variegated, gold-embroidered, 
sweeping robes, or even perform ·their toilette on the stage, 
are very effective. In their train comtl the procuresses, 
sometimes of the most vulgar sort, such as one who appears 
in·the CurcuZio, sometimes duennas like Goethe's old Barbara, 
such as Scapha in the MosteZ/aria; and there is no lack of 
brothers and comrades ready with their help. There is great 
abundance and variety of parts representing the old: there 
-appear in turn the austere and avaricious, the fond and ten· 
der-hearted, and the indulgent accommodating, papas, the 
amorous old man, the easy old bachelor, the jealous aged 
in~tron witI!-. her old maid-servant who takes part with her 
mlStress agamst her master; whereas young men's parts ap
pear less prominently, and neither the first lover, nor the vir
tuous model son who here and there occurs, lays claim to much 
. importance. The servant-world-the crafty valet, the stem 
honse-stewar~ the old vigilant tutor, the rural slave redolent 
of garlic, the impertinent page~forms a transition to the 
very nnmerous professional characters. A standin~ figure 
among these is the jester (parasitus) who, in return for per
nllssion .to feast at the tables of the rich, has to entertain 
the guests withodrolleries and charades, or, according to cir-
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cum stances, to submit to have the potsherds flung at his 
head. This was at that time a formal trade in Athens; and' 
it is certainly no mere poetical fiction, which represents 
such a parasite as expressly preparing himself' for his work 
by means of his books of witticisms and anecdotes. Favourite 
characters, moreover, are those of the cook, who understands 
not only how to bully in an unrivalled style, but also how 
to pilfer like a professional thief; the shameless /eno, com
placently confessing to tpe practice of every vice, of whom 
Btllio in the PseudolU8 is a model specimen; the military' 
braggadocio, in whom we ~ace a vhy distinct embodiment 
of the free-lance habits that prevailed under Alexander's 
successors; the professional sharper or sycophant, the 
stingy money-changer, the solemnly silly physician, the 
priest, mariner, fisherman, and the like. To these fall to be 
added, lastly, the parts delineative of character in the strict 
sense, such as the sdi>erstitious man of Menander and the 
miser in the .Aulularia of Plautus. The national-Hellenic 
poetry has preserved, even.in this its last Creation, its 
llldestructible plastic vigour; but the delineation of. cha
racter is in this ease copied from without rather than 
reproduced from inward experience, and the more so, the 
more the task approaches to the really poetical. It is a 
significant circumstance that, in the parts illustrative of 
character to which we have just referred, the psychological 
truth is for the most part represented by its logical embodi
ment; the miser there collects the parings of his nails and 
laments the tears which he sheds as a waste of water. But 
the blame of this want of depth in the portraying of cha.ra<>
ter, and generally of the whole poetical and moral hollowness 
of this newer comedy, lay less with the' comic writers than 
with the nation as a whole. Evemhing distinctively Greek 
was expiring: fatherland, national faith, aomestic life, all 
nobleness of action and sentiment were gone; poetry, history, 
and philosophy were inwardly exhausted; and nothing re
mained to the Athenian save the school, the fish-market, and 
the brothel It is no matter of wonder and hardly a matter 
of blame, that poetry, which is destined to shed a glory over 
human existence, could make nothing more out of such a 
life. than the Menandrian comedy presents to us. It is at 
the same time very remarkable that the poetry of this 
period, wherever it was able to turn away III Borne degree 
from the corrupt Attic life without falling.into schoolboy 
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imitation, Immediately gathers strength and freshness from 
. the ideal. In the only remnant of the mock-heroic comedy 
of this period-the Amphitroo of Plautus-there breathes 
throughout a purer and more poetical air than in all the 
other remains of the contemporary stage. The good-natured 
gods treated with gentle irony, the noble forms from the 
heroic world, and the ludicrously cowardly slaves present 
the most wonderful mutual contrasts; and, after the comical 
course of the plot, the birth of the son of the gods amidst 
thunder and lightning forms an aLnost grand conclu~g 
effect. But this task M turniI\g the myths into irony was 
innocent and poetical, as compared with that of the ordinary 
comedy depicting the Attic life of the period. No special 
accusation may be brought from a historico-morsl point 
of view against poets in general~ nor ought it to be made 
matter of individual reproach to the particular poet that 
he occupies the level of his epoch f'comedy was not the 
cause but the effect of the cort'uption that prevailed in the 
national life: But it is necessary, more especially with a 
view to estimate &orrectly the influence of these comedies 
on the life of the Roman- people, to point out the ab~ss 
which yawned beneath all that polish and elegance. ~he 
coarsenesses and obscenities, which Menander indeed in 
some measure avoided, but of which there is no lack in the 
other poets, are the least part of the evil. Features far 
worse are, the dreadful aspect of life as a desert, in which 
the only oases are lovemaking and intoxication; the fear
fully I;>rosaic monotony, in which anything resembling 
enthusl.8Sm is to be found only among the sharpers whose 
heads have been turned' by their own swindling, and who 
prosecute the trade of cheating with some sort of zeal; and 
ahove all that immoral morality, with which the pieces of 
Menander in particuiar are garnished. Vice is chastised, 
virtue is rewarded, and any peccadilloes are covered by con
Tersion at or after marriage. There are pieces, such as 
the TrinulIlI1lus of Plautus and several of Terence, in which 
all the characters down to the slaves possess some admixture 
of virtue; all swarm with honest men who suffer themselves 
to be deceived, with maidenly virtue wherever possible, with 
lovers equally favolll'i'd and making love in company; moral 
commonplaces and well-turned ethical maxims abound. A 
finale of reconciliation Buch as that of the Bacchides, where 
the Bwindling Bons and the swindled fathers by way of a 
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geod conclusion all go to carouse together in the brothel, pre
Bents a corruption of morals thoroughly worthy of Kotzebue. 

Such were the foundations, and such the elements which Roman 
phaped the growth, of Roman comedy. Originality was in comedy. 
its case excluded not merely by want of 8lsthetic freedom, 
but still more directly, it is probable, by virtue of its liability 
to police c~mtrol. ~ong the co~derable number of Its Hell .. 
Latin comedies of the sixth century which are known to US, msm a ne
there is not one that did not announce itself as an inlitation cessary re
of a definite Greek model; the title was only complete iault of the 
when the names of the Greek piece and of its author were w. 
also given, and if, as occasionally happened, the "novelty" 
of a piece was di~puted, the point in dispute was merely 
whether it had been previously translated. Comedy laid 
the scene of its plot abroad not only frequently, but regu-
larly and under the pre.ss~ of necessity; and the special 

, name of that form of art (jahula palliata) was derived from the 
fact, that the scene was laid out of Rome, U811ally in Athens, 
and that the dramatis per_ were Greeks or at any rate not 
Romans. The foreign costume is strictly carried out even in 
detail, especially in those things in which the uncultivated 
Roman was distinctly sensible of the contrast~ Thus the 
names of Rome and the Romans are avoided, and, where 
they are referred to, they are called in good' Greek 
•• foreigners" (barban); in like manner among the appella
tions of moneys and coins that so frequently occur there 
does not once appear a Roman coin. 'Ve form a strange 
idea of men of so great and so versatile talent as N mnus and 
Plautus, if we refer .such caprices to their free choice: this 
strange and clumsy outlandish aspect of the-Roman comedy 
was undoubtedly occasioned by causes very different from 
Il'Sthetic considerations. The transference of such a state 
of social matters as is uniformly delineated in the new 
Attic comedy to the Rome of the Hannibalic period would 
have been a direct outrage on its civil order and morality. 
But, as the dramatic spectacles at this period were regularly 
given by the IIldilea and pnetors who were entirely de
pendellt on the senate, and even extraordinary festivals, 
funeral games for instance, could not take place without 
permissibn of the ~vernment; and as the Roman police, 
moreover, was not m the habit of standing on ceremony in 
any case, ,and least of ~ in dealing with come, dies ; the ~BOn 
is aelf-eVldent why th18 comedy, even after It was admitted 
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as one of the Roman national amusements, still was net 
allowed to bring -forward a Roman on the stage, and re
mained as it were relegated to foreign lands. 

The compilers were stillmore decidedly prohibited :from 
naming any living person either in terms of praise or cen
sure, as well as from any captious allusion to the circum
'stances' of the times. In the whole range of the Plautine 
and post-Plautine comedy, there is not, so far as we know, . 
matter for a single action of damages. In like manner--. 
if we leave out of view some wholly harmless jests--we 
meet hardly any trace of invectives levelled at communi
ties (invectives which, owing to the lively municipal spirit 
of the Italians, would have been speciallJidangerous), except 
the significant scoff at the unfortunate Capuans and Atellans 
(P. 191) and, what is remarkable, various sarcasms on the 
arrogance and the bad Latin of the Prrenestines.* In 
general no references to ,the events or circumstances of the 
present occur in the pieces of Plautus. The only exceptions 
are, good wishes for the progress of the wart or for peaceful 
times; general sallies directed against usurious dealings in 
grain or money, against extravagance, against bribery by 
candidates, tigainst the :frequency of triumphs, against those 
who made 'a. trade of collecting forfeited fines, against 
farmers of the revenue distraining for payment, against the 
dear prices of the oil-dealers; and once-in the Curculio-a 
more lengthened diatribe as to the doings in the Roman 
market, resembling the parabases of the older Attic comedy, 
and but little likely to cause offence (P, 410), :But even in the 

• Bacch. 24; 1H ... 609; 1iw. iii. 2. 23. !(revius also, who in fact was 
generally less scrupulous, ridicules the Prrenestines and Lanuvini (Com. 21, 
Ribb.). 'l'here are indications more than once of a certain variance between 
the Prrenestines and Romans (Liv; niii. 20, xlii. 1); and the executions in 
the time of Pyrrhus (i. 407) as well as the catastrophe in that of Sull", were 
certeinly connected with this variance.-Innocent jokes, such as Capt. 160, 
881, of course passed uncensured.-The complimenL paid to Massilia in Cas, 
v. 4, 1, deserves notice. 
. t Thus the prologue of the Gist_llaMa concludes with the following words, 

which may have a place hOI .. as the only contemporary mention of the Han
nib.lic war in the literature that has come down to us:-

Hmc res sic gesta sst. Bene flalste, st IlillCite 
Virtute vera, quod fecistis antidhac; 
8_r'Vate IJOSwas socias, v_teres ot IIOVOS ; 
.A ugot. aulrilia ""st,.;. just .. legib~ ; 
Perdite perduelks: paMte laudem .t lallroam; 
Ut vobis victi Pomi prems Bu/want. 
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miust of luch patriotic endeavours, which from a police point 
of view were entirely in order, the poet interrupts hin:iself; 

&d ~118 ego stultus, qui rem curo publicam 
Ubi ",nt magistratus, qUOl curare oporteat' 

and, taken as a whole, we can hardly imagine a comedy 
politically tamer than the comedy of Rome in the sixth 
century.· The oldest Roman comic writer of note, Gnreul\ 
Nreviu9, alone forms a remarkable exception. Although 
he did not write exactly original Roman comedies, the few 
fragments of his, whic~ we possess, are full of references to 
circumstances and persons 'in Rome. Among other liberties 
he not only ridiculed one Theodotus a painter by name, 
but even directed against the victor of Zama the following 
verses, of which Aristophanes need not have been ashamed: 

Eti<Jm qui res magnas manu SfJJpe ge.sit gloriose, 
Clljus /<Jeta ~i"" nullO mgent, qui apud gentes salus prmstat, 
Eum "'US pater eu,. pallio UfIO ab amica abduzit. 

As he himself says, 
Libera lir&g1Ul loguemll,. ludis Li'beralibus, 

be probably often wrote offensively and put danl?erous 
questions, Buch as : 

> Coda qui Nstram rem publicam fantam amilism tam ai/a' 

which he answered by an enumeration of political sin!!, 
suchaB: " 

Protleniebant orator" lIOIIi, sdl/ti adulescentuli. 

But the Roinan police was not disposed like the Attic to 
hold stage-invectives and political .diatribes as privileged, or 
even to tolerate them at all. NIIlviu9 was put in prison for 
these and similar sallies, and was obliged to remain there, 
till he had publicly made amends and recantation in other 
comedies. These quarrels, apparently, drove him from his 
native land; but his successors took warning from his ex-

• For thi. reason w. can hardly be too cautions in assnming allusions 0'1 the 
part of Plantus to the events DC the times. Recent investigation has set aside 
many instances of mistaken acuteness of this sort; but might not the ",ference 
to the Bacchanalia, which is found in cds. v. 4, 11 (Ritschl. Parerg. i. 192), 
have been expected to incnr ceniure ? W. may perhaps reverse the case lind 
Infer from the notices of the festival of Bacchus in the Casino and some other 
pieces (Amph. 703; Aul. iii. 1,3; Bacch. 53, 371 ; Mil. Glor. 1016; and 
especially Men. 836). that these were written at a time when it was not yet 
dsngerous to .peak of the Bacchanalia, 
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aIDl?le-one of them indicates very plainly, that he has no 
desll'e whatever to incur an involuntary gagging like hiB col
league Nlilvius. Thus the result was accomplished-not 
much less unique of its kind than the conquest of Hannibal 
-that, during an epoch of the most feverish national excite
ment, there arose a national stage utterly destitute of political 

.(''bRI'IICW • tin~~t the restrictions thus stringently and 1aboriously im-
of the posod by custom and police on Roman foetry stifled its 
editiDg verv breath. Not without reason mio"ht NIilViuB declare the 
of RomaD -0{. h 
comedy. position of t e poet under th~ sceptre of the Lagidliland 

Seleucidm enviable as compared with his I?osition in free 
Rome. * The degree of success in individual mstances was of 
course determined by the quality of the original which was 

. followed, and by the talent of the individual editor; but 
amidst all their individual variety the whole range of trans
lations must have agreed in certain leading features, inasmuch 
as alJ the comedies were adapted to similar conditions of exhi-

P.rsoDS and bition and a similar audience. The treatment of the whole as 
situations. well as of the details was uniformly in the highest degree 

free; and it .was necessary that it should be so. While the 
ori~al pieoes were performed in presence of that society 
which they copied, and in this very faet lay their principal 
charm, the :Roman audience of this period was so different 
from the Attic, that it was I\ot even able properly to un
derstand that foreign worijL The Roman comprehended 
neither the grace and courtesy, nor the sentimentalism and 
the whitened emptiness of the domestic life of the Hel
lenes. The slave-world was utterly different; the Roman 
slave was a piece of household furniture, the Attic slave was 
a servant. 'Vhere marriages of slaves occur or a master 
carries on a kindly conversation with his slave, the Roman 
translators ask their audience not to take offence at such 
things which are usual in Athens;t and, when at a later 

• The remarkable JlII8"'II!" ID the T_tilla can have DO other meowinJ :
QUOI ,go iR llteatro laic meis pro&.t>i pla .... bus, 
Ed non audere quemquam ,egem runlJ'*"S : 
Q""nto /i/)motdtem ""no hie .uperat 88IVitu.! 

t The ideas of the model'll Bellas on the point of slavery are m .. treted by 
the pwsage 10 Euripides (lon, 8M; compo H'/C'lIIJ, 728):-

·EJo' ~J.p or. ,.ou 306Ao.""" ala:xOVY1" ./pfI, 
To~vo,.,,' .,A Il' iNI" ... """'" .,;;'v IAf.8'pow. 
Ou5ds IC""IQlv loiiAos, 3 ..... ,! 1 .. 8Abs ;. 
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period comedies be!!lln to be written in Roman costume, 
the part of the crafty servant had to be l'('jeeted, because 
the Roman public did Dot tolerate slaves of this sort oyer
lookillg aDd controlliug their masters. The professional 
figures and those iIlustr.ltive of character, which were 
sketched more broaJIy and fllrcically, bore the process of 
,rao8ft'l'('oce better than the polished figures of every-day 
lif.·; but t'ven of those delineations the Roman editor. had 
to lay aSid.: several-and these probtlbly the Yery finest and 
mOtlt original, such aa the Thais, the match-maker, the mOOn
conjul'('ss, aud the mendi~t priest of Menander-and to 
kt'ep chiefly to those foreign professions, with which the 
Gl"ft'k luxury of the u.ble, already very gent'rally diJfused in 
Rome, had made his audieul'e familiar. The delineation of 
the professillnal cook and the panisite in the comedy of 
Plautus with so striking a vhidut'ss and relish finds its 
e1pllUlation in the fuet, tlll\t Greek cooks at that time dailv 
otl'en-d their sen'ict>S in the Roman market, and that Cato 
found it necessary to give orders even to his ste\Vard not to 
keep a p:u1ISite. In like manner,the translator could make 
110 use of a ¥err large portion of the elegant Attic conyer
I!!ltion in his originals. The Roman citizen or farmer stood 
in much the same relation to the l'('fined re~elry and de
bauchery of Athens, as the German of a provincial toWl\ 
to the mysteries of the Palais Royal. A science of cooJ..~ry, in 
the "trid SeDfit', ne,'er entered into his thoughts; the dinner
parties no doubt continued to be yery numt'rous in the Roman 
unitation, but e,'eryw~ere the plain Roman roast pork 
predominated over the variety of baked meats and the re
filled I!!lllces and dishes of fish.. Of the riddles and drinking 
son~, of the Greek rhetoric and philosophy, which played so 
great a part in the originals, we qleet only a stray tra ... e now 
and then in the Roman adaptation. 

The havoc, which the Roman editors were compelled in ~ 
d..reN'llce to their audience to make in the originals, dro,'e tioo of til. 
them illentably iot~ methods or cancelling and amalgamating plot. 
w,'Ompatible "ith artistic construction. It waa usual not 
only to throw out whole parts occurring in the Origillal, but 
a1i1O to insert others taken from other comedies of the same 
or of another poet; a treabnent indeed which, owing to 
the outwardly logical construction of the originllls and the 
recurrence of standing figul'('S and in("idents, WlIS not quite 
SO bad aa it might seem.. Moreover the poets, at least"in 

• TOr.. n. 2 '6 
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the earlier period, allowed themselves the most singular 
liberties in the construction of the plot. The plot of the 

200. Stichus (performed in 554) othe~ise so excellent turns 
upon the circumstance, that two sisters, whom their father 
urges to 'abandon their absent husbands, play the part of 
Penelopes, till the husbands return home with rich mercan
tile gains and with a beautiful damsel as a pre~ent for theiJ: 
father-in-law. In the Casina, which was received with alto
gether peculiar favour by the public, the bride, froin whom 
the piece is named and around whom the plot revolves, does 
not make her appearance at Ijll, and the de~t is 
quite naively described by the epilogue as "about to be 
enacted within." Very often the plot as it thickens sud
denly breaks off, the connecting thread is allowed to drop, 
and other similar signs of an unfinished art appE'ar. The 
reason of thiS" lay probably far less in the unskilfulness of 
the Roman editors, than in the indifference of the Roman 
public to resthetic laws., Taste, however, gradually formed 
itself. In the later pieces Plautus has evidently bestowed 
mf)re care on their construction, and the Captivi for instance, 
the Pseudolus, /Uld the Bacchides are execute,d in a masterly 
manner after their kind. His successor Crecilius, none of 
whose pieces are extant, is said to have pre.eminently dis
tinguished himself by the more artistic treatment of the 
subjectT. . ' 

Roman bar- In the treatment of details' the endeavour of the poet to 
""Ism. bring matters as far as possible home to his Roman hearers, 

and the rule of police which required that the pieces 
should Tetain a foreign character, produced the most sin· 
gular contrasts. The Roman ,gods, the ritual, military, and 
legal terms of the Romans, present a strange appearance amid 
the Greek world; Roman f!!diles and tre8fJiri are grotesquely 
mingled with agomnomi and demarclii; pieces whose scene is 
laid in 1Etolia or ,Epidamnus Bend the sp,ectator without 
scruple to the Velabrum and the Capitol. Such a patchwork 
of Roman local tints distributed over the Greek ground is 
barbarous enough; but interpolations of this nature, whiCh 
are often in their naive way very ludicrous, are far more 
tolerable than that thorough alteration of the pieces into a 
ruder shape, which the editors deemed necessary to suit the 
far from Attic culture of their audience. It is true that 
several even of the new Attic poets probably needed no acces
sion to their coarseness j pieces like the Asinaria of ~lautus 
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cannot owe theil! unsurpassed dullness and vulgarity 801ely 
to the translator. Nevertheless coarse incidents 80 prevail 
in the Roman comedy. that the translators must either have 
interpolated them or at least have made a very one-sided 
selection. In the endless abupdance of cudgelling and ill 
the lash ever suspended over the back of the slaves we recog
nize very clearly the household-government inculcated by 
Cato, just os we recognize the Catonian opposition to women 
in the never-ending abuse of wives. Among the jokes of 
their own invention, with which the Roman editors deemed 
it proper to season the eiegant Attic dialogue, several are 
almost incredibly unmeaning and barbarous.· 

So far as concerns metrical treatment on the other hand, 
the flexible and sounding verse 011 the whole does all honour 
to the composers. The fact that the iambic trimeters, which 
predominated in the originals and were alOne suitable to 
their moderate conversational tone, were very frequently 

,replaced in, the Latin 'edition by iambic or trochaic tetra
meters, is to be attributed not 80 much to any want of skill 
on the part of the editors who knew well how to handle 
the trimeter, as to the uncultivated taste of the Homan 
public which was pleased with the sonorous magnificence of 
the long verse even where it was not appropriate • 

•• For instance, in the otherwise very graceful eoamination which in, the 
Stichus of Plautu9 the father and his daughters institute into tbe qualities of 
a good wife, the irrelevautquestion-whetber it is &etter to marry a virgin or· a 
widow-is inserted, merely in order that it may be answered by a no less iI'
relevant and, in the mouth ot' the interlocutl'ix, altogether absurd common- ' 
place 'against women. Bub that ia a trifle compared with the fOllowing 
.pecimen. ,In Menander'. Plocium a husband bewails his troubles to his 
friend:-

"Ex .. II' brl"l'.1/p'" AJ.p.w.,,· ou" .rP1/"~ ITo. 
T.W j .1 ... ,p, obXI j ""p.J.,, ~r ol,,/ar 
Ka) " .. " "''YP'''' "a) "et".,. .. " a"", l".lll1/r 
"EX0,u.fP,IIA1ro'AAoJl, c:,s XaAfl'l'MV xaAerrtfJTwrOJl • 
• A".CItT. II' "'P'YIZI'..<i '1T,,1,,\ ob,. lp.ol 1'0""" 
'rlrji, ... ol'.u p.al\l'.o" SU'Yatrpl.--rrpa'Yp.' 'p.axo" I'.''Y .... 
E~ oBa. 

In the Latin edition of emciliua, this conversation, so elegant in its sim-
plicity, is converted into the lDllowing nnccuth dialogue ;-

Sed tu<J mor~ UZOI' I[U(B8fJ est '-Quam rogaJJ ,
Qui ttmdem f-TOidet mentioni8, qUOi miIIi 
Ubi domum adveni adsedi, extemplo savium 
Dat jejuna anima.-Ni/ peccat de savio: 
LTt devo"_ valt, quod /uris,potatl87'is. 
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~ .. i< """ Lastly, the IU'nulS"lI\t'Ut~ fur the e-xhibition of the 1,it"Ct's 
'1II1~1Ie11t& bore t.he like stamp of i.ndifi'erenl'e to 8.'$1 hel ic requiremenls 

on the p.'\rt of the maulIg\'rs and the public. The @b\~ 
of the alIlli.'uts-which ou accouut of the extt'nt of the 
t1lt'lltre and frOlu the {\t'rfunvnnC\'s taking 1)1:t~'t.' by Ilal'llIlIlle 
no pret.eusiou to aclinj: prop .. ·rly 80 Clllll-tl. em}llll~-t'd inl'u t<> 
rep~'Sent fcmale churnctcrs, -aud Ilb~olutely I\'quil\'d IU\ 
artificialstrengtlll'lIing of the voice oCt he IIch'f-wa>l entirely 
dl,ptmd,'nt, in II. .sl.'t.'nic 88 ""1111 as lII.'onstic point of view, on 
tho use of faeilll and re>lonlUlt masks. 'I'h'1St! weI\! wcll
kuown ill }{ome; in amllteur perform/lI\C\'S the plnl'rs 11\>
}l<'ared wil hllut uC\'l'tion UI""kt'd. But tht! ad ors "ho 
were to l,erforlll the Urt>t'k colllt.'tiil's Wt're not SlIl'l,li.:d ,«ilh 
the masks -lkoyolld doubt nlUcb 0101"& IIrtitielal- that 
wel"& nl't.'t.'ssiu',Y for tbem; a circumstance" hi"h, in COIlIlt'C

tion with the ileil'c.'th-e acoustic &mUlgt'1UI'IIIS of th ... S~I~.· 
not Qnly C\lI\ll'eU .. d the actor to eXl'rt hili ,",",ice unduly, but 
drow Livius ~o the bighlv illartistic but inevitable t'xl't'<.licnt 
of b'lI'iug the portions w liieb w .. re to be sllllg llt'rll.'rlll ..... br a 
sill£.'r not belonging to the staJi' of aetm'll. alld accolllpallllod 
by the 1II(,~ dumb show of,the aetor wilhin whllSe l\llrt tht'y 
fd!. A.s httle ,,~.rt' the gm~1'8 of the UOlllan f"~lmlls dis
}l<...oo to put th"lII~lVt'S to auy mat('rial .. .J.PI'USt' for dl'l'ora
tious aud machincry. The A.ttic I/.tll~ I\·guhu'ly l'rt'~'nlt'li 
a stn.'l·t with h"us..'<S in the b,'\t'kground. aud bad no IIhitUug 
dl. ....... )J'atiolls; but, bt'~tll'<l \"lU'ious 01 her 81'\':'l'8tu9. it 11\111-
I!t'l\..~d more t'~pl'l'illl1y a colltri\'IUlCtl for pUI! lillg forw-ard 011 

the ('hi,,! tll~'" a small.'rQM 1\'l'rt'~utillg the illOOrior of a 
h.lIISI', 'I'he Homan th''IItrt\ how""-t'r, WIIS not llrtwitl,-tl 
,,-itll this; IllId we cau har.!ly t1wrefl're throw the blame Oil 

the p.lt't, if ""'t'rytbiug, ewu childbirth, ,,"" l'I.'l'~'SI'utt-tl 01\ 
the_ sl ~'<.,t • 

• t.lhelle Such wa9 the nature of the ROUlan coml'l"- of the sixth 
n..ult. century. 'I'ht' \'Nl't'tls by whieh the Grt't.'k.· dnulUu. " .... ". 

trallslerrt'ti to 1\om(' furnisl1t'8 us with a l'id Urt" hi"'h,ri,-ally 
itmuullble, of the din·rsity in the ('ulture ,>f the two uatil\lll\; 
hut in an a'tllllt'tic and 8 lIIt1rail'oiut of \"iew the or~illal .Ii.1 
1I0t stand high, IUld th ... imihlt i,'ll shlOO still k""'l'. Thl! 
world of b('~i-Ifly fllbbll" to whah'wr ... xtt'lIt_ tll(' Rllmall 
editors might tllke ll ........ t ... siou of it Iluder the bt-ut'lit of the 

• " .... "h .. , II ... 1l'''\I''~' bllilt ol\",e th ........... tl_ ha..1 "'" 1M ""\II,IiI\~ 
Al,,,,"'I'" by "'hid> Ilw .. ;,,,.... ... Yhitocta .111'1 ... ',-1 ..... the dIi. ...... ,,- u.. .... "" .. 
~nlllly. Y • .\, 8). 
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inventory, presented 'in Rome a forlorn ana strange a,.qpect, 
shorn as it were of its delicate characteristics: comedy no 
longer rested on the basis of reality, but persons and inci
dents seemed ~apriciously or carelessly mingled as in a game 
of cards; in the original a picture from life, it became in 
the rE'production a caricature. Under a management which 
could Itllnounce a Greek agoo with flute-playing, choirs of 
dancers, tragedians, and athletes, and eventually convert it 
inw a boxing-match (P. 412); and in presence of a public 
which, as later poets complain, ran away en masse from the 
play, if there were pugilists, or rope-dancers, or even gladi
ators to be seen; poets such as the Roman composers were
workers for hire and of inferior social position-were obliged 
even perhaps against their own better judgment and their 
own better taste to accommodate themselves more or less 
to the prevailing frivolity and rudeness. It was quite pos
sible, nevertheless, that there might arise among them in
dividuals of lively and vigorous talents, who were able at 
least to repress the foreign and factitious element in poetry, 
and, when they had found their fitting sphere, to produce 
pleasing and even important creations. 

At the head of fihese stood Gnreus NreviuB, the first Nmvius. 
Roman who deserves to be called a poet, and, so far as the 
accounts preserved regarding him and the few fragments of 
his works allow us tq form au opinion, to all appearance one 
of .the most remarkable and most important naJlles in the 
whole range of Roman literature. He was a younger con
temporary of Andronicus (his poetical activity began con
sidersbly before, and probably did not end till after, the 
IIannibnlic war) and felt in a general sense his influence; 
he was, as is usually the case in artificial literatures, a 
worker in all the forms ot' art produced by his predecessor, 
in epos, tragedy, and comedy, and closely adher .. d to him in 
the matter of metres: Nevertheless, an immense chasm· 
separates the poets and their poems. Nrevius was neither 

. freedman, schoolmaster, nor actor, but a citizen of· un
stained character although not of noble descent, belonging 
probably to one of the Latin communities of Campania, and 
a soldier il?- the first Punic war.- In thorougb contrast to 

• The personal notices of Nmvhls are sadly coufused. Seeing tllat he fought 
in the first Pun'c war, be cannot have beeft hom later than 495. Dl'Ilmas, pro- 259. 
bably the first, weJ'eel:hibited by bim in 519 (GelJ.l:ii. 21,45). That he died 235. 
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the language' of· Livius, that of Nrevius is easy and clear, 
free from stiffness and affectation, and'seems even in tragedy 
to avoid pathos as it were on purpose; his verses, in spite 
of the not unfrequent hiatus and several other licences 
afterwards disallowed, have a smooth and graceful :How.* 
While the quasi-poetry of Livius proceeded, somewhat like 
that of Gottsched in Germany, from purely external im
pulses and moved wholly in. the leading-strings of the 
Greeks, his successor emancipated Roman poetry, and with 
the true divining-rod of the poet struck those springs out 
of which alone in Italy a native poetry could well up-na
tional history and comedy. Epic poetry no longer merely 
furnished the schoolmaster with a lesson-book, but appealed 
on its own IIierits to the hearing and reading public. Com
posing for the stage had been hitherto, like the preparation 
of the stage costume, a subsidiary employment of the actor 
or a mechanical service performed for him; with N revius the 
relation was inverted, and the actor now became the servant 
of the composer. His poetical activity is marked through
out bi a national stamp. This sta~p is most distinctly 

204. in. 550, as is usually stated, was doubted by Varro (ap. Cic. BMlt. xv.60), 
and certainly with reason; if it were so, he must have made his escape durin/( 
the Hannibalic war to the soil of the enemy. The sarcastic vers .. on Scipio 
(P. 431) cannot have been written before the battle of Zama. We may place 

264. 194. his life between 490 and 560, so that he was contemporary of the two Scipios 
211. who fell in 543 (Cic. de Rep. i ... 10), ten years younger tllan Andronicus, an,! 

perhaps ten ye"rs older than Plautus. His Campanian origin is indicated by 
Gellius, and his Latin nationality, if proof of it were needed, by himself in his 
epitaph. The hypothesis that he was not a Roman citizen, but possibly 8" 

citizen of Cales or of some other Latin town in Campania, renders the lact 
. that the Roman polic<t treated him so unscrupulously the more easy of expla· 
nation. At noy rate he was not an actor, for he served in the anny. 

* Compar., e. g. with the verse of Livius the fragment from Nre .. ius' 
tragedy of Ly~r{lus ,-

Vos qui regalis cO/poris custotfia& 
Agitatis, it. actutum .,. frundiferos 10008, 
I ngenio arbusta !dii nata sunt, 1\011 obsita ; 

or the famous words, which in the Hector Profisciscetl$ Hector addresses to 
Priam:- • . 

Lartu8 sum, laudari me abs te,.pater, a laudatJ ,>iro; 

and the channing verse from the Tarentilla.~ 

Alii adllutat, alii adllictat; aiium amai>, alium tenet. 
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impressed on his grave national drama. and on his national 
epos,. of which we shall have to speak herea.fter; but it 
also appears in his comedies, which of all his poetic perform
ances seem to have been the best adapted to his talents and 
the most successful. It was probably, as we have already 
said, external considerations alone that induced the poet to 
adhere in comedy so much as he did to the' Greek originals; 
abd this did not prevent him from far outstripping his succes
sors a.nd probably even ~he insipid originals in the freshness 
of his mirth, and in the fulness of his living' interest in ,the 
present; indeed in a certain sense he reverted to the paths of 
the Aristophanic comedy. He felt full well, and in his 
epitaph expressed" what he had been to his nation: 

M'ortales immortales flere si /oret./as. 
Fkrent DiVfB CamtmIB Naroi'<m poeta,,, j 
Itaque. postquam est Orci1w traditas theSallh'O, 
OMiti sunt RomfB loquier Latina lingua. 

Such proud language on the part of the man and the 
poet, well befitted one, who had witnessed and had person
ally taken po,rt in the struggles with Hamilcar and with 
Hannibal, and who had discovered for the thoughts and 
.feelings of that age-so full of deep excitement and so 
elevated by mighty joy·-a poetical expression which, if not 
exactly the highest, W:llI sound, adroit,. and na.tional. We 
have already mentioned the troubles into which his licence 
brought him with the authorities, and how, driven in all 
lJrobability by these troubles from Rome, he ended his life in 
Utica. In his instance likewise the individual life was sacri
ficed for the common weal, and the beautiful for the useful. 

His younger contemporary, Titus Maccius Plautus (500 P 
-570), appears to have been far inferior to him both in Plautu •• 
outward position and in tlie conception of his poetical call- 254-184-
ing. A native of the little town of Sassina. which was 
originall1 Umbrian but was perhaps by this time Latinized, 
he earned his livelihood in Rome at first as an actor, and then 
-after he had lost in mercantile speculations what he had 
gained by his acting-as a theatrical composer reproducing 
Greek comedies, without employing himself in any other 
department of literature and probably without making any 
pretension to authorship properly so called. There seems 
to have been at that time a considerable number of persons 
who made a trade of thus editing comedies in Rome; but 
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their names, especially as they did not perhaps in general 
publish their works,· were virtually forgotten, and the 
pieces belonging to this stock of plays, which were preserved. 
passed in after times under the narue of the most popular 
of them, Plautus. The littsratores of the fullowing century 
reckoned up as many as 130 such " Plautine pieces jn but of 
these 8 large portion at any rate were merely revised by 
Pl8utUS or had no connection with him at all; the best of 
them are still extant. 1'0 form a proper judgment, how
ever, regarding the poetical character of the editor is very 
difficult, if not impossible. since the originals have not been 
preserved. That the editors reproduced good and bad pieces 
without selection; that they were subject and subordinate 
both to the police and to the public j. that they were as indif
ferent to IEsthetical requirements as their audience, and to 
please the latter, lowered the originals to a farcical and 
vulgar tone-are objections, which apply rather to the 
whole manufacture of translations than to the individual 
remodelJer. On the other hand we may regard as charac
teristic of Plautu8, the masterly handling of the language 
and of the varied rhythms, .8 rare skill iu adjusting and 
working the situation for dramatic effect, the almost always 
clever aud often excellent dialogue, and, above all, 8 broad. 
and fresh humour, which produces an irresistible comic effect 
with its happy jokes, its rich vocabulary of nicknamt's, its 
whimsical coinage of words, its pungent, often mimic, de
scriptions and situations-excellences, in which we seem to 
TCcoguize the former actor.· Undoubtedly the editor even 
in these respects rather retained what was suecessful in the 
original thlW furnished conb'ibutions of his own. Those 
portions of the pieees which (,IW with certainty be traced 
to the translator are, to say the least, mediocre j but they 
enable us to understand why Plautus came to be and con
tinued the true popular poet of ROllle and the true main
stay of the ROIDIW stage, and why even after the passing 
away Qf the RollllW world the t\;leatre has repeatt!dly re
verted to his plays. 

Still less are we able to form 1\ special opinion as to the 
• This hypothesis al'petus n ........ ry. lwcnuse otherwioo the ancients could 

not have heoibltod in the way they ,lid lIS to the genuillen ... or spu .. i.usu .... 
of the pieces of Plnutu.: iu the ''lISe of no author, pwredy so"''allod. nI 
Roman antiquity, do we find anything like a simi!.u UI"" .. b.inty lIS to his lite
rary property. In this ",sp..,t, ftS iu so many oth .. ·.xt.to,,! points the .... 
exists a most , ... mllrka~!e anology between P!lIutus and ~ hakespeare. 
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third and last. (fur though Ennius wrote comedies, he did Cecililli. 
80 alwgt'ther uUBucressfully) comedian of note in this epoch, 
Statius C~ilius. lie resembled Plautus in his position il!. }if~ 
aud his profession. Born in Cisalpine Gaul in the district of 
Mediulllnum, he was brought among the lnsubrian prisoners 
of war (.1'.82, 195) to Uome, and earned a livelihood, first as a 
sllm\ afterwards as a freedmlln, by remodelliug Greek come-
dies for the theatre down to his probably early death (586). Jf,8. 
Ilis language was not pure, 88 was to b~ expl~ted fram blS 
origin; on the other hand, he direct,ed his efforts, 88 we 
ba\'e already said (P. 431), to a more artistical construction 
of the plot. His pieces experienced but a dull reception 
from his contemporaries, and the public of later times laid 
l18ide ClllCilius for Plautus and Terence. The critics of 
the true literary age of Rome-the V uranian Ilbd Augustan 
epochs-assi!;ued to Cft'Cilius the first {llace amoug the 
Roman editors of Greek comedies; but tlus verdict appears 
due to the f:ll"t, that the mediol"rity of the connoisseur gladly 

'prefers a kindred ttpirit of mediocri'y to auy topedal features 
of ex~llence in the I'oet, These art-critics probably took 
Ca!ciliu8 under their win~, simply because he WII8 more regular 
than 1)lautu8 and more vigorous than Terence; notwithstand-
ing which he may very ,,·ell ha\'e been far inferior to both. 

If theft'fore the literary historian, while fully aeknow- lfora1 ...,. 
It'dging the very respectable talents of the Roman come- suit. 
dians, cannot J't'('ognize in their nlere stock of translations 
a product either arti8t.it.'Illly important or artistically pure, 
tllt) judgment of history respecting its moral aspects must 
llt'1.'t's&'\rily be far more severe. The Greek e.omedy which 
funned its basis was morally of little consequence, inasmuch 
88.it was simply on the same level of corruption with its 
audience; but the Romaa drama was, at an epoch "hen 
mt-n were wavering between the old austerity and the new 
('(Irl'U ption, t he great school at once of Hellenism and of vice. 
This Attico-lloman comedy, witb its prostitution of body and 
soul u8urping the name of love-equally immoral in shame
lessness and in sentimentruity. with its offensive and unna
tural magnanimity, with its unifonn glorification of a life of 
debauchery, \\ hh its mixtnre of rustic coarseness and foreign 
refinement, \\'118 one continuous lesson of Romano-Helleuic 
demoralization, and was fdt as such. A proof of this is 
preserved in the epilogue of the Capti~" of Plautus:-
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Spectatores, ad pudicos 'TTIhres facta lwIc fabula est : 
Neque in. hac subagitationes sum neque ulla amatio, 
N ec pucri suppositio neque argenti ci,rcumd.jaf;io ; 

[Book III. 

Neque ubi ama1l8 adulescen8 :icortum liberet clam 8UQ1n patrem. . 
H ujusmodi paucas poettZ reperiunt comtZdias, 
Ubi boni melior .. fiant • . Nunc oos, si oobis placet, . 
Et si placuimus ""que odio fuimus, signum /WC mittde. 
Qui.pudicititZ esse voltis prOJmium, plausum date I 

We see here the opinion entestained regarding the Greek 
comedy by the party of moral reform; and it lTIHy be added, 
that even in the rare instances of moral comedies the mo
rality was of a chlH'acter only adapted to ridicule innocence 
more surely. Who can doubt that these dramas gave a 
practical impulse to corruption? When Alexander the 
Great derived no pleasure from a comedy of this sort which 
its author read before him, the poet excused himself by say
ing that the fault lay not with him, but with the king; that, 
in order to relish such a. piece. a man must be in the habit 
of holdilJg revels' and of. giving and receiving blows in an 
iutrigue. The man kflew. his trade:' if, therefore, the' 
Roman citizens gradually acquired a taste for these Greek 
comedies, we see at what a price it was bought. The 
Roman government was to blame not for doing so little in 
behalf .of this poetry, but on the contrary for tolerating it 
at all. Vice indeed is powerful even without a pulpit; but 
that is no excuse for the erection of a pulpit to proclaim it. 
To debar the Hellenic comedy from immediate contact with 
the persons and institutions of Rome, was a subterfuge 
rather than a serious means of defence. In fact, comedy 
would probably have been much less injurious morally, had 
they allowed it to have free course, so that the calling of the 
poet might have been ennobled aDd a Roman poetry' in 
some measure independent might have been developed; for 
poetry is a moral power, and, if it inflicts deep wounds, it is 
largely able also to heal them. As it was, in this field also 
the government erred both in omission and commission; 
the political neutrality and moral hypocrisy of its stage
police contributed. their part to the fearfully rapid break
ing up of th~ Roman nation. 

But' while a national comedy was repressed oy the 
gbvernmen~ in Rome, it appears to have come into vogue 
contemporaneously in the Latin country towns. For there 
probably, about ~he close of this period, flourished Titinius, 
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the earliest known composer of original Latin comedies Titiniu •• 
(fabultB togatQl).* This comedy was also based on .the new 
Attic intrigue-piece; it was not .translation, however, but 
imit.ation; the scene of the piece lay in Italy, and the actors 
appeared in the Italian dress (i. 440), the toga. Here the 
Latin life and habits were brought out with peculiar freshness. 
The pieces were laid mostly in southern Latium, e. g. in 
Setia, Ferentinum, or Velitrm, and delineated the citizen life 
of such intermediate towns; the very titles, .such as Psaltria 
or Ferentinatis, Tibicina, Jurisperita, Fullones, indicate this, and' 
many particular incidents, such as that of the townsman who 
has his shoes made after the model of the sandals of the Alban 
kings, tend to confirm it. The female characters prepon-
derate in a remarkable manner over the male.t With 
genuine Latin pride the poet recalls the great times of 
the Pyrrhic war, ·and looks down on his new Latin neigh
bours,-

Qui OblJCe " VoIBee/abulantur; fItIm Latine Msmunt. 

The few fragments of the comedies of this poet serve vividly 
to recall to us the statement of Cicero, that before the 
Social War the general culture in the Latin towns was higher 
than iD. Rome itself;' the poet himself mentions the liking 
of the Ferentinates for Greek habits. It was only natural, 
that genuine culture and pure Latin nationality should be 
far better represented in the audience of th~se country towns 
than in that which flocked to the Roman popular festivals. 
This national comedy, moreover, was probably marked by 
somewhat of that antagonism between the country and the 
capital, which appeared contemporaneously in Cato and 
afterwardll in Varro. As in the German comedy, which 
l)roceeded from the French in much the same way as the 

~ Respecting Titinius there i. an utter want of literary information; except 
that. to judge from a fragment of Varro, Ije seems to have been older than 
Terenf" (558-595, Ritschl. Parerg. i. 194)-for in all probability no more 196-159. 
can be inferred from that passage-and though, of the two groups there rom-
pared. the .econd (Trnbea, Atilius, C",cilius) is 011 the whole older than the 
first (Titilliu8, Terentius, Atta) it does not exactly follow that the olde.t of the 
junior group i. to he deemed younger than the youngest of the ·elder. 

t Of the fift,·.n ~omedi.s of Titiuius, with which we are acquainted, six 81'e 
named al\er male charncters (BaratuB 1 C(JJCII8, Fulkme., H ortensius, Quintus, 
Varus). and nine after female (G ..... ina, Jurisperita, Prilia 1 Pricigna, 
Paaltria or Ferentiootis, Setina. 1'ihicifllJ, V.literna, mubrana 1), two of 
which, the Jurisperl~a and the 7ibicina, are evidently parodies of men's occu
pations. The feminine world pl'epOIlderatea also in the fragments. 
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Roma!! coml'dy from the .t\ttic, the French Lisette was very 
Boon superseded by the }j'auenzil1l11l6rchen Franzi~ka, so this 
Latin national comedy sprang up, if 1I0t with equal poeticnl 
power, at any rote with tht! same tendl'ncy BII4 perhaps 
with similar success, by the side of the Helleuiziug comedy 
of the capital. 

Greek trll~edy as well 88 Greek comedy carne during the 
course of this epoch to Rome. It was a more valuablt'. and 
in some respects also an easier, o('quisition than comedy. 
l.'he Greek and particularly the Homerio epos. which was 
the basis of tragedy, was 1I0t unfumiliar to the Romnns. and 
W09 already iuterwovl'n with their own natiOillu legends; 
and the susceptibll' foreigner found himself fur more at home 
'in the ideal world. of the heroio myths than in the fish
market of Athens. Nevertheless tru.gl'dy also promoted, 
only with It'ss abruptness and les9 vulgaritv, the anti
national and Helleniv.lllg spirit; and in this pOInt of view it 
was a circumstance of the most decisive importnncl'. that the 
Greek tragio stage of this ~lt'riod was chiefly under the swny 
of Euripides (274-848). 'I his is not the plnce for a thorough 
delineation' of that remnrlmble man and of his still nlOre 
remarkable influenee on hill contemporltries and postl'rity; 
but the intellectunl movements of ,the later Greek and the 
Grroco-Roman I'poch were to so great au extt'nt affected by 
him, that it is lIldispensable to sketch at Il'ast the leading 
outlines of' his eharacter. Euripides was one of those poets 
who raise poetry to a higher level. but in doing so nllmi
f'est far mor6 the true sense of whnt onght to be thon 
the power of poeticnlly realizing it. The profound snying 
which morall, as wdl as poetically sums up all trngio art
thnt action IS passion-holds trne no doubt as to Ilncient 
trngedy; it exhibits mnn in Ilction, but it makes 110 rl'al 
attempt to individualize him. 'rhe unsurpassed gl'Rudeur 
with which the struggle between mll.l1 and dt·stiny fulfils its 
couJ:se in 1Eschylus depends substnntiallyon the circum
stance. thnt t'lloh of the contending powers is only concdved 

'broadly and gl'nerally; the E'sscntilll humanity ill Pro
metheus lind Agamemnon is but slightly tinged by poetical 
individuulizing. Sophoclt·s sl,izes hunmn nnture in its 
broader type~, the ·klllg, the old man, the sister; but not 
one of his figures displays the microco~1D of mlln in all 
his Ilspects-the fenturesof individual chamcter. A high 
stage was thereby rellohed, but not the highest; the delineation 
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of Ulan in his entireness and the entwining of the indi
vidual, in themselves finished, figures into a higher poetical 
whole form a greater achievenltmt, and therefore, as compafed 
with ShakeApeare, .£schylus and Sophocles represent im- , 
perfect stages of delo'elopment. But, when Euripides under
took to present. Ulan as he is, the advance was logical and in 
a certain sense historical rather than poetical. He was 
able to deMtroy the ancient tragedy, but not to create the 
modern •. Everywhere he halted halfway. :r.-Iasks, through 
which the expression of the life of the soul is, as it were, 
translated from the particular into the general, were &II 

necessary for the typical tragedy of antiquity as incompatible 
with the tragedy of character; but Euripides retained 
them. With remarkably delicate tuct the older tragedy 
never prcMented the dramatic element, 10 which it was 
unable to allow free scope, unmixed, but constantly fettered 
it in sOllie me&llUre by the choice of epic subjects from the 
lIuperhuman world of gods and heroes and by the lyrical 
choruses. One feels that Euripides was impatient under 
these fetters: in his subjects he descended at leas~ to semi
historic times, alld his choral chants were of' so subordinate 
importance, that they were frequently omitted from the 
performances in after times and with hardly any injury 
perhaps to the piece; but yet he hilS neither placed his 
figures wholly on the basis of reality, nor entirely thrown 
aside the chorus. Throughout and on all sides he is the 
full exponent of an age, in which, on the one hand, the 
grOOdPMt hj~torical and philosophical movements were going 
forward, but in which, on the other hand, the primitive 
fountaill of 1111 poetry-a pure and homely national life
had become turbid.· While the reverential piety of t/le older 
tragedilllls sheds over their pieces as it were a. reflected ra
diullce of heaven; whiltl the limitation of the narrow horizon 
of' the older Hellenes exercises its satisfying powel.' over 
the hearer; the world of Euripides appears in the J?ale 
glimmer of 8peculation &II much denuded of the gods as 1t is 
pervaded by the element of reflection, and gloomy passions 
IIhoot like lightnin!\,s athwart the gray clouds. The old 
deeply-r"oted faith m destiny has disappeared; fate governs 
1111 au outwardly despotic power, and the sla.ves gnasbin.g 
their tetJth wear its fetters. The unbelief, which is the despalr 
of faith, IIpellks in this poet with superhuman power. Of !le
('esijity therelore the poet never attained a plastic conception 
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overpowering him, nor ever reached a truly poetic effect 
on the whole; for which reason' he was in some measure 
ca~eles8 ~s to the construction :of his tragedies, 8lld indeed 
,not unfrequently altogether spoiled them in this respect by 
providing no central interest either of plot or person. The 
slovenly fashion of constructing the plot in the prologue, 
and of unravelling it by a Deus ex machinii or some other 

. platitude, was in reality introduced by Euripides. All the 
effect in his 'case lies in the details; and certainly with great 
art every eft'ort has in this respect been made to conceal the 
irreparable want of poetic completeness. Euripides is a 
master in what are called effects; these have ordinarily a 

. sensuous sentimental colouring, and often moreov{<r stimu
late the sensuous impression by a special high seasoning, 
such as the mixing up subj~cts turning on love with murder 
or incest. Th~ delineations of Polyxena willing to die and of 
Phledra pining away under the grief of secret love, above 
all the splendid picture of the mystic ecstasies of the Baechle, 
are of the greatest beauty in their kind ; but they are 
neither artistically nor morally pure, and the reproach of 

. Aristophaues, that the poet was unable to paint a Penelope, 
was thoroughly well founded. Of a kindred character is the 
introduction of common compassion into the tragedy of 
Euripides. While his stunted heroes or heroines, such as 
Menelaus in the Helena, Andromache, Electra as a poor 
peasant, the sick and ruined merchant'Telephus, are repul
sive or ridiculous and ordinarily both, the pieces, on the 
other hand, which confine themselves more to tile atmosphere 
of common reality and exchange the character of tragedy for 
that of the affecting family picture or that almost of senti
mental comedy, such as the lphigenia in Aulis, the lon, the 
Alcestis, produce perhaps the most pleasing effect of all his nu
merous works. With equal frequency, but with less succes~, 
the poet attempts to bring into play an intellectual interest. 
Hence springs the complicated plot, w.hich is calculated 
not like the older tragedy to move the feelings, but rather 
to keep curiosity on the rack; hence the dialectically 
pointed dialogue, to us non-Athenians often absolutely 
intolerable; hence the apophthegms, which are scattered 
throughout the pieces of Euripides like flowers in a pleasure
garden; hence above all the psychology of Euripides, which 
by no means rests on direct human experience, but on 
logical reflection. His Medea is certainly in so far paint~d 
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from life, that she is before di!parture properly provided 
with money for her voyage; but of the struggle in the soul 
between maternal' love and jealousy the unbiassed reader' 
will not find much in Euripides. But, above all, poetic 
effect is replaced in the tragedies of Euripides by a moral 
or political design. Without strictly or directly entering 
on the questions of the day, and having in view through
out social rather than political questions, Euripides in 
the legitimate issues of his principles coincided with the 
contemporary political and philosophical radicalism, and was 
the first and chief apostle of thut new cosmopolitan humanity 
which broke up the old Attic nlltionallife. This was the 
ground at once of that opposition which the profane and 
un-Attic poet encountered among his contemporaries, and 
of that marvellous enthusiasm, with which the younger gene
ration and foreigners devoted thelX\selves to the poet of 
emotion and of love, of apoppthegm and of tendency, of 
philosophy and of humanity. Greek tragedy in the hands 
of Euripides stepped beyond its proper sphere and conse
quently. broke down; but the success of the cosmopolitan 
poet was only promoted by this, since at the 'same .ime the 
nation also lItepJ,>ed beyond its sphere and broke down like
wise. 'rhe criticism of Aristophimes probably hit the truth 
exactly both in a moral and in a poetical point of view; but' 
poetry influences the course of history not in proportion to 
Its absolute value, but in proportion as it is able to an
.ticipate the spirit of the age, and in this respect Euripides 
was unsur~Bed. And thus it happened, that Alexander 
read him diligently; that Aristotle developed the idea of the 
tragic poet with special reference to him; that the latest 
poetic and plastic art in Attica as it were originated from 
him (for the new Attic comedy did nothing but transfer 
Euripides into a comic form, .and the school of painters 
which we meet with in the de8igns of the later vases derived 
their subjects no longer from the old epics, but from the 
Euripidean tragedy); and lastly that, the more the old Hellas 
gave place to the new Hellenism, the more the fame and 
influence of the poet increased, and Greek life abroad, in 
Egypt as well as in Rome, was directly or indirectly moulded 
in the main by Euripides. 

The Hellenism of Euripides flowed to Rome through P.omau 
very various channels, and probably produced a speedier tl"llged:y. 
lind deeper effect there by indirect means than through the 
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medium of dil'("ct tl'l\lI~lntioIl8. The tragic tlmllla in 'Hom" 
was not t>XIII,tly IlItl'r iu its ris" than <.'OlIwd v (P. 4:.!O);' 
but the ilir ~ntllr ('xpl1nse of bringing II tr,i~,'Jy Oil tht' 
stage-which wae undoubtedly fdt as a conN1dl'fntilm of 
mOlllt'ut, lit 1l'I\st during the lllUlllihlllio wllr -liS well os 
th" dispositiou of the publio (I', 42:!) rt'tnrdl,d t.hl' 1II'\'l'!.IP
mont of tl'lI~"'dy. III the OOIllI'llit,! of I'IIIutu8 tlltlllllul:liolls 
to trlll-,,'dil'S liN uot very fn'qul'nt, alld 1lI0st rt'ti.'I~llll'I'8 of 
this kind llIay have bl'tlU tllkl'n fl\lln the ori~inllls, 'l'hl1 til'Nt 
nud only intluentinl trn!>"Cdillll of this ('pod.' WIlli thl' y"un~l'r 
cllntompol'Ury of Nn'\'11l8 lind I'lulitUd, Qllinlul:l 'l~lIlIills 

S39-169. {GIG:-USG). whose pil'I'l'S WON all'l'luly trlwl,:<ti('d hv CI)IItl1l11-
pornry comio writl'I'S, IIlId were l'xhillitt'd nud d"I,ll1illled by 
postl'l'ity down to the dnya of tho Empil'l" 

The tragic drl\ma ot' the 1101111\118 is fur less Imowll to us 
thon the I.'tlmic: on til" whol" tho slime f,'l\hll'l'S, whid. 
111\\'0 bl'On 1I0tit:I'd in the cnso of ClllllCdy, are l"'l.'1I1'lItl,.1 by 
tl'lIgl,dy IlIl:lo. Tho dl'all\lItio ~ttll'k, in like 1111\1111\-1', wl\..~ IIlllillly 
form\,d by tl'lul~lutions of Ol'l'l'k pit'l'\'''' '!'lit' prdi.'I"'Ilt:" 
WIlli givon to 811hjlwts derived from thl' lli"b'C 01' TnI\' ll11d tho 
I~gt'nds tinllHedi'lt .. ly conllected ",ith it, l'vidl'lIt Iv bl't:III1~e 
thts (')'cle ot' myths 6!tme "'lIS remll'l'l'd lillllili,ir to tho 
ROIIIIIU publio by their illstrlll'tioll Ilt lll'hol.I, lllci.tI'lIts of 
st.rikillg hornlr pl'l'domillnh', 811t:h 1\9 DlIItricido or illfllllti· 
cide in the NI//ll<'llii/l'S, tho • .J.1t~II<l'OII, tho Crt"/'At>llt~$, tht! .1111-
1ali/j'}lt', tho J./ ... lttl, and the imllluilltitlll of vir~ins in the 
l'u/!IJ'tJlla, the l.iYt·MJII(1~,., thl' Alldrolllfcifl, thtl JI'''~''~I/I;'' ; we 
(,l1llntlt Il\'oid rt'l'lIllilig the lill't, thllt tho plIbh.- fllr whit'h 
these tragl,dil's \wre ),I'l'pa''t'd WIlli ill the hllbit of witntlssill!t 
glllllilltol'inl gllml's, l'h" I,'mull' dllll'l\cters and ~I\llstlS ap' 
PI'IIl' to 1111\'e' mllde the d"t'pl'st impl'I.'ssiou.· lu IItlJition to 
t.lll' I't'jl'ct iun 01' IlIllsks. thtl 1II0st l'l'lIIl1l'kllble dt'\'itititllls (II' t hI' 
ROIIUIIl t'ditil)l1 fl'l)1ll tht' ol'ib.tlllu rdnh~ll to the chorus, Tlw 
Utllllan tlll'lIt1'tl, fitted up pI'I'hIlPS in tho first illstllllt:tl fIll" 
comic plnvs without l'Ilt\I~1I8,lllld I/ot tht! sPI'l'ill1 dlll\t'ill~.stll!tt' 
(O/'CII~$t/'tl) with thu IIltar in the lIIiddl .. , 011 which thl' Hl'l'l,k 
chorus 11l'l'ftlrllwd itOi PlII't, or, to flpt'llk 1II111'O ('urn'I,tly, the 
lOp/Ire thus nppn'p.'int!"l III1ll1llg tht! Ol'lll,ks ""r\'l'd with tilt' 
UOlllnU8 1\8 a sort or pit: 1II't:tll'lliligly thl! t:hmnl dnn~'Q Ilr 
ll'Mt. with its Ilrtist.io nltl'I'lllitiolls aud illtt'rUli~tuN llf mu~io 
and dl't'lulllllt itm, lllust 111\\'0 bl'Im omitt~,tI in HOllie, lind, 
I.'VI'1l it' the l'lWI'US WI\I:l 1't'\lIilll'd. it hlld but liltll! illl' 
portunoe, Of oourse thl'l't' were various altl>rntions of dll-
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tail. changes in the metres, curtailments, and mutilations; 
in the Latin edition of the Iphigenia of Euripide~, for instance 
the chorus of women has been-either after the model of 
another tragedy, or by the editor's own device-converted 
into a chorus of soldiers. The Latin tragedies of the sixth 
century cannot be pronounced good translations in our 
8f!JlSe of the word ;. yet it is probable that a tragedy of 
Enniu8 gave a far less imperfect image of the original of 
Euripides than a comedy of Plautus gave of the original 
of Menander. 

The historical position and influence of Greek tragedy in MOI'81 effec! 
Rome were entirely analogous to those of Greek comedy; of trngedy. 
and while. 88 the difference in the two kinds of composition 
necessarily implied, the Hellenistic,. tendency appeared in 
tragedy under a purer and more spiritual form, "the tragic 
drama of this period and Ennius, its principal represenlati vet 
displayed far more decidedly an anti-national and consciously 
propaganditlt aim. Ennius, hardly the most important but 

• We subjoin. for comparison. the opefing lines of the Medea in the ori
ginal of Enlipid~. and in the version of E~iU8 :-

Ef.9' '4>'11.' 'Ano;;) I'i/ 8, ...... d .. .9 ... 
.. "d4>o, 

K.!II.X"''' i, til"" "v" .. /'" ~v!£".I1..".. 
"Yd5 ... . 

M"t i.. ..d ........ , n,,>Jov 'If ..... ;" Utinam lIe in nemor6 Pelw securibul 
• . "lYrE 

T"".9.io-. 'lfE6"". !£"tr ip..,.!£~ .. '" 
X'P"" 

Av8p1J" Apt .. .,,,,... ot.,11 "'.YX.f1!JdOll 
8.po! 

n.II." .. ~1\.90,,· o~ "yAP a .. 8/...,,0,,1 
iI'+' 

M/j3 ... tr6nov. -yij. ("II..va' '10,11.
Itl", 

'Ip..." .9v}'l>. tlC'lrll.,.,.oltt' ·Idao ..... 

CtZ,a accidisset abiegna ad teN'''''' 
tro./:Ja, 

Nere inde navis inclwandal -.rlll'a."", 
Ca:pisset. IJUOI nllne rwminatu,. RO

mind 
Argo. quia Argit'" in ea di/eeti IIiri 

Veen petebtml pellem inaurotam 
tlritItis 

Colellis. imp."w regis Pelite,. per 
dol",,.. 

Nam nUliquam era erroRS mea dumo 
effeN'Bt pedem 

J1 ode". animo a:gra. aroor.,smJO 
"""",a. 

The variatio~. of the translation !'rom the original are in<truc,tivr-not only 
ita tautologies and periphl'8&e&, but also the omissioD or expl,anatlou of the 1 .... 
tilmili3l' mythological names, e. g, the Symplegades. tho lolClan hiD'!. ,tl!e trgo• 
Bllt the instances in which Ennius has really misun.lerstood the onginaT' are 
rare. 

VOL. n. 2 G 
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certainly the most. inHuential poet of the sixth century, was 
not 8 Latin by birth, but on the contrary by virtue of his 
origin half a Greek. Of lVIessapian descent and Hellenic 
culture, he settled in his thirty-fifth year at Rome, and 

184. lived there-at first as a resident alien, but after 570 as a 
burgess (P. 334)-in straitened circu~stances, supported 
partly by giving instructions in Latin and Greek, partly by 
the proceeds of his pieces, partly by the donations of those 
Roman chiefs, who, like Publius Scipw, Titus Flamininus, 
and Marcus Fulvius N obilior were inclined to promote the 
modern Hellenism and to reward the poet, who sang their 
own and their ancestors' praises and accompanied some of 

. them to the field in the character, as it were, of a poet laureate 
nominated beforehand to celebrate the ·great deeds which 
they were·to perform. He has himself elegantly described the 
client!like qualities requisite for such a calling.- From the 

. first and by virtue of the whole tenor of his lif~ a cosmopolite, 
he had the skill to appropriate the distinctive features of the 
nations among which he lived-Greek, Latin, and even 
Osean-without devoting himself absolutely to anyone of 
them; and while the Hellenism of the earlier Roman poets 
was the result rather than the conscious aim of their poetic 
activity, and accordingly they at least attempted more or less 
to take their stand on national ground, Ennius on the contrary 

* Beyond doubt the ancients were right in recognizing a sketch of th; poet's 
own character in the p8SS11ge in the .eventh book of the Annals, where the 
consul calls to his side the confidant, . 

, q,rocum bene Sflip. libenter 
Afensam sermonesque suos ,.erumque suarum 
Congeriem partit, magnum """' IfJ3SUS diei 
Partem fuisset de summis rebus regundis 
Consilio indu foro lata sanetoque senatn: 
Cui res audacter magnas parvasque jocumque 
Eloqueretur, cuncta simul11UJlaque et bona dietu 
Eoomeret, si qui wllet, tutoque /ocaret. 
QUOCII1I1 malta volup ac gaudia clamque palamque. 
Ingeninm cui nulla malum sen/entia suadet 
Ut faceret facinu. lenis aut malus, doctus fidelis 
Buat;' homo facundus suo contentus beutus 
8citus .. cundo loquens in tempore commodus IJel'bum 
Paucum, multa tenens antiqua sepuJta, vetustas 
Quem fecit more. veteresque noliOSque tenontem, 
Multort"" vetertUll leges divumql/.8 hominumque , 

• Prudenter qui dicta loquire tacer .. e possit. 

In the line hefore the last we should probably read multarum rwum lege. 
di't1U11llJUll/wmin"""1"' 
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is very distinctly conscious of his re~lutiona:,. tendency, 
and evidently laboars with zeal to bring into vogue neo
logical Hellenic ideas among the Italians. His most service
able instrument was tragedy. The remains of his tragedies 
show that' he was well acquainted with the whole range of 
~he GI7ek tra~ic. drama and with JEschylus and Sophocles 
m particular; It 18 the less therefore the result of accident, 
that he has moulded the great majority of his pieces, and all 
those that attained celebrity, after the model of Euripides. 
In the selection and treatment he was doubtless influenced 
partly by external considerations. But these alone cannot 
account for his bringing forward so decidedly the Euripidt'an 
element in Euripides; for his neglecting the choruses still 
more than did hiS original; for his laying still stronger em
phasis on sensuous effect than the Greek; nor for his taking 
up pieces like the '£hyestes and the Telephus so well known 
from the immo~tal ridicule of Aristophanes, with their 
princes' woes and woful princes, and even such a piece as 
.. Menalippa the Female Philosopher," in which the whole 
plot turns on the absurdity of the national religion, and the 
tendency to make war on it from the physicist poiht of view is 
at once apparent., The sharpest arrows are everywhere
and that partly in passages which can be proved to have 
been inserted·-directed against faith in the miraculous, 
and we almost. wonder that the censorship of the Roman 
Iltage allowed such tirades to pass as the following:-

Ego deum genUil eS88 88mpet' dixi et dicam coi/itum, 
Sed 808 non curare opinor, quid agat hUfnanum gtmUS ; 
Nam si curent, bene boniS sit, male malis, quod nunc a/kst. 

We have already remarked (P. 402) that Ennius scientifi
cally inculcated the same i.rreligion in a didactic po~m; and 
it is evident that he was in earnest in this freethinking. 
With this trait other features are in harmony-his poli-

• Compo P. 404: EUripides (Iph.. in Aul. 956) defines the soothsayer n. 
a man, 

·Os ~Alr &A1/Sij, .. oill 3~ 1/tw3ij Al-y., 
Tuxclw, 3-nuo 3~ I'~ 'TVXIl, 3101X ....... 

This is turned by th~ Latin trs1llIiator into the following diatribe against t,be 
CllSters of. horoscopea :-

Astrologorvm 8igna in COlla q!Jl1!sit, obsen;at, Jotis 
Oum capra aut nep" aut eJ:Oritur lumen aliquod belUDI. 
(Juod est ant. pedes, flllmo spectat: COlli scrutalltur plaglJl. 
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tical opposition tingea with radicalism, that here and there 
appear. j- his singing the pl'I\iscl of the Greek pleasure. of 
tlie table-CPo 400) j above ull his settin~ aside the fust nntionnl 
element in Latin poetry, the Sllturlllnn melUlure. nnd lIub
stituting for it the Greek hexnm~ter. 'I'hat the II multiform" 
poet executed all these tasks with equlIl neatness, thnt he 
elaborated hexameter. out of a Jauguage of by no means 
dactylic structure, and, that without checking, the naturo.l 
flow of hill style he moved with oonfidence and freedom 
amidst unwonted measures and forms-are so many evi
dences of his extraordinary plnstic talent, which was in 
fllct more Greek than Homan;t where he {)tl'ends us, the 
offence is owing much more frequently to Greek alliterntioll~ 
than to Roman ruggedness. lle was not a grent poet, but a 
man of graceful and sprightly talent, throughout possesMing 
the vivid sensibiljties of a poetio nature, but needing tho 
tragio buskin to feel himself a poet and w~olly destitute of 

• In the Tol.}"" .. we find him I.ying-

Palam m"tir. ploblli. piaouillm in. 
t The following VO"' •• , excollent in mattei' aod form, belong te the nd"pta. 

tion of the l'!/A1JfI;" of Eurlplde. : 

Sod "irllm wrtut, uoI'a tJi,,,,., animf,tum addocct, 
}brtitlr'1'" i"no",i"m (?) VOo"," ad"6,,"m ad".,'BID'iOI. 
A'a lil",.t,,, .,t, qlli poct'" pUMlm .t firmllm IIlN1titat: 
A/illl r08 obnoJ:iOBCII noet. ill ob.o,,,,,. latollt, 

In the Scipio, which w"" p,'obnbly inrorpornl<>d In the collection of mllC.I
luneo ... poem~ thore oacurred tho gmphlc UnCI: 

mund,,, eml' vast II. con.titit ,,".ntio, 
Et Nopt .. ",,, """"" u.d;' as" ...... p,,,,s,,,,, dedit, 
801 .qu'" it6r r.pr ••• it uruJII/iII vola.til"" ; 
COllstit .... am ... , p".n .... , arbo,'e, """to ""ca"t. 

Tbls l80t p""".go offord. us a glimpso of tho wny In which tho poet workod 
Dp hll original poeml. It I. limply nn exprulllOO af the wo,-d. whll'il occllr In 
the tl'Rgedy JI.eto ..... Lustr,. (the o"lginal of which w"" I','obnbly by S"l'hoc\e,) 
... poken by upeetator of the combat botw •• o 1I.,,~ ... tul and the SClUDllnd.,':-

Conatit.1 aroda Scamandor, arbo,'., """to vacant. 

and the Incident i. d.rlvod from tho IlIad (ul. 381). 
~ Tbu. in tho /'ham;" w. find till line j-

__ tult, .. t, gu; oup.~a Cltpitnll ollpi ... t.r o"J>'~' 

and thilianot the moat ob8u"I'poclmon ofouoh rtlOurrlnglltlSonnnooa. lie 11110 
lndulgod In 8Orostlc vel'lo, (Cia. diJ Vivo II. 64, 111). 
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the comic veiil. We can understand the pride with which 
. the I1;ellen&ing poet looked down on those rude strains, 

---- 'lU08 Qfim Faunei vatesque canebant. 

and the enthusiasm with which he celebrates his own 
artistic poetry: 

Enni poeta
O 

,alve, qui morlalibUil 
V,rBUII propinas Jlammeo, medullitUB. 

Tho genius of Ellnius insti~ctively assured him that he 
had spread his sails to a pros.llerous breeze; Greek tragedy 
became, and thenceforth remallled, a possession of the Latin 
nation. 

Through less frequented paths, and with a less favourable National 
wind, a bolder mariner pursued a higher aim. Nrevius not dramas. 
only like Ennius-although with far less success-adapted 
Greek tragedies for the Roman stage, but also attempted to 
create, independently of the Greeks, a grave national drama 
(fabula prreteIXtata). No outward obstacles here stood in 
the way; he brought forward subjects both from Roman 
legend and from the contemporary history of the country on 
the stage of his native land. Such were his" Nursing of 
Romulus and Remull" or the .. Wolf," in which Amulius 
king oi' Alba appeared, and his "Clastidium," which cele-
brated the victory of Marcellus over the.celts in 532 (P. 82). 222. 
After his example, Ennius in his "Ambracia" described 
from personal observation the siege of that city by his 
patron Nobilior in 565 (P,277). But the number of these 189. 
national dramas remained small, and that species of c9mpo-
sition soon disappeared from the stage; the scanty iegends 
and the colourless history of Rome were unable permanently 
to compete with the Hellenic mythology. Respecting the 
poetic value of the pieces we. have no longer the means of 
~udging; but, "if we moy take account of the general poe~ical 
llltention, there were in Roman literature few such strokes 
of genius 88 the creatioI4 of a Roman national drama. Only 
thfl Greek tragedians of that earl~est period which still felt 
its nearness to the gods,-only poets like Phrynichulil and 
..Eschylus,-had the courage to bring the great deeds which 
they had witnessed, and in which they had bOflle a part, on 
the stage by the side of those oflegendary times; and here, 

o if anywhere, we are enabled vividly to realize what the 
. Punic wars were and how powerful was their effect, when 
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we :!ind a poet, who, like .Eschylus, had himself fought in the 
battles which be sang, introducing the kings and consuls 
of Rome upon that stage on which men had hitherto been 
accustomed to see none but gods and herges. . 

Recitative poetry also took its rise during this epoch at 
Rome. LivilJs naturalized the custom which among the 
ancients held the plac~ of our modern publication-the public 
reading of :pew works by the author-in Rome, at least to 
the extent of reciting them in his school. As poetry was 
not in this instance practised with Ii view to a livelihood, or 
at any rate not directly so, this branch of it was not re
garded by public opinion with such disfavour as writing for 
the stage: towards the end of this epoch several noble 
Romans had publicly come forward in this manner as poets. * 
Recitative 'poetry however was chiefly cultivated by ,those 
poets who occupied themselves with writing for the stage, 
and the former neld a subordinate place as compared with 
the latter j in fact, a public to which read poetry might 
address itself can have existed only to a very limited extent 
at this period in Rome. 

Lyrical, didactic, and epigrammatic poetry in particular 
were feebly represented. The religious festival chants-of 
which the annals of this period certainly have already chosen 
to commemorate the authors-as well as the monumental 
inscriptions on temples and tombs, for which the Sat~an 
remained the regular measure, hardly belong to literature in 
its proper sense. So far as the minor poetry makes its 
appearance at all, it is classed ordina.rily, and that as early 
as the time of Nrevius, under the name of satura. This 
term Was 'originally applied to the old stage-poem without 
a plot which after the time of Livius was driven off the 
stage by the Greek drama; but in its application to recitative 
poetrY it corresponds in some measure to our" miscellaneous 
poems," and like the latter denotes not any definite species 
or !!tyle of art, but simply poems not of an epic or dra
matic kind treating of any matters (mostly subjective), 
and written in flny forIJ.!, at the pleasure of the author. 
In addition to Cato's "poem on morals" to be noticed 
afterwards, which was probably written in Saturnian verses 

.. Besides Cnte, we find the names of two" consulars and poets" belonging 
to this· period (Sueton. Vola T ... /lnt. 4 )~Quinty. Labeo, consul in 571, and 
Marcus Popillius, consul in 581. But it remains uncertain whether they pub
lished their poems. E.en in the case of Cato this may be doubted •. 
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after the precedent of the earlier attempts at a national 
didactic poetry (i. 475), there came under this category the 
minor poems of EDnius, which that writer, who was very 
fertile in this department, published partly in his collection 
of satuTaJ, partly separately. Among these were brillf narra
tive {l0ems relating to the legendary or contemporary history 
of hiS country; editions of the religious romance. of Euhe- . 
merus (P. 401), of the physical poems circulated in the name 
of .Epicharmus (P.401), and of the gastronomics of Arches
tratuB of Gela, a poet who treated of the higher cookery; 
as also a dialogue between Life and Death, fables of Ai:so{" 
a collection ef moral maxims, parodies and epigrammatic 
trifles-small matters, but irulicative of the versatile powers 
as well as the neological didactic tendencies of the poet, 
who evidently allowed himself the freest range in this 
field, which the censorship did not reach. 

The attempts at a metrical treatment of ,the national Metrical 
annals lay claim to greater poetical and historical importance. annals. 
Here too 'it was Nmvius who gave poetic form to so much Nreviu8. 
of the legendary as well as of the contemporary history as 
admitted of connected narrative; and who, more especially, 
recorded in the ha~f-prosaic Saturnian national metre the 
stor, of the first Punic war simply and distinctly, with a 
straightforward adherence to fact, without disdaining any-
thing as unpoetical, and without at all, especially in the 
description of historical times, going in pursuit of poetical 
flights or embellishments-maintaining throughout his nar-
rative the present tense.· What we have already said of 

• Tbe following fragments will give some idea of its tone. Of Dido be 
says: 

Blande et d-lcte percontat-lEneas quo pacto 
Troiam urbem liquerit. 

Again of AmuliuB : 

MarJtlBque 'tlBUm ad cmlu~tU/it BUaB re~ 
.A.mu/ius; grat"latur--di~i8. 

Part of 8 .peecb where the indirect constl'Uction is remarkable: 

Sin illo. des.rant jOr--t;8BUmoB mrorum 
Magnum ,tuprom populo-jieri per gentia. 

'With reference to th •. landing at Malta in ds : 

TrafIBit M elitam Romanus--iflBulam integram omnem 
Uri! popuiatur ~a;tat-rem hostium concinoot. [Lastly, 

256. 
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the national drama of the Mme poet, applies substantially 
'to the work of which we artl now speaking. The epio 
poetry of the Greeks, like theil' trngody, had wholly refer
ence to the heroic'IJeriod; it was an altogether new and, 
at least in dt'sign, au enviabl, grand id,'a-to light up the 
present with the brilliance of poetry. Although in POlllt of 
execution the chronicle of Nreviu8 was probllbly not milch 
better than the I-hyming chronicles of the middle agt'8, which 
are in various respects of kindred charaetcr, yet the poet .'as 
certainly justified in regarding this work ot' hill with an alto
~ther peculiar complact'ncy. It was no small achievement, 
III all age when thel'e was ubsoh,tely nohistori('nl literature 
except official records, to hnlle composed for his country
men a connectl'd account of the deeds of their own times and 
of earlier agoes, and in addition to have plaecd before tht'ir 
eyes the noblest. incidcnts of their history in a drlUllatic 
form • 

. Ennius proposed to hims('lf the very Bame task liS Nrevills; 
but. the simih\l'ity of the subject ouly brings out into strongt·r 
relief the political and poetical contrast bet\\'('t)u t.he Ulltiolllll 
nnd the allti-nationlll poet. Nrevius sought out for the uew 
subject a new form; EIlniu8 fitted or fOl'CQd it into the 
forms of the Hellenio epos. The hexamctt'r replnced the 
Saturnian verse; the ornate style of the HOIllt'ridll', 
striving ofter plastio "ividnt'ss of ilelint'ation, replnced the 
homely historio narrlltive. 'Vht'r~ver the cil't'umstnnl'es ad
mit, ltomer is direotly translated; ,. g. the burinl of those 
that foil ot Heraclca is dt'scribed after the model of the 
burial of Potroclus, and undl'r the hl'luwt of Marcus Livius 
Stolo, the military tribune who fights with t he Ish-inns, 
lurks none other than the Homeric Ajax; the rend,-r is not 
even 8pnred the 1I0merio im'ocation ot' the mUlIe. The epic 
machinery is fully set n~oing; all!)r the battle of Cnllure, for 
instnnce, JUliO in a full council of the gods pnrdolls the 
Romnns, and Jupitt'r lifter obtaining the const'llt of his 
wife promises them a finnl vidory over the CarthR~illiaus. 
'Nor do the II Annals" flul to betray the llt'ologil'al and 

Laat.ly, III to the p""." whirh t'l'~in"tod the war C(\Jlcenling ~icily: 

Jd 'f'lOIl''' PIIe;"'"1I1 _ ...... -..i/ll L.I,.li.1I1I 9'''. 
R~('(lnciUt'tll: ~11"il'08-J.l/UI""1WS "'{,In 
Si~ili ...... pac., .. l-ubsit.lc'& III ffl/d,no'. 
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Hellenistic tendeQcies of the author. The very ~mploy
ment of the #\,ods for the mere purpose of decoration bears 
this stamp. The remarkable vision, with which the poem 
opens, tells in good Pythagorean lItyle how ttJe soul now 
inhabiting Quintus Ennius had previously been domiciled in 
Homer and still earlier in a peacock, and then in good 
physicist style explains the Dature of things and the relation 
of the body to the mind. Even the choice of the subject 
serves the SBme purpose-at any rate the Hellenic literati of 
all a.,coes have found an especially suitable handle for their 
Gneco-cosmopolite tendencies in this very rehabilitation of 
Roman history. Ennins lays stress on the circumstance 
that the Romans were reckoned Greeks: 

ContendlOll GNIJCOI, Graios f1IftIIIlrIIr'IlO1enl $OS. 

The poetical value of the greatly ~Iebrated Annals may 
easily be estimated after the remarks which we have already 
made regarding the excellences and deftlcts of the poet in 
general. A poet of lively sympathies, he naturally felt 
himself elevated by the enthuSlastic impulse ",-hich the 
great age of the -Punic wars gave to the national sensibilities 
of Ital" and he not only often succeeds in imitating 
HomeriC simplicity, but also and still more frequently makes 
his liuea strikingly echo the solemnity and decorum of the 
Roman character. But the construction or his epic WIIS 

defective; indeed, it must have been very lax and indi!:' 
ferent, 11 ben it was possible tor the poet to insert a special 
book by way of supplement to please an otherwise forgotten 
hero and patron. On the whole the Annals were beyond 
question the work in which Ennius fell furthest short of his 
aim. The plan of making an Iliad pronounces its own cou
demnation. It was Eunius, who in thi~ poem for the first 
time introduced into literature that changeling compound 
of cpos and of historY, ",hich from that time np to the 
present dBf has haun~d it like a ghost, unable either to 
live or to die. But the poem certainly had its success. 
Ennius claimed to be the Boman Homer with still greater 
ingenuousneB8 than Klopstock claimed to be the Germ~ • 

• and was received as lIuch by his contemporaries and still 
more so by posterity. The veneration for the futher of Roman 
poetry was transmitted from generation to generati,?n; even 
the polished Quintilian eays, .. Let us revere EnDlUS as we 
revere. an ancient sacred grove, whose mighty oaks of Itt 
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thousan.d years are more venerable than beautiful;" and, if 
anyone is di~posed to wonder at this, he may recall analogous 
phenomena m the successes of the lEneid, the Henriad, and 
the Messiad'. A mighty poetical development of the nation 
would indeed have set aside that almost comic official 
parallel ~etween the Homeric Iliad and the Ennian Annals 
as easily as we have set aside the parallels of Sappho and 
Karschin and of Pindar and Willamov; but no such de
velopment took place in Rome. Owing to the importance 
of the subject, the aristocratic interest of the poem, and the 
great plastic talent of the poet, the Annals remained the 
oldest Roman original poem which appeared to the culture 
of later· generations readable or worth reading; and thus, 
smgularly enough, posterity came to honour this thoroughly 
anti·national epos of a half-Greek scholar as the true model 
poem of Rome. ' 

Prose lite- A prose literature arose in Rome not much later than 
rature, ,Roman poetry, bllt in a very different way. It experienced 

neither the artificial stimulus, by which the school and the 
stage prematurely forced the growth of Roman poetry, nor 
tlie artificial restraint, to which Roman comedy in particular 
was subjected hy the strict and narrow-minded censorship of 
the stage. Nor was this form of literary activity placed from 
the first under the ban of good society by the stigma which 
attached to the "ballad-singer." Accordingly the prose 
literature, while tar less extensive and less active than the· 
contemporary poetical authorship, had a far more natural 
growth. While poetry was almost wholly in the hands of 
men of humble rSnk: and not a single noble Roman appears 
among the celebrated poets of this age, there is, on the 
contrary, among the prose writers o£ th.is period hardly a 
name that is not s~natorial; and it is from the circles of the 
highest aristocracy, from men who had been consuls and 
censors-the Fabii, the Gracchi, the Scipios-that this litera
ture throughout, proceeds'. 'The conservative and national 
tendency, in the nature of the case, accorded better with 
this prose authorship than with poetry; but here too-and 
particularly in the most important branch of this literature,. 
histOrical composition-the Hellenistic tendency' had a 
powerful, in fact a too powerful, influence both on matter 
and form. ' , 

Writing of Down to the period of the Hannibalic war there was no 
hi>to'1'. historical composition in Rome j for the entries in the book 
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of Annals were of the nature of records and not of literature, 
and never made any attempt to develop the connection 
of events. It is a significant illustration of the peCUliarity 
of Roman character, tha~ notwithstanding the extension of 
Roman' power far beyond the bounds of Italy, and not
withstanding the' constant contact of the noble society of 

• Rome with the Greeks who were so full of literary activity, 
it was not before the middle of the sixth century that there 
sprung up any desire to impart a knowledge of the deeds 
and fol'tunes of the RomaR people, by means of authorship, 
to the contemporary world an4 to posterity. When at 
'length this de~ire was felt, there. were neither literary 
forms ready at band for the use 9f Roman history, nor was • 
there a public prepared to read it; and great talent and con
siderable time were required to create both. In the first 
instan!!e, accordingly, these difficulties were in some measure 
evadeQ by writing the national history either in the mother 
tongue and in that case in verse, or in prose and in tha!; <;ase 
in Greek. We have already spoken of the metrical Annals 
of Nrevius (written about 550 P) and of Ennius (written 204. 
about 581); bQtb helong to the earliest historical literature 173. 
of the Romans, and those of N revius may be regarded as the 
oldest of all Roman historical works. At nearly the same 
period were composed the Greek." Histories" of Quintus 
Fabius Pictor· (after 553), a man of noble family who took 201. 
an 'active part in state affairs during the Hannibalic war, 
and of PubliuR Scipio, the son of Scipio Africanus, (who 
died about 5(0). In the former case they availed tbem- 164. 

• That thi .. oldest prose work on the history of Rome was composed in 
Greek, is established beyond a doubt by Dionys. i. 6, and Cicero, de Diu. i. 
21,43. The Latin Annals quoted under the same name by Quintilian and 
later grammarians remain involved in mystery, and the difficulty is increased 
by the circum.tance, that there is also quoted onder the same name a v.ery 
complete exposition of the pontifical law in the Latin language. But the 
latter treatise will Dot be attributed by anyone, who has traced the develop. 
ment of Roman Iiteratnre in its connection, to an author of the age of the 
Hannibalic war; and it appears doubtful whether Latin annals originated in 
that age, although it muot remain a moot question whether th_ has heen a , 
confusion of the · ..... lier with a later annalist, QuintVS Fabius Maximus Ser-
vilianus (consul in 612), or whether there uisted an old Latin edition of the 142. 
Greek Annals of Fabiu. as well as of those of Aciliuo and Albinos, or whether, 
there were two annalists of the name of Fabius Picd>r. \ . 

The historical work, likewise written in Gl'eek, ascribed to Lncius Cinciuo 
Alimentus, a contemporary of Fabius, seems a spurious compilation of the 
Augustan age. 
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selves of the poetical art which .. -u already to a certain 
extent del"eloped, and addressed themselves to a public with 
a taste for poetry, which was not altogether wanting; in the 
latter case they found the Greek forms ready to their hand, 
and addressed themseh-es-as the interest of their subject 
stretching far beyond the bouuds of Latium naturally 
suggested-primarily to the cultivated foreigner. The. 
former plan WBiI adopted by tlie plebeian, the latter by the 
nobler, authors; just as in the time of Frederick the Great 
an aristocratic literature in the French language subsisted 
side by side with the native German authorship of pastors 
and professors, and, while men like Gleim aqd Ramler wrote 

RISto,", of 
tho origin 
;,rRome. 

• wl41"-Ilougs in German, kings and generals wrote military 
histories in French. Neither the metrical chronicles nor 
the Greek annals by Roman authors constituted Latin 
historical composition in the proper sense of the .term; 
this only began with Cato, whose " Origines," not published 
before the close of this epoch, formed at once the oldest 
'hi~torical work written in Latin and the first important 
prose work in Roman literature.- . 

All these works. while not coming up tothe Greek con
ception of history.t were, as contrasted with the more 
detached notices of the Book of Annals, systematic histories 
with a connected narrative and a more or less regular 
structure. They all, 80 far as we can see, embraced the 
nlltional history from the building of Rome down to the 
time of the writer, although in point of title the work of 
NlBvius related only to the first war with Carthage, and that 
of Cato only to the early history. They were thus naturally 
divided into the three sections of the legendary period. of 
earlier, and of contemporary, history. 

In the legendary J?t:riod the history of the origin of the 
city was set forth Wlthgreat minuteness; and in ita case 
the peculiar difficulty had to be surmounted. that there were, 
as we have already shown (i. 4S3). two wholly irreconcileable 

• Cato'. _10 literary adirity belooged to the period or his old .~ 
(Cicero, Crt. D. 38; Nepo6, Cd"" 3); the ... m"""tioa oYell of the ....-Ik-r' 
books of the .. Origin .... {ails not bef""" pt probllbly not long su"'""'lneot to, 

IG8. 586 (1'IUi. H • • V~ iii. H, 114). • 
t It is nidently by way of mntmst with Fabina that Polyhins Cd 6, 4) 

calls attention to the fact, that Albin .... the psssionare admi.....- of ont:
thing Greek, endeaToured to write a 5f>-temaW: history (.,..,.,.........,.. 
In",""'). 
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"fersions of it in circulation: the national "fersion, which, in 
its leading outlinea at least, was probably already embodied 
in the book of Annals. and the Greek version of·l'ima>us. 
which -cannot have remained unknown to these Roman 
chroniclers. The object of the former was to Connect Rome 
with Alba, that of the latter to connect Rome with Troy; 
in the former aceordingty the city was built by Romulus 
eon of the Alban king, in tlae latter by the Trojan prince . 
lEneas. To the present epocb, probably either to NalVius 
or to Pictor, belongs the amalgamation of tbe two storit'& 
The Alban prince Romulus remains the founder of Rome, 
but becomea at the same time the descendant of lEneas' 
daughter; Eneas dOOil not found Rome, but is I't'presente4 ~ 
as bringing the Roman Penates to Italy and building La
vinium as their shrine, while his eon Ascaoius founds 
Alba Longa, the motht'r-city of Rome and the ancient metro
polis of Latium. All this was a 8{)rry and unskilful patch
work. The view that the original Penates of Rome were 
preser-red not, as had hitherto been believed, in their temple 
In the Roman Forum, but in the shrine at La\;ruum, could 
not but be offensive to the Romans; and the Greek fiction 
was a stillll'orse expedient, inasmuch IllI under it the gods only 
bestowed on the graodsoll what tbey had adjudged to the 
graodsire. But the amalgamation Berved its object: with
eut exactly denring the national origin of Romt', it yet 
defel'l't'd to the Hellenixing tendency, and It'galixed in some 
degree that desire to claim kindred with lEnea.s which Willi 

already at this epoch greatly in vogue (P. 415); and thus it 
became the 8tereotyped, and was soon act.-epted as the otticial. 
acrount ofthtl origin oCthe mighty community. 

With the exee,Ption of the story of the origin of the city. 
o the Greek bistOl'logrsphe1'8 had given themselves little or no 

coneern as to the Roman commonwealth; 80 that the 
recital of the further course of the national history must have 
been chiefly derived from native 801ll'Cl'S. But the scanty 
informatiOll that has been transmitted to us dot'S not enable 
us to discern distinctly lI-hat sort of traditions, in auditioll 
to the book of Annals. were at the command of the earliest 
cbronielera, and what they may possibly have added of their 
O"ll"D. The tale. inserted from Herodotus- were probably 

- f;)l' iustaJice the history of the siege of G.hii is eompiled from the an_ ""tes as to Zopyrua aDd the tyraDt ThrasybWua ill Herodo&us. aDd ODe .......... 
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still for~igri to these earliest annalists, and a direct borrowing 
of Greek materials for this section cannot be proved. The 
more remar~ble, therefore, is the tendency, which is every
where, even in the case of Cato the enemy of Hellenism, 
very distinctly apparent, not finly to connect Rome with 
Hellas, but to represent the Italian and Greek nations as 
having beeu originally identical. To this tendency we dwe 
the primitive Italians or aborigines who were immigrants 
from Greece, and the primitive Greeks or Pelasgians whose 
wanderings brought them to Italy. 

The current story presented some. sort of connectjQn, 
though the connecting thread was but weak and loose, 
j;hroughout the regal period dov;:n to the institution of the 
republic; but at that poiut the stream of legend dried up, 
and it was not merely difficult but altogether impossible to 
form a narrative, in any degree connected and readable, {Jut 
of the lists of magistrates and the scanty notices appended 
to them. The poets were the most sensible of the blank. 
Nrevius appears for that reason to have passed at once from 
the regal period to the war regarding Sicily: EnniUB, who 
in the third of his eighteen books was still occupied with 
the regal period and in the sixth had already reached the 
war with Pyrrhus, must have treated the first two centuries 
of the republic merely in the most general outline. How 
the annalists who wrote in Greek managr.d the matter, we 
do not know. Cato adopted a peculia:r course. He felt no 
pleasure, as he himself says, .. in relating what was set forth 
on the tablet .in the house of the Pontifex Maximus, how 
often wheat had been dear, and when the sun or moon had 
been edipsed;" and so he devoted the second and third 
books of his' historical work to accounts of the origin 
of the other Italian communities and their 'admission 
to the Roman confederacy. He thus got rid of the fetters 
of chronicle, which reports events year by yea.r under the 
heading of the magistrates for the time being; 'the state
ment, that Cato's historical work narrated events "sec
tionally," must refer to this feature of his method. This 
attention bestowed on the other Italian communities, which 
surprises us in a Roman work, receives its explanation in 
part from the political po~ition of the author, who wholl! 

of the story of the exposure of Romulus is framed on the model of the story of 
Cyrus' youth as Herodotus relates it. . 
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l~a.ned on the support. of the municip~ Italy in his oppo
SItIOn to the ,roceedlDgs of the capItal; while it fur
nished a 1I0rt 0 substitute for the missing history of Rome 
from the expulsion of king Tarquinius -down to the' PyrrhiC 
war, by presenting in its own way the main result of that 
history-the union of Italy under the hegemony of Rome. 

Co~te':l1porary history, a~ain, wa~ treated in a connec~ed Contempo. 
and detaIled manner. N IIlVIUS described the first, and FabIUS rary hi.· , 
the second, war with Carthage from their own knowledge; tory. 
Ennius devoted at least thirteen out of the eighteen books 
of his Annals to the epoch from Pyrrhus down to the Istrian 
war (P. 196); Cato narrated in the fourth and fifth books 
of his historical work the wars from the first Punic war 
down to that with Perseus, and in the two last books, which 
probably were on a different and more copious plan, he 
related the events of the last twenty years of his life. }'or 
the Pyrrhic war Ennius may have emplbyed TimIilUS or other 
Greek authorities; but on the whole the accounts given were 
based, partly on personal observation or communications of 
eye-witnesses, partly oll'each other. '. ' 

Contemporaneously with historical literature, and in some Speech .. ' 
seDse as an appendage to it, arose the.literature of speeches and letters. 
and letters, This in like manner was 'commenced byCato; 
for the Romans possessed nothing of an earlier age except 
some funeral oratiolls, most of which probably were only 
brought to light at a later period from family archives" 
8uch as that which the veteran Qilintus Fabius, the oppo-
nent of Hannibal, delivered when an old man over a son 
who had died in his prime. Cato on the other hand com-
mitted to writing in his old age such of the numerous or~-

. tions which he had delivered during his long and active pu~hc 
career a8 were historically important, as a sort of politIcal 
memoirs, and published them partly in his historical work, 
partly, it would seem, as independent supplements thereto. 
There also existed a collection of his letters. 

With non-Roman history the 'Romans concerned them- History of 

selves in 80 far that a certain knowledge of it was de~me.d ~~::. n"" 
indispensable for the cultivated Roman; even old FabIUS IS 

. said to have been familiar not merely with the R~man, but 
also with foreign, wars, and it is distinctly te~tifie~ th~t 
Cato diligently read Thucydid611 and the Greek hlsto~s 111 
general. But, if we leave' out of view the coll~CtJOD of 
anecdotes and maxima which Cato compiled for himself as 
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the fruits of this reading, no trace is discernible of any 
literary activity in this field. • 

These first essays in historical literature were all of them, 
I1s a matter of course, pervaded by an easy uncritical spirit j 
neither authors nor readers readily took offence at inward' 
or outward inconsistencies. King Tarquinius the Second, 
although he was already grown up at the time of his father's 
death and did not begin to reign till thirty-nine years 
afterwards, is nevertheless still a young man when he as
cends the throne. Pythagoras, who came to Italy about a 
generation before the expulsion of the kings, is nevertheless 
set down by the Roman historians.as a friend of the wise 
N uma. The state-envoys sent to Syracllse in the year 262 
transact business with Dionysius the elder, who ascended 
the throne eighty-six years afterwards (348). This naive 
uncritical spirit is especially apparent in the treatment of 
Roman chronology. 'Since according to the Roman reckon
ing-the outlines of which were probably fixed in the 
previous epoch-the foundation of Rome took place 240 
years before the consecration of· the Capitoline temple 
(i. 480) and 360 years before the burning of the city by the 
Gauls (i. (76), and the latter eveRt, which was noticed in 
Greek historical worlts, fell according to these in the year 
of the Athenian archon Pyrgion 388 B. O. 01. 98, 1, the 
building of Rome accordingly fell on 01. 8, 1. This was, 
according to the chronology of Eratosthenes which was 
already recognized as canouical, the year 436 after the fall 
of Troy j nevertheless the common story retained as. the 
founder of Rome the grandson of the Trojan lEneas. Cato, 
who as a good financier checked the calculation, no doubt 
drew attention in this instance to the incongruity j but he 
does not appear to have proposed any mode of getting over 
the dilliculty. The list of the Alban kings, which was after- ' 
wards inserted with this view, certainly did not proceed from 
hl~ • 

The same uncritical spirit, which prevailed in the early 
history, pre"ailed also to a certain extent in the representa
tion of historical times. The accounts certaiuly without 
exception bore that strong party colouring, for which the, 
Fabian narrative of the origin ,of the second war with Car
thage is censured by Polvbius with the calm severity so 
peculiar to him. Mistrust: however, is more appropriate in 
such circumstances than reproach. It would be somewhat 
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ridiculous to expect from the Roman c~ntemporaries of 
lIannibal a just judgment of' their antagonist; but no intl'n
tionnl, misrepresent.ation of the facts, except such as a simple
minded patriotism of itself involves, has been proved aO'amst 
the fathers of Roman history. 0 , 

The beginnings of scientific culture • .and even of author- Science 
sllip relating thereto. also fall w)thin this epoch. The 
iustruction hitherto given had been substanJ;ially confined 
to rl'oding and writing anet & knowledge of the law of tne 
land.· But a closer contact with the Greeks graduallv sug
gested to the Romans the idea of a more general cuiture; 
and stimulated the endeavour • .if not directly to t~allsplant 
the Greek culture to Rome, at any l'ate to modify the Raman 
culture to 80me extent after its model. 

Above 1111, the knowledge of, the mother-tongue began to GrammMl. 

shape itself into Latin grammar; Greek philology trans-
ferred its methods to the kindred idiom of Italy.' The active 
study of grammar began nearly at the same tillle with 
Roman authorship. About 520 Spurius Carvilius, a teacher 2;~", 
of \\Titing. appears to have regulated the Latin alphallet, 811d 
to have given to the letter 9, which was not previously in-
cluded ill it (i. 487). the plnce of the * which could be dis
pensed with-the place which it still holds in the modern 
wl?habets of the west. At the same time perhaps the letter 
:r III the Latin alphabet may have been transferred from the 
fourteenth place, originally assigned to it, to the twenty-first 
-a change, which can only have been made fot> the purpose 
of arranging the Latin alphabet ill accordance with the Be'-

i
ence of the Greek numeral signs, and thus demonstrates 

Ie combination of the two languages, and the preponderallce 
o Greek, in the elementary instruction of the period. The 
ltoman schoolmasters must have been constantly working at 
the adjustment of orthography; the Latin Muses too never 
diwwned their scholastio llippocrene. and at all tijnes ap
}llied themselves to orthography side by side with poetry. 
Eunius especially-resembling Klopstock in this re8pect also 

--'not only practised an etymological play on similar soun?s 
quite after the Alexandrian style;t but also introduced. In 
place of the simple signs for the double CODsonants that 

.Plautu. (Mortell. 126) aays of parents, that they tearh their chil,~",n 
litko'O., j ... ", leg" j and Plutar<:h (Cato Mtlj. 20) t<, ... ~6es. &0 t~. same edect. 

t Thul in hi. Epich'\I"miRil poems the Dame of JUPIter IS d~nyed fl'om the 
!:ireum.tan"" quodj_I j that of C ..... from the fact 'l"od gent ""g(8. 

VOL. D. _ 2 H 
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had hitherto been usual, the more accurate Greek double 
writing. Of N revius and Plautus, it is true, nothing of th~ 
kind is known; the popular poets in Rome must have 
treated orthography aud etymology with the carelessness, 
which poets. usually manifest in such matters. . 

Rhetoric The Romans ot' this epoch still remained strangers to 
an~ rhetoric and philosophy-. Public speaking in their case was 
philosophy. too decidedly.the mainspring of public life to be accessible 

to the handling of the foreign' schoolmaster; the genuine 
orator Cato poured forth all. the vials of his indignant ridi
cule over the Isocratean- fo11:)11 of ever learning, and yet 
nevei' being able, to speak. The Greek philosophy, although 
it acquired a certain influence over the Romans through the 
medium of didactic and especially of tragic poetry, was 
nevertheless viewed with an apprehension compounded of 
boorish ignorance and of instinqtive misgiving. Cato bluntly 
called Socrates a talk~r and a revolutionist, who was justly 
put to death as an offender against the faith and the laws 
of his country; and the opinion, which even Romans addicted 
to philosophy entertained regarding it, probably finds expres-
sion in the words ot' Ennius : . . 

Philosophari est milli neeesse, at paucis fl<Un omnino haut placet. 
Degustundum eJl ed, non in eam ingw'gitandum censeo. 

Nevertheless the Poem on l\forals and the Instructions in 
Oratory, which were found among the writings of Cato, may 
be regarded as the Roman quintessence or, if the expression 
be preferred, the Roman caput mortuum of Greek philosophy 
and rhetoric. The immediate sources whence Cato drew 
were, in the case of the poem on morals, probably the 
Pythagorean writings on morals (coupled of course with 
due commendation of the simple ancestral manners), and, in 
the case of the book 011 oratory, the speeches of Thucydides 
and more especially those of Demosthenes, all of which Cato 
zealously studied. Of the spirit of these manuals we may 
form Bome idea from the golden oratorical rule, oftener 
quoted than followed by posterity, "to think of the matter' 
and leave the words to suggest themselves."· . 

Medicine. Similar manuals of a general elementary character were 
composed by Cato on the Art of Healing, the Science of 
War, Agriculture, and Jurisprudence-all of which studies 

'" Rem tene, 1/M"ba sequentur. 
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were likewise more or less under Greek influence. Physics 
and mathematics were riot much studied in Rome; but the 
applied. sciences connected with them received a certain 
measure of attention. This was most of all true of medicine. 
In 535 the first Greek physician, the Peloponnesian .Areha- 219. 
gathus, settled in Rome and there acquired such repute by 
his surgical operations, that a residence was assigned to him 
on the part of the state and he received the freedom of the 
city; and thereafter his colleagues flocked in crowds to 
Rome. Cato no doubt not only revIled, the. foreign medical 
practitioners with a zeal worthy of a better cause, but 
attempted, by means of his medical manual compiled from 
his own 'experience and probably in part also from the 
medical literature of the Greeks, to revive the good old 
fashion under which the father of the family was at the 
Bame time the family physician. The physicians arid the 
public gave themselves, as was reasonable, but little concern 
about his obstinate invectives: -at any rate the profession, 
one of the most lucrative which existed in Rome, contirlued 
a monopoly in the hands of the foreigners, and for centuries 
there were none but Greek physicians in Rome. 

Hitherto the measurement of time had been treated in Mathema
Rome with barbarous indifference, but matters were now at tics. 
least in some degree improved. With the erection of the 
first su~l in the Roman Forum in 491 the Greek hour (&pa, 263. 
hora) began to come into use at Rome: it happened, how-
ever, that the Romans erected a sundial which had been pre-
pared for Catana situated four degrees further to the south, 
and were guided by this for a whole century. Towards the 
end of this epoch we find several of tlie nobles taking an 
interest in mathematical studies. Manius .Acilius Glabrio 
(consul in 563) attempted to check the confusion Qf the 191. 
calendar by Ii law, which allowed the pontifical college to 
insert or omit intercalary months at discretion: if the mea-
sure failed in its object and in fact aggravated the evil, the 
failure was probably owing more to the unscru,pulous:ness 
than to the want of intelligence of the Roman theologIans . 

. Marcus FulviuB Nobilior (consul in 565), a man of Greek 189. 
culture, endeavoured at least to make the Roman calendar 
more generally known. Gaius Sulpicius Gallus (cons~ 
in 588), who not only predicted the eclipse of the moon 10 166. 
586 but also calculated the distance of the mool) from the 168. 
earth, and who appears to have come forward even 8S an 
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astronomical writer, was acoordingly admired by his con
temporaries as a prodigy of diligence and acateness. 

Agricu\t.ure Agriculture and the art of war were, of cuurse, p.rimarily 
.I~d the art regulated by the standard of traditional and personal ex
ot war. perience, as is very distinctly apparellt in that one of the 

two treatises of Cato on Agriculture which has reached our 
time. But the results of Grreco-Latill, and even of Phreni
cian, culture were brought to bear on these subordinate 
fields just as on the higher provinces of intellectual activit.v, 
and for that reason the foreign literature relating to theul 

Jun~rru ... 
de""". 

cannot but have attracted some measure of attention. 
Jurisprudence, on the other hand, was only in a subordi

nate degree affected by foreign elements. The activity of 
the jurists of this period was still mainly devoted to the 
answering of parties consulting them and to the instruction 
of younger listeners; but this oral instruction contributed 
to form a traditional groundwork of rules, and literary 
activity was not wholly wanting. A work of greater inl
portance for jurisprudence than the short sketch of Cato 
was the treatise promulgated by Sextus ..Elius PIBtus, sur
named the .. subtle" (eatus) , who was the first practical 
jurist of his time, and, in consequence of his exertions for 

198. the public benefit in this respect, rose to the consulship (556) 
194. and to the censorship (0611). His treatise-the" Tripartita" 

as it was called-was a work on the Twelve 'rabIes, which 
appended to each sentence of the text an explanation 
(chiefly., it is probable, of the ~nti<J.uated and un.intelligi~le 
expressions) aud the correspondmg formula of actIOn. 'VhIle 
this process of annotation undeniably indicated the in1luence 
of Greek grammatical studies, the portion treating of the 
formulre of actiop., on the contrary, was based on the older 
collection of Appius (i. 485) and on the general system of 

. procedure as developed by national usage and precedent. 
Cllto'8~ncy. The state of science generally at this epoch is very dis
clopredl8. tinctly exhibited in the collection of manuals composed by 

Cato for his son which, as a sort of encycloplBdia, were de
signed to set forth in short maxims what a "proper man" 
(vir bonus) ought to be as orator, physician, husbandman, 
warrior, and jurist. No distinction was yet drawn between 
an elementary and a special study of the sciences; but so 
much of science generally as seemed necessary or useful 
was required of every true Boman. The work did not include 
Latin grammar, which consequently cannot as yet ha"e at-
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ta~ed. tha~ formal ~eve~opment 1rhich is i~plied in a proPE!l'lr 
sCientific. matrnctlOD m langua"oe; and d. excluded music 
and the whole cycle of the mathematical and physical 
sciences. Throughout it WIIi! the directly practical element 
in science 1rhich alone was to be handled, and that ,nth as 
much brevity and simplicity as possible. The Greek lit&
rature WIIi! no doubt made use 0(. but only to furnish some 
serviceable m~ms of experience culled from the mass of 
chaff and rubbish: it was a favourite saying of Cato, that 
•• Gl'('f>k litt'rature must be looked into, but not thoroughly 
studied." Thus arolle those household manuals of necessary 
infurmation, 1rhich, 1rhile rejecting Greek subtlety and ob
l'curity, baniihed also Greek acuteness and depth, but 
through that verv peculiarity moulded the position of the 
Romans towards Greek science for all ages. 

Thus poetry and litt'rature came to Rome along ,nth the Character 
sovereignty of the world, or, to use the language of a poet and hiotori-
of the age of Cicero: . eaI position 

• of Homan 
Pmniro ~11o I!«tlnJo H, .... pnaMlo grad.. literatUl .... 
I ntuJit lie bellil:osam RomuJi in gt!fIJ-.ltJram. 

In the districts, also, using the Sabellian and Etruscan dialects 
there must have been no want of a contemporary intellectual 
cult ure. Tragedies in the Etruscan langua"ae are mentioned, 
and vases with Oscan inscriptions show that the makers of 
them were acquainted with Greek comedy. The question 
a("cordingly presents itself, whether, contemporarily with 
Kll'vius and Cato, a Hellenizing literature like the Roman 
mav not have been in collrse of formation on the Arnus and 
Y olturnua. But all information on the ~oint is lust, and 
history can in such circumstances only indicate the blank. 

The Roman literature is the only one, as to which we can HelleniZing 
still form an opinion; and however problematical its abso- hteratON. 
lute worth may appear to the !eSfhetic judge, for those who 
wish to apprehend the history of Rome it remains of unique 
value as the reflection of the iuner mental life of Italy in 
that suth century-so full of the din.of arn~s and so pn;gn~nt 
,nth the destinies of the future-durmg w hleh the distmctl ve 
development of Italian life closed, and the land ht>gan to 
enter on the broader career of ancient civilization. In it too. 
there prevailed that antagonism, which everywhere du~g 
thiS epoch pervaded the life of the nation,. an~ chBrll:ctenzed 
the a"oe of transition. No one of unpreJudiced Dlllld, and 
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who is not misled by the venerable rust of two thousand 
years, can be deceived as to the defectiveness of the Hel
lenistico-Rom'an literature. Roman literature by the side of 
that of Greece resembles a German orangery by the side of 
a grove of Sicilian orange-trees; both may give us pleasure, 
but it is impossible even to conceive them as parallel. This 
holds true of the literature in the mother-tongue of the 
Latins still more decidedly, if possible, thaIf of the Roman 
literature in a foreign tongue; to a very great extent the 
former was not the work of Romans at all, but of foreigners, 
of half-Greeks, Celts, and ere long even Africans; whose 
knowledge of Latin was only acquired by study. None of 
those who in this age appeared as poets before the public, 
as we have already said, can be shown to have been noble; 
and not only so, but none can be shown to have been 
natives of Latium proper. Even the name given to the 
poet was foreign; Ennius emphatically calls himself a poeta. * 
But not only was this poetry foreign; it was also liable to . 
all those defects, which are found to occur where school
masters become authors and the great multitude forms 
the public. We have shown, how comedy was artistically 
debased out of regard to the multitude, and' in fact sank 
into vulgar coarseness; we have further shown, that two 
of the most influential Roman authors were schoolmasters 
in the first iustance and only became poets in the sequel, 
and that, while the Greek philology which only sprang up 
after the decline of the national literature experimented 
only on the dead body, in Latium grammar and literature 
had their foundations laid simultaneously and went hand 
in hand, almost as in the case of modern missions to the 
heathen. In fact, if we view witl} an unprejudiced eye this 
Hellenistic literature of the sixth century-that mechanical 
poetry destitute of all distinct productive power, that uni
form imitation of the very shallowest forms of foreign art, 
that stock of translations, that changeling of an epos-we 
are tempted to classify it among the purely.diseased symp
toms of the epoch before us • 

.. See the lines aTready quoted at P. 453. 
The formation of the name poeta from. the V]llgar Greek ".~. instead of 

"""."TI,S-as br&1/"'~ was in use among the Attic potters-is characteristic. 
We may add that poeta technically denotes only the author of epic or recita
tive poems, not 8 composer for the stage, who at this time was rather styled 
.criba (P. 422 ; Festus, B. II., p. 333 M.). 
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Bu~ such. a jud~nuint, if not unjust, would yet be just 
only In a very partIal sense. We must first of all consider 
that this artificial literature sprang up in a nation, which 
not only did not possess any national poetic art; but could 
never attain any such art. In antiquity, which knew no
thing of the modern poetry of indiridual life, creative 
poetical activity fell mainly within the mysterious period 
when a nation was experiencing the fears and lleasures of 
growth: without prejudice to the greatrless 0 the Greek 
epic and tragic poets we may assert, that their poetry mainly 
consisted in reproducing the primitive stories of human gods 
and divine Ulen: This basis of ancient poetry was totally 
wanting in Latium: where the world of gods remained shape, 
less and legend remained barren, the golden apples of poetry 
could not voluntarily ripen. To this falls to be added a 
second and more important considerati9n. The inward 
mental development and the outward political evolution of 
Italy had equally reached a point, at which it was no longer 
possible to retain the Roman nationality based on the exclu
sion of all higher and individual mental culture, and to repel 
the encroachments of Hellenism. The propagation of Hel. 
lenism in Italy had certainly a revolutionary and & dena.
tionalizing tendency, but it was indispensablE! for the 
necessary intellectual equalization of the nations; and this 
primarily constitutes the historical arid' eyen' the poetical 
Justification of the Romano-Hellenistic literature. Not & 

single new and genuine work of art issued from its work. 
shop, but it brought Italy within the intellectual harizon of 
Hellas.. Viewed even in its. mere outward aspect, Greek 
poetry presumes in the hearer & certain amount of positive 
knowledge •. That self-contained completeness, which is one 
of the most essential peculiarities of the dramas of Shakes- . 
speare for instance, was foreign to ancient poetry; & person 
unacquainted with the cycle of Greek legend would fail to 
lIee the background, and often even the ordinary meaning, of 
every rhapsody and every tragedy. If the Roman public.of 
this period was. in some degree familiar, as the comedIes 
of Plautus show, with the Homeric voeUls and the legends 
of Herakles, and was acquainted WIth at least the more 
generally curren~ of the other myths, - this knowledge must 

• Even 8ubordin'\te figures from the legends of Troy and of Herakl .. make 
their appearance, ~. g. Talthybius (Stich. 305), Auwlycus (B<UXlI. 275). Par. 
thaon (Men. 745). Moreover the most general outlines must have heeD 
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have found its way to the public primarily through the 
stage and the school, and thus have formed at least a first 
step towards the understanding of the Hellenic poetry. But 
still deeper was the effect-()n which the most ingenious 
literary critics of antiquity ju~t1y laid emphasis-produced 
by the naturalizatiqn of the Greek poetic language and tbe 
Greek metres in Latium. If" conquered Greece vanquished 
her rude conqueror by art," the victory was primarily 
accomplished by elaborating from the unpliant Latin idiom 
a cultivated and elevated ~etical language, so that instead 
of the monotonous and hackneyed Saturnian the senariQ.s 
Howed and the hexameter rushed, "and the mighty tetra
meters, the jubilant anapaes~, and the artfully intermingled 

,lyrical rhythms fell on the Latin ear in the mother
tongue. Poetical language is the key to the ideal world of 
poetry, poetic measure the key to poetical feeling; for the 
man, ro whom the eloquent epithet is dumb and the living 
image is dead, and in whom the times of dsclyls and 
iambuses awaken no inward echo, Homer and Sophocles 
have composed in vain. Let it not be said that poetical 
and rhythmical feeling· comes spontaneously. The ideal 
feelings are no douht implanted by nature in the human 
breast, bnt they need favourable sunshine in order to germi
nate; and especially in the Latin nation, which was but 
little susceptible of poetic impulses, they needed external 
nurture. Nor let it be said, that, by virtue of the widely 
diffused acquaintance with the Greek language, its literature 
might have sufficed for the susceptible Roman public. The 
mysterious charm, which language exercises over DIan, and 
which poetical language and rhythm only exerci~e in a 
higher degree, attaches not to imy tongue learnt accidentally, 
but only to the mother-tongue. From this point of view we 
shall form a juster judgment of the Hellenistic literature, 
and particularly of the poetry, of the F.omans of this period. 
If it was the tendency of that literature to trnnsplaut 
the radicalism of Euripides to Rome, ro resolve the gods 
either into deceased men or into mental ('onceptiouB, to 
place a denationalized Latium .by the side of 8 denation
alized Hellns, and to" merge all purely and distinctly de-

known in the case of the Th.ban and the Argonauti. ,logend .. ftDd of the 
atories of Bellerophon (Baccll. 81(\), Peotheus (J,.....,. 467). Procoe, and 
Philomela (Rud. 604), Sappho and Phaon(Mii. 1247). 
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"eloped national peculiaritie& into the questionable idea 
of general civilization, every one is at liberty to approve or 
disapprove this tendency, but; none can doubt its historical 
necessity. From this point of view the very defectiveness 
of the Roman poetry; which cannot be denied, may be ex
plained and 80 Dlay in some degree be justified. It is no 
doubt pervaded by a disproportion between the trivial and 
often mutilatt-d contents and the comparatively finished form; 
but the real significance of this poetry lay precisely in its 
formal featurett, especially those of language and metre. 
It was not seemly, that poetry in Rome was principally 
in the hands of schoolmasters and foreigners and was chiefly 
translation or imitation; but, if the primary object of 
poetry was simply to form a bridge from Latium to Hellas, 
Livius and Eunins had certainly a vocation to the poetical 
pontificate in Rome, and a translated literature was the 
simplest Dleans to the end. It was still less seemly, that 
Roman J.>oetry preferred to lay its hands on the most prolix 
and triVial originals; but in this vielv it was ap~ropriate. 
No one will desire to pl8('e the poetry of Euripides on a 
level with that of Homer; but, historically viewed, Euripides 
and Menander were quite as much the oracles of cosmopoli
tan Hellenism as the Iliad and Odyssey were the oracles of . 
nationallIellenism, and in so far the representatives of the 
new school had good reM on for introducing ~heir audience 
e~pecially to this cycle of literature. The instinctive con
sciousness also of their limited poetical powers may partly 
have induced the Roman composers to keep mainly by Euri
pides and Menander and to leave Bophocles and even Aria
tophlluell untouched; for, while poetry is essentially national 
and difficult to transplant, intellect and wit, on which t~e 
pot'try of Euripides as well as of Me~der is based, are m 
their nature cosmopolitan. Moreover the fact always de
!!Icrvas to be honourably acknowledged, that the Roman 
poets of the sixth: century did not attach themselves to the 
Hellenic literature of the day or what is called Alex,an
driuitlm, but sought their models soleI, in the older classical 
literature, although not exactly in Its richest or purest 
fields. On the wholt., however innumerable may be the 
false accommodations and' sins against the rules of art 
which we can point out in them, these were just the offences 
WlliL-b were by stringent necessity attendant on th~ far 
from scrupulous efforts of the missionaries of Hellemsm j 
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and they are, in a historical' and even resthetical point of 
view, outweighed in some measure by tbe zeal ,of faith 
equally inseparable from propagandism. We may form a 
different opinion frpm Ennius as to the value of his new 
gospel; but, if in the case of faith it does not matter so 
much what, as how, men believe, we cannot refuse recogni
tion and admiratiqn to the Roman poebl of the sixth century. 
A fresh and strong sense of the power of the Hellenic world
literature, a sacred longing to transplant the marvellous 

,tree to the foreign land, pervaded the whole poetry of the 
sixth century, and coincided in a peculiar manuer with the 
thoroughly elevated spirit of that great age. The later 
refined Hellenism looked down on the poetical performances 
of this period with some degree of contempt; it should 
rather perhaps have looked up to the poets, who with all 
their imperfections yet stood in a more intimate relation to 
Greek poetry, and approached nearer to genuine poetical art, 
than their more cultivated successors. In the bold emula
tion, in the sounding rhythms, even in the mighty profes
sional pride of the poets of this age there is, more than in 
any other epoch of Roman literature, an imposing grandeur ; 
and even those who are under no illusion as to the weak 

, points. of this poetry may apply to it the proud language, in 
which Ennius celebliates its praise: 

Enn; poeta, salve, qui morla/ibm 
V 6/"SUS propinas flammcos mcdullittls. 

National As the Hellenico-Roman literature of this period was 
opposition. essentially marked by a dominant tendency, so was also its 

antithesis, ,the contemporary national authorship. While 
the former aimed at neither more, nor less than the anni
hilation of Latin na,tionality by the creation of a poetry 
Latin in language but Hellenic in form and' spirit, the best 
and purest part of the Latin nation was driven to reject and 
place under the ban'of outlawry the literature of Hellenism 
along with Hellenism itself. The Romans in Cato's time 
stood opposed to Greek literature, very much as in the time 
of the Cresiu·s they stood opposed to Christianity; freedmen 
and foreigners formed the main body of the poetical, as they 
afterwards formed the main body of the Christian, com
munity; the nobility of the nation and above all the 
government saw in poetry as in Christianity an absolutely 
hostile power; Plautus and' Ennius were ranked with the 
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'rabble by the Roman aristocracy for Nasons nearly the 
Bame all those foIA.vhich the apostles and bishops were put 
to death by the Roman government. In this field too it 
was Cato, of course, who took the lead as the vigorous 
champion of his native country against the foreigners. The 
Greek literati and physicians were in his vieVI' the Plost 
dangerous scum of the radically corrupt Greek people, # and 
the Roman ,. ballad-singers" are treated by him with' in
effable contempt (i. 474). He lind those who shared his 
sentiments have been often and harshly censured on this 
account, and certainly the expressions of his displeasure are 
not unfrequently characterized by the bluntness and narrow
ness peculiar to him; but on a closer consideration we 
must not only confess him to have been in individual points 
substantially right, but we must also acknowledge that the 
national opposition in this field, more than anywhere else, 
abandoned the manifestly inadequate line of 'mere nega
tive defence. When his younger contemporary, Aulus 
Postumius Albinus,who was an object of ridicule to the 
Hellenes themselves by his offensive Hellenizing,and who 
even manufactured Greek verses-when this Albinus in 
the preface to his historical treatise pleaded in excuse for 
his defect1.ve Greek that he was by birth a Roman-was not 
the question quite in place, whether he had been required 
by competent authority to meddle with things which he 
did not understand P Were the trades perhaps of the pro
fessional translator of comedies and of the poet celebrating 
heroes for bread and protection more honourable two 
thousand years ago, than they are now ? Had Cato not 
reason to make it a reproach against N obilior, that he took 

• "A. to these Oreeks," he says to bis son Mnreu8, "I shall tell at the 
proper place, what I came to learn regarding them at Athens; and shall show 
that it is useful to look into their writings, but not to study them tho
roughly. They are an utterly corrupt and ungove"!8ble rece-?elie~e m~. 
this i. true as an oracle; if that people bring hither Its culture, It Will ruin 
everything, and most especially, if it send hither its physicians. They bave 
eonspired to despatch all bArbarian. by their physicking, nevertheless they get 
themsel ve.. paid for it, that people may trust them, and that t!'ey may t!'e 
more easily bring U8 to ruin. They call us barba.ians, too, and IDdeed reVile 
U8 by the still more vulgar name of Opicans. I interdict thee, therefore, from 
all dealings with the practitioners of the healing art.... . . 

Cato in his zeal was not aware that the name of Op.cans, whICh had ID 

Latin an objectionable · •• nse. was in Greek quite free from th;", a,od that the ' 
Greeks had in the most innocent way come to designate the ltaillUl8 by that 
term (i. 140). 
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Ennius-who, we may add, glorified in his verses the 
Roman potentates without respect of "ersons. and over
loaded Cato himself with praise,-:-along with him to Am
bracia as the celebrator of his future achievements P Had 
he not reason to revile the Greeks, with wliom he bad be
come acquainted in Rome and Athens, as an incorrigibly 
wretched pack P ~I.'bis opposition to the culture of the age 
and the Hellenism of the day was well warranted; but Cato 
was by no means chargeable with an opposition to cultUl'e 
and to Hellenism in general. On the contrary it is the 

• highest merit of the national party, that they comprehended 
very clearly the necessity of creating a Latin literature, and 
of bringing the stimulating influences of Hellenism to bear 
on it; only their intention was, that Latin literature should 
not be a mere copy taken from the Greek and intrnded on 
the national feelings of Rome, but should, while quickened by 
Greek influences, be developed in a manner conformable to 
Italian nationality. With a gifted instinct, which attests 
not so much the sagacity of individuals as the general eleva
tion of the epoch, they perceived that in the case of .Rome, 
owing to the total want of earlier poetical. productiveness. 
history furnished the only materials for the development of 
a distinctive intellectual life. Rome was, what Greece was 
not, a state; and the mighty consciousness of this truth 
lay at the root both of -the bold attempt which Nrevius 
made to form by llleans of history a Roman epos and a 
Roman drama, and of the creation of Latin prose by Cato. 
It is true that the endeavour to replace the gods and heroes 
of legend by the kings and consuh! of Rome resembles the 
attempt of the giants to storm heaven by means of moun
tains lIiled one above another: without a mythologic world 
there IS no ancient epos and no ancient drama, and poetry 
knows no substitutes. With· greater moderation and good 
sense Cato left poetry proper, as a thing irremediably lost, 
to the party opposed to him; although his attempt to create 
a didactic poetry in national measure after the model of the 
earlier Roman productions-the Appian poem on morals and 
the poem on agriculture-remains significant and deserving 
of respect, if not in point of success, yet in point of intention. 
Prose afforded him a more favourable field, and accordingly 
he applied the whole varied power and energy peculiar 
to him to the creation of a prose literature in his native 
tongue. This effort was all the more Roman and all the 
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more dt'8erving of J't'Spect, that the public which be prima
rily addre88ed WIIS the family circle, and tbat in Buch an 
IItllJrt be Btood almost alone in his time. Thus arose biB 
I. Origines," his remarkable 8tate-epeeches. bis treatises on 
(l~ial br,auchea ~~ 8l'ience.. Thl'Y are. certainly pervaJed 
by a nabonal Splnt, and turn on national subjects; but 
they are flU' from anti-Hellenic: in fact they ori~inated 
essentially under Greek inftuent.>e, although in a ditlerent 
Bl'nse from that in whicb the writings of the opposite party BO 
originated. Tbe idea and even the title of his chief work 
were borrowed from the Greek "foundation·bistorit's" 
(l.Ti~uc). The same is true of his oratorical authorship; 
he ridiculed 1 socrates. but he tried to learn frqm Thul'~dlde9 
and Demosthenl'8. His enl'VcloplBdia is substalltiailv the 
f'l"'ult of bis study of Greek )iterat~. Of ull the under
takings of that &ctive and patriotic man none W88 more 
fruitful of results &ad none more useful to his country than 
this literary activity, little esteemed in compari .. on a9 it 
probably wa.s by himself. lIe found numerous Bnd worthy 
tlU~ll8Ore in rhetorical and sl~ienti6c authorship; and 
thou<>h his origiunl historical treatist>. \\'hil~h of illl kiud 
may ~ compared with the Greek logography, waa followed 
by no lI ... rodotus or Thucydides. yl't h6 11"88 the mt'&lls of 
establishing the principle, thllt literary occupation in con
net'tion with the useful 8ciencea as well a.s with history was 
not merely becoming but honourable in a Roman. 

Let us glan~, in eonclusion, at the 8tute of the arts of Arehli..,. 
architecture, Bl~lllpture, and painting. So far 88 concerns 'Un!. 

4the former, the traces of growing luxury were less observable 
in public than in private buildin~ It was not till toward" 
the close of this period, and.especinlly from the time of the 
«>n~orship of Calo (570), that the ROlnans began in the case n4. 
of the former to have respect to publio convenience as well tOr 
public e:Dge'nl'y; to line with stone the basins (lacw) sup-
plil'd from th~ aqueducts (570) ; to erect colonlllkil'1J (SiS. 1St. 1;9. 
5SO); and above ull to trausferto Rome the Attic.eou~t aud li-&. 
blllllllt'88 halla-the basi1ic.-.z as they were called. '1 h6 first of 
these buildings. BOmewha~ corre~po~din.~ to our modt'rn 
bazaan,-the Porcian or silversmiths hall-was eret'ted by 
Cat~ in 570 alongside of the senate-house; others were soon lS~. 
a.,-.ociatt><i with it, till graduully along the aidell o~ the ~'orum 
the private shops were replllt't.'d by these splendid. columnar 
hAlht. E"ery-day liftJ, however. was more d,*,plYlDftuenced 
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by the revolution in dom~~ architecture which must, at 
latest, be placed in this pe~. The dwelling-room (atrium), 
court (cavum redium), garden and garden colonnade (pens
tylium), the record· chamber (tablinum), chapel, kitchen, and 
bedrooms were by degree~ severally provided for; and,!IoS to 
the internal fittings, the column began to be applied both in 
the court and in the dwelling-room for the support of the 
open roof and also for the garden colonnades: throughout 
these arrangements it is probable that Greek models were 
copied or at any rate made use of. Yet the materials used 
in building remained simple; "our ancestors," says V arro, 
"dwelt in houses of brick, and laid merelv a moderate 
foundation ofpewn stone to'keep away damp.~' 

Of Roman plastic art we scarcely encounter any other trace' 
than, perhaps, the emlbssing in wax of the images of ances
tors. Painters and painting are mentioned somewhat more 
frequently. Manius Valerius caused lIhe victory which he 
obtained over the ORrthaginiaus and Hiero in 491 off Mes
sana (P. 36) to be depicted on the side wall of the senate
house-the first historical frescoes 'in Rome, which. were 
followed by. many of similar character, and which were in 
the domain of the arts of design what the national epos and 
the national drama became not much later in the domain of 
poetry. We find named as painters, one Theodotus who, 
as N IBviUs scoffingly said, 

Sedens in C811a circumtectus tegen"lnu 
Lares ludetltis peni pinzit bubulo ; 

l 
Marcus Pacuvius of Brundisium, who painted in the teniple 
of Hercules in the Farum Boarium-the same who, when 
more advanced in life, made himself a name as an editor of 
Greek tragedies; and Marcus Plautius Lyco, a native of Asia 

tMinor, whose beautiful paintings in the temple of Juno at 
Ardea procured for him the freedom of that city.- But· 
these very facts clearly indicate, not only that the exercise 
of art in Rome was altogether of subordinate importance and 
more of a manual occupation than an art, but also that it 

• Plantins' belongs to this or to the beginning of the following period, for 
theinseription on his pictnres(Plin. H. N. xxxv. 10,115), being hexametrical, 
cannot well be older than Ennins, and the bestowal of the citizenship of Ardea 
mnst have taken place before the Social Waz through which Ardea lost ilB in
dependence. 
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fell, probably still more exclusively than poetry, into the 
hands of Greeks and half' Greeks. 

On the other hand there appeared in the circles of the 
nobility the arst traces of the tastes subsequently dis-

'played by the dilettante and the collector. They II,6lmired 
the magniftcence of the Corinthian and Athenian till pies, 
and regarded with contempt the old-fashioned terra-cotta 
figures on the roofs of those of Rome: even a Dlan like 
Lucius Paullus, who shared the feelings of Cato rather than 
of Scipio, viewed and judged the Zeus of Phidias with the 
eye of a connoisseur. The custom of carrying off the 
treasures of art from the conquered Greek cities was first 
introduced on a large scale by Marcus Marcellus after 
the capture oi' Syracuse (542). The practice Dlet with 212. 
Bevere reprobation from' men of the old school of training, 
and the stern veteran Quintus Fabius, for instance, on the 
capture of Tarentum (545) gave orders that the statues in 209. 
the temples should not be touched, but that the Tarentines 
should be allowed to retain their indignant gods. Yet the 
plundering of temples in this way became of more and moI'e 
frequent occurrence. Titus Flamininus in particular (560) 194. 
and Marcus Fulvius Nobilior (567), two leading champions 187. 
of Roman Hellenism, and Lucius Paullus (587) were the 167. 
means of filling the public buildings of Rome with the mas
ter-pieces of the Greek chisel. In taking such steps the 
Romans had a daw)1ing consciousness of the truth, that an 
intel'est. in art as well as an interest in poetry formed an 
essential part of Hellenic culture or, in other 'words, of 
modern civilization; but, while the appropriation of Greek 
poetry was impossibl'e without some Bort of poetical activity, 
in the hase of art the mere beholding and procuring of its 
productions seemed to suffice, and therefore, while a native 
literature was formed in an artificial wily in Rome, no 
attempt even was made to develop a native art. 

END OF V()L. U. ' 
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CORREOTIONS. 

Page 10, line 32, (or connubium read 00IIUbium. 
." 52, .. 2, for wanar eand read warfare and. 
.. 68, .. 37, for nations read cities. 
.. 128, .. 38, for citadel read fort. 
." 129, .. 5, for orores read onion • 
.. 141. To th8 S8C01Id rllal'giMI '-ding add tIw orord Campania. 
.. 1M, line 9, for Dmye road Dyme. 
.. 190', .. 8, for Alemndrisn read Alemndrine. 
.. 2.>0, .. 21, for could not be aware read could not but be aware 
.. 273, 22, for smids\ read amidst. 
.. 346, .. 8, delete aemicokm after gods. 
.. 438, .. 25, for of read with. 
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